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WITTER OF TRANS-A1I'll'A1..

INIPAIrrAl ENT OF THE I NTEICIOR,

13rREM: OF EDUCATION.
.

Wanhinytoh, P. C 1(120.
I am transmitting herewith for publication as a bulletin of

'the Bureau of Education the report of a survey on education in theerritory of Hawaii. made under -my direction as.Conunissioner of
Education at the request of the govertcr andthe superNendent of
public instruction of the Territory, which request was made in com-
pliance with an act of the legislature. which act also appropriatedmotley to pay the incidental expenses of the survey.

The survey was made under the immediate direction of Dr. FrankF.' Bunker, specialist in city school administration of the Bureau
of Education, Assisted by Dr. W. AV. Kemp. chairman of the educa-tion department. University of California : Dr. Parke R. Kolbe,
sident of the Municipal University. Akron,Ohic; and Dr. George

B. 'I'wiss, professor of secondary education and State high-schoolinspector. Ohio State University. ft includes both public and pri-.
vate schools of the islands, the private schools being-included at the
request of representatives of these schools.

daily cundiiions and problems connected with these schools, par-ticularly the fm:t that a large majority of the children are of other
races than thre which are dominant in the United States, made the
work of the survey unique and difficult;. but I believe most of the
problems have been solved wisely, and that this solution will haveinterest and k.altte not only for the people of Hawaii but for students
411%eillient in'the United States.

ofRespectfully submitted.

The SEcitt:TAIIY or Turd NTF.ItIOR.

a-

P. P. CLANToN,
Com mh4Rioner.



A SURVEY OF 'EDUCATION-IN HAWAII.

INTRODUCTION.

Every American public-school system has abundant reason for
making sharp analyses of the peculiar neyis to which it should be
ministering; yet, in practice, the kind of 'training provided 1)3` the
schOols of one section is very similar to that given by the schools of
other regions, though it must be apparent that occupations may
differ widely. The ability to render a service in an agricultural
district does not mean that one can render equal service in a mining
region, or in a cattle country, or in a section given over to fruit
growing or lumbering or fishing. The p..nalty for a failure to
recognize the larger occupational nceds of a local community on
the mainland, however, is partly remtwed because of means ofrapid
interchange and Of intercommunication and because of the ease with
which individuals shift from place to place. Because of the multi-
tude of opportunities for service there to be founctoindividuals quickly,
make adjustments, find their own niches, and become relatively
satisfied and satisfactory workers in needed vocations. So far, with
little difficulty, the mainland has been able to absorb all Who have
the desire to servo and to put them at the things which they slid°
best.

Not so:however, with Hawaii. Set down midway of th Pacific;
with six days-and 2,100 miles separating her from her nearest neigh-
bor; with a total population no larger than a number of mainland
cities, the larger proportion being orientals; with 1 ut two industries
of first magnitude, though with vital connections with the Orient
-and with America and having a future of wonderful possibilities,
obviously Hawaii does not so readily and easily come within the
influence of the balancing end. adjusting flow of human' currents.
By force of her situation Hawaii must be largely self-sufficient and-
self-contained. She can hope for little aid from outside her borders;
she can expect to render little assistance to her neighbors in their
problems of vocational relationships and of occupational adjust-
ments. Her isolation, then, conditioning all her problems,imust be
taken account of in every phase of her thinking. It is this that
demands that the public-school system of Hawaii, perhaps beyond
that of any other American commonwealth, shall give to the ques-
tion of its proper function a penetratingspxamination and analysis. '



A SURVEY OF EDUCATION IN HAWAII,

THE FUNCTION OF A SCHOOL. SYSTEM.

livery school system that is going about its work intelligently
and effectively is suhservitig at least three important interests;
The Nation, through preparing, along with other agencies, dependable,
patrioic, and worthy citizens; the community, through shaping the
training it. gives, so that the community will have competent leaders
and efficient workers in all its occupations; the individual himself,

1 through helping hi to find' his aptitudes and abilities and through
providing him with e means for so developing these that thereby
he is enabled to ren a service alike satisfying to himself and to
society. The citizenship eels of the Nation, the occupationdl needs
of th,e community, and the tastes, aptitudes, abilities, and ambitions
of the individual, then, are the guideposts which point the pathway
Of the public school; and these are the considerations, likewise,

which must he held in clear view in any appraisal of the work of
schools of Hawaii.

Furthe -more, it should be pointed out, the system that holds

.unswervingly to this threefold purpose, intelligently shaping its
practice the while by these ends, can never be charged. rightly,
with influencing its children to turn away from legitimate labor of

any kind. The influence of a system dominated by such high purpose
will be not to free men from work but to free them in their work.

This is the function ..f education, and it is a Spurious education,,
an education unworthy the name, that teaches, even by implication,
that in this democracy of America there are necessary occupations
unworthy of any but the ignorant and the illiterate br that there is
room anywhere in this country foa a group of men, however small,
who shall be forced to their occupation through dire need. Men

who work in occupations deemed' unworthy, and who do so only
.because driven' to it by the biting lash of necessity, are in reality
not fred men. They work only in the spirit of the slave. :There

is no place in America for such, and it is as much the busine'ss of
cdueittion to teach men this as it is to make them literate. '.

Children grovri4 up in Hawaii, coming as they do in their plastic_
years under the influence of tire public school, prepafing themselves
for the assumption of the responsibilities which life in Hawaii
demands, should'come to feel that, in cutting cane on the, plantation,
in driving a tractor in the fields, in swinging a sledge in a black-
.smith shop, biscielding a brush on building, or fence or bridge, as well
win sitting at a doctor's or merchant's or manager's or banker's
desk, there is opportunity for rendering a necessary asWell as an
,intelligent, worthy, and creative service. Reciprocally,' they should
likewise recognize that they have a right to follow such occupations
under fit'saild tolerable conditions and to receive as a tangible reward

4



INTRODUCTION. 5

for service rendered a wage that is more than an existence wage,
more even than a mere thrift Wage; in fact, that it shall he a cultural
wage, one which may be defined as a wage which not only brings
relief from worry but provides a margin sufficient for reereation,
self-improvement, spiritual uplift.

When, in the islands, education shall have fully functioned in the
lives of both those who serve by employing and directing others
and those who servr through toiling with the hands, then all will
be working as free men. Then all will be doing that which they can
do best, and doing their hest at that which they undertake. 'Then,

A-)0 there will disappear from the minds of 'the men of Hawaii 'the
thought that the great enterprises of the islands are dependent for
surress upon successive waves of cheap, ignorant, illiterate, alien
laborers yho stick at their jobs only through fear of want and through
inability to do anything else. In short, when education shall have
-accomplished its true purpose there will he conferred upon &man,
whatever his occupation, an enlarged individuality, a wider range
of thought and action, a higher and more permanent peace. And
when this consummation shall have been achieved no longer can the
public schools of Hawaii be justly charged with educating the youth
of the islands away from those occupations which require toil with
the hands and making of them relatively inefficientot,`white-collared.
folk."

CHIEF FEATURES OF THE REPORT.

Chapter I sets forth the significant facts about the population
elements of Hawaii, their interrelationships, their rates of growth,
the part they are likely, to take in the affairs of the Territory as
citizens, the occupational *needs of the islands, and the agencies at
work upon the problems which race and occupational needs have
raised:

Chapter II treats of the administrative machinery of the school,
system of the islands, the Territorial Normal School, and of the
financial support accords l the schools, showing how, in the judgment
of the survey commission, changes can profitably be made, thereby
enabling the schools to function more efficiently.

Chapter III deals with a serious obstacle in the way of the work
.

of the public school in its task of Americanizationthe system' of
foreign-language schools, which exists nowhere else in the United
States.

Tito remaining chapters of the report treat, successively, thedetails
of the work of the elementary school, the high school, the university,
and the private schoolsall with the question in min,d as to how Well
they/are meeting citizenship, occupational, and individual needs, and
how school practice can best be modified . to secure improvement in
results.

4P-



6 A SURVEY OF EDUCATION IN .

COMMENDABLE FEATURES IN TERRITORIAL SCHOOLS.

It must not be inferred that, because this report gives much space
to a discussion of means for securing improvements in results, the

'commission is blind to the many features of excellende already
incorporated in the work of both the public and private schools.
The role of constructive critic demands that recommendations for
changes in the established order be accompanied by reasons; that
which is sound in accepted practice requires no such detailed com-
ment. For this reason, then, survey report may appear to be
unduly critical when in reality it is only calling the attention of
interested authorities in an earnest way to opportunities for improve-
ment in a system genuinely sound in its structure and work.

. In point of fact there is very much about the schools of Hawaii
which deserves positive, commendation. The leadership of the
schools is in excellent hands, the citizens of the Territory are taking
a much greater interest in the education of the children el alien
parents than ever before, the very fact that a public school has been
placed within the reach of practically every child in the islands, how-
ever remote his home, is an achievement as well as a testimonial to
the earnest work of school administrators and of,the school corps,
w, hile in the erection of teachers' cottages and. in improving the living
conditions of teachers the Territory has outstripped all other of the
chief divisions of the United States. A glance at the list of items
marking recent educational advance in the islands affords ample
proof that the school authorities are alert to-the need and determined
to meet it. Such a list of actual or prospective advances includes
among other items: Insistence umn informing the public about every-
thing the department does; secuAg the counsel and advice of repre-
sentative laymen of the various ;seat groups; eliminating obsolete
offices from the organization; aeancing teachers' salaries and doing
more for their comfort; raising the standards of training and qualifi-
cation required of teachers; making a beginning in the incorporation
of the kindergarten as an integral part of the school system; reducing
the size of elementary school classes; providing school buildings of
more permanent and more modern type; creating a division for
organizing work of industrial character; modifying a rigid and
inflexible Promotion system; filecentralizing a highly centralized and
mechanical system; and providing opportunity whereby teachers and
other members of the school corps may have more of a voice in deter-
mining educational policy.

This study of the schools of Hawaii, moreover, is intended to be a
study of policies and practices, not of persons. The survey com-
mission has consciously avoided either praising or blaming, crediting,
of discrediting individuals. The matter of placing an estimate upon
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the value of the services which individuals are renderihg is the dutyof local authorities; it falls outside the province -which has been setfor the survey commission and has not been attempted.

THE SURVEY COMMISSION.

The survey was made under the direction of the United StatesCommissioner of Education upon request of the governor of theTerritory of Hawaii, the legislature, the school commissioners, andthe superintendent of public instruction. To assist the Commissionerof Education in making this study ho appointed the followingcommission:
Frank F. Bunker, Bureau of Education, director of the survey.W. W. Kemp, chairman education department,- University ofCalifornia.
Parke R. Kolbe, president *Municipal University, Akron, Ohio.
George R. Twiss, professor of secondary education and State

high-school inspector, Ohio State University.

API'RECIATION.

The survey commission desires to express its appreciation of thecourtesy and consideration shown its members by the citizens ofHawaii univeztally. A speoial word of thanks is due the governor,the officers of the Territorial governmentt the members of the boardof school commissioners, and the superintendent of public instructionand his staff, for the interest which they have individually taken inthe survey and for the help and cooperation which they have sever-ally extended. The commission is also indebted to Miss Feast forthe use of the copyrighted picture,. "The Melting Pot," and to Mr.Alexander Hume Ford, secretary of the Pan-Pacific Union, for theuse of -other photographs.
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Chapter I.
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM OF HAWAII.

,NTEN21,-1. he rose miNnre: Ear:y attempts to assist iaisaigraLum; Japanese immigration; Engin
Lit^ r iinnigzratiop ncluigrants fr,om northern Europe. The character of present population: Birth
n:rl death rotes of il,e mom; momentum of Japanese nine; Japanese entering many rocatioas:espienstiee
of lapimese atilt ity; Japanese political control of the is'alida; ustonatnies in the pubac DeLowi; Judo
Vanglian'.: court decision. :t. Intermarrying of race:: Japanese picture brides; progeny of racial inlets
marri:ces. . Occupational needs and opportunities cf the islands: The small farmer; plantation and
t.::ing net it lin»; the pub:ic school in relation Wieland mods; *lengthened school day required. Z.. Rite-
oti,n, (entrust:A with that of mainland: Children ignmnut of English; no English-speaking children ou
playground: en unsfolde leaching toree; many poorly qualified teaoher:: inadequate, supervision; the kit-
elan language soloyels; schools inadequately supported; compansalions G. Agencies deeding with the

Private schools; Kinticrgartell Association: Young Men's Christian Association; Young Women!
Association: wetter* activities on Slut

T. THE MIXTURE OF THE RACES.

'f lie deliberate and persistent efforts, extending over the past half
century, made by the various governments of Hawaii. to seethe
cheap laborers in silt:foie-1A numbers to care for the crops of sugar
cano have resulted in a racial situation in the Hawaiian Islands proba-
bly nowhere else to he found in the world, certainly in no other of
the chief political units of the United States.

Prior to 1850 the population of the islands was relatively homoge-
neous, although in consequence of the trade in sandalwood which
sprang up at the beginning of the century and because the islands
later came to ho looked upon as a desirable rendezvous and refitting
statiorrfor the groat north Pacific whaling fleets, there was in the .

population a sprinkling of sailors of many nationalities. who for one
rea-;on or another had loft their ships and were living among the
native'.. With the rapid development of the sugar industry. which
sot in strongly about the middle of the century, and in view of the
etidily and rapidly decreasing native population, it became evident
that a supply of now and cheap labor must be found. .

EARLY ATTEMPTii TO ARSIST IMMIGRATION.

The first step was taken by the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural So-
ciety, which, in 1852, employed a shipmaster to bring to t.he islands
180 Chinese coolies on a five-year sinitract at $3 per month, in addi-
tion to passage, housing, food, clothing, and medical attention.

in a few months 100' more were brought over on the same terms.
This WII$ the beginning of Chinese immigration, which was encour-

9



10 A SURVEY OF EDUCATION IN HAWAII.

aged for a time, only to be. restricted at a later period and finally.
prohibited. but not until a population of some 21,000 had been
brought to the Territory.

Kamehameha Hsi made an unsuccessful effort to bring to the Ha-
waiian Islands the entire population of Pitcairn Island. The project
failed, however, because the British Government would not permit
those people to transfer their allegiance from Britain in order that
they might become Hawaiian subjects. In 1855 Kamehame ha IV
appointed a commissioner to study the question of the suitability as
immigrants of Polynesian peoples. As a result, in 1859, about 20
South Sea Islanders were brought in, likewise under contract. Others
were imported in 1868 by the "Bureau of Immigration," organized
to superintend the introduction of immigrants. During this period,
among other groups, some 84 Manahikis from Reirsons Island and
Humphreys Island and 42 Bukabukas from Danger Island wore
brought in. These people proved most unsatisfactory, and the plan
of bringing in Polynesians was dropped for more than 10 years. In
1877, however, the plan was resumed, and a sea captain was sent to
Fiji and Now Zealand to secure emigrants. During 1878 and the six
years following nearly 2,000 Polynesians, mostly from the Gilbert
Islands, but with some Melanesian cannibals, were brought into the
country. This was a costly experiment, for neither a., laborers nor
citizens did they give satisfaction.

JAPANESE IMM 10 RATION.

The next race sought was the Japanese. In 1868, 48 laborers, under
a three-year contract which called for $4 per month, besides food,
lodging, and medical assistance, were brought in from Japan. They
gave excellent satisfaction, but reports "of ill treatment reaching
Japan brought about an investigation by that country with the result
that, although no grounds for complaint were found, some 40 of this
group were permitted to return to their homes on the naive condi-
tion, however, that each was to work three years for the Japanese
Government in order to reimburse it for the expense of the return
passage.

In 1884, after a long correspondence with Japan, consent was
obtained for bringing Japanese to these islands. Under this arrange-
ment nearly 1,000 came over, but the emigration was stopped tempo-
rarily because of the fact that many misunderstandings with the
Japanese Government arose. In 1888 an emigration convention was
concluded and ratified with Japan, after which time and until annex-

' ation to the United States immigration was large and constant.

A COIANY )BOY THE STATES.

In the meantime (in 1870) a little colony of white immigrants
from the United States was brought in, settling on Lanai. The con-
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tract under which the members came obligated each person to take
up nt least 12 acres pf land for at least 12 months, the proprietor to
supply the tenant with lodging, working animals, seed, and tools.
The crop was to be equally divided between landlord and tenant.
In the event that the latter failed to carry out the terms of the con-
tract, his deposit of $35, passage money, was to be forfeited. Severe
droughts prevailed during the year of the trial, and the experiment
was abandoned.

In 1872 the Hawaiian Immigration Society was organized. This
was composed of the chief business men of the country, who dis-
cussed at considerable length the relative merits as immigrants of
laborers from China, Japan, Malay; Hindustan, the Azores, and the
islands of the south Pacific. This society made groat efforts to per-
suade the 'island goveinment to enter into an arrangement with
England_ for securing Hindu coolies from India, but met with no

l'ORTUGL-F,SE IMMIGRATION.

At the same time arrangements were made to secure Portuguese
from the Azores and Madeira. The pioneer company of 180 arrived
in 1878, followed by 750 others a little later. In 1882 an understand-
ing with Portugal was reached which resulted in some 7,000 Portu-
guese being brought over fiom the same islands during the next six
years. By 1899, through immigration activities, nearly 13,000 Portu-
guese had been imported, chiefly from Madeira and the Azores.

Though not a race cognate to the Hawaiians, they proved to be a
valuable additiolk to the Territorial 'population. The early comers
began work on the plantations as laborers at the monthly rate of $10
for males and $6 for women. Later many succeeded in reaching
better situations on the plantations as "lunar," teamsters, and
mechanics, rising to positions in some instances commanding $125
per month. A few among the first of these immigrants were expert
stonecutters and builders, giving the first impulse in the Territory
to the erection of substantial buildings out of the hewn lava rock.
Later still, many beCame storekeepers, typographers, stenographers,
and sales people, and many came to accept positions of trust in banks
and offices. Others gained high place on the bench, in the Territorial
legislature, on county boards, and as 'lawyers. Altogether,. The
experiment of importing the Portuguese has been distinctly sueceesfuL

IMMIGRANTS FROM NORTHERN EUROPE.

The experiment was also tried of bringing in Norwegians. In
1880 the board of immigrat;en agreed to assist in procuring. immi-
grants from Norway, offering to pay one-half the passage of women
and full passage of all children under 12 years. About 600 persons
were brought over at the time under this arrangement and given

10140°.-20--2
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12 A SURVEY OP EDUCATION IN HAWAII.

employment en the plantations. It was found, hartever, that a few
only of the number Were really aRrienkurists, the remainder having
been recruiked from the idle class of towns. This experiment proved
unsatinfact&y.

1 Similar as4iniume was given in procuring laborers from Germany.
About 900 Germans came over hi response, but they proved to be
restless and discontented, giving their employers no peace until
their contracts wen' canceled, whereupon the majority emigrated to
the United Statoi. The experiment of bringing in peoples from
uorteritEurope; as with the attempt to secure a satisfactory class of
laborers from the South Sea Island races, cognate to the Hawaiians,
proved on the whole to be unsatisfactory.

As a result of a half century of effort, on which the Hawaiian
people expended more than $2;000,000, the population of Hawaii,
according to the.1896 Territorial census, was as follows:'
Native Hawuiiuus 31, 019 Germano 1, 43;1;84

Part-Hawaiians 8, 485 Norwegians
Japanese 24, 407 French 101
Chinese 21, 61135. South Sea Islanders 455
Portuguese 15,191 Others 600
American 3, 086
Until; 2, 250 Total 109, 020

2. THE CHARACTER OF TAE PRESENT POPULATION.

Through the natural growth of population slid because of influxes
of4peoples which have taken place since annexation, the estimated

- population of the 'Hawaiian Territory in 1919, segregated according
to racial groups, is itf011ows:

.181irszated population of the Hawaiian Tcrritory,d June 80, 191:o.

Asiatics

grIelie

Filipino

Totrnesfans

Hama= .,
ilMumalaa.Hainiiisna
A slatio.lrawallans.

Lein:

8Pwictire
Rican

'

159, 900

Periellitetg

60.6

,
,

b U0,000
22, OM
3,100

22,090

41.7
11.11

1.9
9.4

14.9?
10,260

22,000 6.1
I0,700 2.1
5, 000 4.0

0.12,29Cra.
96,1100 114

25,000
2,400
5, 400

9.5
.0

2.0.
At madams, British, Osman., Rum's», etc

far111113.111121=10

31,000
1.167,A11.11.

116ciiirs 700 .4

910,aY 100.

From Ma Tincitorkd Dome of Malik Report, 11011
Ma rains Impanine sand roma, 11441/7.

3 Bee Blackman, "27.6 Mak. of Howell."
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It' is of interest in this connection to examine the school enrollment
in both the public nail private schools f t islands, distributed
according to nationality, to see to what xtent these racial groups
have -contributed tb school population.

selloo?enroftwtent in iothrie and prirate zrhnott,' June ;:(1. 1919.

Nal io.).11iCy. Total. moo(
total.

81,560 86.6
.1apanese

17,544 418Chinese
. 4.491 10.8Kurean

620 , 1.5l'Illpin,
ON 2.1

1'..1%.ue,iiti,..
9,141 , 21.1

Iratanans
3,400 , 8.7fart-llawalians
8 8131 . 12.4

Latins
! 7,985 I 111.4/l'ort.r.'nese .. ..... I 4.234 1 14.7:z.rxiili

513 1.2l'orto 1:Icati
.. ......... 1.139 2.6

A :iericaw, lirllish, (;ernialis,111:s
2.391 5.5mint nolionalll les

173
Total

43,271 100.0.

From Rep. n1Tcrrlt..rial Surf 8,0 rttet to.t, 1919

An examination of the two preceding tables discloses the interestingfa,.t that, while the group of Asiatics cOMprises 60.8 per cent of the
population, the children of this group compriso but 54.5 pelcent ofthe school population. With the Polynesians, however, the situa-tion is reversed, for, while this group constitutes 14.8 per cent of the
population, the children of the group constitute 21.1 per cent of thqtotal niginber of school children. Likewise, the proportion whichthe Latins contribute to the school population exceeds the proportionwhich the group hears to the entire island population, for, with 12.4per cent of the population, their children comprise 18.5 per cent ofthe school population. The CaucaSian group, however, comprising
.11.8 per cent of the population; areoredited with but 5.5 per cent of
the aggregate school enrollment.

On the face of it this might indicate' that the Asiatics are lessprolific than the Polynesians pnd the Latins, but a closer study of thetables shows that in the case of the Asiatic group the proportion ofJapanese, Chinese, and Koreans in the population and in the schools"is nearly the same, while tho )Filipino group, having '8.4 pc... cent oofthe population, contributes but 2.1 per cent of the school enrollment.VP This is partly explained by the fact that the Filipino group has onlyvery recently bent brought, to the islands, and there is, in conse-quence, a ,much larger percentage of unmarried males in this group
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than in the otherraci al groups which halve bqon in the islands longer, and
'who, therefore, have established famills. Even though the Filipinos
be excluded from consideration, it is clear that the remaining races
of the Asiatic group are still outstripped by the Part-Hawaiians, the
Portuguese, and the Spanish, for whereas the Japanese, the Chinese,
and the Koreans barely hold their own in their contributions to school
population, children of the Part-Hawaiian, Portuguese, and Spanish
groups greatly exceed the proportion these groups bear to the total

4population. Doubtless this fact, too, is to be explained by facts of
immigration rather than because the Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans
are less prolific.

BIRTH AND DFATII RAKES.

A table showing the number of births per ,000 of population, dis-
tributed by nationalities and extending over a period of years, will
throw light on this point. Such a table, showirig also the death rates
and the incrtiase of birth rates over death rates, follows:
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Thi4 table . shows that in every -group except the Hawaiian the
births exceeded the deaths; with the Haiaiia.ns, however, &ails
greatly outnumbered births, which, if continued, dooms the race to
extinction. Taking the birth.rates for ices as a norm, it is obvious
that for ail years covered by the table the following groups exceNjethe

. norm of births: Japanese, Coucasian-Hawaiian, Asiati (-Hawn ii an, Por-
tuguese, Spanish, and Porto Rican. Taking the death rate for all race's
as a norm, it is seen that, the following races-are fortunate enough to
fall below it for all years: Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Portuguese,
and the group to which belong the Americans, British, Germans. and
Russiahs. The only groups appearing in both these' ists are the
Japanese and Portuguese, showing that these are the only ones in
which %high birth rate is combined with a low death rate..

It is true that an examniation of the figure showing net ihcreaso
of the birth rate over the death rate distses the fact, that the births
to the Caucasian-Hawaiians and the Asatic- Hawaiians so far out-
number the deaths, even though these are 191. as to place these two
groups in the lead in the mattes of net increase; howsver, the groups
are small in number. 10,760 in the one ease and .").90 in tin' other,
and while they are potentially impoitant, yet for the purpose of this
study they can prolyerly be eliminated, as they comprise too small a
proportion of the population.

COMPARISON OP THE JAPAN F.SE AND PORTUC I :ESE illiOUPS.

A comparison in detail of the records of the Japanese and the
Portuguese, shown in the preceding table, discloses the fact that the,
situation for both istnearly the same, with the odds slightly in favor
of the Japanese.. The number of Japanese births reported to the
Territorial Board of Health, which action the law requires, falls. short
of the actual number registered by the Japanese consul by several
hundred annually. For exclunyle, the number registered with the
consul in 1916 exceeds the board of health aggregate by 977; in 1917,
by 658; in 1918, by 407; aittlin 1919, by.416. Wee tho corrected
aggregates used in the foregoing tabulations, the fact would be estab-
belied that, with vespect to birth and death rates, the Japanese race
is the most favoied race of the islands, having, among all the races,
made the best adjustment to all those conditions affecting race multi-
plication; furthermore, with an actual population now in the islands.
(1919) of 114,137, as reported by the acting*Japanese consul, against
25,000 Portuguese, the next largest group, it is clear that the Japu

j lace has acquired a momentum which puts all the othek groups o
of the running in respect to numbers.
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That this momentum will inevitably carry the Japanese race into
an increasingly dominant numerical position, if continued, is clearly
shown by the table on a later page, which gives the actual number of
male Japanese births during a period of 32 yearls. This table was com-
piled from information obtained from the office of the Japanese consul
and from the records of the Territorial Board of Health. It is accu-
rate except that, from 1913 on, the proportion of males and fenisles
may he slightly in error.

parallel between the Japanese and the Nrtuguese in their
adjustment to those' island influences which condition birth and
death rates has been noted. Another striking parallel, between the
two races is alset4o be observed in this. that while 4)oth grops origi-
nally were brought into the islands to satisfy the need for cheaplabor on the plantations, there is with both a pronounced
tendency to seek a better economic position by. breaking away from
the plantations at the first opportunity and engaging in other occu-pations and activities giving promise of a freer and more ample life.

JAPANF.SE ENTERING MANY VOCATIONS.

Similarly,. the Japanese are ambitious to become tenants, to ownland, to set up a busines.,s, to enter arofession, to rise above the
category, of unskilled labor, and as they individually achieve their
ambition, they are, like the Portuguese, participating more and more
in the affairs of the islands, socially, educationally, politically. Fur-
thermore, they are all at work; there'are few triflers and idlers amongthem. There arc now approximately 38,000 male and 27,000 female
adult Japanese in the islands. The table which follows, based itpon
information obtained from the office of the Japanese consul, shows
that 50,149 of them are employed in gainful occupations.

Distrthotion of Japanese ocooniingto oceopalions, 1919.
Officials 6 Farm laborers 1, 759Clergymen 91 Stockmen 147Teachers 356 Dairymen 82Physicians ' ... 43 Fishermen 1,063Dentists 8 Carriage.makers. 34Veterinarians 2 Dyers 89Chemists 24 Blacksmiths.... 62.Nurses and midwives 51 Book-shop keepers. .,,,, 34Masseurs 33 Peddlers

418Newspaper' and magazine pub- Bank employees kt 383Ushers 93 Clerks in stores and businos
Interpreters 58 houses .0 2,340Farmers 3,740 Persons who rent their properties .. 111-
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Railroad erhployeee 394 Drumriets
Draymen 344 I Dry-grxxle merchant.
Chauffeurs 540 I Shoeshop keepers e

24
14

4
Hotelkeepers. 36 Dealers in fancy goods, toilet
Restaurant and café workers .. 9.9 ! articles, etc. 62
Billirrdparlor and theater work- Vegetable dealers 51

ers 31 Butchers and fish denier. 101
Bathhouse keepers 'Bean curd manufacturers 49
Barbers 275 Soy merchants 7
House servants 4, 141 Candy manufacturers 95
Actors !62 Artisans, various miscellaneous
Geishas and helpers 2, 39.1 laborers. 2, 791
Plantation laborers 26, 8G7 Miscellaneous occultations 641
Sawyers 197 Number with no occupation re-
Carpenters 506 ported. 599
Painters 123;

'Total employed 50.149Photographers. 24
Tailors 63 Women and children and other
Laundry men 218 unemployed members of house-
Laborers in factories 320 holds 61, 909
Civil engineeys and contractom. 80
Fuel dealers 73 Grand total 112, 058
Jewelers 30

EXPLANATION OF JAPANESE ACTIVITY.

Furthermore, it should be said in fairness that there are fewJapan-
we children ih the juvenile courts and in institutions for delinquents;
and there are proportionally very few Japanese among the convict
labor ga.ngs and in the jails. Few, if tiny, are supported by public
charity; nor are any hogging on the streets. Their per capita savings
bank deposits rank third among those of the island races, being ex-
ceeded by the Americans and Portuguese only. All of which activity,
laudable in itself, can be 'explained adequately on the basis of the
racial qualities, inherent in the Japanese, of patience, persistence,
.thrift,- initiative, endurance, ambition, group solidarity, coupled
with acumen and astuteness, which give them the ability to get on
where other races have failed. indeed, so well have the Japanese
adjusted themselves to island conditions, and so rapidly are they
increasing in the number of Hawaiian-born ohildre,n, that this group.
will soon have a majority of the votersof the islands.

JAPANESE POLITICAL CONTROL OF THE ISLANDS.

. Contrary to international practice, which holds that regardless
of where a child is born he takes the nationality of his parents: the
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United Stato.s
declares that every child born within the jurisdiction of the United
States is a citizen of the United States. In another particular in this
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connection-the law of the United States is in conflict with the theory
and practice of governments which hold to the*principli of dual ,

citizenship: for the act of Congress of July 27. 1868, declares the right
of expatriationto be a natural and inherent right of all people and
that anything to the contrary is "inconsistent with the fundamental
principles of this Republic." In consequence. then, of those laws
the .Japanese as well as all other people horn in United States terri-,
t4r1 are citizens of the United States, which status obtains' until by
definite net taken by the individuals themselves citizenship is
renounced. This being true, it is of great importance, in our analysis
of i,ite problem of the schools, to give consideration to the possibilities
of the domination of the Territorial electorate by representatives of a
single racial group, such as the Japanese.

The table on a subsequent page showing the' birth and death.
rotes of the several rams, and the table which follows,, giving the
number of male Japanese births each yearAince the Japanese haveboon in the islands, are significant in this connection. This lattertable is of particular interest, for from it can be determined thenumber of Japanese citizens who come of voting age each year.

Probable Japanese. or/di:it-ms to the elf florid,. Territory of

Year.
Salon-

rstt
male

births.

Year
en-

titled
to
Ot

,

Year.
'sesa-
me!.

births.

188 254 1919 1910 1;7901899 256 1920 1911 1,6791990. 318 1921 1912 2,1011991 608 19M 1913 2,168)99,
878 no 1914 2,2511991. 1,889 1924 1915 2,4871904 1,329 1925 1916141' 1,177 1925 1917. 2,651190r 1,185 1927 1918 2,716.1417 1,233 1928 1949 2,5051902 1,534 1928

22,921
.35,137

1,605 1930 Total 16-rear period
Grand total, both periods..

12, 216l2 -Jeer period

Year
'n-

ettled .
to

vow

1101
1932
1933
1934so
1106
11137

len
1939
1940 ,

'

'

Record of births obtained from the oake of the heaneete carol.

teFrom this table it is clear that 12,216 Hawaiian-born Japanese will
have become old enough to vote by 1934 22,921 more will have beenadded to the list of eligibles by 1940, making a total during the
22-reap period of 35,137. Some will leave the Territory, going to..Japan or to the States; some will die. It is conservative to say thatthe Japan(*) death rate, about 13 per cent per decade, will. amply
cover such possible losses, remembering. the. death rate is rack
one41 for the entire Japanese population, old and young. Deducting,then,'13 per cent to cover possible losses by removal and death, and
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there remain as eligible to the electorate during the first period,'
10,628; and during the second period, 19,942, or an aggregate by
1940, including 287 now registered, of 30,857.

The present Territorial electorate (1918), exclusive of the Japanese,
who nuzgber 287, is 19,837. During the past 10 years the increase in
the electorate, exclusive of the Japanese, has averaged 685 per year.
If this increase continues, in 1930 tthere will be 28,057 voters in the
Territory, exclusive of the Japanese; and by 1940.34,907, not includ-
ing the Japanese Summarizing the foregoing facts it would seem
reasonable to believe that the situation nii-4930 and in 1940 will
stand approximately as follows:

Esthnoled ekrtornte ire 19.10 and 19 Tcrri tory ,!f Nan

Klect orate
In 1918.

Est Imoled
additions,
191S-10n.

e0
,

eieronkv.. sad
1910.

E soma! ed

n. itce.

E1ectornte, exclusive of the Japancee 19,8:77 8,220 1,1,037
!

, n1,907
Iowa* coining of ago, leis 13 per cent far

deaths and reloovah 287 10,011 10,815 19,942 ;0.85,7

Total I. 20,124 18,8e 34,072 ! 29,772

By 1930, then, it s'eems probable that the Japanese may comprise
about 28 per cent of the electorate, a sufficiently large proportion to
constitute a force that must be reckoned with if it acts as a unit.
By 1940 about 47 per cent of the electorate may he expected to be
composed of voters of this race. From that time on, their numerical
superiority will grow very rapidly, the voters doubling every 21 years,
as children of children enter the electorate.

The probability of the approximate accuracy of the fOregoing
estimate is shown by the following tables, which give the nationality
of all children enrolled in the public and private schools since 1910
and the percentage of the whole which each group comprises. The
proportionate growth of the Japanese, 27.72 per cent in 1910; 29.12
per cent in 1911; 31.09 per cent in 1912; 33.37 per cent in 1913;
34.57 per cent in 1914; 37.47 per cent in 1915: 38.79 per cent in
1916; 38.06 per cent in 1917; 39.42 per cent in 1918; and 40.55
per cent in 1919, indicates"that the place in the electorate Which the
Japanese will occupy in 1930 and again in 1940 may, indeed, be under-
estiniated. Those tables follow.

.
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' THE EFFECT OF JUDGE UGHAN'S RECENT DECISION.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out, the foregoing estimates of
the place the Japanese will occupy in Hawaii's electorate have not
taken into consideration the actual and probable effect of the decision
rendered January 17, 1919 by Judge Horace W. Vaughan, United
States district judge for the District of Hawaii, in the matter of
the application for citizenship made, by a Japanese, a soldier in
the United States Army, stationed at the Schofield Barracks, Island
of Oahu, Territory of Hawaii. Judge Vaughan has interpreted
the act of May 9, 191S, and the el.() "any alien," therein, as
granting the soldier in question the right of citizenship. The stection
of the act which has so boon interpreted follows:

Any native-born Filipino of the ago of 21 years and upward who has
(1.,clared his intention to become a citizen of the United States and who has enlisted
or rnay hereafter enlist in the United States Navy or Nfarine'Corps or the Naval
Auxiliary Service, and who, after service of not less than three yearn, may he honor-
ably discharged therefrom, or who may receive an ordinary discharge with recom-
mendation for reenlistment-, or any alien, or any Porto Rican not a citizen of the
Un lied States, of the age (.1f 21 years and upward, who has enlisted or entered or may
hereafter enlist in or enter the armies of the United States, either the regular or the

lunteeforres. or the National Army, the National Guard or Naval Militia of any
State. Territory, or the District of Columbia, or the State militia in Federal service,
or in the United States Navy or Marine Corps, or in the United States Coast Guard,
or wtio has served for three years on bowl' of any vessel of the United States Govern-
ment, or for three years on board the merchant or fishing vessels of the United States
of more than 20 tons burden, and white still in the service On a reenlistment or re-
appointment, or within six months after an honorable discharge or separation there-
from, or while on furlough to the Army Reserve or Regular Army Reserve after
honorable service, may, on presentation of the required declaration of intention
petition for naturalization without proof of the required five years' residence within
the United States if upon examination by the representative of the Bureau of
Naturalization in accordance with the requirement. of this subdivision it ia shown
that such residence can not be established.

The immediate effect of this ruling was the naturalization to
November 14,'1919, of 398 Japanese, 99 Koreans, 4 Chinese, and
:200 Filipinos similarly situated. The more remote effect, the
extent of which can not be estimated, is that it apparently points
to a way by which in the future alien orientals may qualify for
citizenship through joining the National Guard of the Territory or
by serving on the merchant or fishing vessels of the United States
of more than 20 tons burden, which limit includes many of the
Japanese sampans now operating in Territorial waters, and the
interisland passenger boats whose crews are largely made up of
oriental seamen.

METHOD 01' RELEASING CHILDREN FROM JAPANESE CITIZENSHIP.

Although Japan has made some concessions in the matter of the
release of Hawaiian-born Japanese from Japanese citizenship, males
17 to 20 years of ago are still held as Japanese nationals, according
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to a digest of the Japanese law covering citizenship, prepared by
the department of 'public instruction from translations of Japanese
documents.

The only exception in the case of males from 17 to 20 is those
who are physically unfit for military service, those who have served
a limited number of years and those why have resided in a foreign
country until the age of 32.

The original Japanese law classed all children of Japanese parents,
regardless of where horn, as Japanese nationals, but an amendment
dating from 19]ti allowed foreign -horn Japanese to sever all citizen-
ship t* with Japan, under certain conditions.

The following data concerning the filing of petitions for release
from Japanese citizenship by Ilawaii.m-born Japanese was gathered
by the school department:

1. Applicant must be horn in Hawaii and must be an American
citizen.

2. Applicant must be residing in IIawaii_
3. Female applicants and male applicants under 17 years of age

are accepted without restriction. Male applicants over 17 yews
of age who will be accepted are those physically unfit for military
service, and the who have served for a limited number of years,
and those who have resided in a'foreign country until the age of 32.

Petitions from male applicants over 17 to 20 years of age, who do not
belong to the above class, are not accepted-.

4. In order to become legally discharged, consent must he obtained
from the secretary of the interior of Japan.

To obtain consent: (a) If applicant is under 15 years of age he
must obtain the consent of the parents or guardian.

(b) If applicant is over 15 years of age, he should be first 0. li'd
by the relatives.

(c) If applicant is under 15 years and under guardianship of step-
father, stepmother,. widow, or legal guardian whose consent is neces-
sary, the legally appointed guardian should make the application.

The application should he filed with the Japanese consulate of
'Honolulu and the following papers should accompany tho petition:

(a) Registration Book of Japan (koseki toohon). Two copies.
(b) Hawaiian birth -certificates.
(c) If applicant has taken any trip to Japan, he should state the

number of trips and the approximate number of days spent in Japan
dnriar-Chch trip, and if applicant did not travel, ho should state so.
Two copies.

(d) The dates of the arrival of the phrents to Hawaii. Two copies.
(e) Names of relatives ,with whom the applicant resides, and their

relation. Two copies.
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(I) Minors under 17 years and over 15 years should send the
consent in writing of the guardian Two copies.

(g) In case the consent of the relatives are required, the applicant.
.should present such consent. Two copies.

00 When applicant is over 17 years of age, he should state whether
he has served in military service, or if otherwise, stating reasons for
being unqualified.

Auy person thus having lost the Japanese registration can become
a Japanese subject again if circumstances are such that he will have
to reside in Japan.

3. THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE RACES ARE INTERMARRYING.

Whether or not the Japanese desire to achieve political control,
without doubt, within a few years they will be in a position to do
so if they choose. In this connection the question of the degree'
and extent to which the various racial groups now living in the
islands fuse through intermarriage is important. For, obviously,
if a rapid fusion is taking place in this manner, the Territory of
Hawaii will of necessity be looked upon as being unique in this,
namely, that a new race of people would be iu process of creation.
If. on the other hand, racial groups maintain group solidarity and
manifest no "chemical affinity." I hen we shall doubtless witness
in the future, in the struggle for political supremacy, a contest
among groups for group recognition or preferment.

An interesting and valuable study of the extent to which fusion
by marriage has taken place in the Territory of Hawaii has been
made by .Mr. Vaughan Macerrughey, now superintendent of public.
instruction of the Territory.'. The following comprises a brief
summary of the conclusions which he reached from a study of the
records of many hundreds of marriages:

TIIF

1. The majority of Portuguese men marry Portuguese. 'their national preferences,
outside their own group, in quantitive sequence are: Hawaiian, Caucasian-Hawaiian,
Spanish, Chinese-Hawaiian.

2. No Portuguese men married full-blooded oriental wun.en (Chinese, Japanese,
Kore.ansi . Only 2 married Filipinos, wherena 58 Portuguese women married Filipinos;
19 Portuguese men married port-griental women.

:t. Ot the total marriages, both men and women, 174 were with matte of Polynesian
or mixed Polynesian stock: 259 with mates of American or north European stock;
67 were with mates of south European stock (other than Portugue2lel:

4. Among the other significant figures, front the standpoint pi race-mingling, are
these: 194 Portuguese ../..maen were married by Americans, 58 by Filipinos. 28 by
orientate, 24 by Porto Ricans, 03 by Ilavraliansor part-Hawaiians.

5. An appreciable percentage of Hawaii's ptipulation is more or less infUsed wits
LPortuguese blood, as witnessed by the marriages of full-blOodei Portuguese men
and women with nuitees a mixed Portuguese blood.

____ . . . . ...._.___......,....... .___. . . . _ . _
I Res "Rare mixture In ttawall," by Vaughan MacCaughry, in Journal of I britNlity. ro1,10, No. t and 2.
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These facts testify to a remarkable breaking down of "Ace barriers"- in Hawaii.
The intermarrying of the Portuguese with other peoples in Hawai. is only exceeded
by the Hawaiians and the Americans. It is unfortunate that we do not poems)
detailed accurate eugenic data concerning the progeny of theee unions.

10

THE SPANISH onou.
1. Most 'Spanish men married Spanish women. Spanish women marry freely

outside their nationality.
2. A email amount of intermarrying takes place between Spanish and Portuguese.
3. A notable number of Spanish women are married by Porto Ricans and Filipinos.
4. The intermarrying between Spanish and Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians is very,

slight, especially when contrasted with the PoTtugitese in this regard.
5. Practically no Spanish men marry oriental women; 10 Spanish women were

married to Koreans.
8. Practically no Spanish men marry Americans or Europealis (eN rept Portuguese).

Spanish women have been married by Americans and Europeans.

THE kTIVE Ti WA NM

I. Most Hawaiian nom marry Hawaiians Hawaiian Women marry freely outside
their own race. -

2. Notable among the racial preferences of Hawaiian men are their marriages with
Caucsaian-Hawaiians awaiians, and Portuguese.

3. Hawaiian women were teleeted by the following nationalities. in order, Hawaiian,
Caucasian-Hawaiian. Chinese. Chinese-rfawaiian, A meriean. Filipino. KUrean. Port"
gueee, Japanese.

4. Of special note is thelarg.i amount of intermarrying between the various European
stocks and the Hawaiian and part-Hawaiinn. giving rise to a unique European
Polynesian- Asiatic blend.

5. Two hundred and fifty-five .lrnericans married Fiawaiian orpart-Hawaiian motes;
of these 26 were American women.

6. In view of the fact that Japanese comprise over 50 per cent (over 100,000) of the
total population of Hawaii, the almost negligible degTee of intermarrying with the
Hawaiian stock is extraordinary. Only 4 Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian men married
Japanese women, and only 32 Japanese men married Hawaiians or part-Ilawaiians.

AMERICANS, BRITISH, GERMANS.

1. Only one-half of the American men married Americans: moat of the American
women married Americans. In numerical order, American men married Americans,
Portuguese, Caucasian- Hawaiians, Hawaiians, British, German, Chinese- Hawaiians,
and Porto Ricans.

2. Only 13 American men and 3 American women married Asiatics; 15 American
men married Chinese - Hawaiians: 223 married women of Hawaiian or part- Hawaiian
blood.

3. The 118 American women who did not marry American men married, in order,
British, Caucasian- Hawaiians, Germans, Hawaiians, Portuguese.

4. British men married, in order, Americans, British, Caucasian-llawaiians,
Hawaiians...Portuguese, Germans, Norwegians. British women married, in order,
British, Americans, Caucasian-Hawaiians, Germans. Portuguese.

5. Most Germans married others than Germans, in order, Americans. Caucasian-
Hawaiians, Portuguese, Hawaiians, British.

6. The direct blending with Asiatic stocks is almost negligible. al though considerable
intermixture is taking place via the Chinese- Hawaiians.
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THE CHINESE.

Over half the Chinese men marry Chinese women, while moat Chinese women marry
Chinese men. A large percentage of the Chinese men marry Iftvradan or part-
Hawaiian women. Very few Chinese woolen marry Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian men.

Only one Chinese man has married an American woman; a few Chinese women have
been married by American men.

An appreciable amount of mingling has taken place between the Chinese and the
Portuguese; Chinese and Chinese-I Tawaiinn men marry Portuguese, Spanish. I lawaiiin,
Ca deasian-Tfawaiian, etc. Chinese-Artuguese men and women marry PortugUese,
Spanish, Hawaiian, Caucasian-Hawaiian. etc. There is remarkably slight mingling
between Chinese and Japanese or Koreans. A few Chinese men have married Japanese
womed. and a few Chinese -Hawaiian women have been married by Koreans. There

o been a few marriages er Americana and north Europeans with Chinese and
Chinese-I women; the Caucasian mingling is chiefly through the Caucasian-
Hawaiians, who intermarry freely withithe Chinese and Chinese-Hawaiians.

The most significant feature is the large number of raked marriages, in which the
Chinese. I lawai ian. and Caucasian strains intermingle. Reece' states: "There seems'
to la, no resarn to doubt that the mixing will proceed at a moderate rate. This does
not. of course. mean that Hawaii will be given--rersr-Ththe Caucasian-Hawaiian-Ch i twee race. The Japanese are predominant numerically, and promise to remain so.
The Portuguese constitute a bulky element. Both are prolific, and neither contributes
considerably to the fusion. What is likely to appear is the grad growth of the new
stn k. fitting itself for leadership in the minor busineet and clenill activities of the

THE KOEE

There are now about 5,000 Koreans in Hawaii, mostly alien males. I luring the five
year period, 1913-1917, 404 Korean men married and 311 Korean women married.
It is noteworthy and most-extraordinary that all of the women, without exception,
married Korean men. The women of no ol!rr rner in Hawaii have a like record for
tenacious adherence to racial lines. The Wrnnen of no other race have married onlyHIM of their own race. The Korean mon have "out- married" °to some extent, butn .t the women.

THE JAPANESE.

Upon comparison with Chinese marriages and intermarriages, it is noted that thereis little tendency on the part of the Japanese to amalgamate with the Hawaiians,whereas the Chinese have contributed largely to the formation of the Chineee-Cau-
% ra.sian-Iftswaiian mixture. Neither do the Japanese marry as freely with the Portu-
guese as the Chinese have done.

In general, Japanese marry only Japanese; they sleov remarkable racial allegiance,
more so, as a race, than any other in Hawaii. A few Japanese men have married
Hawaiian, part-Hawaiian, and Portuguese women; only one has married an American
woman. There are surprisingly few marriages between the Japanese and the other
Asiatic peoples in Hawaii. A few Japanese women have been married by Chineseand Koreans. In general, Asiatics in Hawaii breed snore freely with Caucasian stock
than they do among themselves.
. The Japanese and Koreans contrast strongly with the Chinese in race mixtures, the
former groupe evincing strong clannishness in marital me.lections: the latter groupsfreely breeding "out."

noire, in await:an Journal of Sociology, July, 1014.
101.18 ° - -20 3
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JAPANESE "PICTURE BRIDES."

From the foregoing study it is clear that all races except the Korean
and Japanese are ferSing rapidly through intermarriages, but that the
Japanese group is maintaining its racial distinctiVeness. When a
Japanese desires to marry but does not go to Japan to seek a bride
he asks his parents or a middleman who makes this a business to
select an eligibly person, whereupon it is suggested to the girl's
parents that amarriage is desired. The parents on both sides there-
upon conduct an inquiry into the character, social standing, family
relations, health, and education of the young man and woman. If
the investigation is mutually satisfactory, photographs are exchiged,
and an understanding reached. which is followed by a regular wedding
ceremony in Japan, attended by relatives of the bride, and invited
guests, only the groom being absent. tigm the arrival of the "pic-
ture bride" at Honolulu a, second ceremony is performed under
American laws with the groom present. Most of the older Japanese
prefer a "picture bride" to one taken from among the Hawaiian -

born women of their race, maintaining that the latter are too "sassy."
Many of the young men, however, who are born in the islands, prefer
Japanese iris grn here, and an increasing proportion arc turning
away m pan in selecting their wives.

U et' the ''gentleman's agreement" with Japan tliese picture
brides" are admitted freely. They arrive, of course, without knowl-
edge or exporience of America and of American ideals or practices,
,soon becoming mothers of the children who will presently be the
voters ofike Territory. As long as this stream of `pieture brides"
eontinues flowing into Hawaii, just so tong will there be it "first
generation" of Japanese in the islands. The extent of the influx
from this source is shown in the following table:

Numbe, of "picture 'width" arrie.iug rl llordolulo fruhr 1'01 to 1f#19. Fiscal yeur ewlitup
.rune

191f 865 1917 987'.

191° 1.288 1915 I . 017
1911 I . 572 1919 845
19/4 1,407
1'915 1. MO 'feed 9.841

1916 1109
.1*erage per year 1.105

THE PROOKNY "OF RACIA P. INTERHA.RRIAarzi.

A comprehensive study of data cotwernilw the eliiMren of racial
intermarriages, which could easily be secured in Hxwan, has never
been undertaken. The principal of the Kalihiwacna public' school,
Honolulu, Mr. Isaac M. Cox, harover, made an interesting begin-

I From records nt ttnftcd State. filmier:ilia Don, Danoluln.
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Mug in this field by collecting and analyzing data respecting the com-
parative iveight, height, and physical growth, of the race groups
found afrumg the children of his school. He carefully weighed andmeasukal 414 Hawaiians, 909 part-Hawaiians, 749 Portuguese, 641
Japanese, and 261 Chinese children.

. From the table, thus secured
lie draws the following tentative conclusions:

I. That all-Hawaiian children are both taller and heavier than
.1merivan children.

I!. -ma Chinese children are a trifle taller than American children.
but considerably lighter, being of a more slender build.

3. '!'hat part-Hawaiian children are taller than all-ITawaiian chil-
dren, but not :3O heavy, particularly in the case of the girls.

The foregoing measurements were too fee- in number to do morethan suggest that from the standpoint of eugenics interesting andsienificant tendencies may be.developing.

.-4. THE OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF THE'
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

The occupations of theRamiiati Islands center about the two Chief
industries--the growing and milling of sugar cane and the growingand canning of pineapple's. While the production of pineapples has
increased enormously in the past 19 seats, rising from 2,000 eases in
1901 to 5,071,976 cases in 1919, nevertheless it is still the sugar in-dustry which comprises the greater part of the, commercial and in-dustrial activities of the islands. It is in this industry, too, and in
associated and related industries, that the great bulk of the occupa-tions open to the people of Hawaii are to be .found. Nearly a fifthof the entire population of the islands, for exemple, is carried uponthe pay rolls of the sugar corporations alone, while in-any additional'
workers are required in banks, in machine shops, on wharves and
vessels and railroads, and in stores and supply houses, because of theneeds of this industry.

The sugar industry as' it. is conducted' in the islands is a complex,
highly orgabized, and highly centralized industry. The dillichitieswhich have been overcome in bringing it to its present, proportionsand success have keen enormous, requiring the expenditure of vastsums in adapting the processes of sugar production used elsewhere
to the peculiarities of Hawaiian soils, climate, and topography. Millsand boiling houses, equipped with intricate and expensive apparatus,were erected.. Inasmuch as the greater part of the land suitable to
agriculture is in lbealitieg deficient in rsinfall, irrigation systemsplanned on a large scale had to be constructed: Eicpensire scientific

, experiments, still being conducted, were initiate&to develop new and'better varieties of cane, to combat numerous pests, to increase the.
proddetivity of the various soils, and to improve processes of mane,
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facture. Means had to ho developed for getting the cane from `field
to mill and from mill to refinery, the latter do the mainland, and
thence to market. Furthermore, camps and settlements for the
laborers and their families were constructed, hospitals erected, and
the multitude of details incident to providing for their mitts ar-
ranged for; Besides all this, the laborers . themselves,: in sufficient
numbers to do the work which the industry requires had to be se-
cured, which meant, as we have already seen, combing the world for
workers. °

For the reasons, then; that large initial outlays in developing a
sugar business are required; that the industry is most profitable
when conducted on a large scale; that large grants of land, formerly
held by IIawaiian chiefs, came into the control of sugar growers: and
that the Territorial Government has pursued the policy in the past of
leasing Government lands in large tracts to corporations on long terms,
the sugar industry of the islands is almost entirely in the hands of .a
few corporationssome 47 in number. As in many mainland enter-,
prises, Policies are determined and directorates are named by-a small
group of men giving their entire time to the business. This control is
exercised through some five sugar agencies in Honolulu, each repre-
senting from 4 to 13 plantations and handling crops ranging from
55,000 to 160,000 tons.

With but few exceptions all of the incorporated sugar plantations
belong to the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association, whose directorate
comprises representatives from the several agencies. This assn ion
conducts an important experiment station; comps atistics;
supervises marketing arrangements; ,recruits labor, maintaining for
the purpose agents in the Philippines; prescribes wage schedulcs.for
field hands, and has, in response to a report made by an investigator
called in from the mainland 100 examine into living condi ims among
plantation laborers; just organized a new -bureau to called the
",industrial-service bureau," created to deal with such welfare matters
on the plantations as housing, health and sanitation, recreation and
amusement, industriil relations, and cooperation with the public
schools in educational-extension projects.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE SMALL FARMER. 4

The tillable land of the island is either owned or controlled by large
corporations or else owned by the Territory itself. Except for the
homesteading provisions, incorporated in the Organic Act under
which the Territory is 'governed, there is no desirable land, or prao-
tically none, to be had by the man whodesfies to become an inde-
pendent farmer. Under the boniesteading plan about 3,000 persons
have secured holdi9gs ranging in area from a few acres to 80 acres
each. Of *this number, however, 1,097 own hWnesteads of less than
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10 acres each, an area not large enough for a farmer. Of Territorial
lands there remain about 33,000 acres of good agricultural land which
according to present plans, will gradually be thrown open to home-
steaders. In addition, about 15,000 acres of arid lands on Molokai
and 7,000 acres on Kauai could be made suitable for agricultural
purposes, it is believed, if irrigation facilities were developed.'

Under present laws governing homesteading no power is granted
the land hoard of the Territory, which has the matter in hand, to select
the homesteader because of his capability or fitness for the work, the
selection being made wholly by the dratking'of lois.. In consequence,
.no citizen of the Territory, however .much he may desire to take up
agriculture as a cation, setting himself up as an independent farmer,
or however well qualified by character and training he may be for
undertaking such an enterprise, has any assurance that he will be
able to secure the opportunity. In a recent drawing hold' in the
Territory there were 2,905 applications for 261 plats, of land. The
incapable ones and those who had made a complete failure in every-thing they had 'previously undertaken had an equal opportunity with
those who had the qualities requisite for success.

The following table indiCatcs.how the homesteaders of the islands
arc distributed among the various nationalities:

Homesteads taken from 1896 to 419, distributed by nationalities)

Nationality.)
!

Number
of Area In

acres.

' Japanese
-,.. I 164 4,513Chinos.

, 70 1,877Portuguese and Spanish
938 48,554Hawaiian

I 1,113 31,673Anglo-Saxon
524 36,420, Other nationalities
129 10,453

Total.
2,938 133,4904

Average
omega Appra

valuisedPer
person.

i

77.6 8114,206
26.8 66,606
51.7 416,409
28..4 610,109
70.0 781 861
80.0 77:168

46.6 1,648,141

'From Proposed Amendments to the Organic Act (1111 \ rail) by the Legislative Commission of Hawaii, p.

Moreover; the activities of agricultural character open to the small
farmer are again virtually limited to sugar-cane production, or, if the
altitude of his farm is right, to pineapple growing, for attempts so farmade to grow other crops on a commercial scale have boon failures.
Even the small farmer in the islands, then, is, as matters now stand,
virtuAly dependent upon the big plantation corporations, for he
looks to them to buy his crop, to advance hiin seed cane, fertiliier,
store supplies, and, in instances, the wages with which he employs the
help he may ne'ed.. The time of harvesting is, at' the convenience of
the mill company too, while most of the apparatus for carrying his

See Proposed Amendments to the Organic Act (Hawaii) by the Legislative Commission of
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aline to tile. mill is supplied by it. So dependent is Ite *fact upon'
the' powerfnl corporation that he in =nn independent farmer in nameonly...

The needs of the islands in this matter, .is well astle difficulties,. are
well stated by the legislative commission of Hawaii, now seeking to
secure amendments to the Oqanic Act.

The remaining small area of agrirultAral land in the Territory should be so disposed
of as to insure it being settled by a Owe of citizen farmers, who, not only while per-
forming their homestead duties, but also after the issuance of a patent, will remain as
the active owners thereof, and interested and actively concerned in its development.
What this Tenitory needs more, perhaps, than anything else is a body of independent
citizen farmers with a direct and independent interest in the welfare of the (mime-
nitY: Unfortunately, that class is all too small in the Territory of Hawaii.

The successful farming of land in Hawaii requires something more than a mere de-
sire to obtain title to tracts of Government land at small cost. theselande are sup-
posed to he sold at full cash value, the initial expense is large. The sitecessfel fanning
of these-lands calls for the expenditure of. a considerable sum of money per acre, and
for constant industry and dilligence in the care and cultivation of the crops.

It must be clear that the vocational needs as well as the x-octional
opportunities of the islands are in large part connected. directly or
indirectly with the sugar industry, and in a less degree with pine:
apple growing. Obviously, the iftducatione,1 system of Hawaii must
take into account the specific opportunities for employment which
the sugar industry affords in all its phases. It is pertinent, therefore,
to inquire about the nature of the occupational opportunities which
this groat industry offers and the qualifications required for success
therein.

PLANTATION AND MILLING ACTIVITIES.

A good. description of the activities incident to the growing and
milling of sane is given in the,following excerpts from the 1915 report
en. "Labor Conditions in Hawaii," prepared under the direction of
the- United Stites. Conmiissionce of Labor Statistics:

Field employment covers all. occupations outside the mill and office, including
those of workers engaged in transportation and in maintaining field and camp equip-
ment. The supervision of field operations is-in eharge'of overseers, known locally as
"lunar," a term applied to all foremen below the manager. The manager's salary is
sometimes $1,000 a month or more, while the lowest-paid foreman, such as the hoes
of the women's gang, receives wageslittle above those of a good field hand. *Nearly
every plantatii3n ha's hoed cementer and a heed-, blacksmith, and those of larger size
herveforemitn mee.bssrbse is (Met trades. Thee, as a rule Ilike the limas, are salaried
men paid by the selendar month. ComnIon laborers and field hands are paid a daily
wept. totaled fora mouth of 26 working daya. Some assistant mechanics, especially
on. large plantations, are also salaried. men ; but helpers are ordinary laborers trans-
ferred from field work. Train crews consist of an engineer and an assistant, *leis
usually the- fireessuu During t season when cane ie. being hauled and on largo
*Walton" tinnughoutt the year, one or two brakemen are employed for every loco-
motive in service. Except, in one or two mount instances, steam ;rectors are not
used for plowing., but the gang plows's, &own across the field between tweetending
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engines by wire ropes winding on a dium. Two engineers, and possibly as many
firemen or helpers are therefore needed for each plow. In addition there is a water
tender, who hauls water and fuel for the engines. Upon the plow itself iA a steerer,
who directs its course across the field,,and several riders. Those termed surveyors
upon the pay rolls are often no more than furrow levelers, who lay out the fields before)
planting,' Mules are used for animal cultivation which presents no features not
familiar upon mainland farms. Field hands are employed in planting, -hoeing, fer-
tilitine, irrigating, and stripping. The latter openition, which is net universally
prariiced, consists of pulling the dead leaves off the lowertane stalks, thus admitting
the stemlight and Air that make the sugar in the cane itself.

Tfarvest ing consists of cutting and trimming the cane and getting it to mill. Eome-
time:: the dead leaves are burned off before cutting. Cane cutters are usually paid
l.y the ten, at such a rate that their earnings exceed those of day hands. The top

of cane arc used as seed: and in case of varieties which it is desired to increase
re the entire stalks are cut into joints for planting. This also is a contract opera-
t is paid for at a lower rate, and is light work, left to children and women, or
to old men.. After the cane is cut it is bundled and carried to the flume, railway, or
;ire rope conveyor, according to the kind of transportation employed. Men and

women often Work in teams at this occupation, the women collecting the sulks into
bundles and the men carrving.the heavy bundles to their immediate loading place.
Icr, delivering the cane into the flumes are known as fl timers, but the game term also

desionates watchers who are stationed at different points to keep the flumes cleat.
.1(ling cane, whether Into wagonsor railway cars, is done almost entirely by.contract.
Irrigated plantations have a group of special occupations. Reservoir men and

glitch men lime at isolated points to watch the water heads and turn the water at
propertimes into main feed ditches. A corps of engineers, oilers, and firemen is
required to operate steam pumps. This irrigation force is on duty seven days a week,
except during occasional periods of rainfall, which occur even in the drier districts.

After cane reaches the mill it is crushed between rollers, klie juice is clarified,
filtered, and evaporated, and the sugar is dried, bagged, amid shipped or warehoused.
Most mill occupations require little special skill and command no higher pay than
field lemur, except that mill hands work 12 hours, while these in the field work 10
hours. .\ few positions pay higher rates. One or two men arc engaged in unloading
cane frnm cars by a mechanical device, or in tending feed flume where cane is brought
by water. If cables are used they usually deliver the cane directly into cars on a
short railway, or into a receiving yard at the mill itself. Four or five men form a
shift An time carriers oe endless belt conveyor that takes the cane evenly to the crusher.
Modern mills have 9, 12, or 15 rollers, mind these require constant attendance, taking
the lahrr of as many cr more men than serve the carriers. From the mill the juice
is pumped lift° receiving tanks in the boiling house. This department employs
rather more skilled labor than the mill proper, as some experience is needed at every
stage of operation until the sugar reaches the bags. But this labor is of attendance
mainly, and dues nut require severe physical exertion. The number of men em-
ployed at each stage of manufacture varies with thesize of the establishment.; but
there is at least one man at the limingor juice tank, another on the clarifiers, another
on the filters, ono or more on the evaporators, an assistant beside,' the sugar boiler at
the strike pan where the concentrated juice is crybtallized, and a man for every large
or every two email centriftmges. The labors of the men who control tho processes
through which the cane juice goes from the mill to the strike pan consist principally
in passing the juice, by means of cocks or pumps, from one tank to another, either at
fixed intervals al time, or at the direction of the sugar boiler or chemist. In better
equipped mills arc several intermediate processes not mentioned, but they are nearly
automatic.
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After the sugar leaves the ,centrifugals it is bagged; the bags, previously marked,
are closed, and the sugar is stacked in the warehouse or on cars by sugarroom men.
Scattered through the boiling house are tenders to the molasses and juice pumps.
An extra man may have charge of the molasses tanks; a woman is employed to repair
Slier cloths; and the chemist or sugar boiler has helpers or sampling lio:., besides
whom there are miscellaneous and extra hands with no specific occupation. Iii
addition, the engineer has an engine-risim staff of wipers and oilei.s. water tenders,
and firemen.

The mill force has employment only during the grinding season, which may last
from three to nine months, and in a few places irregularly throughout the year I hiring
the remaining months most of the ordinary hands return to field occti pat icr. Skilled
men, such as the engineer and fin, helpers, and perhaps the sugar it Uri., a-e engaged
during the "dead" season in overhauling and repairing mill and lc ma-
chinery and in installing new apparatus. Nearly every sugar mill in Hawaii is in a
state of constant change, and few pass more than a eeasonitithout modifying or
improving their equipment.

lilills generally ork two shifts during the grinding season, the hands remaining on
duty 12 hours at ing their meals in the building. As their duties while exacting
are not arduous, xtra money they earn makes these poeitiorm eagerly sought by
field hands. Some mills do not receive enough cane to work double shifts, hot are not
able to handle their cane in ordinary working hours. Under these exceptional con-
ditions it is the practice to work long hours, paying an excess rate for overtime. In
such cases men make increased earnings for a few months, their hours increasing
toward mid season and declining to normal when the grinding is finished. So little
special skill is required fer millwork that men are shifted from job to job as con-
venience requires, often without a change of pay. The classification of occupations
varies in different factoriesi, and is at best very shifting.

4 typical plantation organization comprises several divisions, such
as field, factory, engineering, ranch, and accounting divisions; encli"
with a head responsible tq the plantation manager and ouch having
an organization of its own comprising foremen and skilled, partly
skilled, and unskilled workers, as the several needs demand. It is
obvious, therefore, that to carry on plantation activities a body of
employees is required having a wide range of abilities and special
skills; and it must be obvious also that Within the scope of such
activities there are many opportunities for advancement iejespon-
sibiliey and in remuneration for the individual who has the will, the
ambition, and the ability to prepare himself for promotion, also that
there is a variety in po5Aion offered sufficient to enable the individual
to exercise considerable choice in line with his aptitudes and tastes.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL IN RELATION TO ISLAND NEEDS.

From the foregoing analysis of the occupational needs and' oppor-
tunities of the islands it is clear that a course of school study and
training which is limited to the usual academic subjects would ignore
almost entirely the very heart of the life and work of the islands.
Such a course, beyond that general preparation through securing
literacy which an academic course gives, would in nowise minister in
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any practical way either to the success of the individual in his
attempts to find a vocation to which he is adapted and in which hewould derive satisfaction, or tithe needs of the industries themselves.The schools of Hawaii must see to it that all the children of theislandsshall grow up to be literate men and women, and to accomplish thisthe core of filo work of the schools, as of schools wherever placed,
must consist of academic studies of the usual type. Furthermore,the schools must see to it that the way is open at the top so that those
pupils developing an aptitude for teaching, for law, for medicine, forresc:a-ch work, for linguistics, for the ministry, for journalism, shallsecure that broad educational foundation which success in suchhighly specialized professions demands. Nevertheless, outside ofteaching, the islands offer comparatively few opportunities in theprofessions; therefore, the great mass of the children and young pee-phe now in the schools, if they are to become stable, self-supporting,
worthy members of society must find their opportunities either inagriculture itself or in occupations directly related to agricultural
enterprises. Aside, then, from the core of work running throughout.e entire system from the kindergarten to the university which
should properly make for litertcy, for culture, for general information,for catholicity of view and of interest, the school, at every step ofthe way, should he laying a foundation for occupational success.The elementary school in this connection, for example, should bedevoting much attention t6 training in the various forms of hand-work, manual work, cooking, simple sowing, the making of beds,and the cute of the house, the making of school and,home gardens,the organizing of pig clubs and poultry clubs, and in the use of toolsthrough making simple repairs and through making articles for. usein the home.

Every junior and senior high school in the Territory should havenear by a well-stocked farm in charge of a practical, progressive,scientific farmer and his wife who herself should be an expert in allthose matters properlyfalling within the field of the duties of a house-wife on a farm. It should be required that every boy and girl goingthrough school, no matter where headed, should spend some timo'each day on the farm in gaining through actual experience a first-hand knowledge of what it means to farm in Hawaii in a practicalway. In the classrooms of there schools, a portion of the time couldwell be .devoted to a discussion of those theoretical and scientific
considerations which lie back of the problems which naturally growout of the activities of the farm.

The university, aside frond offering courses on the campus at Hono-lulu in applied arts and sciences, could well have a branch set downin one of the islands among the plantations, wherp the university
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could send its young men who are looking'forward to plantation
service in a directive capacity. At such a branch, opportunity
should be provided whereby a capable young man might spend
one-half his time in actual field service and the other half in the col-
lege branch working under the direction of persons trained in plan-

IIILation science. A training of such character, both scientific and
practical, would otter a satisfactory career to one who whles'to make
preparation for it. (See the discussion, in Chapter II, of the
l,shainaluna Trade School.)

A LENGTHENED SCHOOL DAY REQUIRED.

To cover a program of such character, in addition to earning
forward a minimum core of cultural study, a longer school day than
now prevails in elementary and high school divisions is required.
Experience, however, has shown that when three hours per day are
given up to hard, persistent, intensive study "by fresh-minds, (11
dreu make faster progress than they do when they dawdle along for
five hours as they now do in most schools everywhere. It is con-
fidently believed that a seven or an eight hour school day during which
work with the hands, intensive study, and free, spontaneous, joyous
play are rotated with proper frequency, will suffice to give adequate
training both for culture and for successful adaptation to vocational
needs. Three hours, then, devoted to intensive study; two or .three
hours devoted to work with the hands, in the shops o laboratories,
in the cooking and sewing rooms, and in the school anditome gardens
or on the school farm; and two hours devoted to intermission and to
free play, will ro ample to enable the school to accomplish the task
which life and work in the Hawaiian Islands rroporly demand of it in
its threefold function of subserving the interctsts Of (1) the Nation,
through training for citizenship; (2) the community, through pro-
viding workers competent to carry on its activities; and (3) the
individual, through giving him the opportunity of "finding himself."

IL WHEREIN THE SITUATION DIFFERS FROM THAT ON THE MAINLAND

The influx of immigrants has brought about a social situation in
the Hawaiian Territory which is exceedingly complex. Nowhere else
is the entire United States is there another large political unit broken
up into so many groups that are so sharply and profoundly differen-
tisted along race lines. Obviously, then, in the Hawaiian Territory
that instrument which the country has devised for the making of an
enlightened and intelligent citizenship, the public school, has its most
difficult task to perform one which will put it to the severest test
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IGNORA_NT OF ENGLISH 1:1'0.N ENTEILING. SCHOOLS.

Investigations which have been made disclose the fact that whenchildren of the islands enter school at 6 or 7 years of age, not morethan 2 or per cent can speak the English language. The teachers,
therefore, from the very-first, before they can begin where teachersin the States begin, must establish a working vocabulary to serve asa medium of communication between teacher and child. In manyinstances it is weeks before the teacher can make herself understood:Furthermore, many of those who doscome'wit!i some knowledge ofEnglish would better not have any at all for it is the jggon of the
plaidatious and the "pidgin English " -of the-streets. which must, inthe end. be eliminated.

a is
N ltAl. ENDOWNEN t t OF RACES COMPARED.

1h the stock from which these children come, it is clearfreer what has already been said about the history of assisted immi-gration that the parents of these children, in a very large majorityof cases. come from the humblest and most ignorant classes in theirrespecciN er home countries. The children of these parents therefore
enter school without that fund of general information and knowledgeand duit alertness of mind which the children from American homesin the States have

equipment.thermore, the home life of the child living on a Hawaiian plantationis lure and terribly impoverished, as compared with that of the childof the typical American home, even of the poorer classes. His men-tal image and his sense experiences are pitifully small. In conse-quence. the teactier of the Hawaiian-horn children who enter schoolfor the first time is struck with their unreeponsiVeness, their lack ofspontaneity, their apparent stolidity. While this may be partiallyracial, it is chiefly environmental and yields in time to the skillfulteacher who perceives that she must begin by furnishing the child'smental chambers with pictures and images and sense impressions inwhich. he is interested and about which he desires to talk.So far as natural endowment is concerned; however, it is assertedby many that all children of whatever racial groups are about on thesame level, and that social environment rather than heredity is thedifferentiating factor. A recent investigation carried on by Mr. M.M. Scott, of the McKinley High &hoot, Henolulu, disekeed the factthat the teachers of the facultrwere in agreement on the following.observations, based on a study of the recordS made by Caucasianand oriental children: That the natural endowment of orientals and,whites is about the same; that the orientate have a greater power ofcontinuous attentiou to study; that the attitude and conduct of the

)31,
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Orientals is generally above reproach, which can not he said univer-
sally of the Caucasian children; and thatrwhile the white children
have a greater fund of general information gained from sources out-
side of books, the orientals seem to surpass them in the ability to
get from books essential facts and conclusions. If, then, the same
environment and the same opportunity were given to the various
racial groups of the Hawaiian Islands, there is much evidence to
indicate that the educational results would he quite as satisfactory
as are the results in the States gained by English-speaking children.

NO ENGLISH-SPEARING CHII,DREN ON THE PLAyGROUND.

The teacher, too, in the islands, as compared with the States, is
further handicapped in her efforts to teach the English vernacular
by the fact that there are virtually no children from English-speaking
homes to mingle with the children of the various races- in their sports
and games, thereby serving as powerful allies in popularizing the
English tongue. Enrolled in the schools of the islands, public and
private, there are only about 2,400 children with whom the English
language is native; 1,500 of these are in private schools and 900 in
public schools. Obviously, 900 children scattered among 36,000 will
exercise no appreciable influence; rather the danger is that they(theM-
selves will be overwhelmed by sheer numbers and their own laguage
corrupted by incorrect forms. Play and the playground constitute
-a 'tremendous asset to the teacher on the mainland who dimmest
have children of foreign parents, an asset whose importance is little
realized until one is brought face to face with the situation which'
obtains where it is no longer a factor.

AN UNSTABLE TEACHING FORCE.

The instability of the' teaching force of the islands is another
handicap under which the schools are working. It is true that the
teaching force of every State in the country is very much more
unstable than is desired, and this impermanence has been very greatly
accentuated during the war when other activities paying larger sala-
ries made such inroads into the teaching force of the country. The
records in the office of the Territorial superintendent disclose the fact
that during the 'past 10 years 1,785 teachers have entered the public,
school system of the islands, of which number 1,014 have dropped out.
In addition, there are 240 teachers still in the service who entered
more than 10 years ago, 38 from the- mainland and 202 from the
islands.

Of the 1,014 teachers who entered and left the service during the
10-year period in question, g38 dropped out during the first three
years of service- s; while 521, approximately 30 per cent of the entire
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group, remained no longer than one year. The median or middle
point of service is approximately three years, that is, about as many
have taught three years or more as have taught three years or less.
A table showing the facts regarding service in detail follows:

(meth of wrier of teacher, entering the public schools of IMunii during a 10-year period,
September, 1909, to Deermber, 1919.

Teachers Leming from
The mainland
The islands

Total

0-1 1

292
229

521 ,

149
70

Years of service

3 4 I.
45 33 i
53 31 1

before leaving.

0 7

is 2
13 16 t

3
7

10

9 ,

3
8 1

Still in1 Tow.
'

10 1

service..

I 25 815
3 1 . 513 1 967

14
24

219 , 98 64 38 j 31 18 . 11 1 4 1 771 1,785

a Not including 28 senior students of the Territorial Normal School teaching in the public schools.

Much is said in the islands in criticism of the " tourist" teacher
from the mainland who comes to the islands merely for adventure
and for sighit-seeing, and who leaves after she has had her fill of
both, and before she has been long enough in a school to have become
sufficiently familiar with conditions to enable her to render efficient
service. In. order to determine how the proportion of mainland
teachers leaving each year compares with the loss of island teachers,

.the pieceding table should be expressed in percentages. This table
follows:

Pro'porliun of mainland and island lcache,s leaving service during a 10-year period
September, 1909, to December, 1919.

0-1 12

P.a.
35.7
23.6

Years of

8 4 I

P.cf. P.41. I
6.3 4.0
3.5 8.1

service before leaving.

81111 Ise
IletriCe.,5 6 i T 8 9 10 ,

Teachers coming tram
The mainland
The islands

P.d.
18.2
7.3

P.n. P.cf.,P.cl. P. et. P. el. P. d. P. a.
1.7 2.2 0.21 0.4 ; 0.4 0.1 i 51.52.6 i 1.8 i 1.7 .7

I
.8 .4 I 58.0

. -

'This table shows that more than one-half of the mainland teachers
drop out during the first two years of their service, while among
islatid teachers the loss during the same perioh is about 3&per cent.After the first two years of service, however, the proportionate loss,
year by year, runs about the same' for both groups.

In this connection it will he of interest to note how those still inthe depaitnlent are distributed in respect to length of service. This
distribution is shown in the table which follows.
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Teacher( now in the 1)1(144. schools of Ilauaii, eFstributed as to length of s .ice.

I I

Years of service.

I

Oyer
I aq 2 3 1 7 9 10 10

year,.
Totar.

Teachers from
. The mainland.. 109 02 37 21 i 9 s .r 6 9 1 3.4 21;

Theistands 95 70 97 111 I 56: 37 . 39 36 . 32 21 202 71.5

'Total 201 122 104 82 cc 45 11 7i2 . Ii 22; 210 1,011

The foregoing tables by no means indicate the degree of insta-
bility among the teachers of the islands, for they take no account of
the transfers among schools within the system which take place in
great numbers at the beginning of each term. Outside the cities it
is rare to find in au school more than a -ery few- teacher` who
retain their.assignments more than a year:

Such itnpermanency in the teaching corps as the foregoing tables
disclose seriously handicaps; the suporintentiont and his supervisors
in working out a unified, consistent, and welt - coordinated ed
lima policy.. Furthermore it is clear that teachers who enter the
department to leave it at the first opportunity are not likely to give
to their work that unremitting application necessary to secure the
best results. Even under the most favorable conditions there will
always he many trans-lento among teachers, but good instructional
opportunity for children requires that serious effort he made to
stabilize the teaching force.

The instability in the teaching corps is in striking contrast to the
situation which prevailed a ig the elementary schools of Prussiatatoi
prior to the outbreak of the r.. in these schools, which were
remarkable for producing the kind of efficiency which Germany
dema444,45 per cent of the male teachers of the cities had been in
service more than 20 years and only 6.60 per 'cent had had leis than.
6 years' service, while 77.67 per cent had served more than 10 Years.'
Conditions of salary, of tenure, of retirement provisions are such that
teaching in Germany had become a profession cherein those who
entered did so intending to remain in the work for life. The,Ger.
man elementary teacher never received a large salary, but it was
sufficient to- provide him with a comfortable home, an. education for
hie- chikiren, amargin of savings, and a pension upon retirement
which would keep him from. want for the remainder-of his- days. If
teaching in America is over to become a profession, it will be only
after some such provisions have been made to secure greater per
manency in the teaching farce.

...._ . . .

Alexander: The Prussian Elementary Schools. Macmillan, 1910, p. 197.
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The Territory of Hawaii bas taken a step iu this direction which
is a wise ono, that is, to erect inclose proximittto all rural and
plantation schools cottages for teachers and principals to be used
without charge. Steps are now being taken to furnish these cottages
in au attractive and homelike manner. Many of the earlier cottages
arc not pleasing, and in some instances they are scarcely habitable,
but the later models are very corfirertable, convenient, and attrae-

, five. Teachers occupying these cottages are put to no necessary
expense other than in providing themselves with food and the
servitlis of maids if they so desire. In consequence of this arranger'
men t the living expenses of teachers need not co:t more than 5
per month., If it were not for this plan, it would be impossible to
maintain schools in many parts of the islands, for most of the planta-
tion settlements are entirely without. facilities for board and living
aconunodations. -

Despite this wise step, taken to render, the conditions under which
teachers work more favorable, the shifting about among teachers aswell as the loss from the teaching corps is much greater in the islarids
than normally obtains On the mainland. In itself this problem is a
serions one in the islands. Suggestions for making the teaching force
more stable are given in a later chapter of this report.

MANY POORLY QVALMIED TICACHERS.

Furthermore. in the past year or two particularly, the edtasttion al
uthori ties, of the Hawaiian Islands have had difficulty in securing

teachers with even moderate qualifications. Indeed, even now someschools are closed because of the inability to`secure teachers of anyhind. As a makeshift there are now in the corps sonic who have
not had more than an eighth grade education, plus'a Eswieeks' summerschool course at a normal school; others are teaching without havingbeen certificated all; again others are cadet teacher still k normal
school, having been itgKed to fill vacancies for a term at least. espitethe fact that, relatively speaking, the Territory is paying good salariesto the teaching corps, there seems to have eeu great ,diflieulty ingetting a teaching force adequate in numbers and in many instanceswith even moderntelv satisfactory preparation.

, INADICC,WATIP. Sr PExvisrox.

Again, as compared with the progressive sections of the States,there is a lark of a dose supervision of teachers. professional andeducational in character and helpful is its inthteace. The. super-vision distriqs are,large, and the Territorial legislature kw limitedthe number of supervisitrgpriaripois to three on the island of Hawaii,.two on the island of Oahu, ode in kisaolulu and one outside,' and
sae such] on the islauds of Kauai and Mani.
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The situation in the district of West Hawaii is typical. Here the
region covered_ by the supervising principal comprises a narrow belt
of habitable land, 169 miles in length, skirting the shores of the island.
This strip of cane, pineapple, and coffee lands is dotted with small
settlements of laborers and their families, who work on the plantaz
tiOns. A public school has been organized in every settlement.
The settlements are all connected by a belt road which encircles the
island. While this road is spleadid in parts, in places, for distances
of many miles, it is very bad, at times indeed being almost impassable
for automobiles. This supervision district comprises 27 schools,
with 91 teachers, and 3,000 pupils, ranging in grade from the first to
the eighth, and representing 14 nationalities.

Inasmuch as the oily supervision the teachers of this group of
schools receive, in addition to what principals can give who teach
full time, is that given by the supervising principal of the district,
it is obvious that, as compared with similar situations in the States,
it is most inadequate. It is doubly meager. too, when account is
taken of the impermanent and shifting character of the teaching
corps and of the fact that many persons are assigned to classrooms
who are without teaching experience, who themselves in many cases
have only an eighth grade education, and who are totally without
practical knowledge of the teaching art. The helpful professional
supervision of classroom instruction, the kind of supervision which
can and does. consider the intimate difficulties of the individual
teacher, the kind of supervision which most communities in the States
art now insisting upon, is almost wholly lacking in the Hawaiian
Territory. Of necessity, under present conditions, the work of the
supervising principals must remain largely administrative, dealing
with. -matters of a physical and business character chiefly: This is
a necessary work, and it can not he neglected or shirked, and it seems
to be done efficiently; indeed,. the corps of supervising principals
deserve much credit for the progress which the school's already have-.
.made; but it is, of course, no adequate substitute for that helpful,
inspirational, personal supervision which trained and experienced
men and women in the States are giving to the teachers in their

. .
charge.

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE SCHOOLS.

Another handicap of serious character under which the public
schools of the Territory are laboring, and with which there is nothing'
comparable in the States, is the system of foreign language schools
which has grown to formidable proportions, particularly among the
Japanese. Among the island settlements, however isolated or remote,
wherever ere is a group of Japanese laborers and their families, there
is also along e the public school or very near to it a school set apart
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for the Japanese children who attend the public school. One year
ago there were 163 of these schools in the Hawaiian Islands, manned
by 449 teachers, and having an aggregate enrollment of about 20,000
pupils.° A number of new schools ha' e been organized since, and
in instances considerable sums, reaching $7,000 in one case, have been
expended for the purchase of additional sites. In addition to the
Japanese. the Koreans and Chinese have established language schools,
some 22, in number with about 40 teachers and approximately 2,000
children.

Almost all of these schools are of elementary grade, though there
are a few kindergartens, and in 11 schools the work parallel the Terri-
torial high schools, in part at least. Ina 11 instances the teachers of
the Ja.panese schools are brought direct from Japan for the purpose.
They are certificated teachers in their home country and, in a number
of cases. are recommended to the local Japanese authorities by the
educational deiiartment of Japan. None of the teachers were born
or educated in Hawaii.

Except for some 10 Christian- schools, the others were organized
under Buddhist auspices. In response, however, to local agitation
a number of Japanese leaders have urged that they be separated from
religious connections. In consequence, a number of them have
declared themselves "independent," but there is. much. evidence to
show that with. many of this group hai been
and not in fact.

Five Buddhist sects prevail in the islands, the Hongwanji, theJodn the Sodo, the Shiugon, and the Nichiren, but the Hongwa.nji isby Phr the most powerful and dominates the Japanese school situation.
Many of the teachers of the schools of this sect are Buddhist priests,
wholly unacquainted. with English, and out of sympathy with
American Ideals and institutions.

The daily sessions of these schools vary with different schools.In some instances, though not in many, children attend the Japanese
language school from 6 a. m. to 8.30 a. nk when they leave for thepublic schools. In other schools the morning session is not, so long,
the children arriving at 7 a. m. or 7.30 a. m. for a session of an hour
or an hour and a half. Thera is also an afternoon session after the
public school has dismissed, generally for an hour, hut_ in some casesfor an hour and a half. In some schools the children attend both
morning-and afternoon sessions; in other schools the older childrenattend in the morning, the younger in the afternoon.

Many of the-children have no breakfast before leaving their hcimes,
but take cold food along with them, which they eat on the way or
betzeen the morningseSiion of the Japanese school and that of thepullie school. Until recently Japanese children attended their.

Statintm compiled by the Perrin:dal Depiutatent of Education.
10140*-20--A
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schools Mt Saturdays and the year round as well, except for u twe
weeks' summer vacation; now, however, the 13ummer vacation h
been extended to a month; no work is required on Saturday, and
other vacations correspodding more nearly to those of the public
school are allowed.

The opinion is almost universal among the teachers of the public
schools that these language schoals, are a serious drag upon their
own efforts. It is pointed out that the child's attention is divided;
that in many instances, particularly with the younger children, they
are Stupid with sleep and do not respond readily; and that the
method which the Japanese teacher employs in conducting recitations
is diametrically opposed to that employed by the public -sehoot
teacher. Japanese recitations are largely the verbatim repetition
of the words of the text, repeated, it should be said, in a szing-song
manner: teachers of the public school are t=eeking for the spontanelms
expression in the child's own language (f the meaning Nwitich be has
gotten from vhtit lie has read. The two methods clash, and thus,
it is asserted, the going is heavy for the public-school tea Jter.

These schools eist. outside the law. That is to say-, they have
spiting up without legal recognition. All oth;'r private schools of
the islands recognized in the law and :UT =rail:41.11v under the
control of. the Territorial education department, and a unique re-
lationship has been estublished which is different from inailand
practice. Not so with .tbes, schoolF., for every effort Go far nt,dt)
in the Territorial kvgislature to bring them nude': the authority of
the erritorial education system has been iefeatell.

TIIV PUBLIC S4 '1104 of TI-1 TIAN: I l'or 1 ARE I
P01l,TEO.

Se11001S of the Hawaiian Territory-. as
SCh00 of many of the States are, -furthernio
handicap of inadequate maintenance. Du
June, 1919, the Hawaiian Territory expen

7
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1The foreign langnagc seboolA of the islands, while not a
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Obviously, it lias been necessary for the authorities to limit the

educational work of the Territory, to those phases of education which
are cheapest. As it, is cheaper to teach children from textbooks,
along the narrow lines of academic work, than to provide equipment
and opportunity for training in agriculture, in the various industries
and vocations, in handwork and these auxiliaries to an education
which progressive communities in the States tire; insisting upon, the
educational authorities of the islands have been obliged to limit
their activities to the traditional subjects of. academie work. In
connection with the public-school system of the islands there is no
work in manual training, cooking, agriculturf, industries, music,ort, or in vocational activities beyond the meagerest beginnings.
An exception to this statement, however, should he pointed out,in that many of the schools have accomplished satisfactory results
in developing school gardens and also in encouraging the making ofgardens in the homes. One school, indeed, on West Hawaii, with
an unusually large acreage at its command, has been enterprising
enough to grow coffee, producing this year some 3.5 bags, which has

- me:111; nn income to the school for pupil activities of $5110.
On account, therefore, of inadequate maintenance funds at the

command of the educational authorities of the Territory, all those
activities which are now generally accepted as being necessary parts
of nn. :114-round effective education have been impossible of accom-
plishment. and in this re pct, again, as compared with progressive
moitiland communities, the' educational authorities of the islands
are badly handicapped.'

AIPEN SATIONS.

Neverthk,lcss, in. comparviog Territorial tind mainland educatio.nal
conditions, the comparison is by no means againiAt the Territory in
all particulan4.

In no section of the States kve the members of the commissionfound the children universally better behaved, cleaner, and neater in
their appearance, more attentive to work, more amenable to the sug
gestions of the tmichert,, or more courteous and polite than are the chil-
dren of the islands. Teachers everywhere report that they have few
problems growing oliE of the ill behavior of children or of parents.
Territorial authorities likewise report that the enforcement of the
compulsory attendance law is a relatively simple matter. This,it may be said, is particularly true of the children of the oriental
races.. The problem in this connection is one of providing sufficient
buildings and teachers for those who clamor for admissietp rather
than of compelling attendance.

$ The flausetel aspects el the schoetsituation are more fully discussed in Chapter II.

a
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The climatic conditions, too, are ideal the year around for school
attendance and for carrying on those out-of -door activities which
the progressive teacheri of the States are always on the alert to
utilize to the fullest. Teachers'rtherefore, feel that in these respects
are to he found compensaticins for many of the difficulties and disad-
vantages which have been mentioned.

6. AGENCIES DEALING WITH THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

Of the various agencies which are dealing with the educational
problems of the islands, foremost in importance are those called into
existence by the Territorial government itself and which are main-
tained at public expense. These comprise the department of public
instruction, at whose head stand a superintendent and six commis-
sioners, with its system of elementary schools, high schools. a nor-
mal school, a school for defectives at Honolulu, a summer school
(held in 1919 at Kilauea), and two trade schools, one at Lahainaluna,
Island of Maui, and the other at Honolulu. In addition, the Terri-
torial government has established an industrial school for girls at
Honolulu and one for boys at Waialee, both governed by a single
board; and the University of Hawaii, likewise situated at Honolulu.
Furthermore, the Territorial board of health is granted a small
sum by the legislature for the inspection of the health of school
children. The board of health also maintains two schools for non-
leprous children of leprous parents, one for boys and one for girls,
both in Honolulu. The activities of these agencies. established by
the Territorial legislature for the specific purpose of dealing with
the educational needs of the islands, are discussed in detail in chap-
ters which follow.

THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

A second group of agencies which have grown up in the islands
in response to certain needs are the private schools. These number
some 45 schools, large and small, not including kindergartens, scat
tered about the islands. In rank these range from elementary
grade to high school; 11 are Roman Catholic in connection; 7 are
organized and managed by the Episcopal Church; 6 are supported
by other evangelical churches; and 21, are without celigious
affiliations.

In contrast to the typical private school of the States, for the
most part, these schools are not run for profit, and the fees charged
are very moderate; in almost' all cases large endowments and bene-
factions meet the expense of maintenance. Furthermore, the
private schools are quasi public in character, in that they have
been placed by law under the control of the Territorial department
of public instruction in respect to certain of their functions. The
work of these schools is discussed in detail in a later chapter.
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In addition to the institutions establishedCy the Territorial

government and supported by taxation and those schools organ-
ized by private boards and bodies, there is a third group of ag,encies
which is working more or less directly in the educational field.
Such, for example, are the Free Kindergarten and Children's Aid
Association; the Young Men's Christian Association; the Young
Women's Christian Association; the Boys' and Girls' Scout Asso-
ciations: various settlements, such as the Pa lama Settlement at
Honolulu, the Alexander House, Maui. and the Hawaii Island
Welfare Bureau at Hilo: also certain missions, as the Hawaiian
Board of Missions, which maintains a number of schools about the
islands, the Methodist Mission. and the Episcopal Mission. k.brief
description of the activities-of these agencies follows:

FKEE KINDERGARTEN AND CHILDREN'S AID ASSOCIATION.

The first kindergarten in Honolulu was organized by Mr. F. W.
Damon, September, 1892, in connection with the Chinese mission
which he was conducting on Fort Street. In. 18;)3 the Woman's
Board of Missions for the Pacific Islands established four kinder-
gartens. one for Portuguese children, one for Hawaiians, one for
the Japanese, and the fourth for foreign children of other nation-
alities. By 1895 the Woman's Board of Missions found that the
work was growing beyond all bounds. so the Free Kindergarten
and Children's Aid Association" was organized to direct and manage
these activities. In 1899 a new department of the Free Kinder-
garten and Children's Aid Association was organized, called, "The
Children's Aid Department." In consequence of the activities of
the aid department, the "Castle Home for Children" was estab;
fished in Manoa Valley, and a little later a playground for little
children and girls was opened, and in 1912 a committee of the
department took up the work of finding homes for dependent
children.

Prior to 1896, so far as possible, the various racial groups were
kept separate and distinct in the kindergartens, but in this year
the experiment was tried of opening a mixed kindergarten in the
Palama Settlement on King Street. This was so successful that
after 1900 all the schools were made cosmopolitan.

Since 1900 the expansion of the work has been very rapid. At
present eight kindergartens, five playgrounds, and the Castle Home
for homeless children are conducted under the auspices of this asso-
ciation. All the activities, it should he said, are financed by
private subscription. In' addition a committee has been organized
on affiliated kindergartens, there being several in Honolulu organized
by special groups, not directly under the management and control
of the association.
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distributed by nationalities follows:
Hawaiian and part Hawaiian..... 231 American 9
Japanese 41i2 Waal= t 11
Chine.4r Other lt1
Portuguese 11,1

'2C)
Total 1,2'70

Korean 52

The total amount received for the mitintentotee of
and playgrounds for I91S was approximately $i8.000.

The leaders of the activities of this organization have been work-
ing to demonstrate to the public the value of the kindergarten,
particularly in the processes of the Americanizatioi of non-English
speaking children, so,, that the department of public instruction
will be justified in making the kindergarten an integral. pert of the`
system. Efforts to this end have been partially suessful., for the
depaitment has recently authorized the establishment or four public
kindergartens, one rot each of the four most populous islands. These
are the first in the Territory under public auspices. (The kinder-
garten is further discos:R.(1'in a succeeding chapter.,

kintlergtens

Till' 1,1NII MEN s: CHRISTIAN .1,:s4I/CIATION.

The school system of the Young, Men's Cliiistian Association of
Honolulu is intended to make Christian Attention possibk for the
large number of men and boys in the city who have not had the
advantages of the public school system. It is the purpose of the
schools to give preparatory and academic courses. commercial
and applied business courses. and trade and technical training to
men of all nationalities. In all the work close cooperation is main-
tained with the work of the blic schools. '-

The educational activities of this association aro under the hoard
of directors of the association, who delegate the authority for
policies and program to the city educational committee. This
committee comprises business and professional men two repre-
senting mercantile business. two representhrg the industries of
Hawaii, one attornev one hanker, and three educators. Various
nationalities are Apresented on t pervising committee. The
director of the schools is in charge o a l of the work- and is directly
responsible to the city educational co ttee. Associated with
him is a corps of educational secretaries, each in charge of it given
activity. So far four centers have been established in Honoluln, for
this work, ope at the. central Young bleu's Christian Association
Building, one at the Nuuanu Building, one at the Filipino Mission.
and the fourth in the Automobile School Buihling on South Street.
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Responsive to the recent emphasis in industry upon securing better

technically trained men, the Young Men's Christian Association
recently organized the automobile school, in which training is giien
in automobile mechanics. In addition to this vocational and indus-trial course in automobile mechanics, three other courses are offered,
one for American business men, one for womb, conducted in coopera-tion cc ith the Young Women's Christian Association, and a third classfor Japanese business men, which is conducted in English andJapanese.

At the central building, evening courses are given to machine-shop
apprentices consisting of two years of night training. This coursehas been worked out in close cooperation with the local iron worksand machine shops and after consultation with the foremen andsuperintendents of the various industrial plants near by. In addi-tion. a course in elementary ele.ctricity is given, one in drafting, one
in architectural drawing. and one in applied mathematics, organized
primarily for mechanical and professional men.

The educational need of other groups of men has led to the organ-ization of further educational activities at these centers. For exam-ple, coarser are offered 'along vocational commercial lines, suds as acourse for prospective bookkeepers, courses in shorthand, and a coarsefor men who wish to prepare themselves:as private secretaries.
Farthermore, the associatiomAgedays considered that one f if themost important things it can do is to offer courses which are designedto assist in Americanizing the large foreign population of Honolulu.

Classes, therefore, have been organized for special groups of Russians,
Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Koreans, Filipinos, and. Hawaiians.At present eight classes which can properly be called AmericanizationEnglish classes are conducted. They arc all held in the evenings andIHrt:ely attended, especially the orientals.

An earnest attempt also has been made to meet the need of boysand young men. In this connection the Young Men's Clustian
Association is conducting. a boys' vacation school and an employedho} s' night school.

Not falling in-any of the foregoing classifications are several otheractivities, _comprising courses for business and professional men inthe nature of classes or clubs. Conversational French, conversationalJapanese for Americans, Spanish, and advanced work for Chinese.business men are illustrations.
It is of interest to note the enrollment of:men and boys in thevarions courses offered by the Young Men's Christian Associationduring the year 1918-ID. The following table shows the distributionaccording to classes:
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Enrolltnent statistics. Young Mra's Christian .4ssnriation schools, 1918-19.

Subjects. Mrn.1 Boys. ;

a -

77 37

i
82 5R ,

152 64

i
35 12 .
4 1 ,

24 2
ft
s , 17
9 I 4 In '
8 1 6 1

13 '

56 I
44 19
61 21

151 1 44

,

Total. I

--

114
140
218

47
5

26
6 I

25 1
13 1
6

14
13 '
so I
t3 '
94 I

197 ;

Number
f

sessions.

zn0r-ficitout11
Arithmetic
Bookkeeping
English
Drafting, mechanical and orchitettural
French

A
la:nd mathematics

'Cal bookkeeping
Machine-shop course
Electricity
Spanish
Penmanship
Japanese
Employed-buys' school
Spelling
Shorthand
Typewriting

Total in night clw,eq

I. 11* SCHOOL.
Boys Vacation School
School of c eeommkT

Total In day schools

Total in all schools

tog
170
271
no
22

100
49

102
25
20

:2134

2u2
s4

Ili 149
312

= 606 1 337:
r=....-......_.

23.1 146
i

16

1. Ot3 I 2.043

146
39

136
900

23 L 162
689 1 619

183 1,036

1, 208 1 3,078

+ SII7dentsClassifled as men Hover 18 years old.4

Of .the 22 nationalities represented in the Youlg Men's Christian
'Association schools during the past seven years the increase in
oriontals who are availing themselves of this opportunity for educa-
tion has been marked. The increase in Japanese attendance has
been particularly marked' the present year; due in part undoubtedly
to the increased emphasis which is put upon Americanization and
English courses in the schools. The statistics below were compiled
at the beginning of the October term of school. While the number
indicated does not equal the total membership for the year, it does
indicate fairly well the proportionate distribution of enrollment among
the various racial groups.

Enrollment in naing .Den's Christian Association educational rouris distribUted by
ractal.groups.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM.

THE. YOUNG 'WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIO.

51

For some years the Young Women's Christian Association at Hono-lulu has maintained An educational department with a secretary onfull time. Realiing the need for supplementary education in a citywhere there are no public night schools or extension classes, it hassought to fill the.breach by organizing classes, among young and older4-omen, in domestic, art and science; commercial work; music;dramatics; and in the languagesFrench, Spanish, and English forJapanese, and English for the Chinese.
Inasmuch, however, as non-English-speaking girls have not beenable to avail themselves of the activities of the Young Women'sChristian Association, owing to lack of language, it was realized thatthe organization, to accomplish its mission of ministering to all groupsof the womanhood of the community, mast reach the foreign-borngirl even before she acquired English. "With this end in view adepartment has been organized called the "International Institute."This department has a secretary and a staff of workers who know boththe language and the social background of the various racial groups.Inasmuch as the matUrity of foreign girls are married at 15 or 16it was found that the work, to he helpful, must_ relate itself to thehome in some vital way. It was therefore found necessary for theworkers not only to know how to teach English, but also to he ableto give advice and information in home making, in the care of chil-dren, And in how to utilize the resources of the neighborhood and ofthe community. These workers, in analyzing their problem, foundthat normal family life dentands five essentials: Some education,healthful living, suitable recreation, a reasonable. amount of workeffectively done, and a spiritual incentive.

This department of Young Women's Christian Association activi-ties is seeking to help foreign families to develop and maintain theseessentials of family life in the following practical ways:
Education is furthered by getting the women into an English classand then into a cooking class or a sewing class. 'At pre-sent 27English classes are being' conducted, with 498 women enroll thereare also 4 sewing classes, with 28 women enrolled.
Health is improved by connecting fainilies with clinics, visiting,nurses, good doctors, and teaching the women .about cleanliness andthe prevention of disease.
Recreation is furthered through beach parties and social gatheringsat the institute; 286 Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino women werereached in recreational groups during September alone.
Work conditions are improved by showing the *omen how to workmore efficiently in their homes, and by helping the women who workoutside of tkeir homes to get located in the most congenial possiblework.
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As to the spiritual incentive, no normal family can deve,op without
it. Sometimes the workers help to develop it by connecting the family
up with the church: at other times through a friendly visit or friendly
contact in a class; sometimes by helping the family through some
crisis. No matter whether it is through educational, protective, or
recreational work, the institute feels that it falls far.short if it is not
bringing both the individuals of the family and the families of dif-
ferent nationalities into a more vital touch with spiritual ideals.

Incidentally, it may be said that this kind of work constitutes the
,be;st possible kind of Americanization work, for it is designed to me..--t
a real need in a perfectly natural way, in the doing of which Ameri-
zation comes as a by-product, as it properly should. In the methods
employed by some of these workers in teaching English to adult
foreign women, the commission is convinced the public-school teachers
of the islands would find. valuable suggestions for their own work
with children:

C

WEI..11: AirriEs ox Tor: I sLA N n1. A

Outside of city of Honolulu more i done ,,n the 'Island of Null
in the way of mm enlightened at tempt to meet the A-216011S social, edu-
cational, and citizenship problems growing out of the racial mixtures
to he found than on any of the other islands. The principal agencies
on Maui not 'elsewhere mentioned in this report which have sprung up
in response to the obvious need are.

The Rglellei d I °PAT activities at Lahaina, comprising a kinder-
-garteii, a night-school class, a cioulating library for the public, a
high school, and a language school in the mornings for adult foreign
born. All these activities are conducted without fees, being financed
by Mrs. H. P. Baldwin personally. These are but it,few of the ways
in which the interest she herself is taking in, the welfare of the work(as
on the plantations of Maui is being expressed.

The Alexander House Settlement Association, with headquarters at
Wailuku, was definitely organized in 1916 to take over the various
activities which have centered about the Alexander House grounds for
15 years or so. This association is just now taking significant steps
iir organizing all the agencies of the island having to do with the
housing, sanitation, health, and recreation of plantation laborers_Qud

la calling into administrative control of its activities the expert who was
brought out from the mainland recently by the Hawaiian Planters'
Association to investigate labor conditions in the islands.

The Maui Aid Association is an association without ecclesiastical
connections, organized to promote all good movementseducational,
social, charitable, and religion -on Maui. Perhaps the most impor-
tant work which it so far has accomplished has been the organization
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of a series of evening schools among groups of plantation laborers,
called American Citizenship Evening Schools. Fourteen schools
have so far been ostabliShed, having 26 teachers and an enrollment of

-about 330 boys, ROlo 90 per cent of whom are Japanese. A trained
director has been seCurnd to superintend and coordinate the work..
The excellent results of this project are already clearly in evidence
and show what could be done if the public school, as it in chty should,
were to take over such school- extension _work.

1In;lnba Japanese home wva.s established in 1912 by a
Japanese gentleman who saw that Japanese girls living in camps
where their parents were on the plantations were in need of such a
home. The girls, some 63 in number, attend the public schools. An
earnest young American woman shares in the management of the
home and is doing much toward winning the girls over to Americas
ideas and principles.

4
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Chapter IT.

THE ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, SUPERVISION, AND
FINANCING OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

CONTE";TS.-1.. The superintendent and the school commissioneis (relation.ship). '2. School commission-
ers and county bolted of education. 3. School commissioners and supervisors. 1. School commissioners
and the sheriffs; The work ofattendanCe offi4rs; value of an annual school census. 5. The school lfudget.
S. High schools should be brought closer to people: The junior high school recommended; transporting
pupils at public expense; supervision of high schools. 7. Supervision of private schools. 8. Need o the
Ildndergarten. 9. Lek of supervision: The group principal plan of supervision; specialists it teach
methods needed. 1(0The Territorial Normal School: Buildings and equipment; the faculty; organization
and administration of the school; the'spirit of the school; recommendations. 11. The Lahainaluna Trade !*

Bello()); Organization; equipment; expense of maintenance; a plan for reorganization. 12. Financing the
department of public instruction; The amount expended, on schools 11 city acted county of Honolulu;
comparison with cities of the mainland; tax. rate and property valuations in comparison: sunfinitry of

. -sit uat ion .

1. THE SUPERINTENDENT' AND THE SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS.

At the head of the Territorial department of public instruction are
the superintendent and six commissioners. Both the superintendent
and the commissioners are appointed by the governor the former for
a period of four years and the latter for terms of two years. It is r
explicitly set forth in Territorial law that "no person in holy orders'
or a minister of religion shall 1)e eligible as a commissioner." Women
are eligible as- commissioners, except 'that not more than three may
hold commissions.at _a given rime. A further provision tf: the law
requires that the governor shall appoint to the educational coMmis-
sion two residents of the County of Hawaii, two, of the County of
Oahu, one of the County of Maui, and one of the County .(r Kauai.

The superintendent is designated in the law as the " chief admin.'
istrative officer of the department." He is also the presiding officer
at the sessions of the commissioners. He has, however, no vote in
their _deliberations except when a tie vote occurs. The superinten-
Aent is paid an annual salary of $5,760; the commissioners receive_
no salary, but are allowed their expenses *hen they attend meetings
of the board; the law provides that at- least two/Shall be held each

It will be observed that the plan providing fol. a superintenden f
schools.and a board of school commissioners, each appointed directly
by the governor and responsible to him only, is, in comparison with
customary practice on the mainland,. a unique arrangement. Fur-
thermore, the-law nowhere clearly defines the relations which shall

54
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obtain between the superintendent and the school commissioners..It seems clear to the survey commission, therefore,' that this uncer-tain relationship is very likely. to\give rise to conflict's iri authority"certainl, if not to a conflict in authority; to an.. uncertainty.- as tofunction and jurisdictiin and consequently to -a hesitancy on the partof the one or the other in assuming responsibilities and in initiatingnecessary action.

Furthermore, it would seem to the survey .commission that such an.arrangement as this, -particularly Jii.-respect to that provision whichauthorizes the governor to,afipoint the sclwol superintendent, is un-fortunate because of tliefact that a change in governors logically leadsto a change in the superintendency. Thus the office of school super-intendent, inasmuch as it is a salaried office, is likely to be classedamong that grimp of laces which politicians look upon as being attheir disliosal in granting political favors. The commission, therefore, fe0s.'that this provision of the law whereby the school superin-tendent is appointed directly by the governor, tends to throw theoffice of the superintendent of schools into politics, which everyone!Alust clearly recognize to be most regrettable:' The law ought to be-:40 framed that it is possible for persons who are fully qualified for thework of superintendent to look forward to occupying the office duringtheir- period of 'efficiency, undisturbed by political considerations.From the standpoint,.too, of the efficiency of the work of the depart-ment it has been found that frequent shifts in the office of 'schoolsuperintendent is had; for it must be clear that that familiarity withthe problems of a large and complicated system, such as is the Terri-torial system of public !schools, which will give a superintendent theability to make wise judgments in critical mattefs, can be acquiredonly'through the accumulated experience of years. A stabilized headof a.Territorial system of schools then, _assuming of eourso that he isefficient, is quite as desirable and as necessary to efficient work as isa stabilized teaching force. _The' survey commission is clearly of theopinion that the plan which now obtains in the Territory of Hawaii,whereby the gercernor appoints the superintendent of schools, doesnot operate to this end.
J3est, practice elsewhere provides that there shall be, at the headof a-gystem of schools a board of education or a board of school com-missioners either appointed by the administrative officer or electedhy the people. It further provides that the.authority of suchshall be undivided; that it shall select its chief executive officer, usu-ally called th6 superintendent of scho.ols, and that it shall determinepolicies and general practices, delegating/to the superintendent andto hii corps of experts the authority necessary to carry its wishes intoexecution. Such an arrangement removes the: suPeriiitendent ofschools one Step from the appointive oorelecth7e.authority, 'iliures a,

41. oh.
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long tenure if the superintendent is efficient, a quick removal if he
is inefficient; and forestalls the possibility of any conilict in author-
ity such' as sooner or later is sure to arise under the arrangement
which now obtains. in ,the Territory of Hawaii. The survey coni-
mission would recommend, therefore, that lie laws of the Territory
of Hawaii be amended so that the board of school cOMmissioners to
be appointtd by the governor, w; under the prc;ser)t plan, shall he

-made the sole head of the educational system and that this board
shall by. given, the authority. in law to appoint,--a superintendent of
schools. It ought to bo made clear in the litw; too, that the super-
intendent responsible to the school c,ormnisAioners and .tt tfln
alone.

ILELATIONSHIP ot"rilE si'PERINTENDENT To THE TiOtitT)
(OMMISSIONERS.

In thus recommending that the board of school commisioner: be
placed by law unequivocally at the head of the Territoripl departrnt-nt
of education rind that the superintendent -be made by law definitely

. resporpihle t.o the- hoard of school commissioners, the comrnision
desires to rititke it clear. that such a relotionshit) will be an efficient
one only to the degree that the school commissioners recognize that
their proper functions are legi-lative and judicial and not executive,
the latter being the specific province of the school superintendent.

The only relationship between a superintendent and a boitrd
school commissioners whkch will make for efficiency, it must be em-
phasized, lies in drawing a clear-cut distinction between the .executive
functions, which properly belong to a superintendent, on the one ha!td,
and the legislative and judicial functions, which comprise the proper
field of the activity of school commissioners, on the other. This
proper relationship between. superintendent and a board of education,
or of schopl commissioners, which is rapidly coming to be churactei.-
istic of progressive school systems of the, mainland, is very clearly

*brought out in resolutions adopted by the department of superin-
tendents of the National Education Association at its Kansas City
meeting held in 1917. The following sections set forth the position
taken at this meeting:

8=1°N ;3. The representatives of the people can n"i poifOrm dinctly the huge
duties of carrying on the school system. They must employ technically trained
of to conduct the schools. To these .technically trained officers they must
look for proper information on which to base their decisions, and they dust be pre-
pared to intrust to those officers the powers and responsibilities which attach to the
daily conduct of school vork.

There is)ittle doubt on the part of all communities that technical.training is news -,
airy for $he pro-per conduct of schools, but the exact definition of the sphere within
wkich technical training is needed is not yet worked out in molt engem&

A series of0acrete oxameiles may, therefore, bo offered as illastrating the typo of
duty which board members can not propejlypertoz_m,. No board Member should teach
classes. No board member should act as principal of a school. No board member
sboald negOtiato with s publisher of teartooks, necosihoskl pass on the availabgity of
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a given book lot use iii a school. No bOX(t member ahukt exmin 1either with avie". to determining their quaIi&tiona for appointment. N. bo.ird member shouldplan a SChOOl )ui1thng. No board member hou1d write the cotire of tu1y. Evenwhere iidividuJ ce may a.rie in which ptictthr membezi of certain wotiki.
La've ihè abrlitv tø Cr1OT1fl these tasks, it is better that a weU-estih1iItod division of1.lsr hOU1(1 be recognized. It i thc duty of the members oi the board to e thatithnic1 offi4er do th, work M the tcn1, bnt th board hou1d not do this io±it8eIi It; is a pnhlic board, 'reated'to ee'Tht a certain pioeE of pnhlie wk i dnne,not a group of techiicaI offir created to do the work. '

Tht' 8afe analogy !1 thi8 ctse is the &nalogy of the hoard of directors iii
c-pr-itir'n. No one -aii imagine directoi of i rii1road stopping a train and giingthe engiiicr arni the couduct"r orders alout their dulie!. it ought to be 1oibk to()rnizc and detiie th technical duti of a shoo ytem and to ditingnish then fromthe hrl duties which reside in the rejre#ntative8 f the people.
Sc. 6. The technical officers f'f the 1óol aytein will be moet harmoni0us in theirLvlt.ief ii they re placed under the supervision of a Ringle head or innger who isthe xi'cutive head o the system. This central supervisor ihould have the rc*poni-huiiti's and 14c righis which will make poiide a compot organiztio nf the working!cr( in the 'hool.

i-: .. . The q )eri n teudnt inust be a man of superior training. He m wt heprt'p:red to report plarf orgnization and to make a dr statenent of reu1ts. 'He hruId orguiize the officers under him in sudVtL way as to FOCUIC from them in dctail ciliciel4t tvpt of organization, and he should ectire from them ukquate reporton whith to be tliç statements which be preeenth to the board.
SEC. . In the performnre of these fundion the superintendcmt has a right lo theiPiti:tti\ ili k('!lIliCaI mttcr. Specifically, he should have thesole right to performthe fllowing: (.7) RecorfimetRi rsll teachers Lll offiers Of U)CfV15tOfl, and all 31flit)rLanc diL; h) 'crk out the course of study' with the ctx)per*tlOn of the other ofiic4of iii1n,r1in: (c) é1ect. textbooks with the same cooperation; (d) have a determiningvoi e iii maTrs if building and equipment; arid (c) draw up the annual budget.fie technid 'rcommendation should always be reviewed by the board, and theprvtl of the hoard shouki be a nvcery Rtep for fin*1 cnactment. This will inurethe rireful prepiiration f reportt arid the careful study of results. The 8uperintendentis rit to b uthorizcd to conduct. the system apart from the 1*iard, hut be should beinsureti by defwitc frns of organization against irLterferencc winch will (lefe1t hisplane and divide his retponsibility.
?i'hi' business Fuffers when these technical n.tters rc improperly handled.Let us s;trne twt' In the tirt. caae the superintendent may be inefficient,and the- boafd or ove oth' active agency may cvr over his inefficiency'for a timeby doing bi wir. for hum The rnit will be disatzous ia the end. It wild bebet ttr for imbhc bine to bring the ine11icicnc' to the surface as quickly poib1eand rmoc the officer who can iiot- conduct the system properly. In the secorni aethe perintendent is efficient., but is hampered by bek of dcfhiitirni in his functions.T he school system will lick in unity of organization and in hftrmony ofinternal opera.tion.- 'Fhe system will be defective in so faèu it is divided against itaelLSEc. 9. In the relations of the board to all oflks of the system it is essential t]*tappointment, reappointment, &iMni1, and pmmotion be rQnioved from the intermfence of tty inf1uencv, and that all such tranctions be bssed on records whichare syste cally organize4d pervisod
Theie is no$earer indicaton f the condidn of a ehcool system tbn the attitude1 the diem and other o1cer b their thftk and to the yesults whih they yeectuing. tTlie .co1 pyete wbich well ogaliized exkibiis voops*ioa uapirt of all its officers. The iurets of the public suffer beyoad mtse. when .Pointinenta are the result of illegititnate personal influences,

. \
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2. THE TERRITORIAL BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS AND
COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION.

The survey commission is of the opinion that the present arrange-.
metit, providing as it does for hut. one commissioner on Kauai, one
on Maui, two on Hawaii, and two on Oahu, does not give adequate
representation. Furthermore the commission is convinced that. many
matters of detail which are now brought before the superintendent
and the Territorial hoard could very much more quickly and efficiently
be settled if on each of the islands there were a county board of
education clothed with authority to administer the educational
affairs within the island subject only to policies determined by the
Territorial board of school commissioners. The commission there-
fore recommends the appointment by the governor of a Territorial
board' consisting of seven persons representing each of the four
principal islands as now, except that Oahu, on account of population
An'din order that n seventh member may be secured, shall have three
fepresentatives on the board. This Territorial board, in turn, to
have the authority to appoint the superintendent and also tilt mem-
bers of county 'boards of education having the followiiiirmresenta-
tion: Three on Kauai, three on Maui, three on West Ilawaii, three
on East Hawaii, and ave on Oahu.

All matters pertaining to general policy should, of course, be
determined by the Territorial commissioners meeting as a corporate
body, but conditions vary so much among the islands in respect to
'details of execution that. there is no good reason why uniformity
among thong in every item should be demanded. Moreover, the
survey commission is convinced that much greater flexibility in the
Territorial system than now obtains is desirable. This can be
secured, to a considerable degree, through permitting each island
to work out its own educational problems in its own way, having
regard only to certain general policies and principles defined by the

. Territorial board which should apply with equal force to every sec-
tion of the Territory. By having a county board on each island
acting under the general direction of a Territorial board, and by
delegating to each largo authority in matters of detail, the commis-
sion feels that the tendency toward overcentrslization of authority,
apparent in the islands, can be lessened with advantage.

The intent of the foregoing recommendations is that standing at
the head of the Territorial system of public schools there shall be a
board of seven commissioners appointed by the governor, which shall
have authority to determine all general educational policies for the'
Territory, to .appoint and direct the Territorial superintendent of
schools,to appoint the members of county boards'of education, and to
designate their duties, define their responsibilities, and determine all
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relationships. While the commission holds that it should rest with
the le-gislature and the Territorial board to determine the measure
of authority which shall ho granted county hoards of education,
nevertheless, the commission believes it Ilesirable to permit each
county hoard to appoint. its own executive slid his corps of assistants
and supervisors; and to assign, .transfer, and dismiss all teachers, all
assignments and actions, however, to be subject to review by the
Territorial board of commissioners and by the Territorial superin-
tendent of schools.

With respect to this selection of the members of county boards by
the Torritorial board, the survey commission suggests that due regard
be had to the chief population groups or districts of the islands. For
example, in appointing the five members from among the citizens of
Oahu, which the commission recommend's shall constitute the county
board of education of that island, it should be stipulated that not more
than three shall be residents of lIonolulu and that two shall be resi-
dents of rural communities 'so distributed that the island shall be
fairly and equitably represented.

The commission is also convinced that if the governor, in appointing
the Territorial board of school commissioners, is careful to select only
high-minded, nonpartisan, progressive men and women, persons who
have the educational welfare of the children at heart, and if their
terms of office are so arranged that a minority only is to be appointed
at a given time, the selection of a superintendent 'f schools, his're-
tention or dismissal, may well he left to such a board.

In. this important matter of the selection of a superintendent, when
for any reason a vacancy occurs, increasingly boards of education of
progressive communities on the.mainland are asking for the advice of
representative laymen whose integrity and sincerity are unquestioned.
Thus, for example, a vacancy in the superintendency of the schools
of Oakland, Calif., arose. The board of education of that city ap-
pointed a committee comprising the president of the University of
California, the president of Stanford University, the president of
Mills College, and four representative local citizens consisting of the
pastor of a prominent church, a prominent attorney, a representative
of a labor organization, and a business man to calwass the field of
available persons and rto recommend three for the consideration of
the board. From this list the board made its selection.

Such a method of procedure lifts the selection of a superintendent
out of the turmoil of personal or professional politics and insures to
the board and to the incoming superintendent the sympathetic sup-
port of the best oromonts of the community. It is a method of selec-
tion which deserves commendation and widespread adoption. Ve
commission recommends that when a vacancy in the office of Terri-.in4o'-20-5

.
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tonal superintendent occurs the appointive office, whether it be that
of the governor or that of the Territorial board,-shall adopt some such
method in filling the place.

3. THE SUPERVISORS AND THE TERRITORIAL BOARD OF SCHOOL
COMMISSIONERS. 00%

Another feature of the school law of the Territory of Hawaii which is
unique and qiich the survey commission feels is unfortunate, is that
by which authority in respect to school matters is divided between the
school commissioners on the one hand and the county board of super-
visors on the other. Each of the four principal islands constitutes a
county. The hoard of supervisors in each of these counties is elected
by the voters of the county. Section F, of the school law provides
that "it (the county hoard of supervisors) shall maintain and regulate
schoolhouses other than the normal school, Lahainaluna School, and
the Boys' and Girls' Industrial Schools.- The board of supervisors
also, under the law, appoints school janitors, wherever provision has
been made for employing janitors. Under this arrangement all funds
set aside by Territorial authorities for the erection of new fchool bald-
ings, for equipment, repairs, and general upkeep :and maintenance
the so-called "special fund "are handled by the county board of
supervisors. It must he obvious that this arrangement inevitably
leads to delays and misunderstandiic Throughout the Territory
there is mneh complaint that the plan is cumbersome and troublesome.
The survey commission recommends that the Territorial laws be so
changed as to transfer all such authority from the county hoard of
supervisors to the county board of education of the respective islands,
thereby seouring unity of action; definiteness of responsibility, and
promptness in execution.

4. THE SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS AND THE SHERIFFS OFFICE.

\lbw Not alone has authority which can best be assumed by local hoards
of education, as heretofore recommended, been placed with the

\county suriervisons; but anbther important department of school
activity, that, having to do with the enforcement of the compulsory

hool provisions, under Territorial law, has been shunted away from
o commissioners over to the sheriff's office. The provision govern=

in this matter ion& as follows:
It shall he the duty of each deputy sheriff, or such police officers as he shall designate,

to visit not lees than once each week each public and priva'le school within the district of
which he is deputy sheriff, to ascertain from the teacher or officer or agent in charge
thereof what children, if any, of school age persist:in absenting themselves (rematch
school. .

It shall further be the duty of such deputy sheriffs and police officers to require all
children of school age, in accordance with the provisions of section 257, to attend
school, whether er not complaint is made by any teacher or other officer or agent d
said department ct pAlic instruction.
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While in a number of instances the task of looking after attendance
has been assigned by sheriffs to men .who are competent in an un-
traffied way, yet, in instances, the work is much hampered because
responsibility has been de1:,ated to some broken-down politician or
expoliceman who takes but a perfunctory interest in his duties.
The',field of duties falling.properly within the scope of a department
of attendance is so large and so important that the commission has no
hesitation iu recommending that this work be taken over entirely
by the school authorities and that two or three attendance officers
(women are making excellent records in this field), preferably those
who ha-ve had experience in social service work and who command the
confidence and respect of their communities, be appointed for each
county, the same to be responsible to the local board of education
and the school authorities of the county.

THE WORE Or ATTENDANCE FFICTICS.

soch attendance officers should be employed on full time for a 12-
months' year, for there is much during the vacation months which
they can profitably do in visiting the plantations and other places
where children are employed, in following up the arrival and depart'.
ure of resident families, in persuading individuals who think they must
drop out of school to remain, in helping worthy and needy students
to find work, and in laying the basis for efficient work when the school
terra opens. It-is customary in many places to make the attendance
officers deputies of the police. force, investing then4rwith authority
for making arresk though this authority should be used sparingly
and only as a lastrosort. They should also be provided with. motor-
cycles or other mans for- quickly covering all parts of their districts
and of adjacent

For the use of ttendance officers the essential information con-
untied in school census sheets and school record hooks relating to the
cltildrAn of compulsory age should be transferred to filing cards and be
grouped by attendance districts. Daring the first week of each term
dila attendance officers should check their census cards with the school
enrollment and investigate every case of nonenrollment. To such
officers should be referred for investigation all cases of prolonged and
unexplained ubsence. Such officers, too, can render valuable service
to the department by investigating the home conditions of children
who are failing to progress in their work or who may be suspected of
living in insanitary, impoverished, or immoral surroundings. The
corps of workers, furthermore, could accomplish much in establish--
ing a contact between the welfare agencies on the plantations and the
public school.
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To them, also, should be entrusted the supervision of the taking of
an annual school census, for their familiarity with their districts and
their acquaintanceship with individual families- resident therein will
gol far toward making the census complete.. By establishing relit-.
tionships with social service workers, with the judges who try cases
of juvenile delinquency, with public officials, with the board of health,
and with employers of labor, a group of competent, farsighted and
thoroughly unselfish attendance officers can develop fields of useful-
ness to the school department and to the community at large, and
for themselves, second to none.

The commissioners or boards of education, it should be added,
should pay salaries large enough to induce the right persons, men or
women, to take hold of this work and to remain in it for a period of
yearsT for obviously in work of this character fat'orable acquaintance-
ship in the community is an important asset. and acquaintanceship
i3a matter of time.

ALVE 01' AN ANN. .AL '4(11001. CENSUS.

A schoobeensus of all children of school age. taken during the same
month each year, is indispensable to the enforcement of an attendance
law; furthermore, through it valuable information can be secured
which when analyzed will provide the school authorities with a de-
pendable basis for conclusions regarding many problems relating to
the administration of the system. A. permanent record card should

libe made for every person in each dis ict, which should contain
besides other social data the now, dress, sex, age, nativity;
whether attending public, private, of parochial school; class in such
school; the reason for not attending school; if employed, where and
how;. and a brief statement of the school history of every child.
These can be grouped by families for convenience. All recordsards
should be made in duplicate, one copy to be retained by the attend-
ance officer and the other to be kept on file with the principal of the
school attended by the children. If these cards are kept up to date,

4111A they should be, the whereabouts of every child of school ago can
be learned at any time and the essential facts'about each secured at
a moment's notice.

Such a permanent record, always in the making, checked up each
year by a census taken by a house-to-house canvass, will be of inesti-
mable value in enforcing Territorial laws governing compulsory at-
tendance, 'the employment of children, and the granting of 'work
permits. A tabulation of such records each year by blocks, districts,
or sections will give valuable information regarding the growth of i
given community, the direction the growth is taking, and the changing
and shifting character of the populationinformation whiph is essen-
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tad if school authorities are to plan, wisely far enough in advance toprovide the necessary accommodations by the time they are needed.The failure systematically to secure information of this characteris partially responsible for the deplorably crowded conditions to be
found in very many of the public schools of the Territory.

5. THE SCHOOL BUDGET.

Prior to December 15 of each 14nnial period inunediately preced-ing the convening of the Territorial legislature, the committee of
estimates prepares the school budget for submission to the legislature.
The appropriations made by the legislature in response thereto, how-ever, are not available until May, a year later, when the taxes arecollected: even then only one-fourth of the budget aggregate is pro-vided. Not until two years after the estimates are made and adopted
is the entire amount in hand. In consequence the educational depart-
ment would always be two years behind in its program of expendi-
tures were it not for the fact that frequently needed moneys areadvanced to the school department from the general fund of theTerritory or from county funds. Sometimes. however, the funds
have been depleted because of other demands, and serious embarrass-
ment follows particularly in connection with building programs andplans for relieving crowded schools.

To meet this serious situation, the survey commission recommendsthat the TerritAwy -establish a reserve fund from which such-amounts
may be borrowed as needed. the same to be returned to the reservefund as taxes are collected. In this manner 'serious delays in pro-
viding housing facilities to meet increases in school attendance maybe overcome and the department saved much en'tbarrassment.
6. THE HIGH SCHOOLS SHOULD BE BROUGHT CLOSER TO THE PEOPLE.

As now organized, there are just four high schools in the Territoryof Hawaiione on each of the principal islandsat Hilo on theisland of Hawaii, at Ilamakuapoko on the island of Maui, at Hono-
lulu on the island of Oahu, and at Lihue on the island of Kauai. The
location of these schools in all cases is such that it is impossible,
except in comparatively few cases, for parents to give their children
the educational advantages of a high school unless arrange,meiits aremade for boarding their children at these centers. Igor example, thehigh school at Hilo is situated on a belt road encircling the island
more than '300 Miles in extent. At intervals along this road plan-
tation settlements have been formed and in each of these settlementsthere is a public school ranging from. two or three teachers in the
smaller schools to schools in the larger settlements comprising as many

' as IS or 20 teachers. Obviously, it is impossible for thegreat majority
.
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of parents, most of whom are poor people, to send their children to
the Hilo High School. In consequence, on the island of Hawaii with
9,569 children enrolled in its public schools, there are only-292 in
the high school. While distances are not so great an the other
islands, nevertheless the situation in each is essentially the same as
on the island of Hawaii in respect to this matter of high school
attendance. Maui, for example, has a school attendance of 5.310
with an enrollment in the high school of only 73. On Kauai the
attendance in the public schools is 4,721 and in the high school
situated at Lihue the enrollment is 58. On fice island of Oahu, out
of a total enrollment in the public schools of 16,235, only 771 are in
the high school at Honolulu.

The surtoey commission would recommend as a practical means for
making high school education accessible to every child in the Terri-
tory who has the ambition and the will to avail himself of the oppor-
tunity, the following plan: At certain of the larger settlements on
each of the island, there should he established a junior high school,
comprising the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades of a group of schools
so situated geographically that the children of these upper grades
could easily and without great expense be transported to such tsehool.
On each of the islands it is probable that there are at least six, and in
sonic of the larger islands more than six, of the larger settlements so

the survey commission would suggest that
after this junior high school organization has beJn effected and put
into operation and as the children come on through these grades in
increasingly large numbers, as will certainly obtain if transportation
at the expense of the Territory be provided, then: that provision be
made at certain of these centers, properly situated with respect to
the island as a whole, for the addition of the three remaining grades

14 a complete high school course, namely, the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth years. It. will he of interest in this connection to see how
such a plan would work out in detail on one of the islands, taking as
an illustration the island of Kauai.

A JrN1()12 MOH-SCHOOL ORGANIZATION FOR THE ISLAND OF KAI:AI.

The schools of Buena, Hanalei, Kilauea, and Koolau would form
a natural group for junior high-school purposes with the Kilauea
school as a center. There are now 76 pupils enrolled in the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades who, a year later, would compromise the
nucleus of a junior high-school organization. The schoolsof Anahola,
Kapahi, and Kapaa, whose natural center is Kapaa, would start with
about 145 pupils in these throe grades. Centering at Lihue there
would bo approximately 140 pupils, coming from the schools of
Wailua, Hanamaulu, Lihuc, and Hu loin. Another natural center for
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a junior high school, receiving children from Omito, Kalahoo, and
Koloa, would be at Ko loa, where a nucleus of 120 could he secured.
At, Eleele or Makaweli 143 children in the-seventh, eightl4' and ninth
grades, comprising children from the two places, could doubtless besecured. Waimea would naturally he a sixth center for a junior high
school, receiving, cildrt6n from the 'Waimea school and from Kekahaand :lana, altogether comprising about 130 pupilS.

such an arrangement-of junior high schools be effected, then attwo of the junior high-school centers the work should be extendedupwards providing for a full high-school course. When this is done,'it 'mist he obvious, labile would not be the logical site for a fAll
course; rather the island, for this purpose, would naturally

comprise two large divisions, one whose centey might properly be atliapatt, and sone whose natural center would be at Makaweli or atEleele, the choice depending upon available sites.
Il this arrangement. which provides for six junior high schoolstwo senior high schools for Kauai, dpu,btless the practice whichnow prevails whereby ;t number of parents send their sons anddaughters to Honolulu for high-s'ehogl work would be discontinued,.

for th-v would find it much niora convenient and cheaper ta keepthyir children at home on& send them to local schools. Under-thisarrangement, it is confidently believed, instead of a high-school en-rollment in Kauai of only 58, there would soon be found many tinesthis number enti'cing' tiPoit a high-school course.

THE eta..vriox lie THE MAUI HIGH SCHOOL.
Z.

After a careful cinisidertion of conditionw the Island of Maui,the commission is convinced that a high school should he establishedt latheina and that the site of tin' present high school at, Hama:keapoko should he changed to a point more central to its 4atural
.tendance district, which embraces roughly the area marked, byWailuku on the west and I Iniku on the east. The present location .at Ilantakuapoko is altogether tqo far to the east, side of the attend-ance district; forcing thereby pupils coming Hom Wailuku andvicinity to go much farther than would be necessary were the schoolmore centrally situated. While the commission-recognizes the diffi-culties that exist in securing a site at a more central point, never-theless it feels that if such a site is not secured 'before the buildingauthorized by the legislature is erected that the attendance districtwill have !it a later time to ho divided and a high school establishedat Wailuku. In such event there would exist two small high schools

inn district whose need's could well he supplied by one large andstrong school.
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At present a tuition fee is charged all those who attend the Maui
High School iThe purpose of charging such a fee s thereby to ex-
clude children of plantation laborers who, it, was thought, could not
or would not pay the tuition. This practice, the commission must
point out,- is discriminatory and unjustifiable and should be aban-
doned. A public high school must be kept open to the poorest and
humblest boy or girl of the territory, and his way made as easy as
possible if the school is to accomplish the work which it is organized
expressly to do. Charging a tuition foe in order that the school may
be retained largely for the children of the more prosperous people is
a plan Which will defeat the very purpose for which our public schools
are established.

Two complete high schools then on Maui, one at. Lahaina and one
soirehere in the vicinity of Pain, with a system of junior high schools
conveniently situated with respect to grolt)3s of contributory ele-
mentary schools, together with a system of transporting pupils who
live too far away from these schools to walk, will provide tho oppor-
tunity needed for high-sc:hool 4Itication on Maui it is confidently

believed. a
JtNroit Ittciir SCJJOOLS (IN HAWAII ANI)

On the island of Hawaii it would seem that proper locations for
the assembling of the children of the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades would be llonokaa, Kohala, Kealakekua, and possibly at
Waiohinu also. As attendance at these centers grows, additional
grades could be added juntil a full high school were provided at some
or all of these places.

Similarly, on the Island of Oahu, natural centers at which to
establish the junior high Schools are: Waialua, Waipahu, aside from
Honolulu.

el

THE BENEFITS OV A JUNIOR AND SENIOR SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

The jupor high-school organization, as generally established, pro-
vides for the bringing together of the pupils of the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades of oonveniently,situated schools at a point central

to all. By congregatihg pupils of such grldes in considerable num-
bers, as would be the elm, where all such grades from a number of

schools are taken, the opportunity., is profiided, within reasonable
limits .of economy, of differentiating somevrhat the work of pupils so
that it is not necessary for all to take exactly the same course, for it
enables them to select that work which is more nearly suited to their
-own aptitudes and individual needs. Furthermore, by means of such
an arrangement, teachers can-be secured with more highly specialized
training than ordinarily obtains and, therefore, lines of work can be
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offered in a junior high school which would be out of the question
in typical grammar-school organization. In addition, depart=
mental work, as well as high-school studies, can be introduced to
much greater profit than obtains when these young people are held
to the usual subjects offered hi the seventh and eighth grades of our
school s stem taught in the usual way.

Experience in the States, where the junior high school form. of
organization is very rapidly becoming the typical school organiza-
tion, is showing that by means of this form of organization pupils
become interested in high-school subjects and are induced thereby
to remain in school not only during the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades but, in ierreasing proportions, they enter the last three
years of the senior high school course. By means of this' organiza-
tion, a very much larger percentage of the school enrollment is to
he found in the high schools than under the.former plan of organiza-
tion.. In short., 10 years of mainland experience with the junior
high-school plan discloses the fact that by means of this arrangement
a very desirable increa.sen the flexibility of the public-school system
is secured.' Moreover, by .withdrawing the seventh and eighth
grades from the grade schools, additional seating-capacity, greatly
needed to lessen crowded conditions, would be secured and over-
burdened teachers relieved.

Furthermore, the Territory should adopt some such plan as the
foregoing for making a rich high-school education available to large
numbers of island young people for the reason that, as is pointed
out. in other connections, _the normal ,school should no longet be
permitted to receive pupils with less than high-school training
Children with only an eighth-grade education can not be properly
prepared in four years to become teachers. 'They need more of an
informational content and more of an insight into the principles of
teaching than can possibly he given in four years. Moreover,
within a four-year period they are still too immature in development
and judgment to be sent out into the schools of the Territory. In
consequence, to meet the serious need for adequately trained teachers
large numbers ofyoung men and women should be coming on through
the Territorial high schools. It is believed the foregoing plan for
crowding the high school back closer to the people of each of the,islands will operatk to this end.

.

TRANSPORTING pUPILS AT PUBLIC EXPENSE.

This plan of congregating pupils at convenient centers is com-
paratively easy of execution in the, islands for the reason that mostof the schools on each of the islands are connected by good auto-
mobile roads making the matter of transporting {pupils who live atdistances a fairly easy and inexpensive one. In this connection, it
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should be said that progressive rural communities in the States are
fully committed to the practice of providing at community expense.
transportation for all children who live at considerable distances
from their respecti'e schools. ThiS is particularly feasible in the
Territory of Hawaii which has been most. progressive 'and farsighted
in installing a systeni iii good roads on each of the islands. The

.survey commission, therefore, recommends that the junior' and
senior high-scliool form of organization be incorporated as rapidly
as possible and that. lianspottation be provided 'for all children
who (kiwi live within walking distances of these schools.

The commission is gratified to learn that n beginning has beer(
made iii the Territory, in West Hawaii, in transporting pupils to
school, at public expense. Numbers of children its the islands are
walking 6 mile. to school. To expect little children to walk 12
iniles each day, 6 miles each way, is asking too much of them. That
so many are willing to do it uncomplainingly spe4ks well for their
eagerness and the- eagerness of their parents for 'the training which
the sellouts are giving. The Territory ought to set- to it that such
insistent desire for an education it!'gratitied.

. ST-PERI-N() N rEnarrottutt. won

If the foregoing suggestions regarding t he establishment- of junior
and senior high schools in the Territory h' adopted. then the com-
mission, would recommend, that needed supervision of such schools
to secure coordination of work and an increasing ada 'ptatiou of
courses and bf teaching practice be vested iu the departini-nt of
education-of the University of Hawaii. A person who has tal inti-
mate acquaintance with high-school problems and with. high-school
teaching and administration should be added to the university

'faculty. During one-half of each school ,year he should be per-
mitted to spend his entire time in visiting the high schools of the
Territory and in helping the principals and teachers of these schools
in their work; during the other half year he should be .required;. to
give courses at the university in .matters pertaining to the general .
Acid of high-school work.

7. THE SUPERVISION OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS. .

In the relationship oxisling between the .Territorial department.
of public instruction and the private schools (foreign language
schools are not in the private school group), the Territory is unique.
The sections of the law defining the relationship of the private schools

0 the department of education are as follows: .

Any pekson desiring to establish a prikte nclux1 within the Territory of Hawaii
shall, prioto the establishment thereof, make application in writing to the cleprot
ment3f public instruction of the Territory, which application shall be signed by the
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-applicant or applicants and shall state in subetance(1) the name or namee of the
,persons desiring to establish such schools; (2) th'e proposed location thereof; and (3)
the course of instruction and the languageriin which such instruction is to be given:

l'imn the receipt sine -approval of the application, the department of public in-
st ntction shall issue to the person or persond applying therefora peritit, in form to be
by it approved, authorizing the establiiment of such school; and no privatoechool, '-

shall he established within the Territory except in conformity with this chapter.
All persons conducting schools within the l'entory other thin public act ools

shall other before the 1st darof October, 1917, file with the department of public
instruction's statement in writing signed by the person or persons conducting such
school, showieg (1) the name-or names of the personein charge thereof; (2) the loca-
tion: 13) the course of instruction apd the languages in which such instruction is
given.

Veen the receipt of such statement and approval by the department of. public'
iction of the course of study and instruction given,' the department of public

instructinn shall issue to the person or persons in shame of said school,a certificate,
in fern) to be by said department of public instruction prescribed, feingnizing such

(eche.) as a private school within the meaning of this chapier.
' 1 Attendance at any school established or maintnined without complying with the

terns of this section shall not be coneidend a.. tten-ance at a public or private school
within the ineaning'of this chapter.

The deptirtment may, 'frpm time to time, require regularly established private
schools to submit reports la such form as it may deem proper. Failure to comply
with the, provision of this aet'ABobconstitute aaafense punishable, linen ennx iction

t line,not exeeding'$10 {or each offense.
Every private schiserl shall be subject to thesupervision of the department. Itshall be the duty of the department to requireTlitte-teachers of private schools be-

persons of good moral clitiractrie and that the premises of such schools comply withthe mks and reettlations of the department as from time to' time promulgated with
. regard to sanitatt conditions and hygiene.

The English languagO shall be the medium and,latais of instruction in all public
and private. athlete within the Territory, and any school where English is not the
Medium and txbis of instruction shall riot be recognized ns n public or private school ,within the provisions of this.ehepter,>and attendonce thereat shall not be considered
attendance at school in compliance with Aw: Provided. he,. e'er, That the liawailtus
laneange shall be taught in addition to the nglish in all nennaland high schools of the
're) ritrrv; and that, whete it is desired tha another language shall he taught in addi-
tion to the English language, such instruction may be tuttherized.by the department
by direct order in any particular instance: Proritirdy however, That' instruction in
snob cnurses shall be elective.

--)While the law, as tranocribed above, clearly contemplates that the
sitpervision of private schools by the Territorial department of
education shall b-e substantial and effectiVe, nevertheless the corn-

\, mission mustipoint out that at present such supervision does not exist,in hitt. This is doubtless partly because the department of public
instructipit:is completely understaffed; so much so, indeed, that, as
is pointed oitt, iu o1hor parts of hey report, the public schools them-
solves are not properly superrEed. It therefore seems impossible,

. with tl corps of workers no larger than the Territory has so farpro-
vidod, to 'undertake Ake supervision of th,e private schools in the
manner intended by the law.
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The commission feels that it is desirable for private schools to
.come under the supervision of the authorities of the public school
system in certain importaaaprticulars. Nevertheless, tha,commis-
sion desires to point out that such supervision. should in no respect
curtail any,reasonable desire on the part of the founders or managers

hcirprivate schools to initiate intelligent departures in educational
PrIctice. 01' necessity, the public school, in that it is conserving the
interests of large masses of pupils, must be conservative. It can
ill afford to e riment'in the field of educational theory or practice.
Reforms in a ork of the public school, therefore, to a very large
degree, must e initiated only after their soundness has been demon-
strated outside the State-supported system. It would be most
unfortunate, therefore, if there were beer brought about a supervision
by State-autherities so detailed and rigid as to preclude privately
maintained schools from making wide variations in their work.

On the ether hand, it is the business of the State to safeguard the
interests of every child within its borders and to see to it that he has
an opportunity equal to the opportunity offered any ,other child to
secure- an education and to carry it as:far as his ability, desire, and
ambition willpermit. Moreover,ythe State myt see to it that the
school conditions of every child are healthful and that teachers are
provided who have the requisite training, whose moral principles are

, sound, and who have an unquestioned loyalty to the traditions and
ptineiples on which of Govermnent is foundM.

' The commission, therefore, feels that the Territory has done well
to place such a law on its statutelmoks and suggests the great desir-
ability of so increasing the staff of its supervisorial force that the
purpose of:the law can be carried into effect.

S, THE TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT HAS MADE -A BEGINNING IN
ORGANIZING THE KINDERGARTEN.

Though the kindergarten is the youngest member of our educational
its irctive growth in this country falling well within the last

half century, yet it has .won its way to an established place in.our
school system, as a glance .4 the record of the growth of the move -
mont will show. 'The -t kindimsgarten on the mainland to be organ -

. ized in connection u A the public school system was established in
Boston in 1870, bu was discontinued. after a few years. For 20
years the mot= t grew very slowly, so slowly, ih fact, 'that by
1800 it had secured legal -recognition in but a half dozen States and
formal adoption in no more than five or six of the larger cities and
in,,but 25 or 30 of the, maller, Vow, however, nearly every State in
the .Union has permissive kindergartei legislation and, as shown by
the 1840,16 statistics ofilie United States aBureau of Edehation,
1,22g cities rUport a total of 8,443 kindergartens, with an.aggiegatoe
enrollment ol 434;022 children and employing nearly 0,000 steacheiea

, . t
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BASIC PRINCIPLES> OF THE KI4DEROARTEN.

Froebel, the founder of the kindergarten, conceived the true
educational process to 'be one which is rooted and grounded in the
child's own spontaneous self-activity: for, he held, the impulses
which- cause humanity to aspire to progress are instinctive and will
be expressed spontaneously in childhood through play if opportunity
he afforded. He believed, therefore, that the play impulse, so char-
acteristic of young children, should be locked upon as the chief ,agency in education. So he insisted that children be permitted to
play with Min same freedom that they would exercise if at home,

,and yet, Withal, that this play be conducted under the eye of a teacher
who should be wise enough to organize aid interpret these expres-sions of the _child's instincts and give niorn significance without
inhibiting the exercise of his spont-aneity.

The various play activities of childhood; Proebelheld, fell naturally
into twp groups: That in whicl the qualities of a social character,
such :as cooperation. subordinating individual desire to the group
will, and the ability to give and take, aredeveloped; and,that in which
the child gains cc tain necessary sense impressions and perceptions.
To the first of 'these belong group games, such as games of skill and
dramati:c games, in which children impersonate such social workers
as the farmer, the coil-inter, and the housewife. Activities belonging
to this group require no materialequipment. To the second belong
the activities centering about the playthings or "gifts" which he
proposed to place in the child's hands at successive intervals, and the
various manual occupations" which were designed by him to
keep pace with the child's growth and interest. By means of the
"gifts," arranged in series, and the activities associated therewith,
the child is to be made conscious of the simple but fundamental
ideas of color, of form, of number, of dimension, of weight, of sound,
and of direction and position. Through the "occupation le" Which
he outlined opportunity is provided, he holds, ar an exercise of the
-powers of perceiving, obterving, thinking: and for tine' gaining of -certain artistic appreciations through constructing things having
harmonious and pleasant forms.

The kindergarten practice in the United States has received an
extremely searching examination and appraisal, for it has been forced
to square its principles and methods by criteria which have cdme into
our present-day thought as result of investigations in the fields of
physiologital psychology' and of child-study and through the ton-
tribstions made to the digussion by the Tlerbartitms. These criteria
hive :profoundly modified kindergarten theory' and . practice as set
forth by Froebel and interpreted by his followers, but the Froebefian
conceptions that education is a process ef-developrnant rather than
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one of instruction: that play is the natural, means of development
during the first years; that the child's creative activity must he the
chief factor in his education; and that his present interests and needs,
rather than the demands of the future, should determine the material
and method of instruction, are all conceptions which are sanctioned
by the conclusions reached in the fields ormoderi. t educational inves-
tigation and research. In consequence of 4is critical ekamiriation,
kindergarten practice has been profoundly modified, but the funda-
mental things for which Froebel stood, and upon which kindergarten
activities are based, are more generally indorsed than ever before, and
it can confidently he said that the kindergarten is now so thoroughly
established in public confidence and so strongly grounded in accepted
theory that its place in our school system will never again be seriously
endangered.

TUE INFLUENCE OF TIIE. N DERGARTEN ON PRIMARY EDUCATION.

In turn, the kindergarten idea is haNjng a reciprocal infincnce of
far-reaching character on the aims and methods of elementary educa-
tion, especially of the primary grades: Beautifying the schoolcooin
with pictures and plants: the introduction of movable desks and chairs
in the lower grades: the substitution of songs and games and dramatic -
plays for the formal drills andjhe rigid, repressive discipline; the
appeal to the child's fancy through story-telling: the syropathetic
attention to the child's physical needs; the use of out-of-door excur-
sionsaml work with garden plats; the en loyment of many forms of
lifindwork in the schoolroom and the ,r; practice of hewing the
long, vacation come during the iitcleinen winter months instead of

_dpring the summer, an arrangement especially suited to little children.
tire so/ne of the results of the f4ognition in the grades of the validity
of the principle underlying kindergarten Ativities, that education
comes by way of the child's own self-activity.

EFFECT OF' KINDERGARTEN TRAINING ON PRONIOTION.

,While.the kindergarten is primarily concerned with the content of
education and its spiritand with the fullness of the life of the child,

:mlittersiwhich do not lend themselves to statistical evaluationpever-
:flieleiv studies have been made which tend to how that tho child who
has had kindergarten training is likely= to make more rapid progress

the grades than those whohave had no such training. A
study made in Kenosha, Wis., for example, based on the rotor& of
925 children who had had kindergarten instruction,-an 738 children
who had entered school without such training, while not conclusive,
suggests that the firs t.group had fewer who were retarded in their

later school work. Supt. Harvey, of Pawtucket, R..1., found in his

NO
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schools that 60 per cent of the children entering school under the age
of 5 years and 3 months, without kindergarten daining, failed of
promotion, against- 35 per cent of those who hid had kindergarten
training. Of those entering, whose ages fell between 5 years 3 months
and 6 yeas, 39 per cent Tailed who had had no kindergarten training,

.aigainst .16 per cent of those who had been through the kindergarten.
Aild of the children 6 years and over, the failures in the two groups.'
stood at 21 per cent and 10 per cent, respectively.

.1 more'reeent study of the effect of the kindergarten in lessening
the number of repeaters is that by a committee, appointed in 1915, of
the superintendents and school boiirds branch of the Michigan State
Ty:tellers' Association, reported by- Berry. The report shows that
this question of the influence of 'the kindergarten was studied in the
records of one group of sohools in the lower, peninsula region of Michi-
gan which consisted of 94 towns and cities; 19 of which were without
the kindergarten and 75 having this form of organization.

The facts Jegarding repetition, as disclosed by this report, are asfollows :

Lqiu:, rtt 0. ;nolioortin on repetition in Mirhiplit.

Percentage of ropeater In all I Percentage of retientrea in theNumber grade , fInt grade only.old Lies
and

towns.
HOYT. Mae. Both. for. Bab.

11,1ergalten 19 I3.S If7I.T, 10.2 27.4 1%6 , 27.7xvio,,;Irolorearten ' 11.0 7.8 15.2 10. 4 11.6

Tile table shows that in the 1!) towns without a kindergarten the
percentage ofrarepeaters. all grades considered, is 28.7 per cent greater
throe it the 75 toirn.s having kindergartens: .while in the first grade,
taken by itself. the percentage of repeaters in the towns having no
kinihrgartens exceeds the .tmins having the kindergartens by 69.5
per cent.

The foregoing studies are significant, for' they. indicate that the
kindergarten is an important factor ih reducing repetition in suc-
ceeding grades,, and especially in the first grades. It exercises this
iulluence, doubtless, both directly and indirectly; directly, in the
sense that such training tends to fit a child for quickly "finding
himself" in,the usual u1'ork of the school; and then, indirectly, by keep-
ing children out of the fast grade until they are more mature. Con-.
litterable pressure is brought to bear.upon school officials in many
places where no kindergarten has been established to admit children
to the first grade before they have reached the age of 6. A percents
age of repetition, therefore, in the first grade in such schools is due
to the immantrity ()tau& children. A study of thisfrtor, in causing
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repetition, has never been made, it is believed. However, in the
Michigan study, just referred to, it was found, for example, that, in
the 19 towns. having no kindergarten, 33 per cent of the enrollment
of the first grade were not. older than 5 years when they entered
school, whereas among the 75 cities having the kindergarten, this
percentage was reduced to 7.8 per cent.

Another study of significance, but along a different line, was made
by the superintendent of the Boston schools in 1913. He asked 49
kindergarten teachers to do advanced kindergarten work with the
children of to classes in the primary grades for two afternoons a week,
continuing for a year. Great freedom was permitted. in the choice of
activities. and in the arrangement of the program. Advanced
"gifts" and handwork were used in most-of the classes, the former
for free constmet ion and for number work, the latter for hand training
and for free expression of experiences. Games were played, stories
were told, and many excursions were taken to the woods, parks, farms,
and beaches,,providing rich materials fer conversation and for expres-
sion through handwork. it the close of the year 60 primary grade
teachers, who were the regular teachers of the classes, were asked for,
reports and frank comments on the experiment. All but one reported
favorably, while many spoke of the results in terms of enthusiasm. 't

Recently one of the members of the survey commission, visiting
the public plantation school at Hannikuapoko, Maui, observed that
the children of the class of beginners, made up almost entirely of
orientals, were unusually responsive to the questions of their teacher, -

and replying in language df a much better quality' than most beginning
children (Nit ttie plantations can command: ';',1111on inquiry it was
learned that, the entire class had hacl.traiaing in a near-by kindergarten
maintain privately by one of tilts plantation. owners.

THE Ix

Largely in response to the excellent work done by the-Free Kin-
dergarten and Children's Aid Association of Hawaii, referred to in
Chapter I. the Territorial Legislature at its last session authorized
the department of education to organize one kindergarten on each
of the four principal islands. While this program has not yet been
fully executed, as insufficient funds were provided, nevertheless it is
the first step in -a plan which the commission sincerely hopes will
lead, within' a very short time,to the organization of a kindergarten
in every school in the Territory. The commission is convinced, after
a earefuf study oc.theeonditions which obtain in the islands, that no

Amore -ingertant single 'step in Americanizing the children of the
foreign born can be taken than in the establishment of a kinder-

,gaiten or kindergartens in every settlement in the Territory.

.11.75.;
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order to make such a project a success it will be necessary for the
department to secure an efficient head to this work and to establish
training courses under competent directors for the training of'teach-
ers for kindergarten work. In this cot nection the commission would
recommend that the training f ac ers for the kindergarten be
made a part of the work of the educ onal department of the uni-,
versity, which the commission has recommended in another part of
this chapter.

9. THE SUPERVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT.
Under the present organization, the educational depirtment of

the Territory is clearly lacking in teacher-supervision. The princi-pahs Of the schools throughout the Territory t(lach full time and in
conseqUence are unable to give any systematic attention to the class-
room supervision Of their teachers. There fere seven supervising
principals in the islandsthree on Hawaii; one, with an assistant,
on Maui; two on Oahu; and one on Kauai. The territory which
each is obliged to cover is very large. The population for the most
part is scattering and consequently the schools in many 'instances
are miles apart, which requires that the supervising principals shallspend much of their time in the-sheer act of reaching th. schools.
In consequence, the corps of supervising principals is unable to domuch more than to attend to the various administrative matters,within their respective districts which are insistent and which can
not.he negreeted.e. It is obviously impossible for them to give moretheti cursory attention to the intimate detail of elaoroom prOb-

,zt.fitits. problems of class management and Instruction, which confront
'''.4..11'of time teachers. This is especially unfortunate in the schools=',/ir the Territory because of the fact that the teaching force is relit-'tively more unstable than in mainland communities. Teachers inthe Territory are shifting from school to school with great frequency.
Furthermore, the department must rely upon mainland. sources for.
a considerable percentage of ils.teaching force. ,These teachers arrivein the Territory knowing nothing about local conditions or about the
problems arising in connection with the v.arious nationalities :repre-sented in the school enrollment and to which mainland teachers areunaccustomed.

The course of study, likewise, is very different from that to whichthey have been accustomed, and in consequence it takes a consider-able time for the new teachers to make their adjustments. Duringthis proems, the children naturally are placed at a disadvantage intheir schoolroom work. A great deal could be accomplished in bridg-lag over this transition period if the department were so organizedghat a closer supervision by men and women thoroughlY familiarwith island conditions and with classroom difficulties could be pro-Tided. It is obvio -.a single supen-ising intincipal on Maui or10148.-20-0
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Kaimi, or two on the Island of Galin, or even Three on the Island of
Hawaii, must find it impossible to give each teacher under their
jurisdiction tjte close personal attention which progressive Comm-
inties on the rush:tantrum finding necessary even under the relatively
more favorable conditions which there obtain. The survey com-
mission, therefore, recommends that steps be taken to secure this

' type of supervision now so mue,11 needed in the Territory. Further- ,

more, it believes that much-call be accomplished in securing sum-
vision of the character indicated by effecting an organization along
the lines of the plan known as the "group principal plan of school
supervision!'

THE GROUP PRINCIPAL NAN OF SIF.RVISION.

According to this plan of organization the schools of a given island,
for purposes of supervision, can be grouped so that it %ould be pos-
sible for a principal of the group, fre4 from classrooni teaching. to
devote his or her entire time to helping the individual teachers of the
group in their work. Thus, by way of illustration, the elementary
schools on the Island of Maui, for purposes of such group supervision,
could be combined naturally into sonic seven groups, as follows:

Group I, with 28 teachers and an enrollment of 970 pupils, com-
prising the following schools, none of which is more than 10 miles
from a common center, liamehumella III, Olowalu. .Puukolii, Hono-

Honokohua, Lanai.
Group II. with 2'4 tcachen; and an enrollment of 71 pupils,,c

prising the folloning schools, none of which is more than Illirtles
from the center: Wailuku, Kahakuloa, Wajkapu,'Kihei.

Group III, with :30 teachers and an enrollment of 1,030
comprising the following schools, none of which is more than 8
miles from the Titter! Puunene, Sprecklesville, Keahna.

, Group IV, with 29 teachers and an enrollment of 1.030 pupils,
.comprising the following schools, none. of which is more than 12
miles from the center: Paia, Hamakuapoko, Haiku, Kuiaha.

Group V, with 40 teachers and an enrollment, of 785 pupils, com-
'prising the following schools, none of which is more than 20 miles.
from the center: Mikg,wao, Kaupakalun, Halehaku, Huelo,
hou, Keokea, Ulupala, Makena.

Group VI, with 16 teachers and an enrollment.of 50 pupils, em
prising the following schools, none of which is more than 20 mils
from the center: Him, Kaeleku, Nahiku, .ICeanae, Haou, Kipahula,
1Caupo.

Group- Wt, with 9 teachers and an enrollMent of 270 - pupils, cola-
-prising the lollowing schools, none of which is more than 25 miles
from the mita': If.aluaaha, Waialtta; Halawa, Kamalo, Kaunakabi,
Kale°.

. 44
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43y placing in charge of each of these g ps z group. principal, who
by experience, training, and temperameMal aptitude is qualified to
give to individual teachers that inspirational and helpful supervision
which they need, a great advanceitin the efficiency of the classroom
work now prevailing throughout fhe islands would he secured, for it
must frankly be pointed out by the commission that at present there
is a great di,a1 of exceedingly aimless, pointless, and inefficient teach-
ing. being done in the schools on all of the islands. Under tactful
and intelligent guidance of the kind which the commission has sug-
gested, many of the teachers who are,now unwittingly doing such
poor work would develop into strong and efficient teachers: In car-.
rying such a plan a.s this into execution. however, the commission
suggests that. its success depends upon a fort uhate selection of group
principals. In view of the responsibilities devolving upon such a
principal, the commission suggests that the group principal plan be
put into.efiliet only as. the superintendent of public instruelion and
the commissioneN of educatiOn are convinced beyond doubt that
then are available suitable persons for this office.

Such a plan of 'organization for purposes of supervision, it. should
be pointed out. would not necessarily eliminate the present corps of
supervising principals, for, in the event that the survey commission's
plan for creating county hoards of education and sting them with
large powers in local mutters be adopted, then naturally the super-
rising principal or principals on each of the islands would stand in
relation to the count board of education' as .would a county super-
intendent NL ,_
intendent of schools on the mainland.

Under this plan of group principal superv ision 34 ' CO

A
qign

wishes to point out, sufficient clerks should be pro% d so that the
time of the principals will not,be occupied with statistical and busi-
ness matters. for the work of greatest importance which these persons
can do is in dealing with the problems of the classroom confronting
the indiVidual teacher. Attention should not be diverted from this

. important work to routine matter 'having to do with statistics,
reports, attendance, and the thousand and one details of an admin-
ist-rative character which can be handled by & competent clerk &s
well as by :a relatively high-salaried principal. One competent clerk
&ssigned to each group of schools presided over.byjkgroupprincipat
the commission suggests, would be adequate to take care of such
details.

SPECIALISTS IN TEACHING METHODS NEEDED ON'EACil pr THR isLAN9a. ,
If the junior high sdfivol form of orL4lizatiron, recommended in

another part of this report, be adopted and' if also the group prince
eipat plan of supervision be likewise put into operation, the result
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so far as school organization is concerned, would be a large
group of elementary schooli none of which would contain grades
beyond the sixth grade; a second group of junior high schools com-
prising the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades; and a third group of
schools, still fewer in number, having the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
grades, or comprising with the junior high schools the six grades of
the public school secondary course. Inatimuch as it will be dfflicult to
secure group principals who themselves in till cases are familiar with
the best methods of schoolroom practice, it would be desirable in
addition that on each of the islands there be placed one expert in
primary gradetmethods and one in the methods of the more advanced
grades of the elementary school. These' two experts in classroom
work should spend their time in working with the group principals
and with the teachers to'the end that clas.sroomworxk may be properly
coordinated and also to the end that there shall he provided a means
lhereby teachers, many of whom arc poorly trained or who are
idamiliai with loCal conditions, can rapidly improve in the quality

and character of their teaching Work. My such an organization as the
foregoing on each of the islands the commission is convinced that the
Territory would Place itself in it position. where, within a very few
years, the quality of instruction offered in the schools wiiuld he equal
to that td ha found now in the best schools of the mainland and at the
same time would be shaped up to meet the peculiar conditions and
needs of the children of the various racial groups comprising the
population of OA islands.

10. THE WORK OF THE TERRITORIAL NORMAL SCHOOL

Under the laws of the Territory of Hawaii, the Territor4I normal
school is under the immediate direction and control of the superin-
tendent of public instruction and the commissioners of education. It
has a faculty of 32 teachers and an enrollment of 422 pupils. In'
addition, there is a training school connected with the normal school
comprising the 8 grades of the public school course and enrolling
518 pttpils." This training school is in charge of a corps of 18 teachers,
all working under the direction and supervision of the principal of,
the normal school. During the 25 years of its existence the normal
school has graduated 682 teachers, of which number there are now
438 teaching in the public schools of the Territory..

Various courses of study have been attempted, those at present
represented being as follows: .

1. A four years' course beyond thwelementary_schoel, which leads to a normal
school diploma, equivalent to the highest form of certification for elenientary. grade*:

2. A one-year course for graduates of high schools, which leads to a normal aeboat,

diploids of equivalent value to the above.
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3. A four-years' course beyond the elementary school without algebra and geometryand apparently for those unusually handicapped in the mastery of correct English.This leads to a normal certificate equivalent to primary grade certification.
4. A one-year course fur high school graduates, without algebra and geometry,

leading to tlo*Sallie n. anal certificate. A course primarily for weaker high schooleturient.

BUIVIANGS AND EQUIPMENT.

The location of the normal school, situated as it is on a bit of hind
dug into a hillside slope, scircely larger than the building upon it,although all that is desiral4 from the viewpoint of scenic effect, isnot a suitable place, obviolisly, for giving teachers in training the
kind of eNverienee they need if they are later to help in an effective
N1:1 \ in shaping the work of the public school to meet the needs of thenew order in Hawaii. It will he unfortunate, the commission feels,if more money is expended in erecting buildings on the present site.,

All tlitt buildings show the nevd cd renovation, but since the presentfund for repairs and maintenance (which includes janitor service)is only $2,000 per year, it is difficult to see how mole could be done inthis (direction. In view of prevailing prices a fund of 54,000 of:1;8,000
per year should be set aside for these items alone.

But equally seriousous is the fact that the present, plant needs decidednioderniing to make it meet the klemancfs of the present faculty,
student body,'and training school pupils. There should be enough
classrooms so that each teacher can have one of her own. Two orthree teachers are now obliged to share a room. No study rooms areava;lahle for students. The library should be four or ve times itspre:,ent size. The physical training work should he given offices andquarters within some building, as the present recognition of this
imitortnot work represents the merest ewilifshift. There should beadequate necommodttions for teacheryln:ssing rooms. Finally,toilet facilities for both faculty and pupils are most inadequate,
while those used by the boys are unsanitary.

l'he present value of equipment is stated' by the administration ofthe school to be $13,953.81," which represents, for the two,decades inwhich the school has been in its present location, an average value ofabout $698 per year. When consideration is, taken of the needs ofmodern teacher training institutions along the line . of scientific
apparatus, chemicals, books, maps, charts, pictures,-and collections,it appears that appropriations for equipment have fallen far short ofnecessities. A survey of the various departments of the school more'than justified this statement. In fact, until the Territory makesmore liberal grants for the equipment of the normal school it mustnecessarily expect the efficiency of the faculty not to mention the.rteourcefulriess of the cadet teachers -too be very materially. handi-capped. The library, inparticular, is one case in point.. With every

'
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meager yearly budget for the purchade of books it has frequently
been denied the privilege of using its allowance in full. For example, it
now has on its.shelves several works of which no use is ever m a de. some
of these run into 15 or 20 volumes. Inquiry showed that frequerttly in

pastthe past . teli sets of books had been purchased from agents by some
official i i the office' of the department orpublic instruction and then
had bee i sent to the normal school and charged to the library fund.
Under such lax regulations it is not surprising to find the library
decidedly lacking in vigorous, up-to-date literature of eithu an
academic or professional rharacter. Laboratory equipment is another
case in point. Although the normal school subserves, in a sense,
the double purpose of providing- secondary education and training in
teaching it may be said that laboratories for work in sciences are
almost, nonexistent. No matter how well equipped the faculty
representatives of the science subjects may he, the handioaps miller
which they work, through lack of equipment, make it impossible for
their courses to get any great distance from formal book work.
Throughout 'the institution, in truth, the observer finds himself all
too frequently asking the question, What resources in _the way of,-
equipment has the school other than textbooks?

THE FACULTY OF THE NORMAL. SCHOOL.

The faculty of the normal school in matters touching training for
their work, professional interest, and personality makes a very
favorable impression. '14 the normal department proper there are
27 regular teachers, 24 women and 3 men, and 6 special teachers
(women), most of whom give paet'time only to the school. In the
training. school department there are 1ti teachers, all of whom are
women. One-third of the normal facujty 'are in their first year of
normal work; 4 are in the second .year; 6 have been in the school
from two to five years, and one-third ove; five years, I having served
10 years and another 20 years. The principal has been with the
institution for 22 years. In the training school one-half of the
teachers are new this year; 6 are beginning their second year, and the
remaining 3' have held their positions three, four, and five years, .

tiv The records of tenure for 1918-19 are very similar, In
the normal department 12 teachers retired at the end of the year,

..of whom 9 had served one year or less. Of 20 teachers in: the,
training school for 1918-19, 18 had served onp year or leas.. These
figures indicate a `very serious lack of permaneve within the instruc-
tional staff, creating a condition which is disconcerting, to say the
least. In public. school eysten1s generally it is recognized that sta-
bility of the teaching force is essential, if the best results are to be
attained in the classroom; then, how much more essential it is that a
teacher training center maintain its staff With sufficient permanenee..
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to develop and carry out effective cooperation. While much of the
instability in the teaching corps of the territory is due to inadequate
salaries and inconvenient local conditions, as to living, the survey
commission is of the opinion that in the case of the Territorial normal
and training school this difficulty of keeping together a continuous
and contented faculty is. primarily chargeable to the administritition
of the school.

In general it may be said that the teaching corps in both depart-
ments of the institution represents very satisfactory trainier, those
from the mainland and those who have taken advanced work there
possessiug.decided advantages. But frankness impels thoitatement
that. in the case of ,the few'teachers who are locally trained and who
know only the traditions of the institution, there is a very evident
luek,of vision as to the possibilities of their work.

Professional interest and zeal- are indicated by the reports of the
staff along the line' of the reading of modern educational books and
magazines; and here there is some need of stimulus and guidance
more especially on the part of the training school teachers. Four
teachers only-of 46 report reading the Hawaiian Educational Review
though this may be due to oversight. Among the normal department
instructors the gpeeial subject teachers are in, touch with modern
magazines in their own fields, while others of this group name practi-
cally one magazine. the Educational Review. But this group'reads
quite consistently magazines of such general world interest as the
National Geographic, Literary 1)4.1est, World Work, Review of
Reviews, and Atlantic Month4. Among thit training school group,
Primary Education and the Normal Instructor and Primary Plans are`
named by 9 of the 17 persons as bein'g regularly read. Evidently some
of the best magazines in the field of elementary education are not
reaching the normal school faculty. This suggests that tilt) adminis-
tration should assume the responsibility of having these added to
the library of the school, and of having many of their very significant
articles called to the attention of the staff. Concerning itodern edu-
cational books both groups show more familiarity. ,A variety of
recent books has been listed, including those by Dewey, Thorndike,
Strayer and Xorsworthy, McMttify, Curtis, Fainliworth, Modre,
Termini, Bagley, and Monroe (measurements). But, as in the case
of magazines, 'access to' these is had largely through other sourcesthan the library of the school.

_SALARIES OF THE STAFF.,
.

The median salary for the members of the normal growler 1919 :

20 is $1,560. This is an -adysnm of more than $200.over the 'medial*
for the salary 'schedule- of 1914A5. The 'mg. in gallery -fir *Br.

e
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same group is at present from, $1,320 to $2,400 for teachers. The
vice principal receives $2,640 and the principal of the school receives
$3,600. The median for training school teachers, 1919-20, is about
$1,260, andin 1914-15 it was approximately $1,000. The present
range for this group is ffem $1,200 to $1,560. As with the elementary
staff in general, so iri the present instance the Territorial government
deserves much credit for its liberal policy touching financial recogni-
tion for teachers. It must, however, be pointed out that even in the
immediate future the salary schedule of the normal faculty will need
revision upwards, and it is both business like and just to hold out
such a hope. Of CO entire staff of the public sl.hool syskin there is
no group of teachers which has greater responsibility for keeping
abreast of modern educational movements; and no other group is
required to render as arduous self-sacrificing service or to expend as
flitch in effort and time in keeping efficient.. Net may 'should the
melt era of the normal school stuff ill justice e k to enter upon
their work at a salary rate somewhat. in advance of the teachers at
large, but they should hive thi3 encouragement of larger annl
increments (on the basis of successful service) and the encouragement
of reaching maximune salary and permanency of tenure in less time.
Saving these considerations Ut mind, therefore, the following salary
schedule for each group of the normal schoolstaft is recommended:

Proposed salary schedule for normal school faculty.

Teachers.

Length
of

time
of

point-

Salary schedule

Normal In-
stnictor.

fur each group.

Training school!I Yearly

in-
Year in which group

.4 teacher. I maximum can
crew reached.

s!. 1

nmi Mini- Meat- Mini- MaKi. i
MUM. MUM. MUM. mum.

Ontar teachers (probation-
avmrs).

e1,N10 $1, &4 11, We U,500 i $120 I Third.

Tbreelear 'Aachen. 2 1,940 2,220 1,-00 84"0 120 Third.
Panamint teachers. 2,00 2,300 Seventh frnin

' ginning of service.

TILE STUDENTS OF TILE NORMAL. SUI1.0010

The enrollment of the normal school includes 423 prospective
teachers in the normal department and 527 pupils in the training
school. The latter group serves se the practice school for the cadet
teachers. As far as pupils are 4nceined if is like other public4hools
of Ifonoluln, and hence need not be considered here.

Of the 423 students, 42 are boys and 381 are girls. The median
age is, 17 years and 4 menthe. The middle 50 per cent range from, 16
Meats,-oixd 2 months to-18 years and 8 months. On the basis of age'
*lops these students are compirable with student groups in American
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normal schools. Segretating the students according to racial descent
brings out several interesting points. Eight only are of American
birth and only one is of British descent. One-fourth are Japanese;
almost one-fourth Are Chinese; slightly more than one-fourth are
part Hawaiian; 6S are Portuguts. e; 22 are pure Hawaiians; and
there is a scattering representation of Porto Rican, Korean,' and
Spanish. Ninety per cent of f he student body must work under a
heavy handicap, having failed o master the English language before
andert aking.the serious responsibility, of teacher preparation. This
difficulty, coupled with the diversity of background formed by
custom and tradition, makes for a general state of unpreparedness and
immaturity on the part of thl. graduates. Thoroughly prepared
tearheis arc iat possible so long as the institution attempts to
justify its present low entrance requirements. Ihe normal schools

the l'nited States are justified in raising the standards of entrance
and of graduation, it may be argued that the teacher training center
of Hawaii would be doubly justified in doing so on the one basis of
complex racial differences and all that this implies. in the teaching
of the language, customs, and ideals of our country.

The survey commission has no misgivings as to the importance of
the ha-ally trained teacher in the further development of the public
school system. It realizes that, potentially, the students of the normal
school hold out much promise in This great work. But the survey
commission, nevertheless. is firmly of the opinion that the work of
prepardtion must- be made to cover a longer period of time; that, in
other words, the iitive-bora C.andidate must have a complete high-
school course in addition to graduation from the elementary school'
before he shall ho permitted to enter upon his professional preparation
iil the normal,satoiol, and that, in the latter school, a course of not
less than two years shall be required of him.

-THE OROANliSATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

From the billet:in of the normal school the following excerpts. are
taken to indicate the inirpOse and o anization of the school:,
The purpose of tho school is (a) to aid t atudent"in acquiring the art of teaching

try practice under intelligent-direcO, a to instruct him in the stience of edu
don; (b) to teach the subject matter of th elementary and high school courses,
rich subject matter of colle.iatexank as will give background for the work of teaching
and supervision,

There are two departments in the school, the normal department, giving metric. .lion in the academic subjects of the course and the science of education, and the
training department, where the cadets are taught to teach by teaching under ekes
smervision.

In the normalllepartment instruction is given 10 the subject matter of elementary
tad high school courses, and such subject mattecill collegiate rank as wills supply
hckground for the work of teaching and aupeiViaing in 'the elementary gradtat,.-,
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a The subject matter of the Clementary course is taught to give the teachers of the
normal department an opportunity of actually inftructing the students in the beet
inethodm of teaching the subjects of the course. In this Ia:7' the normal department
ketps in touch with the training department awl directs the methoil ...f f.h, school.
The school is a unit in regard to the methods employed in the school.

The tralnitiv. students of the nouns department are divided into three claesep, or

groups for con venienre of work in the t4ning department. and the day in tho t minim
depaftment is divided into three parts: 9-1.0.3D a. in.. 10.15-12 m.. 12.1r, 2 p. m..
to admit of each diN ision havin:., charge of the work during one-third 44 the cls . Each

croup teaches one week in each period. consequently three wetks in each ro,m.. Tee

groups then advance Li room, the group in Grade VII! beginnint; the work to : ;rade E
In this way each cadet teaches all the subjects in e34.11 grad o and vives one "-third(li

his time for three yearq to acquiri 7 the art of teachinc.i. and lir.., ,flniairini, two-thirril.
to the qttid) of acldernio subjee.t.

In theNtraining department th -aining-sPly,( I teacher has Oa. t..J1eral Far)pr..iiinn
of the room. She directs the (.adets in the amn.trement of the -.u.bjr.( t matter. stivYei.
the uNtliod of presentatio:I. corrects the lesson plane. keep4 a record of the alaity of
the eaaeta to t,och and Jr,atiage a room. teaches ,node! lesseins. and rive:z 11.q17t:Itice
to the cadet!: in the teachitiz of the le. in..

The cadets take charge of the room!: in v-hit-h thfiy tr.;:c h.. prepare the !e7::.oti p!3:1.2.

ca or the school prop(vrty. and supervi!,.e the 1-.-.1pii'i on the 'round,. In this v..1

e cadets are prepared to take char" of any. F4* Oci t,-1 Which tlip.' iiio> F. appfs.itted.

The ()Tarte ation-of arty school is su .11 that it racers not necontidiA
all that its statement of purpose indiate.. Tit t110 first &woe. taw
standard for entrance renders it fifille to expect ;soil; (If oullyriate
grade. Every member of the faculty*kno yllrt% Infnet
there is little work of high-school grade. tilt hough ,ome high .4.1tool

subjectk; appenr in the- curriculum. .t good plan of org.anizEtio:
should emphasize, at the very outset, the necossity of -1,-leing that
the course of study is enriched in subject ,kuitter. While retaining
an emphasis on method and grade work, 014 should Also lw suhjeet
matter to give7 background, appreciation, and joy reading and
study to those who are preparing to teach and Americtolize Ilawaii's
children.
. Iti tk second place, the articulation of .the normal-school and
training-school departments is not good, and) the defect results in
needless misunderstanding's and ill feeling. The administration has
not= yet learned to *legate the details of this important work to
an official who has the ability and inclination to develop a plan of
cooperation in which both normal-school instructors and training-
school teachers will have clearly (refined and mutually recognized
functions with relation to practice teaching by the cadets. The

school iieeds an outstanding leachr for the work, one who can com-
mand the respect of both groups. Wheussuch a person is installed
the principal of the normal school should withdraw froth the petty
mitmtitri of school management and discipline of the grades, and give
the head'of the training school some leeway in the *initiation of plans
and the carrying out of pdticies. There should be periodic conference)
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between the heads of departments in the normal school and the
training teachers. This seldom occurs as between groups and though
individual conferences are held they take on the nature of interviews
for pointing out corrections. The training teachers should be encour-
aged to feel that they are a more important factor in the institution
than mere classroom teachers. They do in fact perform the func-
tions of critic teachers, bOt their efficiency and their contentment
would be much enhanced if the administration would vouchsafe a
more wholesome understanding of their positions. The instructors
in the normal department would, moreover, welcome this innovation.

In view of the heavy programs carried by the training teachers
it would probably be advantageous to have in the training school
three teachers for every two grades, instead of one teacher per grade
as at present. More especially is this- true front the fourth or fifth
to t he eighth grades. Each teacher could then be responsible for
the work of two-thirds of each day and have the other third for
planning work, ,correcting lesson plans, directing cadets in the
preparation of different subjects, and other necessary work. Under
a .plan of this kind tranting, teachers would be able to ON e their
undivided attention (in school time) to the teaching of the cadets;
practice work would be done better; and much duplication of Work
by the teacher; of the normal school proper could he dispensed with.

Cadet teachers begin their practice teaching in the sophomore year.
This procedure does not seem to he justified, for it means that imma-
ture students, sometimps of 14 or 1.5 years of age, are sent to the
grades to teach.. Students in the sophomore year are not prepared
for this work iii any sense. The work is too arduous and too fro-,
quently indifference and poor work are the results. Practice teach-,-
ing should be deferred to the junior year at least. Furthermore,
no training is given- in planning grade work. Pupils are given pages
of detailed ()tallies of subject matter, hut are given no idea how to
in out work themselves. It is suggested that for at least one term
of the senior year the students choose a grade, lay out its work, and
deal with it ruiner the supervision of the training teacher.

TAE SPIRIT OF THE SCHOOL.

It was stated above that the normal-school faculty makes a favor-
able impression as to personnel and training, in spite of the fact that
a few members show little pedagogical comprehension. It is a
seriously earnest, faculty. It represents a ommendable spirit of
of willingness '. and high professional pmfose; nevertheless, the
esprit do corps can not be said to he good. This is due to a number
of causes, responsibility for whioh hinges on the administration of
the school.
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The administration is enormously anti needlessly cumbersome.
The amount of rotttine that has been built up is almost unbelievable
and weighs with heavy exactions en the time and ceikergy of both

_faculty and students. Most of the teachers are overworked. All of
them carry heavy programs of teaching, which are greatly increased
by, duties and red tape that emanate from the principal's office.
Teachers who are scheduled for teaching and administrative details
amounting to 32, 34, 37. 39, mid 15 periods per week are so decidedly,'
overburdened- that the .quality, of teaching must suffer thereby.
More than this,. the insistence of the principal on rigid form and
method crushes both originqlity and initiative. Careful observation
confirms the following opinion: "The method work required is all-
pervading, formal: consists in emphasizing one method of procedure
oni!v: allows no individuality 'in either teacher or pupil, and leads
to mechanical processes rather than to intelligent Oft-lining."

Lack of real harmony between training teachers and normal-school
instructors. alrealY referred to. is another factor that works against
a. good esprit de corps. The two departments are not working
together in that spirit of harmony that is fundamental to the isti-
tution. There is strong undercurrent of feeling that the normal-
school instructors are sent to the 'training school With directions from;
the office of administration to find and 'report faults. This is not
true, of course, for the individual instructors are very willing to help.
Because of the.system they have little or no pportunity to do so.
The writing and correcting of p4ans is still another disturbing clement.

. Cadet students are required to spend altogether too much tune on
the 'copying of the most -4,1aborate plans in connection with their
practice teachiug. The effect of this on the quality of their work is
not what the administration believes it to he. Instead of increasing
xesoureefulitess, any originality the cadet may possess 1§
His teaching is little more than the rehashing of the long-drawn-out
details of this plait. On the other hand, the machinery by which
the plans are brought to a point where they can he accepted is so
involved that. it .is responsible for much of the unpleasant atmos-
phere existing between the normal and training departments. The
outline given below will give some idea of hew cumbersome the
organization of this work is::

1. All instructions to student teachers must be made in writing, and include every
detail, Item) instructions are made by grade teachers.

2. These instructidne are earefully corrected by norm's! teachers.
1. They are then typed and handed to the pupils.-
4. In a plan period in Kim!, supervised by both grade and normal teachers, the

plane are written from these instructions.
b. The completed Plan, many meg 41 length, is handed. to the L7ade teacher,

who ivireets it: ShiCACeitree at least eight a day.
6: The plans imm all the gradei now go through the office, where a specially assigned

teacher -"checks" them; that is, sees if they me all there.
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7. The plane are divide de by suhjoeis, and sent to the normal teaclwr for correction.
This means at least 50, pooriblr 100, plans to be corrected by this one teacher every
day.

S. The twice-ct5rrected phai is handed to air cadet who makes all corrections in
writing- The normal teacher in charge of the correction period goes over all these
corrctions, and if the plan is satisfactory she signs it.

9. The O K'd. plans now go through the office again; where they are checked the
seiend

10. 'rho plans ar? initiated by the priecipal.
11. In addition to all this procedure, The normal instructors must look over and

0. K. all the training teachers' plane from which the cado.. writes his plane.

Catainly all this duplication can not mean efficiency; and it is
not.an economical airang,ement from the point of view of the normal
tearher. the grade teacher, the cadet, the typist. the "checker," or.
the principal. It means. rather, the most work with the least,
results. When cadet has consumed three or four sheets of foolscap
in making a plan be has no time or.energy to consider its presenta-
tion in class. Struggling with his unwieldy, half- digested material,
his teaching naturally suffers. Trainiug which depends so largely on
the spirit, which imbues a school; and the personalties of its teachers,
can never be given until sham and form are eliminated.

In view of these facts it is not surprising that the school lacks
vitality: and more, that it labors in an atmosphere of' repression.
It must be noted, however, that the administration is not to be
sharged with studied repression. It represents autocracy of the
bencv4Amt type. although unwise and shortsighted. But in these
flays a-unique situation is presented when a normal school regards
the originality und initiative of faculty members as a liability rather
than as an asset.

rnotEntla: AND Ntrrnon.

The programsoof the students in the mormid school department are
ti.0 crowded. There are three terms in the school year and students
are required to carry programs of IS to '20 subjects in each (term.
Two representative programs. (a senior group and a sophomore
group) arc shown herewith:

.4 sotior program (:0 suhji-cfs prr

Monday. Tu.day. I Wednesday.
I. Thursday. Friday.

k.3;b- 9.00 Science. lilstory. Science. i History. History.9.I0- II. IT. l'hydral tratting. Education. Child study. School lain. Child study.9.110.30 Education. Story, drawing. S_ ,tory drawing. Story, drawing. School-room art.10.30-10.44 Epee.. Remo. Rairet.q. Recess. Rooms.la 4.'01. 25 Arithmetic. If ygiene. Arithmetic. Hygiene. ...Arithmetic. /11.25-12.00 4:cograph) . 4:eography. Colloquial Eng-
lish.

tioography. Sounds.
12 011-12. an Noon Tor., Noon tree. Noon rec.... Noon rece.. Noon recess.1230- 1.15 English. English. English. English. English.
I 2.101
l.00- 2 411

2.10- an

!Sonogram.
Correction of
maim

Correction of
flans.

Chos.
Correction of

puslans.Th.

Music.
Co01rrection

0011
of

r&as.

Letter writing.
Correction of

,0
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I5.15- 5.30 .5:cemhly. s.5ernbly.I A .1ssernIdy. ts5eioldy. 1 .1(r.5-m'Jy.
5.10- es, 00 .1,sislato 1 in .1 ssistant in AssIstutit In .1ss1.(tatit In 1 .1:.-i (1..'nt In

grades. grade.. psdfa. grades. grwie,.
9.00- 9. 1.5 Liter:011re and Literatnro and

composition. cnnipacition.
Literature and

compv-ition.
i-iteratiiro awl I Literature and

eompo-ition. .50nposition.
9.45-10:10 I:lemon t (try I Corret incilt-:. Elementary rtilc. licviine :trine

science. science. inetie.
10.10.10.45 ReCft.. Itt`t4... Rocca,. iteoes.4. Itecesq.
10.45-11.2.1 (lore, dr.iivinir, Story, (lac, ing

oaf. wt.
5I(.ry, driwing, Story,..lin, 1:(2, 1 Story, (1( . (:(5,

, .
'11.25-12.00 tristary. History.I Illsuvy. /11145ry. History.
12151-12.30
12.50- 1.1.5

Noon rece.(5. Noon mom,.
1'oeatlonal. Colloquial Eng-

li-(h.

N501rece...0.
Vocational.

Noon Trees,. Noon re.e...
nCorrectio( and VKIiti ,i I!.

S011114..
1.1.5- 200 Ccograplay. C eograpliy. (Ioograpli. Cougt311). ' Geog.":1 "1
2.00- 2.40 Physical training. Iles eta'. ygiene. Mtisle. .1 Htisic.
2. 10 3. la .11,g( bra or 115. .11400(ra or lin-

a ajj:l11 blet,ry. walion hl,tory.
ritliinelli. Algebra or 11a. Aril lin .

weilin hi-tory
- -

Nearly nil of these subjects require written work; some subji ts
require an excessive amount. The absence of opportunity for play
and recreation will be noted. together with the short noon Teems.
When. moreover, one learns that students are obliged to work late
into the night to keep from falling in arrears. the killing. monotonous
nature-of the grind will be understood. It is one of the unfortunate

.results of attempting to give a high srhoo1 education and professionll
teacher training at the same time.

Then, the programs are not well balanced considering the needs of
these young people. To much of their work is an elaboration of
elementary work. Not enough time is given to literature and corn-
'position equivalent to modern high school work. Standard writings
in literature should be increased. also standard boobs on English
composition. There is no reaso to doubt Nit the students would
lu)come deeply interested ill real vital literature. and in compositioa
once it, could be freed of its ultraformal character. Too many of
the students now set' literature and English work -in general from the
standpint of the number of recitations by which it mist he taught,
or the thought-getting," -oral expression" 'periods into which the
recitation hou9are divided. This prompts the suggestion that the
so-called -Colloquial-English- periods in the above programs are
more or less farcical,subversiVe of good results, and ought to be doty
away with. Let correct speech he stressed in all recitations and in
the English courses particularly, but do not set aside special 'periods
for the bookkeeping of mistakes in writ-ten and oral spelch.

Vocational Work and the manual arts are neglected in .the course
of study, as is also physical education. In the case of manual, arts,
as taught in the normal at present, it.is not Viewed as a scheme of
general education; nor can it be regarded as roeutiontil because the
subjent matter tends to be-obsolete and not typical of or common
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to the industries of Hawaii. But' more, it is inipossiblefoic this
poorly selected subject. matter to be arranged in sonic kik of se.:
quential order for instruction, due to the fact that the details of the
shop are looked after by the administration and not left to the in-
structor.

The school is very much behind modern theugk- and practice in
such subjects as civics and United States history. INstudents reflect
this state of affairs when they go into the schools of the Territory.
A full.. rich, enthusiastie understanding of the American heritage of
freedom and democratic government is not theirs. and in consequence
it is not- handed down to the children. The school makes consider-
able claim' for its work in civics. having given, so it is asserted,
Special attention to this subject "ever since the organization of the
conar.1 school.'' This has been attempted "largely th rough. the
various activities of the school as an organization." "The normal
school students are organized fol. the conduct of school exercises and
for the control of the pupils to the playground and in fhotliissrooms.
The student hod- by classes elects its officers, who servo for a year
and who net. subject to approval of the schools as indicated by the
rules and regulation.= of thr department of public instruction." But
at:.ainst this it must he said that observation of the school at work and
conversation with many members of the student-body failed to
indieatik any true realization on the part of the young people that.
the school life or the form of student-body organization was in any
scusc a part of or even related to the largc, enterprises of American
.;.(oernment. These features were rather viewed as the administra-
tion's machinery for disciplining the school, the most outstanding of
which W11::: the policing of school buildings andthe school yard by
:if Ude» to sheriffs and their assistants. That is, at certain places on
thi, school grounds and in hallways told at entrance to lavatories the
officers, chosen usually'from the freshman class. are assigned to duty,
each one giving an entire day it about once each term. They
observe tc.ti record the comings and goings of their fellow-students.
Thus the administration litotes the whereabouts of every student at
every moment of the day.. §inee the students are very tractable
and remarkably well-behaved it is difficult for anyone, after duo
examination, to see wherein details of this .kind carry any weight in

.the inculcation of any principles of civics other than police duties.
Turning to the curriculimi of the' training school one again finds a

lack of balance in the programs-tr. the different grades and the need
of revision of subject. matter. Grade programs are illustrated by the
following examples from Grades I and II:

. .

eau Iteoort ut z4.iet4intendent otodle I itstruettak 191v, p. 40.
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DAILY PROGRAM OF GRADE f(TRAIN INC SC11001).,

9.00- 9.05 Forming lines.
9.05-s 9.10 Opening exercises.
9.10- 9.15 Morning talks:
9.15- 9.25 Calendar work.
9.25- 9.35 Music --tar testa
9.35- 9.40 Memory verso or spelling.
9.10- 9.50 Drill-testing old words.
9.50- 9.55 Physical exercises.

. 9 55-10.30 Home geography.
9.55-10.05 Thought getting.

10.05-10.10 Expression of thought.
10.10-10.20 Oral expression.
10.20-10.30 Selected sentences used for:

10.20-10.25 Reading.
10.25-10.30 Word drill. .opying.

10.45 -10.55 Music-rote singing.
10.55-11.10 Arithmetic.

10.55-11.00 Thou "ht getting.
11.10-11.00 Impression and oral expression.

11.10-11 20 Manual wort .
11 20-11.45 Work with reader (litericturcl.

11.20-11.25 Thought la ttin.
11.25-11.3.5 Word drill and word testing ifom book:.
11.35-11.45 Selected sentences used for reading.

11.45-11.55 'onversational lessons and sic-ales. Drill on t, ant's.
11.55-12.00 Drills on number ork .
12.30-12.35 Singing (1). Penmanship k n.
12.35-12.40 Drill-Reciting old 11.1rillns.
12.40 1.35 Story work.

12.40 -12.15 Thought getting. cl/rawing.)
12.45-12.55 Expression of thought (clay or paper cutting t \ cry day).
1.05- 1.10 Physical exercises.
1.10- 1.35 Seleled sentences used for:

1.10- 1.20 Reading.
1.20- 1.25 Word drill.
1.25- 1.35 Copying.

1.35- 2.00 Drills.
1.35- 1.40 Word testing from reader.
1.40- 1.45Arithtnetie.
1.45- 1.11 Sounds.
1.50- 1.55 Troublesome forms.
1.55- 2.00 fetuory verse.

DAILY PROGRAM OF GRAD II (TRAINING 'SCHOOL).

Mont IU1iod.

9.00- 9.05 Forming lines, elr. (Flag drill.
9.05, 9.10 Opening exercises.
9.10- 915 Morning talk.,
9.15- 9.20 Weather recofd.
9.20-10,20 lIonee geography.

9.20- 9.30 Thought gkting.
9.30- 9.35 Expreshion of thought.
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9.20-1V20 Home geographyContinued.
9.25- 9.50 Oral expression (drills on difili..ult sounds aedh, wh, etc. Use topic

and specific questions).
9.50-10.10 Selected sentences (3) or answers to questions (2) to be used for:

9.20-10.00 Reading (teaching to rNidrelation of thought ,to symbol).
Grammar based on sentences. Phrasing.

10.00-10.0 Copying.
10.05-10.10 Dictation (2). Spelling (3).

111.10-10.20 Written story.
10 20 -10:23 Memory vet se. , .

10.25-10 30 Drills (eonvcdai ional loreons to tca,11 correct us.. W. languagg? Records.
. _ Nrnn/d

10)5 II 15 Arithmetic_
In 15- I0..'55 Thought getting.
1055- 11.05 Oral expression.
11.01-1 I .15 Written expression.

11.1 11.1 5 1.ib-rature reading (1). Special drill on penmanship (I).
II 15-11.25 Reading. background. Preparation for silent and oral reading.
II 2 ", -1!.35 Word drillword testing from boa.
11 I 1. I5 Silent and oral reading.

1115 -12.00
o n l drills or sound drills (as1; questions",

71;rd

12 1 10 S 'es (3) T. W. Th. lfygietde and sanitation k2) 1'. )1.
12.30 12.40 Thought getting.
12 10-12.45 ExpresSion of thought.
12 -15- 1.00 Oral expression (drills on SO.:1[1(18. lfse topic and tqss Ric questions).
1 0i)-- 1.20 Selected mentenres (3). IA ns..vers to questions (2) to be used ior:

1.00-1.10 Reading.
1.10-1.15 Copying (special help in peninanship).
1.15-1.20 Dictation (21. Spelling (3).

12_0 -1.30 Physical exercises.
1.40- I.:)0 Conversational lessons. .

I.50- 2 00 Slsicial drills in multiplication tables and initils. Records.

Since the important subject in these grades, as in all the so-called
primary, grades, is reading, and since the peculiar conditions in
Hawaiian schools greatly enhance this impor.tane9, there seems to be
no justification for 'such disparity of time as between subjects like
home geography, arithmetic, and reading. The programs above are
arranged on the same 12asis ns those for seventh and eighth grades
where, of course,, the arrangement is Much more acceptable. It is
suggested that an improvement in arrangement could he brought
about by giving the 9.20-10.20 period over to reading and literature
and alternating home geography with arithnletic and other subjects
between morning recess and noon. The Worn° geography course
possesses godd content but too much time is spent on i.t. The alith-
linetie course plunges the child into too much f6rmal and atiftract
work in the early grades. 'Besides this, ii)O much time is given over

11114W-20-7

. ,.1
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to written work of various kinds. The effect of these practices is to
cut down time needed for teaching reading and for oral work. In1\Hawaiian 'scho generally too little time is given to work that
develops power to e oral English correctly and the normal school

is abetting alit; questionable practice.
Attention, too, should 'trecalled to the method of recitations as

indicated in the aboveprograms. Recitations are broken into proc-
esses like "Thought getting," " x ression of thought." and 'Oral
or written expression." Thus the in. itution has adapted the ideas
of classroom procedure as formulated b-711-known leadm-s. In

much of the work observed there was satisfactor funetioniru. of

these processes. But frequently cadets were sO,..itamerstd ie rite
form of presentation and procedure that substance wite.eniire;:, lost

sight of, the cadet exhibiting an inefficiency painful to hima.=-.pg,al.. ;yell

as to training teachers and observer. The administration i;."-t
insistent that everything shall he run through this''''process"or
method milt; it has become an obsession, operating to beget resent-

ment on the part of faculty members-who now and again desireto
alter the procedure for the sake of some {lewer idea.

_Vain, the administration has been unalterably oppostrl to the
use of a.phonies system in teaching reading. This is true in spite.of
the fact that a majority. of the normal. school faculty believe that
phonics should be introduced. Opinion on the mainland differs as
to the anal imptvta»ec of phonics, hi 'th regard to island condi-
tions t sere is little doubt that the f twilit. :pinion is sound. But even

if it ere a mooted question, what an Opportunity the normal school
s to test out thilitielative merits of the two schools of opinifm. It

is dm belief of the survey staff that some one of the-modern phonics
systems should be introduced into the Wining, school at once, not et,
much because it sees an oppohanity for experimentation, but because

'it holds that/ a good phonetic system offers a typi. of introductory
approach to reading of inestimable value for Hawaii, whether one
considers the matter from the point of view of the Hawaiian teachem

or from that of the Hawaiian children.
Finally, a word must ho said in disapproval of the system of formal

examinations in vogue in the normal school. 'These are a part of the
general examinations laid down in times past by the department of
public instruction, and to that -r, tent that administration of the school
is only partially responsible. Examination in practically 'all sub-
jects in both normal department and training school are held each'
term; that is, throe times per. year. They lay heavy exactions on
the ability of students and jitipils. to memorize. In the normal
school dapartunnt they arc met by memorizing almost verbatim the
notes of the class and the textbooks. But particularly objectionable
from any standpoint, whether theoretical or practica, itifire policy .'
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of requiring these students in.letery examination paper to recall all
Engli411 errors rominitted in tech class during the., term and to set
down the corrected form that should have been said or written. -The
:point will be made clear by including here an illustration from the
examination Sorm-s used ituthi, institution:

Tl VT, NoRMAL TlIkINJNG SCID 'GI,.

Name Date. `',
Subject Marked ,by
(1:As Last seb(;etl.

Mark:1"

I. '
List ytoir troublesome forms in this subject. '

classroom written English,
7,1 Chairman oral Elletish. '

ynelish.
What ate the characteristic troublesome forms is 'which a g
"14.71 ).mathematiesteacher, or to Law teacher) should ins t n ct her IMO ?

N. If.- -Each puilirmaatanswer the above quetion.

No matter what the subjeamf-tat ion, t14,*the student
must (and again from tnotnory) make due recordarlriT, feconstructed
sins of omission and commission in English. To do this conscient
tiously he is supposed tO have kept a hook of corrected.statements
during the.term. But the observers were told by various students
that the exaction is so absurd as t,o tempt litany students merely to
fill in the answers sufficiently to "-get by." The point of _absurdity
seems to have been reached-when teachers are asked to keep a com-
plete record of the errors made in each of their classes, in order to
be able to estimate correctly the answers of the students. Faculty
common sense, however, prompts a reasonable evasion of the regu-

. lation.

FORMALISM AS SEEN IN RULES AND 'REGULATIONS.

The extent to which' the administration of the n ,:i,orm school has
formalized its mactinery of operation is "very well sliown b a number
of examples taken from the set- of elaborate instructions imposed
upon the training school teachers. To insure' proper conduct of
classes the following official rules, or points" (takenafrom a much
longer list), are issued by the principal for the observance of teachers
and cadets: o.

,
PotNist4 TO BE REMEMBERED WHILE TEACHING IN GRADES.
,

(Read them carefully.1

See that the children obey tautly, when the ball rings. (That they do wit go
Int a drink butiume as fast as ey can to the Km.)

See that they do not talk or uch,one untidier in Elio line, but look straight ahead--
no one stretching his neat at e ide.
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4
See that no one touches chalk, eraser, etc., as he passes to his seat; see that the row

are straight before having tIm children teestheiS seats.
See that the children obey accurately the numbers for standing and sitting. (They

must do this exactly:tight and all together.) .,...

Allow no calling outnn leaving the seat without pert 1. n .1 boo kb, insist

upon this.
. Speak softly, speak slowly and clearly; be sure that all h. r and undcrstan -never

repeat a eommandremember that a quiet teacher has a ( iet school.
Be sure that the plans are so fully written that anyone ill clearly ntlerstand

what is 'being done. Be sure that the plan is not only written but that teacher

makes it her own.
Write.and draw with your side to the class. In this way nothing catt n, on in the

seats without the teacher'slmowing about it it is easier to prevent try ible than to
remedy it.
'See that nothing comes between that which we are drawing or talking a ,out anal the

class. t
Insist, oblige, compel all eyes to look at you during the thought gettin . W4mast

train them to look at our faces to keep their eyes on us. They must look. They mast
give us their attention during the thought getting, else all that follows will he a etas-

. plete failure. Thoitght getting time is the time to get thoughts. If we do not insist

on their looking they will not get the thoughts we have for them and will have none
to express either through their hands or lips. Insist on their looking. It is not for

long.
Always give an order with the falling inflection that is, let the voice go down at

the end of-the sentence. _ .

See that no material is tquched befoi.e (after the monitor gives it out the teacher
gives the numbers tolitkelencils or other Material or after she has given the numbers
to put them away. The monitors always begin to jistribute paper, etc., at the right-

han side of the front desk in the mu and goes down the aisle coming up the other.

Th. e order is observed in gathering up thi) work. In taking pencils or papers
we say, first, "Papers! twol"and then "Pencils! one! two!" We reveme in the
COW of putting away work. .

They are working with pencils and instead of saying "Stop Work " we say " Pencils!

one! twol" mad they must stop. Chalk and erasers in the same way.
_ Be sure and weave into thought getting oter and over the form of words which after-

wards you wish to get as "sentences selected." If they have hwarliyou again and
again say the sentences in the thought getting it will be easy to get em in answer

to the,questions you ask when the time conies for "sentences selectee!."

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION.

The tommission recognizOs fully the difficulties whirls thdtschool
has had to meet in dm past in its work of preparing young people

who themselves. immature, untrained, and, in many instances,
4 without even a ratiliate speaking knowledge of t o English lan-

gunge. Neither is it unrnindful.ofghe slow and tediou and-discourag-
tit? ing path which the school has WM obliged to tray n comipg to its

present estate nor of the lavish expenditure of ought, time, and .

sincere effort by those associated with the school since the time of its'
establishnient at the McKinley High School in 1895. Nevertheless,
the commission is convinced that whatever may have been the diffi-

.eultips and necessities of the past the school is n n now offering the
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kind of teacher training which the Territory now needs. Neither, it
should be added, can the commission escape the conclusion: (1) That
the machinery of administration is ddfeating the very sims which
the normal school has set for itself; (2) that this machinery has pro-.
vented both the school and the faculty from reaching a s4tisfactory

1 piliciency in the training of local teachers; and (3) that radical changes.*
in thejirganization and administration of -the institution should be
effect ed.

.

The more important of the,changes recommended by the comma- .
Sion follow: .

I. (;rtidually raise admission stand'ards so that by the time the
clirss which last entered the school will have 1.7aduated, the school
will be upon a high-school iisis; that is, will receive only those having
a high-school education or its equivalent and for a two -rear course
in teacher training.

2. Abandon the present normal school site fornormal school pur-
poses and erect suitable buildings on the uqiversity campus, or near it,
and make with 'university authorities eitl the one or the other of
two arrangements: The university, through a department or col-
ire of education to o organiied, to take over all responsibility for
the control and administra(ion.of the normal school orb) the manage-
ment and control of the normal school to be independent of the uni-
versity but a cooperative plan bo arranged whereby the studOnta of
the normal schoOl may take courses *offered by Ile university.

There are a number of reasons favoring this plan of ,connec
the training of island teachers with the Unit)sity of Hawaii, th wo
principal ones being: 0) That thereby opportunity can be give the
young people who and taking the training to take at the same time

'courses of instruction in the university which will broaden their hori-
zon and give them an informational content not otherwise to be ob-
tained and which, it is obvious, Hawaiian-born young people who are
e+ring- the teaching profession greatly need, coming ns they do in
ninny cases from homes of relatively illiterate people, and (2) such an
arrangement would make avail4ble .to normal school stunts the.
university equipment of farm, of shop, illipiaboratory which must be

r-st hand if the teachers are to be prepared to undertake the type of.
school work in the elementary grades or in the high schools which is
dfnianded of them if the occupational needs of tho,islands are to re-

' . ceivo the attention from the schools which they deserve. .

II. THE LAHAINAtUNA TRADE SCHOOL.

The Lahainaluna school, situated at a beautiful location on the
Island of Maui, was founded by the missionaries in 1831. In 1849 it
*as taken over from the American Board of Mitkions by the Hawaiian
Government. In 1900 it came under the supervision 'of the Territorial
education department 'through the annexation of the islands. In
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1916 it was taken out from under the supervision of the Territorial
commissioners of education and placed under the control of h separate
Board. When this change took place it was called a trade school.

The school .owns 1,000 acres of land and 'a valuable water right.
The schools farming about 42 *acres of cane land froin which it re-
ceiv('s annually About 58,000 net. One of the plantation corporations
is growing cane on 12 acres, Ilts boys of the school contributing a
cerfain amount of work. The remainder of the thousand-acre tract
has been leased to plantations h)s the land department of the Territo-
rial Government-, the proceeds of which, however, do not lonefit the
sithool. The latildings which comprise the school plant have an Jp-

ploxintate value of r: 75,000. .

The s4nol. is zi free stool open to boys only. They spend their
entire time et the school. The grades provided for, corresponding to
the grading systetri of-the public school, are the fifth, sixth, seventh;
eighth, and ninth grades. The usual academie subjects are taught in
ttll grades but the ninth grade. The time of all ninth grade bo's is
given over to shop -work, consequently, according Co this peculiar
arrangement, none of the usual school studies are offered in this
g,ade. The course in shop work provides that the boys shall take
printing in the sixth grade, carpentry in the seventh grade, bleck-
smithing in the eighth grade, and machine shop work in the ninth. .

The equipment, for shop work is for the
dvery elementary character, and ina nate at that. Several pieces

of expensive machinery have been i
k

tailed which are not suitable
or indeed not usable and are idle. A drill costing $1,400 is idle
much of the time because the shop is provided iyith onlya 5 horse-
power motor, which is not sufficient to operate the drill. A very-
expensive machine for boring. cylinders was installed. There is
but gene other in tnislands. . It stands idle. ,Machinery for cutting
out automobile tops was recently bought, but is idle because the,
school can not compete with. private firms in this bushess. An
elaborate, and expensive equipment of drills, which are never tried.
was also-unwisely purchased. -About $8,000 worth of Equipment
for the shops had been ordered but had not been delivered at the
tine the school was visited.- .

The following ,arc on the pay roll of the school: One principal, 6
teachers, 1 cook, 1 matren, omit caneefield worker-10 in all. The

pay roll for the monlph of November was 81,311
The enrollment for November, 1919, was as follows: Thirty-two

Hawaiians, 27 part-Hawaiians, 3 Portuguese, 43 Japanese; 9 eitinese,
1 Filipino, and -3. of other racial extraction; altogether,. 118 boys.

These . were distributed among the grades as follows: Twenty in
the fifth grad' 22 in the sixtbgrade, 39 in the seventh grade, 26 in .
the eighth grade, and 11 in the ninth grade. x

-

II
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The estimated expense of maintaining the school for the calendar
year to December 31, 1919,. as given in a report of the principal to
the governor, was as follows?

Maintenance cn:t of Lahainnluna &loot for year ending D. elnibe r i, 1910.

rtIrMeS'

Blaine hal $0,10:1.011
SaJariri 7,049.00
Bupphm for farm And rhop 8, MOO '
Cbstleg for 1920 dop planting 1,912.70
Hatrestinr.1919 mop ,910.00
In,ident cis ... . 55.204.

Tot al \ 25,418.90ji
MO F r t F.1

The school is doing nothing mote in an academic way than a good
elementary public school of eight grades ought tci -be doing. In
those activities peculiar to a trade school it does not have the equip-
ment to do more than a good public high school ought. to he equipped
to do. As now organized the school is not prepared to train boys
to earn their livelihood in the trades. At present the graduates of
the school drift into the first thing which comes to hand quite as do
the' boys from the public schools who have no special vocational
training. That is to say, the work of the school is not of a sufficiently
advanced character. either academically or along the lines of prepara-
tion for the trades, to enable the graduates to en.ter the vocations
at. any higher level than do those of the public schools. This is in
no else a criticism -of the principal of the school, for without doubt
ho has done all with the school that the policy determined upon
would permit. -

Furthermore, to give the boys who now attend the school what
they could get, from the public schools fully as well is costing the
Teri ;t6ry from $25,000 to $913,000 per year. The question at once..
coines,- What is the justification for asking the Territory to pay out
$215 annually on each of 118 boys while it pays out only about ao
per child on those of the same attainments in the public-school
system?

The only point which the commission hoard' in justification was
that the school has been looked upon in- recentyears as a schopl .

primarily for children of. the Hawaiian race and, that it &Would .bb
maintained to provide educational opportunities foil Hawaiian boys.
It requires but a glance at the character of the enrollment to recog-
nize that the number of the boys who are of .Hawaiiati parentage is
rapidly decreasing and that bheir\jilaces aro being taken by boys of

000
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the oriental races. In 1910, for example,. Hawaiians and part-
Hawaiians comprised per cent of the schools' enrollment, 'while
the orierlIals comprised but 12 per cent.. In November, 1919, the

,situation had changed greatly, the Hawaiian 'and part-Hawaiian
representation having fallen to 50 pier cent of the total enrollment,

%while that of the orientals had grown to' 44 per cent. The years
in between show a steady decline in the proportionate enrollment of
Hawaiians, and part-Hawaiians and a steady irortrase in Japanese
and Chinese, principally Japanese. So that the point of a desire to
minister to the edticatiabal needs of Hltwaiian youth, however -well
taken in the past, is rapidly becoming less applicable.

A PLAN FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL.

While the commission can see no justification for the school which,
as it now stands, is'doing little more than duplicating the work of
the public school, yet it sees for 'it a big opportunity to render a
distinctive service as a field branch of the University of Hawaii.

The school is set down among large sugar plantations. It affords
a splendid opportunity for training young men of university ad-
vancement to couple with theoretical study practical experience in
the various activities of the plantations, the training designed to
prepare for the filling of skilled and semiskilled positions on tile
plantations. Doubtless it would be an easy matter to arrange
with ,plantation managers to give opportunity to the students of
the 'school for such practical experience. Twoyoung men could
pair off, for example, one to take his place in the school, one to take
a place on a near-by plantation. At the end of some convenient.
period, say two weeks, a thift could be made and places traded. In
this way a continuity of both school workmrd practical work on the
plantation could be secured. So the-ditire student body could be
paired off in 'like manner and an ideal type of theoretical-practical
education be obtained.

The plan of part-time training is growing rapidly in the States. It
is giving very satisfactory results where it is carefully supervised by
competent persons. It enables the young- people participating,
furthermore, to earn considerable money during their Period of
schooling, for a wage scale commensurate with the service rend&ed
is adopted.

The expense of maintaining the Lahainaluna school organized as
a part-time school under the supervision of the University of Hawaii;
admitting only young men who have matriculated.at the university
and who are heading toward plantation, occupations of skilled and
semiskilled character, would be abundantly justified.
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12. FINANCING THE TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
'INSTRUCTION.

TOE AMOUNT winen noNoiala. ExpEsos UPON itEn scitoot.s.

In the considerntion of the question whether or not. a common-
wealth is expending a sufficient sum on the etration of its children
no hard and fast lines can be drawn; nevertheless, it is instructive
to learn lioy a given political unit compares in its expenditures with
other units of the country falling within the same population group.
It has been shovrh in the analysis of the educational problem of the
Hawaiian Islands; which comprises Chapter I of this report, that as
compared with most mainland communities the educational task of
the Hawaiian Islands is heavier and more complicated. To solve it
in an efficient. manner it stands tp reason that a relatively larger
expenditure for school purposes must naturally be made. A com-
parison with .what the States are expending on their public school
systems will be of interest.

Data for such a comparison have never been compiled for States
and Territories as wholes,..but studies of the financial expenditures of

ofthe cities of the United States have been made which afford
the necessary information for an illuminating examination of similar
units of the Hawaiian Territory. The expenditures for the city and
county of Honolulu, for example, in comparison with cities of the
mainland of approximately the same population will show what the
Hawaiian Territory is doing for education in comOirison with main-
land practice.

The first step in such a comparison is to examine.the way in which
the city and county of Honolulu distributes her expenditures. As
the reports for 101,8 are the latest published reports for the cities of
the United States, the following study is based upon 1618 figures:

In 1015 the city and county of Honolulu expended in the mainte-
milky and upkeep for all purposes, including the schools. (but not per-
manent improvements), the sum of $1,590,403.17, which amounted to
$13.65 per capita of population, using the population estimate for the
city and county of Honolulu of 116,500, compiled by.,the Territorial
board of health, which many think is n conservative estimate.

It is intemsting to see how this amount of $13.65, per capita was
distributed among various municipal and county activities and to
learn whiit the 47 cities in the United States fulling into the same
population group, the group of cities having a population of 100,000
to 300,000, did with their incomes similarly. The table which follows
shows this distribution.
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Distribution of city expenditures per capita ey' population (1917).

-- -
General government
Police department

City and
.ountybf

I fonolohi.

.. SO. S3
_.GA

Averse,
of 47

$1.11
1.67

Tire department .70 1.15
CcomervatOn of health 84 1.16
Street department 2.72 l.se
Charities, hospitals, corrections .04, .711

The wheels 4.41 5.11
Libraries .24
Recreation .67 .e
AU other NI:poses .82. .71

Total per capita eq,enati ere 11. r.,-, 1(42

This table shows that the city and county of Honolulu is expend-
ing $4.41 per capita of population on schools from city sources
alone, whereas the average expenditure, of the 47 cities in llonolulu's
group in the States was $5.81. That is, Honolulu's expenditure on
its schools would have to be increased $1.40 per capita of population
to give the schools of the city and-county the average anima that
47 cities of the mainland in the same population group are expend-
ing upon their schools from their city revenues. In other words,
Honolulu's per capita amount would have to be increased nearly.
one-third to oring its expenditures on schools up to the average
expenditure of cities of its class. Obviously, then, with an esti-
mated population of 116,500, the number used in all these calcula-
tions, it would require an additionaleannnal expenditure of $163,000
on the schools of the city and oounty of Honolulu alone to bring
such expenditure up to the average of the cities of its class as shown
by the foregoing table.

Of the 47 cities in the United States having a population between
100,000 and 300,000 only six expended,a less per capita mount
than Honolulu on their schools. These cities were: .Atlanta, Ga.,
$3.94; Birmingham, Ala., $2.85; Memphis, Tenn., $3.92; Reading,
Pa., $3.52; Fort Worth, Tex., $3.23; and Nashville, Tenn., $4.34.
With the single exception of .Reading, Pa., these am all southern
cities.

Eleven titles of the group expended more than half as much
again as did Honolulu, while three expended twice as much or more,
these being. Springfield, Meas.,. $9.76; Des Moines, Iowa, $10.18;
and Hartford, Conn., $8:98.

Nor is this all, for these comparisons are deceptive in this respect.
that the foregoing table shows for the cities of the States only
the school expenditure which waS derived from city revenues. Meet
of these cities have money coming into their -school funds from
State and county sources which is not shown in the tables from
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which the foregoing comparisons were derived, whereas the amount
credited to the schools of the city and county of Honolulu is the
entire amount from all sources 'expended on the schools. It is clear,
therefore, that in the actual amount of money which the Territory
expends upon the schools of the city and county of Honolulu, when
reckoned on the basis of population, is very far below that actually
expond,A upon the schools in the cities of the States.

however, as the aggregate per capita expenditure'of
the ,ity and county of Honolulu is considerably less than the aver-
age 4, the eitits of its group, being $13.65 against, an average of
M1.12. another table showing the proportion such items heat': to
eac . wire c\penditure is needed. This table follows:

'cop°, ;ohtil. pr Ott. (1,,04,Q r St.: d r.i

l'i4y and
minty of
Honolulu.

.", r c, nI.

Averetzn
of 4:

Prr roll.Gew , , ! ^o t e IsTliroi
6. 1 7.2Colic, ti.T.al la( II,

11. I 11.2F111. I 1,7 Iltr c... .. . .. . . .L1 10.7l'o;,. n. ,11 td hr.al t I. . .. . ... . .. 6.2 10.7Stre, I .. . wirnel.i
20.N : 11.4limn... ;:,,,r,.:11.., n:Id , -on- 0,..; -... .. . . 4.7ll'e '...,.... 1.. / a:.3' 314111 r:.r. .

1.4RP,11. II WI
4.8 R.sAll,., i.nrpo.,(
CO 4.3

This table shows that in comparison with the average of the
eitics of its class llonolulu's proportionate expenditures for its
police department. for its street and highways department, and for
its recreations are greater; whereas for its, general government, its
fire thepartment, the conservation of health, and its expenditure,
for dimities, .1111spitals and corrections, libraries, and public schools
the proportionate-amount is less.

An examination in detail of the list of 47 cities to which the city
and county of Honolulu belongs shows that there are 20 cities in
which the schools receive, as do
the total municipal expenditure;_ t in 25 cities the schools' share
ranges froru one-third to 6ne-half th aggregate expenditure; and
that in two cities the proportion going to the schools is greater than
one-half the aggregate expenditure.

It m be of interest to know the names of the cities taking, as
does Honolulu, a one-third interest or less in -their schools; also to
know in what cities the expenditures for thopublic schools is greater

one-third of the aggregate municipal expenditure.

Honolulu, less than one-third of
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Ci ties which expended one-third or less of th4f. Of/regale expenditures on their schools (1918).

Rochester. N. 1-
Providence, R. I
St. Paul,
Louisville, Ky

CAtlanta, a
Syracuse, N. Y
Memphis, Tenn
Worcester, Mass
Dayton Ohio
Dallas, Tex
Bridgeport, Conn-

Proportion .0
of aggregate
expenditure 1
on schools.

"*.

Per cent.
21i. 7 New Bedford, Mass-

8 ; Nashmile, Tenn
31.8 '; Cambridge, Mats
29 8 11 Lowell, Mass
27.0 Albany N. Y
17. 5 I Lynn glass
28.0 Honolulu (city and county)
33.2 I Houston, Tex
33.2 Yonkers, N. Y
32.3 Lawrence, Mass
31.2

Proportin
of agiatak
sperr ebeder.oe us ook

l'er eat-
27.11

RI
31.2at
261
as
ns
33.1
32./
29.1

Cities which Lep. oder/ more thtItt ont-thied of their ety9r,mh prod:tyr:, op their idwoli
(1918t.

Calm.

Denver, Colo
hxlianapolis, Ind
Columbus,hio
Oakland, CaOlif
Toledo, Ohlo
Birmingham, Ala
Omaha, Nebr
Spokane, Wash.
New Haven, Conn
Fort Worth, Tex
Camden, N. J
Springfield, Mass
Rielimond, Va

lScranton, 'a

Proportion
of aggregate
expenditure
on schooLs.

Per cent.
31.2 Paterson, N
31 Grand Rapids, Mich
41.3 ! Fall River, Maw
45.4 San Antonio, Tex
41. I. Salt Lake City, Utah
36.5 II Tacoma, Wash

C Trenton, N. J
44.0 liartford, Conn
39.6 II Reading, l'a
37.0 Youngstown, Ohio
39.6 I; Des oines, Iowa
35.8 11 Bebenectady, N. Y
33.9 I; Kansas City, Mans
Ni. 7 c

Proportka
0' asperse
expenditure
on school%

Per rest.
AS

311
41
41
411
111
37.1
41
51.1
31.7

111

,THE TAN. RATE AND,PROPERTY VALUATION OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF
HON °LULU.

Tito tax rate of the city invariably attracts the attention of the
taxpayers, but there is an important fact about tax rates which tax-
payers, in making their comparisons, do not always taky into account,
and that is that the assessed valuation of property for purposes of
taxation among cities ranges all the way from 20 per cent N the true I

value of the property to 100 per cent. More and more, cities of the
mainland aro adopting the plan of assessing their taxable property
for its full' market value, but there are still many cities which have
not yet adopted this wise practice. In order, then, to compare one I

city with another in' respect to rate of ,taxation it is necessary to ;

change all' actual rates to a rate which is based on the full valuation
of the taxable property. This correction has been made for all
cities of the mainland of 30,000 populatiOn and over by the United
States Census Bureau and appears in Table 30 of the publication,
Financial Statistics of Cities (1918).
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The actual taxation rate .for the city and county of Honolulu in
1918 was $18.30 for each thousand dollars of Mixable property.
Inasmuch as it is generally conceded by those in the Territory
familiar with taxation matters that the assessment valuation is
approximately 75 per cent of the actual market value of the property
assessed, this rate then of $18.30, corrected in the same manner as
are the rates of the nitinland cities with which Honolulu is compared,
should be, instead, $13.71 for each thousand of property valuation
assessed at its full worth,

4/11f
A UNIQUE TAXATION SYSTEM.

As compared with mainland cities the plan of raising taxes in the
Territory of Hawaii is unique. Since 1901 the Territory has levied
for general purposes an incomb tax of 2 per cent on personal incomes
of more than $1,500 and, since 1909,an additional tax on all incomes
aboN e $4,000 has been levied. This latter tax, varying in rate with
the size of the income, was originally intended to remain for but 'a
two-year period; it has, however, been reenactedby each succeeding
legislature.

The bulk of the property tax is paid by corporations and the method
of assessment of those companies, known as the "enterprise for profit
basis," is likewise unique. Tho.law provides that in all cases where

enterprise for profit the enterprise shall be assessed as a whole on its
fair and reasonable aggregate value. In estimating this aggregate value
the net profits made by it, also the gross receipts and actual remaining
expenses; and, whore ie is a corporation whose stock is quoted in the
market, the market price of the stock is taken into consideration:

f n practice, in making assessments, it is customary to capitalize the
profits of four years at different rates per cent, according to the condi-
tions affecting the .particular enterprise. For example, if a, planta-
tions owns its land, if the soil is fertile and has a good water supply,
the rate of capitalization is a low one. Where the profits are large
the enterprise can well afford to pay the larger tax; where the profits
are smaller the assessed value is automatically reduced.

These features of Hawaii's taxation system make it difficult to
compare taxation rates and per capita valuations with those obtaining
in mainland cities not subject to such a plan. However, inasmuch
as tax rates in the islands fall most heavily upon the owners of non -
income producing property, such as residence lots and their ini-
preyements, it would appear to be fair, if the comparison is not
crowded too hard, te ,take the foregoing corrected rate, $13.71, as
the normal general property tax rate for all property in the city
and t.ounty of Honolulu except that belonging to the big corporations.
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TAX RATE COMPARED WITH THAT OP OTHER CITIES.

130 of interest to compare the corrected rate. for the city and
county of I TonolutU, R1 3.7 1 , with the rat eti of the. 47 cities in I I onolubes
population group corrected in the same manner. The table e-which
follows, based on facts given in Financial Statistics of Cities (191S),
Table 30, shows 11w tax rate for the 47 cities during I i1I S, corrected
for try valuation. the. estimated assessment valuation p.r capita of
population. and the amount of city revenue expended on the schools
per capita. of population.

,/itor,o, nI tnrabk Trrnirly per cOp:ta popy.1:,!;m,, t. e,
rib; rr,-,bur xprnded on :4,001,4, of nrrr7 bet, cc /wow) n: I 2,,,1 v' l ,11
(191Si.

';t1 s

k:s1.139A1,,c1
valve per
Capita i:1

popuktin,,

Tao I
Corr1111

lar 1: le

rat
expenAell at

enplta 01
op91..1;on.

Indianapolis, Ind 1I.M1 On $11 111
Denver, ('o'n.. 1.214 Uo in is,, ; 6:21
Rochester, N. Y 1,19:4.1061 17.14 . '1)2
Pro videum It. 1 1,f,92.ig1 13!..6 10

.6.37Se. Paul, Minn.. 1,51.1. no 10 04
Louis s111,, K v 1.231.00 13.1i2 4 50
Volushbin; Ohln . 1,420.1M 10.48 5. SS

Oakland cair
!woo, 6b)..

1,100 00 I
1,691.00

12.51
11.99

s.07
6.17

Atlanta, (la 1,.;57.141 4.46 3.01
Birmingham, Ala 025.00 11.00 . 1.85
Omaha, Nebr 1,55s. lin 15.01
Hamster, X40,4 1,11601 1673' 7.17
Rlolunond,\,13 1,515. OD 10.7J 4.10
Syracirt, Y 1,347.411 15.78 5.15

Feb
Waine,W71,511

Buren, Ocmn
1,032 00
1,173.00

12.11i
18.66

5.41
7.47

Memphis, Tenn . .. - 1,305. tai 10.82
Berantoa, Pa. rmi . On 13.46 6.16
Potency, N. J 19!.01 i!' (51 5.51
Grand Rapids, Pilch I. 741 i an 13.4h 7. 96
Fall River, Mew 1.1., 00 21. tr. 5.62

Ohio
.11.47Tax.

1,4148. 00 10.07 417= .
Ban Antosto, Tex

,(114.; 00
i.socran

O. 15
1 f,.A7

6.21
5.11

Bridgeport, Cann._ ........ . 1,555.110 19.11 I 6.60
New Bedford, ELI 124.410 19.5W, 5.111

Halt Lake City, Utah 1.159. 00 12.00 7.13
Nashvill e, Tann M.40 13.41 1.21

eL,dcMan aseMan
1,147.00

704.00
20.16
20.00

6.65
4.75

Taunus, Wash 1,003. 00 13.26 6.35
litakeslon, Tex 1,1213.60 16.57 6.11

,Trentott N. tr 8015.00 16:20 6.47
Hartford, Conn 1,4161450 14.52 8.16
Reading, Pa 015.00 11.20 3.62
Younntown, Ohlo 3,761.110 10.82 6.11
Fart Worth, Tex j 9119. 00 13.40 6.73
Qundra, N. I 700.00 18.87 6.71
Albany, N. Y 1,18600 20.35 6.45

Maze 1,0011.6111 14.111 0.71
Lynn, Yen 9711.00 111.02 4.91
Dos Manes, Iowa. 1,066.00 16:06 10.11
Lawny", Hass 817.00 14.77 1.01
Schenectady
YonkeraN

, N. Y
, Y

7157.60
1,484.00

23.00
19.81

1.11
7.0

ire eras (7tr, Kane 034.00 14.80 5.47
Ilonolutu (city and count):) 1, 300. CM .13.71 4.41

By axatnining the column in tow preceding table, showing, the amount
Of city revenge oxpended on the schools per capita t.if estimated pop*-.

111111111111111111111011101101.6......-.-.---.-- .
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iiii0a, it is seen that only six cities expended loss than Horielulu did;
23 cities expended from thwettme amount. up' to on third more;oft-
soiree cities expended from one-third to one -half e; eight cities
expended from one-half to twice as much; while three cities expended
twice as much or more.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FOREGOING TABLE.
t

An examination of the foregoing table shows that 11(7inolilit's cor-
rected rate of 813.71 per thousand on the true .slue of property sub-
ject. to general tax ;s below that of the median city of the greup.
That is to say, while there are 19 cities whose corrected.rate; for city
purposes alone are lower than Honolulu's rats, there are 2 cities
whose rates are higher. Of these 28 cities, in 18 the rates range
from the same as the rate of Honolulu to one-third higher; in S cities
the rates are from one-third to one-half higher; while in 2 cities-- -
Schenectady, N. Y., and Fall River, Mass.the iity rates. corrected
in the same way, are near twice the rate of the city and (Airily of
Iknolulti. The average rate of the 47 cities listed is.8t-I.Kl. Hono-
ltileS rate, then, falls below this average by $1.12 per thousand.

While, as has already been pointed out, the taxation plan in Nera-
tion in theJawaiian Islands differs from that. which obtains among
the cities a thc mainland, making it undesirable to crowd compari-
sons too hard, nevertheless the commission feels that.from this come
parative study 'of Tentorial, finance the ftillftwing conclusion 'is
abundantly justified, i. 0., that the city and county of Honoluk
while much above the average city of the frroup considered in taxable
wealth, ranks considerably below the average city in point of taxation
rate and far below the average in the amount expended for public
sehoOl purposes. The validity of this conclusion is further testi&
to when it is reinembered that'in all of the preceding comparisons
relating to amounts expended for school purposes every city in the
list has received for school purposes considerable amounts from county
and State sources Which have not been included in the foregoinw
tables, whereas the amount given as that which Honolulu expended
oe hetschools, per capjta of population, is the whole amount expended
from whatever. sources receis;:ed.- Were the figures giing the entire
per capita expenditure f6r school purposes used the city and county
of Honolulu would make a pbor showing in point of, rank, indeed.
In so far as conditions' in the city and county of. Honolulu are typical
of other counties of the islands in these matters, and to commission
is of the opinion that they are closely representative, the fot ?giting
conclokiens will apply-to the Territory as a whole. .

In this connedtion, too, it must not he forgotten that the foregoing
study has to do .only xvi& items of expenditure, such tts_ salaries,
supplies, and repairs, which are properly classed under the head of
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"maintenance." The tables upon which tlir study is based do not
include amounts invested by the several cities of the group considered,
in sites for school's which in the cities are usually very costly; in -*
buildings which must be erected to stand 'extremes of heat and cold;
or in equipment. When it is recognized that except for Honolulu,
'Hilo, and a few smaller places, schools in the Territory are erected on
la which has belonged to the territorial government since annexa-
tio , or on sites provided by plantation owners, without expense;

at le climate does not require an expensive type of school building
or buildings with any heating mechanism at all, it is obvious that thy'
total expense to which the Tektory has been placed on account of
its schools is but a small fraction Of the cost which communities on
the mainland have had to meet.

4

ti



Chapter III.

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CHOOLS.

COWITN141.-1. Founding of Christian, Buddhist, and "Independent" schools: The beginnings were
n: activities of Buddhist sorts; the floconsianii sect; number and classiBration of language schools.

2. The organization, support, and administration of-Japanese schools: The support: the Japanese educe-
bond association. J. The textbooks used in Japanese schools: Revision of the texts; description of Um
test= ae i-evi4ed. .4. The itilivenve of foreign language schools: Effect on health of children: influence on
progroi; in the public school; Influence on loyalty to America. 5. Proposed legislation respecting language
sebook Resolutions of the Daughters of the American Revolution; ITCOTTIMM,latiOILS of the chamber of
commerce; i. ommendstions of the Ad Club: comments on propasals; plan proposed by the survey com-
mission. the spirit In which the recommendations should be enforced.

1. THE FOUNDING OF CHRISTIAN. BUDDHIST, AND "INDEPENDENT"
SCHOOLS.

THE BEGINNINGS WERE CHRISTIAN.

. The first language school in the islands organized- exclusively for
children of. foreign parentage was the ones established in Honolulu,
in April, POO, by Ref. 'Nide Okumura, for Jalianese children.
This was followed the next year by the founding of another school for
,Tnpanese at I !oilman, Island of Hawaii, by Rev. S. Sokahi. Both
these scholarly Japanese gentlemen were Christian ntissionaries
brought over from Japan by the Hawaiian Mission Board to assist
in Bringing the members of their race under Christian influence.

In their work of Christianizing the Japanese, many difficulties .
were encoun ered. The majority of the Japanese immigrants were
from the two sections of Japan which constitute the stronghold .24

41luddhisin In. that country. Already there were many Buddhist
priests in Honolulu and on the plantations. The small band of
Jnpanese Christians soon brought down upon their heads the hos-
tility of the Buddhist grota and in consequence for many years
they experie4ed great harMtlips and even persecutions. Many of "
those weak in Christian faith, unable to stand up against the pres-
sure, deserted their churches; only the stronger wee, fired with true
Christian zeal, stood their ground.

These men and women were tremendously active. They estab-
lished night schools, where the Japanese were taught the English
language. They organized temperance societies, and, in places, .

benevolent societies Co help the unfortunate. Frequently they were
appealed to tel settle family quarrels, to adjust controversies between
the plantation managers and laborers, to write home letters for their
illiterate compatriots; and so, by utilizing . every opportunity for
service these Japanese Christhin ministers gradually broke down the

10140*--20----8 .
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open hostility toward. Christian influenced, so strongly expressed in
these early days by the mass of Japanese. To the des;oted Inert and
women of this early period there is due much more credit for soften-
ing the hearts of . the Japanese toward western spirit awl influence
than.has ever been recognized.

During this period the great majority of Japanese on the i,;;:tids
were indentured laborers, brought here by former Hawaiian govern-
ments on a three-year contract. During the 14-year period, betxlin
1SS5, when the first company arrived, and 1900, when the Territory
became a part of the United StatOs, 70,000 were .brought in under
such a contract. All intended to return to Japan upon the expira-
tion of their period of indenture, and many. Aid; but Forge remained
longer to accitmulate more money; but,none at. that time expi,.1 ed.
to remain ;n the islands permanently:

In 1900, wheri the islands passed under Iheicontrol or the l'i;ite(1
States, the status of the Japanese immigrants unldenly elitint!ed.
All contract laborers became free and lankr exploiter, from
the States began to frur into the Territory, telling fahillom:. inks
of the fortunes to be made on the mainland. Lured by these glowini
pictures, the ignorant: laborers of the islands began flocking into
California. Steamers, chartered for the purpose, began to appear,
And soon thousands of Japanese were leaving Hawaii for the l'aeific
coast; in turn other thAsands from Japan began arriving in Hawaii
as free laborers, not with the intention of establishing th).inselves
there permanently but of eroding to the mainland as soon as they
could earn their passage money. In six years alone, from 1901 to
1907,00,000 entered tha0Perritory from Japan, more than half of
whom came with the intention or crossing.to California.

When the citizens of California saw this avalanche of cheap,
ignorant, oriental labor homing upon them; a panic ensued. A

great wave of indignation and of anti-Japanese feeling swept the

coast, resulting in efforts to control and check what was believed to '

be an imminent danger.. The figitation finally led to the adop-
tion of the so-called "Gentleman's *greerlent" withlapan, whereby
the influx of Japanesejaborers was cut-off, not only from the coast
but from Hawaii as well.

Meanwhile, to add to the restlessneds and discontent of the race,
the more intelligent Japanese parents were complaining that their.
children were not only growing up without the Ability to, speak
correct Japanese and to read and write it, but were in fact acquiring
a curious mongrel dialect made up of words taken from the different
languages.

Rev. Okumura relates that during his first month in Hawaii, heg

saw a little Japanese girl standing alone at the door of his church..
Thinking that she might be lonely, he tappet' her on the shoulder

6
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and inquired if she had come with her mother. H reply was
"Me mania hanahana yokonai." Failing to uncle and her, he
called to a friend who had been-longer in the islands and learned that,
"Me mama" was a corrupted English phrase for "my mother";
that "hanahana" was the Hawaiian for "work"; and that "yokonai"
was a Japanese expression equivalent to "can not come." Repeatedly
parents a.sserted that they could not understand the language of
their children nof:be understood by them; and repeatedly came the
request that oppOrtunity be provided for the systematic instruction
of Japanese children in tlibir ikative tongue.

The naturalness alai reasonableness of this desire at the time can
not he questioned, pirticularly when it is recalled that the Japanese
had no thought of remaining in the islands; that most of them were
leaving upon the expiration of their contracOlfat a six-year resi-
dencein Hawaii was regarded- as a very long term for any man; 4d
that the children, ,upori their return to Japan, seemed like foreigner§
in their own country. The group of Japanese Christian ministers
saw in this situation a further opportunity to rends a useful service
to their countrymen; to advance the Christian faith in the good will
of the people of their race; and to make their people more contented
and less eager to leave Hawaii. for California or Japan. And so it .
came about that :through the personal initiative, first of Rev. Oku-
niura,doliowed a little later by Rev. Sokabi, twt schools were estab-
lished, as already related. 4

no ;beginning was modest indeed; 30 pupils, a borrowed room,
one teacher who had a Japanese license to teach, and a contribution
of S15 for benches, tables, and equipment; that was all. Within
a'few months the number of pupils was multiplied, liberal contribu-tions hen to he made, a house suitable to the purpose was rented;and three Years later a generous plat of rand on Nuutinti Street/
Ilkolulti, was purchased and a school building was erected. Thusbegan the present Japanese Central Lastitute of Honolulu, which
now enrolls over 700 pupils, and which was the first of that chain
of Japanese schools now encircling the islands.

As. founded the school was frankly Christian in its purpose and
influence, but when the school was moved to its permanent quarters,
foreseeing that it might give tlae Buddhists a pretext for starting aschool for the promotion of theii4own faith,- it was separated-from
all religious connections. A committee of 40, with Consul GeneralSaito as its chairman, was placed in charge, of the school which
soon came to be a center for community work amongtthe Japanese.
Other schools, likewise independent of religious connections, weren organized in the other islands. A campaign was launched to

. 'terest the Japanese Government in the project and to sebUrniron1.7
it financial support for these "independent" schools, but the attemptwas unsuccessful.

s
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ACTIVITIES OF BUDDHIST SECTS.

Of the 12 principal sects into which Bilddhism in Japan it divided,
5 are represented in. Hawaii: The Shingon, Nichiren, Sodo, J0,10,
and the Shin -Shu, more popularly known as the Hongwanji. Each

of these sects, differing from one another only in points which are
highly technical and metaphysical, has not only erected temples for
worship in the islands but also has, except for the first twt sects,
followe{I with the establishment of sc ools for e purpose. it is

announced, of enabling children of.Jap tese pare is to acquire the
Japanese language. . .

.

The Shingon sect built its .first temple in the islands in to i4,

incorporating it in 1918. The sect now has 1s temples, situated at
various points in the islands. 1 t publishes a monthly periodical
called "The Henjo," which reports the activities of the different
temples in Hawaii. The sect has established no schools, organiza-
tions, or other activities, as have most of the other Buddhist groups.
Its home temple is at Koyasan, Japan.

The Nichiren sect, was!first represented in the islands in 1900,

The first church established by this see'. was erected in 1902 at
Pahala, Island of Hawaii. Then followed, in 1911, a temple at
Honolulu: Another temple has recently been completed, situated
also in Honolulu. At' present the Nichiren mission supervises,
besides the central temple at Honolulu, two temples. at Waikiki],
MAID, and at Pahala, Hawaii:* Each t plc has two organizations:
"The Society for the Study of Nic ten Principles" and "The
Branch of Muragumo Women's Association" (of Japan). Like the
Shingon sect, it has founded no schools.

The Sodo sect, began its work in the islands in 1903. In 1912 the
sect in Japan sent II Isobe to the islands in the capacity of director
and superintendent of th Sodo mission. Since then the activities
of the mission have sprea to Kauai, Maui, Hawaii, and rural Oahu,
In 19I4 a women's educ tonal department was organized which is
centering its efforts on the education of girls. There are now seven
stations in the islands, besides the central temple at Honolulu, and
throe schools with an aggregate enrollment in excesssof 600 pupils.

The Jodo sect, in the islands, is second only to the .Hongwanji in
importance. Its activities in Hawaii began in 1894, when two priests
from the Tokyo board of the Jodo mission arriyed. In 1899, as a
result of a conference of the leaders of the ,sect in Japan, Hawaii,
together with Korea and Formosa, ame the mission field of the
sect. At first the mission's activities the islands were confined to
the Island of .Hawaii, where temples ere-built and educational and
religious work carried on. In 1900 a- ion in Honolulu was opened
upon what is now the site of the head temple. In 1909 missionary
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activity was begun- on Maui and on Kauai. Twenty-one temples.
have been erected in the islands and a complete system established
for intercommunication among these and with the main templetat
Honolulu. Each temple has an of ganization called "Myojo," corn
prising four divisions of activity: Adult men, young men, women,
and children. In 1911 the mission established the Hawaii Girls'
School and began the publication of a monthly paper devoted to
Jodo propaganda. The schools established by this sect now number
18, havinean aggregate enrollment of approximately 1,600 pupils.
In this Ork the mission seems to have fixed its attention on the
education of girls.

THE TIONOWNNJI SECT AND ITS ACTIVITIES.

The Nishi Hongwanji is by far the strongest Buddhist sect in the
islands, as it is in Japan, embracing about 75,000 members of the
island population. This sect in Japan is controlli:d by 1Ecabinet
formed of high priests at whose head stands the "Hoss," .or chief
priest. The Tress is held in very high esteem by members of the
sect, who honor him as they would a living Buddha. Thef Boss, is
represented in the islands by a "Kaotoku" (Bishopqmamura), who
has absolute authority over the priests and teachers of the sect as
well as over its members, controlling the whole body, according. to a
Japanese authority, "as easily as one moves his fingers."

The first disciples sefrom Japan by the Home Temple of the
Hone-waiiji Buddhists EFived in ilawaii in 1897. At the time of
'their arrival there was a small preaching station at Honolulu and one
at Hilo. The work at these points'had been carried on for some nine,
years.prior to this time, though it had never been recog4zed by the
HomaT Temple in Japan. These emissaries sent back a favorable
report on conditions, accompanied oy .a request from the interested
Japanese of Honolulu and Hilo asking that the field be recognized as
apart of the Hongwanji mission of the home country. Accordingly,
in 1898, a bishop to Hawaii was appointed, who, a year later, was
succeeded by the present bishop, Bishop Imamura.

Since this time, under his active leadership, the sect has made a
remarkable growth in the islands. According to reports filed with
the commission, there' are now in the islands,%perating under the
auspices of the Hongwanji mission, the following activities:

60 chintiee'and substations, besides the main temple at Honolulu, completed
in 1918 at a cost of 8100,000.

About 30 Young lien's Buddhist Associations, with an estimated membership
of 1,100.

40 women's Buddhist Associations, having an estimated membership of 4,500.
33 Sunday schools, enrolling about 4,000 children...
42 Jannaeee language schools, having 185 teachers and an enrollment of 7,100

children.
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The Higashi branch of the Hongwanji sect is now 'very inactive

in the islands. About 20 years ago a priest of this branch came to
Waimea, Kauai, and established a mission. Three years later a

second mission was opened, also on the Island of Kauai. In 1916
the head temple was erected at Honolulu. There art now in the
islands only 4 pritosth of this branch of the Hongwanji. The sect

maintains one language school of 2 tea0ets and 232 pupils, situated
at Waimea, Kauai.

NUMBER AND ci.AssiFicArymx LANGUAGE MAU )01 5,

In addition' to the schools organized Ilv (=In istian and Buddhist
sects, there are a number of schools which hitve vividod the advice

given by the more progressive :Tapalse leaders told breve dissociated
themselves from religious connections and affiliatio,1- wally in a

number of instances: in name only in a number of other cases. To

what degree each is actually independent in fact, and to what degree
each is still responsive to religious influence is con jeci oral.

Other national groups 1-mAi(6 the Japanese have organized schools

for the purpose of teaching their native languages. Thus, in response

to the quickening of the Korean at ionAlist is spirit, some 10 schools,

enrolling about 800 childrop, have been established in the islands for

the teaching of the Korean language. The Chinese also have about

12 schools, with an approximate 4iiroliment of 1,150 children. In

addition, there are numerous groups of Chinese children about the

islands meeting at. homes for the purpose of stltdving the Chinese

language.. The schools are organized and onductAid much as are

the Japanese schools, except that they are without religions alia-
tions or connections.

The following table shows the number of foreig -language schools

and their status respecting religious affiliations., as nearly as the om-

mission was able to determine:

Number of foreign Inngwvie arhoolm, their enrollment (old teurhera, af4d their reliyious
rmnteficnul.

bps neQe:
hrintian

Buddhist:
Sod° test
Jodo wet
Ilozug-wanji sect

Independenti
Korean schools (independent)
Chinese schools (independent)

Total

-

Number of
4 schools.

Some of these are not Independent 10 faot.

10

3
18

90
10
12

185

Number of 1 Approximate
teachers, enrollment.

23

7
51

155
213

12
28

480

so/

aoo

7,100
10,381

1,00

22,111
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2. ORGANIZATION, SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION OP THE
JAPANESE SCHOOLS.

SUPPORT OF THE SCHOOLS.

In gen'6181 the Japanese language schools aro supported by tuition
fees paid by the parents of children who attend, by 'subscriptions
made by interested Japanese, and by the corporations owning and
operating the plb.ntations. In most instances the land on which
the schools and temples are erected is plantation land leased for, the
purpose without charge; in some localities where land is not con-
trolled by the plantations, sites have been purchased and title
secured. In a number of instances the organizers of thezhol or
temple provide the lumber and building materials and the plantation
carpenters erect the buildings; in some cases both materials and
labor are supplied by the plantation management. The plants tions
inmost cases also contribute definite monthly amounts to the support
of these activities; in some cases the salary of the entire teaching
force is assumed by the plantation. Formerly the Hawaiian Sugar
Planters' Association turned over to the Japanese consul considerable
sums to be used by him in assisting such work, together with °tiler
welfare activities among his people, but the association discontinued
this practice sonic years ago. ge.

Without doubt the planters contribute to the support of these
schools in order that their employees may be better satisfied with
plantation conditions. It is but a phase of the movement, now
setting in strongly, to provide better housing, health, recreational,
en.l educational advantages for workers, and the motive back of it
call, for commendation rather than condemnation.

For the convenience of the children the buildings are usually very
near the public schools. In structure' they compare favorably with
the buildings erected by the Territorial Department of Public Instruc-
tion, though they are_not so well equipped. The desks in most
schools, for example, are rough, home-made benches, while the rooms
themselves are bare and unattractive in appearance. Frequently
the head teacher and his family live in one portion of the building.
The grounds are usually ample for play activities, quite as ample,
indeed, as are those belonging.to the public schools.

Most of the schools are of elementary grade, though a few kinder-
gartens have been organized, and in 11 schools work e4kEresponding
to that of the public high school is attempted. In cases the
teachers of the schools are brought from Japan, none being Hawaiian'-
born or educated. Most orthese are certificated teachers in their
home country, many, having taught in the public schools of Japan.
A number of the teachers, particularly those of the Hongwanji sect,
are priests and conduct the temple rites and ceremonies.
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While, doubtless, many teachers are 'brought from Japan rather
than procured from among Hawaiian-born Japanese because it is
sincerely believed that they streak a purer Japanese, nevertheless

..some, at least., share, We opinion frankly expressed recently before
the Japanese Educational Association of Maui by Mr. Obata Shusitn,
formerly-head priest of the Jodo`Shu Mission at Puunene, Maui. and
principal of the Mitsuka Girls' School. In characterizing the type,
of instructor which he thought the language schools needed he said:

Any man who is to teach Japanese language schools should not be a mall with
democratic ideas. The language sehooas not Si place for a man with strong fiTIC.
.cratie ideas. A man of strong Jupanev ideas should bi its teacher.

The teachers themselves -are paid a modest salary, ranging frota
330 to $50 per month. This is often supplemented, however by
amounts received for the performance of temple services. .11 the
last annual meeting of the Japanese Educational Assca;iation the
following resolution was adopted.

We, the teachers, feeling the prewlire of high coste living, due to the unusual high
price of commodities, and seeing that we are anal& to damn safe i vingor maintain
proper dignity with very litilite,1 income ,..,InporM with that oi others, do hereby
resolve to demand of the administrative authorities of the rospoctive schooli an
increas of over 30 per cent of our present salaries.

stlitun. shssioNs.
- A good deal of variation in the daily session is to be found among

the schools. Most schools have either a two or three hour session an
hour or an hour and a half before the public school opens, and the
same after it cIeses in the afternoon. In a few schools, however,
it is reported that. children assemble as early as ti tt. in. for a two and
a half hour,morning session before the public school opens. In ',nine
instances the older children attend in the morning, the yOunger in
the afternoon. In other instances all attend both sessions. In still
other cages children attend one hour in the morning and two hours.
in the afternoon.

Until recently the Japanese children attended their schools on
Saturdays and the year around as well, except for a two weeks'
vacation in the summer. Now, however, a month is allowed during
the summer and no attendance required on Saturdays. Other
vacations also correspond more closely to those granted by the
public school.

THE JAPANESE EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
4.

The affairs of the Japanese language schools are nominally con-
trolled by the Japanese Educational Association, which was organized
in 1914. This association is essentially a teachers' association, a
stipulation being that ".only the teachers or those who are actually

-- teaching in Japanese language schools are eligible for membership."
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At the first meeting of tho association an effort was made to include
persons who are interested in the work of Japanese schools other than
the teachers, but this suggestion was rejected. The meetings of the
association, therefore, which have since been held at stated times, have
had no representation from those outside the teaching corps.

Brandi associations have been, formed in each of the islands:
Two op Kauai, one on Oalcu, three on Hawaii, and one on Maui.
A standing committee of four cares for the interests of the association.
between conferences. Upon the convening of the annual conference,
the delegates from the branch associations by ballot elect three offi-
cers of the conferencechairman, vice chairman, and secretary.

The association looks out for the interests of the schools and the
teachers; it recommends and suggiists reforms; but it has no authority
to do more than recommend policies and changes. Indeed, the
association has so far found it very difficult to outline an educational
policy which will command the support of the Hongwauji, the Jodo,
the Independent, and the Christian groups.

The delegat ion from each branch association to the general associa-
tion is not limited. The association contributes part of the traveling
expenses of the delegates, and the larger the balance in the fund the
greater the number of delegates. Usually each branch assoelation
senils wo or three representatives. On any question, however,
when auch associations feel that a critical matter is to bo eon.
sidered, the delegates are much more -numerous. The 1919 conference ,

rect:titly hold in Honolulu was considered a very important one, both
because of the legislation which the Territoryiseught to adopt respect-
ing the activities of the Japanese language schools, and also 'because
of the fact that one of the branch associations presented a resolution
that the language schools be divorced from all religious.cennections.

Before the annual conference convenes, each branch association,
adopts a list of suggested resolutions. This list is forwarded to the
central association in Honolulu. These proposed resolutions are
then printed and submitted to the conference wherq each is gone over
word for word and adopted or rejected by formal vote. The resolu-
films, in the form finally adopted, express the wish of the central
association, but the association has .no authority or power to compel
either the branch associations or the language schools in the several
islands to carry the adopted resolutions into effect. In consequence,
thei.e have boon formulated many provisions which read very well
to those who arc examining them, but which are found, upon inquiry,
never to have been executed. In one particular, however, the
Japanese Educational Association has taken a significant stop and
'that is in revising the textbooks formerly used in the Japanese.
schools and adapting them, to sonic degree at least, to local needs
and shaping them up to eliminate the criticism to which they have
reicently been subjected.

4
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3. THE CHARACTER OF THE TEXTBOOKS USED IN THE JAPANESE
SCHOOLS.

THE REVISION OF THE JAPANESE TEXTBOOKS.

At the annual conference of the Japanese Educational Association
in 1915 it was urged by the 'Japanese consul and some of the pro-
gressive Japanese leaders that:the typo of instruction which prevailed
in the Japanese language schools should immediately ho give.n up
and that the textbooks then used, which were compiled under the

direction'of the Japanese Government and which were intended for
the training of Japanese subjects, should he revised. It was urged
that' the content of these Japanese texts was written from the im-
perialistic standpoint, and that the use of such texts in the language
schools of Hawaii, oven though not with the purpose of teaching
imperialist4 ideals or for the training of Japanese citizenship; would
surely invite suspicion and give rise to misunderstandings on the
part of the American people, and that in consequence the hooks should

so changed as to make them more adaptable to conditions in I I awaii
and at the same time to promote thereby, as far as possible, American
citizAship.

This proposal was adopted and a committee was appointed. one
Buddhist and one Christian being among the number, to revise the
texts. Prof. Y. Haga, of the Tokyo Imperial .university', was
invited to undertake the revision. He came to Honolulu and made a
study of conditions among the islands, remaining here some three
months. He--voito assisted in his work by -Mr. Tsunoda, of the
Hongwanji Buddhist mission, ,and Mr. K. Kakehi, then secretary of
the citizenship campaign committee of the Territorial 'idling Nlen'e
Christian AsSociation, now. secretary of the Young Christian
Association at Nagasaki, Japan.' These.gentlomen were also assisted
in securing material by a committee appointed by the Jammese
Educational Association of Hawaii.

The fund for the publication of the textbooks was provided by the
Prince Fushimi memorial educational committee. Prince Fushimi,
on his return to Japan from a visit to England, stopped at Honolulu
and left a sum of money for the purpose of helping needy Japanese
children. The memorial educational committee' was orgiinizeil to_
superintend the distribution of this fund. It used to offer prizes to
pupils who made high records in their studies in the several languages
schools. Recently this plan was given up and the income.omployod
in educating a Hawaiian-born young man at an American college.
For a time, however, a portion of its income was diverted to the,
publishing of the textbooks, as already indica od.
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THE TEXTBOOKS AS REVISED.
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W ve years is he per of study covered by ksae Japanese lan-
guage a ools. This period is broken into two principal divisions:
The town } }} or secondary division of eight years, and the higher or
advanced, of four years. The books used in the first division consist
of eight readers graded in difficulty; six are primary grade books and
two grammar grade. In the-high schools under the control of the
llongsvanji mission the books used are the saint, as those used in the
high schools of Japan, those not having been revised as have the
books employed in the lower division. The table which follows gives
the courses of study in these high schools and the textbooks used:2

COPTYr n / study offered in the Japanese high mrhoott t% the Hanguanji Budd:0;4es. Hawaiian
Islands .a

Preparatory First year. ! Second year.course. Th Ira year. i Fourth year.

. The Middle I The lifiddkt
School lioral Belton! -Moroi

I Precepts, I Precepts,
hook 111. Books IV and

v

MOral Teaching.
Elidoclic (OMs).

The Middle
School Moral
Precepts,
Book 1.

The Middle The M td d le
School '!oral School Mond
Precepts, Procepts,
Book 1. ' book 11.

Readings.

.

New M Id d le
. School Read-
ers, Book 1.

New MIdil le New Id idd le.
School Read- School Read-
era, Books 11 ers, Books IV
and III. and V.

New lildd le I
School Read- I
err, Books VI I
and Vii.

New Middle
School Read-
era Habits
VIII and IE.

pigypisit ion. Composition. Compasitinti. I Composition. I Comptadt ion.' Composition.
Pnman' ip. Penmanship. l'enmanablp. Penmanship,. l'cnmanship. Penulanship.
At-tory (oral). I! 1st or

'",-
Ica 1

stories.
Japanese An-

cient Stories.
s____

Japanese Medi- Japanese Mod- Japanese Cicill-
eval Stories. ern Ilistory. I cation.

Geography (oral).

I

Geography of
Japan.

Geography of
Japan.

Translations. Ealristen's A
First' Book In
American.
Ilistory.

Eggleston's A
First Book in
Amtirlean
lint ory.

C. F. Dole's La f ea d II oi Dr. I. Nitobe'sI
The Young H e a r n ' a ',' II u sit Id o"
Citizen. " Kokona." and Five Ap-.

peals to Amer-

Gymnast ics Gymnast Jas. Gymnastics.
Gays)

Ulric (ttlels).$ Made. Music. Music. Music.

can airiest-
ism

Ihdly lessons cover I hour and 20 minutes, torn 7 to 5.20 n. m.
Besides for girls there are optional courses of sewing, et toilette, handicraft, and Japanese music:

BOOKS USED IX THE LOWER DIVISION.

Each of the first six of the eight books used in the lower division
filitodis is made up by taking the texts used in the Japanese Gov-

ernment schools, omitting certain chaptirs and leSsons and sub-
stituting therefor a:content dealing with. Atherican and Hawaiian
subjects and reprinting the remaining.chapters as they occur in 'the
Government text's.

A tranolonce of the lesson title, of the.* books will be found In the appendix.
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Primary Book Nor .1 is organized from Books I and II of the Japanese
Government texts. This book consists of two parts'. The first part
(pp. 1,41) is essentially a primer, containing words, short phrans,
and illustrations. On the first page is the word "hata," meaning
flag, with a picture of the American and Japanese flags in cold.
On the second page are four characters meaning " tako" or kite, and
"koma" or top, with appropriate illustrations. The children are
depicted garbed in American dress. Part t2 comprises 24 chapters
or lessons, 14 of which are taken from the Govern1nent texts. There
are no distinctly Amarican subjects treated in this book, and only
ono Hawaiian subject, that being in the eighteenth lesson, which is
descriptive of the papaia and guava fruits growing plentifully in the

1 islands.
Primary Book No. 2 consists of portions of Books III and IV of the

Japanese Government texts. There are 5 2 lessons in this book, :4 4 of

them having ben taken from the .Government books. One only,
No. 16, entitled " Washington's Honesty" (the cherry tree story),
deals witbspan American subject. Nino treat of Hawaiian topics.
Those are entitled, rospectively: ." The Mango," "May Day," ' The
Lizard," "The Mountain Apple" (Ohio,), "Our Plantation," " The
View from the Mountain " (Punchbowl), "The Taro," " The Nt-m-
eating Shark," and " Sugar Cane."

Lesson No. 34, entitled " The Tenchosetsu," meaning the Em-
peror's rthday, runs as follows:

The thirty -first day of October is the day we celebrate the 'Tenchoseisu. The
Tenchosetsu tneans the day on which our Emperor was born. August 31 the real
day on which our Emperor was born, aid .that day should be the Tenchosetsit. But
.October 31 has been set as the day on which we Aotild celebrate. On this day every
Japanese in Japan or in any foreign country celebratti,.s the birthday. There H no place
which does not celebrate. Fs it norgrOtous to see the flag of the sun shim in the
light of the dawn?

Do you know any other holiday? In Japan New Year's Day and Kige the
Accession Day of first Emperor Jinmu) are the most important holidays. New Year's
Day is the day on which wo celebrate the coming of a new year. The Kigensetsu is the
day on which our first Emperor, Jinmu, acceded to the throne.

The people of every wition have a day which they cannot forget. Such a day is
called a national holiday. In America Independence Day, Washington's Birthday,
and Christmas are the most important holidays. (Translation.)

Primary Book No. 3 is taken from Books V and VI of the Govern-
ment reading series. It comprises 54 lessons, 3 of which are on Ameri-

Irtioi can and 11 on Hawaiian topics: The lessons on American topics are
entitled: "Independence Day," a very good but short description of
Ishe war with England and the declaring of indtnendence, " Arbor
Day," and "Washington." Lessons on Hawaiian- topics treat of
"The Ulu" :(a fruit), " Kapiolani Park," "The Aquarium" (at
Honolulu), "Surf-ridingr ' " Tho 'Hawaiian Islancls" (chiefly descrip-
thre of the volcanoes), "Tho.Kukui Nut," `.Hotiblulu" (places of
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interest in the city), " A Letter from Honolulu, " Lei," " Pine-
apples," and " The Discovery of Fire " (from liawd,iian folklore).

A number of the lessons deal with Japanese mythology. Tim
second lesson, entitled " The Golden Kite," is chstracteristic. .A'
translation follows: .

The first Emperor.of Japan is called Jinmu. When this Emperor w as on an expedi-
tion against the bad people; a golden kite, coming. from no one knows where, perched
upon the tip of his 1)OW. The bad people could not open, their eyes in 'that dazzling
bright gleluning. The bad people were afraid of that light and ran away. The Em-
peror subdued thdikad people of the whole country, and then be held the accessron
ceremony. That day falls oil February 11th, and NO call it. the Kigensetsu unni-
vermry of thelccession of The Emperor Jinmu) anti, every .yearwe celebrate it. (The
Government.text contains u longer story supplement..ed by the myth of the Prow that
ni(ed Jinmu on his journey. to fight his enemies.)

.

Primary Book No. 4 comprises parts of VII and VIT I of the"
Government serios and..contains 56 lessons. Only two lessons in this
book, the ninth and fortfourth, touch on matters in any sense.
Affiorican. The first describeg the memorial service fOr the dead in
Hawaii and AmeriC4, comparing it with the Japanese ceremonies for
departed heroes, and the groat Buddhist festivals of Bun, occurring in
July, when the spirits of dead ancestors aile supposed to revisit the
earth. The second is a brief sketch of the life (-,;. Franklin.

Three lessons deal. wit waiian subjects:, " Hawaii"- descrip-
-tion of 411e islands, wit a map), "Washington's Birthday" and the
"Mid-Pacific Carnival, " and "The Shy]. Retutns a Favor " Huwai-
.

Ian story) .

A number of the lessons consist of typical Japanese hero stories.
The fortieth, entitled " The Forty-seven Ronins,:' will illustrate. The
story, which is based on historical incident, is greatly admired by
Japanese because it exemplifies loyalty at its best. As the story runs,
the 4,7 ronins Were th3 retainers of the Lord of Ako, WI10. was sentenced
to commit suicide for having wounded a nobleman by the name of
Kira, who insultkd Akb. The enormity of the offense was the greater
because it had been uonimitted within the precincts of a temple.
This band of men resolved to avenge the death of their master, which
they did somewhat, over tk, year later. They killed Kira aid then
calmly awaited the. sentence of self-execution (hara- kiri) -. This they
performed and were buried beside their master in Sengakuji,' a Bud-
dhist temple in Tokyo.

The lesson begins. by saying, " The, story which every -Japanese
-never gets tired of hearing again and again is the story of the 47 ronins

Ako." And. it ends with thiise words, " Every person in Japan.
thispraises the loyalty of this -band of 47 ronins, But because they

broke th'e lav'ir of tho country the ronins .were.,sentnced to hartniri'
on February. of the following year. The youngest of the ronins was
aiikaltal son of Yosliio. He war; yeArs of age at that time."

41,
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Anotiter type of story contained in Book No. 4, also based on
Japanese history, describes an episode in the life of the founder of
the Jodo sect of Buddhists. This is No. 50 and is entitled " Seishi-
maru." Seishimaru was-the boyhood name of Genku. Jonin, the
founder of the Jodo sect. One day his father, Uruma Tokiktini, a
samurai of Mimasaka-no-kuni, was attacked by another samurai,
named Akashi Sadaakira, with a band of his followers. Tokikuni
was all alone in his house when theitttack was made. He defended
himself single handed and was wounded in many places. Sadaakira,
the assailant, was suddenly struck by an arrow which came from
somewhere, which tie one knew. Immediately he died.

Beside the deathbed. of his father, Tokikuni, Seishimaru resolved to
avenge his father's disgrace. But his father would not allow it. He
pleaded that his son would forget the incident and become a Budd-
hist priest and serve his fellow men. Seishimaru followed the
advice of his father and became a great priest, who was called later
Genku Jonin, the founder of Jodo Shu.

Primary Bopk No. 5 contains lessons from Books IX and X of 'the
Japanese Government ,readers, although not so many have been used
as' in the preceding books. There OP 68 lessons, comprising three
on American topi,!s: "Mother's Day," "General Grant" Oils life and
trip t4 Japan described), and "Thanksgiving Day and the Harvest
Festival." The latter compares the Puritan's. Thanksgiving with
the Japanese Harvest Festival, said to be the same thing. Four
lessons deal with Hawaiian topics. These are entitled: "Captain
Cook" (the discovery of Hawaii), "The Great King Kamehameha,"
"Thtwaiinn Correspondence," and "Hawaii" (a poem with an
English translation). The :sixty-seventh lesson consists of en
account of George Shima, the "Potato King of California."

Primary Book No, 6, the last of the primary series, contains some
lessons taken from Books XI and XII of the Japanese series. Nine
deal with topics Amtrican, and seven treatof Hawaiitin topics. The
fiat group includes the following titles: "Columbus's Discovery of
America," "Baseball and Football," "The Pacific Coast of the
United States" (2 lessons), "Washington," "Lincoln," "America
and Havqiii" (a brief account of Hawaii from the missionary period .
to the annexation of the islands), "The Story of the Declaration of
Independence!' and "The Mixture of the American Race" (an
account' of the mixture of the nationalities in the United States).
The group dealing with Hawaiian subjects comprises the following
titles: "The Paradise of the- Pacifica' (Hawaii), "Famous Places of
Honolulu," "One Year in Honolulu," "Japan and Hawaii" (a brief
account of Hawaii's relationship to Japan), "History of the Coming

:1. of the Japanese to Hawaii,'.! "Pearl Harbor" (a description; of the
naval station at Pearl Harbor and the fort at-Diamond Head); and
"Making the Camps Beautiful" (plantation camps).
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The first lesson in. the book comprises the famous Japanese Imperial.

Rescript on Education. This rescript is generally regarded as
epitomizing Japanese morals. It is read with ceremony twice every
week and on national holidays in the schools of Japan. A translation
follows:

Know ye our subjects:

Our-Imperial Ancestors ha..-e founded our Empire on a basis broad and'everlasting
and have deeply and firmly implanted Virtue; our subjects ever united in loyalty
and filial piety, have from generation to generation illustrated the beauty tl reef.
This is the Glory of the fundamental character of our Empire, and herein also lies the
?Autos of our education. Ye, our subjects. be filial to your parents. affectionate to
year brothers and sisters; as husband and wife be harmonious, as friends true: bear
y,ursylves in modesty and moderation; extend your bnevolence to all; pursue
harnitez and cultivate arts, and thereby develop intellectual faculties and perfect
moral powers:. furthermore advance public good and promote common interests;
always respect the Constitution and observe the laws; should emergency arise, offer
ou ea!! f courageously to the State, and Aim guard and maintain the propriety of our

Imperial'Throne coeval with Heaven and Earth. So shall yebe not only our good
as .faithful subjects, but render illustrious the best traditions of your forefather?.

way here set forth is indeed the teaching bequeathed by Our Imperial Ancestors,
to b observed alike by their descendants and the subjects, infallible for all ages and
truer all places. It is our wish to lay it to heart in all reverence, in common with
you, o ubjects, that we may all thus attain to the same virtue.

rive :tot day of the 10th month of the 23rd year of Meiji Era (1890).
11perial Sign Manual. Privy Beal.)

The last lesson in the book is likewise interesting, for it consists of
an injunction to maintain good citizenship, written for Hawaiian'.
born Japanese children, who are atldressed as "Future American
Citizens." A translatiOn reads as follows:

Your forefathersdeft the far fatherland and came to Hawaii. The majority of you.
tv..re bePh in Hawaii and have received your education in the public schools of the
Territory and have been granted the birthright of American citizenship. The greater
part of you will not fail to become American citizens and you must stand in the world
is Rood citizens. Now, your forefathers belonged to the land of Japan; at the same
time they desire that which you are doing in the world.

Among the American citizens are those whose forefathers have either come from
England, or from Germany, or from France. Besides, there are those who came fronf
Russia, Spain, Italy, and Portugal. Moreover, there arenChinese, black people, and
mixed breeds. All are enjoying equality udder the .Slars and Stril,ee. Further, at
your school there are children of every nationality studying together as friends. It
is desirable that your school should excel other schools on all points,-and you should
desire that your school should be better than' other schools. As future American
citizens, you should resolve to exert yourselves in the country's cause and for its
development. The. prosperity or decline-of the country depends upon the people
of the nation. You should resolve to stand for justice, fair and impartial; you should
be good citizens of the country.

Since the beginning of the nation's history, the forefathers of the land of Japan have
shown distinct character. You have learned many historical stories and you know
the real development of the land of Japan. When you stand with other races in corn -

petition, you must not lose self - confidence, the essential traits of the Japanese race,
and the conviction tbst you are the excelled descendants of the nation of Japan.

lo
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Do not forget the strong points of the Japanese nation; preserve the good traits; mg
Do conduct yourselves that you be esteemed by all races in America. Future America
citizens, do not bring a 'stain upon the name of the fatherland and do not diagram
your ancestor's name,.

Grammar Grade Book No. 1 consists of 78 lessonS, none of which
deals with distinctively American subjects; nine, however, relate to
Hawaiian topics. A translation of the lesson titles will serve to show
pretty clearly the nature of the contents of this hook. This follows;

1. Introduction to Japauerie Geography. (Illustrated with a map.)
2. The Age of Gods. (The period preceding the acceedon of the first Emperor

Jinmu. The lesson attempts Co fix th o origin of Japanese Empire.)
3. Prehistoric Japanese. (Characteristics.)
4. The House.
5. The At of Jinmu Tenno (first Emperor).
6. To-day. (In verse. English trunslatfon is given.)
7. The Caravan. 'fhe story of All and 'lessen 1
8. Yamatttakeru-no-ntiltto. (The acer.unt of a prehistoric personage who did so

much in the building of the Japanese Leopire. I
9. Kansei Provinces.

10. Same. eDescription of the prsrcOwes %% it h
11. Letter from Hawaii.
12. The Sk of the !did Sea Island.
13. The lifttuaLiirsi of Hawaii.
1-1. Nakahanta %Miro. Account of the first Japanese who came to 11awaii
15. The Conquest of hocea and the Introduction of culture and Inllie-ti) int japan.
16. The I ntrodut tion of Buddhism aud the l'rogress of Culture awl Art.
17. Himalaya and Ganges.
18. Elephant. Hunting.
19. Tropical Fruits.
20. The-Pett'ple of Ruined Nations.
21. The Englishmen.
22. Commodore Nelson. (Battle of Trafalgar.)
23. The Ship Route. (In verse.)
24. The Hattitat of Different Aitimals.
25. Courage.
26. On the Way in Uniform. (Depicts the mobilization of the army. The object of

the Imsont loyalty to the country,)
27. Manufacture of Sugar.
28. The Fishery of Hawaii. (Tells that Japanese control it.)
29. Pineapple and Coffee 1.11dustrie9 in Hawaii. (Tells that. the majority of thoinde-

pendent pineapple planters and 90 per cent of the coffee planters are Japanese.)
30. Filial Piety.
81. Shiohara Tasuke. (Story of thrift.)
32. The Renaissance of Taika.
33. Same.
34. Tales of Korea.
36. Forward. In verse.)
38. The Protecting Eye and Arm of a Nation. (Story of llomtius.)
37. Julius, Cesar.
88. The Age Oasts. (Description of the golden age of Buddhism in Japan.)
89. 'hubs PrOVMWee. (Description and geography.)
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40. Same.
41,Sympathy.
42. Relative..
(3. Love of a Mother. !In verse.)
44. I.etter of Condolence and Answer.
(5. The Revival of the Ikeian Period.
46. Admonishee a Thief. (Story of FujiwariTastimasa the great samurai tearrior)

of the Middle Agee.)
(7. The Way of Friends.
4$. A Trite Friend. story of-Damon and Pythias.)
49. The Central Province,.
n. Same.
51.A Letter to Ilawaii. .

52. Rise and Decline of (enpei. (Wars of Genii and Ileiji.)
53. The Battle of Taiken Mon.
51. ilia Great Scholars. t Pest a! z zi, Froel,e1.)
55. 11.01:keeping!

Ilawaiian-Japanese commerce.
57. The Snow.
59. The Namakuta Shogunate.
59. The Literature of the Kamuktira Age.
60. Ittemled=te of Certain Things Essential in Associatien with Other Nationalitiee.

'61. The Similarity of the Eastern and Western Proveris. i English-trauslalion even.)
$2. The Einki
ft. Same.
61. Nailsra Ekikon. (Account of a great scholar in Chinese lassies.)
65, The Capture of 203 Metre 11111, Port Arthur.
C.. The Imperial Restoration of the Xenmu Era.
67. Imperial Government at Yoshino. .

GA. The Central Provinces. (Description.)
69. Lieutenant Saknma. (Story of an officer who died with the torpedo boat which

he was commanding.-Another story which attempts to portray the loyalty to
one's country even in peace time. The torpedo boat sank from the. Cxplottion,
and this officer had died, thinking himself responsible for having sunk the
t egad.)

70. The Torpedo and Submarine. (cites the great development of the submarine
warfare by the Germans.)

71. Peter the Great.
72. The Loyalty of a Military How.
73. The Great Wall. (Attcount of the Great Chinese Wall.)

The Development of Tripling.
.5. Ranee Carefulness of Little Things.
76.. The-Western Hemisphere. .

77. Same.
78. Same.

Grammar Grade Book No. 2, likdwise, consists of 78 lessons, none .

of which, however, deals with. either American or Hawaiian topics.
The titles of these lessons follow:
1. The Eastern Hemisphere.
2; Same.
2. Same.

4. The Ancient eivitizatitM of Egypt and Greece. it
5. Alexander the Great.

10130' -20- -O
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6. The Imperial Reseript of Meiji 41st, October 13th. (Reseript issued innuedistriy
after the Ruese-tapanese War. The Emperor .orders: In this age of int...
national relationShip, pes)ple of Japan should intermingle with other nations,
and should strive to receive together the benefits of the civilization. Ye should
strive tai develop the nation; should redouble the resources of the band; should
unite each other, lush and low, and be faithful, diligent, and thrifty, shonkf
respect honesty; Ws eald be loyal to the traditions and castoffs; and should holp
eaeh other in the eaw,e of the nation's real development. * Ye sli,uld
follow the 1611 of the Emperor and the traditional teachings of the nation's deeds
and rec(irds, etc.)

7. The Spirit of the Samurai of Ohl Japan.
8. The Literature and Arts of the 1., ofMurteahi.
9. The Feudal .ige..

10. The Ashikaga Geverntnent and International c mmet e, r.s.
11. Atoji Ktinioo. k:colint of a hero. i
12. Ile Independent and Its
13. The Newspaper.
1.1. The Provinces of Shikoku.
13. The Four Season. (In verse.:
1G. The NfoonlkItt Sonata. Itioeraph of Iteetly,Nt
17. 7hePlugging.
18. (letters' t;orden.
19. The Profession.
20. The Letter f Introduction.
21. Nolmnaga and Ilideyashi.
22. The Shogunate at. Yedo.

The Culture of tie Yedo Period. .Introduction of (
24. Date Masamune. Itiegraphy of famous feudal lord.
25. Courtesy.
26. Western Stories. i(oluntlots, Newton; Sir Walter B1114111, king a urad; sad

Frederick the Great.)
27. The Provinces of Kyushu.
28. Same.
D.. The Relationship of the Earth and Man.
30. Water and Scenery.
31. Thu Literature of the Genroku Period.
32. The Revival of National Culture.
32. Reading.
34. Isaac Newton.
U. The Invention of the
36. Wireless Telegraph and Wireless Telephone.
37. llokkiaide and 'Saghalien.

-68, Same. e39. Four Saints. (Buddha, 4.014f4lcill9, Seemte., and 'lutist 1 sr

40. Same.
41. Love.
42. Genie. (Account of the founder of JodO.lut sect of Itnrirlhi nt.)
43. Justice. 4
44. Twilight. (In yerse.l
45. Queen Victoria.

44.40. Yoshida Shoin. (Account of a famous scholar.i
47. The Decline of the Shogunate.
48. Citizen of a Revived Nation.
fl). A Letter.
50. ifhe Marriage Application. (To the consulate and the prefectural office.
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51. The Restoration and the 'lawn of the Nlesiji Era.
52. Formosa.
53. Hamada Yahevo. (.1ceount of a famous mend:ant 1
54. The Mirror.

The Pnuoulgation of the onstitotion.
Fig Priiirt Ilirotenni Ito
57. I-Ai..4 and. Taw.
r,a. The llood Citizens
59 The Tun (ire ttt Wars of Meiji Era.
WI t in the Eve of the 111ortim ling Expedition. Wort rthur.)
GI Korea.
11.! s:aniP
63 Meiji and Taisho Eras.
til The Funeral of Meiji Emperor.

''at tonal Trea.stires and the .ncient Temples and :shrines.
Ilw.ftotit es of the World

t..7 nano Hoes..
1.i. 1.0ow.
WtIltant Putt.

and the Eamon:: Penl'nents.
L !zitne.

7'1 Western P(.0ple.N View of InPanege
73 \Orlin Luther.
71 The Water Power. (hi s

t 4 ;thilre
;ti. President William
7". Im-1101N Natues.
.74 II,,man Beings awl Nature.

1. THE INFLUENCE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE SCHOOLS.

It 'mist be.apparcrit that the people Nho know motit, of the actual
influence of the foreign language schools on the children who attend
are the teachers, principals, and supervisors of the public school
systert, who are in daily contact in the schoolroom and on the play-
gmitial with the children themselves, and avho, beyond all others,

Ore in a position to form a judgment which is based not on theory,
sprulation, or prejudice. but upon fact. Recognizing this, the
commission invited every member of the public school corps of the
Territory to express himself or herself on this, as well as upon any
other matters affecting vitally the work which .the public school is
t6ing to do. Brief quotations of a few of the many hundreds of
replies received will indicate clearly the almost universal opinion
held by the school corps. For convenience, these quotations are
grouped under three headings: (a) The Effect on the Health of the
Children; "(b) The Influence on Progress in the Public School; and
(c) The Influence on Loyalty to America. Before proceeding, to
this. however, the four replies most favorable to the language schools
are given in full:

" 'Chow schools retard the teaching al English. However, the English el the Jartaneve
papils is better than that of the Ilatradan and Portuguese in the elementary whoa,
although I admitethat out of school it may be less and more limited. These schools
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are not as unpatriotic toward America as Some would have us believe. T.ove for Japan

comes from the mother and father, particularly from the mother if she be a 'picture
bride' from Japan. knowing nothing of Americanism. She trains the child for six
years before the schools have the child. The Japanese child believes that he can love
both countries as he does his father.and mother, and will tell you that. This status of
double allegiance would be put to a test if the courtries became unfriendly. The
younger generation of Japanese educated in public schools would favor America, I
honestly believe. Unfortunately, much of the present agitation here in the islands
is anti-Japanese. Unfortunately, too, many of the coast teachers hove a personal
dislike for the orientals, and I lawaiian;. also. Snow of these teachers improve in
their attitude. but .before they 110'641 their ac is and remarks have done no less harm
than the Japanese language schools are chareed with doing. Many white teachers will
not live in the same cottage with h oriental teachers, and many Al ill never speak friendly
to the oriental teachers. These local teachers, with limited exeeprien«.4. feel that if
that is A merieanisin they want very little of it. Some of tic. locel ;.irls will tell you
that they hate the

"The religious ng. !liven in the >e s. hof.is i, north I,)1:11 conduct

and discipline of t panese child will prove that. The hove' and tfirls
schools are not supported by- Japanese children, alt hoc I1 the Jaranere plehontinate
in the island schools.

"Nevertheless, I feel that these school.. should be closed to all pupils lielow the age
of 14 to 13 years. ii the religious training be gis en in Entdish, allow any children to
attend as we do for the Catholic's.

The general conditions of the buildings and 4'40 tipment arc not the best
the boarding schools with their crowded and iii!anilar buildings.

"It would not at all he impossible to have the Japanese language tamcht in the public
school buildings after hours. It should he given as a 4 nurse in every high school.

"There is a Japanese language 64 pool opposite the School, with 70 pupils.
When established several years ago the tnistees made a formal c all on me and stated
that they were proud that their native-born children were American sit irons and would
do everything to help Americanise them, or something to that effect. The Japanese
teat-her at tended my school for a week and we ha-i'e been on the most friendly terms,
always consulting upon matters of mutual interest. In his sitting room are two large
framed pictures of Washington and Lincoln.

The Japanese children appear as loyal as the other nationalities; in fact bought
more liberally of War Savings Stamps than the others. The JaNnese teacher took
the lead in Liberty Bond and War Savings Stamp drives, etc.

"From personal observation, 1 judge that Japanese language 94-1100k have a
tendency to cause the pupils to think in Japanese."

"The Japanese language schools have the effect of retarding their pupils in the
public schools by encouraging them to think and 'speak in Japanese rather than in
English. They help to make Japanese the easiest language of «onmuni, at ion for their
pupils to their disadvantage iu the use of English. But the Japanese language
school at is a force for good in the community and deserve, a large amount
of praise. It serves as a home for pupils from the limo they are dismissed ftom the
public school till their parents arrive home from the field labor, both fathers and
mothers quite generally engaging in field labor. Without something to take its place,
we should have the idle and irresponsible girl and boy problem to face.

also find the Japanese school to be a potent factor in discipline outside of school
hours, in providing statistism, and in other educational problems. The principal of
the Japanese school and I cooperate quite fully, and I receive much assistance from
him. As an illustration, most pupils coming to my school do not know their ages,
parents' names, etc. It quite frequently happens that the parents themselves do not
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know these things. But the Japanese school principal has a nay dl getting them, and
be will put himself to an unlimited amount of trouble to do so. Ile is quite as obliging
in all other matters pertaining to the welfare of the Japanese pupils in my school.
His advice to pupils in regard to habits of lifrand customs annoying to Americans, to
mend irt ties, etc., has a powerful influence which it would be hard to replace.

"Japanese language schools should not be seriously interfered with at this time,
wept for careful supervision to make sure that they are not teaching the doctrine el
the ill(' right of kings and other principles contrary to the vital principles of Amer-
icanism. A sufficient number of unquestionable AmericansaHP with a thorough know".
edge (As Japanese' should he employed to inspect Japanese Nhools frequently and Bee
to it that they are in perfect harmony with our institutions and traditions. This same
pits iple should not be restricted to Japanese schools but should be applied to all
1.1-iN ail- schools, including secular schools. The Japanese thoole are doomed to dine

by the law of natural selection. As the English language becomes the eaeiest-
me.nc el commu view ion, the Japanese language will give i% ay as mist before the wind.

r- few of the offspring of our present school population will learn two languages,
and the sur ing language will undoubtedly be English. It is far better to let the
Japanese language dies tat oral death than toe awe thefrict fen ne, eteary in killing it."

t' p to within the past three years' the influence of the Japanese language schools
rasa e.seritially pro-Japanese, and, therefore, anti - American. 'Ibis influence per-
men led front and through the national roc lesure idea pregnant in Japanese minds that
Japan as a nation and a world power could easily defeat and lick America in case of a
Aar bet vecti the two countries.

The teachers in the Japanese schools. imported products from Japan, naturally
furthered this propaganda by availing themselves of the recognized dual citizenship
authorized by the Japanese Government; that is, they advocated the acquisition
of A meric an ideas, resources, and money ale means of benefiting the Japanese Govern-
ment in gaining supremacy or superiori% Deer America.

*ho majority of the parents, who migrated here from Japan, were also subject and
sue (pi ible to this influence. Therefore, it is an undisputed fact that the influenced
the Japanese language schools up to three years ago was a menace to Atomic a.

ltut, fortunately, our entrance into the Great War, our gigantic resources operat-
ing during t,be same, the unity and patriotism of the Americanan people,' the enormous

eectlecc ription of all our Liberty Loans, to say nothing of the fighting qualities
our Loys, demonstrated in the trenches in Europe, and the respect shown us by the
%%hole %sorbd have all tended to explode the unfounded pro - Japanese influence of the
Japanese language schools.

' E \it lent ly, when the test arose, the t outings and influence of the American schools
predominated and the American citizens of Japanese parents were as anxious to prove
their American patriotism as any others. llundredajoined the Army, and thousands
of dollars were invested in War Savings and Liberty Bonds. The school curriculum
was hanged considerably along American lines. The American -born children de-
manded and exercised their birthright. The parents underwent a very perceptible
mental change to such an extent that within four or fiN e years heme the Japanese
language s hoops will become obsolete.

- In coot lusion. I state with confidence that the present influence of the Japanese
e bcels is more favorable toward America than Japan .h

THE. EFFECT ON THE HEALTH OF THE CHHDREN.

Mtn mend by grarArts,)

"I have children who attend the foreign language schools before school in, the
morning and immediately after school in the afternoon. The result ,is their little
minds and balks are tired out. Our school work suffers in consequence."
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As long as the Japanese schools remain. came,arrangement must be adopted which
will prevent children from attending the Japanese school before our schools, which
practice muses sleepiness, and mental and physical fatigue on the part of some dames
and ogee' of Japanese children

"I consider foreign language schools one of the greatest hindrances to the public
school system of the Territory. Children come to our isliools without being properly
fed, and their rest Icisnese and inattention spoil our discipline. Some of them use mu
school periods as a resting time because they iiive ate h strict attention to tlicir own
schoolmasters, whom they pearly worship. Several pupils in the !tower grad4fall
asleep iu school since their camp and school are 90 far apart and they have ve to rise ea'
early."

"I feel that the work of the public; schools is partly undone by the Jdpanege lan-
guage schools. Children are tired and sleepy before 2 o'clock, owing to the feng ses-
'ions in school."

"The children of oriental parentage are undernourished. Many of them est PO
lunch, and often that term covers a bottle of coda water or a sack of peajit 4. or possibly
both. Anything done to help relieve this situation would result in t,eester efficiency
in the school work. The Portuguese present the same problem. but to ; tit tore."

. "Abolish the Japanese language schools. They are dirty and very instudrar.'-' I
ash teaching in one now."

"I do not think the children are physcrally equal to doing the extra work el the
Japanese school in addition to.the English work. Many complain of headache and of
being too tired to stile y. I have had one serious a asc of breakdown eausech ,creertling
to a physician, from 'too much studying 'This little girl led bet'. tiros in Ertglish and
was unusually hyight. I thoueht she was overdoing and toteeed her parents to Mn
continue the J nese work. but they.refused. Now she is unable to (to itnv school
work whatever." ,e

"The children have so many hours of school work that it makes thmNull .Ind
listless."

"The Japanese school in thins village takes us) much of the child's time. Ile ca%
not attend to his daily hygirne, home reading, or home study in English. The child's

, play time is not supervised and we attend to frequent scratches and cuts %feel the
pupils come over to us from the Japanese language school. The influence detri
mental to health, to the English language, and to the Americanization of the (*.It ildren."

"In my vicinity children rise at 5 a. m. and leave home at 6. The older chihlren
attend language school from 6.30 to S.30 a. in.: the younger children from 2.30 it 4.30

p. a result is the children are tired out, the home work and study requital
14 the public school is not done, and more attention is given by the children to the
Japanese language than to the English."

"The children come IMO our schools tired and often hungry. In the meal districts
many of these children live miles away from the school. It is not uncommon to see
these little tots leave their Japanese school and start on their way home as late as
b p. Tired and without rest, these little children are forced to perform this same
task day in and day out." -

"The Japanese ehildrn breve such long and early hours for their sehoc4s that they
are often too tired to keep awake. Owing to the hows for school end the distance
which must be traversed. they do not have proper food in the morning."

"On inquiry in regard to the ability of pupils to provide their lunches we found
that some of our pupils did not have time to fad in the mornings because they were
afraid of being late for the 6 a. m. session of the Japanese school. Some of them get
up at 4.30, when their fathers do, and by the time we get them they are very tired.
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There arc II sleeping ii`t.one of the rooms at the Japtthese boarding school, and they
leave the lamps huming,sseo there is not much use iu our trying to teach sanitation.-

. when they are not allowed `te put it into prnetiee."
"Tlie Japanese language seliTls cause moiltal fatigue to the pupils by keeping them

st the 'looks trio long. not nilowhig sufficient time for physical exercise or sport." -

cliihrtint (American .citizens) cils,Japanese parentage are started from their homes
It o'clock in the morning to attend their Japanese schools before -commencing

the -ir studies in the public school, miry\ to return to the Japanese school again, it
IN aster 5 before many of theseebildren return to their homes.

A particular instance, equently enlace under my.diot ice ashen 1 givea ride to two
sae h children. who have walk of 4 miles, and it is chi upon 6 o'clock in the evening
alien f piek them :ma mile or two from their homes. Surely :tech long hours are not
cat tinnatural lea must procce very detrimental to th41ives.iind brains of these, our
fut:l AmPriall viols

0
TM. I \ II UKNCI; (IN NU/ORISSA IKT1.17, Sell0(11 .

'
. .

I think that :J1 ioreign-languaga sehools should he alsdished, as they interfere
with the if-aching in our public schools. The Japanese children talk the Japanese
language at all I itnea iu the tichool yard and on the street. The other. children of
the islands show very plainly the effect the Japanese language has on them, for there
are viu.y. few vlio ion converse in any other than "pidgin" English. -The Japanese
iv tot .;.4 ;to, pool-ally wilt nevi docir to Chi: public belleel.; and as souh :u our 8(116a
NU. 1, evil titan itersl the children go straight to the Japanese sbool.

1 think all Japaneae schools shouldshe abolished. as the children can not master
ten languages at once. All Japanese pupils have the sine.sotig habit,
tomb Ones to ,vereome.'

"Ii the*. Japanese selowds net:Mowed to (-Au inite, e'er American se-bools will never
impeo in language and manners."

/ Feridgn-language schools FilOtIld be abolished. I have 37 orielitals in my room,
2$ iii whom also attend foreign schools. I feel sure it would not be necessary for many
of them to repeat the work if they were not compelled to attend bbth 4ellee18.''
The sc11901:4 will be greatly improved if there are no Japanese schools. Most of

my pupils are Japanese. In their 'school tlry are allowed to talk out loud, and when
they ,vane to us half of our-time is wasted trying to make them quiet."

"The majority of my pupils have non -Englishospealing parents.' Nearly every
one attends nn oriental school either before or after the public school, end therefore
they speak the language they hear must, which makes it. very difficult for us teachers.
My desire is that these language schools be abolished or else the flint) spent in them

.

he pack lessened." (Statement by a japauese teacher teaching in a public school.)
"l wish Something could loo done to stop the Japanese children in from

attending the Japanese schools. The only time they speak the English languaie is
from 9 to 2 o'clock on school days. If this could be carried out, it-would be a great
help t- i the teachers of School."

''.11srlish the Japanese private schools. It. is practieally impossible to obtain the
original reproduction of lessons from Japanese pupils."

"The !trot thing 1 would recommend for the improvomelt of our schools in Hawaii
is In do away with the Japanese schools. They hinder the children in their develop-
Ment lo become real Americans in language, customs, and ways. Being a first-grade

Irno, mntU I. teqr/wr.)

141
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teacher, I have a very difficult time in making the fapanese-children understand me,
especially in story work. Here is a sample of the English which we get from little
Japanese children of the first grade: Little Red Riding Hoodoh! Big teeth grand-
mother eat little Red Riding Hoodoh! Gmndmother big eyes see little Red Riding°
Hood.' This really makes me feel and think that due to these flapanese language
schools the milt of the class will become so accustomed to the broken langtiage that
it will be very difficult to establish the correct forms!' e

"The Japanese children are very ambitious children. It would help these dfil.,
dren a great deal, and also America, if these schools were abolished in I . i."

"The language schools,'especially the Japanese language schools, interfere w th the
work of the public schools in Hawaii. Whenever a child- is asked a questi n, he
answers to himself in Japanese am(' then translates it into English, givit4; his a saver.
If Japanese is essential for cotnmercial purposes, let it be taught in thi. high school.
If not, I favor complete abolition."

The Japanese language schw havo4 a very had influence nit the children. We
have the children about five hours a day, during which time they are working and
thinking English. During the rest of the time, which they spend at the, Japanese
schools and in their homes, they are Japanese."

"The idiomatic forms of the Japanese language are used in EngliPh. These take
years to eradicate, if they are finally overcome. The methods of discipline at the
Japanese schoolkare lax, Nrhichis true also of methods of study. Simultaneous and
loud oral study permits and causes poor enitnciation, lack of concentration. and lack
of attention."

` I have found out, it+ my experience in Hawaii, that if any school work is to sutler
it will he the work of the AmeriCarischool. The children try efiughtheir efforts
to keep up-the work of both -sehoolti is often pitifulbut the Japanese schoolma.ster
will see that the work of the Japanese school comes first."

he japahese language schools ha \e a every had effect on the English of the hil-
dren.n. The pupils are punished if they fail to learn their Japanese lessons, 60 llen
study them at our schools. They talk Japanese at home, on the way ti) and from
school, and even talk Japanese at recess time unless closely supervised. They can
not leaiin English in the short time the'y attend our schools. The younger pupils, Ao
study aloud in their schools, often forget and do the same in our schools."

"Out of an enrollment of 341, 224 are Japanese. Last year, our of an advanced clam
Of 36, 30 told me quite frankly that they spoke no English from the time they left the
school gate until the time they returned in t heomorning, and I suppose thb sat ne is true`
of nearly the whole 224." ,r

"Children think in Japanese. Whenever they can not muster sufficient English
to express their thought, it is suppressed. To a stranger it gives the idea of stupidity,
but not so, as I have tested them with picture interpretations. Ours is not a picture
language:"

"Below the h grade oral or written expression it.4,a struggle, except in "pidgin" .
tnglish. With a v ew exceptions, children have all been born in Hawaii, but
never is the English language spoken from choice. When we realize that many of
these 'children leave our schools Without a mastery of.4thenguage in which our laws
aml literature are written, we %net admit that thereiS room for improvement."

THE INFLUENCE ON LOYALTY TO AMERICA.

I comments 6g tracherft.1

"It is pretty hard to teach American ideals to a child who does Ms thinking in
Japanese."
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"I . be eve that the language schools should be abolished. Most of the language'
sclrools are taught by non-English-speaking teachers. A child has no right to attend
such a school .between the ages of 6 and 15.. To become a good American citizen he
needs but one languagethe English language."

"As one who speaks Japanese and has had long experience iu teadtting orientals,
I wish to say that if the Japanese schools are continued we shall have a mongrel citizen-
ship, both in language and customs."

"I have taught seven years in a Japanese school and have a knowledge of the
language and of their course of study. I am safe in saying that no child can become
a good American citizen so long as he is taught Americanism inflnother language."
- "We are aiming to make Americans of all pupils Who enter our school . The Japanese
children have to divide their time between the Japanese lessons and 4e lessons we
teach. They can scarcely speak English or understand it, and their parents, with
the help &the Japanege schools, force these Children to be loyal to the Japanese
Government instead of to the American Government. I have tested their loyalty by
asking them questions pertaining to patriotizm. It is hard to teach patrfotifoit to
them because they are being taught at hon4and in the Japanese schools to be loyal
to the Japanese Government and to ignore American ideas,, patriotism, and language.
The abolishment of Japanese schools will help a good deal in Americanizing the chil-
dren."

"The Japant*e. school4 under cover of religious instruction, teach the, children
loyalty to their Emperor and country.. The Japanese language schotls must go., if we
are to teach the young Japanese to become Americans." !

"From my observation, children seem to be more interestM in the affairs of the
Japanese Empire than iri those of the United States. Under present conditions they
will never really. become Americans, for it is impossible to be loyal t'' two nations, 4.

and at present Japan is the most important from their standpoint. The Japanese
school at is under the control of priests whose religion oposes the making
et real Americans."

" In my owl' mind Piam absolutely cOminced that the Japanese language schools
in a largo measure counteract all I aim to teach in patriotism and Americanization..
It has been a frequent occurrence with me that after I have had a splendid response
from t he class to my teaching, after returning from the Japanese school the children
have told me that their teacher thought this or that in direct colbtradiction to what I
had previously taught,. showing that the matter had been discussed there. The
children Dever tell me now what their t(Zachers say or think. but I know by a certain
oldness and aloofness when this happens.''

Tha Japanese school makes the children exclusive. They associate' with no other
children out of our school hours and use only the Japanese language. The tendency to
herd by theInselves has been especially marked ()Hate. They do not even attend
moving picture shows, except those given by Jarnese at this plantation."

"In my opinion the Japanese language schoiTs are detrimental because the school
is used by the 'old order' of Japanese in the struggle to hold the younger generation
to ideas anddeals which, if not anti-American, ar© un-American."

"There is continually an undercurrent of antagonism on. the part of the Japanese
children toward America and things American. How could it be otherwise with these
schools at our very doors running in competition to us?

"One can see such antagonism cropping out on every hand. The teacher has only
to mention some of the things making America the greatest country in the world to
see a quick stiffening of the children, a bright hostile gleam of the eye, and the un-
spoken thought that Nippon is really a much greater land than the United Statesor
else, what is still worse, an utter and studied indifference to everything American.
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' 1 repeat, the Japanese schools arc becoming a menace that a ill have to I dealt

with in the very, near future. In winking at the system we are committing the (talus
erisno of undermining eitr 'Two dem inant bold on these beautifel islands and at the

' mom time conniving is the dividing of the allegiance of the eNildi en wh will make

up the boll; if its future citizen:4. If we can get rid of these fen.isat :4elieol.: in 'she.
ever language serdacted -we' can probably train the present eenerstion in right
ideals American citizenship. if we let the prohleM go over te the next eeneratioa
we will have a double menace and another generation of hostile feeling behind us.

"What, 1 have said about the Japanese language schools applies with equal vigor to
Chinese, Korean, or any other foreign language schools. They must sill go, that we
may not be accused of partiality. "But the Japanese schools, beesisse of their TI mu has
and power. because of the chauvinistic nature of their teachings, becian:e of their
efforts to keep the real propaganda in the dark, justly arouse our grwtest indiptatioa
and suspicion. It is a lasting insult to every real American teacher to have ,e Com-
pete with this survival of medievalism and nationalism flaunted, nudes our very
noses.

"We have good material in the Japanese children, but in this case they certainly
need to be loosed from thesclutch of their own parents. We can eventuhily mold
them into real Americana if .'e have no Japanese competition."

"These schools teach their pupils to be loyal to tho Mikado. When talking to
other children in the public schools a Japanese boy or girl will, 9 times out of 10, side
with the Japanese in any question that comes up between Japan and the rnitei -
States, whether it affects us locally'or not. The language schools should be a holishee.

"The language schools teach the ideals of their soother country under the false
pretense of Americanism. One will notice all this when they celebrate their Emperor's
birthday. The Japanese language schools should he eliminated altogether. if we ex
pect the children to become true and loyal Americans."

"The Japanese language schools teach the children to be loyal to Japan and to
respect their Emperor more than the President of the United States."

"To my way of thinking the Japanese language schools should be abolished. Are

they teaching their children to be A erican citizens when they, the children. are
required to how before a picture of the J nose Emperor. which hangs in the schail

room? This happens in a Japanese school n our district."

"1 eons' per the Japanese language school one of the worst drawbacks we encounter
our rw.wrAmericanizing children of that natienality. I find that of cur total

nrollment of 1.735 children 1.286 do not speak the English language in their mw
homes. t,

"The task of Americanization is a difficult one, even under the most favol'able
conditions. -It is made doubly difficult by the influence of tile Japanese teachers,
many of whom do not speak the English language, nor have they the viewpoint of
the American in the ideals that are dearest and holiest to him -his religion awl hit
patriotism: v

"It seems to me that if we Americana have learned our lesson from the past tel
years, we rhould know that it is absolutely wrong that any great number of people
should remain un-Americanized within our midst. We must help them to assimilate
and to develop a true love and respect for our American ideals and ideas. This

will riot be done through the Japanese language schools. What compatibility is thew
between Mikado worship. ancestor worship and the teaching of democracy?"

"My observations have been made while I have been for eight years principal of
harp, country schools ou the island of Hawaii and while I have been employed. dtwittl
govern' peridds hi vacation, as an overseer on all of the sugar-producing islamk
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The Jaixtuese teacher who is under the right influence r.lai appear to loan the

right way. but the older ones, whose sblaoolp are wpart of the ituddhigt mistinn, are in
the majority. They have developed and teach a kind of divided allegianre theory,
which fits a child to be an .kinerican for the time boing a Japanese should the 'occasion

Max.. .. .

"An es ample 4 how this theory Iv'ezik(tw 1.11.?..kn..ericanistu instilled in the Japanese
children by our public schools will he cited. X-- - is an intelligent Japanese girl,

ring
of two to three hundred others working in thnionolulu pineapple canneries

ring thp summer and going to school in season. She has just finished the eighth
grade with an average mark in her studies a little higher than her companions. She
is just about to enter McKinley High School. Her mother is employed as a servant
in a Hem:hale home: her father is agargenerl. her sister bas graduated from the shusi-
UM department of the'McKinley High School. and is now a stenographer, handling
the English correspondence of a large American retail' shoe house. Her companions
are Normal School students. Her vocabulary is ample and bookish. and her langijage .

halthe usual. faulty.
"The child ipte,tion;.!:1 was unaware Iii.itza,Ior in torrogatuy vt; a 1011.1211(.1*. which

MAC lie Con Venal ion easier.
." Do you believe what your leacher tHirrht ynit abort theireasen America entered...

Wats!" she W:45 asked.
pecertainly; I hat the Gennam.'

Do you think it was right far the Cermans to have had 4 ;ennui; schools in the
' United Stales?'

" No.'
"Thcn wltt timid the Japanese have their FC11.101M in Hawaii?'

'I don't know. Not because we ,want them, Our parents make us go to them.
I like le learn the Japanese language. but I'd like betteito learn more English.'

" 'Do you think of Japan as your country or the United States',".
I ant an American. but I think of Japan as my equntry. too.'
Dee:: your Japan64 teacher know what pita think?'

" Yes. lie taught as -all that Japanese are the Emperor's subjects and.Americans
when they are in Hawaii.'

11as not pin! American teacher taught you that you can not Im a true Xhjerican
if you are anything else, Japanese, German, or'what not?'

". Yes, she has And I don't know which teacher Is right Init. 1 like America. We
are always having quarrels at our house about this. My big brother and mister want
to Iv Americana; only, and ay thee and mother believe we are wicked to say suck
things because we are Japanese.'

"'Why do you go to High School instead. of Normal School.' -

"'Decal's° McKinley prepares me for business and gives special training in English.
lean graduate frorn'McKiuley and then go to Normal.'

"Ile mental attitude shown in thisconversation is typical of what goes on in the
minds cf the rising generation of Japanese. Tito next few years will produce an -
overwhelming number of Soung Japanese who will be able to make up their minds
to stand by the country which gives them their bread, despite the teachings of the
Japanese school. 4

"Realizing this situation through criticism of the hyphenated during the war, the
Japanese have bought to improve or veneer it with a reform.

"But assuming that all Japanese were true American patriots their language schools . .
would still be an obetacle,to the. welfare of the Japanese and the success of the public
school: They prevent the Japanese from learning English."

. 9 ,
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OBSERVATIONS.

In the light of the foregoing considerations the commission is con-
vinced that the language schools, which in the aggregate outnumber
the public schools of the Teriitory, are centers of an influence which,
if not distinctly anti-American, is certainly un-American. Because

of these schools children born here of foreign parents, soon to become
the voters of this Commonwealtk soon to play a prominent part in
the affairs..of the Territory, arc being retarded in accepting American
customs, manners, ideals, principles, and standards. Instead of sup-
plementing other.agencies at wJrk in the islands, which are earnestly
seeking to prepare these children to meet the duties arid responsi-
bilities of citizenship inmerica, these schools in their influence are
obstacles standing squarely in the road.

Althsough the commission recognizes the inherent fight of 'every
person in the 'United States to adopt any form of religious worship
which he desires, nevertheless it holds that 'the principle of religious
freedom to which our c.ountr' is unswervingly committed does not
dtmand that practices and activities must be tolerated in the name
of religion which make the task of training for the duties and responsi-
bilities of American citizenship a well-nigh hopeless one. The con -
missiop, therefore, feels no hesitance- in recommending asa first and
important stop in -clearing away the obstacles from the path' of.the
Territorial public-school system that all foreign-language .schOols be
abolished. It, however, desires to point out that in aOpmplishing..
this a due and proper regard should he had for the sensibilities .of tht
people who wilt be affected thereby; that the reasons for abolishing
the schools. be made very clear to all; and that a..,))14n be devised-.
which -willretain All, the worthy f5atures or the scliools...

5. PROPOSED LEGISLATION RESPECTING ?ANGUAGE SCHOOLS.-

In order to learn what the public sentiment'..of -.the, islands is in
respect to a polity for dealing with foreign lanitiaiiLs'elivelS, the
survey commission requested various civic kirganizations of the
Territory to take up a discussion of this question among their min-
boy's' and to formulate recommendations aetion.".:' In
response, three important civic organizatioi tho Daughters of the
'American . Revolution, the, Chamber of Commerce,: and the :.Atti.Aub
of 116nolulu have,. after exhaustive discussion, adopted the f4PWing

-7*issaiptfOns.allo.proposals:

ussomrnista*THS *ORA. csernsa of ma cauonTssik4r ma ABittlF04. 'RaVoLBITOX

;:AV4ittreais thOitughteriOf the Ameiiciut::Aeirolution is is patriotic organization
:..opreeenting a great national past and hoping fur a greater future an organization

fritutdend to nate -thonePrin0.0104 deit,Otion and loyally for ch our, anceetcn
.-`'.,tout#4. 44444 do to tight againEt disloyalty Ii every form sad dangerouWOPI.

..'"adeOtr Amid
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Whereas the experiences of the recent war have convinced us that as a Nation we
have too long harbored within our borders societies and institutions which tend to
centillue the spirit, customs, ideals, and languages of the foreign lands frOin which
their members came. instead of fostering and developing Americanism; and

Whereas re believe that the penalty that our Nation paid during that war for its
l'aNity --the appalling embarrassment to its work, the staggering property damage.
and the irreparable lots in splendid manly livesteae too costly fur us to have it
repeated, and believe in the light' of pact experience that/foreign-language schools
are not only unnecessary, but a menace-to the unity and safety of our Nation and the
peace and prosperity of our people: 'Now, therefore, be it

Rim)! ed. that we, the Daughters of the American Revolution of Aloha Chapter, go
on tee rd as being unequivocally opposed to all pract,ices within the herders of the
United 4tates of America subversive to the_peacesncl order of our. Nation and the

allegiance of our people. and unalterably opposed to alt foreign-language
schu,is of whStever nationality; and that. we take a-firm stand fur Americanism in it
mi..: and loftiest firm, and fur one languagethat of our heroic Revolutionary
anee-ers who gave their fortunes and their liver that the United States might live
and fir.,sper. and one rlae--"Old tllory:- And be it further

that a o py of this resolution be spread upon the twin i:tee of this meeting,
aril that a copy each i.e sent to the governer4 Hawaii and the superintendent of

instruction.
carrie,1 <>et, 29. 14 19.)

FE( oVIM ENI, Tro<S OF THE CH kMBEI2 OF (1))1)1F.ITE ; HO 011.71.1.7i.

' (1,riiritittec of the chamber on public schools and vocational training Lave.core
6idered the letter of Dr. larank Bunker, for the Federal Seim( .1 Survey C.ornmissian,
dated overnher 15. 1919, and recommend that the chamber. in response to the letter:
addreAs to the commission a communication on the present school situation in which
this cliarnir shall take the following definite positions: .

1. :While the cliamf;er has already (Apr. 19, 1916)etaken a stand in favor of the
eNtiete get of the so-called 'Hoke Smith Vocational TrSining bill so as to permitof its
application to Hawaii and some measure of Federal assistance in the problem of
neatiiinah education. 'the *chamber has not been successful in its efforts. It is our
bnpe thai the members of the commission will find in their survey that the problem
of Americanizing the children born in -Hawaii of alien parents is more than a local
preblera and is one zchich requires the attention and assistance of the National GeV-

- to the end that the cornminelon will recommend that Hawaii be included in
all measures. before t'ungrees by which the Federal Government proposes to AAA the
.States in solving educational problems of in extending and hastening the Americani-

..!Mien foreigners in theFnitid States.
' 2. The chamber believeathatthe salaries of teachers in the public schocilishould

le Inure substantial, so as to attractand-hold .in service the teachers of the right quality,
;and that with any raise in salaries tliere should be enforced higher standards for

ti.aelren particidarly in their ability to speak and teach the i4 nglish language.
3. The, chainter believes that playgrounds adequate in size to each conunintity,

Ouperiebil governmental authority, should 'be cdneidered a part of the edtica.tional
equipment of each municipality. In our taxed population in our citiee.and en env
:plantations, the children have shnyirtl their ability *6 -absorb American idealise quickly,
on the playgmufid-aianxitliegotelee We 41inve this work should be7'entenr" led and
be inedelAgoverninentalfuncti4+0, etipported, by public funds. We are not clear 101
ti heir tErise matters shouldNeirked out iri our peculiar governmental exile= and/

appreciite-such. comments tbereon .by the commieeiott es the maembera therebf,
with their eA perikice, caegive,.

.
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4. The chamber believes that the vocational scriool idea should be extended. Thee
is a feeling of doubt on the fitnete of our rural schools as now planned. This drmbt is
based largely on the success which the schools themselves have made in the extends
of the vocational training idea. This success would seem to point the way for a re
vision of the rural schools sn that they will lay the Primary emphasis on training in
vocational matters.

5. The chamber believes all private schools should be under the inspection and
supervision of public authority. Our statutes passed in 1896 attempted to do this,
but the practical application of the law has canned a construction to be placed therm
to the effect that only those private schools are subject to suds supervision the sessions
of which coincide with the liners of the pitblic schools. The super' ision by public
authority should be such as to make it impossible for any person to servo as a teacher
of youth who does not pewees ideals-of democracy and a knowledge of American
history and methods of government and of the Engl ishlangu age. neCSUBC of our present
situation, this last qualification should, for a period, be liberally construed in the
teachers' favor, but it would seem to us that a reading knowledge of English sufficient
to enable the teacher to get the news of the day from the newspapers printed in English
should be the minimum requirement. The supervision of the curriculum also should
be such as to prevent the direct or indirect teaching of standards, ethics, conduct, or
morals not American. It may be difficult to apply .these two elements of supervision
of the private schools, neither of which touch teaching efficiency. The department
at the present time is woefully understaffed. It can be said that our public schools
now are not properly supervised. This is not the fault of the department, but of the
people of the Territory, wlio have not authorized the additional appropriations.
Whatever may be the practical difficulties of administering such a law, we believe
these ideals should be spread on the statute books, for the purpose, if for no other, of
declaring to the world what Hawaii stands for. If the original certification of teaches
and schools is done perfunctorily, with such a law applicable, investigations of pm-
titular teachers and particular schools will be passible wherever positive facts'are
known and brought to the attention of the department.

6. The chamber believes no instruction in any language ether than English should
be allowed in any public or private school in the Territory in any grade lower than tlw
seventh grade. Educators tell us that no language can be learned properly and com-
pletely except during a child's early years. To a large number of Hawaii's children
English is a foreign language in that it is not the language of the home. This fact is
the reason for our belief in the statement with which this paragraph begins. ditdren
of English-speaking homes in Hawaii can-wel I afford to give up their desire to ion
other languages while still in the early grades. Regulations on this subject sbordd
extend to all without discrimination. The common baths of a common tongue is
vital to the infuse of this self-governing Territory of the United states. (.fur smug
feeling on this point is none otherIlian the instinct of self- preservation.

Conthision.In the above recommendations the chamber has atteransted to be
me:go-Aire rather than exhaustive in its statement and not to do more than to Mate
certain points concerning which there should ho a minimum of difference of opinion
among the members of the chamber. These points do not deal with educational
matters so ranch's., they 'do with the Americanization of Hawaii's children of rums
races. This big task certainly concerns the Chamber of Commerce of Honolulu, and
the chamber should assist the present development of public opinion on this subject
by publicly making known its views.

(Unanimously adopted. Dec. 17. 4919.)

RECOMMENUATIONs OF THE AD CLUB (11()NolX111.1).

Cfijaclidtu to the I,angua9s SchcaUl.
t. ilildren from foreign-speaking homes need to soncentrate Their attention on

mastering the English language.
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*mi.,' to the Language Scliods---rontintted.
2. The hours spent in language school's, especially the morning hours. result in a

divided attention and are unfavorable to concentration on mastering English
speech.

3 Teachers in the foreign-language schools arc usually lm:king in a knowledge of
1merican institut ions and ideals. and their influence is tp make the children
Japanee or Chinese or whatever rare they represent rather than American.

Utility it/ the Language Schnol,..
I. They care for children outside of school hours, both of whose parents in many

cases are at work.
2. They teach the correct spoken and written foreign language netersary for lauds

nes. or family relations with the country overseas..

I. That the language schools be placed under the complete oritrol and supervision
4 the board of education.

2. 'f hat the board of education adopt as its policy the gradual elimination of the
lamage schools as rapidly as may be wise and expedient through the develop-
ment of an enlart:ed publi-school curii shim and lengthened school day,
thiungh the introduction of vocational and other outdoor activities and super-
vised playgrounds. and by provision for teaching in the upper grades any
foreign language for which there is local demand.

:1. And we should further recommend that, whenever possible, the buildings and
.;rnituds used by the foreign-language schools should be turned over to the
hoard of education for use in connection with this enlargement of public-school
activities.

'
fl, Km/.

I. ampaign of education among all non-English-speaking people showing why
the foreign-language schools are to he replaced by something better. laying
especial emphasis on the following reasons:

(a) All children horn here are American citizens and must be fully pre-
pared for the ditties of citizenship.

(h) Failure properly to prepare them will certainry block the attainment of
statehood and will pmbabl result in a loss of self-government in the
Territory.

(e) A most unfavorable reaction Abbe opinion of the world will come upon
any nation whose representatA-es in Hawaii show themselves incapable
of cooperating heartily with a thoroughgoing program of American-
ization. Such a people will simply show by that action that they
are not assimilable and will thereby make themselves unwelcome in
all foreign countries.

27Thi. campaign should be carried on by a special joint committee containing
representatives of the various civic, educational, and religious organizations
doing work among non-English-speaVng populations and containing member,
of the various races concerned.

Nfethods to be employed:
(at Public addresses.
(41 Circulars and articles in the foreign-language Preen.
(e) Informal talks before citizenship dames and mailer groups.
td) Explanations to the children in the public schools.
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COMMENTS ON TILE PRECEDING PROPOSALS.

-rite saliCnt feature in the proposals made by the Chamber of Com-
merce and the Ad Club is that foreign-language schools shall be
plated under the supervision of the educational department of the
Territory: The'Ad Club proposals, however, go a step further and
suggest that as rapidly as may` he deemed wise the gradual elimina-
tion of the schools shall be effected.

After a careful consideration of the thoughtful proposals which
the foregoing organizations have submitted, the commission is of
the opinion that no good can roe of a plan which contemplates a
supervision of the schools by the Territorial department of education.
The commission doubts that those who have proposed departmental
supervision of these schools have ever seriously considered what such
supervision entails. If, as is probable, tiny c in mind nothing
more in the w ay of supervision than the depart ment 11 0 Nts werciscs
under law over the private schools, both secular and religious, then
the commission is cleady of the opinion that such an arrangement
would be of no value: for, as is pointed out in another chapter of this
report, the supervision. exercised by the department of education
over private schools, as provided by law, exists in name only and not
in fact. If, on the other hand, it is contemplated that a system of
control and supervision be adopted which would go to the heart of
the matter, then the commission must point out that the department
of education is now so undermanned that, it is unable to give adequate
supervision to its own schools. To add to the system of public
schools a system of foreign-language schools, comprising more schools
than the public school system does, without a very large increase in
the supervisorial staff would materially lessen the efficiency of the
public schools. Furthermore, the adequate supervision and control
of the foreign-language school would require a staff specially trained
in such work. Also, it seems clear that such an arrangement, if an
attempt were made to make it effective, would lead to misunder-
standings, to friction, and to the development of an antagonistic
feeling diametrically opposed to the generous spirit held by those
who framed the foregoing proposals.

On another count the commission finds itself apposed to an arrange-
ment which would place the language school, under the control of the
department of education. At present these schools exist outside the
law. The law neither sanctions nor condemns them, for the law
takes no cognizance of them. As now organized they are, therefore,
e/ctralegal.. Were this system of schools to be placed, by legislative
action, under the supervision of the Territorial department of eds.'
cationot system which the law does not now recognize would im-
mediately become legalized with disadvantages from the standpoint
of the ultimate solution of the probletni which are obvious.
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For yet another reason the commission is opposed to any plan
which would place the language schools under the supervision of-
the Territorial department of education, even temporarily. The com-
mission believes that, but for the pressure which Buddhist priests
and teachers bring to bear upon the Japanese laborers on the plan-
tations, comparatively few of the parents would send their children
to the Japanese language schools, preferring instead to permit them
to give their undivided attention to the work of the public schools.
Confirmatory of this opinion is the fact. that at the Mid-Pacific Insti-
tute of Honolulu, an endowed institution enrolling orientals princi-
pally, electives are offered in the Japanese and Chinese languages,
beginning with the first grade and running. throughout the high-school
period. Not quite 10 per cent of the Japanese enrolled in the school
have selected the Japanese language, and it smaller percentage than
this of Chinese are studying their native tongue. Tfpnow, the depart-
ment of education were requited to take over the supervision of these
language schools, it would thereby be placed in the unenviable" -posi-
tion of tacitly sanctioning an institution which the go romission is
convinced is incompatible with American traditions and ideals.

Indeed, so clear is it to the commission thlit such an arrangement
would be an unfortunate one that it is frankly of the opinion that the
defeat of the hill providing for such an arrangement., introduced at
the last legislature, was most. fortunate. On the other hand, the
commission believes that a plan can he devised which will retain the
best features of the foregoing proposal and will at the same time
avoid the difficulties which are sure to arise if the Department of
Education were,to attempt to exercise a genuine supervision and con-
trol of these schools. The plan which the commission proposes
follows:

PLAN PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION.

Before details of the plan are suggeirted it must be pointed out that
a distinction should be drawn between two groups of children of
foreign parentage.

1. There is a group of foreign children (a small one relatively) who,
because the laws regarding naturalization are as they are, can never
become citizens of America even though they desired so to do, and who
may expect to return to their native country. The children of officials
of foreign governments, and of some professional and merchant classes,
temporarily in the islands, also all children born outside the islands,-
would belong to such a group. Obviously, to the parents of such
children, particularly to those whose stay in the islands is to be-but a
short one, there should he granted the right to create schools for their
children, supported at their own expense, wherein the schooling of the
children may be conducted wholly in their native language if desirkd,

10146.--202--
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Clearly, Americans similarly placed, living in foreign countries, would
wish and rightly should have the opportunity of training their children
in their native language at their own expense and without dictation
flOM governmental authorities if they so desired. America has no
mind to deprive any group of other national origin within her borders
of exercising the same privileges which she would/shkim for her own
people were they living on foreign soil.

The doors to the public school are not to be closed to the; group, it
should be noted, if the parents of such children prefer thorn educated
by the Territory. A choice should be required, however, of one or of
the other, and not of both.

2. But there is a second group of children in the Hawaiian Islands,
comprisiv by far the largest proportion of children now attending
the foreign language scliook which is very differently plat ed. They
are Hawaiian-born and. in consequence, American citizens, soon to
become members of the electorate, upon whom will shortly test the
respousibility of maintaining and ftreservinir, the principles which are
interwoven in America's national fabric. Td such children. the com-
mission holds, there can be granted no such option in the content,
method, and character of their educational training as should be
granted those who can not become citizens and voters of the Territory.

CitiZenshil in America carries with it. the responsibility of preserv-
ing inviolate American principles and traditions. Obviously uo
country can rightly be expected to delegate to another country or to
a foreign group living within -her borders responsibility for the train-
ing of its own citizens at any *stage of their development and least
of all during their most plastic and impressionable years.

With these determining considerations in mind, the details of the
plan which the iommission proposes follow:

1. Abolish all foreign language schools ut the next session the
legislature, special or regular, except that the parents of all children
not Hawaiian-born, if they prefer not to have their children enrolled
in the public schools be permitted,to create thAl own schools nt their
own expense for the education of the children who can never become
American citizens.

2. Simultaneously offer to organize in every school, where there is
suVient demand, a class or classes, in any foreign language desired,
the same to he held for one hour per day at the close of the regular
public school session, in the public school building, by t enchets reg
larly employed for the purpose by the Territorial department of
education. Work of this character to begin with the first grade if it
be desired. '

3. As a prerequisite to enrollment in such classes require: (a) That
the pupil shall bolo:inking satisfactory progress in the work of the
public school, except that in the ease of children who arc entering- the
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public school for the first.time they may be permitted to enroll in the
language class at once, if it, is desired; retention in the class, however,
to be conditioned- upon the pupil's continuing to do satisfactory work
in the public school. . (6) That the parent shall, by written statement
or statement made orally to the principal, request enrollment for his
or her children and (if the Territory deems it desirhble) that he be
required to pay as a monthly fee an amount per child which will
enable the department to provide teachers for such work without
drawing upon regular school funds.

4. The Territorial board of school commissioners, upon nomination
by the superintendent of public instruction, to appoint a head of-this
divine,' of foreign language teaching andfour assistants, one for each
isIsnd, who shall be paid out of the funds of the department. The
commission recommend strongly that salaries be paid to these
serials sufficient to secure Americans who arc thorough students of
foreign languages,, particularly of the oriental latquagt, and who
are failar with public 'school work. Under the direction of the
supo intendent, the head of this division and .his assistants should
examine teachers as to their qualifications, recommend appointments
and dismissals, conduct conferenceS among teachers, superintend
their work, and thus gradually bring together a corps of persons who
combine. a. mastery of the oral and written language, teaching skill
and unquestioned loyalty to American ideals. Doubtless in the
iangua.,re selmols as now cmiducted there could be found a number of
teachers who would respond to such supervision and instruction and
who would ultiniately make teachers meriting permanent retention.
Textbooks now in use in the language schools could be used at first,
but as rapidly as practicable, a series of books should be written whose
content la, predominantly American rather than foreign, as now.

.1. A fund to be provided by the *Isla turc to lake over at the
eternised value the schools now belonging to the various missions, if
the wish to dispose of them, which could be used by the public school
system either hi providing needed enlargements of crowded schools
or in securing buildings for community activities. Such a fund need
not he large. as in most instances the land belongs to the plantations,
and in other eases-the buildings are not suitably situated.

6. The Territorial commissioners of education; by and with the
advice of the superintendent of public instruction and his staff, to list.
the buildings which the ,department of education can use to advan-
tage, the sane to be appraised by a commission appointed by the
governor, the aim being to take over the buildings at. cost to the
owners if they care to sell..

7. The legislature to provide a fund to be used by the depart-
ment of education in disseminating very widely among plantation
laborers by effective moans information concerning the reasons for
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taking this action and the nature and purpose of the work to be
offefed, to the end that there may ho no misunderstanding growing .

out of false statements made by those, who may oppose the abolition
of the present system of language instruction and to the end that it
may he accomplished with good feeling and good will on the part
of all.

S. Arrangements to be made simultaneously for lengthening the
school day to seven or eight hours, thereby making it possible
effectively to organize agricultural, industrial, manual, and play
activities for those children whose parents work in the fields and who
but for such opportunities might be running the streets or roads.

9. When the demand is sufficient to justify it, offer electivesni
oriental languages in the public high schools, the same to be placed
on the basis of electives, in other foreign language.

THE SPIRIT IN WHICH Till.: Fon Hooixr: PLAN SHOULD RE ENFORCED.

The spirit.in which he foregoing plan should be enforced, or for
that matter any other plan designed to meet. this problem of foreign.
language schools, is the spirit which should be behind every effort
made to Americanize the alien within our borders. This spirit is
admirably defined in the following excerpts from addresses by Frank-
lin K. Lane, recently the Secretary of the Interior, and Philander P.
Claxton, the Commissioner of Education:

"There is no way by which we can make anyone feel that itis a blessed and splendid
thing to be an American, unless we ourselves arc aglow with the sacred fire, unless
we interpret Americanism ry our kindness, our courage, oar generosity, our fairness.'

"You have got to make them Americans by calling upon the fine things that are
within them, and by dealing with them in sympathy, by appreciating what they have
to offer us, and by revealing to them what we have to offer them: And that brings
to mind the thought that this work must be a human workmust be something done
out of the human heart and speaking to the human heart, and must largely turn-upon
instrumentalities that are in no way formal, and that have no dogma and have no
creed, and which can not be put into writing and can not be set upon the press."

"There is no one thing so supremely essential in a Government such as ours, where
decisions of such importance must be made by public opinion, as that every man
and woman and child shall know one tonguethat eh may speak to every other
and that all shall be informed.

"There can be national unity neither in ideals nor in purpose unless there is wane
common method of communication through which may be conveyed the thought of
the Nation. All Americans must be taught to read and write and think in one Ian--
guage; that .is a primary condition to that growth which all nations expect in a goy
enament of us, and which we demand of ourselves."'

"I am not urging...II:tab:nudity that men can be transformed into Americans by a
court* in sclas.l. This is but a beginning. Knowledge of our language is but a tool.*

Our strange, and successful experiment in the art of making a now people

Frank 1ln K. Lane.
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ie the result of contact, not of caste, of living together, working together fo;a living,
each one interpreting for himself and for his neighbors his conception of what kind
of axial being man should be, what his sympathies, standards, and ambition.
should be.

"Now, this can not be taught out of a book. It is a tnattertof touch, of feeling, like
the growth of friendship. Each man is approachable in a different way, appealed
to by very contradictory things. One man reaches America through a baseball
gamrtnother through a church, a salon, a political meeting, a woman, a labor union,
a picture gallery, or something new to eat. The difficulty is in- finding the meeting
plae where there is no fear, no favor, no ulterior motives, and above all, no soul
insult ins patronage of poor by rich, of black by white, of younger by elder, or foreign
born by native born, of the unto' bad by the mum' good. To meet this need the
schoolhouse has been turned into a community' center. It it a rommen ptperty
or should'ho. All feel entitled t its Us." 3

"Get in senor ,W1/ heart, if soil please. in the tied place, sane sympathy with that
min who in a foreign land. Let the best of your natur0 come out, the telerant
part, the kindly part. If you are an employer, ziv. y that you would
not give to others. Deal with hint not as one wive,. latter you buy, but as a human
soul, and we can transform that man before a generation has passed.

"There is only t'ab way to translate yourself to hint and that is by your conduct to
the foreigner wit is here he Iralialatinz Americo. into square dealing. inte justice,
lobe kindlirete.s." '

"A mericanizatien is a. pe 41.18 .f ed teat ion, f witotine the mind and heart through
instruclin and enlightenment. rem the very nature of the thing it can make
little or n 1.1.14! of fore I t must lepend, rather, on the attractive 'rower and the sweet
re.asnableness oi the thing itself. Were it to resort to force, by that very act it
wottld destroy its spirit and cease to he American. It would also cease to be
American if it should !mown. narrow and fixed and exclusive, toeing its faith in
humanity and rejecting vital and enriching elements from any source whatever.

"Our program of education does ilIrCempel but invites and allures. It may,
therefore, probably mast, in the beginning be slow, but in the end it will be swift
and sure."

"Americanization is not something which the Government or a group of individuals
may do for the foreign tern or others. It is what these persons do for themselves
when the opportunity is offered and they are shown the way; -what they do for the
country and the thing called democsacy. The function f the Government and
other agencies inteneted in Americanization is to offer the opportunity, make the
appeal, and inspire the desire. They can and should attempt nothifg Inure than to
reveal in all their fullness the profit and the joy of working together for the common
geed and-the attainment of our high ideals, to create the desire to have a parThLthe
inspiring tank, to show the way by which each may do his part best, and to help.
hint set his feet firmly on the way." 4

Yraniriln K. buie. t Philander P.Alaxtun.



Chapter IV.

TEACHING STAFF OF THE PUBLIC ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS.'

Covri.Nrs.--- Ha. disttpailion be srx digrrlhut I.:" : and
pupils por teacher : eilticatIon and training: length of Ken-lee : ape...remelt! while is
service:eertideathou proliiottuit aml wing: dismissal; salaries: propegod salary
toe: .taurielea. elementary elks,1 JIcrulllug from wainiaed.

ar

insTaiiit orsci.x.r.

The Itublie elementaryschool children of Ilawnii are taught by
local ten hers and by teacherserecruited from the -niter uses.

Some teatIlr'. have come from Canada anti other Brit' .

and in prewar tittles a few Oerman teachers found positions in the
schools: but. both in total number and in comparative per cent. these
latter sources of supply have been neglitfibie. .\ tleeatte ago :t3 per
cent of the teaching force was American: to-day this percent:we is
44). The remainder of the teaching body, being almost altogether
island born, is made tip of Portuguese: wum contribute annually from
10 to.12 per cent ; of pure lIawaiian whose. numbers have remained
almost stAtioriary, but whose proportion has fallen from 15 per cent
to 9 per ant; of part Hawaiian,. who have fuen.i.hed and a it' now
furnishing about one-fourth of the teachers: of Chinese.. %rho be-
tween 1910 and 1919 hare 'increased from 3 per cent tn.!) I wr cent

(the ('hine.sv'now equaling, or nearly so. the pure I linvaiia4 teach-
ers); and of Japanese, whose representation in the teaching force has
increased about 18 fold, that is. from 2 teachers in 1910 to 37 onniore
'in 1919.

In Table 1 and Graph I are shown the findings of the ipwstionnaire
.touching the distribution of the elementary staff by racial descent.,
the total numbir and percentage of each group being indicated. The-

table should be read lig follows: Of 71.1 members of the elementary,
staff answering the questionnaire 3n3, or 40 .per centare Analoj
Saxons; 96, or 12 per cent; are Portuguese; 72. or 9 per cents 'are.
Hawaiians; 37, or 11 per cent; are Japanese: 139. -or 18 percent..are

'The data used In this chapter are gathered from answers ict questionnaires. replies 10

Which were sent in by igt per:logs, teachers and principals, in the elementarr held. It
will be noticed that totals do not enrresponaip certain stallstles of it similar...eh:trader In

another port of this survey. 'she percentages on the oilier hand are very eilinparattle. If

all,questionnalres had been returned 1.y teachers, differences would have been very slight.

144
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plat and*Qt'Cam;asian (Anglo-Saxon or Portuguese) :
A of f; per cent. ai`e part Hawaiian and part Chinese. Table 2 and
Graph 11 give comparative percentages as 'regards all teachers fur
ills ear 1910 and 1918..respectively.

.5111.1 1.- -Ii;s1 ihilli(//, nl ,ICOOWil teq/Cit, drVe(fiFt.

I j1 \,11

, I 11.3
4n1.

Nitnil.erof 111:1 ' :2
l'er ...lit of
ill 1 , y

.. 12

yrut,a
114,4'.1.1110C..

('all -
ea-

shin.

1 69 37 57 7 tr.
11 5

1 2 liorr,,n+
inItyles nth hires with Auglo-Savm,

Maluy i..1 and 1 .5fricari-4' borokee

41., to
9 Ain's

Ca ucti La ris
5Z

// Portuguese// %

(111-
DCA`

( hi. 1 lap- or
ne.e.ane Cat:-

I ca

.!

,

lane" Total.

3

0.5
190 4

25

5
771
100

i10J

GRAN( I.Distribution of teantro by nicht! deNeent.
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loblr of racial ricArent, all teacherm a.. COM.
t (.(1 fiy Ihr ilp(finteml of public irtmrsuction i11 /!'lo (115d 191s, and ditto

bola 1919-20.

. mnt of di.irilnd ion of

It, e. (unmixed) Thu o nuxe.1 n

1nglo- Pinto- lin- Chi- ('In lapin
011 lin, 4 in-, lannnus.

l'nr riot in P.41n . 1 3 30 15
in 0.41* . la 2.0

vent in inin 21_, .5

Year

1910

198

1919

111i \Inrni n lnglo-SaNni, and
to.- ..ni I ri Ind, in 19111 and !.7 eunt In P.n.,.

leacher, among it total 1.1? II.

Change. tri Distri.but.Lon of Racial Descent
of Teachers

25
e r

5C
e

75
.

r imiriffeg. gm
ra.apA.1111\

ImAMIIIIIIMr
Anglo-5a* on Rrtu 3* H004.71 Cknel MI tt3,*3

1; it tin

From the farts set forth .aliove, the problem or teacher supply for
Hawaii lc-mild scent to present two minor problems for future (.0n-
sideration. The first oethese is.the problem of recruiting teachers
from mainland America. Not for many years to come will the Ter
ritory be prepared to train all of its teachers. From another point
of view it should probably never seek to do this. Where city school
systems in America train teachers locally, they are coining to realize
that, in order to avoid too girt Mbreeding, it is advisable to pre-
pare not more than Ca/ to 70 per cent of the teachers in a loci4 insti-
tution. So that Hawaii ought not, in all likelihood, to look forward
to a reduction of her "outside" supply of teachers much below 35
per cent of the entire teaching staff. The commission; therefore, be-
lieves that some suggestion foighe sehiring of mainland teachers will
he in order, the discussion of which will be taken up later.

The other problem. implied above, is that of recruiting local or
island teachers. It touches both the procedure with reference to
certificating teachers through the Ttrritorial department of educa.
tiorrand the present status of training teachers in the Territorial
normal and training school. Both of these matters Will likewise be
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.
dealt with in later sections of this liapter. At this point, however,
it may be well to point out certain 'ileitis of local importance and
interest.. With a moportional decrei1se in the supply of pure
Hawaiian teachers, and with the supply of ParCHawaiians remai -
ing at about the same percentage from year to year, the Territory.

. will have to depend on an increasing number of teachers of Asiatic
descent. Within a decade or two an increase of Chinese and Japa-
nese teachers, until they represent one-fourth of the teaching body,
is not at all improbable. ..Furthermore, in view of present-day 'rates
of population increase, it is safe" to estimate that such a group will be-
very largely Japane'Ae.'

,/ IbisTaint 9'1oN Icy s : RR1EO AND 1 NM RIO EIL

Table 3 and Graph III show, the distribution of 7711 married and
1111111:Itled iNtillen-t divordilig to sex. The most interesting fact to
be noted is the high per cent (31) of married women teaching in the
schools of Hawaii. The commission believes this is not equaled for
any similar area or population. In some instance§ married couples
are engaged in school work, and the arrangement has proved highly
satisfactory. Indeed, in two or three cases only was the Federal
romod.ssion able to discover that the presence Qf a man and. Wife
on a school staff had been the source of trouble and discord. The
employment of married couples from the mainland, where both path
ties have had training and teaching experience, offers one plan. at.
least, whereby teachers from America might find teaching Conditions
in the remoter sections of the islands more tolerable, in consequence
of which they might accept longer periods of service inithe schools.

Of the 2.10 married women in Table 3. however, all but the few
exceptions referred to above a t ht'ktVi yes of Vitt Ployee.s of planta-
tions or of those holding clerical alit other positions in the larger
communities. The classroom work of thek teachers does not suffer in
comparison with that of unmarried teachers. And while the large
percentage of marrigd teachers is explaired for the most part by year
to year.emergencies touching teacher supply, the commission desires
to recommend the practice for permanent procedure.

3.--m,dribuf4, ...eh,yd-searhera by st.r: married and unmarried.

Teachers.
11 irrleil

Namher
Piroent

49
6

Men.

Unmar-
ried.

31
4

Total.

10

Women.

1. rinse Total.tied.

451 091
50 SO

Grand
total,

The enrollment at students In the Territorial normal seism, , Oct, 31, 1919, snowed it
total of 428, of miaow 205 were Chinese and Japanese,
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Guru tit.- -s.. or Inao,.1 ow .11211181 rieI T,:ther.<.
-

There is it 'dearth orinen teacheis in-the Territorial schomds. nut1
the groupings of Table 3 indicate to_) -hat an extent thi: i th' 111e
i41 the elementary field. The total of 7'6 men, or 10 per cent out of a
grand total of 770 replying. to this question. includes men who serve
as school principals and as special subject supervisors Or tencliers-t
manual training, for example. If these were segregated. the number:
qfme.ri erOtged as classroom teachers would 'be 'negligible...indeed.
The Ilawaiian schools therefore are true to type in this imrticiii3r.

/ and the field of elementary .educatioii is given over to the .work of
women in accordance with prevailing conditions' in America. But
the Federal' commission believes more men should he found in the
4assiooms of thi islands. While this can not perhaps be accoml

. plished by dependence on recruiting front the Mainlaiukit believol;
that younF*n of the Territory itself may be led to enlist in the'.

- vork of the se'hoors. SuCh work does tiothrLve.to.comPete to the same
degree of intensity as on the mainland '4,th fennmerative work in
other fields openterprise. nithimore. a teaching position in the
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; .4,wmpattitiv.gy -Itigler degree of dignity and
',Asewhere. lint in the recruiting of men locally

'well will 'depend: Oth:the organization ofs Professional course.of
teacher Ira initirlvhich will appeal to alert ad vigorous and ambitious
%:on1l,1 uteri.

111STIt1In'TION 111-

TheIlt ribution of die:elementary staff aecordingto age is shown
TaLde aiiil Graph IV. It should be read as follows:

of 77; persims atismtiing, :",t; were.nyder :20 years of .age: 27S were
bet w.tea '20 years and'24 years and 11 months...etc. The median age
of the elementary teaCher is 20 years and ( months. One-fourth of
the workers arc under years Of ago..the youngest being 1-1 years:
one- foiirt 1 are 14 years or more; the eldest being 78 sears. The middle.

pn- rent group 11:1S an are range of 22 years 5 tubuths to 33 Years
wootlis. In 11,16 the median for Cleveland teachers .was 31"years.

or yors above t hat fw: Hawaii in 1919: the range for Cleveland's
ali,h1le:)0 percent Ara,: 31* N) 40. In the more recent St. Louis survey
the median teacher reporting was 29 year.; anti 7) months of age, and

rantre Tor the .middle 50 per cent was been 24 years and 38
yoan :tad 41 months.

Froto the point of view of in pressionability. respons: veness to sug-
Ifestion, I(4)Ii..erfulne. 11 ery greatymajority of the

:ttaching body is at work during the best possible age period. But.
on tlik, other in ti. whatever of advantage may be gained by the
above may off:,-et in Hawaii. possiblv. by lack of experience and an

.inunaturiiy caused by such foctors as isolation, provincialism. and
prior jirepti ration.

TAtai: lye,. of 7.1 toichc0 roporthart.

21-11112)-11. r.1-4t.lx.,-n. 64-n.
Li, 1510 ;11,1- Into roio Silo Onto

t'ears.
(11.r 21,

U In rtwlirr., 271. .1r.7 lot 117 U ..7101 14 '

24-11 rat...11)1, 24 ycir, and 11 irnitki.
Vc.),:mr-t. 17; Itoret quart ik,22-1: moclinn aye, 2641: uprrr qunpik, 314: OicA,

The upper I.:Inge of ages in Table 4 is influenced by replies from
prineipals. although this group is not represented fully enough to
justify a se rate tabulation. Practically all principals appear in
the upper PRTrth of the talItr"The truth is that many of the prinei-
palships are in nee4 of new and younger blood. Adequacy of super-
.rision throughout.the island group Must, to a considerable extent at
least, wait on the prorision of- s uniformly high standard of leader-
ship, nowhere less so than. irt. the 'ease of the principalsliips. This

t.od !Total.
over.

4 2 771
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is not. it should he said in fairness. an attempt to arraign the entire
staff of principals. Indeed. some of the oldest among them, whether
in years or in point of service in Hawaii, are unquestionably the
most efficient. The v-arying ability of principals is commented on

Na of Te.(1...,
2

2%0

/20

Mtacilt Fifty Per Cent
L-- Mecitort

fl
UNiv20201411 25 30 35- il0 45 50 35-5/)40.4.,,A 9 e s

GRA1.11 iv --Ago.. of to nebera.

in the questionnaire replies from the teachers. among 1% hich the
following are representative:

"sooat !willows nee very helpful,
"The schools needintelligent prha
"We nest ptiocIpal-: with a fair

psychology and with a personality to
" We need younger principals with

sonte are never helpful."
dpals who can speak good English."
knowledge of modern pedagogy and chat
inspire respect and courtesy.".
tip-to-date points of view,"
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ASSIGNMENT or cRADEs To rEActuals AND OF PER ROOM.

Table 5 represents the replies of 751 teachers with reference to the
'number of guides assigned per teacher. In this regard the islands
make a remarkably fine showing.' When the extent of,,,Epal condi-
tions is taken into aecount it is doubtful if any similar area on the
mainland has such a large per cent of its teachers in charge of rooms
Where the number of fcracks ter teacher is as happily arranged.
That is to say, of 751 teachers reporting. 562 have one grade each, 82
have Iwo grades each. 45 do depart mental work (m11111111 6). and
62 only (olimins 3, 1, 15) of those in rural sections are obliged to
teach under this type of unfavorable conditions. Expressed in per -
centages, fully SO per cent of the teachers (columns 1 and 6) have
bleal assignments as to number of grades in a classroom.

The advantage, however. very much offset by overcrowded class-
rooms. True, the overcrowding is no worse than may be found in
very many mainland communities.' Ion classes are nruh too large
for effective wi,k, and all the more so in view of the enormous
,:truggle the teacher must carry on against the %so-called
'' pidgin " English of the pupils. An examination of the number
of pupils per room in the case of 212 classrooms' gives the following
facts: The median minilwr of pupils rier rod tin 3S, I he lower quar-
tile is 33. and the upper quartile is 45. These figures indicate that
probably three-fourths of the classrooms in the Tt.ritory have a
larger enrollment than present-day opinion sanctions, namely. 30,1
and that in one-fourth of the eldSSe the pupils range in -number
from 45 to 72. Good teaching tinder conditions like this can not
by done, .aml the dePartnient of education should not expect it.
Among the' suggestions, for improvement of the school system which
were sent in by the teachers, the problem of Overcrowding is one
of those receiving most emphasis. it Our early grades are so over-

'crowded,", writes a teacher, " that proper training is impossible,
causing many to repeat the work ever and over three or four times."
The replies of hundreds of teachers reflect the same opinion and
couple with it the specific recommendation that a maximum Of 30
pupils per teacher be established for the first grade and a maximum
of 35 pupils per teacher° for the other primary grades. The Fed-
eral commission heartily co. neurs in this recommendation.

g.. s. Report of the St. Lcoila Survey Commission, p. 200.
SO rooms selected nt random, 20 nouns reparteii 1,y thr princlimI of IflIo Colon School.

103 roams reported by lb. supervising principal of khan!.
a In this connection see tile table airing the number of children per teacher In the public

cahoots of tin Amerhnu rifle', of 100,000 population sad over for 191T-18, Amer. Sch. Bd.
Jour , 1920, p. 58.
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Table C. gives a -stiliimary of fuels ((milling the ehiv.it lot; prep-
aration of the Tql .meinhers of the-elereiltary -t;111 i111 .ins'weretl
guest ion. Of this nuniher. :133. or 6s.2 per cent. have lieen prepureil
in file Territory of 11awaii :.11.4 per Pent t' been pre.0 red
outside the Territory. Tliee profslitiinn- iii "' iu I t'Ncvlient,
but an analysis of each group shows that the department 1,11161-

t has had to aCCUpt 11)11C11 itTegt11:117ity of prepuration in its quest
for teaulters. Of the '2,-N teatlit;rs from v ithout the Territory. three-
fourths have had 14 or more year- of preparation, as 'follows:

reprisent elementaty.seltool graduation nnd ;.:1;;dounon plus
normal-sellout graduation 10111.m1.

repre,ynt ,iontentary,hool ;:r;oloution inns

14411110 vtillose 3t.ork.

n -present clementim-sellool graduation plus liigli-senoot trrultniit ion etas
1444115' nortuni-shool work plus ,,,nne poilege vok.

33 represwnt elententary-sehaol grattitunion plus iligh:s411.sol groduut...n
nortnalseliool gradtattIon and sowe college work.

1 represent elementary-school graoltintIA 1.nr4

college graduation.

tlt7Prescitt
elemeutarY-school graduation plus ItIgli-solioot anottlat ion plug

mornitil-school ;It-ruination plus college graduation.
represent elementary'-sell001 graduation plus high-selnx;i Ow

College graduation Otis graduate study.

The remaining one-fourth of the 248 have had irregular prepara-
tion in high schools or poor-grade normal schools, the total year, of

'training for each amounting to elementary and high -school prepara
tion or less, and 8 were not even graduates of an elementary school.
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On the whole, howiter, conditions of preparation for teaching is
much better: in fact, about two years better. in the case of thyse teaeli-
ers who enter the servike from abroad. 1,

Of the 553 home-trained teachers. st graduates of high schools oply
have gone on to the not al-school graduation. which in Hawaii rep':
resents one additional ear: and 14 other persons only have gone
beyond high :.school gra ation into some normal school-or some col-
leg work, and of the latter only two attained college graduation.
Whys() fewhighischool graduates in Hawaii go on to the Territorial
Normal School is a question that engaged the attention of the Federal
commissirthjintil it became apparent that the normal school, through.
its administration, was known to disfavor this plan of preparation

;for teaching, seeking rather to recruit direct from elementary-school
graduates.

The remaining teachers of the group locally trained. 455 in num-
ber, are distrilatted in columns 2 and a in Table t1. and show the fol-
loing diversity of training:

in nave gone front high-sebool gindunnon Into mroittl Belot 1. Lot !taw not
COMPieted that omte,

171 have 11811 levt than a complete clemntary-sehoel training.
19 have bad only'elementatry-vItool training.

1
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1:7 hour gone from 114.1. the 11nual ittloI front there
teachittL Lefuir gnultiatIng from the wiritirt1 sho.d.

:ttt hole (441104491 high-:11(.41 gritiltitttion anti v(m direet 111161
3 !W !Dolit into leachlti:t411.14i 11w lipfilrv.
0 hill e had soffit! hh.:11-,th and route titiruntl-awhoot Vl'ork. but are graduates

of neither.
havi. ,...v,pieted 1011ml-salmi grattunthon.

The significance of the listj, that it represents too low Standards
of preparation in comparison with modern progressive school sys-
tems. At best it shows but 12 years of education and training for
the bulk of the teachers. equivalent, in other words. to elementary
and high school graduation. The best opinion on the mainland is
calling for two additional years or a total of 14 years of prepara-
tion, divided into an elementary period of 6 to 8 years. a secondary
period of 4 to 6 years, and on top of this a two-year period of spe.
vial ized training in the art of teaching.

After visiting hundreds of classrooms the commission is con
vinced of the need of a longer period of preparation. The Personnel
of the prospective teachers, and the peculiar drawbacks which the
schools face with reference to correct speech, give undoubted em-
phasis to this need. There are too many immature teachers in the
schools. most of whom an not realize the importance of the tasks
before them. Too'noiny of this type, moreover. are in overcrowded
lower grades. The school authorities should seek to raise the standard
of preparation for local candidates by raising the entrance require-
ments to the normal school. Entrance should be based on graduation
from it four-year high school. In this connection, the commission
feels that the small percentage- of teachers wfto have graduated from
a high school and taken the one-year cow-seat the Territorial Normal
have shown themselves to be more resourceful in the classroom than
those who have taken the four-year course following graduation
from an elementary sclaad.4.

IX HAWAIIAN tCH4111],:i,

all.able 7 and Graph V give a distribution of the 777 elementary
teachers answering to the question regarding length of service in
Hawaii.

For the entire group the median length of Service is 3.47 years,
the middle 50 per cent ranging from 1.12 years to R.31 years. This
is much too low for any teaching body. It means, of -777 teaeheii,
182, or 23 per, cent. were in their first term's work; 103,- or 13 per
cent. Were .beginning their second year's work. At the other extreme
19 had seen 25 or intre years of service. The median for Caucasian
teachers (Anglo-Saxon rind Portuguese) 'from the loeal fie$1 is 6:4e
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years of service, the lower and upper quaxtile being 2.87 and 13.08
years, respectively: while that for. other local. teachers is somewhat
less. 4.36 years, with 1.64 years and 9.13 years as the lower and upper
quartiles. l'he medians for these groups are nearer normal .condi-
tions. Each would be several pqints higher but for the fact that a
great increase in school population has caused the rapid addition of
new teachers.

6reater interest, however, attaches to,the facts concerning.main,
land teachers, who have been much criticized for their short tenure
of service in the islands. "The tourist teacher, out for a holiday
war.- is a typical comment upon them. Of these. California-trained
teachers are said to be the chief offenders. The table, it will be seen,
gives -.4)111P basis for the above criticism, and explains fairly well
why the a verage length of service for all teachers is so- low. The
Median for the mainland group is 1.72 years. That is to say, more
than tone-half of these teachers have not yet completed the second
year of island service-152 out of 281and llo, indeed. are in the
first year of such work. This means, of course, that the mainland
teacher group is a very fluctuating one, a condition -which makes it
all the easier for those who by inclination resent the presence of
The "outsider" to draw conclusions as to her " insincerity and " in-
differenv. Inexperience in the classroom is a partial explanation
as t o especially who are recruited from the Pacific coast. for of
247 mainland teachers replying to the question regarding pre-,
Hawaiian teaching experience, 95 have reported none, a proportion
Which is greater than I in 3..

But something may be said in behalf of the teachers who go to
Hawaii from 'the United States. The.yery great majority of them
are not adventurers seeking a year of idleness nt Territorial expense.
In point of fact very few are of this sort. Nearly all of them are
rendering good service, even though it be for a -short period. 'Re-
sponsibility for frequent changes and frequent returns of teachers
to the mainland has lain, for the most part, with the department of
education. The.department has in a number of schools failedto pro-
vide the living accommodations which it has assured teachers would
be found. Too many teachers have had to start working in isolated
places under such trying conditions that a whole term's teaching has
been required to overcome the disappointment' and chagrin. The
department of education.should, in the opinion of the cothmission,
give inimediat4and thorough -going attention to the comfor.tabbt.
housing of the teachers. In, addition to the problem* of housing, the
department needs to devi4e a better method of placing teachers.
When these two problems have been more liSppily arranged, not only
will mainland teachers be willing to continue longer in the striae,

10146°- -20----11 ;
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but the department .0114.'1101 in requiring ontracts fur two
or more years of teaching fruit those newly appointed.
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Table 8 supplements Table. 7 by presenting facts asto the number
of years teachers have been in present positions.

There is something to be said in favor of teachers who can take
advantage of. experience on different islands of the. archipelago, btd
there is hardly justification for such wholesale changes as.occur frosa
year to year. Apparently there are frequent changes from school to
school on each island. much more so than from island to island.
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Members of the commission found schools with six, seven, and eight
teachers where all lout one Or two of the entire staff were new to the*
.ghoul and copummity: The table hears this out. Of 761 teachers
listed. It; per rent (8Z) are new to their cnvironmant : and altuost

pce (itt of them (%+X4112-±P1) have not been three }'card` in their
prevent joositions.. The facts. It will be realized. make more emphatic
the pwidetu of teacher placement. which the department of coloration
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:Bolo presents the distribution- of i';'4, teachers lith reference to
the extent of special training vr additional training since ,entering
the service in the Hawaiian schools. /Of these. 66, or 78 ptrr rent.
have not :ought additional training itherohrough summer scluads,
or other educational institutions. This is in part. explained by a
:!eneral attitude that the diploma ofjtigh school or of normal school
or of college, as the ease. may Ii'. represents-Hu corgIction of formal
olucation for teaching: that nothing further is needed. once full
ratiliation has been met. It would be ntjust, however. to assume
dl::' there is no desire for the additional growth that such agencies
might offer among the i66 members of the staff. The commission;
in truth. believes that opinion among thtse teachers would favor the
extehsiiniof such geneies as are now available.

Table 9 shows that '20 per cent (147) of the teachers reporting have
taken !-4onie special training: all but 19 of I he 14' have attended from
one to sever:il of the summer school sessions which the department
of education has maintained at the Territorial Niortua4.School or at

it
te very sucressful summer school organized in 1919 near the Vol-
min !louse. out the island of Itaaii. Of the others. 3 have added '-

some high-school work. some college work, and 14 have had special
, rourses in music, busirs.s procedure, or in correspon4nee Ark.
i Noluodern sans)] orstem would care to stand on such a meager shove-,
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ing as this teems to imply : and the Hawaiian schooksystern, to judge
by its summer school lihievinnent of lust season, is not content with
the present status: As a matter of fact, the preslent department of
education is aware of the hiadequaey of'opportunities whereby the
teachers of the Territory may be kept abreast of progressive move-
ments in education in general as well as of changing methods in the
art of teaching. It has plans for the extension of last summer's
expeiment to all of the islands. It is to be hoped the Territorial
government will provide funds sufficient to bring about this highly
needed extension. Along thiS 'line the following suggestions are
made:

1. Conduct summer sessions in 19.20 'on at least two of the islands,
each session to run for a period of six to eight weeks.

Arrange the program of courses in Stir a tray that some of the
lecturers may alternate between the t vo sessions.

. 3. For the year 121 and thereafter ronduct manlier sessifais oil

two 1:lainiS alternately.
4. Require teachers to attend one of these sessions every other year

or allow some equivalent work: for example. study at the
t,Ileg of Hawaii or study at some mainland school ora
41rOfessional reading course.

Referring to Table 9, it will be seen that:the Hawaiian teacher
seldom gets an opportunity for advanced study on the mainland..
4 )nly .! per cent of 730 teachers indicate either study or observation
at mainland institutions after .1 wing accepted posi6ons in Hawaii.
.lust how large a. per cent one should expect for this group is a
,question. s The distance and the cost, as well as the limited meansof
transportation. are insurmountable barriers for the teaching staff
as a whole and for a derided majority of those from Ow mainland.
On the other hand, it is very evident that in times past the Terri-
torial department has discouraged any movement of this kind by its
narrow attitude with reference to leaves oeabsenee. A very'.consid-
erable nipmber of teachers have, through the questionnaires, brought
this defect to the attention of Federal commission. According to
them, teachers going to the mainland for advanced study were de-
nied any assurance of a position on returning. It is therefore s
pleasure. for the commission `to note in this connection the recent
change of 'attitude adopted by the tepart 'nt of public instruction
on December le. 1919, and to recommend 8 a permanent policy the
new ruling, which reads:

In cases where a teacher who has giterisatistaptory service fur not less data
awe years wishes to is' absent for not inure than one school year, the depart.
meat nifty assure soil teacher of reappointment WI soon as practicable upon
his giving notice of being ready for service,

.
V

. a
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rrAcorns AIM FAMILIAR WITH THE IsLANDs BET NOT WITH THE UNITEIP'
STATES.

Although the larger islands of the Hawaiian nechipelago are suffi-
cientl distant from each other to make of interisland travel an item
of,fairly considerable expense. nearly the entire teaching staff seems
to possess a rather extensive knowledge of the geograpliical features
of the group null a knowledge of local conditians on partictilar
islands, Six out of every seven teachers lhale lived on isited at
least two of the islands, and more than half of the staff has first-hand
acquaintance with three of the four important islands. Mainland
teachers are especially well equipped from this point of views. but
the locally trained teachers have shown a degree of interest almost
as gfent. In Consequence, one 'finds less provincialism as between
islands and distticts of the same than may at times be found among
rural sections of home of our States.

Provincialism, however, is very noticeable as soon as one turns to
considerations touching the mainland. the United States:. Neither
the United Statoenor its people,nor its Government; occupy much
space in the consciousness of anise teachers who possess only the
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Hawaiian or rlawaiian-Oriental hackgromul. The full meaning and
significance Of .1mericanism or of America's place in the family of
nations --is not graspi..d. ,Not' that these leachers are lackin; in a
sense of loyalty. Their fmpils are as Well trained in flag drills as
any others: they can recite as lofty :-.,entiments of patriotism in prose
1u nd poetry as any other.:. 11.1utt they really need as American
te;ichrs of American boys and girls is an opportunity to experience
the thrills that -comc cr.ni knowing in an intimate and direct way
something about our bustling citie,, our marts of trade and industry,
and our mei/0,0f prairies where so much of the world's food is grown.
Opportunity for oliservation and study through specific conrses of
training might well be put within the reach of one or two solve of
Hawaiian-horn teaches etch year. China and Japan and, the Philip-
pines arc sending their quotas' from fur greakr disiances. Like these
countries. Hawaii would discover that. rich returns are reali4able
a public investment of this sort. The effect such a policy would have
on the professional improvement of the leaellin;s left
cult to overestimate.

_ .

eitoftstoN ia.AlNo\ri \etults.
EducaCional magaz. ines art. sadiscriliestl to or :Ire ac(..essible to a.

great. majority of the teachers. Frequently !..ronjis living in the
teachers' cottages will Sveltre chili rates for a number of edneational
and other magazines. Again, icdividual teacher, report that they
are subscribers to as many as four to six of these periodicals. Tech-.

Meal educational magazines'areknown to cry few. Many; however:
seem to he readiTs of the Educational 'Review. while S'luaol ana
Society has just passed the introductory stage. The local Ilaavaiian
Educational Review, a journal of much merit published by the de-

.partfbent of public instruction limier the leadership of the superin-
tendent, is closely followed by nearly Till of the teachCrs. Taking jor
its shibboleth "The seimols of 'Hawaii. belong to the people of
Hawaii, who should be fully informed concerning all details of the
same this journal undertakes to- exploit -the cause of tariblic educa-
tion. to set...forth-in a very frank manner thelocal conditions and
needs.:*ad to foster w high standiird of urofes'Sional interest and
ethics arming the teacheys.- resent issues of the. jourtill are on such a
high plane and contain' materlidof so much value to the teacher, As.
well as to the public that the conunission.believes!it promises to be-
come an important. factor in the improv'ement of teachers...

. The commission believes that much more can be done than is done
at invent along the line of prescribed as well as suggested profes-

," atonal .reading for the -teachers in the field. In the fiRk place;the
departmenLot public instruction can avail itself of one resource.
Which is immediately at hand. but which is not mow appreciated in
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any adequate sense, namely. dm Library of Hawaii. It is...reconi-(
.mende.1 that tiome form of closer ooperation,be sought with this line
instil cation. to the coil tllatr groups of MI-portant works on educational
movelqras_and methods may be kept ifi circulation in all tarts of
the Territory. In the !",ccond place. the department itself needs an
official one,of whose chief duties will he the administration of read-:.
in!r-circle 1-ork among the entire staff. This 'person could, for ill-
stance. become the coordinating officer between the department and
the library. and also between the latter and the Hawaiian Educa-

.-",ti,mal Review.

'Ni' TIM \IO:ItS1111'

In modern school administration touch is being accomplished by
the principal who latshe finalities of .leadership and who ran put
tlp some into., practice aiming his 'group of assistants. The teachers'
meetings under such a person lose their perfunctory and tiresome
character. Tenehers Wspcind to the call for teamwork runl to the
call for a study and discussion of classroom and school problems.
Ere long they find themselves in an attitude of apprechttive interest..
engro-sol in the consideratioirof real problems of the day's work.
eaehr4outrilinting member of the sum total of conclusions. Prob-
lem it promotion may he thrashed out- rt*.441:period. the relation
of menial age to class work at another. Thins a school faculty may
ncai ;c of

.
itself a prime ao'ency of improvement and growth.

The schools of. Vwa ii lack the stimulus that 'comes from this
type of cooperative activity. Teachers were 'asked to'repo on the
frequency of teachers* meetings. Few failed to do this. a d minty:
hate reported on the perfmictory nature of the same. -1. time of
holding the meetings varies. In so eplaces a -meetim confer-
care is held every other week: in otl er places the s a meeting
each month : elsewhere the practice is to hob at least IWO Silith
meetings per term. Routine matters are the rule. or p ossibly the
reading of. some new regulations sent out from Honolulu. Con-
struptve sugge.stions totiching classroom procedure. we learn. are
rarely- neither are exchanges of opinion on mooted 'questions
Made a matter of request. nor reGrences cited to trustworthy clis-
cussiOns of them. These .conditionssemphasize what was said in
an earlier section in regard to the need of more aplessive, leader-
ship on the part of principals. To what extent can the principals of
Hawaii aceejit, as a function of their positions responsihility for the
professional improvement of thalassistants? The Principals on
the island of.'Knuai have reeently formed a study club, and this
prablem might well lie made a subject' of study and investigation
by them for the coming 3ear, a suggestion which is equally pertinent-,.for the principals on the other islands.
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TEACHERS' CONVENTHoNs.

Ilawaiimade very early prod f:' Ai for teachers' convent ions. 7,1lese
were hell frequently on eac1770141. and once it year. though with
only pttial regularity, a general convention was hell in Honolulu.
Froni:Iti88 to 1900 yearly central meetings of all teachers were held
reguliPly. and on two occasions at least teachers' traveling expenses
to and from Honolulu were paid. Since 1900 this general convention
has been superse le 1 by the 'summer school, to which reference has
been made. and eh h has been attended front year to year by those
teachers, irregnla n their training. who have wished to advance the
grade oftheir certification.

To-day the Territory brings the teacers of each of the.large islands
into a one-day convention or institute. These are alrhld on the same
day and, as a rule, on a Friday in the month of NovemNr. The time
is too sluirt for carrying out a .very adequate program, and the rom-
mission holds the opinion that much more could be mink of this oc,
casion hat in fact these meetings can come to hold an important
place among the activities designed to promote espirit 41e corps among
the teaching staff . Certainly two days, and perhaps three, should be
given to these meetings: Communities lit which the conventions are
held should be urged to cooperare with the school officials and the
department of public instruction to make these sessions noteworthy .

fdt,drasliteratic hospitalihtlind for the inculcation of a spirit of good
will among -teachers and school patrons. The department should
make a studied effort to provide inspkin speakers, both those who
can deal with the theOry and practice of teaching and thine who can

-bring messagf4 from the world without the classroom: for example,
from the church, the court room, the Government office, the bank, the

ndustrial plant. Some of the sessions shoal be given over to con.
trihntiinis from the teachers themsolyegfrom committees of teachers
who brim; in the results of a year of study on some special problem
of the Hawaiian school., Furtheilhore. these conventions should he
held on different dates, For Instance, the islands of Hawaii and Maui

'Might divide one reek in NoVitillien for their. meetings: Oahu and
Kauai might divide the f owing w.eek.. Thus a group of superior
speakers could be listed 'r all of -the islands, which would not only
effect a saving in lionld simplify Ihe problem of grogram`-

`planning, if, in order to accomplish the proposed change, each
island were obliged to close its schools for the greater part of a week,

. there -Would be ample justification fpr the - innovation..

CEIrTrFICATION OF TEACHERA.

The Terlitory recognizes creilentitils for elementary certification as
.

.

folloyjs: '
.Vniversity orsc-ollege degrees. e

t t y:-



2. Diplomas from State normal schools.
3: Diplomas from. the Territorial Normal and Training. School in
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Honolulu.
4. Normal certificates issued by the Territorial Normal and Train-

ing
5. State grammar gra certificates.
6. State life diplomas.
7. Primary grade certificates attained by successfully passing ex-

aminations (threepoups) given each yc.ar by the Territorial
hoard of examiners.

R. Grammar grade certificates attained in similar manner.
TJie requirements as listed are not unlike those found generally in

the United States. Rot the problem of teacherliortage has himight
into acceptance certain departures that need to be pointed oat. The
fourth item above, namely, the normal certificate*, issued by the local
institution operates as an easement of the usual requirenients for the
regular diploma. Students who have not taken algebra and geome-
try. who, in other words, can not master these subjects. and who also
fail to reach if certain attainment in English. have lven itecepted for
these certificates in lieu of diplomas. They are snpposedly of lower
rank in intelligence, and under normal conditions ghould probably
hare been eliininitted from the teaching group. The extent to which
normal-school -students have been graduated with the certificate
ratherthan the diploma is shown in Table 10 below:

111.1, W.Graf/Wars I/ I th.c Ter Marini Normol, School.

^ 1090 : 1097 19914 1999' 1900 1901 I. 1902i,
GrAdmullawth

Diploma
fertifIratra...'

_...... .

8 10 11 19 7 '201
9 0 2 4 ... .. . :.' ,

Twill number a 19 , 17 21 II 271,
1.

' 1900 1909 i 1910 1011 1912; 1913;1I ''- - - .- -- -'
i. I I,eradiating 9.'110-

Certificate II SK1

i

14; . 4 0 11

11"3' 17 21 i 22 31 27Diplmoa

Total nuraher. 29 110 731 20 37 i
*I l

19111 Ilia 1 110110 NM 1907
._____. . . __

. .

17 PI: ; 13 . 10 19
I 3 f. 4 I 11

-- --- - ,--- ,--
31 197 22,1 24

'. 1 T..
10

1914 ! NJ' To-914 I MI?

i___

11 : II 14 19 294
20 . 14 30 ! 37 1 277

31 30 i 56,

in a period of two decades, it may be observed, more students were
sent over the_ easier. roati"of certitidation than were'credentialed by
means trfadiplomas. When it le retailed that the normal schopl re-
quireirtents for grathtst ion 'are two years less than is.4equired in, the
mare. modern mainland States, it* justification must apparently ims.
put on other grounds than good normal schogil,..praetice. From one
pointof visor, it hai tended to double the enrollmentof. the normal.,
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school : from another, it has kept a fair pereentage.of prospective
teachers from seeking certification fin' public school service through
les, desirable channels. Because of recent legislative action, how-
eu er. which fixes a lower salary schedule for holders of it, the normal
certificate will doubtless fall into gradual tiffs e. This should.cnahle
that teacher training. 4-enter to concentrate aitetition ou the possihility
of organizing and maintaining a relatively 11444 standard of aecom.
plishntent for those who are to carry its stamp of approval and
guarantee into the classrooms of the Territory.

Another departure ha the machinery of certification has to do with
item 7 alxn-e: that is, with the procedure leading to primary grade
certificates. As indicated, tri.is type of certificate is based on passing
three groups of examinations. The first of these is in Oie subjects of
the coarse of study of the elementary schools. and ,iff successfully,
passed the candidate is givenia first permit, which carries authority
to teach for the next school year only h4 second' examination may
then be Diktat. whitII 'is a test of the camlidatc's hutovledge of teach-
ing inetliods in the grades in which she has heeneniploeli. If passed..
a second permit is issued for -another year of teaching. "Tile third

examination is based on pedagogy, school law, and general meth4415,
of teaching. Pratically all states allow s4mie type of certification
1,y examination, in addition to credentials from training Institutions'
and this Hawaiian plan is theoretically as good as, if nut !letter than.
others. But the demand for teachers has caused what is in fae.La

the ni,inimorn standard of teacher acrreditati, . n t helirst Have the
*pretty 'general disregard of this regart ion I i. summed to Tie

111Peschool'syst figs retained teacheik on tint permits after rpeatell
?aihsrekin examinin ions. It Ii: ilso employed them Idle!) they have
failed to pass the first test. 'It following ;rases. taken horn the
teachers recont Books. in the office of time suitrifitendent of public
ifistrittion: will illustrate the points. They represent a few among
numerous instances:

ease 1. T,;i4.1wr .\ .44-1111.11.11rst )..,,fait 19J5:44as nitwit VIM( illi1011,41 1.1 160lPni

fro., 11110. %v1111 nu reeetti or :olvoneo in 4111111(111 im,
1'11,4.2. Tilitltr It Mt A iaughl !iiiIII. spring "f 1910: pod: evitiliiii0.1m1 for

:primary pilule wilitierete 1917: fulled.
riodo:l....1enelter r lots -WWII shile full of 1911: Iva 4.1',41,multi I, : ,;11111 In

.. examluntif In each year. .

Ctisos../.Tetteher 11 loom taught Amy full of 191: tIr4 1 llorm.t seu,41 1915:
*frond permit secured 1917; no.tarther eredeaoi.

Cite v 5, Teacher 1.: 1mm-taught mince full of 1917: failed In .ni-lmarg jail*.
examination In 1017; fulled In 918: failed In 1910.- 41/1

Clow II, Teachr I' bur taught since full of 1015.; falleilIn primary gratle

.
examination held.ln 1917:. fulled In 1918: failed In 1910.

,Case 7. Teacher 14 Into Muhl since full of 1011: fulled In ministry .irnale7ln%

aIn(netion held In )017; felled in WM

%
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In the second place the school authorities hare met the problem
of under supply by employing so-called .. substitute" teachers, some
of whom have been ex-teachers possessing credentials. 'some normal
school :wilier students. and some have been persons without.any
credentials. For example. the roster of teachers in the emploY of
the public schools December. 191S. shows 1,068 persons. Almost one -
tehth of the number (98) had no actual credentials. They belonged
to th two cla..:itS (,i) substitutes'. and (1) " failed in examina-
tions.- If. now. w e add to the 8 thOse teachers..214 in number. ivlio
field primary grade CertifiCat es only, we find that :I teadiers or
approximately one- third- of the elementary staff were holders of
eitho the minimum standard. for certification or of no standard at all.

The-e facts have prompted the FetliTtil commission to make the
following suggestions concerning cert i tient ion of teaehers:

r, 1. The normal Certificate should be done away' with after the end
14 the current Vicar and the diploma should be Mamie the sole standard
of graduation. 11410e the diploma may he given for the completion
of 414441;1a course.: 'Within the institution, it should be based on
equivalent values as to xrellence-'01 attainment. '

2. The defiarthalit of public instruction should as early as possi-
-ble deny col ifieatil In to any new applicants who come without lie-
equable creilenti;ils and whO can not meet such tests ii.... :ire now set
up for the priniai gr1:41e certificate. It should'i-41so administer
more rigorously the present regolatiore:. for said certificate. with a
view..elimintt in!, those who a ftei. due trial exhibit inability to
urderst a iirl-t,Vcontent of elementary grade subjects. Such teachers.
it may he surmise d, can hardly do justice to the snhjectS when in

...charge of claS,es, '''sbuk.
3. I ti addition to the ing of a maximum salary limit wllicli is

lower for the holders of this ifiale (a ride nown force for those:
certificated after Aigust 31. 1919), the standard of requirements for
the sato should be gradually Nis...1111111H, within fOur orfive years.
it parallels the standard for grammar grade certification.

4. Fur Avluttever loss of teachers the suggestions .ents U. and until ,
lord a genries and local candidates.ean readjust to the Hinges, let theireci
department increase its efforts to seen re, properly eel ificated teachers.
from abroad;

lit. , 1

ljaomoviox .txn RA.TEVI Of TKWITERS. ....

int lit' past any promotion policy acs regards teachers has been con-
-fined ittillost altogether to the automatic increases in Salary from year
t&year. Changes from one school to another, to one more desirable,
have been Wised largely on momentary conditions and the pet-swi-
sh-Mess of individual teachers. ,ExperiOrbee in some rural sections of
the Territory has tisually/been required in order to secnrea 'position
(in other words, promotion to a position) in,Ilonoluln. Itt addition

..::. . . i:
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to this. an examination of the Territorial regulations reveals three
items that bear indirectly on the question of promotion. as follows:0

oilchers iii louiosirotth 14w:111004 muy it.. Raid ok01.
tilethe Nero conipetevay in such cases are not stated, Though
conceivably tare rule cover, teachers holding higher forms of credential:.

t2) ritel .11s of "...hook of from 2 to III rooms shall he required to hive a
primary-grade certItichte;. of ,,11"0": of 10 r4.ans or more, a grit mtuargnide
certificate.

1:11 -tworrliln: l!noipal " most be the holder of a 'frraniotli r-;:rado

L

The department 1,f publie instruction has used for a number of
years a regular forn; of rating of teachers. and the data thus ml-
leted are kept on file ,in a series of Teachers Repord Books. The

ratings are made by thje supervising principals. some of whom send
in new reports every termthat is. three times per yearand others
Of whom report two times per wear on an average. An illustration
of this plan of teacher ating i given llelow :

DEP..% It'DIENT 1'q111.1 INsTitt-41.114N,

11.4.ot on NI__ _.

II MUT.
from . _____ h._

Nentno,. ro..11, 1,11. .

!eho..l atm.xpl

Dimsipaino

Territorial I1 laws

ne.to effort
P.

Regiptr 4

Daily lesson plan aril proeratn. .

'Arran.' corroel inn of pitpir writ ln
work

Preparation 10

Presen tat ion . 111

Illustrat ire mat ler 10

expresegion work

Averages cralt.

Year's av-prage

4 4

ti .

9

21 22

SI 57

I
Gr44les trri.ght . 1

Time tinatintos in room no 70

Date of I-7-15 3-15-111

, comments: '. I ..

191__.

4

4

7.

9

8

9

' 21

84

1

70

0-8-16
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An eNamination of the ratings leads one to the belief that there is
a general absence of any real study or analysis of teacher achieve-
inent. Indeed. the form that is used would seem to put undue em-
phasis upon the routine of the school. It leaves ample space for

. "0111 but here one does not find enough attention given to
'constructive criticism of the Witching of subject matter. This will
be observed in the following typical reproductions of comments as
made by different supervising principals supplementary to their per-
centage ratings:

T1 r! .1 Ct :1 1.1.1.EMEN !INC. 1111 1:1)1t11 Al it % I IN, TE 1( HERS 141
Sl'IsrlOis14;

('tlxf I I. lisgle,-Nri s,o1) I flicht r.

:t. Tilt' puplllt respond fairly well. eon:hlering their isolation. Some of
thent,;re bright. Talked with thew on the doing of tliiiigL

22. Slit. does ery well in this l'un4ls respond well.
(O.,b.r told discipline shore the aNerage.

NI.ttlit 13. Teacher goes right ahead ill a Imsletesslike way. Alakes some
a rrrs in Elicits!) and Is not e,peulally strong as'a teacher, lout Itk probably the
I..o. w. can ge..t. here.

Cam! 1:. Itat.her.
22. Nan book flat fnllaetsI MaIlly sla't's had no plan. This teacher

coald,li a suceess in it :441 1.mol under it L:ooll principal:-sil is quirt in her tcach-
Iltt and has good control aver Ill

Toildiel' Is putting fords effort to Cali tutu ill/41111
septol.4ber 21. The maker, a god impression oll.a The teaeher,

manner.
.

141ittary 19. Phis 1.4 the host -regulated
. The

met. (loin:: still how,. ....k.
'Ainy 114. NVork was all 'trail oils 11,1 attempt at teaching the subject.
.;...ptelithr 17.'1'i-4101r not physically tit to Is 111

r.'h 11. Slav gets fair results.

('mite /G. Purl Si gni A(' lrru lieu.

I wil.,.1111,0- 7. .rt.w.twe ...bows interest nilthis iloinegood work for n beginner.
Nhili 15. Timelier has eollorted wane 11N441 11 11e1 1 I. lies 31 1-41. hOlrght

11111 ((sr st'wiil classy.. She 11.1s subscribed for helpful educational
journal-. Pupils an' alert unit interested.
ittli Pupils are interested and respond well. I1).stilts shm teacher lama

been doing good work.
October 5. Teacher Is pructleid lie her work. Discipline a little weak.
dart -It 27. 'reacher IS sett. 111 make good. Her class is too large.
March 27. Tetteber has succeeded in carrying out hist Met ions Olen on last visit,.
titober 12. Quiet, industrious, and pleasing,
Mundt S. -Quiet, deliberate. Int erestisl, el 1 4WIZPIII,-111111.pleashig.

November tt. Bright, energetic, interested, turd pleasing.
.

('o: ID. Anglo-Saxon teacgc).

November 20. 'ChM fragility_ weak In bringing out ideas and &Mina to
results. (toed In nmsie. Wrenched only seventh )ttigP lie 'reader. _

November 30. Voice anti manner pleasing. Is improving by her experience.
or
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Iluy II. 13r r w:ork hus intprevI. Me it glIrOrt.

NOV4'111110' . fair Imeer, won .veins to he 41r rvot trx(11 tont
riplimirinti. hilt Icitily N,int him: ut eittlitu.s.ixt1 ht

..,:irtmry '2'2 .1 frt1r tetteber. 1) s- en refill work. but oho ithhqnito
Juin* 4. Iles been iII : Mt, lint tr plat-fol.

:-.1crupuhm,4 r Iran.
11..tobur ::".:tis 1101:11.:: it. pnt : yulof nit.1
yornbe 1i. Iii al4411.

4. (2,11 dom.emtie. and Interest41.
Stptonlor ierfnI lett lIstles- sitnk indkti- !y mei

-read baltinly.
.Tannuey C111,1.011. frctini. Pupils much :him.Ned man iat.mn.
Ti:3 12 rho..1.1M. int,tt.-4e d. and

Orm 21. Ibiwu i It a,

steiolnr qiecere and iitIti.:tritis. w..i;;
March 22. She ,till t111 01
inn, 21. Teaelr k faithful. lat1 k
.1vItunry l'e:v.hor I, oii.g In r lu t. 11. litith..1,
Novviiibur IS. (1ivat tiajhe Eili..lent wil hitt 1,(
November 20. 1Vorks hard. peso:.
Sitat-flaw!. 27. Entlinsinsii..

'ft-miter's p.m.
Felmiary I1. Indust elms. arne-r. imitktakber. good ti..1( r.

Septenthi.1. :20. .1 f-w 11.v.! 1,411,1111. lint i :tin dwilit
ilsithtI' Mane and spiritless

Needs a fin' new, 3ears Iii :41.aninnits
May 14. Imprtn Mg but shault1 be buck in grammar: slmel. ato

immature. %%Alb tialnIng should make a promisilw; teacher.
)Molter 7. Academically limited hot doing fait, work tills year. Eut..;11 h.-r

drawback. EITorts this torah and results deserve u " p.nsittg marls."
Jantuy 29. r:figlish 1.011.11.utibie Ittipr..ventent. lien stead.% \,,r1

has bmitglil this [Want. Excellent ri.sponse.

dust to what extent the supervising principals are engrossed in
petty administrative details and to what extent they coneek e one
of their chief functions to be the enriching of their teachers' re-
sources aml the ituvrovement of classroom skill is fairly well indi-
cated by ti study of the gra.t list of comments that are accumulating'
in the central Office at fronblultt. Aside from this consideration.
however, there arises the question, To what usie is all this information
put? Ildom if ever has it been studied as a basis for promoting
teachers, either individually or as a group. That it lutsiiver been a
matter. of much weight in this selection of principals is likewise very
doubtful.

The most unfOrtuate -feature about the. plan, however. is the rear-
Lion on the teachers themselves. The following comments by teach-..
era ary typical: k,. .

dit
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" it 1;,1,`I.t41) %%1.11 jla a reeellt stiI4emOlt by II (1,114tvivnt of pulilio
Ito ru, thin i the tr of the slower ishig prinelpliOrshould le oote-tructive
raft er than roetallsti and llestractive. Taking Ilint statement as basis
fur 0. don. ii t.eenis to me thin no alone vi totip change efialil 11, Millie in tilt.

pisrfiusslory and petty method of
iiio work of teiwbers 1.)s a militia grade given .lurgely on rioutitt

wort., each a, nutklug out registers properly, etc. I refer to the typewritten
forma list le rot torts given oath teacher by the sliperisiug principal."

\ in surely be up(esreut to anyone really concerned with the vital isigh
of olio, ution 111:11 Mid) it 11101110 is nothing lys, than an insult, a personal
ammo, at tery sincere teacher. ilovo can the sincerity of purpose. the vitality

to the v. otit of flit' pupils, the interest slieun in all the interests of
rani! Iite, be in ally way reprosentt1 by the way the register- are kept. the
plan howls wall,' mil, or any such inohanital work? AVoo all litmus good teachers
%Ot s. plan kooks ;Intl registers are perks.: ailIPI...lillAtif111S1."1* IOW Cl
;,"Tit.r.1".O. tir What out, Yet Iltis ballad report givcs I .111, ..f. iIMl

"It lw tinitoprtant and. absolute!) %cordite,: thing.; crolo the
or 'rill tvitchno:."

ant sorry it my attach !aloft tails pha, of supervision ,Aonts vir&ent or
tit airanted. Yr? think a 1111.11114.ilt. Tlir 1:11nig,i that t mumbler'sl worth
ootiile. the things that I strcoseti as a principal. were Ilia even remotely own,
noir .! in this rPort i,p4.n my stantlitig us a teacher: The intere,r shown in
Mi. !is and flame rartotors of the ciinthen; the hiterest.shomis is loral nt.1.11$,

oaori lu i.nVliii 'dean play total real ideals of honesty and true sports-
iti I'M' boy, and girls, where do they come in? Are snob thingA

unimportant, so remotely eionnettl with education, that they .rectoivo no.ent-
itha.;. hi making up too, 1.031 wortfitind standing. of a teacher? I would be
nitiasiil to koow %Oat saber teacher and members of the 11.1"11.11"(41 111111'

lit ViCIV of the foregoing, the Federal commission makes the-..kin i reconunentlat ions :
flue depa r tment of public instruction should itioliffaie a re-

vition of its whole plan of teacher-rating and promotion after a
sillily of the most sticeeshful plans now.. in operat,ion in the ,ITnited
States.

. Use new plan should include the possibility of promotion bused
tin merit us Well its on service. A teacher ill no exception to the rule
tha. t rnost,petple do their best work under a constant stimulus to,im-
itrovement. While a salary schedule tunic and should be based in
part on years .of service, it may also wisely offer tohlitional rewards
for growth and efficienci. after the common' maxims a. has been
reached: Such a combination scheaule offers one of, tlWfx.st. means
Of stimulating continued professional.growth on the part of teachers.

3, The new plan.should recognise the right of the teacher to know,
approximately at least, the rating of her Aeachitig elflaiency, and
those persons in charge of this branch of woRryiphodfd he trained to
cooperate with the teacher, not only in classroom. suggestion, but in
pointing .ottl analytically the elements of strength and weakness in
inethods employed.

4 t
40
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Trvciu
The question of the dismissal of teachers from the public schools

of Hawaii is governed by the following regulation of the department
of public instructi,on:

A teacher ease I e tilaksed front tIa servit,:e tor tail,4, :1 her a hearing of
the case before the derailment or a lit horized Swent of the deportinett. The

foth.wing, u,ac he oleiderd as sufficient cause, for dismissal : Immoral

condttet b) .rdlnation ; Inefficiency; (7) el.nvict 1.11 or u vela o
tense; (e). 41i-en.

A teacher may ob.:4i be disfnissed from the departmcat vvitenever after n
lirsiring', imp ear to t he depart lava! t hitt 'ugh dish, -n! will he tar the
Isqifit of the department.

1 ti,tnis-o I for any. of ), d t will 111,11;6. ,:lhell or.
(itiate.

A ttnar may be transieri:ed from one "h,+,1 lio Ilivreljon
MO department of public tos.t ruction.

While this regulation Anis .selthan _teen inviihed. there have oc.
tiirreti front time to time both dismissals from the service and trans`
fers from desirable to less desirble schools or pfisitions. Moves of

this kind are usually the cause of much bitterness of feeling. which
may be of loo* standing and Wad to prologed factional strife..
laiaii has had her share of such trouble. It has resulfed. in a cer

tain undercarent of feeling in the school syste a feeling that in
any case of serious difference between school official and the teacher
the latter tuts little hope of having unbiased judgment rentioreti.
The Federal cominission believes there is ti middle ground of pro-
cedure in such cases, by means of which the rights of both 'parties are
considered. This procedure has been so well stated. by Prof. E. P.
Uttliberley in his book gn public School Administration "linit the
commission desires to include it here for the consideration of nut, only
the department of public instruction and the teaching staff but the
public, as well.

The notice of dismissal should in itself he given under certain definite eoadl-
t lams whitt are Just .10 both sides. In the first place, no teacher should he liable
to n 6.11)111)4mi of contract for failure to render satisfactory services who has
not been multi& of the deficiencies and given an opportunity and reasonable
assistance t3 remedy theta. If Improvement does not result sufficient to warrant
the retention of the teacher, the superintendent should then recommend that
written 1101fre he served On the hatcher, for-specified reattonti, to the effect that
the board desires to terminate the contract with the teachor, to take effect at
the close of We Reboot year. If the boon! approves, the notice should be giVil
to the teacher, and not later than the. last day the jachools are In session dor*

'the tcool year, and when sO served the contruct with each teacher terminates
at, the end of such school year. For, the sufficiency the masons for fermi
mating the contract the superintendent and the iCoard should be the sole AAA
without the meddling of lawyerg or the Interference of the courts. Teationt
not so aotifted,confinne Ia service from yetir to year.

This middle ground is equally just to both sides. The usual tanditIon:th
not just to teachers who litive spent years in making prep:wailed for a 40

f.
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work of se), i..e. Hod the life-tenure 1)11111 IS not Just to taxpayers or to the
ddldren in the school,. Tilt. middle ground gives practivally life tenure to
,rs nerthy teacher and schOol officer, but merely reserves to the hoard cif
tvntrol for the selitids, acting on the recommendation of their chief executive
,dicer. and eddy after helpful advice has failed I.' bring the desired improienient,
the yight quietly to tmme from the schools those who should not be them

sALARIEs OF THE liLEMENTART STAFF.

Among recent noteworthy aiht anees in Hawaii's public schools
particular mention may he given lo The new salary schedule adopted
is A ngnst.. 191. Thi scheilule which has provided substantial
increases. is given herewith fur the elementarystaff :

SALARY SC111:1111.1: 111.- ELEMENTARY .TEAUERS AND .ASSISTANTS.

I. 11,!1)1,1,, of the grammar gro)l
diplmw,,), or 4.11Ilivaitit.: r

Per mouth .

.anti twriiii,1*

PIT ycar.2

Fir,t io! $55 i $1;020Somm,1 year 9n I I, 080Third year
Fourth tint

95 !
1(81 ! ! 1,200Filth year 104' '1,260

Sixth year 110 1,320,ventli year 115 1,380*Eighth year and alter 125 ' 1,500

Ir. ,.1 primary stra.14. .ortjlieult,s
pcluAl t lrtifiate)-. '

First year 75 900
Second year s. 80 9130
Third year 8.5 1,020
Fourth year 85 1 1,020
Fifth year. 87.50 1,050
Sixth year 90.00 1,080
Seventh year 92. 60 1,110
Eighth year 95.00 1,140
Ninth year 10.00 1 200
Total year and atter 1005 110 12130

ertitirated touchers . 55. (g) 660Permits:
First year
eSeond year

60 .00
65.00

720
780

11:nlversity and college degrees. normal diplomas, State grammar grade et rtificates, andSlate life diplomas tan,s at the discretion of the hoard of examiners be accepted es the
spfiralent of Hawaiian grammar Kra& rertificates or diplomas.

'The shad year consists of 10months of teaching and 2 summer months, via, Julyand AuAltat. All apiaries for each school year terminate Aug. 31. All teachers whoam In the service of the department at the close of the spring term shall he entitled toas minty teaths of their respectie.ealaries for July and August as they have taught*nth..
maximum salary for holders of A primary grade certificate issued after Aug. 81,1919, will ts $55.. Those *Whens at present in the service who have held primary gradeemail-hies to pans or more, and who have on June 80, 1910. completed 10 years of sat-Siariory teaching, 411111 receive the maximum salary of the grammar grade certificate.Ralf time taught ellwwhere than In the Territory, Dot to exceed three yearn. may beAllowed in determining the Initial salary o f t qacherl: provided, however, that after one

nu of s.ntisfactory service hill time not to eici.ofteix years may be allowed. ,'The maximum salary for holders of a inormia.schoo certificate issued after June 80,1119. will 1,e $55.

10146*20---12 a
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'I A 1: s. 1 t.--.1strittal Attliarp (q. elt no( taw NIOEI, boxed on 4,9! j' 'Non. rep,' I issq.'

s Uri,.

Under WO... .

64111119

700 799
Nal ...Uto
01011.9V11. ....
1,000 1.099..
4.10/3 1,199..
1.231-1,219.
1.3M 1.31P.)
1 .400.1..199. .

Lein 5,099_, .

1.7(011,7W...
1A00 1.41U.: _
1.200.1.rign. ..
2,00419. ...
2,509,ner

Nfeliun :,11nry fur .A(111.01:16...

. 1 ea9c quit li,ncher.

. t
U

I front .. ir,titUanati
I NCli11611.1. wands.
t / .

.

I

1

111 x
la 25
.1c, 11 i
:to

4
115s 1

31 . II:

..%'.

li!J
51.21)...2, . $1,27.:

(I. N.

/
I

..,.11

74
21
33 '
15

1'

t

3 11
31..0,

I Tei.:lie
! per cent,

i
..-.-

5 i ID - 7
:0; :CO.

17 1 25
l

17 : to
Pet ' 211

7.; t 11.0
99 .

If
1 :II 211

133

10
.:.I.

I .1

1

li
.
1

I

I

f
7

-

'0'2 ; tn.,s

cl.P .

18nute of I hoclernentAry'prineipnl,.Ine ihiltpled; in fa( i .1110y rive:4111 all I he .11.6,,. al.", p. 11.,.11."-01)-
.$1.599gronp. Stmt of ihoprineipah in Hawaii have touchily dilry.

.2 LOWPSL s ilary reportel ii $4.40. Whore :-...1,1nrin; aro reprt.1 le,, than 9/.0 per 3 enr.'0 proh.thly iutli-
miles .bat taclera trill be employed !psi than n full year. SIV MAP tinder sehedid Awns. I Pr if may In
a etlealat Ion for the year 1419 (1:14IMI on (s1,1 .Ind new Fehedule,. In oilier c-.:,e ii has only. ilw lizli,est
effect on I he !able. .

. . .

The status of aetual sidary received has been rept-whs.] 010 by 692
of the elementary staff in "fable II. the data of which are summarized.

' Or While the largest group of teachers (24.:1 per cent) in this table
received an annual ,illary of between $1.00. and s1.0110. the median
salary of the entire numberiivporting is l'et%reen $1.100 50111 s1:20.
Bearing in mind that the median length .of service in the publi,.
schools is 317 years, the relationship of Table 11 to the salary
schedule above is %.iry well indicated. The medians fur the different
g. ups Of teaelfers are seen to vary. TIN-median salary fur main-

lal I teachers i about that for the *group as a whole. The median
for Caucasians (:inglo-Saxons and Portuguese) who are locally
recruited is $200 greaterthan the median for other local teachers,
and it i.4 $100 greater than tilltt for the entire number. The difference

. between the first and second groups .(colinuris :I and n) is explained
by length of service and its effect on the salary schedule, while tfie

difference between both of these and the third group (column 4) is
jdue,in part to l&rt teaching experience and in part to to lower grade'

; of eertification. , ,

/ If salary conditions in Hawaii are compared ,with similar.impdi-
tions in-the United 'States, the Territory will appear in a favorable
light. Such a comparison may, be made by means of Table q,
which piesents salary statiaies with reference to elementary.teachers

in P2 cities for, the year 1918-p... .'
Strictly speaking, the comparison Cennot be on exact one, bootie* *

of the 'inclusion of a :entail percentage of principals In Table 11,
'Whereas in Table 14 there- is no' certainty as to this point; on the /l
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oilier hand, the data are comparable as to salary ranges tip to $1.500. .

Tilde 11 shows ihat the largest group of teachers in Ira waii (24.3
per rent) receives a higher Ma la Ey ($1,040 to $1.3199 I' than the largest
group of teachers (3'2.2 per cent) in the 391! cities ($?.400 to $999).
hl flawaii only 11' per cent of the teachers receive lest than $1,000.
;;s against 71 per cent receiving less 111 :412 cities. Again, in Hawaii
71 per cent of the teachers receive a saclary het ween *1.(x to and $1599.
while 2.1; per tent of teachers in :192 cities were receiving 11etween
1.000 and :1.:199. T i'Turning to the western group of States in Table

II (I; roil} 1 F.): 34.3 per cent of the teachers in these StateS were re-
ceiving less than $1,1100 per year atid per cent, wen. eeeei ring
between SI,01) And $1:99. Corresponding figure E; for Hawaii. as
pro-ital.-Ay noted, are 11; per cent and 71 per cent. respectively.

Froni.:C:coittparati v 4. point of vieW. then. Hawaii is found. to be
prowresively abreast Of the present movement of better remuneration
for tIa. teaching proles,hat. But like other parts of the country.
ilaly Iii_ will called 1111011 to meet further increases for

"'this claps uI tuiblio servAts. Commenilale though it wa,-. it must
Ix realizettliat the recent adoption of new salary schedule for
the Territory was a !whited act. If statistics for the :192 for
1919-n were nt Land.'' they would doubtless show eep 'latticed
trogre.s 'toward still higher salary railings for elementary teachers. .
and Hawaii is too dependent upon mainland teacheri to be un;e-
Tonsive to these farts. 4

T %nu,: 12. Ph r ha ry irnAt s' solo tits a, 19Is--I9 in
I listrilnaeLacconling to ccographioni grouping and 53larlei roccivni.3

. .

'31.4rotos.

A..' 4; Loop

Num - Per Num-, r 0, Vent her of
(call,- of tenei.
c':. oi er:.

0121-31. .... 7s 0.7 1,4
NOtFaPa tert: 9 7, 1,093 i
109-7P0 '!,401 0.2 /. ,
9499-960 .74'. .4,...1.1 2,1;10
0,010-1.110 1,7944 17.0 29.5
stare-121 292. 2.9 45
11,401-1,199 45 .1 12
0,010-1,709 2.4 .3 .1 I

11.401-1.9,./.4 4 3
12,001.2.04 II
0.210-2,396 1

B.`

'er
cent

Of
total.

2.1
13.9
'42.3

:46.2
4.1-
.6
.2

Gra p .:401p E Total.

Num Per i Nom. Pet Nom.' I'er Num-
ber of rent. 1,er of cent leer of cent her of
tench- of !tench- of iteach -i of teach-
er:. total. crs. I total. er",. total. cis...

Per
cent
of

total.

Ii
4161

2,012
1,filrl,

7:01
221

33
15
5
3
1

.O6
9.6

39. 4
30.:
14.0
4.3
.6
.3:
.l
.1

11
' . 301

1, It19
1,1121

I

1,429
4,294

60
NS
17
40

0.2
5.41

1v.2
31.5
23.4
20,0

1.0
.4

..3

2'
23

XX
1,274
1,660

1;344
515

19
1

0.5
10.2
Z. 6
30. s
24.'0
9.6
.4

2,621
10,5s7
11,15's
6,110
3,14.,
. 1215

. .99
.36

5
2

0. 9
.s. I

gib. 9
32.1
U.6
11.1

I.9
.3
.1

'Pam Public School Survey of Memptil, Tenn.. L. S. Du. of FAiic. But., 1919, No. 50, p.04.'Group A. Eutern .1m-hiding Connecticut. Mine. Namschneetts. New Hampshire, New Jersey. New
Tort, Peuntylt anis. Rhole Island. Vermont.

'Group II. Southern. Including Alabama, ASkarnas, Delaware. I latrk$ of ColuMbla. Florida.11c.nrela.
isittiekv,l.oullono. Maryland, Misviesippl, North Carolina, South Carolina. Trunesereqexas, ViretnleWest Virginia.
'Group C. meat Lakes, I:winding ftlitioi., Indiana. michig,ai. Miciouri, Nola.

ialskr..
North I16k0tf, .%amnia, South nakota.

*Group II. We.tern,neluding Arliono.C.tilfonna, Colorado, }lobo, Molitana.'Nevaaa. No:. iletieo,
Omen .1.1ah , Washl ugton . Wyoming.
'See lit this connect kin facts regarding the 191vauces which have been made In leacher'. ,

Mario; since 1914, 5Ioniplils 14ur%ey. I'. N. Hu. of Ndirc. 11441.1:1110, No. 3, p. frc. Hops-late figures for 1910-20. however, ore not given. '
. ,
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There are, however, facts of a local nature which -enter into con-
.sideration. These have to do with (a) living expenses, (b) the ques-
tion of whether the teacher has other persons dependent upon her,
and (4) the possih'ility iff a margin of savings from present salary.

Tables 13. and 14' show, ilke variation in living expenses (room,
board, and laundry) of those teachers who live in cottages provided
by the department, of public instruction and those who have to
obtain quarters outside.

Of the teachers grouped in Table 13 the median montny ex
penditure is $.37.64, Those in the middle 50 leer cent, yf the group
lind that their expenses range between $25 and $51.25 per month.
Those in the upper fourth of the group .bay tuider this item from
$51.25 to $1(X) or over per month. Table 14 gives comparative figures
for teachers who depend upon pkivate boardin -places. The Inotlinn
monthly expense forlfes group i $50.85; for th fiddle 50 per cent
the cost ranges betOgn $36.91) and $60 per month. while for those
in the tippet' fourth the range is from $66 to $100 or more.

TA M.: 13. Li On y erpcmws per month of teuchers in'Teuhrrs' oltrige.4
ging boUrd, room, and laundry).

Amount 1(..NP111...e.

IMiler $20
tO 24.98'
gIO 39.99
$40
MO ,
WO
$70 ,-.

`,

CA$100 and over ..... .............
..jr,,tia . :

Metlkut for total rum!), 33761

Ca ill n:77ii.tvor rq

Of
In niMul7noid. I 11,uitilan

3 I

:12 1 6
44 4

2I 2 !
II 2
4 , 2
4 1

, . 2 ;
.....

2
. I .

5 . 3 1

126 ; Y41

j teai/e/ 14 11,It in

/f her,. Togal.

2 6

32 a
21 7:
72 0
II 24

7 13

2 12

2 6

3

13

112 va
. _.....,

11(Ieb erg. ,ailalloo'I' 4n1.11 14. - i.it'hii/ CrileiMell pf,r saantli 4'

'-t including board. roam. and laundry).
-r---4- LIP

. illieasInn teacher; 1

,

Antolini of 0 A pow. of mhos. ratel.

mainland.: islands.
From. Hawaiian i

10

la
, ,

lIntIrr $3.3 6 . t

$20-29.1* r'... . ft '. 3 ' 6 0
t10 ,

461 , 10 19 4.-1, 0'
140 7 9 21. 37

szo Is I tt 17: 41

160 II 1 4 14

$30 4 1 6 '6 ..
It

If* 11
. 4 7 , It

3110
i t

'
..**.,... - f 2 3- 3

1100 and over I is- 7 3 11

r _
Total 63I 63 101 i :712

Median for tidal group. $39 ,I , ---. -----'---I---"'--- :...

' . , .

1..
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It must he realized that the tables set forth facts itching only
the fundamental necessities of living -expenses and that heavy in--
roads.are thus made at the very outset on the teache s monthly war-
rant. But in thlition'to this teachers in llawaii,-to a eater extent.
tInin elsewhere. have others depending upon them for support. In
fact. the extent to which this is true is shown in 'fable 1 herewith.
T.1111. rt. Mill p g- woo dependent upon

in part.'
teperx for milpport in

tondes--

of Others,.

o'hOle or

Total.r ..f

mainland. 1173;ar

1 is 45
v

26 IN
47 17 43 107

24 47 137
13 17 62 23
3 lo , 32 is
.1 3 40 46
1 4 IS n

6 15' 21
3 ' 11 14
21 4in 3 3 7u. 2

,
3 S12.
1 1 a

13
1

1 1

too,I 212 137 i :143 I 4,21

Atlny local it aehers help in the support of urns' ally,bmgo

Thus, out of 419.2 teachers replying to the question concerning de-
pendents, 189 persons-only report none. Those haying at least one.
dependent arc :An, or 74.per cent; those with two or more dependents
are :190, or 57 per cent. Therefore, with living expenses proportion-
ately high, and with such a large percentage of teachers assuming
the tesponsibility of one or more .dependents, it seems evident that
the,Ilawaiian teaching staff is not as yet in a pOsition-.to save any
thing out of prevttiling salaries. And the facts as presented in Table
It; hear out such ayonehision.

Mini: ell.- .Ifaipernt of liftlary leacherx mire per pear.'
a .

leslan teachers-
m otbei8 rrom. , irs leachet9.m

N oioll. Of
and wallet,

: 1..lands.
1_... _

Nethl tig 4 .A , 98, 71 177 34611419.99
et 13 V 63 IS460-599.99

3 11 27 401101 5142 9 , 10 G. ' US 31050 4f90
12 2 . 11 26tin-9299 v.: '
220311-SIN
79 . 17 St110044911 9

12
4 10 A850)4

11 2 2 111rNO ald
40

over 12 33
110 Total

214 131 346 701
, ...--....._ -

Total.

, scone married women save all of their sulary. A number of maitled coupled are teeibIng. Many re-ported ..aving this year We first time. Many are in debt, larrly becalm) they &renew Inlbe villein andMve borrowed money for tranimrtelfinn from mainland. .
o
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According to this data almost 9ne:half,of-the 704 persons answer-
ing save nothing from their yearly salary, 'wlfile three - fourths of
them save less than $200.

IMPORTANT CONSIDEATIONS FAVoRINi: 1111;11ER SALARI ES.

The building up Of an adequately paid. contented teaching staff is
one of the most essential conditions to 'the success of a school system.
Considerations in support of this view Are to he found'in neatly all
recent school ;surveys. but More paticularly so in the case of the
Memphis Survey. Statements of such con Vincing logic are to be
foknd in the latter that liberty is tAlcen to quote at sonic length, as
follows:

Ii. sal liu,dnesq practice outside of dm (codling professiim is reliognizil.g this
need, for it is learning that satics within the field of business enterprise is
.largely dependent upon ()tiering to employtss inductiments stab dial; long tenure
and the taking of at \Mil interest in the business will inevitably ensue. li it lx
true that A happy, contented, and eare-free employee is requisite for ucees.s
within the domain of business, how intiVil mom input a serene mind he ells...end:II
to work of a supTirior'quallty in the business of teaching. besot irac:illitr. per-
haps more than good work in any other :IV lIVIH,1111.011i 11111111i,

1101111UL .141Xolls mind: far gOOli IS Mill WI* prini fly of Ow spirit. A
staie of mind is contagious. lianpy Is:whets meant rlIndrOli, and unhap-
piness in teacher itaeitably begets miltappiness among elaildren. Niel: and
women. as t'ell us children, Cali Later du their hest work WW1 ',key are
Myths!, distouragetf, and depressed. True, .awe teachers are able, however
adverse the conditions. to live in the realm of the lute spirit, loo with most tin.
response to extental conditions is powerful kytil Immediate. Ili the interest of
the children. therefore, school officials should live marl' practical et sideration
to the ways anti means of improving the Material et la anthills which press is noon
the life of their teachers.

The qualifications required of teachers are constantly rising. There was at
thne when young people who could do nothing else tar who wished to gain a few
dollars to enable Llama to attend at business' collet.fe or a inedlal or law school
turned to teaching with no Intention of remaining in the work ionizer than at

year or t Wp at most ; but rhose days have gone lay never to return. It is now
generally recognized that qualities of character and intelligence, as well as
direful training, are essential ; niore anal more. officials .vvlial aro tiesnmasible
to the people for the administratkm of their KVII0iIIS are raising the required
standard of qualifications. Tito oilier should atIwitys by, mill iu utusl rieS
is, the equal of the men and wonted who enter other lirainlics of itinifthisionut
Me; and yet she, all too frequently, receives at recompense which is less titan
the wages of those who are doing the most inertial and unskilled trabor or the
community.

s o

Furthermore. a teacher should purchase nutty books, she should attend con-
ot.mtions and conferenetns, and she should travel. Her growth tan not he tualn-
tabled unless she rends tinily, unless she comes in ptirsonal (satinet NvIlli people
outside her own community who afford a corrective atjulniq the provhielalstu
dt localities, and unietot. fete broadens her horizon through travel. But (limb,
thinga can not be acconnglshed without money. A teacher should be to situatea
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financially (hot sled` eon spend a fifth of her salary. ant Iowa, In stleil effort nt
seluitirovettient null in the acquisition of self-culture.

In short, be sajlicientto enable teachers to live in yea-
anuohle comfort anti stilt have left it margin atitismate to permit them to take
atItootage or the various opportunities for personal growth offered by their
(Iwo and other onantitillic: and with a margin, too, generous enough to make
it povild for them to commatiol dint respect and recognition in the community
to %%Wel the dignity and worth or their profession entitle them. In addition.
a teacher who has proved 1:t..r worth in actual practice should he placed com-
pletely et case with respect to tenure. Provisions should also he made. again
.with the welfare of the children In mind, for retirement fund 't% 11101 will
mode till alIowatice to Is' 014141e 10 the one who has faithfully served her com-
munity during the active and 'Virile peritsi of her life span anti which will make
it for her to be withdrawn front the classrottm %henher usefulness has
etsied.

Ao analysis of the problem -of 1110 IndhbldbI teacher from the stomipoin t of
the foregoing considenttlons shows that n eompensation which ran he con-
sidered tolequote trust envjr the AtilowIng items. at least : (11 Clothing and
stl,iiene: 121 Jnedienl and dental care: (3) life insuranee: (4) fondly sup-
twill or support of dependents: 151 social and professional growth. such as

matzazines. Tousle, nt, the theater. membership in teachers' as.ochtlions.
amt ammo:Him Ilium ,aintater ,sehools; tat Inehlt,Titals: (71 establishing a
reserve. At !east ::;(14) per year should he saved and safely invested. At
prevailing Prices it is dilliettit to 5, ts how these items emit he_covered. even ith-
severe wonioily, under a mini 11111111 NI ry of $1,00n per year.

In addition to the foregoing, most teacher :-alary schedules give no
recognition to variations antongst teachers. in the matter of meritori-,
°us. service. This is true of the present schedule in Ilawaii. It is
therefore pertinent to suggest that the department of public instruc-
tion consider some plan whereby its present procedure with refeaence
to teat-her rating may be combined with some plan of salary increase.
Thais teachers-who are noteworthy for special industry and interest
anti for efent for self-improvement may he assured of more sub-
stantial c.ompensatior than the mere consciousness of duties well
done.

noros S.% LAMY Si-matrix FOR 11AWAt

In this connection the Federal commission would suggest a study
of the followitit, schedule for Hawaii :

TABLE 17.-- f'roposet/

Teacher+.

mehedisic for elementary *alarle4 in fiatrafi,

Palmy schedule
oat grout,.-

Minimum. 1 Maximum.

Yearly
salary

Increase.

Year
which
group

maximum
can be

reached..

.t3eleutt leacher: (postal 1onary (.
yes rteeenert

Fire-year teachers
Pin:went teacher:

3 years) 31,140
.1,3:0
1,a00
),000

$1,280
1,440
1,140
2,010

$80
(40
so

Third.

Filthnth.
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The following excerpts from the Memphis Survey 7 are inebided
here as in explanation of the above table:

When the maximum of each group is reached, the following alternative courses
should be open to the board of education:

1. Termination of the contract (permissible each year, in group No. 1 ).
2. Reappointment annually at the group maximum.
3. Promotion to the nextthigher group.
The promotion frotn group to group beyond that of the three-year teachers

should be granted only to thost who have shown rTecial merit anti have given
idene of valuable professional study. To satisfy the latter condition, the hoard

might require the candidate for promotion to spend a year In study at some
rtcognized college or university, or a year in teaching in some good school -system
in another part of the country, or perhaps a year in study and travel combined.

9 e..

A Se hedule such as the one prepared would have teachers who enter the first
group looked upon as being on a probationary status subject to reelection each
year for threts years. Those who are rated as ` successful " at the end of this
period may tie promoted to the group of three-yeter teachers. where they will
advance automatically by $60 increments for a period of three yc tiro Those who
acre rated as " unsatisfactory " can in turn he continued from year to year at the
maximum of the probationary group or dropped from the corps. When a teacher
tins reached the maximum of the " three-year" group, the 'bt,ard can then pro,
ta0te her to the " five-year " group, if she has met the requirements demanded for
romotion, and reelect her from year to year at the maximum she has reached or

tlist*s her. And so when the maximum of the " rive -year" group is reached,
the teacher who hits won promotion by her suc@ess in the classroom and by her
efforts at Reif-improvement cjm be made a member of the '6 permanent teacher"
group, where she will remain until she retires. If, in the judkment of the of-
ficials, a teacher has-not merited this promotion, she can be retained for a time

at the maximum salary granted to the group she Is in or be dropped. In this
manner art adjustment can be .worked out between the teachers' proper desire

for security of tenure and the board's proper desire to eliminate the teachers
who do not continue to grow in vfliciency. At the same time, the teacher knows
that efforts at self-Improvement will find tangible reward in terms of salary
increase.

SCh ell lilt' Of Nth, M ',f MI ?glary seofol inciolx, put into oprrafion
August. 1919.

First
year.

With 1 assistant
With 2 assistants
With 3 assistants
With 4 assistants
With 5 assistants
With 6 assistants
With 7 assistants
With 8 assistants
With 9 assistants
With 10 assistants
With 11 assistants
With 12 assistants
with 13 assistants
With 14 assistants
With 15 assistants
With 16 assistants
With 17 twisistants and over

Second Third Fourth ft h
year. year. year. year.

Sixth Seventh
year, year.

$90 $95 $100 $10.1 $110
95 100 105 110 115

100 105 110 115 120
110 120 130 , 140 150
120 130 140 150 150
130 140 150 160 170
140 150 HO 170 ISO
150 160 170 ISO 190
100 170 180 190 200
170 175 185 195 210
180 185 190 200 220
185 105 200 210 230
190. 201) 210 220 240
193 205 215 225 250
200 210 220 Z30 r

I
260

205 215 225 2 15 I 270
210 220 Z30 250 1 275

Requirements, gramtnar-gr1Hie certificate.
The Public School Sybtem of Memphis, Tenn. U. S. Du. of Educ

p. 75.

$120 1130,
125

1134130

...
. .

...

...

Oh.
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The great varition in size of schools in Hawaii, as well as rural
and tdan differences, give justification for variance in salaries fore
principals, in spite of the fact that city systems tend to favor the flat
alary rate for these officials. It is recommended, however, that the

above groupings be considerably reduced. Principals' with 1 to k
assistants, those with 3, 4, or 5 assistants, those with 6, 7, or 8i* those
with 9, 10, or 11, those 7411 12, 13, or 14, those with 15, 16, btt. 17,
those with 1S or more might better be grouped for specified salary
rates As in the case of suggestions iri Table,16, advance in salary
from year t o year should be on the merit basis.

LEcRI" IT1 NG TEACHERS FRo.II THE MAI NLAND.

Reference was made-in the early part of the chapter to the fact
that 'lova i i must depend upon the mainland United States for some -'
thing- more than one-third o( her elementary 'teachers. This being
the clte, there are certain considerations touching the recruiting of
teachers that ought to be mentioned. In the first place, the Terri-
tory must compete with States, most of whom for -the period of the
war. at least, have found it impossible to fill their own school vacan-
cies. California with a shortage of more than 300 teachers is just
one example out of-a total of 40 or more Statep that are likewise
handicapped. Again, standards of certification 'are advancing very
generally, so that the type of teacher sufficiently enterprising to seek
'positions at :.tiA a distance from home and friends will very likely
be among. those holding the best grades of certification. These con-
ditions. point with certainty to the need of comparatively high
sajary schedule for the Hawaiian Islands.

In the second place, something must be done to insure longer serv-
ice on the part of the mainland recruit. The Philippines require
from American teachers a two-year contract, and it is entirely pos-
sible for Hawaii to inaugurate and successfully maintain similar
contractual terms. Indeed, it will not be difficult to tectuit on this
basis if the Territory, for her part, will give Bette assurances as to
housing conditions for 'teachers at the school centers 'of the plan-
tation camps and other more or less isolated places. Furthermore,
in view of -Hawaii's past success in placing and retaining married
couples who have come with teaching experience from the mainland,
it is possible that this source offers a part solution of the problem.

Equallyilimportant with the above points is the method of securing
candidates from the mainland.. At present the department of public
instruction is in touch with a number of appoistment bureaus in
mainland normal 'schools and colleges, and with some of the teacher
agencies of a private character. Through these various centers it has
been possible to assemble a considerable list of applicants. 'gut, natu
rally, the desirability of each applicant has been based on the printed
credential. The department is too much in the dark concerning such
important considerations as general 'character, personal appearance,

k
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successful eiperience, 'initiative, and professionnl enthusiasm of these
distant candidates. More than this. after the :-.election of some par-
ticular group of teachers from among the many applications, the
department then faces the probability of learning that a large Per
cent of them has already accoted positions in mainland schools.

In view of this situation two alternative courses are proposed :

1. The Territory should provide in the department of public in-
struction an, official who shall spend at least one-half of each sliwl
year in\ isiting teacher-training centers and public-school syst (bins on
the mainlana. This officer should interview prospective candi4late
whose applications nmy have been filed in Honolulu previously. 1111(1

he should discover successful teachers in the classrooms who might
be intere.;ted in accepting positions in Hawaii IN; field for recruit-
ing- should include not only the Pacific slope but also the
Valley, New England, and the South, and where Ilawaii's salary
schedule would offer more favorable comparison. Tn this work the
importance of personal interviews with candidates should be stressed,
and each yearly trip should be preceded by information ?Isom twos-
peetive sources of supply, in orde that the other might have a

definite plan of. procedure.
2. The departinent of public ipstruction should establish definite

affiliation with one or two teacher-training centers in several of the
Western States, making each of these an agency for reporting specifi-
cally and definitely the foregoing important information usually not
included in the credentials which accompany applications. For this
alternative the Territory would probably have to assume some ex-
poise, such as the actual cost of bookkeeping and clerical assistance.
Certainly in a majority of cases personal application for positions
could be made at one or the other of these centers in each State.

Finally, it is advisable that the department of public instruction
consider some plan whereby mainland teachers may have an opyor-

,

tunity to inform themselves of those features of the Hawaiian school
situation Odell arc peculiarly different from conditions in Ameri-
can schoo s. In the matter of differences.caused by Hawaii's, racial
elements and their bearing on the curriculum and procedure of the
classroom the new teacher has need of some insight and guidanist.
This could be acquired quickly if opportunity for observation of
school work were provided; a week, or two weeks at most., would
suffice. The following proposals, therefore, are made to meet this
situation:

1. Open the schools of Honolulu, or even of the island of. Oahu, two
weeks in advance of the opening date on other islands.

2. Arrange a schedule of observation for mainland teacters, if not
for all who are, new appointee8.

3. Require such teachers, to carry on this observation with the same
degree of faithfulnes that would be expected in classroom teaching,



Chapter V.

CLASSROOM PROCEDURE AND THE COURSE OF STUDY
OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

O

fr1/1,1 1.1':14.111'N eonditious relating to courNe (If ;

Atm' handicaps in lirtwaii : lack of supplementary material; time allotment in c ours:: of
ittittp. ; penmanship; reading, literature, and story work ; liwah's Young Popl
langaug.. and grammar ; arithmetic ; spelling; geography; history+ an civics ; hygiene;silence and nature study : physical education ; vocational and industrial educa-
tion ; of course of stmly : necil of a. teNtbonk commission ; Method of distrihuling
texlhooks.

t

(1111r1F NTS 11:0M Ti E TEACHERS. 4.

t
" I find the course of study very unsatisfactory. Many of the books are en-

tirviy unsuited to the graties and classes 1)1 children. There is too 11111clt
ref:0;1111 of work. fnto much rote prrk k *vett. Children are, obliged to use
the salue reader through the fourtil awl 7111th grades. The school ,has no
school,lihrary, very few reference hold;.:, and nl I hooks for children to read."

In the beginning it is very'dillicult. I may- sayimpossible, to keep a large
chRs of children interested whose knowledgerof English is limited to a few
words. especially when classr(Koni 'equipment i's also limited. For reading
matter I xvuld sugg,t.st something more interesting than the presni printer.
Children soon lose interest hi ' The bug that lived in a rug,' or 'The nest that
hung in :I tree ; while Ilicy never tire of the story. of `The.Three Bears,' or
'The Little Red Hen.' Mere time should be given to oral expretsion."

"'Revise the course of study ; do not. give sonmch technical grammer In the
first four grades ; simplify hyghme, arithmetic, nnd grgraphy; have loss.. drill.
on a few stories, and more stories and poems in gen rat, in the first live grades:
allow for some play periods iiiictirst flair grad s--childl'Pli should be taught
10 play as well as to work. Install a set or neW and UP-in-date textbooks:
appoint a capable committee (. ascertain which textbooks haw proven to. be
1.1* most successful. 'Install a phonetic system."

" I recommend a new set of readers. Those which we are Using at present
are not suited to the needs of the children of Hawaii. They contain many
difficult words which are never used In ordiliairy conversation, e xklally by,
the children whom WV teach."

"I recommend new Bourse of study. The readers tteti in the primary
grade are too difficult for the children. More kindergarten work should he
done in the beginning grades.''
"An entirely new course of study. The present one is a half c(hitury behind

time in methods of teaching. 'There are other ludicrous things about it,
especially geography, which portrays the Hawaiian Islands US being the center
of the universe and the reinainder of the world as of no conitequence."

a 4,
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" I would suggest a new standard reader for the fourth grade. There flay bg
a worse reader than the one in use, but I have not seen it. Abolish plan books
which require each minute detull set down each day; It Is impossible to follow
it in every item; an outline of each day's work is enough. Examinations aim
by the department in the grades should be eliminated; it is tut unfair way to
promote a small child. Can not principals and teachers be trusted to judge
promotions up to the fifth 6grade? We need thretor four times the school
equipment now in use; also books'and more books."

.

" Limit number work in first grdde to counting and simple addition; More
oral languago and outdoor conversation. Use Beacon's Primer or First Reader
or some other good, simple reader, Instead of the books we are now using."

" The privilege of taking a class or school to the beach or mountpins might
be restored. The children discover a great deal on thke trips. Formerly I
took my entire school to the beach three times a year. It was a great Joy to
the children and furnished material for oral and written composition."

"Much less arithmetic in 'the first three years and an increasing amount of
reading. Two or three readers a year inshmd of one. but reading that can
please and develop love for literature without the thought of passing an exami
nation being uppermost In the mind of.leaeher and

" The children place too much importance on examinations. 'As long as these
are continued children will cram.three times a year and let things slide during
the term. If it is impossible to find teachers capable of Judging a child's-work
and ability, some other way should be beimd than examinatioos sent out by
the depnrtuieut."

" Then' are many words in our spellers which we as teachers nevi' me,
Why should the children learn them when thi.y can not spell the simple worth
of everyday use correctly?"

" I would have phonies taught in the primary grades. The Japanese sh11
siren especially need this. Dictation exercises show how they confuse the short
sounds of the vowels turd the sounds of certain consonants $1101:ls it and p,

and r, and 1 and r. I would have geography work in the second grade given
In the language period and not taught for the sake of information. Primary

grades should have several sets of supplementary readers."

" This school is at least 10 years behind the limes In methods and equipment.
We need live, well-trained principels lithi supervisors who know how the Ameri-
can schools are managed."

" The work io be covered is too ptch. The children are not iiiiied enough

orally. More work in phonics should be given."

The course of study requires too many facts in geography and hiStory,"

"The course of study should.be rearranged; new requirements crowd ups
old requirements."

" Physical training throughout the islands is neglected. This sullied coral
be emphasized. Special teachers should work out an outline or course to be
used throughout the schools."

" Revise the course of study. Much of the work required is too hard fightbe

chilaren.in these schools and not 'suited for their needs. This Should include
the adoption of the most up-to-date textbook's. We ought to have good marl
right up through the grades to teach these children to.reltd4'
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"The course of study needs to be improved a rent deal. I have the third
mule. 1111l1 have found It very bard to teach act Ming to detailed prescrip-
tions. It is tedious work. The arithmetic Is far tee hard for the pupils."

"So touch written work is required in the course of study for the lower
grades that It h: impbssible to find time for oral wor If the children had
more of the latter in tower grades they would be able express themselves
1Htier in the upper grades." 4

"Give a simpler course of study in the public schoolk r present arith-
metic is not adapted to pupils of Hawaii; the problems are not practical.
Headers are not suitable. InAsolue grades too much geography .r term."

('hang,' school laws relative to compulsory attendance a require
mat each child shall have attended a certain number of days befo being
allowed to he reit-as..41 from school. This will Insure regularity of tatter nee.
11,1 of the backward pupils are those who are irregular at 8011101. a
irregularity interferes with the progress of others. (2) Establish kindergarten
.1a,sys in every school us a preparatory stepto primary school entry. Our
roeEnglish pupils should acquire n vocabulary before they can successfully
cake up the nork of the grades. These kindergarten classes should he lit
Aarge tg experienced and well-trained IdlIcers. (3) Employ none but 'sae-

lied teachers for mules one to four, inluslve. Unfortunately, the
rid heretofore has been to assign the weak and inexperienced teacher to
11 grades, especially to the first add second grades. (41 Adopt a set of
'pod st iVaders adapted tee lion-English speaking children, , Provide each
prima teacher With a phonetic chart. (5) A complete revision of the Kee-
eta course of study is necessary. There is too much subject matter in it

it tenth:4 to rush work in'order to cover work of the term. Pupils got
only a smattering of the w6rknothing wore. (G) At present schools are
preparing pupils for examinations. This is not education. There Is no time
for anything but examinations and tests. Schools should, be social-educational
centers. Provide for it in the new course of study."

) Kindergarten gehnolx. Every large school should have one for the
betterment of the first-grade work. Such schools to be tinder the supervision

the department of public instruction. (2) Medical examinatims of pupils.
There should he a better and more thorough tnedical examination of pupils
than heretofore. A better examination of a child's eyes, nose, ears, teeth,

.throat, as well as his general physical and mental conditions, A child very
often is poor in his school work through one er more of the above causes.
A better understanding of the child's ailments and a quick remedy for same
very often work wonders."

"Far the firit four yerirs do leas written work and more oral. Develop 100
per cent Americanism. Let the school he' the leader in community life. Obtain
stereopticon slides and films and use them for the putpose of awakening the
patriotic spirit. Send a competent lecturer around to the schools If the-teachers
sill not do it. Create a love for the beautiful by mesas of good pictures,
tasteful sarronntlIngs; etc. Drop_Literaturcand use a ,good* magazine or paper
in its place. Use St. NichOlas or something up to date. The children say we
are not teqchIng the truth at present. Do less Inemory work and teach more.
through the eye. \Use the stereopticon ti) develop geography, 14lene, and his-
tory stories. At present, all that our iiAldren see of the World is what they
learn (rota the movies. Develop band, work. Secure from plantations sets of
probients in daily use about weighing cane, measuring land, etc., and Use them
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for upper grades. Use forms that are used by large firms in Hawaii for ex.
ample."

(1) More oral work and. less written work should he given. Thi: could
he done by olimluating the necessity of thing daily written work. (2) I would
like_ to see more oral reading in the _upper gntdes, some of such nature as would
het be too bard. Then the pupils would utatlerstand what they are reading and
0111111 learn to use the American language more fluently. (3) All the reading
would be improved it' pupils In the first, second, and third years were taught
ithonetically."

The Golden Treasutty Reader should he
that Is suitable for the children of Hawaii.
too difficult for the children here, and the
the time the children have no idea of what
words mean a great deal to the children.
suitable for the children of these Islands.
of them the children will never hear or use

replateed by some olwr pmn! wader
The words in the above reader are

stories are nit. interesting. n st of
they are reading. Plain v\si0
'rho Champion Speller ls also not

The words are too hard and most
after they leave sohood."

,...:,1 I 1 Supplementary reading for the lower grades. (2) The geography and
story work in the lower grade is very nmlt beyond the pupils. (3) No ex-
Mninations from the departintlit. '.rills narrows the course down to a mere
Itrocoss of memorizing In order to pass the examinatins. We should have the
opportunity to give the subjects in it broader and simpler manner. (I) Ton
lunch repetition in the course of study, especially in hygiene. (5) Much more
equipment for the first grade. I think the wort; above the third grade could he
handled nicely If the lower grades were prepared."

If the work was not presented quite so formally, and gave an opportnnity
for more intlittlduality of expression mils the children, I 'believe it would be
an improvement In the school system." `Ir

"ill Simplified course of study for rural schools to meet the need of the,rupIL
(2) Abandon use of spelling honks in primnry grades and use words front/daily
lessons. (3) Singpler readers and strIthmeties for primary grades. .44.1.--Oetiticl
lion of number of pupils to each teacher. 15) :.%rict efiforcement of entire toe
of English language while attending school, whether on the Wenn-melt or in
the class. (6) Necessary and better schoolroom equipment. (7) Frequent lec-
tures or short courses on methods of teaching for tenchers."

The foregoing list of comments andlitcommendations from the
elementary stag -of Hawaii is representative of the urgent and wide-
sprea4 demand for a thoroughly revised course of study. It speaks
well for the interest of the teachers to state that in the 781 question-
naires returned to the commission 85 per cent of the teachers replied
to question 18, which reads as follows: .

*Without discussing the mattqr with-others, as you see the public school prob-
lem of the ishuuls, what would you recommend for the Improvement of the

schools or school conditions? Please enumerate briefly your most Important
reetrounendations. (Use 'ii separate sheet If necessary.)

Nineteen teachers -onk.. plied that conditions were sufficiently
sittisfactory and that the-re. 'as nothingio suggest, and 98 teachers
returned their questiopnaves- with No. 18 unanswered. Of those
Who did respond, prixticklly everyone had . suggestions touching

.
eitliep-the course of study or school. conditions bearing on the same.
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5PME GENERAL CONDITIoNS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS TIIAT HAVE A
BEARING ON THE. COURSE OE STUDY.

The success or failure of a school curriculinii is closely related to
the environing coudirons under which it operates, nowhera less so
thit in the Territory of Hawaii. Because of this it has seemed ad-
visable to point out, in a -brief manner, important features of the
schools which give the course of study a favorable setting, other lea-
tures ,which offer a Serious handicap to the work of the. teacher, and

hers the hick of which prevents the class teacher from reaching
cvet noidtrate efficiency.

is a country of the open-air school. in no. otheypitrt of
tl United States probably is there a school system comparable in
this respect. Fully half of the childrenliare housed in open-air
bungalows. The larger school plants co thin. usually, one or two of
the mnventional buildings. Where they r resent modern construc-
tion the classrooms are everywhere fitted 'til adjustable windows
which make possible au admirable open-air eff t, but even in the ease
of old-style structures windows and doors are very seldom closed.
Since artificial heating is not a problem in I lawam there is no inter-
ference coming from some hielly complex heating sysfem. The
eonsi4plem..e, as may be imagined, is the making possible of almost
!oa per cent efficiency in the 'natter of ventilation. On all time
islands poorly ventilated rooms are the exception; .for example, on
one island out of a total of 130 classrooms visited by a member of
the wrvey staff. just two rooms were found having poor ventilation.
In so far therefore as fresh air and constantly changing air are faie
tars in the sueceri.s of classroom work, Hawaiian children enjoy a
marked advantage.

In addition to the above, climatic conditions are favollable. Mity
and June etre oppressive inonths through the Territory, and some sec-
tions%nd the humidity objectionable for about fousmonths of the
year' Taken altpgether, these children have a decided advantage
in that egther changes on dist rhances are of such mild character
IS to make school attendance c venient and school work pleasur-
able throughout the year.

The comparative ease of ipline is another factor that is con-
ilucive to good classroom nor Except in the case of very immature,
inexperienced, and poorly trained teachers, the problem is praeti-

-Idly nonexistent. Hawaiian childreh are unusually tractable..
Though slower in response, they appear to by, as friendly to teachers
who are kindly and sympathetic as any group in American schools.
More than this, their home training develops more rigid ideasof
obedience, and these they bring to the classroom teacher as added
guaranty of cooperation. They expect the -teacher to command.
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Obedience,' too, is linkrea ,with a good school spirit on the part of
the children. No matter how complex the racial elements, the chil-
dren indicate a pride in the public school sufficient to justify mueh
hope as to the quality of their future citizenship.

Finally, classroom work is materially advanced by the factithat
teachers are uniformly held up to high standards of goal house-
keeping. Untidy rooms are seldom found. Clean floors, clelm black-
boards, and tidy desks are doubtless demanded by supervising prin-
cipals, for they are everywhere,. the rule, save perhaps where classes
are being held in some of the Japanese-language schools, and respon-
sibility in this case is not chargeable to the public, school. Class-

rooms are not only clean but they,are artistic in arrangement and
deioration to a very commendable degree. Furthermore, in the
matter of cleanliness and tidiness of pupils the Hawai lin schools set
an enviable standard for other city or rural schools in .America.

Gil' the other hand the Hawaiian schools arc conducted under a
utunber of trying conditions which have a very apparent elicit on
classroom results. The following arc amoug the inure ,noticeable
handicaps:

SCHOOL HANDICAPS Ia II. AII.

I. There twe not enough classrooms and conseqUently not enough
teachers, and the effect has been an unreasonable overcrowding of
classes. This is especially true in the primary grades, where there is
emphatic need of relatively small classes in order to insure_ to each
pupil abundant opportunity for individual work in, the English
language. Classes of 50 or 60 or even more childretotake neces-
sary an undue amount of administrative machinery, in looking after
which a teacher too easily overlooks the child reciting be-
comes a fixed procedure, during which many n error grows into
a habit:

2. The department of public instruction has injudiciously placed
too many poorly certificated teachers AI the early grades, and pupils
have thereby madeti bad-start. It is true that SlI action is not
always avoidable, but nevertheless a better plan of teacher usgii4n-
merit can be worked out. Capable English-speaking teachers should
be assigned to the first and second grades.

3. As.soon as possible le double desks sed so extensively Ate
* schools should be replatird by single des of a modern type. At

present desks are not fitted to pupils, am they can--s44 be. -In the
upper grades particularly the desks are misfits, end eriously so,
because of the great amount of seat work that prevails. In very few
classrooms are the desks up to an acceptable standard. Pupils are
developing bad habits of sitting, due to the-lack of pro! r seating

.1111116arem........-.
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accommodation. and as for the pupils using jhe classrooms of the
Japanese-language Schools, conditions are impossible.

4. The elementary classrooms are poorly equipped. Blackboards
in about half of the schools need improvement. They have an un-
usual amount of usage,- and, if for no,other reason, shout! he modew
ized and kept in good condition. Some of the outlying- classrooms
Old°, for example, are pitiably handicapped in this regard. Equip-
meat such as wastebaskets, brooms, dustpans. erasers, and even chalk-
are frequently provided by the teachers out of their own salaries.
in one school the teachers have pl'ovided ink for the pupils rather
than have them use a very poor quality furnished by the department.
In the matter of school maps and charts, the Territory has furnished
only meager nssistance. Teachers are expected to provide additional
ones Among these the hygiene thefts offer a 'decided example of
misdirected policy. Excellent hygiene charts can be- purchased in
the market, but teachers are asked to spend weary hours in the
drawilig of sets of them sufficient for tIkrespectivegrudes. The time
thus spent coo (1 e used in more profitable work, while their expense
should not be it'd against teachers' salaries. Similar lack of fore-
sight holds With reference to supplies for classes. rat comparatively
slight cost to the system the work of the children could be very per-
ceptibly advanced if the department were to furnish such things -as
drawing paper. paste, scissors. and other materials of handwortc. At
present these sUpplies are purchased by teachers or pupils in t case
of the few schools that encouragt their tise.

5. The work of the classroom wouldhe improved if the sy rein of
"plan writing eould be reorganized. 'it has become a mechanized
routine. The constant repetition of fors" phrases, details in each
suliject day after dap and week after week is hampering and unneces-
sary to the well-equipped teacher. For the inexperienced teacher it
probably habituates as much bad.theory and practice as good. There
i little or no evidence that plans are reviewed' in any constructivit
tad helpful manner by the supervisory staff. They must be pre-
*lite(' to the principal, and they are inspected by supervising prin-
cipals, but both procedures are characterized by the teachers as
wholly perfunctory. Wherever one inquired there was the same reac-
tion regarding the requirement. What is needed is a system-of out-
lines which will make them a benefit and Ka aid, not jeadeningbarmor.
Successful teachers should have in syllabus- or outline form each
subject covered by their respectiVe grades, copies of which may well
Le furnished principals and supervisorS. Then principals and super-
visors for their part should be ready Withougg,estions fog, improve-
tent -at any time through the term, and they should hold themselves
responsible for seeing that classroom work maintains the accepted

10148°--1.43--7-13 kr
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standard set forth in the syllabus. In the ease of new and intl.
perienced_ teachers outlines for stibjecti week by -week and later
moirttli by month ought to suffice if the work of administrative and
supervisory officers is kept abreast of the work of teaching.

1,01:31.U. EXAMINATION SYSTEM.

G. system of formally examining all classes in nearly all sub;
jests has until recently been the rule of the department of public
instruction. These were given by the department three 9nes a year.
and they were attended by very rigid rules. Theoretically they have
served as a partial basis for promotion; ill practice they appear fo
'have been made the really. determining factor. 'Tilde!. the present
administration the system has been rationalized to a great extent. but
traditions still cling with overpowering effect on the majority of the
teaching staff. In fact. through4t the islands the fortlromino. term
examinations hang like Damocles' sword over the classroom. Mem-

orizing of facts and cramming are invoked universally, becalFe of
the realization that a teacher's success is based very largely on the
ability of pupils to reproduce informational facts in the most absurd
detail. Members of the survey stuff had an opportunity to observe
one of these term examinations. as well as the .preparation le:i4ling up
to it. Frequently classrooms were found in which the teacher lad
filled blackboard spaces with the questions and answers from former
examination sets. Inquiry showed that pupilswoie memorizing lx)th
questions and answers in the expectation of having,many of the old
questions included in the test iminediately ahead."

Whereas the former custom required these tests in every' grade,
principals,are now pertnitted to conduct their own examinations in
tirades .1 to IV. Force of habit, how'ever, has kept the old practices
very much alive, and even under the-new regime there redmins an
engrossing amount of routine and time - absorbingdetail in connec-
tion with the scheme' ti,s. it is applied to the upper grades: Many
schools conduct monthly examinations in adilitrion, in order that
pupils may be properly primed for the greater ordeal. "In my own
school," writes a teacher, "the reqnireinekts as to examinations and
the recording pt the marks thereof are a Wtast..ef time and energy
which I need for teaching," and this is representatii'e-of the general
opinion orthe staff. It is the belief of the commission that these
examinations test the ability of pupils only within bnhrrow
require an undue amount of time during each term which should
more properly go to oral -work and work calling for more vital think-
ing, are so nearly.. useless as to deserve almost total eliiMnitioa.
The followiag alternative is therefore offered .:I possible immediate
step and-as an approach to complete elithination ultimate):

. .
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(1) Departmental. exam Mations at the end .of the sixth and
seventh grades.

P21 Departmental exarfrinatilins at . the end of each term in the
eighth grade.

(3) TO give pupils an Qpportunity for a variety of choke, the list
of questions should be double the number required to be
answered. (Ten questions out of.twelveis the present regu-
lation.)

:"(-1) questions should ask for more general and less technical
and specific information than they do at present..

(-0- Promotion at other times and in other grades shoubi J. left
toAile combined judgment of principal and teacher, in con-
sultation with such supervising officials as tire available.
Principals :did supervisors should be charged with greater
responsibility in the discharge of this function and. ac-
codingly. more time should 'be at their disposal for the
sane.

7. T he public shhols are giviug too much time to written work.
The essential oeed of Hawaiian children is opportunity for oral ex-
pressiot. Least of all do they need training in pennufflgibip, as will
he shown on it succeed lug page. In spite of this fact man class-
roos'. Ind d a large majority of them in the- opinion of the survey.
staff, devo the greater portion of each day to the writing of-exer-
,ises or o Ines in connection with the daily subjects. Members of
the staff have visited the classes of an entire school and have found
gal ork being conducted in less than one-third of them. On men-
ifizis entire days were spent in a. school when oral work was found in

one or tvo classes only. It is quite possible that such practices are
not the ride of the school or of the ilarticular classroom; that teachers
be,,itated. rather. to have the commission judge the. work of the
lass through oral perfortronces. But though discount be made for

,nciicoilsiderat ions, there:remains abundant evidence offered by the
teachers themselves. Antiquated school policies have fixed this .o.yer
emphasis on written work throughout all the grades. In some schools
each teacher must send a set of "show " papers to the principal each
week. and hours must be devoted to their )1.ep.pration. Where teach-
ers are conscientious in reviewing and correcting written exercises.
time must be given outside of school hours; how, then, can they have
time either for wholesome recreation or for professroasl reading' ancl
study! The practice should receive prompt attention from the de-
Partme6tlyf publicinethiaion. since it is a handicap to both teacher
and pupp., It would improve matters to discard most of the written
work below the third grade except:blackboard work. ind t. reduce

itl?Y-at least one-half in the other grades. .
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INsUFFICIENT SUPPLENIENTARY MATERIAL.

8. One of the most striking charadeisticS of the Hawaiian schools
is the great insitttiencYof supplementary materials of all kinds
books. pictures. lantern slides:stereo:rot-111)11s. collections, etc. There

is little danger of overestimating the effect of such facilities in the
, work of Americanizing the children. t tine of the schools, it would

seem, is properly supplied with supplementary readers or other
library' facilities. As for tie other kinds of helps:they have ve been
made possible only in isolated cases where a teacher or principal has
provided them at personal expense.' No modern course of study can
be put into successful operation under these conditions; nor can
teachers and schools do very effective work. The problem doubtless
can he met in part by'seeking a closer affiliation with the Library of
Hawaii, where a number of collectiOns of supplementary materials
can be assembled in adequate quantity, and where there is already
organized an administrative machinery for securing the convenient
dispatch of materials from one community to another. In addition,
the Territory should make a sufficiently liberal allowance to provide
within the department of public instruction ti large library of sup-
plementary readers and other reference books, and a collection of
other modern materials which through visual instruction are so well
adapted to enrich the content of knowledge and also offset the hum-..
drum of the classroom.

t.(airsTro vi MAI:MINTS.

In order that elementary instruction may more completely fulfill its
purposes, the school a uthoritie uld consider a number of desirable
improve1nents, other than revised course of study, which have a

2.sho

material bearing on the status of classroom morale.
A brief statement of possible improvements that came to the notice

of members of the Federal commission is given herewith:
1. Because of the initial difficulty which most of the children face

on entering school, namely, the use of the English language, there is
a very general feeling among teachers that the School system should
introduce receiving classes in the form of kindergartens or some
adaptation thereof.. It is believed that the suggestion has decided
merit. Children could be received at the age of 5, and for one if not
two years could be put through a curriculum of informs! work with
little attempt at concentration, save upon the reading and under-
standing of English. That this plan would materially help to solve
ffe. problem of teaching our language to oriental children there can .

be mo doubt. And it would cdneeivably help to offset the powerful
influence of the foreign- language schools.

In matters ofnerni supplies there is the same Inad"cpiney.
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2. Where larger schools are reporting considerable numbers of
backward childrenthat is, of children whose general intelligence
seems to hold out no hope of their progressing beyond three or four
grades of the public-school curriculumit is time for the depart-
ment at Honolulu to work out a plan whereby such pupils may be
segregated and put under the direct instruction of a special teacher.
To-this teacher there might also be sent those boys and girls who
need special but only temporary help. The Territory has provided
a school for defective children in Honolulu, but this does not meet
either of the aboves'ituations. American city systems are finding it
possible and economically sound to form these special classes at
-taei,ius school centers. though not necessarily in every school. A
-tudy of the problein by Hawaii will probably show flint it can be
put into operation at little additional expense. Its effect on the
iork of many classrooms, where a .few backward pupils retard the
progress of an entire group, would be incalculable.

:t. The schools should have more adequate.assemtly halls. In the
past building programs have overlooked the necessity of these largely
because their value, was not understood. In all school plants of the
future and in all plans for enlarging present school plants it will be
most advisable for the department insist on the inclusion of some
provision for an assembly hall large enough to accommodate all the
pupils of the school. For modern courses of study such a room is as
essential as shop or laboratory.

4. All the larger schools should he provided with pianos. Indeed
the piano iv an essential part of modern equipment Mr all schools.
But in rural sections of Hawaii there is too little certainty that they
colild be generally put to use. Phonographs might be substituted in
such places.

5. School playgrounds should be provided with apparatus of the
simpler types and with play material such as footballs, volley bane,
and the like. Supervised American games should be introduced as
50011 as teachers cati,be found who are capable of directing them.
A special study of play and recreation possibilities is now under way
in the islands. The Federal commission can do no better than to
indorse. the spirit that prompted the inauguwation of this investiga-
tion, and to bespeak the hearty support of the final recommendations
by public opinion in time Territory. In connectign therewith we be-
lieve the school authorities should consider the practicability of
extending the school day from 8 o'clock in the morning to 3.30
o'clock in the afternoon, and providing for morning and afternoon
periods of recreation and supervised play. The plan should and
can easily be so formulated as to give all teachers such a variety of
work as to obviate the fatigue that comes from long periods of work
of one kind. Details such us these are easily administered, save in
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schools that have "(ally one or two tenehers; but Oe the introduc-
tion of a small assortment of ,play material with suggestions for
children's gae:: will very likely suffice.

THE Cl ritsE of SThni.

The course of study now in use in the schools is one for which the
-present administration is not-responsible. and with which it is not

in agreement. The present administration on assuming office in
April, 1919, took immediate steps to initiate the revision of the course
of study. It found that professional opinion among the teachers
was overwhelmingly in favor of it. Subsequently the decision na
reached that no changes in textbooks or curriculum should h.: made
until after the report of the Federal survey commission.

The latest complete course of study was published in
revision was authorized in 1916 which consisted of changes in page
apportionments of the textbooks in three subjectsgrammar. geog-
raphy.'and arithmetic. A second revision was authorized in MIT
which greatly amplified and improved the arithmetic course fur
Grades I and IV and which added a supplementary course in
English, namely. " Correct English l'sageOral and Wrirteo.- for
all of the elementary grades. 'Allis revision also redneed the page ap-
portionments of the grammar texts. assigned a new list of reading

'books in literature, and author zed a new set of textbooks in geog-
ra phy.

This course of study with revisions is required to lie in the hands
of each teacher, and observation, proved that it is. Its details are
carefully, and in many inStances. slavishly. followed due to the ex-
aggerated emphasis which appears to have been put upon it by

former administrations. That a well-defined course of study should
be in the hands of every teacher is everywhere accepted as a funda-
mental of good school systems: that it should contain a body of ell-
organized material and he rich in suggestions for supplententry aid
is quite as essential: but in these days a course of study should
particularly avoid bringing together merely an assortment of ex-
acting details covering for the most part the assignment of sertiom
of textbooks to the different grades. In this respect the Hawaiian
course qf study is .meager and inadequate. It represents the as-
sembling of a knowledge-Antent such as is found embodied in R
small- series of books and not necessarily well-organfzed into ac-
ceptable thought movements. Where; moreover, the organization.of
material is only that of textbooks, which may frequently represen
a very low standard of orgtanization and of selection of 'material. the
effect .on classroom teaching may and dots become disastrous.
Hawaii's course of study betrays-7
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a marked preferenje for definitely memorized facts and'snimuaries uH exprem-
ing Ila mull mull of training in varitots subjects. Emphasis upon formal
drills and revicws qttows an evident neglect of the higher spirit of training and
culture impliegi in such familiar expressions as self-activity and independence
in third:in/. iuitiatice. mental. and motor activity in working out problems,
practical lilts fluent to (luminary life, and appreciation of literature awl art.
Training for ellicitey and fur service under life conditions is a much higher
.omcption of the purnost of education than mere knowledge or more or lvms
di,conneeted fnpts. (See Sun Francisco Survey, Bureau of F.ducatIon Bulletin.
1917. 'co. 441).

.11 too frequently., in actual practice. Hawaiian children are re-
riiii!ed to learn whole paragraphs and pages of subject matter in
tinier that they may be letter perfect.

TI AI E ALLOTMENT.

The following table gives yie maximum amount of time in min-
ute- per week prescribed for die different subjects of the elementary
r1 11 r :
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In .oration; work time to la, allotted hy inipector general and .uperviming principalsaceottlin. io .ehno) and the dn.:, of work.

The chief point. of interest in the table is the great amount of time
given to the three Rs and closely allied formal subjects. The pro-
gram of work is eomirantble to the elementary programs found in
operation by the survey staffs of an Francisco. Calif.. or of Butte,
Moat.

II.\SLN'itITI N

Systernatie instrwtion and drill "writing is given in all of the
eleliflOtnnry grades. Teachers are asked to follow closely the general
instructions and to have in their hands "Modern Business Penman-
ship" as the basic . system. The plan' outlined is reasonable and
practical. No subject has shown better results in Hawaii dolt' that
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of handwriting. It should be readied, however, that probably no
school system in the mainland gives so much attention to handwriting.
Pupils are held to standard writing in all their written work, of which
there is a very great amount. In all parts of the Territory the sur-
Vey commission found remarkably good handwriting.. Not only in the
formation of letters. but in neatness of papers, regardless of the sub-
ject, the schools deserve great credit for what they have accomplished.
This is illustrated in the following data, which measure the hand-
writing of pupils in (trades IV tip VIII, inclusive, loyal School,
Honolulu. The results are a little above what might be held to be
typical of all schools, yet not very much so. and they certainly repre-
sent standard conditions in I Ionolulu. The table which folio s gives
the ratino., of a handwriting test of some -104 pupils of the above
sdiool, accuracy of writing. amp not speed. being taken into account.

For comparative purposes (;mph I Is included herewith. *It shows
handwriting ateomplislunent according to the Ayres Standard, as
against 'similar accomplishment in San Francisco mid in Hawaii'.

/be Noth".

1V-V111, inclualvv ; qualify regmrdlesm of sperdsi

rro' .

ta-In 1. .

10 2
0 11 1 5 2

60 39 18 11
70 20 17

II I

41
80.. 2 1 33

2I
1 I 2

;garde

Total 46 I 91 72 112
Average 69.5 67.6 I 77.2 51.0 KIS

-A-

The lower (continuous) line of the graph represents the normal
accommlishment of American boys and girls. its measured by the
Ayres-Handwriting Scalethat is. it gives the qualities at the vari-
ous grades-at which American children .write at their natural rate
(the test is limited to two minutes), and as well as they can. The
measurements 'thus include both speed and accuracy, and are not
absolutely comparable with the measurements of Hawaiian children
(upper dotted, line). which takes into account accuracy alone. The

.middle line of the graph, howeed. measures San FrancisCo children
for accuracy alone, and can be used for comparison.

According to these comparisons, Hawaiian pupils are highly
skilled in accuracy of writinghow much so will appear in the
next statement. A quality as higt as 60 on the Ayres scale is con-.
sidered by competent opinion as of sufficient merit to nieet all
practical requirements of life; quality 70 is considered sufficient
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for per-ons in commercial callings. Interpreting these facts, it
means that Hawaii fis needlessly overemphasizing writing -in the
curriculum, is spending too much time on written work, and thus
infringing on time that ought to go to other subjects:

,i1EADING, LITERATURE, AND STORY WORK.

These subjects in the course of study tend to be prescriptive
because of the lin4ted suggestions which they offer. Nothing of a
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,tinnilating C1171111(10' is to be found, and there is nti hint of the
rich field of supplementary material that might he drawn upon.
Cover a certain reader for the grade, drill on certain forms, teach
the four or five.listed storiesthese are the phrases that catch the
eye. In general, the subject matter for this work is altogether
uninteresting and deadly for Hawaiian children. The present
readers are condemned by practically the entire teaching force.
Their content is poorly adapted and difficult. In the nine years
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intervening since their adoption by Hawaii, school readers of vastly.
superior merit have been published.

Equally uninteresting is the present practice of dessieatig a few
short stories each term for the story hour. And to one's surprise
very few of these tell of Hawaiian life or customs, although hundreds
of the most beautiful local legends and myths could be made available.
The work of reading is stilted and spiritless. Words are recited
glibly in spite of the difficulties of pronunciation: and phrases and
sentences, even pages. are memorized and rendered verbat i. To add

'to the monotony, the fifth-grade pupils are obliged to repent t
fourth-grade reader:.

The literature work of the upper grades is not very ne better.
Stories and essay; selected from American classics need to be inure
carefully considered before being adopted for the grammar }idles
of IIawaii, nu matter how inspirational they may be to children in
mainland schools.

It is evident Oaf the schools must give more attention to reading,
particularly !:o in the early grAles. This is the tilo' inquirtant sub-
:wet in the course of stately, for it is the gateway to the 1111lkushnding
of the other subjects and the foundation of a literiite a ml contented
citizenty. A new modern series of readers should be adopted. For-
tunately, publishers in very. le.ent years have been offering remark-
able improvements along this hne, so that. it is a question of finding

4the best. for Hawaii from among five or six excellent series. A good
phonetic system should be introduced into the first two grades, 'hvitli
definite suggestions for teaching it: and on each island there should be

, some official capable of supervising its introduction and furthering
its success. In addition to reading textlmoks, supplementary readers
mist be made available and classes- must be encouraged to coher an
increasing quantity of bo.oks from the lower to the higher grades,
-reading these largely for the joy of the story and for the advantage
of practice in the oral use of English.

Hawaii call also do much to improve oral story work in the egly
grades. making of it an important introduction to literature as well
as an immediate means of enriching the lives of the children. But
to do so the schools ought first to giVe up the attempt to secure a
lengthy "rehash" of each story from the children, just as they ought
to change the plan, observed in many classes, of dividing a story,.
(for example. " The Three Bears") into five sections and then spend-
ing a Week in the telling of it. The following statements from teach-
ors contia good_ suggestions for the department: " Let us have
usable up-to-date material and an abundance of it for the story
work." ." More interesting stories requiring simpler language." "We
have to spend too much time on the four stories which are to ht; rend
to the class each term. By constant repetition these get so tiresome
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that the class loses interest. Give us more stories.--(Second-grade
teacher.) " Entire stories should be told at o w le rather than to.
diilde the same into sections or ' scenes, ass e are taught to do at
the normal school."

Dramatization of story work is badly neglected. In only a few
classes was work of this character- observed : in several instances,
however. the performances were very creditable-, intlicating`the
practicability of the idea for a Hawaiian classroom.

FinakIlawaii, in the uot very distant future, would do well to
con-ader the preparation of a series of readers with subject matter
extensively.based on Hawaiian stories and descriptions of island life.
customs. and industry. The Japanese language schools have already
reined their reading texts by introducing considerahle material of
,this kind. In Ibis one respect they arc more modern .than the public
...hoofs. Excellent suggestions might ice had from the, Philippine
Islands. where for soine years past specially prepared readers have
hen provided for their schools. In pOintXf fact. the department of
public instruction is to be credited pith lutetig taken the thst step
in thi, direction. In September. 191. a prim was; published. For
the type of stories, the amtigement. and the iJ strations this is a
rreditzeT piece of work. But though the l000k as adopted for .
511Pliivinentar reading l'ilule'. it ha had. very limited
use in the.sehools.

f
n AWAi yi)tN(; 11;011,1%

Ftwthermore, until recently and for a number of years a tungINpi.
called : Hawaii's Young People.- has been issued monthly for
months earls, year. This magazine is unique in many ways. It was
written and- edited at the Lahainaluna school (Mani) and printed
an the presses of the school and bound by the boys in attendance. It.
has circulated widely in the public schools of the Territory and in
many. schools are to be found complete sets of this publication. Its
rontents have comprised .intch excellent material of a varied char-
acter of value as .ouppletantal material. For example, many stories
are drawn from the Hawaiian folk lore of the islands. The publica-
tion of this excellent' inagaitine was suspended recently on grounds .of
ecown'tiy. The commission is glad to note that arrangements have
now been nut& for its resumption.

LA:corm:1: Axo rut %)Iltma.

line printed time schedule of subjects allots to oral and written
English the.largest proportion of the weekly prograM: that an
average of 420 minutes, or M minutes per day, though, strictly speak-
ing, the story work should be included in this tins' instead of in that
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*
'allotted to reading. The outlines of these subjects from the first
grade on are of such a character as to stamp the class work with
highly formal treatmpt and to overeraplosize written lessons. And

in actual practice this is just what happens. Though .printed.adviee
tells the teacher to use plenty of oral English,- everyone has a firm
belief that the child's status.at the end of the term is really founded
on his ability to .pass written and memorized examinations. Ac-

cordingly, originality and freedom of thought and expression, which
()slight to be the keynotes in these lessons, are generally lost sight of.
Too many teachers *d it easier to do the talking themselves. and the
result is that comprehension of the language, though poor in itself,
may outrun ability to express it. The work in English coald be
greatly itilpr6ved if the child were encouraged to talk from the be-
ginning: he would sooner become less diffident about reciting, because
he would be able to say something. The fear of making mistakes is
an all-pervading obstacle at,the present time., English, and more
English, English that is 8pokenyatur that is-made free and natural
and less " cut.and dried," is what is needed in the elementary schools.

Triorder to indicate the present point of view touching the value of
'oral EnglislL the following excerpt is taken from the recently pub-
lishes] course of study, of Duluth, Minn.:

There is nothing which the -...chool can give a child that will help him eo

materially in his later business and social life as the ability to express his Ideas
fluently, coherently. and forcefdlly to others. Of the two forms which language
expression takes, L e., the oral and the written,-the past practice of the school
was to give the major emphasis on the latter. There has been a decided change
In tendency, however. due to an awakening to the facts:

That It Is the oral form which IsAmost commonly needed by the aware.

That the status of any individual In society is determined largely by a con-
sideration of his ability to talk In a clear, coherent, forceful. and Interesting
way.

The school, then, in seeking to prepare the child for life,should give its attest.
tion first to the oral form of composition. Although some training in oral
coniposhion has always been Involved In the topical recitations of the school
subjeetS, yet. due to the difficulties connected with It, oral Instruction shoold
bare a definite period, definite preparation, and equal emphasis with the other
subjects.

Forthe -fourth, fifth, and sixth grades a series of language teats
is iikroduced. These 'have been justly estimated by the supervising
principals as "fragmentary in make -up and inappliCable " to Ian-

" guage conditions in Hawaiian schools. It is not surprising that they
have beeVittle used in the . classrooms. Their purchase seems to
have been .a waste of money. In the seventh and eighth grades classes
follow very ()lowly a textbobk of formal grammar written about a
decade ago .and representing the status of development then reached
in the teaching of this subject. It is to be, again, quoting islaitd
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Opinion, "too technical 'and difficult," and it fails in its purpose" to
set'forth in a simple and practical manner the principles of modem
English gramma, as far as Hawaiian pupils are concerned. These
pupils, it is true, show unusual facility in glibly recitiAg the " prin-
ciples." but that is far from understanding their itfii)ort or getting
from them any help in fixing correct speech. The book is also objec-
tion:40e 'because of the type sentences whit i are used. Lost as to
the abstract and foreign implications of thei eariings, pupils, and
frequently teachers, grope about to make them fit the principles and
rules which precede. /

e ARITHMETIC.
t .

The course in arithmetic for the first four grades is well defined
and repre,ents well-organized continuity of development. lit the
upper grades it gets no further than to apportion sections of the
Odvoliced book to the different classes and to authorize certain
omissions..

Thechief criticism to llbe made iA that- t4Pmuch is attempted in
the early grades, and too much time is given to the subject iir con-
sequence. The metric system shoyld probably be taught in Hawaiian
schools because. of the unique position of the Territory touching in-
ternational relations: but in other respectsects the eliminations toutd
be carried further in all the !grades.' If the pupils can enter the fifth
grade with a thorough grounding in the four fundamentals, it will
be quite sufficient. After this the chief concern should be to give a
mastery of common and decimal fractions and simple operations in
pertilitge. It would donbtless be advOable to omit- all formal
aritlairdicift the first grade, allowing children at this time to get the
simplest number concepts through language work. This plan would
leave ample time during the next three years for the work in count-
ing, d'faratddition to the above unamentals.

In observing actual teaching it was noted that the course in arith-
mtic was better carried out than seemed to be the case with any
other. subject. Though too difficult, especially for the primary
grades, the wNk was systematic and directed' toward definite goals.
TeaChers appeared to be surer of themselves in this work. Many
admirable devices for-concreting the lessons were observed. Board
work and seat work were put in good form. However,' pupils -were
frequently held to needlessly exacting details, owl problem work
lagged very much behind mechanical work

That ,modern courses in arithmetic are fast lOsing their highly
technical. abstract, and Medieval characteristics is shown by an exam-

See he tecommendatioim of the committee of , the southern California teachers is
their report on Minimum Courses of Study ; slow Wilson, H., The social and bumbles.
INV of arithnu tie. Teachers College,'Columbia, Contributions to Education, No. -100.
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ination of any one of a number of recent revisions put forth by
tertian American school systems. Particular attention may here lie
direete«,..the arithmetic course published in 1910 by the Duluth
(Minn.). p die schools. qr

st.ELLt Nu.
.

.

The ourse in spelling is in effect "the words in laeff44 /.iiit in
the Champion Speller.- apportioned by -sections to Grades III to
VIII., inclusive. 'The printed course names th se requirotnNuts as

minimum.- The text. so the course states. is t be. uscd as a desk
book. We read:

Thi.A..yi..: 1,1 he in the hands of the timelier an V. each pupil huititc l'etluin!
to make his speller by sewing together sheets of apu'r, milling thereto etta
day the words of the new leAon. It Is mit/ie.:led tat the \you!, 110,,,,I 19
each pupil each day be written correctly is the bit( li: this hollie-matte tik.
denary. so that the child ling 11 l'Oglitiete list 1411,4 illiNpOneti WoiliS. v.-111411

may he taken to the teacher's deqk aarecited.

But much ddlibt ari-es as Ii) the general observance Of I ImA, detail,.
ObserVation leads to the belief that spelling, save for the incideutal

of words front the :t and in column formation. Ability in spelling
*work in the first a second guaales, consists of periodic :1,..si,nment

varies with schools,) t the average teas found to be high. at cauli-
thin that aright be expected in view of eharacterititics
note,I.

Modern opinion holds that words coming up in other subjects and
wools related to Ike workaday world of the child should form li
part of the regular spelling exere'ses. But in the islands spellin
a thing apart.. Most of their spelling words are so touch "deal
timber to these children, or to any children for that matter, What
an opportunity is lost in tot correlating this work with English and
other class subjects! ....

csoint.wity.
.

The geography course, like some of the other courses. is very in-
adequately outlined and is not well dieided. Requirements are
lumped together and are correspondingly indefinite. here again
one finds the apportioning of textbooks rather than a well - considered
and well-organized course of instruction. The geography ofthe
children's home loCality occupies Grades I and II. In the ne. two
grades Hawaiian geography. is studied and world geography, is
gun. Hawaiian geography is based on a local textbook (4 sintt r

7 title by Baldwin, wlith has proven to be quite Satisfactory.
IV and V study world geography from the first book of

it es,

18111

and McFarlane's Essentials of Geograpity, and Grades VI, V I 1,nmil
VIII cover the second boa of the same series. The came prints a
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few reference o very good supplementary nutter several of which
were usually ) be found onthe teachers' desk!.

In classroom practice the work in the early grades was for the most
part good. In many instances. .11liwevt,r, teachers were found ill an
attempt tQ put before the young beginnen.i highly abstract and vague
conceptions of " heat and " wind and " rain,- etc...in literal fulfill-
ment of the terms in the printed course, which said nothing, unfor-
:milady. about the need,of relating such thingseto the stage of child

lertlopinent. Hawaiian, geography work merits tlic greatest com-.
mendat iv. There is f!::rly good functioning of theseelessons, save in
isolated .'.uses here and there. World geography in the upp4 grades
doe,, 1101 reach the same standard*. At is very largely given over to
the cratmaing and reciting of facts. seldom. so it would seem. does
th% child frel 'these facts to possess anything of present. vital rela-
tion to himself. But this upper grade work, and the geography
coarse as a whole, is strengthened Ity map studies painstakingly pre-
pared by both teachers and pupils. and the occasional teacher has de-
vised tin excellent plan of outline maps showing the tAstrilint ion of
world product-. The opportunity for other handWork in geography
is lost sight of all along the linesuch, for example. as sand and clay

...models: and the wonderful possibility of the stereopticon as an ad-
junct is as yet untouched. 4

IIIWLY AND CIVIC ?.

lit course of study shows a woeful neglek of the important field
1,61,istitry and civics. Only the barest pag4 allotments are inside to
the 'three textbooks used in the sixtlyosever.th, and eighth gra s....-

Ainerican history in the two former and European berinni s of
American history in the latter. As for Hawaiian history in these
grades. the course gives oW one general topic of study per term.
Civics is not any svhcre mentioned.

One has to turn to the workof the classroom for furaTeifriQforma-
lion. Here ott.finds that the home.geography in the early grades
touches slightly upon community life, as does the hygiene work. i
several grades, that Ihwaitin geography -includes the civic and po
litical organization of the Territory, and. that infrequently history
dories of local or wider interest are to be found iq grades below the
.siAth. The fact remains, however, that the upttft-gradq pupils are
subjected to the most formal diet of facts to be 'memorized in this
subject which, above all others, ought to furniSh them with a. btiek-
groundlOr Aniericco citizenship. No other subject of the coots* of
study (in .mainland schools) has been so responsive to the aituulas
of recent.world events in,reosting on bigger, and lopn*rItnes the
content-of its material: and in no other subject has there been such
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an assembling of enriching =Aerial. Little, if Ay, evidenceia.W
hand to indicate that the public schools of Hawaii have responded to
these important changes.

Under the circumstances class work in history and civics is poor in
quality. It stands for form' and not for substance. It does not
sufficiently bring the pupils into the circle of Anferican life and
American idezils. It does not sufficiently interpret our democracy to
Hawaiian boys and girls, and so fails to inspire them with a love for
and a tremendous faith in our fundamental` principleg of govern-
ment.

In any revision orthe course of study it is recommended that the
course in history and civics be started from the foundation: that it
be given. it .definite place in each grade, together with a larger per-
centage of time: and that it he amplified and carefully organized in
accordanc,e with the best practice of to-day.

HYGIENE:.

. The course in hygiene. as a whole, has good subject matter and is
very well outlined. To what extent it functions in the lives of the
children is open to some question, but it is probably fair to assume
that certain of the living standards among the foreign population
have been influenced Tor good by these lessons. The chief criticisms
of observed classwork are these: (1) Teachers frequently teach. the
subject by having pupils copy outlines from the board, to he later
memorized. (2) The work in places carries too many physiological
facts now regarded as of questionable value, and in places (especially
in the eighth grade) more technique is included than is necessary.
(3) The essential facts of a hygiene course can be taught in less time
than that now given to it; daily recitations of 10 to 15 minutes m
be questioned. (4) Requiting teachers to prepare, at their own ex-
pense, highly technical .charts for this work seems quite unjustifiable
and actually not necessary. (5) School plants very frequently vio-
late in a serious and indifferent manner the principles taught in
these classes: for instance, insanitary and inadequate toilet facilities
and careless water supply.

NI USW.

More time should be given to the music work. Its possibilities for
all thechiltIren can hardly. be overestimated. There seems to be an
innate love of music permeating the Territory, And childret e
unusual interest init. Very noticeable is the united response w
music teachers everywhere command. Rural schools need more
sistance in this work, country children.being so dependent upon their
own resources for enjoyment. Groups of rural schools should,
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'possible, be provided With special Music teachers, and each school -at
this type (.night tot have its phonograph.

ELEM ENTARY SCIENCE AND NATURE STUDY.

A course in nature study for Hawaii was last printed in the bul-
letin of 1911. Since that time no separate course of this kind has
existed. although a small percentage of the teachers have reported
gig some attention to it. The action of the Territory' is in line__
with a general tendency, in vogue a few years ago, of omitting natureL.
study' from the elementary curriculum lieCaUSti. it- had: fallen into
disrepute. But nature study is to-day heinO":reviVed modern
school systems, along With elementary or general science 'for upper :

grades. Simple facts of everyday life and of school. lifehaving.a.
scientific basis and pertinent relation to the real and. immediate
interests of children'represent the types of materials being assenablefil
in such courses. , The -Territory of Hawaii is so rich in material
fOr many ],bases of this work. and it offers such excellent possibilities
for overcoming much of the ultra-formalism in the classroom, that
the coormission believes a recommendation for- the retittroductioli of
science lessons in the elementary schools is in point:

In this eonnect ion, therefore, we desire to call the attention of the
departutent of public instruction to the very excellent and concise
statement regard" elementary science.instruction which was in
eorporated in the report of the Memphis survey staff:

Science and nature study lessons in some form constitute a part of every
really progressive elementary school curriculum. Such lessons should not
`attempt to present science In the form and order in which it is presented tja
high whool and college textbooks. The lessons should be largely concert:46i
with simile facts of a scittititic nature that the children can learn by direct
observations or nit simple experiments that they can understand and even

for_ themselx . are should grow naturally out of the 'other
Irssons and projects at which floe pupils are working from day to day. 'For
ennado. If they are learning about weights and measures in arithmetic, they
ought at the same time 'to learn by use and experiment the simple princIplt
of the equal arm balance and many easily understood facts about balancing,.
center nf gravity. and stability that are related to thiS principle. In connection
will their lessons in hygiene which shopld be gilpn In every grade, the children-
should learn some of the simpler facts of physiology "on which our knowledge or ,
lindetic laws are based' Alongside their lessons in music.and singing, they
ought to learn some of the simple facts about sounds, aunt how music tones.
are produced, and what are the physital causes of the dl4ferences in loudness,
pitch, and inequality upon which the musical propertles of sounds depend.

School gardening, poultry keeping, bird study, the care of house plants and
anima I pets, and the suppression of harmful inkects and other wits should fur-
walla rich assortment of projects and problems out of which profitable science
lessons may' grow.

Geography In the elementary grtides A another subject that bristles with
farts affording opportunities for first-hand learning of simple principles of,'-;

10140* 20-14 \ .
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physics, chemistry, and biology through observations-and experiments that can
easily be made by young children under suitable guidance.

Science lessons in the elementary grades, though closely cinnectell with the
other studies and growing naturally (out of them, ought not to be merely inci-
dental and without plan. Thexe should he a well-colatelved and well-balanced
development hf a hotly of scientific facts through Jirst-hand experiences with
them, but 41t1L very little theory, ftepin 'the lowest grades up to the seventh.
In the seventh and eighth grades thew Atollid he a systematic course hi general
or introductory science, based on one of the best of the recent textbooks on t hat
subject, to be used as a guide by the teacher, but not as a bask of set lok
lessons by the pupils. The hook should be used by the pupils as a basis for
systematic reviews and as a guide to systematic organization of piipies and
the facts whia they describe.

Such a scheme of 44ience lessons in MI. grades is a very vital and impirtant
part cif puhlie Nthc:ition, but if loft to the teachers to develfp and 1.11(1'1( it
will not be a T itch% sit, 011111 he a :411114'i1' IV iy Sliq
instruction, wiloS4' I.ILIS.110SS it would 110 t plan the scheme of lessys, to it
the ttitiehers how to leach it, to gke model lessons in the various ,..rrades, and
to supervise and test the work of instruction (lone by the teachers. We reom-
mend that such a science supervisor he employed, who shall immediately begin
the gradual introduction of such a scheme or lesson,, perfect lug and extending
the course as fast as teachers can he trained properly to do the work.

PHYSICAL EDI CATIuN.

The (bourse of study contains an " outline for physical education.
but it is a very poor one, measured by any modern standard for this
work: The subject gets a minimum of attention in the classrooms
and the schools generally are only awaking to the'importance of it.
Since no examinations occur in the subject, it may easily be one of the
portiolis of the curriculum to be forgotten in daily work. A num-,
her of the larger schools presented an exhiitio of their work to
members of the survey commission. This was everywhere well (lone
by the pupils and gave evidence of much drill. But it was most
formal in character, the putting of children through a selected set
of calisthenics. Yet it is safe to assume that it covers all the work
done under this subject in such schools.

State-wide programs .of physical education have been inaugurated
in a number of mainland States. With certain limitations the Cali-
fornia program might well become a model for the Hawaiian Terri-
tory. At any rate, the new policy of the department at Honolulu
shouldihave in mind both .physical exercise in class groups and recrea-
tion and supervised play on the school ground. There is need of a

director of this work for the Territory as a whole, and there must
be added a number of persons who are prepared to lake *charge of
the administration of a physkal education program at each of the
Honolulu sChools and at the larger centers on other islands. Further-
more, such teachers must 1* sufficiently releaped from enough of their
other school duties to give t1ieir major effort and interest to this
work.

SO
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This work is also self-suuorting. Like cooking, it should be extended to
many more schools, and mgh of the material should be furnished.

3. Manual training.In making manual training self-supporting the classes
have, as in the case of cooking, been very much limited, and the lack of ade-
quate equipment has given it a further handicap. 'Only in a comparatively few
cases were these shops found to be N; ell equipped. If 'there were enough hand
tools, other necessities were Abort, or vice versa. The work suggests good
possibilipes for project activities were it not for two facts: tl ),There k an
exaggerated emphasis on the making of models. 42) The teacher can not give
the boy too free a rein, knowing at the same time that articles must of neces.
sity reach a certain market value. Hence the m4nual training teacher, such.
is the tendency, originates and creates, and the boy` becomtbs the helper. 4;ri)ups
of 20 boys at a time ought to have accommodation in these shops. In practice,
the groups are half the number, if not less. Mainland schools supply the ma-

terial for practically all of the 'manual training work, and Hawaii is certainly
in a pogition to extend the 'same support to it in the way of larger accommda
Hon, more equipment, and free matepials with which children can work.

4. Gardening. Every school in the Territory should noel could have a school
garden, but interest in such a thing fippears to be Only sporadic. Children
should also be encouraged to make gardens at home under the direction of the
school. The survey staff found some excellent gardens under way. but in no
ease did one measure up to reasonaMe expectation in the matter of dimensions,
considering the size of school and the availability of land. NoSenough things
were being experimented with. It is feared that the enterprise is viewed as too
much of a fad by the average school. On the other hand, instances did come to
the attention of the commission in which it appeared that a Start had been
made in the direction of agricultural project work. The idea contemplated in
such cases is to have school and plantation cOoperate by having the pupil unitrir-
take a real piece of agricultural work, just as in real plantation life, though on
a limited scale. It IR felt that thereare, happily, many. plantations 'willing and
ready to offer such cooperation and to allow the use of portions of their.lands
by the schools just as soon as the public schools can develop adequate adminis-
trative machinery and leadership. The Federill commission is pleased to learn
that only recently proposals for a very original and promising form of coopera-
tion- have been under discussion between the department of public instruction
and one of the leading plantations.

Of all phases of vocational training thbre is the greatest demand
for agricultural education, and it is 'fortunate that the attitude of the
department _of public instruction has become one of keen interest in
this work. A very large proportiop of the boys in the upper grades
should have an opportunity to enter upon simpler forms of agricul-
tural training employing the project method therein.

In Honolulu and other cities boys should have advaritages for
engaging in industrial activities of broader scopq than the present
work in manual training, and the project method should also form
its basis.

It seems certain, therefore, that in beginning the task of reorgani-
zation the department need to take one of its chief points of
departure from the vocational needs in the elementary field, fitting
them into a larger program of vocational and industrial training

a
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that shall extend into and through the secondary school period. It is
all too true, as the present superintendent of schools has pointed out,
that the public schools have been blindly absorbed in "turning out
1,0vs. and girls who are at:ed only to make their living in the cities
and in the congested districts where the advantages of life are at a
minimum." and that Hawaiian pupils should be taught primarily

to tit themselves for the great neede of Hawaii's agriculture and
other industries." (See the discussion in Ch. I.)

(*(INCERNING THE REVISION OF * COURSE OF STUDY.

The facts set forth in the foregoing discussion of the *sent Cur-
him in elementary education abundantly confirm the stand taken

loy the officials of the department. namely, that a thoroughgoing
revision of the course of study must be begun at the earliest possible
opportunity. Revision must touch upon practically every subject.
There must be very considerable pruning of old requirements. Many
details of procedure that are based on theories accepted two decades
ago muizt he cleared from the roadway of present-day progress.
Time Tent on the memorizing of unwieldy and unusable bodies of
facts must be saved for the greater service of teaching children to

(la things. to create, to prove the mastery of an idea by applying
it to the completion of something.

In the work of revision officials- should be cautioned Against that
type of curriculum which is promulgated by one person or a small

inner circle" of individuals and which fails to bring widely repre-
sentative groups of the teaching body into its preparation. This
is -one very noticeable fault of the present course of study. It sug-
gests too forcibly the one-man ilea, and as such it so dominates the
rlassroom, so exaggerates the importance of obsolete details, that it
actually sanctions low standards. Equally important with the above
is the necessity of making teachers understand that the course of
study is not a document to be followed with never a deviation. It
is, on the other hand, tentative and suggestive in character. While
its materials point certain avenues of procedure, they also challenge
the teaching body to apply the results of tested experience in making
changes from time to time. in the preface of the Duluth course of
study there is an excellent statement of guiding principles craPloyed
in the preparation of that curriculum. Its suggestions are very
much in- point for Hawaii, and we therefore- take the liberty of
quoting from it as follows:

SUGGEtiTIONS FROM THE DULUT (MTNN.) COURSE OF STUDY.

This Course of Study was constructed during the school term of 1918-19 and
during the summer of 1919. It was Introdu i in Siptember, 1919. It is the

,.
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product of the con blued effort of the teachers, principals, and supervisors In
the public shools and the State Nurniul &his)] of Ilti loth.

The general suprvIsbat id the entire course was under an executive commit.
tee consisting of a primal's!. a supervisor. and a superintendent of the training
department of a normal school. Each subject was in charge of a Si 111111-

putts' consisting of teachers. prinripals, and supervisors, with the trackers
bigely predominating. While the number of teachers oil these 14411111i 4., was
Made its lurge as pissible in order to secure the benefit of classroiun experience,
not till were able to participate In the work on account of the hick of time unit
facilities for reaching them. Much credit is due MI who have so willingly and
efficiently assisted in bringing this course of study to its present stomind. The
fact that it is un outgrowth of the Best classroom priictlee in the city is due
largely', however, Ili the tealiers who helped in its consirnetion.

The general plan for each subject In the course; the principles for the !ale
of subject matter. and the orgiluimition or subject 111:11 ten N11`11. agreed upon by
the 'executive 1'01111114 iee and I Ile chairman of each special couuui is. after
study and careful delibera t nch speehil committee ol.send these iirliiples
of sclection suit plan of all;:a1117.011011 in preparing the subject as<igned. :41ig
efaltolat oh the cour.te in English were revolved trial' a gnaw of bustness mem

iii' order to secure the point et' %Iew of those outside the iwilools. Similar bell
was reeeived trout a group of musiCiaus on the course in musk.

The generul plan adopted for each course is us follows:
I. Table of (*indents.

II. Alms and pa MI StS for all iirades. A statenmet of the rpossaS of the sub-.ject ns a whole.
Out Ii 6.1 sidb.leci mutter. Brief survey of subject matter throughout the

elementary wed huller high schools.
IV. General dirtsthli1S.
V. Detailed infinite of subject matter.

VI. (lettere' bibliogruphy.
As a basis for the selection of subject matter for i11191 Course of Study. the

following social values-were used:
I. That suldet flouter was selected which Is most frequently used liy the

greatest number of people in life slimitions. The term " use is not restricted
tote were economic sense. but Includes all those matters which. socbty has
learned to value and Ilvslres to tins,: on to the next generation.

II. That subject twitter was selected which Is not only most frequently nsed
but Is inogt NI.milicant when used, e. g.. we teach how to Aar(' II re fruit
lag not beenuse of the number of Mims it would be used but benuse of its
great signitieunee when used. These methods of elmosing suldist matter, while
they have been a guiding principle have fs--,en necessarily malted by such (MM.
stderntions pis expense of teaching, time of pupils. ability of teachers and
pupils. nod organlintion and avulhildlity of ninterial. .

In the organization of subject matter an attempt has been made to arrange
k around projects suited to the abilities and Interests of the pupils for whom It is
latendairiteitf adapted to the'sneecssiful use of well recognized methods of fondl-
ing and to the needs of the State and community. These projeets, according
to tie nature of the subject matter, lend themselves. to one of the following
types:

Type I. In which the purpose is to embody some Idea or plan in externsl
form, ar balding a boat, writing is letter, presenting n play.

Type II. In which the purpose is to enjoy some aesthetic experienee, as listen-
ing to a lion, tearing a symphony, appreciating a picture.
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Type III. In which the purpose is to straighten out 'some Intellectual diffi-
culty. to sidve stone problem. as to find out whether or nut dew falls, to Inver-
jpin how New York outgrew Philadelphia.

Tyis Iv. In which lho purists. Is Ito obtain some Item or degree of skill or
ktiowii.,1;.:c. ay learning to write grade 14 on the Thotandike Scale. learning the
irregular erbs its French. Some tt:schers, Indeed, may not closely discriminate
behove drill as a project and drill us a set tusk, although the results will be
unlit (Ily different.

" It at tool, evident that these groupings more or less overlap and that one
type may Is used us means 10 antithet as end. It may be of interest to note
that, with those detinititins, the project method logically includes the problem
method as a spceial case. The value of such a classitivation as that here given
seems to ate to lie in the light It should throw on the kirlikof projects teachers
may expect mid on the prtg.tothire that normally prevails in the several types.

t Teachers t 7ollegto Record. Sept.. 1111S.)
This Course of Study is In no sense n tillishodyroduet. 11 is it record of past

achievement and tt standard of present attainment. It is lloploleI also to I e a
guidepost for further progress. As the quality of the ,elusstot 4,111 iuettruotion
fiat Irt) ti by It jeans of tlds course. the course shuulit likewise be inipto?rol lit

e !wore of the subject matter and in flit' effectiveness of the telichijig method.
For flits f lit. sagvstions anti criticisms of teachers. principals. and
SUltervisors will be lilnested from time to time.

EXPERT IIELE Are:EDED IN RE \ISING COURSE OF sTutiv.

For immediate assistance and points of suggestion the elementary
staff ought no doubt to have access to some of the recent courses of
study prepared hi school systems in America. The problem of malt;.
ins such information accessible to the large teaching hotly may be
somewhat; perplexing. One fairly practical solution. however,- is to
put in the hands of each supervising principal a dozen or a score of
copies each of two or three of these courses, holding them respon-
sible for their circulation among the schools. This method would
not require an excessive number of copies, and no doubt they could
be procured in these limited quantities. In this connection. thth . the
survey commission would recommend a study of some of the follow -
ing courses of study:

L The Baltimore County Course of Study published. by Warwick and York,
Italtiniore, Md.

2. The Duluth. (Minn.) Course of Studysecured through the Duluth Board
of Education.

8. Minimum Courses of Studythe roport of, a so ern California committee
of teachers. (Sou hero Brunch leti'versity of iNtlIflornitt, I.ns Angeles.
Calif.)

4. Courses of Stt In the illementary Schools and fhe High Schools 0
Deeatur,. Ill.secured through the I eetttur 13nartl (if. Eslueutluu.

Ip the actual reorganization of-the course of study in Hawaii th
commission recommends that a plan sinliilir to that of Duluth
adapted and that an earnest attempt be made to have the revisio
ready by the end of the 1920-21 Sokol year at the latest, and by th
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end of 1920 if possible. The commission further suggests that two
experts of national reputation be employed by the department, as
follows:

1. An expert in the curricula of the fundamental Efibjects.
2. An expert in the curricula of vocational and industrial training,

with special reference to the olk of agrietkure.
The idea in mind is u) have these experts spend from six months

to a year in a thorough study of Hawaii's needs along the two
lines and then to bring to bear on the work of organization the aiSpli-
cations of their own tested experiences in the wider fields. They
should in no wise be employed as substitutes for the staff in making
the course of study, and they should be persons otsufficiently, bal-
anced judgment to avoid dictating policies. Their chief work should
be the development of the necessary cooperation among the teaching
body under their expert guidanw and leadership. The cost of swill
an undertaking would be insignificant in comparison with the bene-
fits to be obtained.

l'F. Tli0( )li S.

A

The commission believes that with the exception of geogriphy all
of the textlxioks now adopted and in use in the grades should go into
the discard. One of.the chief drawbacks of the work of teaching is
the unsuitability of these texts. Some by reason of being for ninny
years the adopted texts have reached the point wh'ere in the natural
course of events they should be subjected to revaluation in terms
of what the market now offers. 0 r texts are of more recent

lotadoption, and considering the lists textbOoks then available in
each respective line one wonders what the basis of judgment could
have been in selecting these particular books. The impression is
that they were deemed the proper texts because of the degree to
which they paralleled an already outgrown course' of study.. The
geography texts are comparable to other modern publications in this
line, but the difficulty here is the fact that all geographies are under-
going revision because of the tremendous recent changes in geog-
raphy data. But a change in this text should go over until 1921-22
in order to allow for the above changes and for the changes which the
United States census will bring into being.

As with the course of study, so in the matter of textbooks the opin-
ions of revresentative groups of teachers should be sought. The
commission therefore offers the following recommenAations:

1. A textbook commission should be formed. it should be corn-
posed of seven to nine members, representing the 'following
groups : Supervising principals, principals, normal. instruc-
tors, regular class teachers, special teachers. At least one-
third of the committee should be teachers.
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0. The commission should appoint a subcommittee for each type
of textbook, having a membership of five to seven, it majority
of whom should not be members of the commission. Each
subcommittee should be composed of persons glvlio have rec-
ognized ability in the particular subject.

**3. Each subcommittee should report its findings, following the
examination of all texts submitted for adoption, in the forni
of recommendations to the commission.

4. These reconnnenflations should be adopted by the commission
unless a majority of the latter body, on good and sufficient
grounds. is opposed to them. . .

5. The ex officio dilt i man of tho'commission shoqild be the superin-
, tendent of public instruction.

6. The commisi:Lon and these committees should be contin4itg for
the Ourpo::e of making uninterrupted studies of textbooks and

,

methods of teaching- the general subjects a ml keeping the text-
book adoptions constantly up to date. avoiding, however,%all
inconsiderate changes.

71Thlt% need of bc1 ter textbooks is so urgent that it is felt the depart-
went ought to take immediate steps to set this machinery for adop-
ti )11 into operation. if rec=ommendations can be decided upon before
tl e end of the summer vacation, 1920, it will be advantageous to have
the books in the hands of pupils for the school year 1920-21. It is
not felt, moreover. that this matter must necessarily wait upon a

1revised course of study. ,

..11:111I01) OF DISTRIUTING TEXTRooKS,

At present all orders for textbooks needed at the various schools
are filled by a commercial house in Honolulu, which acts as the dis-
tributing agent (for profit) to the publishers of the texts used. The
commission found much dissatistaction expressed among the schools
with this arrangement, because of delays in delivery. The commis-
sion (lid not investigate these criticisms, neither did it examine the
merits of the allegation made that an undue profit was collected for
handling the books. It suggests, however, that it is desirable that
the department consider, the plan-of handling the textbook and sup-
ply business itself, collecting an amount above first cost sufficient
only to make this department self-supporting.

t.



Chapter VI.

"THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS.

(kIlerell VOIldit1011% accommodall.ms: 2. 111,211-school pupils;
racial and srx distribution: problem of 14011101 J.41, ;OA ioi 1,114,. 3.

..The nigh School: new ,lirricalums Eccounartabsi: olvin2
English proltkm. 4. TM teachers: training; distribution by experirit: efticiroy of
classroom work: chttracterixatioa *of all h.HL u,i',I aline Wit4ted Olt : It ::141. r.;
S:111114, : b:11,111 I Irg:IIIIZat I 1,11, :11::111MS

,hi Ii.'.. and stanervisbm: functions of high.school : 'grotto pupils acro:dm: to
11111141..l fu E01211,111: s.1x. of classes: distribution of pupils by rurricullitits. 1:. 1.0.rary
facililbs. 7. Buildings and ninnian,nt : ball ling tandards: ittinitslaar- of equipment.

1. GEN ERACCONDITIONS.

The Territ90 of Hawaii has four public high schools. one,on each
of the four principal islands of the gt.oup. Geographically. with
perhaps but one exception. they are placed in good strategic locations.
but considering the area and the population which each is intended to
serve, there are too few such schools. The table -which foliims will
Take this clear.ft,

Island.

public high Achoolx as related to area and populatioa.

Area in
:opiate
miles.

i
mated Name of
palm. high
!titbit school.
(19194

i),aw
1141s 116
%la ,i ,

Kann,
Total ....

59F.0
4.116.0 1

1 172.7 I
I M9.7 1

121,200
71,270
39, MX)
31,500

MeKltiley
Hilo
Maid
Kaual....

.

I

HnuicAttlit
. Hilo
Ilarnakuapoko

I 1.1hue
.

. I 9,400 0 '
I i 262,970

Year
estab-
lish.A.

Total

m,11".
meat.

Decent- meat:ber, 1919.

11020
1905
1911
1914

1511.

19.971
iota
;,0(0
5,129

::9.121

;

771
292

72
M

1.101

including Mololtdi. Lanai, and. Kaboolawe.
ladadinat
The 11120 census WWI Is 2411,11119. exclusive of the Army. Navy, and Marine

personanl.

HIGH SC11001. FACILITIES INADEQUATE.

The McKinley High School must serve not on v t e city o,f Hono-
lulu, but also the whole island of Oahu. The III o high School not
only must serve the city of Hilo, but also tl nly .high school
on Hawaii, the largest island of thegrou The I ui High School

212 A
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serves the y Il ge and district of Hamuknapoko on the eastern side
of Maui and also' the whole inhabited aretkof Maui and three
neighboring smaller islands, Molokai (exclusive of the leper settle-
ment. of Kaleupapa, and the county of Kaluwao). Lanai, and
Kahoola we. These latter islands lie to the northwest, west, and
southwest of Molokai, or on the side apposite to Kahului, the port
for Ilamakuupoko. The Kauai High School serves the population
of Lihue and that of the whole Island of Kauai, and of the smaller

-neighlnaing island, Niihau, 50 miles from Lihue by steamer.
The geographical situation is further complicated by the topog-

raphy of the larger islands, each of which consiStis of an :1-wmblage
of extensive volcanic cones. These are grouped in compact ranges.
for the most part : but some are more scattered. The habitable por-
tills of the islands are the narrow valleys formed by erosion on the
gentle slopes of the' lava cones or near the bases of the steeper tufa,
cones, the wide valleys and lava plateaus between the different cones,
and the narrow -coastal and alluvial plains that skirt parts of the
islueds. Extensive plantations of sugar cane and pineapples stretch
far and wide over those uplands where the lava has weathered sufli-
iiently to form a suitable'soil. Because of the large areas of desert
wlcanic-lands where there is practically no soil on account of rel-'
atively recent lava flows, or where there is insufficient water supply,
the habitable area in num/large sections is small compared with the
whole.

The population is scattered among the more or less isolated in-
terior valleys and plains. oe is segregated in the plantation camps
or small villages- or is strung along the peripheral plains. These
narrow coastal plains are usually fairly extensive on the leeward
.sides of the islands; but on the windward *sides there are long gaps
where they are absent. and where the coast is more or lesssinaccessia-
ble front both land and sea because of wave erosion. The waves have
carried away the soils of'the plains and mkt the lava back in lofty
cliffs. The valley hinds at the mouths of the stream are hard to
reach by water on account of the barrier reefs of coral which skirt
the islands and which have few fresh-water openings that are navi-
gable bypower boats. Access to them is had only at favorable times
by the native canoes which at some risk can pass the reefs. flail*
and road transportation have made a good beginning, but the post-..
sibilities for these, types of transportation as yet are far from being.
adequately developed.

fin comparing the high-school enrollments with the population
(estimated)', We OW that in the McKinley High School there is oue
student fbr every 157 of the total population ; in the Hilo high School
one for every 244; in the Maui High School one for every 542; in the
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,Kauai High School one for every 543; and in the whole Territory one
for every 220. Naturally, McKinley and Hilo make the best showing,

they are located in the only two cities of the islands, and draw the
balk of their students from these two cities respectively. illonolulu
has an e.%timatedifopulation of about 85,000 and Hilo ;f about 13,000.
The 1,193 public high school students, owever, do not by any means
represent the total number of childret i the islands receiving a sec-
ondary education, for there are in the isrgiuls 11 'private schools with
high-school departments or grades above the eighth ; and these 'at
present draw largely from the more prosperous elements of the popu-
lation.

In a census of the public and private high schools made in 1917. the
public high-school enrollment was found to be 046, and the private'
high-school enrollment for the seven recognized Schools 601. This
is exclusive of the Japanese " language " schools, having high-school
departments, but holding their sessions before mill after public school
houir. For the same lists of schools in 1910 the corresponding figures
are 1,193 ,and 763. This is an increase in enrollment foi the public
schools from 1917 to 1919 of 547, or 84 per cent, while for the same
seven private schools the corresponding increase is 162, or 27 per cent.

To get the present total privateligh-school enrollment we must add
82 pupils who are distributed in four schools not included in the 1917
survey, making a total in private high-school grades (i. e., 9-12 litchi-
kive) of 845. If these four schools had been included, the enrollment
of the private high schools in 1917 would have equaled or exceeded
that of the public high schools. 4sThe public high-school enrollment
now exceeds that of the private high schools by 348.

. The fact, however, that the public high schools are st 1 but a slight
factor in the educational life of the islands is striking hown by the
proportion of the total public-school enrollment of eae i county which
is found to be enrolled in the high school of that county. These per-
centages are (see preceding table) : City and county of Honolulu
(Island of Oahu), 4.3 per cent; Hawaii, 2.9 per cent; Maui, 1.3 per
cent; Kauai, 1.1 per cent; and for the whole Territory, 3 per cent.
Three pupils enrolled in the public high schools of the Territory`out
of every 100 in the system is a forcible reminder that the high schools
are not yet functioning, except in relatively slight degree, in the
sehooHife of the mass of children.

Nevertheless, from the table which follows it is clear that the tide
is beginning to set in strongly toward the flalic high schools. .Con-
ditions warrant the inference that the increase. will be much acceler-
ated as more generous facilities for high-school eduCation are pro-
videcl.

4
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public highachool enrollment. Territory of Hawaii:1914 to 1919. dixtibuted by
8c110018 and /sexes:

I

Year. i

I

1914

19,2..:i

1916.:

Sexes.
i

MrKin-

216
109

11110: Maul. Kauai. I Total.

Roys....1
(11r1s....'

Total.

lloys....(ids.
Total.

Sox's.
Girls..I

Total.

115
65

6
19 -1 T11311

3'25 1140 25 7 j 537

168
1014

61
38

12
24

14 3.55
175

376

313
IOU

97 37 14 I 830

87
43

13 21
18 12

436
181

121 I30 31 33 j 0I8

'135
122 Ii0 21 515

1917.. (71;IL 63 20 13 237

Total. ix, 185 411 31 752

Boys, ... 37:1 112 16 24 525tIirls.. 151 5.1 24 13 243

' Total. 521 167 40 37 I

._...._
764

Bop: . 545 187 36 41 I 71119
441'''''1919... 224' 106 I 36 17 I 385

Total.; 771 293 I 72 1,193

It will be seen from the foregoing table that the total enrollment
I'M schools has ntoke than doubled in the five-year

period considered, the largVr increase having taken place during the
last two years.

One inunediate result of this increase has been an embarrassing
congestion, which, especially in the McKinley High School, has
been steadily growing worse, until now this is one of the most
serious problems with which the school authorities have to deal.

Besides the difficulties arising from scattered population and
from overcrowding, another condition complicating the educational
problem isfsuggested. by the relatively rapid increase in the, number
of children from non-Snglisit-speaking oriental families, discussed
at length in Chapters and III. The recent rapid increase in
high-school enrollment is due very largely to children- from these
families, who recently have begun to flock into the high schools in
large numbers. The character and effects of this influx will be
brought out in the next section of this chapter.

2. THE HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS.

The pupils of the ptiblic high schools are drawn from the more
'ambitious elements of t'he islands, exclusive of the mere prosperous
classes of people. A glance at the following table shows that
many different races and nationalities are represented in the McKin-
ley High School, but that the children of Japanese and Chinese'
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descent constitute a large majority. The pupils included under the
word "others " are of Korean, Porto Rican, and Filipino descent,
together with scattering representatives of several other natioruili-
ties not named in the first column. Collectively, they constitute A
considerable group, which serves to emphasize these complexities
of the school population, but the term includes no single group
thdt .is large enough to be significant in itself.

Enroliment.of the McKinley High School, Honolulu. Hairaii, 1919, distributed
by nationalities, grades, and se.res.

Twelfth grtule. jEle,entb grate.1 Tenth grade. I Ninth grade.

:A. i Tii e3 I ,! I T; I .:, I 2 1 7;
:5 6 5: :5 ! : .f.' ! -=;Z. 1 I-, , = i. : : ::: . t----. ' --. -:

Nat iunalitii8.

a-

I

. i

i

'6'
=

0
1

1

0
0

17 .
33
0
3

53 :

E rr

Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
American
BritishB
German
Portuguese
Japanese
Chinese.
Spanish
Others

Total

0
4
2 ,

0 :
0 ,s
0
0 ,
4 :

0
1 :

0.
5
3
0

-0
0

17
35

0
4

1 1

5 I
4
2
0
2I

47 1
3,1 I

0 i
2 I

11 ; 64 Pm j

I I , I0 ; 1 2 0 2; 4 7 : 11
9 I 14 1 6 , 15 1 31 1 30 7. 36 ,.. 416
4 1 12 8 1 2 ; 21 ; 14 14 i 2
0: 2 1 ; 1 2 1 :0, 0 0 -0 0
3 i 5 4 : fi 10

8 18844 1
$ !a 46 40 1.

52

0 0 0, 0 0
3; 5 6I 1 7

Tuts'.

1 :
= '

7 7 14
52 fit 116
31 :13 44

6
0 0; 0 0 11

5 5I 10 11 14 25
119 20 134 1.211 31 /57

8 3 2s 1 1 1 11r/ 58 250
0 0 0 0 it 0

11 IT V 22 17 39

30 135 121 ! 62 183 1 2011 123 ; 3.9 . 545 Z.'h 771

The following summary of the foregoing table shows how the
races rank in numbers among the boys and girls, respectively:

Distribution by sexes and nationalities, arranged in the order of their numbers,
:McKinley High School. 1919.

Order. Boys.
.

II
e
_-z

Girls.
2z

1 All high schools.Totals, E 1017 18.1
...7:

i
e

:,;..

1 , Japanese 220 PartHawailan. 64 Japanefie 227 Japanese.... .; f1J42 Chinese ' 192 Chinese 58 Chinese 250 Chines 14113 Part-Hawalkw. 62 American 38 Part - Hawaiian.. 116 American ... . V/
4 American 31 Japanese 31 American 64 Pari-liawalLn. 795 Others 22 others 17 Others 39 Porttiguese 446 Portuguese 11 Portuguese. 14 Portuguese 25 Others.. . .. .. 17
7 Hawaiian. 7 Hawaiian 7 Hawaiian 14 Brit ish leS British 4 British 2 British lEtwail.in- -

546'rag 226 771 ".0

lIclUnley High School. 1919.

The outstanding feature is the number of boys of Japanese and
. Chinese descent, so great in the aggregate that although the Part-

Hawaiian girls rank first among the girls in numbers. the order of
the girls is overturned in the totals, in which the races rank in nom:
hers exactly as they do'in the boys' column. While in the mainland
high schools the girls abnost invariably exceed the boys in numbers,
there are in this school 2.4 times as may boys as there are girls. The

III

comparison plainly shows that this is due to the Japanese and Chinese
,
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who still to a considerable extant preserve their traditional attitude
of neglecting or discouraging the education of their women.

This overwhelming preponderance of orientals, coupled with the
overcrowding of the high schools due to their rapid influx, accounts
partly for the popularity of the private schools with the well-to-do.
Many white people,. Hawaiians and Part-Hawaiians, who can'afford
to pay tuition, but who would like perhaps from democratic im-
pulses o send their children to the public high schools. %re deterred
from doing so. This is mainly because.their chittkeirWould be out
numbered in their classes by the orientals, who 1i-tire little incommon
with them and whose language difficulties impede the progress of all.

On summarizing the preceding table by sexes and grades and
reckoning the percentage of girls enrolled in each grade. the fol-
lowing is found: In' the-ninth grade..3 per cent are girlsi in the
tenth grade, 24 per cent: in the eleventh grade, 2 per cent: and in
the twelfth grade, 17 per cent. That is, the percentage -Of girls in
the two higlir grades is much smaller than in the two lower grades.
This indicates either that the girls do not stick so. well at the top as.
the boys do. or else that they are coming in faster at the bottom.
Very probably both causes are opc-ative.

Again. referring to the same table, it is seen that the Japanese
and Chinese freshmen lead in numbers with -138 and 111, respectively,
out of 3s9 freshmen. The Americans and Part-Hawaiians came next
with 66 and 2S1,respectively ; while the ratios of 'seniors to.freshmen
for the different nationalities are as follows: Japanese. 12.3 per rent;
Chinese, 31.5 per cent Part-Hawaiian. 7.6 per cent ; American, 10.7

' per cent ; Portugnese, Hawaiians, and British, -0 per cent; and all
others 17.4 per cent. Evidently the Japanese mid Chinese hold their
attendance through the four years better than any of the other
nationalities, for they are known to be coming in below at a much
faster rate than are the others.

Of the total enrollment, the Japanese anal Chinese descendants
together constitute 65 per cent, while the :tmerican. Hawaiian, and
Part-Ilawaiianciescandants constitute 25 per cent, and till the °tilers
In per_Cetft. American and British descendants together constitute
but 9 per cent of the total enrollment.

TEE TRORLEM OF AMERICANIZATION.

This condition involves serious difficullies from the standpoint
of the influence of the Anglo-Saxon and other thoroughly AmeriCan-
ized elements in imparting to the children of alien and non-English-
speaking orientals the ideals, customs, and language of the American
Nation. The thoroughly Americanized group makes up only one-.
fourth of the whole, and those from Anglo-Saxon families. where
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presumably good English is habitually spoken, make up only one-
eleventh of the whole. These groups, outnumbered as they are from
4 to 1 to 11 to 1, can not have that great influence on their school fellows
of foreigikparentage that the native American children have in our
great cosmopolitan high schools in such mainland cities as New York,
Newark, Cleveland, Chicago, and other large cities where the Amer-
icanization problem is acute. In these cities, in sharp contrast with
the Territorial population, middle-class Americans generally send
their children to the public schools, and are able to send them in such
numbers that they exert a predominant influence on the content- of
the inciting pot.

The distribution by races and sexes for the other three high sclmulai
(see tables which follow), inserted here for comparison, show charac-
teristics which are very similar to those just set forth, but with
variations due to slightly different racial distributions on the dif-
ferent islands.

EnrOlment tlixtribufed 611 .e.rea aird !lib) Rubio. High

- --
li 61.1, T,.t LI

I
Japanese
American Zi 33 1 139

41

Ica.

PortuAuese
I

It D. I 37
Part - Hawaiian 0; 19 ; 3i
Chinese 14 i 24
Hawaiian 5 ia
E 1 1 20 ers, 4 0 ; 4

Total 1%4 Irt4 .02

.

Diddribution of impair hy gaden mul dexcent, Mani If rid Kauoi Public Mph
SchOols, liascai.

Wiwi High School.

National, tim.
Ninth
grade.

Tenth TElerenth
grade. grade.

Twelfth
grade.

American and British 13 . 9 4 3
Japenese 12 4 3 0
Hawaiian and Part-Ilawalian 7 1 0 IMime 4 3 1 0
Portuguese 3 2 0 0
Negro r , ' 0 0 0

Total I 40 19 : A 4

1

Kann' .
Sigh

School
Total. I (total).

1

79 I 3
19 ' 33
9! V
it i

I.

II
5

I 0

71

From the personal standpoint of most of the English-speaking
families, who naturally wish their children to have such companion-
ships sard associations in school as shall tend to develop solidarity
and stiMility with respect to4he language, ideals, traditions, and cus
toms of America, this overwhelming preponderance of orientals is

_
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so disturbing that it constrains many who can not afford the expense
to send their children to the private schools.

Judged from this ininalliate and intimate personal standpoint, the
great influx of the orientals into the high schools seems very unfor-
tunate, yet we must consider the great and imminent need of Amer-
icanizing these children who come from families whose language and
ways are so different from ours. The task of converting them into
loyal and understanding Americans. which is fundamental to
Ilawaii's peace and safety, is truly a stupendous one because of their

*great aggregate numbers: so all forward looking Americans qiust re-
joice that so many of them are eager to attend the high schools. In
these schools they are constantly under the influence which loyal, in-
telligent, and well-trhined American teachers, wide-awake and d
voted' to the problem, are bringing to bear on them: and this is
great gain. Neeessarilty the first and absolutely indispensable step
in this direction is to increase the high-school aceommodatiods'until
they are adequate. The next is to broaden and enrich the curriculums
and organization until the high schools can offer even more than the
private schools now offer of what is best and most valuable in sec-
ondary aphication.

11:0MoTIoNS .NI) FAILURE,: IN' IIICII SCHOOLS.

The disparity between the enrollments of'the higher and lower
classes shown in the total enrollment by grades brings us sharply up
against the question as to how many high-school pupils are failing
and how many are dropping out of school. The following wtable,
taken from the 1917-18 report of die superintendent of public instruc-
tion, gives the facts as to numbers and percentages of failures and
eliminations from school at that. time.

The average per cent promoted is taken from the total enrollment
for each class and the total promotions. The average per cent of
eliminationa is taken from the total enrollment and the total number
leaving school. The table follows:

Pupil prninolionm and failurex in pnbliJ high sohnolA, ilairaii, I917-1R.
RECORD OF FIRST-YEAR PUPILS.'

Septetn.
txr roll.

I

144,
wiumi

!

Number
Pro-

Neirnler
onco.
ditionn.

_ 4

faded.
.

.

Per centtr
1110("74i.

Per cent
elm-

lasted.

McKinley high
lillo high

299
71

73 :
6'

128
40

53
15

4i ,
12

42. li
56.3

24.4
a6Maul high t9 2 S 4 $ . 26.3 10.6Kauai high 10 0 5 2 3 50.0 ,, .0

Totals attd.vorages 178 72 sa399 141 '

I

44.0 20.3

10140 °- 2O -- -t&
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Pupil prosaotiuiv and failure, in public high 1917-18Cuald.

ECOR0 VF sIXON D.1' EAR Pt' PIL21.

McKinley high 117 17 7
I

6'1 11 II liti 7
Hilo high (. 14 36 i 0 2 I 62. 1
Maul high N 2 4 '. U 75.0
Kauai high 12 0 11 i 0 1 I 91. 7

11"

14.5
24.1.
2.7.. 0

.0

Totslaat4 averagv. 225 33 131 17 i 14 I 67. 1 16.9

11 Et'0111, 7.11IR11-YE .t ft Pt' P1124.
_ . . ... .......

McKinley high TO 3 .14 n I 2 7... 0 6.0
lillo high . 21 4 17 3 , 0 7u. :n. lti. 6
Maui high li 4

U I
0 . 57. r . .0

Kauai high 6 I 3 0: Kt. 4 , 16.6

Tots/sand averages s: i
EN', I2 1 TI 74. 7 ,

I

9.3

10:1111111 4/1-' FM-RTII-YE 'rurn.s. ei,

McKinley high 42 3 ;s7 0 2 66.1 7.0
Hilo high 21 1 l 4 .. 1 75.11 4.2
Maui hied 9 0 9' II 0 ltal. 0 .0
Kauai high 2 I ,

o U , 1. ;.0.0

Totals sod oolu:. 1.4 4

I

s3. I h.5

The low percentage, of promotion, and the high percentages of
eliminations. especially lot therirst two years, noteworthy. There
seems in the .past to have been a settled policy to eliminate the
" unfit in the ninth and tenth grtules. After the initial slaughter,
apparently either more mercy has Been shown or only the " fit- have
survived, for the percentages of promotions steadily increase and tho
percentages of eliminations site:Lilly decrease as we ascend the grades.
The large percentages of. failures and eliminations seem not only to
have Preen tolerates! but also justified by the department of public
instructimi ill the past. The idea that the school should in any wt.t*
modify itself to fit the needs and the capacities of the -pupils seems
not to have taken hold on either the teachers-or supervisors to ally
considerable extent._ Happily a change inlittitude with reference to
-failures and eliminations has recently; taken place:

Records, for 1918-19 show that in the McKinley high fichool
out of 515, or 9 per cent, failed of promotion and dropped' Out. In
the Hilo High School 12 out of 1(10. or 7} per cent, failed.w these,
5, or 7i per cent of the (skid, dropped out at the end of the year. In
the Kauai High School 2 out of 35, or6 per cent. failed, and 5 of the
135, or 1i pe cent, dropped out at the end of the year. Data, from the
Maui High'School were not obtained. ."

The contrast between these figures and those for 1917 is striking.
They indicate a change of policy in the right direction. The result,
however, is not due to any radical change in the curriculum. When
supervisors call attention to the fact that there are too many failures,
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teachers usually respond by marking the pupils higher. Relatively
few of them react by suggesting curriculum changes or modifying
their methods of teaching. Probably there has been more assiduous
drilling and coaching, and a less drastic administration of examina-
tions. Eliminations are caused mostly by failures, and failures may
be caused either by lack of native ability old of sufficient maturity,
or of adequate and thorough training in the grades below ,the one
in whih the failure occurs. More often, however, failure occurs
because one or more of the studies makes no vital appeal 6 the pupil,
who, therefore, does not become interested sufficiently to apply him-
self fo the work. Sometimes the failure of the study to make a vital
appeal is due to its remoteness from the pupil's interests and needs,,
aQuid sometimes it is due to the teacher's lack of knowledge, of skill,
and of sympathetic insight into his tendencies and points of view.

In the ease of the Hawaiian public high schools the language diffi-
culties already mentioned undoubtedly add another potent factor to
the school mortality problem. When there are in the class a large
number of pupils vlipse language difficulties cause them to think and
speak haltingly. many of these will become discouraged, and will
ultimately fail. The (halve. however, does not end there, for other
children, who have no language difficulties of a' serious nature, are
hell back, neglected, or become insufferably bored. These, therefore,
contract habits of idleness because of the slow movement of thought
and action during the lessons.

Such Being the situation, the correct solution of the failure and
elimination problem must be found through several lines of endeavor.

I. In the elementary schools there must be more thorough and more
intelligent teaching. a more vitriol and more vititliied curriculum.
more care and discrimination in making promotions. and sonic sys-
tematic provision for educational ,itrid vocational guidance, beginning
with the sixth or seventh grade and extending through the high
school.

ll
. The high school program of studies must be thoroughly rttcon-

structed to provide curricula of different sorts, adapted to different
groups of pupils. The pupils of any large high school fall naturally
into several groups. Those of a given group have interests, capaci-
ties, and needs that are generally similar' within the group but some-
what different from the interests, capacities. and needs of those be-
longing to other groups. It is not very difficult to segregate pupil's
into such groups and provide a curriculum for each. Such curricula
should have a certain amount of flexibility and should be so organized
that 11 pupil may change from one to the other if, after a trial in
one, it becomes evident that he has not chosen wisely. In the next
section the curriculum problem will be considered.
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3. THE CURRICULUMS..

In modern educational terms the entire list of subjects or studies
offered by a school is called the program etudies. A Zingle subs
ject to be pursued for a definitely prescribed time and in a definite
manner is,called a course of study. Two or more courses of study in
the same subject or in closely related subjects arranged so as to be
pursued ill consecutive years constitute a 8equence of courne.. A
definite group of sequences and single courses arranged so as to afford
a special type of training suited to the needs of a grout) of pupils who
have somewhat similar ainis and abilities is called a eurricedum.

According to the best present opinion a tar r public high school
should 014 a comprehensive program of studies grouped in different
curriculum me for each typical group of pupils, so far as such
typical gr exist in the community and so far as it is feasible to
c4rry on e iiently the various courses involved. Thus pupils are
required to pursue definite courses of training rather than aimlessly
or capriiously to choose studies.

In the building of curriculums it is deemed wise to 'require O all
candidates for graduation certain courses that are fundamental to
the needs of all. These are placed in all the curriculums and are
called cunNtai)ts. Also, in order that all pupils may be. required to
gain a certain minimum of breadth in knowledge and experience, and
at the same time be held to continuous and sustained- purpose a-nd

effort, it is held by the best authorities that each curriculum should
require for graduation the completion of at least two major sequences
of three or four years each and two minor sequences of two years each.
A course requiring -five 40-minute recitation periods per week for one-

school year of not fewer than 36 weeks, or the equivalent of 120 hours
(7,20( minutes) is called a unit rour8c. This is the minimum value.
In the best schools the unit represents more time, as it i.yipknsidered
that a recitation period of 45 minutes and a school year of 38 tp 40
weeks is desirable. For shop and laboratory work, double periods
are necessary for the best- results, and a double period of such work,
not requiring preparation by the pupil outside the shop or laboratory
is rated as equivalent to a single period of recitation requiring outside
preparation.

CURRICULUMS OF THE McKINLEY

, The table which follows shows the curriculums of the McKinley
High School. These are the same as those prescribed by the depart-
ment of public inOruction for all the high schools, except that sonic
studies have been atided as electives. These are health and sanita-
tion, economics, and sociology..
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Currictilmit8-11(.1CisslEv pvhlie High School, Ha frail.

223.

Grade.

Ninth
units).

4

.4

College entrance.

Rn4 HA.
.1 (qv .

Fort km Jangnage.
History.

;CDPI'd I . Business.
t

Enali.qh
.4 Igthra
Foreign language.
History.

Englixh.
Gummi rehl arithmetic arid

TO 7 ifi ClitU ttiran.
Spelling and penmanship.

(.; enera I science. 4 ; eneri I .;c:ence, 0 History.
;ears) science.

Foreign language.

Tenth Enolish Englixh Engath.
unite.. )'Liar grnmfiry.

For( ig n tr Gut ,

Hiytory.

Mane geometry,
Foreign !iinguage.
History.

Book kerping.
Typi writing.
Fore :gn langu:s

Biology. Biology. Biology.
A lget,ra.

Eleven! h 4 1 Erwlish. Engligh. Erg!
Ad ranee(' algebra. Advanced nig& ira. Shi,rthand.
Foreign langulge. Foreign language. Typewriting.
English history.
I foal I h and sanitit ion.

English history.
'real! )t and sanitation.

Bookkeeping.
h1e.t1th and sm it zi.t !on.

8,ciology. Sociology. Sociology.
Chemist rv. Chemistry. Chemistry.

Plane geomet r 7 .

Twelft h
units).

4 English
Unit d .Stairs Ili.vtorti and

Gorern nun'.
Foreign 1 angu age .

Physics,
Health and sanitation.
Eoonorn
Solid geometr.: and tr!go-

nometry.

English.
United Stalest Hirteiry and

Gorerntnent.
Reign language.

Solid geometry and trigo-
nomet rv.

Economks.

United State* Hienry
Gorernincrit.

Shorthand.
Typewriting.
Solid reometry r.nd trigo-

nometry.
Economics.
Sociology.
Health and sanitation.
1'h ysies.

and

Two periods per week 4:4 athletics or physical training are required
of all pupils. Courses printed in italics are required. The others are
electiVe; but a total of four full courses must be taken each year, 16
units being required for graduation.

On inspection of this table it becomes obviaus1 that the first two
curriculums are identical excepting for one pointthat a student in
the first curriculum may elect sociology in the eleventh grade or in
the twelfth, while oip in the second curriculum mity elect it only in
the .eleventh. The only difference in the requirements is that in the
ninth and tenth grades all pupils in the college enteance curriculum
must take foreign. language, algebra and geometry, and either his-
tory or science, While any pupil in the general curriculum may milt
either the language or the mathematics if he so desires, in which case
he must take both history and science.

It thus becomes clear that in reality there are but two curriculums,
the " general " and the "business." , Furthermore, the business cur-
riculum. is different from the gener:111. only in that it requires two
units of commercial Work each year in addition to English and leaves
only one study instead of four to be chosen each year from the same
list of electives as that offered in the general curriculum.

Thus it may be seen that if a pupil elects the general course he
must take four units of English and one of United States history.

41,
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and civil government, and from the remainder of the program of.
tudies he may pick .and choose according to his whims. lf, how-

eer, he chooses the college preparatory curriculum he elects to be
held, besides the English and senior history. to two years of a foreign
language and two years of mathematics, and must exclude either hs-
tory or science. If he chooses the business course his ethwa'tion is
made up of 1-2required units, consisting of English. arithmetic, spell-
ing and penmanship, bookkeeping. shorthand and typewriting, and
only 4 units of such subjects as science, history. and economics, which
tend to develop thinking power, wisdom. and judgment, and also
furnish information of-general value. -

Judged from the standpoint of up-to-date schooradministration,
these curriculums are both ,narrow and chaotic, and they fail lo meft,
any of the standards enumerated in the opening paragraphs of this
section. -There are no consistent major sequences excepting that in
English, which is prescribed for all. and there are only two mivar__,
sequences. namely, ninth and tenth grade foreign language and ninth
and tenth grade mathematis. None of the three curriculums re-
quires two major sequences and only one of them requires two minor
sequences. The English constant should be two units instead of four
(though three and four should 1me included as two of the major se-
quences offered), and there should be constants of two units in social
studies (history, economies, civics. etc.). and one of inathei6tics.

Also, in this Territory, where the general need of scitntitie intel-
ligence and the scientific attitude of mind is so pressing. at least
two units of sciapee.should be inchided7among the constants. The
requirement made at McKinley of two periods per week of physical/

training each year as a constant is in the.right direction. but it would
be better to make it five periods. The offerings in foreiem language
consist of four years of Latin or of French or of Spanish. 'there is
at McKinley no provision for manualarts and there is. very inntle--
quate provision for household arts. There are no significant modern
sequences of courses in music and art. In the judgment of the nem-
bersof the survey commission the high-school curriculums are in
urgent need of a thoroughgoing overhauling.

NEV itinc -xis RECOMMENDED.

The survey commission recommends that five different curriculums
be' adopted and put into service in each of the high schools. The
changes should be made as rapidly as Territorial and local condi-
tions become such that these curriculums may be. (-allied out with
reasonable effiCiency and economy.

The five curriculums that .are reeotnmended are shown in tabular
outlines - below. Their names and the gioups of students for vilutm
they are designed are as follows:
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1. The arts preparatory earriedum.- -For all studenis who intend
entering general college courses leading to a bachelor's degree in arts
or philosophy. .

2. Th selence preparatory currieulwa.For all students who.in-
tend entering scientific- courses in colleges or technical schools, or
colleges of engineering, agriculture, medicine. vewrinary medicine,
or dentistry, and whose strongest intellectual interests are in science
and Mathematics. ft -1,

3. The coin, eurrieulual.F* those who intend, after leav-
ing high school, to enter immediately into business occupa.tions. heIT
first two years of this curriculum furnish a'fair course of trai ing
for those who can not continue through four years.
. 4. Thy bulastriol eurrieulani.tor those who do not desire or can

not plan to pursue higher technical or engineering courses, but whose
tastes and abilities are such as to. incline them toward production in
mechanical and industrial lines of work. This is not a course fot
training these to start as skilled mechanics in any particular line. It
is not,a trade course. but is intended to give a background and intel-
lectu'al insight into the sciences, materials, tools, and processes which
underlie production in all mechanical industries. Boys trained in
this course should be able to enter shops as apprentice draftsmen and
nrwilinists and work up-rapidly to positions as skilled and intelli-
gent workmen, foremen. contractor:, or proprietors of small repair

,
shops: or if they have first-rate ability, to attain ultimately to .posi-
tions of responsibility in the management of- larger industrial plants.

S. The home-economics euerimdam.For those girls \vlio do not
intend to enter college nor to gp into business occupations. but whose
main interests :ire in the activities that center in the home and com-
munity life. This tirrieulum will afford a good all-round training
for the woman citizen. as well as specific training in the science and
art of home making.

The details of these curricula are set forth in the tables which
follow:

711(' 0114 prrpflrfltiVil curriculum.

t'our4e. Ninth grade.

Foreign language i.

English

314themal les

T.

I.

N:Ittural Aelerlee ......

I4or .31 stud'',

tivIe 001nry
nr

ommuun y cities

Tenth grade Eleventh grade. Twelfth grade.
.0

li-

it.
t Ieneral geography

or

Ancient and Me-
dieval hktory.

lit
or
iii
or

Physics.

IV.

ill

or
Chemistry or
physics till).

Modern history...

Physical Ira nIng 1 Ii.

ilualoor art both may he elected for 3 periods per week.

ITT.

American higo-r
and civics or
Problems of de-
MOOTIley.
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The mcirne preparatory cOricuium

t 'nurses. Ninth csul. I T. nth grade. I Floventh grade. Twelf1,0 grade.

I

!

Fort iln law ua ie.. I.
I

II.
I

III. IV.

Met hem:it les. I. I if. i 111

English I. I II. ,

. . __.

I V.

I

. ......__
&Ad studies CornintinIt; eh les 1 I ltio,tern histor:. .. A rnii lean I, id ore

and cities or
or Problem. ,d de.

movravy .

Natural science I ('ti le 1 lotor t icnenilprogniphy..

Physical training....... I'..

Music or art or nwehanical draw lug and shop workma : I stelected up to 3 udditlounl periods per werl..

Courses.

ilrawing mid shop-
work

The. Ileums( rcial eriqirtil

Ninth grade.

Musk. or art

Language

Natural :Meas.

Stil Ulf .1 idles

Mat hemat Ira I st

CutifinercIal studies. ...

English ammoste
lion, spelling,
p n nctuat ion,
tibial me I.

Community civics.

Commercial arab.
mot lc and book-
keeping.

Stenography and
. typewriting.

. .

Tenth grade. Eleventh grade. Twelfth grade.

1, 11, or Ifl, If, III, or IV,
or or

:
1 It

Or

English compost- Foreign language Foreign lanru
Mon, rhetoric,- 1, or English II, or End
literature. composition and eotnposittin

literature III, literature IV
Or or

( Zumeral geography. Physics. Chemistry,
culture, or

. any and s
and pine
technology.

Modern history.

Bookkeeping and Costs and con.
office practice. tracts, salesmen-

ship, and adver-
tising.

Stenography and Mee and factory
typewriting. management,

personnel
mentary bust

work,4116. ele-
- MU law.

American h
and civic
robletbs

mocracy.

lie

ud

gri
ha-
mar

pple

story
, or
of de-

Auditing, banking
and finanee, in-
surance and in-
vestment .

Elements
nom les I

Physical training I. II. 111. IN

Penmanship, mimic or art, or mochableal drawing and shopwork may be elected in the first
yea/sup to three pvlods mr wee; also in the third and fourth years If full courses In cithe
subjects are not chosen as indicated above.

se.

of eco-

d second
r of these
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The industrial

ninnies. Ninth grade.

Drat, ing and art

Lanemsee

Ilatlienutics

Tenth -rade.

227

Eleventh grade. Twelfth grade.

Freehand draw- Freehand drawing,
Me, color nod : ell or and design
deslen I, I I . or perspective

or 310 projection
II,

OT
English compost. English compost- Foreign language Foreign language

Lion, t ion, rhetoric, I, or English 11. or English
p i ti a t ion, Misrelate. *composition:m(1 eomposition and
literature. literature III, literature IV,

or Or4
%lee! rit V or al.

re' ra 11, geome-
try II, graphs
and ....comet neat
construction I.

SOCiai it tidies Cor-munily el, let

or

a
Nat mai whin( e .. Civic bio!ogy.

Init.; rial prat.% ire, .... Nfechani, at draw.
and wool-

work.

Phy:ical train n; 1.

Plane and solid Advanced alge- Economics IV.
geom.' ry V, or bra, trigonome-
algelimli,geom- try, and eiemen.
et ry II, graphs tam- coordinate
and geometrical geom ry Or
construction I. shop mathemat-

ics.

Central geography.

Drawing and cab-
inet making,
wood horning
and pattern
making or
benchmet al
work, or sheet
metal work.

Modern history. ; . \merican history
and cat its IV,

or
Problems of de-

mocracy.

Physics. Chemistry.

Force work, foam Machine drawing
dry practice. Or and mac hi no
draw i lig and shim.
macttiur shop.

Ill. TV.

Art or music may lie taken each year as an acliiit Meal part-tin it elective up to 3 periods per week, except
srt in the third and fourth year, when toil art courses ore chosen us ciectivcs.

The how e7onenta curriculum.

Courses. Sint!, grade. Tenth grade. Elevenlh gnule. Twelfth grade.

Art. Drawing. color Drawing. color Drawing, col or Drawing, color
and design I. and design II. and cost ume de-

sign III.
Or

and interior deo-
oration IV,

or -

English Com position. speil
Ing. punctun
fun, literature I.

bipmtwo11 Ion. filet -
or1e, literature

Composlt inn. Dter-
atnre. history of
Ilierature III,

or

Composition, liter
ature, history of
literature IV,

or. .

- Community chies

or

Sociology III. or
modern history.

Economies IV,
American his-
tory and civics
or Problems of
democracy.

N.it ural science..... cicie Gencridgeography. Household physics
and chemistry.

Dietetics. care and
foisting of chil-
dren, first aid
and nursing.
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The home economics-curriculum. Continual.

Courses.

Home economics

Physical training..

Ninth grade.

Foods and rack.
Inn (3) I. Iex-
t( let. and sewing
(2)

Tooth gnide. Eleventh gra, 'fwelftli grade.

Foals and cook-
ing (2) II tex-
tiles and sewing
rt) it.

-
it

I umsittoking .)nri
millinery III.

lint'chnld mai.
boom.

wifery. budgets.
.11111 amounts.
lalindry IV.

Music may I* taken each vent as an Meet It ef tart lona! unit up o throe periods per %rk. Two.)lutr.or
tour units of Win or a modern language. or one two, three, or four full unit:, of mask. or our. two. or three
units of mathomatis may be elected instead of . If with the (urinal approval of the trinelpal.

CURRICVLITIK CHARTS LAI NED,

These curriculum charts are for the ma. part self-explanatory to
those who are fagriliar with current mm' urn discussions. Head-

ers of this report who desire to inquire in I tail into the character.
and content of the sequences of courses, amd the justification for them,*will find a rather extended explanation of their nature and e It-

tional values in part '2, Chapter II of the report of a survey o he

Public School Nyktin of Remphis,Teonowe, Bulletin, 1919, No. A,
'U. S. Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C. The space and time
limitations of this report do not admit of extended discussion 'of
them here, but
of these curriculums conform to the principles of constants arid
major and minor sequences that have been mentioned in the earlier
parts of this section.

In " foreign language" the school should offer a choice among.....

.four-year sequences of Lat. French, or Spanish, and. also, if sal-
cijnt number's of iiripils wish to take them, of Chinese 11111 Jalianese.
Icookyjedge of these latter languages by a considerable number of,
American citizens in Hawaii seems to the survey coromis ion to be
fully as important to the islands and to many intlividlials as a
knowledge of French or Spanislrcould possibly be.'und tW, colleges
should recognize this and accept them for egtrance units on equal
terms with the classical and romance languages. The educational
leaders in the islands should unite in demanding this-of the col-
leges. and they should direct the students away frjrn those colleges
that refuse to accredit these languages and toward those that are
willing to do so. The University of Hawaii should take the lead in
this movement. , .

.

Community civics and civic biology are courses which are of quite
recent development, but which have come to be recognized as of very
great value. Their general: content is somewhat similar,. but they .1

differ in ,their attitude and mode of approach. Both- treat of per-
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aonal, home, and'commualty health and welfare. BOt4nliolve first-
hand study by observation of community organizationitnd activities
and of public projects and cooperative control for the common good;
but community civics approaches these problems more from the socio-
logical. political, and histdrical standpoints, while civic biology up-
proaclhes them from the standpoints of the biological and physical
sciences. Both are intended to train pupils by observation and prac-
tice in cooperation for the common good, but the former appeals.more
to children- who are historically and politically minded, while the
hater a ppeals'nrore to those who are scientifically inclined.

General ;geography is also it recent development. It means mainly
politico-economic geography based on a brief preliminary ,,study of
physical and .regional geo aphy, considered rather more from the
social, commercial, and in sfrial viewpoint\ than cam geo,
logical and physical viewpoin It is intended to place t half

'year of physiography- and the f year of comm rcial geogra by
which have commonly prevailed in and have been so
unsuccessful in arousing Iind, holding interest that they have been
replaced by " general science." Our recommendation is that " gen-
eral science " be pushed down to the seventh and eighth grades and
that " general geography be required of ajl students in the second
year excepting those in the arts preparatory, in which this subject

with ancient and medieval history.

SOLVING THE ENGLISH PROBLEM.

The type of English sequence that is generally in vogue in the
States s not suited to the needs of large numbers of the pupils in
Hawaiian schools, those who come from non-English-speaking fam-
ilies. For these the English -work from the bottom to the top should
he changed. and diey..should he taught in different classes. 'phis is
the only way that they and the others also can get equality of oijpor-
tunity. Their English work from the first grade to the twelfth
should consist of much intensive drill work in both oral find written
English. There should be much repetition and concert drill on pro-
nunciation and word forms, such as plurals, use of prepositions, verb
tenses, relative pronouns, participles, conjunctive adverbs, etc. This
drill should not be on grammatical deknitions, conjugations, parsing,
and analysis as such, hut on the use of the proper combinations in the
sentences which the mils use in recitation and in oral and written
composition. . The literature studied should be of .a simpler and more
modern charatCter, such as is found by trial to present the strongest
possible appeal to the interest and understanding of these
The mitin requirement is that- the literature treat of subjects appeal- --
lag to minas of greater and greater maturity as it goes up through; ;

'4
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the grades, but always in simple and concrete language. The class
study of literature should be intensive, and always mainly directed
toivard.a thorough understanding of the meaning. The test 2f un-
derstanding by the pupils should be their ability to tell in their own
words- the meaning, implications, and applications of. he vssage;
pot so much to recite these to the teacher, but to discuss them. With
one another with spirit an/l with thought.

In the higher grades 'of the high school there should be more study
and drill on the use of figures 'of speech. aimed always toward help -

iug.to the understanding and use of the more abstract language in
which moral, c4ie, religious, poetical. and politica) ideas are ex-
pressed. It must. never be forgotten that to young people who have
not learned it in the home, as we ourselves have learned it, English
is a foreign language and we can not teach it to them successfully if
we .teach it only out of readers in the same way that we teach our
own children in school...The latter learn to speak it before they learn
to read it. Tlrl't is the " natural methdd," and English must be
taught to non-Lng.lish-speaking school children by the natural
method, as French and Spanish, and even Latin. ought to be taught
to high-sChool children. This discussion should furnish food for
thought for those modern-lariguage teachers who are using the gram-
mar and reader method of teaching those languages almost to the
exclusion' of the "natural" or conversational method.

The desirability of establishing four-year high-s.hoolsequences in
mannaliarts and househnld arts has come to be very generitlly rec-
ognized, even in .quarters where such 'sequences are not now in opera-

Oz) the other hand, the great educational value of the four-year
sNuences of music, art, and physical training has not yet come to be
slwidelS7 recognized, and these are found occupying really important
places in the curriculums in only a few of the most progressive'city
and rural districts.

Art and music courses are very important from the standpoint of
giving training in 'appreciation' and in developing the aesthetic side
of character. They also tend to develop habits, tastes, and ntilities
of .great .value to individuals and groups for the ,profitable and
uplifting enjoyment of leisurehours. Now that laborers and others
have more leisure, it is very important that the rising generation be
trained in the habits of employing this time constructively and not
destructively.

The statistical information as to the physical condition of drafted
.men which was brought to light during the war has awakenedl the
whole country to the need of universal physical training. The facts
thus revealed furnish all the argument that ispeeded to establish the
four-year sentience of physical training as a `constant in all high-
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school curriculums. Authorities on school hygiene maintain that
such a requirement does not ipterfece with carrying a reasonable
burden of intellectual work. On the contrary, they adduce much
evjdence tending to prove that the students can carry a normal
amount of intellectual work, and do it better, in connection with a .

daily period of physical exercise and fraining than they can without
it. Physical training is vital not only for building a good body. the
foundation of all personal efficiency, but also for forming habits and,
abilities for the useful employment of leisure hours. For further
discussion and description of stall.' sequences of music, art, and
plip,ical training, readers are referred to the special bulletins of the
United States Bureau of Education on tilos:, subjects, and also to
th? report of a survey of The Pohl .'ehool !plc m of Memplate.
Y.' to; . (1111114in, 191P .No. :0). pt. :21.

4. THE TEACHERS.

In such qualities as personality and the type of leadership that
secures cheerful obedience and good cooperation from pupils, the
high-school teachers of the Territory generally rank well. They will
average with those in the better high schools ou the mainland. The
some may boesaid as to their scholorshipand_intellectUal abilities.

The best means of judging of the latter qualities; other than by
classroom visitations and conference, is that of their records of train-
hig and teaching experience. A good scholastic record, together
N!' Hil a record of from 5 to '2.n years of 'experience in good schools,
especially in connection with a steady rise in rank and salary; raises
a very strong presumption that the teacher who has such a record is
more than ordinarily successful'and able in school work.

TRAINING OF et-Rue nictr-scnoot. TEACHERS.

The table which follows shows the distribution of the teachers in
the four high schools according to the amount of high:school and
college training that they have had. The classification had to be
forced slightly in sonie cases in order not to mike too many groups;
but the table is accurate enough to show the general trend of the
individual facts from which it has been compiled. In this table
four years of training beyond elementary school usually means
graduation-from a standard high school or academy ; but it may
mean an equivalent taken in a three-year high school and a normal
school. Siryearrbeyond elementary school usually would mean the

Auivalent of four years in high school and two in a standard normal
school or college.

The''percentage of those holding 'degrees is seen to be larger in
McKinley and Hilo than in Maui and"Kauni. The poorer showing
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for the two latter schools, however; is more apparent than real, for
in the small schools the whole number of teachers is small, and the
number of vocational teachers necessary to carry on these types of
work is larger in proportion to the whole number of teachers. In
general it is the vocational teachers who lack college degrees, though
in one of the cases in Maui it is a modern language teacher, with
much continental training in languages, and in one of the cases in
Hilo it is a competent English teacher with much special training
in English but without a complete college course.

14o:rived (milling of public Air/It-x(1,mi( fenchcrii, ohoicing years
e.rpended clad degrees received.

MeKin-
le).

!

o l i o . Mani.. ! Knosei t Total

Ten years or more and ina.trt*, degree j 1 3 0 II I
Nine years up tn 10 and 1113,1ersq degree 4 1 1 11 6
Nine)' ears or more Rail 1.arlie4l's degree 10 2 u I ri
Eight years up tag and larliehrt s degree 0 : 11
Six years up to n .3 I I 7
Four years up toe 2' I 1 5 4
Less than 4 years... 0 0 II 0

Total
Percentage with S or more years' past elementary ,

training and tialdiug degrees. 1;7 r.0

1 Including principal,.

From this table it is seen that, in training, fonr-fifths of these
teachers rank high among American high-school teachers. The pro-
portion of those holding master's degrees is not so high as in ('ali-
fornia, where a master's degree is generally required: but it is higher
than in the South and in most of the States of the East and Middle
West. The teachers who hold no degree are almost without excep-
tion commercial or manual arts or household arts teachers. For
these brandies the supply is -far below the demand, and it is exceed-
ingly difficult to get teachers properly trained in these special sub-
jects who are also graduates of standard collegiate institutions. The
inference is that the island authorities are holding as strictly as is
possible to a high standard of training for their high-school teachers.
They can probably.do no better unless the salary scale can be placed
so far above those in the States that they con attract the best-trained
and highest-paid teachers away from the mainland.

The table which follows shows the number of teachers in the high
schools that have taught for less than two years, for more than five
years, or for periods from two to five years, inelm.iive. It will be
seen nai a glance that relatively only few of the teachers are inexpe-
rienced, Mid that a large majority have taught for more than five
years. The next table shows the facts in slightly greater detail for
McKinley High School only. The two tables show that the policy
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is to secure and hold teachers who have experience es well as
thorough training. This policy is highly to be commended.

Ilixintaduht of public high sebool teachers lay years of exPerieniT a ri-d tab 0013.

MeRfole)! Illto , 6 Maul latex iF.prriela-e. I teacher. Inch ; 111th Ifigh Ifigh Total.
Reboot. I Sch001.1 I Reboot., SebooLl

i

Les% than 1 yen,,.. 1 1 1 0 311,n1 1 !ci 5 ea. 7 6 . 3 , 2 la. ... . ......
More than .1 ear:. 21 :t a :11I'm cent mute thee 5 yr.11...... 72.1 Sn. 0 ; 43. oi 01.0 I 61.8

!

0 to ....CV or le,. .. .

10u le ests 3
1110 15 .,0, .

. . ..... . . 9
16 to 01 , MN

I
0 . 0 a ...I VAN . . . . . . 0over :. years... 2,._

Including principal.

baehers by years; _lit-Kash", Iliyh xchael. Hu rail.

Ia 1.1.,'1.11 .f
Totalele-
mentors In Mich In
and high school,.. McKinley
schools. j

T..1.111..itriLer of teacher....
N1...11341 C.11 of nr. 1 29 29 210

11.6 1.7 3.1- -- - -
The -median thither" in McK. inlev High School has had approximately 12 years' total experienee,5

atwhieh has!. en in high schools turd 3 of which has hecn in Itch in ley. This does not mean nny ()now:heular individual. It moans I but for esch of the those kiuds of experience hall the teachers have had
the median :mount or more and half have had the median amain t or less.

Eight of the 24 teachers, N° have taught fewer than five years
in McKinley, are new to that school .this year; and 4 of the 16, who
have taught fewer than five years in the high schools, are in their
first year of high-school experience. Ten of the 13 teachers in Hilo
are new to the school this ye" The principal attributes the turn-
over to dissatisfaction with living conditions.

These facts call attention to one of the serious problems in con-
nectio with teachers in the islands. Many of them' are birds of
passage. They come and go, so that he principals have to assimilate
a considerable proprt'on of new teachers each year. This makes
it more diffieult for fleet to maintain a steady school policy. They
do surprisingly well. under the circumstances, in maintaining a
corps of teachers with unified schdol aims.

EFFICIENCY OF CLASSROOM WORK.

Since teaching is the supreme function of the school, 'the most
important single task of a survey is to find out bow well the teachers
are doingtheir work. For this purpose the major part of the time
of one member of the commission was given to actual classroom
visitation, in the high schools and private schools. Practically all
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the teachers in the high schools were visited by one or another of the
commission. The observations made serve to confirm the inferences
to be drawn from the teachers' records of training and experience
which have been briefly summarized above. The teachers are strong,
well poised, awl, almost without exception. have good control. In

clssnann technic and in the responses they get from their pupils,
most of them would rank with the average of the teaching force in
Ameri6n cities of 50,00o population and over: while a few would
rank as superior teachers. or within the best 25 per cent.

All of them are carefill and conscientious in their work so far as
observation could detertnine. All seem to have the confidence and
good will of their pupils, who respond with reasonable though not
remarkable effort. in class work. and with excellent deportment.

The members of the commission did not observe a single case of
conduct which merited condemnation. \o more dign.i-tied and well-
mannered pupils can be found anywhere than those of the liaNvaiian
high schools.

The fteneral and professional scholarship of the teachers is dis-
tinctly above the average. Many of them have taken much more
training than shows on the face of the preceding tables: for, while
not a great proportion have master's degrees, the majority have taken
graduate work in sumter terms amounting to one, two, or three years
beyond that required for a bachelor's degree. Nearly all have had
the equivalent of 11 semester hours of college work in psychology and
education. Nearly all of them use very good English. which is an
indispensable qualification anywhere. though it is not by any means
always present. It is a quality that counts tremendously here. on
account of the language difficulties of the pupils.

IN! l'uliTANT .I.of NTS IN TEACHING METHOD.

Some general comments and criticisms of a very definite chaitcter
may be made on the methods used.

1. The recitations are generally too formal. consisting for the most
part of questions and answers or topical recitations only. and ap-
parently aimed mainly at finding out whether the pupils have com-
mitted to memory the substance of what is to be found' in the text:
Very few real thought questions are asked, and there is very little
free discussion such as would result in original thinking, weighing
of evidence, and reaching conclusions through informal debate. On
the part of the pupils there is too much reciting to the teacher and not
enough talking to the class. The teachers do not as a rule make
enough use of visual aids, such as maps, pictures, charts, specimens,
lantern slides, and the like. There is too little consulting of reference
works with well organized reports to the class on the questions sub-
mitted for rejtrence. -
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The socialized recitation, in which the teacher as it were directs
the classroom work from the..wings and keeps off the center of the
stage and out of the spotlight, is very little used. This form of
recitation, in which the pupils elect a chairman and a secretary and
carry on a formal parliamentary or an informal round table discus-
sion of debatable questions arising out of the lessons, is very success-
ful in arousing interest and getting independent study and thinking.
It has to be handled with skill and careful planning beforehand, how-
ever; and the teacher must use good judgment as to when to keep
out, just how and when to direct the discussion in order to keep it
on the track, and just what and how much to say in summing up and
clarifying the discussion at-the end. Good coachirig of the leaders
beforehand also is necessary.

2. Most of the teachers do not carefully distinguish between the
kind of subject matter, on the one hand, thaf calls for the fixing of
memory connections or the formation of .habits and the acquisition
of skill, and the kindon'the other hand that involves problems and
calls for real thinking. The former kinds of sultject matter, such as
learning quotations, learning definitions, rules; language inflections
and phrases, mathematical processes. writing. typing,'etc., call for
rii:my repetitions with interest and concentrated Attention. In these,
therefore, pupils should work in concert drills, all doing or saying the
lance thing simultaneously, and they should he speeded up as fast

they can go without making too many mistakes. When pupils are
called on to recite singly and serially on such material, only the one
reciting is interested, and the rest are mentally passive. Hence, if
there are20 in the class,each pupil does one-twentieth of the work he
would do if all worked in concert. It is easy for a skilled teacher tb
pick out the laggards in concert woik, and make only these recite
singly. He can easily encourage and inspire these slow ones to extra
effort in keeping with the rest and avoiding mistakes. If there are
many slow ones, the speed should be reduced slightly at first and then
gradually increased. Teachers mtho have not been accustomed to use
this type of concert work and speeding up in the memory work of
foreign languages, of English grammar and literature, and of mathe-
matics, are not aware of the intense interest and rapid progress that
result from well organized and skillfully directfd drills of this nature.

With material requiring thought, the procedure must be different.
Only one pupil must be called on at one time; and that one must be
given opportunity for a short period of reflection. The teacher must
not a'low other pupils to interrupt or interfere or suggest, until the
one called on has, had this chtince for reflection and for framing his
reply. Meer a brief time hai been given. however .(good judgment
being used not to make it too long or too short). if the pupil called on

unio*-20-18
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does not offer something logical leadingitoward the solution of the
ptoblem, others should be called on singly for suggestions. The pupil
should then be given another chance. If he then fails, the question
should be passed to another. The teacher should search the material
of each lesson for problems. He should a so incite the pupils to
search for such problems, to ask questions, a d to propose questions
for discussion. He should frame his questions carefully, so as to
bring the essential elements of the problem clearly before the pupils.
The question. however, should never suggest the answer, for in that
ease the pupil does not think. He merely guesses at what is in the
teacher's mind.

One of the most common and vicious classroom faults is that of
pertbitting " volley answers" to thought questions. That is. the
teacher asks the question of nobody in particular, and several pupils
answer at the same time, with little or no reflection. This is quite
different from a concert response, where the same thing exactly is
to be said or done by all. If the question is so framed as to retplire
any thought, each pupil who answers will say something which is
more or less different from what any other pupil says. The result is
a confused babel of voices, in whill nothing is distinctly heard.
The time used then is wholly and utterly lost, for no pupil know to
whet extent his answer is right or wrong arra no one hears Nhat-nny-

" volley
permitted by many of the teachers whose work was observed. air:
very few of them distinguished in their methods between subject mat-
ter calling for drill and subject matter calling for thinking.

3. Teachers should plan every lesson beforehand with care. No

matter how familiar one is with his subject, he will do better teaching
if he prepares for each lesson a written plan. setting down definite
aims for the lesson and a brief, or skeleton outline, of the subject
matter to be taught, together with concise notes as to particular pro -'
cedure at each point, the time allotment for each portion of the
lesson and the visual aids, references, or other illustrative matter to
be used. It is well to set down three ,or four pivotal questions. to
be asked in just the form in which they are written. It is far more
important to make the plan than to folio* it exactly, but usually it
should be followed mainly as it. is planned. Having made the plan.
the teacher should have it well enough in mind so that it need not
be referred to 'so ,ofton as to constitute a barrier between him ind
the class.

' CHARACPERIRTIC8 OF A WELL-PLANNED LESsoN,

A well-planned lesson should have the following characteristics:
(a) If shoilgd enforce good bodily attitudes and clear, distinct

grammatical speech from the pupils in reciting.
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(h) It should have unity and logical sequence and should ordi-
narily establish logical connection between the lessons preceding and
to follow.

(c) There should be a .wealth of illustrative material to furnish
a rich background for the theme.

(d) -It should be planned to take advantage of every opportunity
to help The pupils in the formation of useful habits, in the acquisi-
tion of ideals and standards, and in the building up of concepts of
method: that is, concepts of the ways in which thinking is done and
processes are carried out so as to get the best results in the shortest
time with the greatest certainty.,,

4. A good lesson should afford opportunities for practice in one
or more of the following kinds of intellectual work :

ftganizing subject matter: judging of relative values: using in-
ductive as well as deductive reasoning: interpreting facts, phenom-
el i. or. literature: using knowledge to get other knowledge or to
accomplish definite purposes.,

:i. Some lessons should afford opportunities for the exercise of ini-
tiative and the developnient of tastes and appreciations.

1;. The class management should be efficient, so that everything As
done in order and in the shortest possible time. This means that
sone things should be reduced to an Automatic routine, the best rou-
tine that can be devised. The things that are chosen to be automa-
tized however, should be relatively few in number. The teacher
who reduces all his work to a mechanical routine never reaches his
pupils to think.

It is only the exceptional teacher who in his or her lessons habitu-
ally considers and provides for many of the opportunities just men-
tioned. Vet these are the thius which every teacher ought to plan.
for. The reacher who merelyTears recitations from a textbook has.
a very inadequate conception of what teaching really means.

TFAIII TECH N tQuE.

T. Some mechanical faiths in the technique of teaching which are .
very common elsehere were observed here, though not so frequentIlt,
on the whole, as in most schools of this class. Among the most
not nble of these are the following: -

(a) The fa/we-friar/ question. The teacher begins the question.
hesitates. and begins it again, making sometimes from three to five
false starts before getting the question out in a form that is clear and
satisfactory. The obvious remedy is to think the question through
mentally before beginning to litter it. This had habit, in general,
is not common to teachers who give careful preparation to every
lesson before beginning to teach it.
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(b) The repeated question. The teacher states the question in
one form, then repeats it in another, and perhaps in a third form,
often interrupting a pupil who flits begun to answer it. This fault
is like the preceding one, but not so bad.

(e) The inverted what question. The teacher gives the substance
of what the pupil shall MI, ending with " was what? " " did what!"
" is called what ? " etc. The pupil answers with a single word, or at.
most with a short phrase, which is too often a mere guess. Such a
question rarely stimulates thinking or performs any effective func-
tion in teaching. This fault is,very common even with some other.
wise superior teachers.

(d) The blank filling question. Here again the teacher tells nearly
all of what the pupil should be telling, but leaves out a word here and
there and pauses for some pupil to supply it. The required word
usually is suggested by the context of the question, and practically no
knowledge or effort is required to fill the blanks. nothing at most but
the lowest type of memory.

(e) The /ending question. This is a kind of tfoestion similar to the
preceding in that the answer is so strongly suggested that a mentally
active pupil can give it correctly without knowing anything about.
the subject under discussion.. It is better to tell a fact or make an
explanation outright is a clear and terse statement than to put it into
the form of such a series of questions and let the pupils deceive
themselves with the idea that they are contributing information on
a subject of which they are not informed.

(f) The question that -an he answered by " yes" or " no." This
is another type of vicious question. Like the two preceding types,
it allows the pupils to deceive themselves as to their accoinplishments.
Anyone familiar with the most elementary principles (4 the doctrine
of chance or probability knows that of 1(X) such questions 51) will

be correctly answered by any person knowing nothing of the subject,
but merely guessing.

(g) The teacher repeats the pupil's answer after him. This is nut
only useless 4nd tiresome, but is wrong. because it relieves the pupil
of the responsibility of framing a good answer and giving it loudly
and distinctly enough to be heard by all the class. It also causes
thy class to pay no attention, because they -habitually expect the
teacher to repeat the answer so loudly that they will hear without
paying attention.

(h) The-tetcher interrupts the pupil or allows other pupils to in-
terrupt him Alle he is working out his answer, possibly rather bx
slowly, but is reilly making good progress, perhaps in a bit of diffi-
cult thinking. Interruptions trre imperative to correct faulty English,
or alloWable tit times in mathematics or science when a statement is.
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made without giving the reasons for it ; but in other Circumstances
they are both inconsiderate and pedagogically wrong.

(;). Calling on a pupil first and then stating the question. This
allows all the other pupils to sink into a delicious revery or a
comatose condition until the next question is asked. If the'question
is asked first and then A short period is given for reflection, all must
attend and reflect. for no one knows who will.get the question.

ct M FEATUREs MED. D.`

s. Among the specially good things noted was the strong teaching
of arithmetic and .bookkeeping in the yommercial curriculum in
AL:inky and Hilo High Schools. The practical effectiveness of
thy commercial c9rriculum, however, is seriously limited by the nar-
row rani v of commercial studies. The.range of studies should be
widened as indicated in the suggested commercial curriculum in
setion :Oa this chapter. Especially "penmanship and spelling"
should be dropped out as a formal unit. Spelling should be taught
a netted in connection with all other courses and not as a formal
course. High-school pupils should not study spelling as a subject
pt r se, but should learn to spell the words they have to write. Their
time should not he wasted on learning spelling of ,words that people
pmerally never write. The time taken for spelling would far better
by spent in practicing them in the habit of using a dictionary for all
woe& with which they are not familiar, as these words come up in
connection' with their studies. They should be trained to get not
only the spelling of each new or unfamiliar word, but also the dif-
ferent uses and shades of meaning, and the synonyms and antonyms
of the word.

Daily formal practice in penmanship is a waste of time when the
pupils write as well as most of the pupils in the Hawaiian .public
schools write. Eighty of ninety per cent of them write as well as any-
body needs to write for any purpose. and any further piactive with
such pupils is liable to make them go stale and losj form rather than
npproah closer to perfection. Those pupils who are deficreht in pen-
manship should be given special drills until brought up to a passable
standard for office work, but ,those who have reached that standard'
should have their time occupied with learning things that they need
tot learn. Such, in the case of the orientals; is English, more Eng-
lish, and still more English. This study would lv much facilititted
by beginning shorthand and typewriting in the first year. as desig-
nated in the suggested curriculum, so as to get to the taking of

That In, ear. from Quality It to Quality on the Thormilke scale of handwriting,
it speed of no letters per minute.

'They should, however, be held up to the atondard in all Ila rIti,91 work that they
are required to baud
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dictation and the typing of letters as soon as possible. Pupils should
be encouraged to dictate letters to each other and then subjt the
letter, when typed, to their joint criticism.

9. Another specially good feature seen in the McKinley High
School was the assignment of commercial exhibit projects in the
teaching of chemistry. Each pupil in chemistry during the year
works up an exhibit, card displaying samples and pictures illus-
trating some commercial raw material and pe different stages and
processes through which this passes on its way toward becoming
finished products. The various uses of the finished product are also
illustrated. Each display card is worked up in as artistic a manner
as is consistent with clear exposition of consecutive stages and proc-
esses, and the individual taste and initiative of the maker dete
mine the exact form that it takes. Accompanying each card is a
emerefully compiled and usually well-written port or essay, at-ono:
panied by : brief bibliography, and describing the sour if the raw =-
material. how it is grown or mined or otherwi ed, the lime-
esses it goes through, including especially the chemical technology,
and something of the character and extent of its use. These projects
showed that much initiative had been II I outca. and touch practice
given in getting, organizing, wild musing knowledge. and also that
mtbeh interest had been aroused. The projects included such subjects
as leather, explosives. rotnin, sugar. rubber, steel, chocolate, silk.
'copper, dyes, and_ so on. The possibilities for work of this valualile
soli in subjects other than chemistry have been very little exploited
in these schools and might be developed in. English. history. biology.
geography, and other subjects with very great advantage. In fact,
the more the teacher can throw his assignments into the form of a
problem or a project the more thinking and first-hand-study he will
got and the greater and more lasting will be the interest aroused in
the subject.

10. The discussion of how such problems and projects may be used

in the different subjects, what should be drilled on and how to con -
duct the drills, and how to eliminate habitual faults of teaching.
might well occupy the time of one or two teachers' meetings a month
in each high school for a year. Many teachers read pedamical
books but do not apply to their instruction what they find in them.
Such meetings and discussions would help the teachers in making the
application of the pedagogical principles which they are reading in

these books.
. TEACHERS' SALARIES.

Two principal factominruce good teachers to stay in a community.
(1) a salary that will afford a reasonable scale of living, with a mar-
gin of savings. and (2) fair and considerate treatment professionally
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by the school administrators and socially by the community at large.
As to salaries paid high-school teachers, the following table gives
more informatibn than a statement of average salary ftr school
would give. It shows a good distribution with no extremely low sala-
ries and no great proporttion of the teachers bunched in the highest
sidariefi classes.

104 ribut Nuhrtsx by fiato.ries.'

-al 0i-

Ie.. than $1.:110.
11.ni

Nfelanle:.
!rich

1k;uni.

. . 0
0

1111.

0
1

Mind.

3

Katie Total.

V tel..311,
61 .4!9

:1

4
3°
3 2 0
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9si 3 1 ' 1 3 $5) 010 wro 5 3 2 10

5; 5) 7.r, I)
,01-$1 x'00 3 0Itt 440 2 2 0 4.010 110.1

1$' 100-i: 100 %
.`"'

1

0
9

5' ,10.1 0. or
0 0

._
T,,t:.1 number 29 II 7 6Nte, hut, . 41,680 11.500 61,3211 61,660 II, 0011Prim-it-4.1N $2 l'10 11.3110 11.300 $3.3141 ......

' Salark, Imid In 12 lamallnnts

If a dollar would buy as mucll'of the comforts and necessities of
life as itjid buy six years ago. the pay roll would he a fair'one. As

witb those of other cities now, it does not look bad. Yet
we. must remember that, in all of our cities excepting a very sew,
kaelier have been notoriously underpaid in comparison with people
of like attainments in other callings. Under present conditions they
ore leaving the iirofession for better paid occqpations: and seat ill
the normal school classes on the mainland are going begging.. There
is an alarming scarcity of teachers now. hid the condition is growing
worse Ow time. 'In view' of this situation it is probable that unless
teachers' salaries are raised everywhere in something approaching to
the ratio of the.inereased cost of livitlg the competition among cities
in bidding for the few able teachers who remain in the professiOn will
be very sharp. Hence, those 'cities which make early and very mate-
1.4 advances in their salaryscales will be the ones who can get and
hold the few well qualified teachers.

The )resent Salary scale for high-school teachers begins at $110 per
mont.or 12 months,Abr$1,320 per year, and increases $10 per month,
or $120 per year for each year of service, Until the.eighth year, when
the salary beeenles $180 per month, or $2.160. There are no further
increases.

This scale is faulty for the reason that it takes no account of differ-
ences in ability. training, and professional gTowth. It is well known
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that mere length of service does not necessarily make a teacher more
efficient, although a just and wise educational policy should give sub-
stantial recognition for long and conscientious service. While, there-

/fore, there should be steady automatic increases for length of service,
the scale should be so constructed that special recognition can be
earned by teachers of manifestly superior initiative, industry, teach-
ing power, and skill. Also there should be definite and well-defined
opportunities for gaining additional salary through steady and pur-
poseful efforts toward professional growth. On the other hand there
should be points where increases are automatically halted unless the
individual is actually growing in efficiency, power, and zeal with his
years of service. These desirable features can be obtained through a
careful scheme of classification of teachers. with formal promotions
from one class to the next higher class based on efficiency and pro-

, fessional growth.

The following is submitted for consideration as a e embodying
_these principles, and adapted to island conditions at the present time.
It ealls for higkter salaries than those now being paid : but even so, in
view of the present High costs, it is set too low. However, it is better
to recommend something dot will hive sonie chain e of adopt,on.
with a view to an even percentage advance when this can be carried.
It'should be remembered that it takes about $2.000 now to buy what
$1.000 would buy six years ago.

PI:A S8 I.

lanimien fraining.--4 years' high selosd or equivalent ; 4 years' standard col -
lege or university or 4 yeors nomad, with degree or diploma : 11 semester hours
training in psychology and eductitInn, including a course In the teaching of the
major subject.

Minimum crperience-2 yt.11 rt., at least ens of Ilteh shall he In a standard
high sehool, with written testimony of success from each of two reliable and
competent judges of teaching. based on 'personal knowledge of the applicant nud

his or her work.
'Salary,'first year, $1.440; second year, $1,560; MO year, $1,680.
Annual appointments In this class.

CLASS

Promotion to class 11 In re eognition of ability. success, and steady p`tofessional
growth Involving special study and credits earned toward a master's degree.

Salary, first year. Xl,900: second year; $1,920.

Appointments Jn this class for on Indefinite period, not subject to annual re-
ffirmnflon but with the understanding that a return to onlinel appointments

may be made in the case of any individual who Is not giving thorough satisfac-
tion or who ceases to grow nroferkstmatty,
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CLASS

Promotions to this class in recognition of marked suecess and the atutiument
of a toaster's degree or other substantial evidence of advanced Scholarship,. '
together with evidence of special initiative in methods, authorship. or other e4m.
tributions of a definite nature to the local school or communit or to educational
theory or practice.

Salary, first year, $2,040; Second year. $2,180; third year. $2,300.
Appointments in thy class permanent, and removal only for proved coast.

0

('LASS IV.

Promotions to this class in recogalt ion of conspicuous ability and scholarship
and speclalt usefulness to the system, .;ether with long and faithful service.
Consideration to he given to productive scholarship and the earning of a doc-
tors degree.

salary, first year, $2,400; second year. $2,540.
Appointments permanent in this class, automatic raises In iktlary cease after

second year. but further raises my' he made by special decision in case of
R51111IptIon of extra work or responsibility. or for the purpose of holding in

the system an especially valuable person- Vice principals and heads of deport-
ment.; will ordinarily be chosen from this class.

Tc-achers of experience and recognised success may be placed in
advanced classes according to their training and professional records.
but the first appointment will be for one year only. After the first
appointment in Class II, III, or IV, appointment will be indefinite
or permanent, according to the class in which tl teacher is placed.

In the case of commercial, manual training. or other special teach-
ers not holding a regular college degree ass4mments or promotions
to advanced classes will be made only when such teachers show
marked ability and enterprise in their special lines and also :ire
making progress in college work toward -the attainment of a degree.

In case the University of Hawaii establishes a department of edu-
cation with practice teaching in connection with the McKinley High
School, graduates of this department with the qualifications of Class
I, excepting that of two years' experience, may be appointed to a
probationary class, with a salary for the first year of $1,080 and for
the second year $1,200. after which they may be regularly assigned
to Class I, beginning at $1,440.

iiesides a better Wary scale, if the annual turnover of high-school
teachers is to be reduced, better living conditions must be provided
for them. In Memphis, Tenn., the hest homes in the city are'opened
to receive high-school teachers coming from -other cities and in want
of homelike places in which to live. Ample opportunities for social
contact were afforded them without compelling them to adopt a scale

.of living beyond their menus. A similar attitude on the pit of
home owners in Honolulu would go far toward the solution of the
turnover problem. The, Territory could do no single thing that would
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contribute more potently toward building up a permanent and happy
teaching staff than to establish cottages and apartment houses to be
rented to teachers at rates slightly above cost. Until the Territory
is in a position to do this there could be no more far-rear king oppor-
tunity for private philanthropy than that of undertaEng such a
project.

A TEACHERS' BUREAU NEEDED.

Another plan, which would help the private schools as well as
the public schools, is here suggested. Let a law be passed making
provision for the establishment,in the departtnent.of public instruc-
tion of a free teachers' bureau. This should be made a separate
division within the department, with a budget provision of its own,
subject to the approval of the supeintilelefit, who should have
power to appoint and direct the official in charge. This bureau
should carry on a publicity program in the States and in the
islands, so as to place its service, within the knowledge of teachers
everywhere. It,sliould publish and send free to teachers. On appli-
cation, a bulletin describing the kinds of teaching opportunities
within the islands and detailing the circumstances and living con-
ditions for teachers in the various types of schools and. localities.
A nominal registration fee of one or two dollars should Ite charged,
hilt no commissions or other compensation for the loireou's
should be exacted. Teachers having the required qualilitations for
positions of the various kinds should be invited to register with
this bureau, filling out a blank designed to scrim; all needed infor-
illation about them in detail, including cable address and inforina-
tion'as to when their services would be available. It. might be wise
also to provide in the salary offer for the first year for an equaliza-
tion of the increased traveling expense of reaching the islands

boirom the more distant States, as compared with the States on the
coast. Such a bureau intelligently conducted would he worth many
times its cost to the schOol system of the islands.

As a further contribution to the solution of the problem of
etcher supply, we recommend the establishment of a completely

o ganized school of education in the University of Hawaii, witli
courses for the:training of teachers for kindergartens. elementary
schools, and high schools. Teachers training for high-school work
should be given courses in the principles of high-school teaching
and administration as well as in psychology, and should also take
a course of observation and practice teaching in the McKinley High
SchoOl or in private schools of Honolulu, under the direction o

_supervising professor who is a specialist in secondary Monti m.
This department should not only take care of prospective high-
school teachers whose homes are in the islands. but should also
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offer graduate work for teachers in Service, to be taken on Satur-
days-and after school hours, and leading to the master's or doctor's
degrees. Such cooperation between the college and the high schools
as is recommended here would redound greatly to the benefit of
both'parties in increasing their influence and usefulness.

5. ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, AND SUPERVISION.

A satisfactory organ4tion for a high school of the size of Me-
K inley or. of H rilo should include a stenographer. clerk, and a
woman assistant principal. In another year or two McKinley will
have reached an enrollment necessitating a man assistant also. -

The principal should have a great deal of tints tree for the shaping
of school policies, for supervision of classroom work and for educa.

florin] leadership of the teaching force. The mechanical work of
keeping the school records up to date, getting out notices. circulars..
and letters; and other work of such character can be done and should
be done by a clerk. The principal should be regarded in the same
light as the manager of a large business. and it is very poor economy
to take the time of an expert for inirau. clerical WI )1.1.i. NPithq
sLioulifsuch work be exacted of teachers. A woman assistant princi-
pal is' needed in every high school to deal with girls in matters of dis-
cipline and confidence, just as a dean of women is needed in a college.
The position slipuld be giVen to the broadest minded. most sympa-
thet ie, and able woman who can he secured for it: Tlaur man assist ant
should ltea school man of conspicuous ability. ea pableof handling the
school in the :Oise ce of the principal, and of handling cases qf adjust-
ment and disciplii ,. The direction of student extra - curricular activi-
ties should he del 'uteri largely to the assistant principals: and they
should also assisetthe principal in the leadership of departmental
teachers' meetings and professional study as %veil its in devising and
carrying tint educat iona I tests and measurements.

A prominefit defect in the organization of McKinley High School
is Abe very small proportion of men teachers: only 6 out of a staff of
no are men. A high-school teaching staff should include about equal
numbers of men and women. it is therefore recommended that in
tilling futae Vacancies every possible effort be made to secure men
for the positions until the numbers of men and of women are approxi-
mately equalized.

vt.scrioNs OF A HIGH-SCHOOL PRINCIPAL:

Classroom supervision by the principal should be one of the most
important 'functions in the school. The principal should plan out
needed improvements in the technique of teaching anti should direct,
and inspire the teachers individually and collectively in putting
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modern educational theories into actual practice. He should get out
bulletins from time to time explaining the best practicet in other
schools and submit these to the teachers for study and discussion.
He should organize the teachers into committees for the selection of
textbooks and the progressive revision of the content and organiza-
tion of the different courses of study. He should discuss'school poli-
cies with the teachers and .secure their cooperation through a con-
sensus of their judgment after study and discussion rather than by
laying clown the policies ready-made for them to carry out. He
should visit the classrooms frequently, note points of excellence and
success and also such faults in method and technique as have been
mentioned in the preceding section of this chapter. These he should
discuss with the teachers individually. lie should encourage teach-
ers who are doing some kiwis of work of particular excellence to
explain and demonstrate these to all the teachers at teachers' meet-
ings, and he should also call up for discussion technical faults that
are common in the school and encourage,teachers in devising plans
for eliminating them from their school practice. He should stimu-
late intervisitatiOn of classes by teachers in the same general lines of
work in order that they may learn one from another and gain an
insight into one another's work. Finally, he should promote meet-
ings in which the teachers of different subjects are to explain the

-educational values of their subjects and their functions, relations,
and correlations in the curriculum.

In order to do all this he must be a constant student of the problems
of secondary education and the psychology of teaching, as well as
the organizer and manager of the schools With all this in mind it
should be clear to -anyone that the prieeip 1 of a school as large as
the McKinley High School should have the of a full-time (.1
in the office and one or two assistant principals. n-,
mpals should teach one or two classes a day each, and both should
not be engaged in the era's:4oom work at the same time. It would be

advisable in order that he kin) himself in close sympathy with the
teachers ami their problems that the principal also teach one class
daily. This is another reason why the organization should provide
for the clerk and 'assistants.

117PILS GROUPED IfltDING TO ABILITY IN ENOLISII.

Attention hats already been drawn to the difficulties growing out
of the fact that such a large proportion of the pupils in the high
schools.come from families in which English is not spoken. It has
been recommended by the commission that in the-study of English,
at least in the two larger high schools, where the tarp, number of
pupils makes it easily feasible, that the pupils who spepk. English
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fluently be separated from the others and that the latter be given a
different type of English study. It is Believed by the members of the
commission that 'this principle ought titt be carried out to the full
extent that it is feasible without making too many small classes, and
we therefore recommend that a similar segregation be made in all
subjects excepting American history and civics.

The plan would be to divide the pupils of each grade and subject
into three sectionsthe fast section,Slie medium section, and the slow

section. Pupils should be assigned to the three sections according
to their ability to get on in the subject. The fast section should be
given more and harder work than the medium section and the slow
section less and easier work, invol/ving more drill in the subject and
more attention to correct expression in English. In case there are
mit enough pupils to make three sections. two should be made, one for
the most proficient pupils and a second for all the others. Such a
plan of segregation would help in all subjects and would go far
toward removing the objections of English-speaking families to
sending their children to the public schools. If the distribution
among groups were made wholly on the basis -of ability to get on
rapid and successfully with the work, there would be no ground
for ally feeling of discrimination.

The reason for not making the same (Li visions in American history
and civics should be evident. In these subjects the children of all
the other national descents should have the opportunity for contact
mid discussion on questions of American history and civic ideal,
with the children of American parent,. That they should have this
contact in discussion with children who have had the habit of looking
at things in general from the American Standpoint since their baby-
hood seems perfectly obvious. It seems plain also that contact-on
thi, basis will be equally good for the children of American and
Anglo-Saxon parentage in order that they may get the other racial
points of view in this field, for all these diverse racial elements must
meet'outside the school and in the industries and business of life op
the common ground of democratic citizenship: and a spirit of toler-
ance and mutual good will must prevail in the interest of peace and
their common safety.

In all the public high schools the length of the school year is 38
weeks. This is above the minimum. standard and approximately
the best length. The recitation periods in McKinley anal Kauai are of
the standard length of 45 minutes each. In Hilo they aye, 43 min-.
ides, conforming to the minimum North Central Association stand-
ard of "40 minntl's iti'the cleat." In Maui they are reported shorter
than this minimum standard, and should be lengthened to 45 or at
least 43 minutes.

;
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SIZE (IF 11 1011-SCHOOL CLASSES.

An important factor in an efficient and economical high-school
'Norganization is a fair approximation to a distribution of about 25

pupils per recitation section. The best size fiir a section in most
cases is between 20 'and 25 pupils. In subjects that consist -largely
of drill and practice work, such as music, athletics, penmanship,
shorthand, typewriting, mental arithmetic, and the like, sections of
from 30 to 441 can be handled'by a skillful *ocher just as easily and
with as good results as small ones. In algebra a section of 2$ or 30
is not too large for an exceptionally strong teacher to handle, but in
most other subjects from 23 to 27 is the 'best size for a good cunt`,
promise between efficiency and economy. Sections with fewer thati
15 are very expensive. They make the tuition cost per pupil in them
very high as compared with sections of normal size, and they net

the loading up of other sections to an abnormal size. This
gives an unfair distribution of public funds to the advantage of the
pupils in the small classes and be the disadvantage of pupils in the
large classes. The following table shows the distribution of sections
by sizes in the four public high schools:

oinIribati,,n ul reeilation Neliwix by Humberx of pupitg enrollfq in fh.m, WIMP
high schoolx..11(nraii.

5 or r4.41r
6 to 14)
11 to 1

,r,1 161442)
21 to 2.1
26 to 30.
31 to 3.5
66 to 444
41 and o%

Total

Numbr nt

I

Number

1141:818

.1

2
I

i

C.

29I

1.59.

of sect Inn. of por), sire.

11114. 884441 Shull

11
I

4)

0
i 1

1

32

12 ;
21

9
2
1
n

6:

12
8
3
3
1

1

0
0
0

It, will be seen that in Kauai there are no oversized classes, but that
2 outof 28 are abnormally small, producing a high per capita cost
for tuition. In Maui, 12 out of 32 are abnormally small, awl 2 are
over the maximum standard ia size.

Ililo has 17 smith classes out of a total of 67, and 5 of these a.re
very small. Only 3 put of the 67 are oversized.

In McKinley, however, while there are Only 2 undersized classes,
shout a third of the 159 classes are abnormally large. it is clear that
McKinley needs at least one, and probably two additional teachers.

The North Central Association standard for the ratio of pupils to
teachers for the whole school is '25 to 1. For efficiency in teaching it
can not go muck above this, and for economy a should not be much
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below this. The status of the schools with reference to this ratio is
as follows: McKinley, 26.6; Hilo, 22.5; Maui, 14.5; and Kauai, 17.3.

McKinley ranks first in approximating the standard ratio, and
is slightly above it. Ililo is nearly an close, but a little,more below
than McKinley is above...while Kauai and Maui are considerably
below, with the consequent loss of economy .that is,,inevitable in a
small school giving a suitable.variety of work. The small school can
sometimes keep the ratio down by combining classes and alternating
subjects where the classes are small. For example, in Latin a four-
year sequence of courses can be given in three classes, one in first-year
Latin. one in second-year brain, and a third alternately in third or
in fourth year Latin. That is, Cicero would be read by the juniors
and seniors together 111. say. the odd-nubered years and Virgil by
juniors and seniors together in even-numbered years. Third and
fourth year English, or modern foreign language. or physics and
chymistrt4. and some other subjects can he alternated in a similar
way in any school where the combination of the two classes will not
cause :in enrollment of more thair 2s ow 30 pupils. This plan is
recommended for consideration in connection with the two smaller
schools. It may lie possible through its use ki do away with a nnm-
lier of the small recitation sections. and make for greater economy
without loss of eflieiency.

1.0e1.1,Altrry r,r on.yrio.;:s."E

1 he distribution of boys and girls in the different curriculums in
the three lilt schools from which. data were obtained, December,
1919. is shown in the table Which follows:

P0rolitnerti by al .1'1,4, grOda, an4 currim/tonx.

' ales
College preparatory. Ccunmerchtl. .1 General All curriculums.

v
IBoys. Girl. Total.. Boys. Girls. ; Total.' Boys., GlrI8. Total. Boys Girls. I Total.

1 __ I

V. Kinky
1

90 '35 125 109 57 157 54- a : 85 254 114 1 366
. Tenth . 30 17 53 1 73 32 106 21 ' 9 . SO 130 58 1 168
Elel eat); 43' 9 53 ' 39 15 . 54 '72 5 27 104 79 t
Twelfth 18 2 20 i 25 6 ' 31 9 1 i 13 I 52 12

Total , 187 63 zso r 737 110 1 217 1191 401 156 1 MO 1 213 758

//de ,

Ninth..
'

21 , 29
Tenth. 18 7 25
Des enthl 17 6 25
Twelfth 11,, 1 12

r.taL._ r 67 73 90

Koval.
1Ninth I\ 9 1 1

Tenth ,. '6 2 1 8 3! 4 1

. Eleventh.. .... .1' 2 2 31 J 3
Twelfth......

: 1 I I 2 3 1 3',

39 13 .52 . V.1
25 1. 29
18 -3 21 . 3
15 5 ' 20

971 23! 122 14

18 21 18 1 19 2

39 ^48
10 10

4 7
6! 8

49 50
13 21
38 15
28 12

as 73 *178 1 107

19
2 3 10
1 1.
2 2 1

.
11 11 39

-
1 Twoelormitlwgfade girls are taint "'Pedal t'0019119"

5
6 25

16
1 6
a 7

is 83
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The, noteworthy fact shown by this distribution is the popularity
of the commercial work, in spite of the fact" that, the curriculum is
narrow and poorly put together. The comiercial pupils ie)t only
make up the largest number in the two city schools; but also the
numbers-of both boys and girls who are in the senior class in this cur-

' riculum, with the exception of the boys in Hilo, ace higher in propor-
tion to the whole number of seniors in the other curriculums. This
indicates a clear need for developing strong and broad commercial
and industrial curriculums,, as recommended in section 3 of this chap-
ter. Since the boys and girls are both entering the commercial cur-
riculum in large numbers and seem to be sticking to it better, this,
leads to the inferencethat there is a strong and increasing demand

Ifor good commercial training. Probably if an industrial curriculum
IF had as good an opportunity to demonstive a demand- for this kind of

training, it would show results equally interesting. At any rate, we
believe that such a curriculum should be offered and the correspond-
ing enrollment and interest should be closely observed.

a 6. LIBRARY FACILITIES.

The library at McKinley High School contains a very creditable
asAortment of books, especially in the lines of general reference, his-
tory, civics and politics, general !iterative. and fiction. It is de-
ficient from the standpoint of good_ balance in modern geology,
geography, and travel, in science and elementary works on industrial
technology and agriculture'"and is especially weak in the line of voca-
tional literature. The library is not catalogued as it should he, and
there 'is no regular librarian. There should be .a librarian who is a
trained teacher first and a trained librarian second. Both kin's of
training are essential. She should be in the librteti.y all of every
school day and should cooperate-with all the teachers in teaching the
pupils' the intelligent use of the library and instructing them in ref-
erence work.

Its a pleasure to testify to the fact that the principal of the high
school and the librarians of the library of Hawaii are in complete
and harmonious agreement on the proposition of cooperation between
the department, tof public instruction and the T4ritnrial library
whereby a trained teacher-librarian mai be supported in the school
at the joint expense of the corrimissiontrs. of public instruction and
the library board. It is strongly recoMmended that this plan be put
in operation.

In the other public high schools of the Territnry creditable begin-
nings have been made in assembling books.and magazines needed in
school work, but this equipment needs to be greatly augmented.

.
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Furthermore, in some of ?tie schools the usefidness of the material is
impaired because it has been placed in cramped and unsuitable quar-
ters.

Another splendid plan of cooperation that is now maturing by the
school, commissioners and the library board is to include participa-
tion of the librarians in the summer school for teachers. It is pro-
posed by the librarians to give courses to teachers in library science
awl economy, and in the methods of conducting reference work with
popils..and in story-telling. This plan ought by all means to be car-
ried out, as it will be of great benefit to the schools and afford the
library one of tlie best possible means of spreading its influence and
scr V VC%

fah concluding this part of the report it is a pleasure to testify to
the splendid mana gement. high cqiciency, and unselfish zeal for serv-
ice that characterize flu. adminii-tytion (1.1 the lilt ary of Hawaii.
It is an institution of %dile!' all citizens of the Territory may well
Ins proud.

7. BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT.

The, high-school buildings are very- unsatisfactory and would be
even were they not overcrowded. as it the eases of both McKinley

and Hilo. In both these schoMs the layout of the rooms is incon-
venient and unsuitable almost to the point of absurdity,
conditions are very bud indeed; the stairways are dangerous he-
cause of the narrow, treads and high risers. The windows are ill I too
short and too scattered. In many mnis they areimproperly placed,
giving rise to serious cross shadows: in no case is the standard re-
quirement fultilled.that the length of the windows shall equal half
the width of the room.* Furthermore, most of the rooms are too large,
and some are too small. The principal's offices in both McKinley and
lido are so small, so inconvenient, and so ill supplied with decent
office furniture as almost to be an afftirt tothe dignity of the men
who are forced to occupy them. Hilo has no library room and thov:
library hooks are kept in a poorly lighted hall.

Tla, school authorities are not so much to blame for these condi-
tions as they might he, for the school populatiim has grown so fast
that building programs have not lwen able to keep pace with it: and
theselbuildings are heirlooms from a former time when not so much
was knoWn about what an adequate high-school plant should be like.
The department of public instruction is fully aware of these facts
and is planning new buildings for three of the four high schools.
All that is necessary is that the public be awakened to the facts, and
that adequate measures be taken to provide the funds to carry out the
program as it has been planned.

10146 -26-17
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THE Luarrim; OF MCKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL.

The lighting sitnation at McKinley ought to be something of an
awakener. Upon request Mr. Greenlythe teacher of biology in the
McKinley High School. kindly enlisted his class in making :rsurvey
of the lighting conditions of the McKinley Building. Tlie measure-
ments were taken by the class and tabulated fm' every room accord..
ing to directions given. The tabulated data furnished and verified by
Mr. qreenly were analyzed. and the following arrays of facts were
extrafted front them:

1.igh tin!, Schvoil.

Raton. dixtribrtha artvfhliwi I.. I hif%71!, kontr 1141("toda orentquot to oltio r:.1, c'41
stulo,. to roah..,1 loom tr,q,100 u l'oor an rt.

Kali,: I. liana: 1 :.v ,,,, i:. :n! .

Lesa than I 3 I. 0.0,-, lip to 0 07.
' up to i 'I . ... ...... S. 1107 1;1)1011.1P..
I tut: ....... n i 0 0,rup id O.11. . it .

or 0.1i Ito In 0. 13
] ot.prer .1.. 0.13 no ion 1;

'- ; 0 15 nolo 0 17..
t' Total 201,11.17 tip ton.in

11 tip to 0.271
a 19 op to 0 21...

, . -

rfagsro*., dt.:to,t,.1 orralinti I., d..pctin. n..ttt , 023 BP to 0 2f.
which pupils' rtetlur lir 1,914 (rota r Woo,. : 0.2.3 tip MO 2.

' 027 and over.... _ .... _ .

101-..qa,.: -. 1:oola...

---- ---- ,- --

I.ett only in !.
Lat and rest.. ........ . .. .. :.,
Rear on Iv 1

Right 001( ........ ... 1
Right an rear...:.. .. 4
Right and left
Right, left, and rear. 1 I.

Front cab I.
_ _

Total......... .. . 25

Thal. :J

BUILD! NG %TA N DARDS.

The standard ror proper area for the admission of light is that the
clear glass window area shall he not. less than 25 per cent of the
floor area where outside light is not good. as in smoky 'br cloudy

'cities; not less than 20.1)0' cent for cities where the light is medium;
and -not less than 164 per cent under any eircumstance.s.' even where
the light is-always good. The latter might suffice for the Hawaiian
Islands Where heavy shade trees arc not too close to the buildings,
as they frequently are, or where no building wall or tree is nearer
to the, windows than a distance .equal to twies.Cthe height of the
obstruction, hut is better to have more than is needed on -bright
day in order to have enough on (lark. cloudy days: It is seen from
the table that 12 of the 21) rooms. or nearly half, are distinctly below

.
'
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the lowest standard, 6 are Slightly above the lowest standard, 5 are,
near the medium standard, 5 are 'fieat. .the high standard, nod 1.
the chemical laborattlry, is well above it.. In none of the twins
do -the- windows reach to or within '6 inches of the ceiling, as they
should.

Another imperative standard of good lighting which is violated
here -add in most_ of the 'school buildings if the islands is that the

. length of the windows should be at least one-half the width of the
room. The table shows that this is true in McKinley for only 3 atoms
out of the 29. In all the others the windows are too short or the-

, rooms are too wide or both. The three rooms which have ratios.
;lbw e the 'standard are not classrooms. They are the office and the .

boy,' and girls' dressing rooms. These and the office are omitted
from the next table. When the table giving the direction from vhich
the pupils receive the light is examined the conditions are found

'likewise to be bad. The light should be 'received front the left only.
This is t rue of ;oily 1. out of the 29 rooms. and most of these are
lainp..-110W rooins, which get enough light from tlW wide open doors

'. at the rig-la to make bad eross shadows on the papers and the books
naftlie pupils while they are studying. rotting. or writing. -The
lighting conditions in this school aro thus seen to be very bad. and
they are made still worse in sonic roon7-713-rthe opaque blinds, %%inch'
cut olf.from a third to one- It all' of the light that ,hould come in.
Tlie window,oni all school but dings should conform to the standards
,p1,401 ;Wove. and when the light is too strong it ,Should be diffused
by 1111;I its of sew itra nspa i eta a mber cofored adjustable shades of
the Drape type. ., .., ' -,

I NADEQI. . ill' EQUII'M ENT.

The auditorium in McKinley i.s used for a study room. hut it is
totally until for that purpose, It has the double seats of the New
England- country school of 50 years:-agolong since junked in the

Jpral sclW.Nds of progeessive communities. Eight rows, or 48 of these
4uhle seats, arc back of the riarmost windows and, get no light
excepting diagonally from the front, and some scanty light from the
hall. Even tin the front part of this room the light is from both
sid s. and the cross shadows are ery bad. If this building is ever
to be u' z-ed for a school after McKinley leaves it for its prOjected new
building-. it, should be thoroughly reconstructed and nuoie hygienic
lie fore it is occupied. 41`

Theeqvipment 41fMeKinley is very inadeqnat*-Kcepting in Chan-
istry, for which the equipment is nearly snfficient in kind and char-
Hetet. for -present needs. Many conveniences of a modern school
(1..01.110d laboratory. however, are laelciftg.
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The physics-room is too small and the tables are of poor design,
while the apparatusostly out of date. and in viory bad and
nerleeted condition, any r is stored in a room away from where it is

Ito be used, but, wlere it is exposed to the fumes from the chemical.. .

h -- laboratory. No system of order is evident in the manner in which the4 , apparatits is stored and kept.
The biology 100M is too small and the light arrangement is had.

There is f tir equipment of apparatus. including 30 good microsepes.
There it domestic-science kitchen with spaces for 18 pupils but

haying ew of the modern conveniences.
The business department equipment consists of ;15 typewriting

machines. There are none other of the modern office conveniences
or appliances which now constitute an important part of the equip-
ment of our hest commercial high-school courses.

The map equipment is far below par. and more got.rinaps are needed
in many departments. There are about 6 good maps in the school
and about 17 good' charts (Tabubte ('ybulski) for use in the lift
and second years of the intiv.colirse. There should be a full set
eac.h of physical maps. political maps, hiAtorical maps, and a gen-
erous assortment Of "blackboard" outline maps. An effort should
be made also through the comieg years to collect an assortment or
pictures of educative and artistic value for llte decoration of the walls.

44 ..
There. is no arttquipment and no definite courses or sequene of

courses are given in free-hand. drawing, color. and design. Neither
is there any equipment for mattual training.

The Hilo Iligh School building is worse than the McKinley build-
. lug. The equipment for physics is ninth better than that of McKin

A
;ley , is better arranged and has received better care. For chemistry..
there is not enough space or equipment foie the number of pupils. in
the class. The biology equiipment is not yet adequate. Orders have
peen /dared for, additional biological and .physical apparatus, but
they have not et been secured. The laboratories are crowded and
ill-arranged. The st;lmol, has a limited equipment for .woodworking;

It is c,lear 'fro "w-ha hag been said that-there is urgent need for
the.new buildin and g, rounds that are being phumed fOr the high
schools. .In con tion with workilig out the details for the build-

. ings.and equ' tent, it is recommended that the conmrned make
.-. a careful -study of the best reference on the subject, Among'the'se

the following are likely to be especially useful: ..
toreia:lar, F. B. Auierirlui Schoolhonses. U. S. Unman, of AuratIon, Bulle

Iln No. 5,-1910. .
'Vas; D. e. Methods Out 'Standards fora Local School Survey. C. Heath

ii 00., BOataa ., a , ! ' , .

TWISS,11: . H. The Principles of belenee. Tgachins.' . &tomato & Cs., New
York. 1917. . a

* t ., .

...
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PLANS Foil NEW fl 1611 SUllik 111:11,11INGS.

The writer has examined t'he sketches for the McKinley High
School rayout and conferred with the architect and Principal
Given's concerning 'the plans. The plans provide for a campusl.
of 14 acres and it 10-acre athletic field, with grouped build-
ings connected by cloistered walks. Fifty thousand dollars have been
appropriated for the Purchase and preparation of the grounds and
sthyliml for the first Wilding. Other buildings be added later, as
appropriathins are secured.. It is gratifying to be able to say that
the proposed plans :i described by the architects and principal are
both excel lent. and comprehensive. The Flier was told that in the
plans. when completed. practically all the points of special import -
ance with reference to school hygiene, educational facilities, and ad-
ministrative conveniences about N% hich special inquiry was made
wouldlw provided for. I f the plans are 'carried out as indicated,
the tlew high school buildings ,Lill be a source of pride and satis-
faction:to the l'erritory for yeiirs to come. It remains for the peo-
ple and the legislature to put 'this. big project across and make it
complete and creditable in all its details.



Chapter VII.

THE UNIVERSITY OF fAWAII.

Cowl 1a. -1. aystent ; College entrance. subjects; plicate pre-
paratory sehool-, ; colleges attended try secondary, sehoni graduates. 2. Higher education
in Hawaii: Relation f unicrNity to Federal nod Territorial Governments; organization
and'adminbitratiou: internal administration ; internal reorganization nrelled: equipm. at ;
training and experience of faculty ; retnnneration, relations, and work of faeulty; too.
posed faculty rip tusiun ; urn departments: student attendant: arid racial distributioa;
entrance requirements: 6pedal students: students' term toad; the:graduates; income and
costs. 3. Development of a University of Hawaii: Gradual,: and professional sehout,..
ile,(1 for training leachers for bl>rh sehoolp: research functions: s,ryiee to tte: can
inanity ; reporting to consUttieney. 4. Summary of r,,vmturndations.

I. THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The Territory of Hawaii has four public high schools:
High School. at Honolulu, with 771 students; Bib) High School. at
Hilo. on Hawaii. with 29 students: the high school at I latuaktia
on Maui. with 73 students; the high school at Lihne. on fi;uuti, with
:18 btudents. About one-third of all the I -school student,s in the

..Territory arc registered in the college-e e curriculum. In all
these sclmolS. except the high Onto! on Maui, the great majority of
the students conic front !ton-English-speaking familie

?he program of studieseti prescribed t)y the department of 'wh-
ile instruction, provides for three curricultims.in the Territorial high
.schools: A' college-entrance curriculum, a commercial curritibun.
and a generaF curriculum. Each of the four' high schools offers the
three curriculums except that no commercial work is ()tiered at llama:
kuapoko. The college-entrance 'cuirieuhun, as outlined by the ;(1e-
partment of public instruction, ample to secure entrance at the:vast
majority of colleges accepting students on the certificate iptn. In
not cages the subjects thus prescribed are actually offered at the
various high schools. However, the actual subject requirementSniade
by the high schools for prospect iue, college entrants is in some cases
less than the Amount required for entrance to certain colleges and less
than the amount actually offered in the school. Htfice 'the student:
enrolled in the college-entrance curriculum is not always required .to
take the full'amountof work in certain subjects necessary for matri
culation at the college of his choice, although the work is usually
offered and may be, in some cases, ele'eted voluntarily by the.ifudent.

DB, e
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CaLLkA;E ENTRANCE SCILIYA:TS

Tice completion of zi four-year course in English, covering the
staudaid college-entrance requirements. is a requisite for graduation
for students in the college-entrance curriculum at each of the four
high schools. In this particular there is no variation from the gen-
erally accepted standard.

Especial mention should be made of the plan now in use iu the
freshman clans at McKinley High Schoctl in the teaching of Englisli
A scparateilivision has been funned-fur those students Ivho through
unuse:d aftlity or home training speak English fluently: Entrance
to this division imposes. no test of nationality whatso'cver, but is con-
ditioned upon ability to pass Nvritleu and oral examinations in Eng-
lih It is felt by the authorities that it is as unfair to train in the
same che:s, pupils of Nvidely different preparation and ability in
1 :11.11is1c itywould be to train together pupils of simi,larly diverse
preparation in mathematics or any other subjects This course of
action brought forth sharp protests of unfair discrimination front
the parents of some of the children and was eventually tirought be-
fore the grand jury-for decision. The majority of the jury favored
the school authorities by finding in the plan no "unfair" discrimina-
tion, but merely an effort to secure proper educational classification.
The plan contemplates that 'any pupil in a "lower" division who:
shall bring his English work tip to the required standard shall be
promoted to the " tipper " division. Personal inspection of the work-
ing of.thisillan leads the commission to believe that it is a wise one,
involving no racial discrimination whatsoever, but merely insisting
upon proper cla.--ssifiqttion of students by ability and training. The
commission believes that the standard college-entriu4e requirement
program in English is. the main. unsuited to.the needs of the
pipits whoe home language has not been, English. As proof there
is quoted herewith the copositidu of a Chinese boy in the freshman
lass of on of the high schools of the Territory. This work is pos-.

sibly,sionewhat below the average ability of students of this class,
but it is at least illuminating:

WC:

Two years ago 1 went to my friend's home for 11 visit: My friend Miasma
little dogs nbout.,one month old. He _aired me If I want a little dog. I was
surprise of little dog, so I took a male one. I thanked him very much AI I
went with the little dog. I put Mtn in a little box for him to slept In. He cried
during the first night because he wa7tonesonte. I named him Jimmy, and I
fed him with rice trail went. lie grew very large in tr" months. He has
yelloweand white shaggy hair.
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I taught him how jumped and played in the grasses, and he could jinniwa
about six feet high. Ile )(Wed to played with cats and ehleketoz. I tatnefa him
bow to swim; first he was scared of water. I threw hint in OP ricer and let
hint swain isluire. After be tva..: very fowl of swinnannz., and it chased the
ducks in the river. He has only one master, and he folhtwed tine every tittle
when I gosonic places. I used to go hunting and tramping with him. He grew
as a old dog now, and he is still lived.

To prescribe for the writer of the above a high-school English
course abounding. in the works of Shakespeare. Milton. and the
earlier Fnglish writers is manifestly. absurd. The schools I of Ilawan
have the duty and'the right to work out it special substitute course in
the best Modern mnoish to meet the needs of such students. Ott the
other hand. English-speaking children and others of unusual ability
have the right to prtweed with the customary program unhindered.
Colleges should take these (acts into consideration in pas.ing upon
the entrant'e requirements in English of hih-school gradoates fromH11,Hawaii. ,

M 1TMEM

of the high schools offers from one and a half to two years
of algebra. a year of plane geometry, a half year of solid geometry,
-anti. in addition, a half year of trigonometry. There spurns to be a
tendency not to require enough mathematics in the college-entrance

, course. Thus, for example, at McKinley high School only two
units are requirCd (one year in algebra anti one year in plane geome-
try). College-entrance requirements would be more generally inet
by Offering in all high schools at least ,oile eiplo one-half years of
algebra% star of plane geometry; and a half year of solid geometry
(Intrticalarly for prospective enrineering tit talents), a total of three
units. The teaching of trigonometry in the high schools is not
orally required from the college-entrance standpoint, except for some
engineering colleges. In view of the lack of teaching force often
complained of, it might well be made eleive'and. be-given only in
alternate rears.

Latin and French are the foreign languages-generally inght in
the high schools of Hawaii, although the entire four years of Latin
are being offered only at Honolulu and lIanaknapoko. Spanish is
offered at Honolulu and Hilo. The McKinley High Scholl is the
only high school having a definite language requirement in the col-
lege-entrance course, and here, this requirement covers two years.

..The ("mission is informed that, us a matter of actual practicer,
students preparing for college entrance lit both Ilamakuapoko and
Hilo all take some language.. The attuatipn in the lane High
School on Kauai,ispartkula.rly unfork.stet The commission found
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that owing to the luck of a teacher only one class in foreign language
of any sort is being carried on u class in first-year Latin. No
modern foreign language whatsoever is being offered.

ti INCE AND 111::TORY.

Three of the four high schools offer four years of science, as ftol-
-lows: First year. general science; second year, biology: third and
fourth years. chemistry and physics. The higlr school at Ilamalcua-
poko was at the time of visitation without the services of a science
tearher and. no .courses in science were being given. This latter
school requires chemistry and physics in'tTie oollege-entrance course;
NIcKinley requires two years of science; while at Ilild there is no
definitely stated requirement.

The equipment in chemistry is fairly adequatt, except at Hama,
knapoko, where the few desks are poorly arranged and sufficient for
but four students. . Haalcuapoko is also sadly depeient in even the
most elementary equipment for the 'teaching of physics. In fact,
lido is the only one of the. fcitir high schools with even, a fair equip-
ment in this branch: In biohigy McKinley High Sehoill is amply
prepareil for work with an equipment of 30 microscopes. The other
schools are undersupplied in this respect.

All high seloads require one year of Atheican history and Offer
aree or foul year course covaring. ancient, medieval. and modern

.

THE TI CH I Ni; FoRcE.

The Territory is fortunate in having in its service a corps of
equipped high-school teachers and principals. The teachers, with
few exceptions, hold degrees from standard colleges of the mainland
and have had sufficient Aperience and Profesional training ix the
work to fit them for efficient classroom activity. A number hold
the master's degree or have done equivalent graduate work. Close
Personal inspection by members of the commission leads to the belief
that in this respect. the high schools of %mail are on an equality
with the standard secondary schools of the mainland. Even better
results could doubtless be Obtained:by a closer interrelation of inter-
ests through departmental supervision covering all four schools and
closer agreement in the outline of subjects, taught, as well as by
occasional departmental meetings.

THE PROGRANI OF VII7DIFS.-

The programltiies issued by the department of public instruc-
tion prescribes etrindard college-entrance curriculum. No student
in the regular college-entrance curriculum should be allowed to.carry

1
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more than four subjects, except in casts of gspeeial and well-demon-
,strated ability,. A total of lh units of well-performed work in the
four-yea cottr,e will satisfy the entrance requirements of most eol-
leges if the subject requirements are carefully defined. Althimigh
periods of .45. minim., in length are definitely prescribed ainl are
generally required in estimating college-enirance work. the Terri-
torial high schools are disregailing this point and cutting the normal
periAd short .hy from :1 to i minutes.,

EF:(1) NI t:Nto T!'

Regarding the col lege-ent ranee curriculum in the public high schools
of Ilawaii. the rommission makes the following recommendations:

I. That the soundne,:s of the principle of the division of student:
in English a, now used in the firskyear work at McKinley High
School be recognized and extended to all high-sehool classes in Eng.
Bs!) where /Lumbers warrant such procedure.

That, a specially adapted curriculum in be planned for
the children of non-English-spedking families and for others of poor
preparation and lesi ability. and that more time he devoted. to this
work with such students. even though such action eestilt in the

. necessity of a ',mgt.r period than four years for preparation for
college.

3. That, the college-entrance curriculum as prescribed by the de-
partmOit contain I1 unit-. S of which ,hall made in thilirst two
yea 7

.1, 'flint the cla, period in all hi;!h school,. 'etended.to envPr

45 minutes.

WitIVATE IgtkPAIZATtItY .0 It' ,'I...'

By reason of the peculiar racial sitoat ion in Hawaii. a majority of
the ('aucasian students .of high-school age attend private prepara-
tOry sclx)1s. These private institutions. all locaad in or near Ilono;
lulu,. prepare students for college entrance and have sent graduates
to varionsoolleges.I' These schools, are Ptinalum Academy. Milk
High School of Ivild7Pacific Institute. and Honolulu 11(ititary
Academy. The great majority of white students have been pre-
pared for college at l'unahou Academy. which has been practically
alone in 'its field of effort since its foundation in 1841. In-fact.
Punahou Academy has,served.in all but name as the high'school for

snrroy (low( Ant 'Dein& preparatory school', contiaftrol urolor th ittv14,,, of the
Catholic

'The totsai scopoi. Adler denominational wuporrinion, Ow) n rolirro, pr.-
partitory (rim, from *bleb,* limited filintloor of rotolentA hare entered rAlego. The
ioramiestori regrets 10 liability to neenre accurst* Omura regarding ibis Inittlluttoir.

*
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the majority of white inhabitants of the ifiands. who have paid the
tuition fee charged rather than attend the free public high schools.
It issoeducational and has in the flior upper lasies an attendancetof
2.2s,, In 1911 the Honolulu Military Academy was founded as a
boys' boarding school with military- discipline and training. It has
at present an attendance of approximately IOU boys, about one-third
of whom are in the academie or high-school department. Mills In-
stitute furnishes a boarding school fur oriental students. with an .

attendance of 15 in the higli-school course.
All orthese sellouts have been successful in preparing students for

college entrance. The large faculty and excellent equipinent of
l'unalion place it in equal rink with the leading private preparatory
schools of the mainland. While the other schools mentioned are not
so adequately equipped for science teaching. the members of the
teaching sniffs arc carefully chosen Ad good scholastic standards
arc maaained.

sot IN 1:1111 TIII! l'N11 1:11.1tY of 11.%M.ki1.

The following tables have keen compiled to give data regalding
sootrin.: prepared for college entrance at the %arioii public and pri-
vate :.cltool, in the
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An examination of the figures here tabulated shows some inter
esting facts. While the white American population of the islands
constitutes but a very small percentage (about 14 per cent) of the
total population, yet this numerially insiguificant class has furnished
407 out of a total of. 911 seenuditry-fwhool graduates during the last
4leetule, or about 4!, per cent. The secpml place is held by the Chinese
with 196 graduates. representing 211 per cent of t he total. The .1apa.

nese with their great numeried superiority, on the other hand have
NNoutributed only 1V graduates, about 15 'H.q. cent. These figures,

NZottlil seem to refute the charge. Si) often heard, that secondary and
collegiate education are responsible for drawing large numbers of the
oriental ppfilation away front laboring groups.

The above figures'ilre particularly impotant since they define with
considerable accuracy the inaxiinum limits from which the Territorial
university may recruit its students. It should. of course. he borite in
mintl'that the number would Is' actually .somewhat greater the

graduates of Cathedie seclIndary, schools were included. There is
also to be considered the factor represettt cif by students entering the
ITniversity.f Hawaii from tte.ma inland. Neither of these elements,
however, would make any considerable difference, 'and it is safe to
atssuntcljhat the yearly ai-erage number of secondary-schOol graduates
front wliich the Tini veriity of I la waii might hope to secure regularly

'matriculated candidates for its freshman class has not during the
past decade pceeded 1(11). At least three additional facts must be
taken into cnsideration in determining the prolnible field -nt the
present time. The first is the strong tradition which pxists in the
islands in favor of sending students to mainland s. The coil-

,
templated establishment of it college of arts and sciences at the Ter-
ritorial institution will doubtless have its effect in influencing a -con-
stantly increasing number of students fo secure their ccillege cottme at
home. The second point of importance lies in the fact that a large
percentage of each year's secondary-school graduates have not pre-
pared khemselves with college in view, but have graduated from the
so-called business or general courses.

The -third factor lies in the ..fact hat the number of secondary.
school graduates will doubtless VIA year show a certain increase,.
Of the sevenschools- considered only three' haye 'graduated' students
(prepa'red to enter college), during the entire 10-year 'period.- Of
the remaining four, schools, two have 'graduated such a chis's only
during the past year, another has graduated fotir and another ,
seen.. It will be enlightening to.eiaminiinto the actual number of
graduates of secondary. schools who have attended college and also
into the matter of their choice of college. The figures giVen are com--
piled on the samebasis as those of the precedine. tablethat is, they.
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are ltased upon the records of the 911 graduates of the -past decade. as
shown by reports from the principals of the schools in question:.

s,..0a/bote/.//m0/ you/ago. toorgii W/O-16,:6), nth nilitIff e0i;:/e.'
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The University of. Hawaii has attractet I only 111 students out of
a total of :193 who Italie gyme to college. i. e...nearly pt.t. cent.
This figure is doubtless low. as ronipare41 with the local draiing
-power of most of the mainlanA.eolleges. It must be ren,cmhetvd.
holvever. that 'the 10-year period in question includes the \,-Mile
life of the'Territorial college. from ,the time of its foundation its
a new institution. and that tintil 1919 no academic csotr:e
offered. It is particularly interesting.to note that of the class of
1919 of Punahott 17 out of a total of 3 who cotinued their edit-
-cation entered the localcollege. This is significant in view of the
.fact that the dam entering in the fall of 1919 was the first class
to whom the. opportunity of registration in the course in liberal
arts was offered.

%. 2. HIGHER EDUCATION IN HAWAII.

1171.1NE OF THE SITU ATIION.

'.NloA of the States of the 'Union have adopted systems of ?State-
supported, higher education. itt most cases these systems repre-
sent the regult 'of natural. 41evelopment: rather than of any prear-
ranged plan. Only the newer States have, been fortunate enough.
to profit by the study of undesirable .conditions in other communi-

'ties, and someme Of these have Wisely avoided duplication of -work and .
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lack of centralization of effort and supervision. Twenty States
(Arizona. Arkansas. California, Florida. tieorgia, Idaho. Illinois,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri. Nebraska, Ne-

Ohio, Tennessee, Vetmout, West Virginia, Wisconsin. and
Wyoming.) Juice used the plan of combining the university and
the agricultural college in the same place and under the direction
of one presitknt and one bowl.'

The Territory of Hawaii, throtigh its legislature of 1910, adopted
the same wise policy when it enacted a bill which %ill create in
1'9-.20 the University of Hawaii on the foundation of the present
College of Hawaii, originality organized by the legislature of 1907,
as a college of agriculture anti mechanic Arts, and enjoying the
benelits of the Morrill .Act of ltt0 and of the Nelson amendment

Act, passed in 1907:
l'herc are no private institutions of higher education Hawaii.

Tim, the Territory presents the unique spectacle of a politicrfl
.subdivision of considerable size and population isolated goographi-
cally from the rest of the world and possessing only one higher
eilifiitional institution. All these facts 'render the problem pre-
oiled in the Territory a peculiarly simple one, in so far as dupli-

cation of effort and overlapping of field is concerned. There is no
d'oplication, and the Univeisity of Hawaii iti alone in its field.

Briefly stated, the history of higher education in Hawaii' is as
follows: Siimulated by the congre.ssional grant 'glom' as the second
Morrill Ad. the Terrjtorial legislatue in 19111 Milthlishea the (lol-
led., of Ilawaii, providing for vicollege of agriculture and mechanic..
arts, offering coursys in agriculture, engineering (mechanical, elec-
trical. and civil). household economics, and general science. During
the iirst year the college gave instrudion to 0. regular students, 5
preparatory students. '22.speciol st inleMs.and to (4 students taking
lectures and practice work in subjects especially provided -for them.
During the biennium of.19o7-19119 the college; enjoyed aiwincome of.
$1;:.,10 from 1..edeal.sources and from the Ten itorial ,

tore. and was hoohed in two temporary buihlings in the residimtial sec-
tion of llonolohi. In 1911 the legislature appropriated $75,000
the conkruct ion and Tarnishing of Wcoilege building vni a tract of 9
acres, previously acquired in the Mount' Valley on oho outskirts' of
the city, and in the full of 1912 the college moved to this; its present
location.

From the first the conception of the usefulnoss tif` a public institu-
tion of higher education- to the Teriitorial eommtplity.seenni to have
been a broad one. The report of time board of regents fno the first
biennium .(190.7-4909) suggests, for th.e, future development of the:

For a fuller ticscrIptIon at Twilg symettso. rte Higbee iducationat InlOtitettolto
Of NurthDakota,.11ullethi, IMO, No. 27, of the illtrau of Education.'
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college, study and research in such matters as agricultural conditions
peculiar to Hawaii, as in the raising of sugar cane, pineapples, coffee,
rubber, etc.; forest, mineral; and water conservation ; animal hus-
bandry; engineei,v (intinicipal, commercial, and manufacturing);
economics; government; etc. From the time of the removal of the
plant to the Manua Wiry a definite building plan was adopted. In
stich broad matters of policy it may be truly said dim- the people of
Hawaii have been farsighted in planning for the development of their
Ter4tOrial college. (...

Manifestly tke most pressing problemsof the islands have to do
with agriculture. .Ilence it is only fair to conclio le' ttat the operation
and support of the college of agriculture and mechanic arts are, and.
must remain, the chief concerns of the TeiTitory. although the de-
velopment of a -University of Hawaii 1 1 a college of arts and
sciences has already been determined upon s li, logical forward step.
The activity of such a college of .agriculture and, mechanic arts
needs be by no means limited to agricultOme alone. En;*eering
plays an important part in the development of the Territory. Prob-k
lems of road and bridge building are ever present; irrigatioii is the
very life of agilkulture 4the extension of telegraphs and railways
will undoubtedly continue, and problenas of harbor facilities and of
interisland navigation and commerce in'e still far from ultimate solu-
tion. In a semitropical climate like that of Hawaii the services of
the chemist, the entomologist, the biologist. and the bacteriologist
are always in demand. Such local needs a,, these will continue to
direct the activities:of the University of I lawaii along the channels
of practical usefulness and to justify the original establishment-of the
college of 'agriculture and mechanic arts.' -

RELAIoN OF TIM UNIVE)641TY o FEDERAL' AND TEBRIultiAl. GOVERN-
. , MENTs.

The. relation of the college to the Federal Government calls for no
,espeeial elaboration here: It was, altd still is, the arrangement pro-
vided for.in the so- called second .11orrill Act andllthe Nelson amend-
Merit. accordance with these' the college now receives .$,0,009
annually from the Treasury of the United States.. The jairposes for

\which this money may be expel led are, however, definitely...limited.
It may be expended for, tiin3truct4 in agriculture, the mechanic

- karts, the English language., and the various branches of-itathetnati-
.

gal, physical, natural, and economic science," but it may not be n4ed-
tilq,pay for such necessary things as land,, salaries of 1
administrative officers .or teachers in stibjects.Trot-specificallY 'named,
fuVniture, eta. I-lenee 'every State pr Thritory has had to.ald 'eon.]
siderable stuns to .stippleurait thi .14orritl, granti, even though. no,-
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development beyond the college of agriculture and mechanic arts was
attempted. For some 10 years a college of this type was deemed
sufficient to meet the needs of the people of the Territory of Hawaii;
and appropriations were made by the Territorial legislature to sup-
iilement the Federal funds. The work carried on wag almost entirely
of a scientific nature, and no attempt was made to approximate the
common curriculum of the liberabarts.type. As a result. the Oppor-
tunities for Territorial students were naturally somewhat limited,
and this doubtless accounts, in part pt lea4, for the small attendance
of regular students during the early years .of the institution.

In April, 1919, an act was adopted by the legislature of the Terri
tory to establish a University of Hawaii." Its first section com-
bines the pima ('allege of Hawaii with the newly created Univer-

...sity of Hawaii in the function of a college'oraOplied science, creates
"a college of lirts and sciences," and provides for the incorporation
into the university of "such other departments as may from time to
time be established." Additional sections povidt for the delegation
of nianavement to a board of regents, define the purposes of the uni-
versity, outline its plan of administration. and define its financial
rthition to the Territory. In general, the act is an admirable AlOcii-
meat. based on the best practice of the mainland States, and defining
broad general powers rather than details of control and administra-
tion. As a result of its passage the Territory finds itself in the en-
viable position of being able to concentrate ifs resources upon the
development of a.single public institution of higher education.

IIIMAN ZATION .VNI) AD31 N 'STRATI oN.

The board of regents Rader the new law will consist of
neMberS, of which the president of the univerAty, mho ,;hall act net riec re-

tory to the hoard, and the president of the hoard of agriculture and forestry
~huff he memliera ex officio, and the other five members shall be appointed by the
governor of the Territory of IlawneCas by law provided.

The experience of many States has shown that seven is an admir-
able number for a board of this s irt. The inch's* of the president
of the university as a member officim While it is a not uncommon
practice, may at times subject t at officer to a certaid embarrass lent
in voting upon hisowp recommendations and upon questions w ch
affect his own relations to the university. The best educational prat -
tine assures the president the right of attendance at all meetings Of
the board, but relieves him from the responsibility of voting op poli-
cies which must of necessity largely originate with himself.

The combination of the offices of president of the university 40
secretary of the board as a pareof the organic r;charter of the unive
sity is the cot= feelse most unfortunate. While preSent

1014i1^ 18'
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ditions may make such an arrnngetnent desirable, it is by no means
certain that future presidents will possess those peculiar character-
istics necessary in the secretary of the board of a growing university.
The office of secretary of the board in-us great an institution as the
University of Hawaii may some day become is one of extreme impor-
tance and requires the undivided attention of an individual whose
training and abilities will probably 'be far different from those re-
quired for the presidency of the university. Should the tioard of
regents now, or at any future time, desire to combine the two offices
temporarily, it should undoubtedly have the right to do so, but the
mandatory character of this provision in the Territorial laws may
love contrary to the best interests of the university, and*the com-
mission recommends that it be stricken from the net by legislative
amei idment.

The inclusion of the president of the board of agriculture and
forestry as an ex officio member of the board is, in view of the pre-
vailing"activity of the Territorv. unquestionably wise. The commis-
sion believes ,that,the some priAiple should be carried a step further
and that provision should be made in time personnel of the board of
regents of the university for some representation of the public-school
interests of the Territory. The common method of procedure seems
to be the inclusion of the State superlbtendent of public instruction
as a member ex.officio of the university board. In case this plan does
not commend itself to the people of Hawaii, numerous other methods
are available. An instructive description of some of these may 1*
found in " State Higher EducationarAnstitutions of Iowa." Ibilletin
of the Bureau of Education for 1916, No. 19, pages 125-125. Con-
versely the interests of the university should unquest'ronably be repre-
sented in the administration of the public schools. The commission
recommends the appointment of a joint committee from .the board
of regents of the university and the board of commissioners of the
public schools (inchtding the presided of the university .and. the
superintendent 4.f schools) to formulate a plan of mutual representa-
tion best suited fo the local situation and to recommend its enactment
by the legislature.

The Territory is to be congratulated upon its success in securing,
as members of the board of regents during the short period of the
existence of the institution citizens of a highe type who have, in most
cases, beeii willing to devote themselves whole-heartedly to theduties
of their office. The records of the board of regents have been in gen.:
eral well kept. It is a matter of surprise that the board has never
adopted a formal code of by-laws or rules for its government. This
omission is at the present time being rectified by the compilation of
a code of rules based upon the practiCes of the board during the IV
Jew years.
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I STERNA L ADM I N I STRATION

As is natural in the case of new institutions, particularly of those
itith a small and but slowly increasing enrollment, the problem of
internal administration has not yet reached such proportioxis at the
College of Hawaii as tAnake it particularly difficult of solution. The
simplest possible form, that of general personal supervision by the
president. has so far sufficed to meet the problems which hit cc pre-
sented themselves. Tnevitably. with the development of the new rni-
versity of Hawaii, it will become increasingly more difficult for this
system to meet the demands of the situation. At present pritirally
all details of college administration are referred directly to tl
dent for solution. He is provided with one stern igniplitic. who. how-
ever. must also lie responsible for the general stenographic work of
the (quire institution. In addition, there has been provided recently
a wrinasii gro_luate of the college Aliose duties include the keeping of
:.indent and office reran's. There is no special provision for the
financial administration of the institution, with its necessary details
d' 6,0:keeping, purchasing. receiving of fees. etc., and all these

detailed acti%.it ics devolve directly upon the frresident and his insuffi-
cient office force. In view of these handicaps the system of student
records is reasonably adequate. a result which could hardly have been
attained without the cooperation and help of faculty members.

The orgiinization of the. faculty provides for a governing board.
composed of all faculty members of full professional .rank with a
minimum of one year's service.- To this timid general matters of col-
lege admihistration are referred for discussion and decision. The
entire faculty is divided into various committees. to which are in-
trusted the different college interests.

Witholo rderence to the coming reorganization of the institution.
the commission feels that the system just described already puts upon
the president so ninny responsibilities that his important function of
representing the college before its constituency in the Territory and
before the world of education in general must of necessity he seriously
hampered by the detailed routine of his office work. Particularly
serious is the lack of a competent financial officer who,under the
direction of the president and the board, can give his entire time to
the proper administration of the business interests of the institution.
In the expenditure of the quite considerable sum annually necessary
for the conduct of the college the undivided attention of a competent
man to the details of contract letting, purchasing, budget making,
and of accounting would, in the opinion of the commission, more
than pay for the extra salary expense involved. The commission
therefore recommends as the most immediate need in the internal
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administration of the college the establishment of a financial office
in charge Of a competent and well-trained a0ountant and business
man, Who shall, under the direction of the pregident and the board,
assume charge of the activities above mentioned and of such similar

. interests as may conveniently be assigned to him.

INTF.II:CAI. REORGANIZATION NEEDED.

The- imminent organization of the University of Hawaii must in.
evitably bring with it a reorganization of the present plan of internal
educational administration. The establishment 'of a new college of
arts and sciences and the highly desirable increase in extension work
and cooperative activities which may reasonably be expected will;
within a short time, probably- make it physically impossible for the
president to attend personally to all the details involved, particularly
in the matter of the routine contacts with the student body. These
should be. delegated to a regularly appointed dean in each college
or division, the president devoting a limited amount of time daily
to such interests as particularly demand his personal attention. The
duty of keeping student records should eventually- center in the office
of a registrar swim might, for a time at least, be chosen from the
facility with a proportionate lightening of the teaching load, or a
competent registrar might possibly be found in a member of the
office staff. In view of the fact that the. University of llawaii is not

`yet an accomplished fact, the commission feels that it can mak! no
definite recommendations for its administration beyond the general
suggestions just given. Probably one of the most' important activities
of the future will prove to be the development of extension work.
The proper centralization of this interest tinder the direction of a
competent administrator will be only one of the many now scarcely
to he foreseen questions which the board and the president will have
to solve in the development of the -institution.

The administration of an educational institution is dependent upon
a number of intangible factors, as well as upon mere formal organiza-
tion. The war-taught expression "morale" is especially applicable
in times of pence to that spirit in which a college or (university Or-
ganization performs its educational and administrative duties. The
geographical situation of the College of Ilawaii is so unique in its re-
moteness from other centers of 'education that the commission feels
justified in suggesting methods of maintaining necessary educational
contacts which might he' quite superfluotta in the case of a mainland
institution. Without the inspiration of such contacts the educational
morale of the College of Hawaii must inevitably fall below the stand-
ards of the mainland colleges where constant interchange of ideas
and personal associations vitalize the college life of faculty members
and administrative officers.
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The commission let .ns surprise that the president of the
College of Hawaii dun e his five years of service has visited the
mainland only twice, once at his own expense and once with a partial
payment of expenses by the college.- This condition has rendered it
inipessible for him to meet with any of the various college associa-
tions of the United States and to receive at first hand the inspiration
:11,(1 information regard g modern educational conditions which can
voila, only from persona intercourse with others of the same profes-
sion. It has also meant that even heads of departments employed
fly the college have been engaged without a personal interview with
any college official. a policy entirely contrary to the best practice of
Ile, day. Identical conditions have existed, and still exist, in the-
( ase of faculty members, whose only opportunity to attend scientific
and professional meetings is limited to occasional trips during sab-
nal i,ra I leaves at the individual's own expense. These conditions, due
to the peculiar situation of the College of Hawaii. are extraordinary
and basically unsquml. They threaten seriously the quility of the
teaching and administration of the college, and they demand extraor-e
dinary measures for their solution.

The commission recommends to the board of regents of the college
the establishment-of a personal expense fund 1'0' the president of the
old vers-ity. to be used by him in visiting the mainland at least once
annually, and also in visiting the various islands of the Territory

II for the purpose of establishing contacts with the entire constituency
of the college and extending the knowledge of its work. It also ree-
oniniends that the board confer with a committee of the faculty re-,
garding the establishment of a fair rotating system by which the
expenses of certain faculty members, particularly of department
heads. may he paid-annually by the college for the purpose of attend-
ing scientifie,and professional meetings on the mainland. The com-
mission realizes that such expenditure represents a ,destinet innova-
tion ill are procedure hitherto customary at the College of Hawaii.
It believes, however, that expense thus incurred should by no means
he considered in the light of reward or compensation for-the indi-
vidual. but rather as an investment in the, educational efficiency of the
institution.

EQUIPMENT.

The tract of land in the Nlanoa Valley occupied by the College of
Hawaii _covers 90 acres. i;his land is-at present carried on the in-
stitution's inventory at a value of $l.000 an acre, but its situation
in 'a somewhat recently developed, section of excellent residence
character doubtless-makes it worth at least three times this amount
per acre. The entire tract has not yet been cleared, but considerable
progress has recently been made in this respect. The college poo-r
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sesscs a building equipmwit which is still inadequate in some re-
spects. The main building is of reinforced concrete, three stories
in height and contains about 00 rooms used for classroom, office,
and laboratory purposes; hereNtre located the administrative offices
and the library ; the building is modern in ettipment and 'well
adapted for classroom use, although the provisimon for laboratory
space is scarcely sufficient for all necessary purpost. Most of the
scientific departments of the college ai'e housed jig this buildidg.
Chemistry is represented by a building of its own. unfortunately of
wooden construction and of- temporary character only. The provi-
sion for this department is quite inadequate, and the laboratories
are overcrowded. as is also the case in some of the laboratories in the
main building. Experimental laboiatory work for engineers is pro-
vided for in a modern reinforced concrete builditig of good design
and construction. The need in this department for the immediate
present seems to be for additiOnal equipment rather than for labo-
ratory space. In addition to the buildings mentioned there are several .

small structures, an insectary. a slat house. and a building for ex-
perimental plant .purposes. On the farfn 15 acres are 'devoted to
crops, three buildings are used for dairy purposes anti there are in
addition a piggery, tool shed, .horse stable, and several laborers'
cottages. Aside from the buildaig on the-campus the college pos-
sesses. an astronomical observator, at Kaimuki and has .recently ac-.
quiyed the fatuous aquarium at:Kapiolani Park.

Except us noted above there are no bad conditions of student over-
crowding at the college, but the situation in the college i n
such as to merit especial attention. It is needless to sta that t
intellectual hie of every college or university must necessal V center
In its library. The library of an institution of higher k Mug
should be adequate. in books, equipment and administrative for e to
give mental inspiration and furnish proper working conditions to
students, faculty and interested public. At the College of Hawaii
this is far from being the case. Considering the short period of the
institutions existence, its collection of 25,000 volumes and 30,000
pamphleff represents a Most creditable beginning, but the liMited
space which can be spared in the main building to house this collec-
tion is entirely insufficient for proper shelving and for reference
and reading-room facilities. Even more serious is the numerical
insufficiency of the staff which consists of a single librarian, assisted
by an untrained girl helper and, temporarily, by n voluntary citizen
.assistant. The duties of the librarian include the not simple task
of
her

the college book: store, a task which occupies much of
her time. As a result it is diffieult to meet even the most immediate
needs of buying, cataloging, reference, and circulation activities,
while no time -nor force. is available to undertake the active campaign

'of making the library useful to the people of Oahu and the other
Wand&

.4
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By personal examination and in conference with college oilitials,

members Of the board of.--regents, and citizens in general the com-
mission has tried.to gain an insight into the needs of the new uni-
versity to be. in order to recommend a construction plan for reason-
able increase in material equipment for the next few years to come.
.;1. group plan of buildings has already been adopted by the college
art horities.

The president's report to the board of regents for the biennial
peri,,d 1917-18 contains a valuable summary of the work of the insti-
tution, with comprehensive suggestions for its development. The
commission has studied these suggestions carefully in the process of
arriving at its conclusions. which are as follows:

It is recommended that sufficient funds be raised by the next legis-.
latiire. either from, the current sources of income or through the

pissue of bonds. to provide for the immediate erection of a suitable
library building (if possible. to contain an auditorium), and of a
science building to house the ilepartments'of chemitry. physics, and
biology. For this purpose a building of at least three stories and
a basement will be required. which should be planned on generous
enough lines to meet die needs of the next 10 years. Any consider-
able increase in the population of the Territory and corresponding
increase in the attend9nee at the university will doubtless man an
eventual separation of the three scientific departments into individual
buildings. Meanwhile, with the present atte dance and prospects
of increase. an inclusive science building will 1 robably suffice for the
next few years to come. and there will be no e entual loss of invest-
ment, since any one department for example, lietnistrycan take
over MOWS later vacated by other scientific departments, if such a
purpose is held in view when the building is planned. It is especially
desirable to free the present main building- of the laboratories of

and biology, in order to give more classroom space for the
development of the.netter61 of arts and sciences.

The situation in the ,resent agricultural department will be dis-
cussed at greater lengt i a little later. Generally speaking, the
equipment is not of such adequacy as should be expected in a Terri-
tory chose interests are largely agricultural. The problem of its
increase involves certain questions which belong to another part of
this discusskm.

The commission does not at the present time feel itself able to
indicate other lines of mnterial expansion than those just mentioned.
So much depends upon the attitude of the people of the Territory
toward the new University of Hawaii; that it seems safer not to
attempt to anticipate future needs toe far ahead.. Generally speak-.
ing, the laniversityineeds, and needs badly as soon as possible, con-
siderable additions'to its scientific equipment and, perhaps ureic of

o
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all, a suitable building for its library and an increase in the lillrary
staff. The,..commission recommends that the college book store be
placed under the supervision .of the new financial officer. if one be
appointed, but at any rate that its management be divorced from
that of the libaarv. It recommends also the employment .of at least
one trained. full-time assistant librarian and of one or two part-
time student assistants.

TRAINING AND EXPEIIIF.NCE OF TIIF. FACULTY.

No attempt has been made by the commission to appraise the
work of individual faculty members by personal classroom visits.
The fitness of college instructors for intellectnal leadershilomay he
tested in general way by three factors: (1) Academie training,/
(2) college teaching experience, (3) research and publication. The
tables which follow are based upon the returns made by individual
faculty.niembers upon specially prepa rod blank-r. -nuc extent of the
academic training is to be inferred, at least approximately. from
the degrees-held by various individuals.

-Training. c.ria . 001, 11Itbile0I;:hIR t,f it y f '0; re iNj! f,f i;,

Title. I 4.i ort mem.

,

-T -

/colonic

°

degree

training. c.,a.,,a,
t,,,,,ialle

k,
-a:x
6

>

?:'

1
..4

..-

I Ions
.past

revs'

g'g

to
tan

-.--:

GC

Presl.len ENeentive (and chem.
r Istry).

Pb. Yale 5 11 16 . I

Procne:or , Engineering M. S Massechusel t s u le in
of Technology.

1

0 0

Aq.istont profs. or . do 11. do 2 0 2 0 0
Pt ones. tr Botany Ph. 1) Unforersity of Minneeot.t. 0 10 10

Ito .4.ystemaUc botmy . None 2 years' study at Vienna. g 0 g 6 0
1/o ' Entomology M. A Leland Stanford 3 1,
Po Physics....* Ph. 1) Harvard 4 0 4 2 U

Ito.. 1.1telish do. Cornell 9 12 21 1 0
Ito 1 chemistry M. A Yale 9 7 18 0 2
Ito' do. Ph. I) do 0 1 3 a 2 0
Ito Agriculture 13. 8 University of Wisconsin . 3 ! a 1 01

A,A4tAllt vote..or. do d o University of Illinois. 0 0 0 0 1

l'rotessor i Mathematics and as-
tronomy.

91 A Marietta II II U 0

Do .
1

Commies and design... Honor.... Woman's Art Soho*,
New York.

11 , 9 20 0

Aselst.iut pronesor . Domestic art None Studied under private 2 23 26 0 0

I

Ito Household science 1i: k
Instructor.

ColuMbla ' 1 , 4 - 0 0
.,Aseistant Prewing arul ceramics. None Studied at Perk College I 0. 4 0 01

and College of
Prole sou 1 Romance languace.q. B.A 13osfon UrSrersity 0 t 6 6 0 0

*Instructor I History Ph. II Oberlin, 10, 0 10 .°4 0

Summary: Number of names, 19: number of doctor of thilosophy drarrefet;rt: number of master 46xcen",
, 5; number of bachelor degrees, 5: number withput degrees, 4.

,

The figures just given show the follbwing facts: Of a faculty of
18 persons. (excluding the president), 12 hOld'hill'profesSorial rank.
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OfOf these 12, 4 hold the doctor's degree and 7 have had collegiate
teaching experienee, other than that gained in their present positions.
Four hold master's degrees, 2 hold bachelor's.degrees. and 2 hold no

,degrees, although in both .of the latter cases study of, an academic
grade is indicated. While the doctor's degree is by no meuis to be
consider'ed as an unfailing and u unique criterion of professorial

I fitness. yet it does serve as the indication of a definite course of
sustained graduate study successfully, completed, and it is being
more and more generally required for elevation to the full pro-

,
fessorial rank hi the standard American college.

The commonly accepted minimum-requirement for the training of .

the college faculty member of any grade is the possession of the
',aster's degiee or of equivalent graduate preparation. Nine of the

Is faculty members have only the bachelor's degree or else are with-.
out degrees. In a few of these cases, however, a fair equivalent of
the master's degree in graduate work is indicated. From what has
just been said it is evident that the post policy of the College of
Hawn- has been somewhat lax in-the tilling of full professorships

(l also in the appointment to faculty positions and the advancement
0 persons without previous college teaching experience. Thorough
ti dug and broad experience are particularly necessacv in a faculty
so isolated from professional contacts as is the faculty of the.College
of Hawaii: The commission recommends that in making future
additions to the teaching staff the college demand at least the posses-
sion of the master's degree from all pr . iecti appointees, and. if
possible, sonic experience in college c g. It recommends also'
that appointments to full professorships be reserved for those who
have attained the advanced graduate degree, or who have earned such
appointment by unusual work in research or by exceptional teaching
ability.

In order that the purpose of these recommendations regarding a
permanent policy of faculty appointments may not be misconstrued,
the commission desires to affirm its belief in the devotion and high
scholastic-ideals of the present faculty of the College of Hawaii. The
limited number of the present teaching. body has allowed careful
selection in individual cases, s&-that the standard of academic effici-
ency has been on the whole well maintained.. This condition, how-
ever, does not obviate the necessity of adopting a definite policy
hosed on the maintenance of.high collegiate standards in the Making
of f Mitre-appointments. . 't

Research is generally regarded .as one of the most imfmrtant fine...
tions of II State university. Thejact tikt the Territorial institution
has until the present time bornfahe name of college foes not affect
this essential obligation to its constituency. The reseitroh work of
President Dean, assisted by members of the department of chemistry,.
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on the subject a a cure for leprosy, is a striking example of this
benefit ivliieh may come toNNQuununityitnd to the whole world from
a Setae educational institution through the researches of its faculty.,
If a cure for leprosy has actually been discovered, as now seeMsto
be reasonably certain, the College of Hawa,ii has by this aetivity.
alone justified its support by the Territory and has .made a distin-
guished contribution to science and to the welfare of mankind. Of
the 18 other faculty members 11 report no researchocontribut ions dur-
ing the past.two years. The remaining 7 have submitted 16 titles.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the leadership of the new Utti.
versity of Hawaii, in both the academic and practical fields. will
depend greatly upon the-yroductive activity of the faculty. Pog
this reason it is all the more necessary that can, be used in selecting
for future appointments men whose scientific and professional train-
ing is thorough and who have shown particular promise of creative
ability and productive scholarship. The continual :tddithm of per-
sons of this typeetill do much to make up for the distinct disadvan-
tage under which the faculty of the institution labors in being en-,
tirelv withdrawn from opportunity for professional asso4:iatiOn with
the great bOdy of its colleagues on the mainland. .

IZE3it INERA'FION, RELATIONS, ANo worm or FACULTT.

The salaries of college fdculty members should unquestionably he
large enough to attract to'the pr4sion persons of studious habit
and thorough preparation with the basic impulse to teach. They
should be large enough to insure 'for this type of individual o life
reasonably frets front financial worry. The profession of teaching
never has been and doubtless never will be an avenue to wealth. This
condition is commonly known and generally accepted 'by all those
Who enter it. Before the outbreak of the Great War college profes-
sors were genettilly looked upon as underpaid. Within the last four
or five years conditions have becom and-colleges in numbersr-InApps,
have responded to the absolute necessity or inetgasing salaries. The
following table shows avgrage salary conditions four years ago:

A remge wel.rionow mu/ mirrimmoo wheriem hi 90 Mute palleir$ and unirerxitirx im
1915-16.1

Pleitions.
tinder N.

'Nnmboy

31 to 30.

of mrrnhers in

31 to 100.

family.

Mt to MI. Over 200,

President 0,828 114,528 ' s3 0 .1 SEW 8, al
Deans, maximum 2,030 2,089 3,051 3 100 5,128
Deans, minimum 2,014) 2,238 2,100 22,u,4 3,147*Professors, maximum-2,473
Professorsodnimum 1,7C

2,300
1

?.645
1,8-3

",770
i,ggi

44 4,189
2..255,775

.kssociate pcoicascre, maximum ..--1,780 1,825 1,12^- 2,043
Associate professors, minimum 1.347 1,360 1,491 1,700

,530.
1,7A

.1sidetant professors, maxlmirm 1,514 ..**r,itsiti 1.63$ 1,750 !'1,307
Assistant prof soon, minimum 1,3511 1.383 1,314 1,3133 i. t4411

1 From "The &haat ional System of Smith Dakota," hull. 1013, NO. 31, r..s Bureau of F: flan.
'in the InsktritY of rases the pre4iient's noose is abio pros leked.
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Authorities agree in stating that the cost of living has risen from
so to 400 per cent -during the past four or live y,ears'. Unfortu-
nately the increase in professorial salaries has beeli by no-means so
great. A few instances of 50 per cent salary-increases arc recorded
within this period mid numerous others are planned.. In- general.
however, it is probable that n revision to date of the table just given
would show :in -average increase of loss than 50 per cent.

In obedience to tile necessities of the situation the board of regents
of dr College:of Hawaii in the fall of 1918 established the following
say-y schedule : Full, professor. maximum $3.600. minimum
assistant professor. maximum $2,400, minimum "3,100; instructor.
maximum 81.800.

fioni the standpoint of average sa ries in similar institu-
tions on the mainland as determined front. ) State colleges and uni-
A-4,4 ies as lust given, these salaries are, roughly speaking, about 50
per rent higher than the mainland average of 1915-16. Thi.4 in-
cise:Ise is ally justified by the increased cost of living. The College
off rt is. then, paying salaries approximately comparable and
eolial 14, those pail by similar institutions on the mainland. While
they are doubtless inadequate when compared with the incomes en-
joyed by men in other professions, they are fairly in accord with
the 14.eselit college practice. It must he remembered. however. that
unusual inducements may often be necessary to bring the highest
tyre of scholar to the islands and to keep him. in a position se) remote
from the broader professional field.

The cost of travel to Itawaii. with the transportation of family
and household tliects. is a, eonsiderable item, and the east of living
shows as yet nvigns of decreasing. It would not he surprising if .

the next two or three years prove the necessity for an additiohal
rea.,e in salaries at the stew University .of Hawaii.

1 II tdiwyr of appointment and dismissal of faculty members rests
lealle with the board of regents. The board has by resolution Me
gated to the president the Tower of employing all instructors below
the grad 4; of assistant professor., A governing board consisting of
faculty members has recently been organized and appointments to the
higher faculty positions are recommended by thin board through the
president to the board of regents. Dismissals, which have been but
few in number during Decent years, have been handled by the board
of regents and the president. 'Thetas seems to be a desire on the part
of the tulininistration to share with' the -faculty responsibility for
the determination of faculty relations to the institution. The feel1

'The Connotation undetstootlo that these limits arc` ntetter of tanventent
practice than of Ironclad lot,isletIon, nod that t t to ot of:antonal exmptlints for
exue le; as wont. reserved.
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ing in the institution is.apparently harmonious, and no grave cases of
dissatisfaction were 'alright to the attention of the commission.

The estimation of- the teaching load is. always a very difficult prob-
lem. So ninny imponderable:factors enter into the situation that any
purely mechanical method- of measurement will give only approxi-
mately correct results. Nevertheless it is often necessary in tt ad-
ministration of every educational institution to adopt some method
of comparison of the teaching load borne by various faculty mem-
bers. both in order that injustice may be avoided and that funds may
be efficiently apportioned. estimating the teaching loads of
faculty members the Bureau of Education has adopted a unit called
the " student clock hair." It may be defined thiis: One student under
instruction inlecture, quiz. or laboratory for at least :)11 Minutes net
represents one student clock hour: for example, therefoge, 20 students
meetink foul- hours a week in recitation .represent SO student clock
hours. The student (lock hour reckons laboratory. lecture, and 'quiz
exercises equally hour for hour. For instancy. a student spending
one hour in lecture, one hour in quiz., and four hours in laboratory
in a week can be counted as receiving six student !lock liars of in-
struction. The following table illustrates conditions at the College 0
Hawaii:

faculty (luring fixt ,f VI- ?0, 11,1

_ . .

Title. Pepattnent. 1

Iteeilli-
i lion or

Anal'i"1 i lecture
I salary,

I hours
Ivey tveri,

Professor
Assistant professor

Do

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do ...

Assistant Proteloler

Engineering $3,11910 .

.40 3,000 1

Itotany ....r . . ..... ..... :1,0001
ISrleinat le hotatiy . 2,40111
Etitomolpgy 3,11011

Physics .. 3,600 I
English 3,600 ,
Chemistry 3,000 1

do s '. 7nn
Agrien 11 Ore 3,600 .

.,..do. - . ......... . .. 2,400 1.
tuthemnties amt. asi. ........... ." 3,600

Demast lc art
.eramie9 and des14,n 3,600 :

2,403
tlonsehold Faience 2,100 I
Drawing and trianiles .. :..Itemuncelangilaga.2;500 .

llislory .... . . ... J 804.) .

.

De ....... : . :
Assistant professor..

Do
Assistant
Professor.
Instructor

labtxr !cumber
of student

"lb"- sl (Went clock
rarehours in all hours

Mr seek. Per , eek.

6 In 12 175
s:1 so , 409

4 : 124 :o 262

,,jb g 1 9
25 34 I52L

4- .. 16 2.-, 132 vy
. II ' , 9 . 113 . 465

4'' 20 31. 203i
is 121 . 1154 434
5 ! 123 16 112
9 ; 12; 12 711

14 . 67 214
2 '

1 e 11
i9 12

23
192
130;

9 15 18 r- 99
0 . 11 42 1113

15 ; a ' :11

9. ti . :0 19

Total ,000 i 6,14 ! 611,
A vel agr .. . . 2,8/61.5114 ... ...... *61

I I

Tptul collegiate enrollment, Mr 107 regular, 50 slavish: averag student eloek %oars per student, 21.11.

The figures just given are valuable as an index of the distiibut ion
of the teaching load. As is usual in evertkinstitution those depart-
ments where work is required of freshmen a largely elected by them,
bear the heaviest loads, as for example the departments of English
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and chemistry. The professor of systematic botany at the College
of Hawaii is retained especially for the pirrposes.of research and his
teaching activity is merely incidental. hence the unusually low teach-
ing load.. Under the elective system it is a matter of considerable
difficulty to gain any great degree of uniformity in the teaching load
as indicated by the studtznt clock Muir. It Is. however, possible to
establish for purposes of 4.0mparisim- a theoretically proper average
term load. The investigation Arl#ch the Bureau. of Education tai
made of various institutions throughout the country has led .it to

'qiggest .

that in nn institution where research work Is encouraged and expectell It is
reasonable to expect also a dtpa r11111411 al average ,1* 250 student clock hours
per instructor per week. This, it is believed, might he a fair working ave -
age for the larger modern State universities. In a list Inethely undergraduate
college, on the other hand. Ivhere research is Ihniii%d and where little or no
graduate work is conducted, a departmental average of MO student clock board
per instructor Is regarded as a reasonable norm. if this connection It Is worth
while io note that usually an Instituting whose program is Made up largely of
lai,oramry work will generally record a\lotrirer number of student clock hours
la r .instructoWan an institution most 01 AV 110,4' po.gratu consists of non-/
lahoratomiNnies.' .

At the University of Nevaila (the survey of which has just been
I 'noted ) the average number of student clock hours per instructor fOr
the whole institution was during the first semester of the year for
which the survey was made, 221.6; and.in the second semester, 218,
The lunge of departmental averages was from 27 to 45 At the
State Vniversity of Iowa the averapimmber.of student c oek hours
per instructor Tor the year 1914-15 waS 252; at the Iowi State Col-
lege of- Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 312; at the University of
Washington, 3331; at the Washington State College, 214.4. The
range of,departmental averages was at the StateVniversity of Iowa'
hem 71 in Greek to 501 in geology; at the.University of Washington
from 94 ill mining engineering to 048.4 in zoslogy.

No such extreme conditions of overloadinta re to be found at the Col-
lege of llawali, and the general average per instructor of 202+ is dis.-
tinctly lower. than that found at any other institution surveyed by
the bureau. This is quite evidently explainable by the fact that the
College of Hawaii enrolls at present fewer students than any of OW
othtr institutions surveyed. There must necessarily be a definite
minimum of overhead in the matter'of deli-ailments ancitinstructors
in order to establish a collegiate course at'all. Were only 50 students
to attend; this minimum could nevertheless hardly be reduced,
although-the machinery set up could well take care of 200 studenti
without exceeding the allowable- ter* load per instructor as ex-

-L.--
Survey of the 14Iverstty of Nevado. Bureab of Education. Bull., 1917. No. 19.,
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pres;ied in student clock hours. The commission believes that the
present faculty of the college of Ilawaii does not exceed-in number the
minimpin absolutely necessary for the conduct of courbies of the type
gig p. The present average of 203+ student clock hours per in-
structor indicates, however, that the maximum limit of students for.
the present faculty has not been entirely reached, i. e., from 21 per
cent to 50 per cent more stgudents could be efficiently instructed by the-
faculty as aUwesent conAtituted.

.11111; 1)1:01'u t:1) EXPAN:,1()N.

hi view of what has just been said the proposed addition to the
faoulty of a number of new departments and new instructorsl for
the purpose of citahlishing a course inliberal arG may at first glance
seem unwarranted. This. however, is not believed to be the case. A

- glance at the list of existing (lepaftments, as indicated in the last
table, shows that the prospective student at the. College of Hawaii is
limited almost exclusively to zeientiiii. and technical suleots in his
choice of courses. For the student of nonscientific inclinations the
present organization as a school of " arTiculture and mechanic al'(:
offers prissibilities for study so limited that this factoriTtsr144.ccog-
nizea as one of the real reasons why the attendance at the Ci41ere of

. Hawaii has not, until the present year 7 shown the hoped-for iicrew;e.
The establishment of a. college of 'liberal arts will give to the institi!
tion that foundation of basically importantcouirs upon AV licit all
specialized study of a technical or professional nature depe ds, and
on which varioiij types Of extension work can be Nilt up. It will
give to the boys and particularly to the girls of the islands the otipor-
tunity to secure at home'the same type of general college training
which, can, now be found only on the mainland, and it should `unques-
tionably serve .as the means, for increasing the attendance of the in-
stittition and its usefulness to the community.

There is appended befewith a tentative outline of the new di:ipart-.
ments contemplated, as they are now being consicfe4d by the faculty'
of the college. For this Purpose a fund of $35,000 appropriated by
the Territorial legislature is available:

-
NEw DEPARTMP:NTs Pit0P0s1.11

Proposed addlons to present courses offered:
Kronoinies.Aosouniing, money, banking and extliange; ariv:u urtwomi4-2.
ifixtory.1History of Japan; ht*tory of China hNtory- of Hawaii: Amerienn

volistitutional history.
Guren4144.-"General freshman course on American institutiom; munielisiii-

goverunat ; modern Europan governments; Aftiatic goveruni &'nts.

Students entering 14 the fall of 1019 were declared ellglIl for the new man In arts
tnd Rciencem to be established in 1020.

. .
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(Gre,o/ogy..:V.Iviiuced cour.k..; water re,k)ure :411tlios.
Lanynayex.Hawaiiiin; Clihiese; JapanoAh; Latin.
riqtliAh.Argumentlition.,
No( ja/ sciescre..11thrl.polozy Icziorg.),; sd)4.114(4 y; swain! wori: ; Chine Ap

s4R;ial :-..k.stenis; and Japa114..;:e social systems.
Phi/ox(!phy. p8yekolf)gy. (rnil edifention.--111s-tory philoophy:

)114114)gy; history 4 t e.duation.

,Several of the proposals.made above a-re unique in American higher
4ducation and deserve clover attention. It is, for instance, especialb-

'fitti,T* that the University of Hawaii, should preserve and teach the
miti . Hawaiian language, as well as Chinese and Japanese, both of
high commercial value. The histories also of Hawaii, China, mid
Japan ape of immediate practical usefulness. The department of
guk eminent may well acquais the people of the i:41ands with Asiatic
s .steins of governnient. and the department of social science is *al-
in:). with an important local question when it teaches something of
tin' oriental social systems. Such recognition of local needs and eon-
ditiorts is is indicated by these proposM adaptations of traditional
college education to the life of the institution's constituency, is wholly
commendable. It,is unnecessary to point out the opportunity thus
afforded by contrast for an mausuidly- intensive presAtkationof those
principles upon which the American State is'founded.- A public in-

f higher education, teaching symplithetically the languages
and ciis ms of closely associated alien peoples,. but emphasizing
Americ ism in these very teachings, may soon establish in Hawaii
o patriotic intellectual leadership which will help materially in pro-
ducing good American \citizens.

sTI-DENT ATTENDANCE.

The enrollment of students at the College of Hawaii has never beeil
large. The reasons for this may be summarihed under five heads:

1. The comparatively*mited field: The population of the Terri-
tor.y, as shown by the census of 1920, is 249,999, exclusive of the Army,
Navy. and Marine Corps. The geographical location makes'14tend-
ance from .outside the Territory practically

2. The difficulty experienced by a large part of the population in
securing high-school training, owing to disttfnce of residence fitoni ex-

.
isting iligh schools.

The, lack. up to the present time. of courses at the collegi, for
nonscientific students, i. e.. of a college of liberal arts.

4. The comparative newness of the institution ma lack of know',
edge of its actMties.

the strong local trailition of sending islapd students to college
on.the 'mainland.

de,

.4or
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In spite of these things. the attendance at the College of Hawaii
has shown a Aead increase. as witnessed by the following figures for
the 'five-year period just past :

lit ,I 11(1 /Ca ii.

Year.
St Weals.

Re irr. Spec 'al. Total.

1915-16.
1916-17
1 917-D4

39 ,
44 ;

61 :

46
66
59 ,

105
110
120

1918-19 SI ; 43i 124
1919 -'10 107 ! 59 1 168

It will be of interest to consider in a little more detail the causes
which operate to limit the attendance of the college. Comparison
with conditions on the mainland shows at once that the limited
population of the Territory is not in itself the only reason for small
attendance. The State of Nevada, with a population not half so large
as that of the Hawaiian Islands, sent 204 students to the University
of Nevada in 1916. South Dakota, with a population only a little
more than twice as large as Hawaii, enrolled about f400 regular
students, residents of the State., in her three State institutions. North
Dakota, with'a little less.thar6 three timys,the population of Hawaii,
reg. isteml 1,445 native students in her university and agricultural
college.: Evicl'elttiy`, thett, the,Territory with its present population
offers A field' Outhericallyi sufficient for the support of a public
institution of higher educiition):omparahle to those of a number of

'the smaller States onAlle m'a*rand.
The bigh-sehoel situation preSents a more serious condition. ,While

,

Nevada had 19 four-year public high schools at the time of, the
human's Survey, Hawaii has but 4. On each of the istands..aicon-

i
siderable part of the population is so remote fromhigh-school facili-
ties as to render it impossible for children, particularly of the poo'rer
classes, to attend. An extension of the presenOligh-school, System
is one of the first prerequisltk for.:!ncreasing Ole attendance at the

. College of Hawaii. (See discussion,-''Ohttp. II:) s
The probable effect of the establishynent:Of ,artSieourse

upon the attendance has already been discussed.--Thrit..wiil doutitless
also hiiVe a .marked effect upon. the efinAitionsiindicatedaDove in the
last two reasons for lim,Md grids tee, sibuttion:- may be

6stnimed up briefly as follows-; hat 'a Attflinat pcpulittion
";warrant the support of higherto( tieatIp4oLintititu 'on. , StOvuti
institution. however, must ftitthiali,414iocionit:ii> for' .ali;I'vpor.4fittli&...._,

. :z t6'. 71

.
4t;
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dents. If this be clone, it is only reasonable to believe that the
university will gradually attract more and more students of the type
who now attend college on the -mainland:although the attraction of
the mainland will always be an important factor in 'limiting the at-
tendenee at the local institutions Most important of all, however, is
the strengthening and popularizing of secondary education by giving
bett.r and more accessible opportunities for high-school work.

*S1 /URCES NI) CoNI PosITiON OF 3- to: STUDENT. BOOT.

The entering class at the College of Hawaii, in the fall of 1919,
numbered 47 men and 7 women. made up racially as follows:

Caucasian, 26; Chinese, 20; Japiinese, 6; Hawaiian, 1; Korean, 1;
total. 54.

Of these 54 students 31 came from local private schools and 19
from the Territorial public high schools. The analysis of sources of
attendance follows:

From local private schools:. Punahou. 13; Mills. 5: St. Louis, 10;
Honolulu Military Academy, 1: tutors, 2; total,

From Territorial. high schools: McKinley, 13 Maui, 2 Kauai, 1;
Hilo, 1; normal school. : total. 19.

From the mainland, 4; grand total, 54.
In judging these figures there must be borne in mind the extremely

important part which the private schools \of the Territory play in
secondary education. Nevertheless the student contribution of the
public high schools, normally the main feeders. of a State college or
university, remains unusually small, partichlarly in view of the fact
that the high schools enroll a' considerably larger total number of
students than the private schools. The small number of students
from the islands other than .Oahu seems to indicate that the Terri-
torial college is insufficiently known and its advantages little ap-
preciated outside of Honolulu itself. That these conditions are not
limited 'to:, the freshman class alone is shliwn by the figures for the
entire body of regular students, consisting a 01 men and 16 women:

races.Caucasian, 53; Chinese, 36; Jgpanese, 13; Hawaiian
:and part Hawaiiati, 2; Korean, 3; total, 107.

secondary schools.Fom local private schools: Punabou, 24;
Mills, 11; tit. Louis, 15; Honolulu Military Academy. I; Iolarti, 3;

'Priory, 1; tutorv, 4; total, 59. From Territorial high schools: Mc-
304i Maui, 4; Kauai., 1; Hilo, 1; normal schuot; 3; total, 39.

From. the txliLinland, 9. -Grand,total, 107.
.0f the total :number of 3107 regular students, a glance will show

that.92 come fromr.schoolsin the city of Honolulu, 9 from the main-
: Isla add on103 from the other islands. This condition is unnatural

.; and diftieultiot exi)}anatipti. 'sit is perhaps partly due to the fact
.

1ca4 r-t2o.--Li9
?'
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that the college. has no dormitory facilities. Theommission, more-
over, is unable to learn that any organized or consistent effort has
ever been made by the college authorities to tiresent.the telvantages
of the Territorial institution to the students of the high schools on

. . the outlying islands, and it feels that this is perhaps in part
i

respoa-i
.sble for the small attendance from these sources. The commission
recommends that iv-definite and continuous program of publicity be
maintained by the colleges in order that secondary school students.
both in Honolulu and particularly on the other islinids. linty be
informed of the advantages to be gained from attending college and
of the courses offered at the local institution. Such efforts might
take the form of talks by the president anti by faculty members. the
circulation of descriptive literature. and the enlistment of the inter-
est of high-school teachers and principals by personal contact ;old
by acquaintance with the personnel and the activities of th:

LNTI:ANUI: ca;(/1

The current catalogue (1919-2o) of the college ecognize; three
classes of students: (1) Regular students: (2) special students: :lad
(:1) graduate stutlents.

Candidates for admission as regular students may secure entrance
in any one of three ways:

- I. By presenting a certifietne of gratimit ion from a standard
accredited high school or other institution of standard secondary
school grade.

By transfer from another college or university.
:t. By presenting 15 approved entrance cretlits or their equi% a lent.
The commission has gone over in detail the entrance credits of all

the regular students admitted in September. 1919. anti finds that the
requirements of 'one of the-three entrance methods as stated abve
have been satisfied in all cases. It is necessary. however, to call
attention to the fact that the statement of the first method by which
entrance may be Secured leaves room for considerable divergence of
practice, due to the fact that there is no evident basis for accrediting
high schools or other secondary schools in the Territory. As a result
the gr,aduates of all schools giving four-year secondary COlimes have
been received upon certificate. regardless of the fact that some at
least could scarcely he Atoned as ready for college entrance in
accordance with common practice in mainland colleges.. It is only
fair to say, however, thal these cases are exceptional and that Ante
of the certificates examined would doubtless have been accepted 1;.,
the majority of colleges Admitting on the certificate plan. Those of
which criticism may be legitimately made Tall naturally into two
classes:
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.

1. Certificates of secondary-school graduates from highly special-
ized professional courses. A. few cases are on file where from 5 to CA
units of credit for purely commercial courses had to be allowed to
make up the customary 15 units. Naturally the amount of English,
mathematics, and foreign language commonly deemed advisable had
to he correspondingly cut down. Two students were admitted from

. the Territorial normal school with no attempt to evaluate their
records of highly specialized normal work according to college-
entrance standards.

-2. Certificates totaling less-than 15 units of secondary-school credit.
A few :,hell were found, three coming from Punahott, one from
Mcl: inky. I high School. and one from Mills Thigh School.

The commission realizes fully the difficulty under w ich the Col-
lege of llawaii has labored in the matter of the strict e forcement
of standard entrance requirements. Its field for recruiting'students
has been so limited that a cerAiin leniency in interpretation was per-
hps not unnatural. It has conceived its duty to be the education
of the secondary-school graduates of the Territory. and the lark in
the preparation of some of these can not justly be laid at the door
of the college. The commission believes, however. that the present
situation warrants the new University of Hawaii in assuming the
dt0 ofcareful selection of college material and'of more rigid rejec-
tion of persons inadequately prepared. Such action can not fail to
have :i good effect upon secondary education in the Territory. `pet
ritieally the commission recommends that no one be admitted as a
seconday-,chool credit for unconditional entrance or 14 units for
conditional entrance, and that the practice of accepting as regular

. otalents those who have prepared themselves in highly specialized
bush-it:05-0r normal coarse, be alatralonet1.4

SPECIAL STUDENTS.

The problem of the admission of special students has always been
a difficult one in higher education. The College of Hawaii has made
an earnest effort to decrease its number of special students who dur-
ing the earlier years of the institution's history were considerably in
the majority. A glance at the table showing the enrollment in this
college (1915-1920 sheers that while the actual number has not de-,
(Teased greatly during,the past five years the ratio of specials to
regulars has been very ranch diminished by the increase in the latter
class. The current catalogue of the college states that " Persons not
less than 18 years'of age will belermitted to the college as special
studentsno student, however. who has been in attendance at any

The continisslow I, Inforrutql tbat a n,w tivintnee plan. subatanfially is nenwii with
these tivenmendntions. has jno been adopted. by the Colleg..of
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preparatory school shall be admitted as a special student before his
class has graduated, except-by special permission of the faculty of
the College of Hawaii." A.. statement furnished by college authori-
ties divides the special students into three groups: ° (a) Former
students with good records, ;. (5) new students. high-school grad-
uates, 18; (r) maturity and obvious fitness, 27.

It is evident that a considerable portion of the 59 specials could
qualify for entrance as.regular students if they chose to do so, hence
the number of "specials" in the sense of those without college-en-
trance preparation is relatively not large. Most colleges refuse to
admit studerits of this type under 2l years of age.

selIDI.AsTIC STANDARDS AND REQUIRI.31ENT:4.

Inquiry shows a remarkably small number of students excluded
from class work for failure, and but few cases of persons dropped
from college for the same reason. It is difficult for those not in

close daily contact with the work of the institution to judge this con-
dition adequately. Undoubtedly the presence of numerous_students
of alien (participarly of oriental) races tends to increase the earnest-
ness of student effort. Most colleges, however, find it of advantage to
have some definite minimum limit of scholastic. accomplishment, in
order that those not qualifying to this degree may,bb separated from
the institution. The adoption of some such plan is Suggested its a
topic for faculty discussion.

The regulation of the student's term load is also a matter worthy
of careful consideration. A feeling was expressed by some faculty'
memberS that too much freedom is allowed in this respect and that a
definite maximum limit should be put upon the amount of work which
students be allowed to carry. Investigation of the schedules of the
student body gave the following results: Five students are carrying
21 hours; one student is cakying '23 hours; one student is carrying
26 hoth's; four students are carrying 28 hours.

All others carry 20 hours or less, the majority of Schedules calling
for 17, 18, or 19 hours. While these figures seem high, as compared
to the standard schedule of 15 or 16 hours common to the.liberal arts
course of the mainland college, they are not in excess of the require-
ments in many engineering schools. Again, the purely local elements
of racial ability and application, outside work, etc.. make it difficult
for any but those in close daily contact with these problems to solve
them wisely. That they should be solved by faculty study of the whole
Situation goes without saying.

Them dame" are not oltogetlo.r mutually ext.ttove- -sonic Iu OW lost group on
college graduate'.
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It is a tribute to the quality of the work done at the College of
Hawaii that transfers have been readily made to many good main-
land.eolleges and eliat the students thus transferred have maintained
good records there. The record of such transfers during the years
1917-1919 (three years) include: West Point, 2; lloston'University,
2: University of California; 3'; Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1;
-University of Utah, 1; Cornell. 2; University of Iowa, 2 ; University
of Illinois. 1: University of Louisiana. 1; Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. 1: 'Leland Stanford. 1: Dartmouth, 1; Harvard, 1;

Columbia. I: University of Michigan. 1.

Tut: Grua-ATE..

. St' ing testimony to the.1-Aiggle for existence which the college
has had during its first decade is.borne.by the fact that in this period
only 3:1 bachelor degrees have been given, 6 to women and 27 to men
(also 2 master degrees).

Racially the graduates ore divided as follows: Caucasian, 17;
(hinese; 8; Chinese-Hawaiian. 1: Hawaiian, 1 ; Korean. 2; Japa-
n,-e.

Ily occupations the division is: Engineering practice. 9; sugar
chemists.:); chemists not on, plantations. 3: high-school leachers, 2;
grade-school teachers..1; Station staff,
research agriculturist (Ohm Plantation). 1: assistant secretary Ha-
1;iiian Board of Fire Insurance Underwriters, 1; registrar College
of I 1 wa 1 : qntomologist, 1 ; clerk, United States Navy, 1; agricul-
tural work in California, 1; women, married, 2: unknown, 3.

While the quantity of the college's product has been very small,
it evident that those graduated have been largely absOrbed into
positions of usefulness in the Territory. This is after all the best
test of the institution's efficiency. The problem for solution during
the next decade is to increase the student body and broaden the field
of activity of the new University of Hawaii. so that it may repay
the expenditures of its constituency by an ever-increasing number
of trained graduates.

INCOME FROM FERERAT; AND TERRITORIAL SOURCES.

The college derives the bulk of its income fronetwo sources, the
Federal and Territorial Governments. The income fr`om Federal
sources is given in a lump sum, with certain definite restrictions upon
the purposesfor which it may be used. The sum is now fixed, and
invariably from year to year the income, from the Territory varies
by biennial periods, It is separated into funds by the process of
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appropriation for various purposes. The sum i5 variable and fur-
:. nishes t',e element of flexibility so necessary to meet increased needs.

An analysis of income from these two main stifirces follows:

_Tw vuderor end rrrif,wio oopoloriallon.: for Pb. Von, 'I. 0oda roar.rityl of

laenicat pert.:1;.

Territorial lopetpr.a..ii.te
Total 110'i

nom- appropri.
1. te.t.mi.:. T.4:11 Tee . t

anent t. ritorial.
_ - - _ _ - -
Building:. and fixiiire"4... ..... $9,2.4.1.9

1907-1409. .... .. .1 s,:l.n00 salaries 1

; Incidental
am. pay roll ...... ..... . ti,z,.7. '.0 ,:l 1, .2,2, 01

1.. ,171111k. (4:11i I1909-1911 ... .. Aalaries and expennni } 1.,,o i.l. is) ,04.11-* 11.1l' Dairy poultry, swine 4,000.!0
1911-1913 ,w, Saldirs ainl evpenS,.., 2",""" 1 .1:1.0110.1o) et5,noa.rn111°'```'`' iMain inalcUng 75,00. no
1913-015 ,,,,,, paleries a n.1 e x lenses

-.1°°'"'"' Alluildluits and impcoverneni& V,',7:'36" ' '' :I* '11

1913-1917 Salaries and expenses 2N,(00.(" 1 y.041.0.1 i 6r,, 11)1 ftilBail:dings and improvements i s oat Oil 1

42,000.00 1 , .
1917-1919 IN). ono Salariesand ecpenses

t, tr IA. t i 1 i %Ito inlitilldlnes and I in pro% eitt011t S 12. ONO. Oil I. . ,;:ahlries and evitense4
1019-1921

104,500. on
I ion. nat Ottildines and itnprovententa 149 01M. on ll..t. :14. I k) 3.1,100 oil

1`111....rstl y rd Ifestail xi. eon. ist

Total fri0,1)90 .

l Rased en the raabliethed rate of 960,0114 annually.
?in addition She Territory lias allotted 91.15 acre: of e irrie 1 I !.. in. ell...ry al 41 et.of.".. to-

cut Valle 1, reel to be treni Si.Up to $5,00o per acre.

It is evident that until the.beginning of the biennium 191 -121
the College of Ffawaii lived upon a very moderate income indeed.
particularly in view- of the fart that tfie total biennial appropria-

----tions given above include not only current expenses. but also expendi-
tures for buildings and other pemanent improvements as well. Just
how small this income was may be seen from a study of the funds
fUrnished by Territorial appropriations as compared with similar
appropriations for higher-education in the States:

.emonof tIrprodevf for Sfalt....1pported higher cdr.01on for .-ro.h ct.non o-colfh,
hy State* MR, f. 111/4 illq r:Nrvwn1 kt. h OP ON.

1. Wyomirrg '41

2. Arizona
3. Idaho
4. New Mexico

82
. 78
.74
. fitt

5. Utah . 69
6. South Dakota . 36
7. Michigan 53
8., Montana . 53

Tennereee... . 53.
10. 't eta .51
11. Verniaig .50
12. 'Wisconsin ,45
13. New . it

I. Nevada la SO 43
15. Colorado .39
16. Nlinnesota .

17. Misteitssippi .37
IS. Oregon .37
10. South Carolina. . 37

20. Itlasaachueetta . 34

21. Florida .33
22. Kennet .33
2n. Nebraska
24. Viarhington .:13

Callioraia .:12
^(1.
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71,,,,sint expended for litale-nupported higher education for' reel+ $1.000 of
wealth. bpi .Infix. 1918, excinding .nornsol ne ools--('ontintml.

"27. Tcxas SO 32 10. Illin is $0. 15
28. Virginia .31 4i. Maryland .15
29. Maine 20 42. Mike;curi .15
30. Iowa 28 I. Arkansio .14
31. North Cantlina I I. Rhode I daipi ....;... ......... . 14
32. Ohio
31 4 ;00rLtia

.25
4),)

47). liftwa.ii. --
.

46. New Yori
.11
.10

31. 1:itucky 22 47. New .h.rKv / 06
33. North Dakota 22 48. Pennsylvania. 06
1I6 Oklahoma . t'21 ! _j. T.011iFia1111. :05
37. \Vest Virginia .. 20 o -
::N. Alabama .17 AveraL: i,:r Unitvri stat,
:N Connecticut. + 15

,
Ivxclipiin,:liawaii, .36

.

.s.
Evidently during the first decade of its existence. the College of

lIawaii was not only lacking in students but in the proper funds as
well to offer-educational inducements equal in scopeftolhose of-the'
mainland colleges. With the year 1919.a new policy seems to have
been adopted by the Territory. I, It, was evidently realized that no.
real expan4on ould he hoped for until an adeqUate investment was
mayle, The biennial budget for 1919-1921 contemplates $142,000
for buildings, an increase from $42.000 to $104.500 for salaries and
expenSe, and a special sum of $35!10(1 for new professorships and
for other expenses incidental to thekstablishment of the college
of liberal arts. The new tax income for 1919-1921 is $381,000
a- compared with $i.51.0(X) for 1917-1919. IV is interesting to note
that the new rate of Territorial expenditures raises the Territory of
Hawaii in the table just given from 11 cents per $1.000 of wealth to
GO cents. per :!;1.(104) and from forty-fifth plant to sixth among the
States of the Union.

Another eNcellent standard of comparison is by per capita re-
ceipts.

Monk of glutei nn to per coPitn receipts+ of hipbcretinentimint institutions 'sup-
ported by the Stole. normal nehooln not (included.

1. Nevail:1 . 13. Mintiesota..___.._ _ $1. 20
2. .trizona 1.90 14. Itregon. 1.10
.1 Wioniing 1.02 13. Kangas 1. 14
1. Montana 1. GO 16. Wisconsin 1. OS
3, Utali 1.33 17. New Mexico__ 1. 01
6. South Dakota 1. 52 15. Washington .09
7. Iowa _ 1.38 10. North akoto _______ _ .92
S., Idaho 1.31:1 20. .83

Nebraska 1.83 21. Delaware .87
10. Colorado_ 1.20 2.2 New Hampshire ... .77
11. California' 1.21 '23. .70
12. Michigan__ 1.20 24.. Indiana . 08
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Hunk stcx uY I., raritfi PreeirIM rrt iti!Ih( r.11II VI hill 1,,N( My-
by Ihe Stair, twin(l xehro)IN trot incisitled---('initimiol.

25. Oklahoma .

26. 31tisstieltusetis...
so. 011

.

39. New York _
40. Nerili earoliiut

Si). 29

27. Tennessee. .55 41. I:ent tieky _____ _ .26
28. Florida . .55 42. Rhode island_ __

Iintrnll 199)-19:t1 ) 43. (1eergia____ .'24
29. Ohio_ . 5:1 44. Alalrlinin _ .21
30. Illinois__ . . 45 45. Arkansas .::0
31. Maine -is 40. New Jersey. .15
32. West Virginia __ . 48 17, penns)Ivailla__ _ , 12
33. South . 13 Hawaii 11:117- 1!11!01 . . to
34. Virginia.. . 43 15. Lonislitini (19

35. Ciameetietti .:15
30. ItlissIssi ti

37. Missintri
. for slaw;

r..mpiding Hawaii)
38. Maryland .30

In view of the comparisons just given. the situation idly be.
summarized in a few %%muds: The Territory has. during the first
decade of the college's existence. notergiven it adequate financial sup-
port. The upbuilding of a State institution of higher education
means more than the mere supplementing of Federal appropriations
by sums barely sufficient to fill the most pressing needs. Tt means
more Wan the maintenance-of technical schools alone. If
the attempt is 'worth making all it is worth making thoroughly.
The constituency from which the Territorial college or univiersity
may legitimately hope to draw its students is not to be satisfied
with an institution struggling for a bare existence. If Hawaii is
to build up in its own field the kind of university to 4hich all types
of citizenship will he glad to contribute students, it must 1w pre(
pared to pay the price. i. e., it must expect to contribute as much
proportionately as do the States of the mainland to their institutions.
Not until the more generous policy of the present biennium is
definitely recognized as permanent can Hawaii hope to offer higher
etlucationai, advantages comparable in scope and excellence with

, those to be had on the mainland,. and not until this result has been
reached will the Inaljority, of her sons and daughters turn to the
local institution for college training. The Territory has already
coMmitted itself to the support of higher education. The field is
uniquely 'remote from all competition. and the wealth and popula-
tion'of the islands seem to warrant the support of a Territorial

i ve rs it y The comimission therefore recommends that the people
a Hawaii continue in the future the policy of support inaugurated
during the Argent bienniuM by taxing the wealth of the Territory
for the support of the university in a degree rensomkbly comparable
to the practice of the more liberal States of the mainland.
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'1;Ite income of the college by biennial pen ids has been given above.
An attempt will' be made here to analyze tte expenditures of these
appropriations and to secure from several angles stitements of the
cost of education in the Territotial institution. he actual total
annuiti vst of maintaining the college fir the past five years may be
useilliks a starting point. further subdivided by general purposes of
expenditure: .

.` ammo's!. of OM, WI?

Year.

erpf11fl HI, (II the Cull/ ye of Ih(11 il. 190-1919.

Pormanen1
Impm 91190rn 1.

T,:a. I men,and and
ono ri:

10) r nc1 Inn (lenern1
Operating.

lion.

004, ,24. 00 11, 400.311 14, 230. 41 012, 077. 43 146, 30S. 27 $5, flag. 12
00,554. h0 17,127. u3 4,799. 19 1(1,001. 02 46,672.07 9,953. 28
70,431. 41 072.:47 ! 5, 897.68 7, 547. 54 4 7, F.9.1. 3.5 11,431. 00
09,114. 71 5,130. £.0 9,770.25 441, 734.90 18,100. 19
7,1,042.60

.11,3413.39
1446.61 13, 139.99 0, 38S. 17 43,001.47 14,490. 18

In making surveys of educational institutions the Bureau of.Edit-
rat ion has adopted the forlowinglplan of sithilk-ision of the total ex
1;etolitures:

ron-truct ion tu141 Innils. fast rue1 lan,
n19(.91 lanai_ _ Special funds. Educational equipment

Toi 111 pendith Ext4v909:9»11141 Open' t ng pendl. 91,0 _ _ and suppliee.
s4rIce tieneral operating ez-

peneex

For the purpose of the present survey the second general title,
l:.,teiton and serrice, way he disregarded, since expenditures under
this hem' have been prod icallyaothing. The title Construction and
fond includes expenditures for permanent improvements, for direct
additns to the plant. and for furniture for new buildings. Special .

foiAnnelude prize funds and funds available only for indicated
'purposes apart itom instruction. Operating exprnditures are sub-'
divided into instrurtion (teaching salaries), educational equipment
end supplies (departmental expenditures, library, etc.); and general
operating expenses (overhead administrative salary expense, etc.)..
It is this item of operating expenditures with its three .subdivisions
ivhich furnishes the ast index as to the cost, of college maintenance.

In determining the annual average cost per student, the total
annual operating expenditures are divided by the average number

students ,iii attendance during the- college year 'September to
Oime. This hitter figure is determined by taking-an average of the'
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MaNinatitn attendances (hiring each of the-terms or srmsters,of the
year.

Ili determining attemlancc at the College of Hawaii the special
student. is-rockimed as faking one-tliird the work of the repilar
student, i. e., three.specinl students are counted as equaling one'rega-
lar student. l'hnt tl figure is approximately acotirat...dis shown lw
the fact that the average number of clock hours for e regular
student\is 26.7 and for the special student. .S6.

itl /1, I eqpihr cf..+IN el flu. Concur. 1,1 1.10-1

I.1,,
a

13-1101915-11,

1911147
1917-14
191541

ri,,,,h,,,.

I

:.1 S14, 11)4. 27
672.117

47, !4:43. 31
731.114

13, W1.67

i'vr
( a!sii A,

. ......

Irgali.
Plcitt.

9S12, 677.43
'. 10,011. s2

7, 7,97. r.1

0,776.'25
`103G.

l'cr
I carPa

5317 .2 i
ir,.,..A_
91:1. IV
1211 49

m.,)9

1.elwral
operating.

$111.i.12
9 9:,:.{. IN
`, 131. tr.)

1.;,100, I q
aKi. la

91,21S'.61 i
71,5.11
721.75 .
576.47 .'
-152.f4

l's.r .

.-tai: A. .
'.

t I I... 'I:s il '.61,1,11:1,s2 +1.4:4111
1.;; 17 !I ts,,,1'.'1. 77 I ..V.r2'''
1'27.7 I II es4, .s1...1.4 ...-.' 17)

as. 11 72,140..13 ::,..41.:,4

2..-1 i 1;.5, stk. (N , 04.43- - - - 1L _

It can not denied that, the student per capita cost al` the Col-
lege of Hawaii is ver'y_ high, higher in fact than at any other in-
stitution surveyed by the Bureau of Education. Even the figure of
:.,-;r,93.33 for the psi i 1915-19, though it represent.: a decrease Of

nearly $1.5o0 Iles student when comp:try(' to the csi. in 191 1- 15, IS
higher than should he the case 41 an in.titution

where 'normal conditions prevail. Before discussing the reasons k
this it will be illuminating to compare this figure with similarly
!niined results from other institutions.

Per opitit iwqracti,m ill thr .Iirregua
l),l ii III1101, Ill ininimilm-ma.riauw ovary.

1. Alabama Girls' Teclaticaljtistitato, 1916-17..
2. Alabama Polytechnic Ins! ule, 1919-17_
:1. Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1917-18
4. University of Nahanni,
5.*Alabanta Girls Technical Institute,11917-1g
0, Iowa State Teachers' College. 1913-14____
T. Iowa State Tetchers' College, 1914-15
g. University of Alabama,
0. Washington State University, 1914-15

10. Washington State Univervity, 1913-14_
11. South Dakota State University. 1910-17_
12. kova State College. 1913-14_
13. Iowa State College. 1914-15
14. South Dakoti State University, 1915-16_
15. Iowa Slate University, 1914-15._ _ ___..__
10. Iowa State University, 1913-14.
17. Washington State College, 1914-15
18. South Dakota salt, Scllool of Mies, 1910-17

i;r1, it

stick 54
1+1.19
153.86
155.(0.
164.74
1(B. OD

.170.00
186.30
192.77

. 1.'23.49

?II. 129

"70,00

Irel OD
%,7 .30

427500
.

50

.,..5;11. 79

_. .. :150.1,2
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19, Ivashington State College. um-1:i *4C:37
20. Arizona State University, 191%1-1(1_ _ -NM. 73
21. South Pakota Slate College, 1!111-10______ 411.=1

st,waiitt State University. 1911-15.. ___ .443.14
Ci South Dakota State College,
24. Sort10:1 State University, 19/5--111_ . ra2. 77

Soutlabalioto State School of 3111.e49.1915-1n. 32.
1..11c:.:c II;nca ti, 1.9.1S-10_ _ f,9'1.33

Wht n. considering the whole question of studem per capita euslA
tute.t he borne in mind that a great many ailments may come into

phi, to reduce or increase the figures. Thus a conotlison of dill rent
inAittioions, worViog oader different 11,Potalitions, is scarcely 'pro-
ductive absolute results. Nor ..should it be taken for granted that
the lower, the cost the more efficient the management. Nor is it always
true that the student receives the best training in the schools Nviuise
msts.Nre highest. in the light of previous surveys a figure:of .7.275
has hem suggested by the bureau as an average per capita cost for a
State institution of reasonable size and of recognized standards.
Generally speaking, this figure must be increased for institutions of
smaller enrollment and it ruts, perhaps, be, somewhat .redtteed for
larger universities. However, it shouldbe the purpose of the best
educational policy to provide :t better, not necessarily a cheaper, in-

-stitittion.
The relatively large lost of Hawaii is

'obviously due, in the first place, to small attendanc As has already
been pointed ont, a certain initial overhead expe is necessary to
establish even the most .modest college. -Most of this investment
auathl doubtless he as necessary for 50 students as for 150 or more.
It has already been shown on the -basis of faculty load. reckoned, in
student clock hours, that a considerable increase in the student body
might well he allowed without greatly increasing the teaching fo7e.
The same fact is emphasizedby a study .'f the size of the classes.

St M.' et,AsS to;"tios .VI' CIIE COLLEGE OF HAWAII.

Twenty-three sections have 1 to 5 students.
Thirteen secthits have a toll/ sttnientS.
Silteen sections have 11 lo44) students.
Seven sections have 2.1 to :;a students.
Four sections have 31 to 40 students.
I Si' SVetiOn has 61 to 70 students.

Obviously there are entirely too many smalribetions8 particularly
mseetions with five students or less, to allow the most economic* use

of faculty time. This fact should lead to an examination li51' the
faculty Of trie variety of courses offered with the question, iikouind..
as to whether u reduction in the number of ccitirses or adoption of the
plan 9f repeating work only in alternate years might. 08t perhaps be
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desirable. However, the commission by no means desires to.gi ye the
impression that it considers the administration of the college to be
an extravagant one. In fact, it believes that more money rather than
less should be expended. The present high per capita cost should be
rdieved by increasing the student boqy rather than by economizing
in salaries or teaching force. .Only by broadening the field of the
college can its appeal become a.popular one. This will add to the

ca-total expenditure, but it should also considerably decrease the per
capita cost by attracting a much larger student 41)ody tliamthe present
limited curriculum can ever hope to do.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A UNIyERSITY OF HAWAII-GR:tDU-
ATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.

The College of Hawaii at present offers professional courses in
agriculture. engineering, sugar technology, and home economics.
Under the new organization of the University of Hawaii these
courses will be grouped under the college of applied science. and a
fifth course in business and commerce will be added in that college.

The work now being offered. deserves e.xamination as to its relation
to island needs and the possibilities of extension and closer corre-
lation. The (iepartment of agriculture is hampered by a compar-
atively and by lack of cooperation with other
public agencies of a similar nature in the islands. The commission
believes that the primary object of the department, as stated in The

, catalogue, namely, "to teach the general laws governing the relation-
ship of growing crops and living animals to soil, climate, and sur-
roundings," is attained in so far as the limitations of equipment
allot. During the past two years the department has issued annual
reports which show' an extremely creditable effort to deal with the
problem of diversified agric.ulture and to undertake agricultural re-
search. However,-with a very limited income and equipme,nt and
with no funds for research, it is quite impossible for the depart-
ment of agriculture to extend its actiNgitles fax beyond the limits of
the university campus and to become a real influence throughout
the islands. Detailed consideration will be given in succeeding
pages to the general agricultural situation in'the Territory.

In the conrse in sugar technology the departments of agriculture
and engineering have combined with the scientific departments of
the college to train men for the agricultural and the engineering
phases of the sugar industry. This- course is probably unique of its
kind and undoubtedly meets the chief local demand, that for men
trained in sugar production. Its practical usefulness is attested by
the hearty cooperation of the sugar plantations in offering their
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resources for as cooperative arrangement ,for part-tiine work.by stu-
dents under ackial conditions of production as a part of he course.
A short course for men already employed on the plantations has been
very successful._ and largely attended.

The proposed departments which are to' constitute the new college
of arts and sciences 'have already been discussed. A limited amount
of graduate work is planned. The administration of the'college has

floubtedly chosen wisely in adopting this moderate plan of ftiture
development. The greatest need of the Territory in the field of
higter education will be met by the establishment of a college of arts
and sciences, and conversely this step is the wisest possible con-
structive move in building up the new university itself. The call for
graduate work or for professional schools of law, medicine, etc., is
st al so faint as to preclude the addition of these for many years to
ci Certain other professional problems are however more press-
ing, since they ire the result of insistent local demand. The two mpst
important, in the opinion of the commission, have to do with train-
* and research in agriculture, and with the demand for more thor-
ffitglp- trained -teachers in the public-school system of the islands.
They will be discussed in order.

ACENCIEs 1 s .%(;It)(1-1.11-11I, RES } ;ARCII.

The field ofilkort in agricultural -training and research in the
Territory is shared by four agencies: The Federal agricultural ex-
periment station, under the States Relations Service of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture : the Territorial Bureau of Agriculture
and Forestry, under the Territorial governnient; the College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts (College. of Hpvaii), under coin-
billed Federal and Territorial' auspices; and the research laboratory.
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, under private bontrol,
1 he latter organization 17as...had the advantage of unified and intelli-
gent private control and initiative, and of ample resources. It Os
devoted itself largely to the problems of sugar production, the
Territory's main industry, and has achieved an enviable record for
thoroughness and efficiency. Being Alder private control and, de-
voted to a single industry, it may be for the present eliminated from-
further consideration in this discusion. The field of eftort as regards
the publicly supported agencies seems to be roughly divided as fol-
lows: The College of Hawaii assumes the duty of instruction, but
has little money for experimentation; the Federal agricultural ex-
periment station devotes ite resources to research, but assumes few

duties of instruction; the Territorial bureau of agriculture and
forestry is devoted to experimentation and research (said to be in
fields other than those occupied by the Federal station), awl in addi-
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Lion assumes necessary olice 'duties in the enforcement of laws
within its jurisdiction.

The College of Hawaii has long recognized the value of proper
coordinutionbetween research and instruction; but has been unable
to secure -ahyof the Federal funds commonly available for research
in agrictilture. The Federal Carernment in its turn has not failed
to appreciate the unique value of agricultural experimentation in
Hawaii but has intrusted thiS function to the States Relations Service
rather than to the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. It is
unfortunate, but true, that these two agencies, both supported h,
Federal appropriations, have never been able to work out any satis-
factory plan of cooperation by which students of the college might
enjoy-the facilities offered by the Federal experiment station or he
which they might become of sere ice to the experiment station and the
Territory by being trained as Workers at the station.

It is not the function of this investigation to piney the blame for
this unfortunate comlition,of affairs. That an entire lack of under-
standing and of cooperation does. however. exist between the two
Federal agencies for the prombtion of agriculture is it matter of
conunon knowledge and must he openly 'recognized. The commis-
sion can not attempt to weigh the value of -the legal and personal
arguments both for and against the consolidation of these two Fed-

interests. It can only point to the fact that front an educational
standpoint there is uo question of the value Nvhich might he gained
by the students of the College of Hawaii were the resources of the
course in agriculture amplified by the free use of the facilities of the
experiment station. Whether it would be necessary to unite both
agencies under the control of the university in order to accomplish
this end depends entirely upon the willingness manifested by both
to enter into a close working agreement without such union.

The mainland shows numerous-examples of independent Federal
experiment stations and, also of Federal experiment stations under
the control of land-grant colleges. The whole question is one which
affects not Hawaii alone but many mainland States as well. The
conunission.can- only call attention to the very wasteful and unsatis-
factory conditions now existing in Honolulu and recommend that
Congress through a proper committee consider plans by which these
two functions of instruction and research.- both supported by Fed-
eral 'funds, may be brought into closer relation and their work
coordinated.

The relation between the college and the' Territorial bureau of
agriculture and forestry is of a somewhat different nature. In this
case both the Federal and the Territorial Governments- are repre-

-sented. . Also, the Territorial bureau exercises numerous functions
which dO not fall within the province of an educational institution,
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as, for example. police power. There is no doubt, however, that
tuanyd)f the activities'of the bureau would furnish excellent training
for college students with eventual benefit to the Territory. It is
food for serious thought that the College of Hawaii has been able to
establish closer cooperative relations with the only private organza-
lion in the titIld, the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Experiment Station.
than with either of the two Organizations supported by the people at
large. As examples may be mentioned the cooperative arrangement
h \\ filch college students in the course in sugar technology work
during part of their training on the Plantations or in the experiment
station of the Sugar Planters . Association: also. the short course
prently given at the' college for plantation men ender the joint
au-pices of the college and the Hawaiian Sugar Planto1C2 Experiment...Station.

NEVI) r(11: uvi*Nixt: oleo 5c10,1.5.

The proper training of an adeipiate teaching force within the Ter-
ritory is one of the most serious problems which confronts the public
e hiat ional system of the islands. It is discussed 1,t length elsewhere

he survey .report. it falls Nvitllin the province of the study of
lligher education only in so far as it may be feasible to use the re-
sources of the College of Hawaii in bringing about its solution. At
present no secondary-school teachers are trained in Hawaii. That is.
all teachers in private and public secondary schools musbe imported
foam the mainland. such a condition is inisicalky wrong, particularly
in view of the fact that sources of supply on the mainland are for
iia most part inadequate to satisfy the demands of their own con-
stitoencies. The sonnuission believes that this duty of training sec-
on. da ry teachers is one of the most :important demands now facing the
University of Hawaii. The addition of it strong department of edn-
(Atoll to the new college of arts andseiences would enable the uni-
versity to accomplish the task satisfactorily, at least until such time
its tit; members in training warrant the establishment of a college of
education as a separate unit of the university. For the snores of such
a plan the cooperation of the public school system is inilispenSible.
The coll.mksion recommends that the board of regents of the uni-
versity take the initiative in the formation of a training course for
secondary-scluxd teachers by inviting the cooperation of the public-
school authorities in the consideration of a cooperative plan similar
to that in use at the Teinliers' College of the University of Cincin-
nati.

The resources of the College of Ifaaii have not in the past given
opportunity for the larger development of the research function.
Neverrhele,:s this function is justly, recognized as part of the dept
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, Nth a State institutir of higher education must repay to its con-
stituency. The practical trend of research work in an institution of
this type is a not unnatural result of the attendant circumstances.
The great debt which Hawaii and the entire oriental world owe to
the College of Hawaii for its researches in leprosy and its cure, has
already been mentioned. Numerous other fields of local importance
are open, and it is here particularly that the first developments in re-
search most be made. The administrationluts not been blind to these
opportunities as is evident in the acquirement of the aquarium in
Kapiolani Park for research in marine biology,.and in the arrange-
ment recently completed with the Bishop Museum for securing a high-
grade man to function as professor of biology and director of the
len rine laboratory recently provided for by a !lift from the,('.
Cooke estate. the museum to axt as a depo:4tory for his systematic
collect ions. Other obvhms fields for research. such as tropical agri-
culture. Polynesian languages. history. etc.. have already been Men-

ioned. The boiird of regents should undoubtedly continue to recog-
nize such functions as part of the legitimate duties of the university.

stIvot: To rim (.01 II N ITY.

The most serious problem confronting the University of Hawaii
is that of extending- its sphere of-usefulness until it touches tin daily
lives of the greatest possible number of the Territory's inhabit:tut:4.
With such functional extension should go, hand in hand, an adequate
service of informhtion ,in ordetithat the university's supporting con-
st it ueney may become aware of the services which they have the right
to ask-and which the institution is ready-to furnish. The gravest and
nost frequently repeated criticism of the college which the cotnmission
heard during its stay in the islands was the charge that people in
general knew very little about it and its activities and consider it in
the light of a function of government conducted for a select few alone.
No one except those in charge of the institution's administration can
correct this condition. It is a well-proved fact in educational ex-
perience that the tax-supported institution owes to itself and to it%
constituency the duty of building up in its comninnity a desire for
the educational facilities which it has to offer. It has not the right
to assume a " take-it-or-leave-it"- attitude, as the private institution
sometimes does. It must he an active force for education, not merely
a passive source of supply, and above. all it must assume the burden
of informing its supporters as to what they may expect to receive from
its resources in men and materials.

Analysis shows two reasons for the not-unfounded criticism which
has been directed against the college in this regard. The first lies in
the lack of funds in the past for carrying on extension activities of any
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kind. The Territory of Hawaii was eliminated from the provisions of
the Smith-Lever Act, and it will doubtless require an amendment to
this act of Congress before the Territory is legally entitled to share in
its benefits. As regards Territorial funds, the college has never had
any appropriation for extension work, though from time to time small
amount-' taken from the office maintenance fund have been used for
such purpOses. The second reason is probably to be found in the
mass of detailed work which has centered in the president's office,
leaNing that executive but little time fosiigny constructive plannitg
of extension actkities. Whether vigorAr effort a number of years
ago might not have I '4 rrected both of these conditions is a, question
Ivilich has been several times asked of the commission. The answer
is of little importance at the present time. Of utmost importance,
however, is the necessity of adopting a definite policy ,for the future
of extension work in its broadest interpretation. In this particular
phase Of the situation the commission is vitally interested and desires
to offer a few suggestio' ns.

The main indlistry of Hawaii is agriculture. The sugar industry
(and to static extent the pineapple industry) has already provided
amply for its own scientific needs through private funds. While
this liirgely preempts the research, field, yet it need not be a bar to
work of a similar nature it the university nor to extension courses
like that just given to sugar planters. However, it is neither the
sugar nor the pineapple industries which particularly require the
help of the best facilities of public higher education. Rather it is
the small homesteader. constantly increasing in numbers; who needs
scientific guidance in his attempts at diversified agriculture. When
the United State entered the World War there was established a
Territorial Food Commission, of which President Dean, of the
College of 'Hawaii. acted as executive officer for it few months. At.
that time a system of county agents was organized throughout the
islands. Although the governor continued this county-agent system
tinder the auspices of the college for a time, the legislature declined
to make it a permanent institution. At the same time the Federal
experiment station has a Federal appropriation for agricultural ex-
tension work and maintains two substations, while the last legis-
lature provided funds for the erection of an agricultural experiment
station on Hawaii with the understanding that this is to be under
the direction of the college.'° ,

Until the division of Federal authority can be adjusted by legisla-
tion or by a mutual understanding, the whole problem of extension
work in agriculture is a difficult one to solve. The situation in many
of the mainland States, however, seems to justify the recognition of

IL_
keaMal of PremIdent Dean to the Federal Survey Commloglon.

10146*-2P----20
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the combined college of agriculture and mechanic arts and the Terri-
torial university as the proper agency to take the lead in this work.
The commission therefore recommends that the Territory encourage
the establishment of agricultural extension work in its various recog-
nized forms in connection with the University of Hawaii, and that,
the university authorities use every means in their powei to extend
the benefits of this activity to the agricultural interests of the
Territory.

The duty of the university to its extra-mural constituency does not
maw here. Every problem which has to do with the welfare of the
Territory and its inhabitants is a legitimate subject of university
interest and a possible field for university activity. The racial situ-
ation and the labor conditions arising therefrom bring opportunity
for social service of an unusual type. Hawaii realizes that her labor,
once ignorant and sulanisive, is demanding more and inure, not only
in wages, but also in recreation, education, and environment. As a
result the plantations on the various islands are becoming intere-ted
in matters pertaining to the welfare of their laborers and their
laborers' families. Hence demand is arising for people who have
been trained in welfare work of all kinds. Here is patently an op-
portunity for the university To render a broadiservie by training
persons for such work with the population of the islands as a work-
ing laboratory.

The task of adult education 16 now generally recognized a'- a

proper part of the work of the college or university. Such education
is usually given by the evening-class method in the larger centers of
population, and is pursued by those who, occupied during the day. are
willing to use leisure'hours to gain or supplement a college educa-
tion. Maturity and the study of necessary prerequisite subjects (if
any) form the only entrance requirements. While such classes often
tend to become somewhat " popular- in nature, intelligent elimina-
tion of the unlit allows the possibility of doing work deserving of ol-
lege credit. There is undoubtedly room in Honolulu for classes of
this kind under university direction. Probably also each of the other
larger islands could support classes in carefully chogen subjects of
general interest in its largest center of population. In such work the
university is freed from the competition of the mainland colleges.
the remoteness of the island necessarily diminishes the oportunities
feental and intellectual improvement which the inhabitants of
the mainland enjoy. It also diminishes; the number of distracting
elements in the form of popular amusements. The University of

,Hawaii should find an unitsuallylertile ground in which to sow the
seeds of such extension work. The people of llowniir old as well as
young, have. in their turn, the right to look to their university for
intellectual stimulation and leadership.
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comparable to the scientific service proposed for the inhabitants
of rural districts through extension work in agriculture is the benefit
which might come to the people of the entire Territory and of llono-
lulu in particular. by'the establishment of a Territorial bureau of
tests at the university. The equipment now at hand in chemistry,
engineering. and other technical laboratories already provides the
necessary apparatus for testing both physically and chemically the
various materials and supplies purchased by the Territory or by any
of its subdivisions. The commission is not informed as to what
facilities are at present available in other agencies for bacteriological
testing. food examiliation, etc. Any such functions. tApt already pro-
Vided for, might well be assumed' by the university. The employ-
ment of a single competent man to give his entire time to public test-
ing work would. without question. represent a good investment in
the saving to the Territory made by the rejection of unworthy mate-
rials.

Under the heading of " Service to the Community" the commission
has made no effort to list ,exhaustively all the lines of possitle en-
deavor. Rather it has tried to indicate a few directions in which
eonst met ive activity might well be begun with a reasonable chance of
success. These are, to rttrapitulate. as follows: 1. agricultural ex-
tension work: 2. training social workers for local needs: 3, extension
classes for adult education: and 4. establishment of a bureau of tests
(chemical. physical. etc.).

The commission recommends that the university begin to solve its
problem of making its campus "Territory -wide" by the adoption of
the suggestions just mane. It is.realized, however...that no advice
from outside sources can equal the wisdom gained by long-continued
study of the local situation by the university authorities themselves.
Hence it would ultimately serve best to meet the needs of the Terri-
tory were the administrative officers and faculty to devote themselves
from year to year to careful consideration and analysis of Hawaii*s
conditions, with the one end of service in view. The commission feels
that it is not putting the case too strongly to say that the very life
and success of the university depend upon its broad conception of
this duty.

SERVICE TO THE PAN-PACIFIC STATES.
i.

Not alone should the University of Hawaii seek td makemake its campus
"Territory wide." but the commission believes that with Vision and
energy the University' of Hawaii can become the university of the
Pan-Pacific. Already a commendable movement is well under
initiated, and fostered' by farseeing citizens of Hawaii. looking
toward the winning for Hawaii the honor of being designated as the
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natural meeting place for sessions of joint commissions and of scien-
tific. social. and educational groups made up of leaders in their re-
spective lines of the several countries bordering on the Pacific.
There is every reason for believing that the University of Hawaii, if
it were to set about it. could draw on these countries heavily for its
student body. and in turn could come tlik wield a powerful influence
in the development of the rates and peoples ,of such countries. Such
a high. purpose could well challenge the ambition of any university.

REIVRTINo To coNsTITCENtY.

Legitimate college publicity may be generally summarized under
the headings of (a) information for prospective Rtudeuts, (b reports
of conditions and activities, and (c) research publications. Under
the first title is included the college catalogue, special bulletins re- .

gariling courses, and the like. The second series comprises regular
annual reports, special reports, and general publicity matter. The
third includes scientific contributions by member:: of the faculty.
The College of Hawaii has made regular efforts to perform its duty in
the first and last respects and has regularly published a slit of annual
reports. It is in the matter of so-called general'` publicity" in which
less has been accomplished. Many of the problems and achievements
briefly summed itp in the president's reports are undoubtedly worthy
of elaboration and of wide circulation throughout time islands. It is
doubtful whether a general comprehensive report, appearing an-
nually and perhaps distributed in mite(' numbers, can reallybe said
to serve the purpose of publicitTr satisfy the perfectly legitimate
desire of the public at large to have information at reasonably fre-
quent intervals about the institution which they are supporting. The
need for frequent contacts with the general public has been met in
many institutions by the circulation in numbers of fi university bulle-
tin. published monthly or even more frequently. 'Such a publication
contains the most important student and alumni news in brief form,
plans and problems !ttf the college administration, faculty achieve-
ments and changes, and academic news of general interest. It does
not take the place of the carefully prepared annual report, but supple-
ments it and interprets the university to the general public for whom

formal report would have little interest.
No catalogues or announcements can entirely take the place of

personal contact between the high-school student and 'the college
reprepentatiVe. Most high schools on the mainland are visited an-
nually by numerous college presidents or fn'culty members. Boys
and Aids in the secondary schools of Hawaii are practically without
guidance in that most important question of deciding the life course,
after graduation from high schoolat least without guidance by
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men and women actually engaged in higher educational- work. It
should be a pritnary duty of a representative of the University of
Hawaii to visit once or twice in each year each secondary school in
the Territory in order to give prospective graduates personal stimula-
tion to attend college and in order to dicuss with them impartially

0ihe advantages to be gained at various institutions. Such visits
would stimulate attendance at the local institution as well by ,in-
fluencing a greater nninber than formerly to attend some college,
and would give to those interested the opportunity to learn at first
hand something about the Territory's own university.

The commission recommends that the new University of Hawaii
take steps to supplement' its annual report by the publication at
shorter intervals of a circular 'or bulletin of information on uni7-4
versity affairs to he distributed broadly throughout the islands. It -
recommends also that opportunity be given annually to the students
Of all secondary schools in the Territory to confer personally with
a representative of the university regarding college education in
general and the advantages of the University of Ha wail in partic-
ular, and that this opportunity be supplemented by talks to second-
ary school students by faculty members, by the circulatitin of descrip-
tive literature. and bytthe enlistment of the interest of high-school
teachers and principal; by personal contact and by acquaintance
with the personnel and the activities I if the university:

4. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

CON (rEli NINO PIREPAIIIATION puR CI )1.1.EGE ENTRA hT PUBLIC 1110H
SellooLS.

L That special effort be made at each high school to adapt the cur-
riculum of each prospective college entrant to the requirements of
the college of his choice:

2. That the soundnes.s' of Om principle of the division of students
in English as now used in the first-year work at the McKinley High
School be recognized and extended to all high-school classes in Eng-
MI where numbers warrant such procedure.

a. Tliat a specially adapted course in English be planned for the
children of non-English-speaking families, and for others of poor
'preparation and less ability, and that more time be devoted to this
work with such students, even though such action result in the necesl
city of a longer period than four years for preparation for college.

'4. That the collegeentrance curriculum as prescribed contain 16
units.

. That the class period in all high schools be extended to cover 45
minutes.

1
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B. CONCERN'S': 1111:111-:It 1:01CATION.

6. That the provision of the -Act to establish a 1"niversity of
Hawaii;' Combining the offices of president of the university and sec-
retary of the board of regents. it annulled by legislative amendment.

7. Thai a joint committee be appointed from the board of regents
of the university And the board of supervisors of the public schools
(including the president of the university and the superintendent of
schools) to formulate a plan of mutual representation best suited to
thedocal situation and to recommend its enactment 1). the legislature.

8. That a financial office be established at the College of llawai,i in
charge of a competent and well-trained accountant under the direc-
tion of the president and the board.

9. That a personal expense fund he established for the president of
thetuaiversity. to he used by him in visiting the mainland at least
once annually, and in visiting the various islands of t he 'Territory.
for the purpose of establishing contacts with the entire constituency
of the college and extending the knowledge of its work.

10. That the board of regents confer with the faculty regarding
the establishment`of a fair rotating system by which the expenses of
certain faculty members may be paid annually by the college for the
purpose of attending scientific and professional Meeting- on the
mainland.

11. That the next legislature provide funds suffivient to erect a
suitable library building and a science building.

12. T-irato.the management of the ollegellook store be divorced
from that of the library.

18. That at least one trained, full-time assistant librarian and one
or two part-time student library assistants be employed.

14. That in making future editions to the teaching staff the col-
lege demand at least the possession of the mm,-ter's degree from all
pi`rxs1)ective appointees and, if possible, sonic experience in college
teaching.

15. That appointments to full professorships be reserved for those
who have attained the advanced graduate degree, or who have earned'
such appointment by, unusual work in research or by exceptional
teaching ability.

LC That no one be admitted as a regular student who can not
offer 15 units of commonly accepted secondary. school credit for un-
conditional 'entrance or 14 units for conditional entiunee. and that
the practice of accepting us regular students those who have pre-
pared themselves in highly specialized bnsinesj or normal ourses
be abandoned.

17. That the newly inaugurated polic continued of taxing the
wealth of .the Territory for the support of e university in
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gree reasp ably comparable to the practice of the more liberal States._
of the ma' lung,..

4A,

. c. CONCEILNIN(. THI: IIINLI.OPMENT or A UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII.

IS. That Congress. through a proper conitnitte& consider plans by
which the functions of instruction and resta in agriculture. both
supported- by Federal {'lads. may be brought* into closer relation
and their work coordinated.

10. That the board of regents take the initiative' in the formation
of :1 training course for secondary school teachers by inviting the
cooperatiOn of the public-school authorities in the consideration of
a cooperative plan similar to that in use at the Teachers' College of
the University of Cincinnati.

.2o. That the Territory encotthige the establishment of agricultural
extension work in its rations recognized forms in 1onnectiun with
the University of and that the university authorities use
every means in their power to extend the benefits of this activity to
the agrioltural interests of the Territory.

21. That- the university begin to solve its problem of making its
campus "Territory-wrile- by the adoption Of the following activi-
ties: 1, Agricultural extension work: 2, training social workers for
local 'needs; 3, extension, classes for adult etlinAion: 4, establishment
of a bureau of tests. .

22. That the new University of Hawaii take steps to supplement
its annual report by the publication at shorter intervals of a circular
or bulletin of information on university affairs, to be distributed
broadly throughout the islands.

23. That opportunity, be given annually to the students of all sec-
ondary schools in the Territory to confer personally with a re.pre-
sentaiive of the university regarding college education in,general
and the advantages of the University of Hawaii in particular, and
that this opportunity be supplemented by talks to secondary-Sehool
students by faculty members. by the circulation of descriptive litera-
ture, and by the oplistment of the interest of high-school teach-.
ers and principals by personal contact and by acquaintance with the
personnel and the activities of the university.

24. That the University of Hawaii set for its ultimate goal the high
purpose of becoining the recognized university of the Pan - Pacific
Mates.



Chapter VIII.

' THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS' OF HAWAII.

CoNrEsrs. I. tIcovial conditions: Private sell...Is gionvd ; staff:414.a! infornmtion
regarding; pupils pt r tohlter; 'relatively few in high tchools; high school curriculum,:
chosen ; pupil fallurrs; training atiti..experieure ..f ten. hers. Y. Puna hou School: Work
and ;unit; curriculum coffered; coaching for college examinatiow: curricula in junior
academy a1111 eletnntary school ; organization 111111 1111111inki ratio?. ; tql111110gli and equip-
ment. 3. lienolulu Military Academy: Curricula offeni: organization and administra-
tion; buildings and equipment. 4. Mid-Pacific Institute; Establishment ; curricula:
teaching. efficiency ; administrative features: buildings toil enitlomout; needs of the
school. ft. The Episcopal schools : 'Want School; St. Andrew's l'riory ; recohuneudations.
6. Hilo Boarding School: Establishment : xork: building', sort equipment : recom-
mendations. 7. Kamehameha Schools: Founding: work offered: vocational aniorclass-

tiroom nork unrelated; organization, administration. an cos( ; posaildlities for cater
efficiency; an analysis of the schools' problems; three plans Illsoussell. S. Koliala
SchoolAnd 5Istutittolu Seminary : Last of hoarding schools for Hawaiian girls; organi-
rationlini work; dormitory plan desirable for the public spools to adopt. C lusions
and reconintorglations.

1. GENERAL CONDITIONS.

The private of the of Ilawaii occupy 'It unique
upd unusually important position in the educational system of these
island communities. This position hits been gained, in the first place,
beca'use of the zeal for education of the early missionaries and of the
organizations behind them. Flo.'k of these schools were originally
fouiided by missionary or philanthropic effort for Christian educa-
tion, and have been supp rted largely by gifts and Klowments.
Many of them still continue as mission schools, while ers though
now independent or undenominational are strongly im med with the
missionary spirit.. Several of them are among the oldest schools in
the islands. In the second place, the public school system is not yet
fully developed and can not at present satisfy the needs.of all the
'children. Because of the prestige. maintained by the earlier and
stronger private schools through the prominence which their gilid-
uates have gained, and because of the ninny superior advantages
which tlfey have been able to offer, and also because the public schools
have not been able as yet to keep pace with the growth of child popu-
lation, not only have the.older private -schools flourished, but also
many others, for the most part small' nelthiorhood schools, have
sprung up in all parts of the islands. Some Of-these are missionary
in motive, but many are purely proprietary. All these schools fall
approximately into five classes :

306
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1. Boarding schools industrial in trend or original piirpose_atid,not
giving complete high-school courses.. Examples:. Kameltatuelia
schools (boys and girls) : Hilo Boarding School (boys only) : Kohala
Girls' Sehool: Mann:min Seminary.

2. Boarding schools giving college prepa itory and liniShing
courses, as well as elementary school work. Ex maples: Mid-Pacific
Institute, including Mills School (for boys), and Kawaiithito Semi-
nary (for girls) ; Honolulu Military Acmleiny (boys only). ./-"""-

3. riay schools with boarding departments giving college prepara-
tory and finishing courses. Examples: Punahou School (coeduca-
tiolial), including elementary school, jailor academy, academy, girls'
loardieg department. and music school; Iolani School (boys only);
St. Andrew's Priory (girls only) : St. Louis College (boys only).

4. Small mission schools. Examples: Korean Mission, Chinese
Mission. etc. -

.
:. Small proptietary or " select ",schools, supported usually by tui-

tion fees only. ,

-.. .

n2vi-ersci:Nv OF PRIVATE-S(1foot, vt)PCI.AIoN.

In two of the largir---sOiools, Pah:thou and the Honolulu Military
Academy. the pupils in :Met ice are mostly Caucasian. 'fh same
is true Of most of the small poprit Or "select schools.

Punahou its pupils of other tha mcasian descent to 10
per cent. Honolulu Militalty Academy has no sac e excluding or
limiting any race or class, but its relatively high tuitiim fir&
ing rate operate automatically to exclude. allobut a small proporti
of the descendants of other than Catasians: It is mostly families of
this race who are able and willing to pay these rates.. .

In the Kamehanieha schools the population is almost exclusively
Hawaiian and Part-Hawaiian, while in Mid- Pacific it is mainly Jap-
anese and Chinese, with a liberal sprinkling of other oriental races
atto4,111twaiiatIS. The Catholic schools enroll about equal nutOirs.of
Anglo-SaxOns and Portuguese on the one hand, and of orientals,
Ilawitibls, and Part-Hawaiians on the other. The racial composi-
tions- of the EpiSeopal schools. Iolani and St: Andrew's Priory, are
about the same as those of Mid- Pacific. while in sonic of the mission
schools, such as the Korean or the Chinese. Mission. the enrollment
consists mainly of children of one particular racial descent, as indi-
cated by the name.

tASTATIONS AMONG SCHOOLS..

The.purpose of the following table is to show the very interesting
and very wide variations among the private.;chools with reference to
the several items included under the different headings.
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This table shows the names, locations, and denominational control,
if any, of all the private schools of the Territory that reported to the
department of public instruction for the year ending Decen r 31,
1919. It also shows, in order of their numbers, the p ailing na-
tional descents of the pupils in each sclad, the enrollment in the
elementary (first to eighth) and high-school (ninth to twelfth)
grades, the enrollment by sexes, the total enrollment, the number of
teachers. and the number of pupils to a teat-her. The schools are
arranged by islands and in the (Irder of the number of teachers.

This table gives as strong an impression as anything could give
Of the numbers and variety of these schools and the complexity of
their problems. The most significant facts to be glithered

1. The great variety of conditions. constitocncie,s. and types of
school life which are found in these schools.

2. Tbe important extent to which these schools arc assisting in the
problem of educating all the children. especially in the kindergarten
and high-school grades.

3. Contrary to the usual condition in the Mates, the monlair of
boys enrolled exceeds the number of girls.

PUI'lLs IN PRIVATE SIlooLs.

Thus, excluding the Ivhicl, are nearly all main-
tained and directed by private effort, the private sebools are afford-
ing elementary education to 1.9 -1 pupils out of a total of 42:296
ittul high- school education to s15 pupils out of a total of 2.03A.

That is. 1,1.6 per cent of all the elementary pupils of the Territory
and 41.5 per cent of all the high-school pupils of the Territory are
gett fog their ethication in these private schools.

These schools, including the kindergartens. ha ye 3.-)6..out of 1,011,
or 35.2_p recent of all the teachers in the Territory.

therefore, the private schools constitute a far greatk
factor in the educational situation in Ilawaii than they do in the
Mates, especially in the high-school department, where the entoll-

. Merit is two -fifths of the whole, and inane kindergarten depa rtment.
where it is very hearty the whole.

NUM ISER or PUPILS-KR TEm. I ER.

The averape niiinher:\ of pupils per teacher for all private schools
is'21), This is b.-01)16011a- lees than the standard, 25 pupils per teacher,
established by the Nortit.(_'entrtil Association of Colleges and Sec-
orloy Schools. From the standpoint of the general educational
situation, it would be,bettelf all were nearer this norm.
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Priralc xchootx di4riboted acrord jag 10.5umber of pupils per teacher.

ratal. per leacher. Natal, of s:ellooh: .3,,cuMber

I rai.tle Home 3 2 1

'Honolulu Free Kindergarten t 0
linnuhauoll '. t
Kaimuki Private , o a

1 iiKula Sanitarium, Maul
Hilo Boarding
Kamehameha School for Girls
Kamehameha School for Itoy s
K ()halo Girls', Hawaii
Mrs. Wilder's Private
William and Mary Alexander Maui .. .

Bethel Street Grammar
Mrs. Woswrs Private
Mills. Oahu
Ewa Private
K alibi Kindergan eii
St. Eltraheth's Mission

le. i.n Kam :Jahn°
Aendenie

Kamehamcha Preparatory
Castle Kindergarten
Muriel Kindergarten.
Mattraolu Seminary. Main
l'unahou Academy
Valley School
Kaplolani
loladi School
St. Andrews Priory
Fort Street Kindergarten
Punahou Junior Academy

0 Miller Street Kindergarten
('..lama Kindergarten
hinahou Elementary
Baldwin House Kinderimrten, Maui.
Academy of Sacred ileart, I I onolidu

2'. 2 1 0 Ales. House Kindergarten, Ntaul..4
Korean Christian institute

Q.1 0 1.1111.a Kindergarten
Chinease Minsion. ilawaii
Chinese Mission, ilonoluiu
Mother Rice School

;4, li n 4t. Marks
I I ilo Free Kindergarten
The Sacred Heart, Maui

r. n10 . St. Man's Mission
4 , t4 0 Sacred heart Convent (Y.eleci 1, I I onolulu
4' .-104 Sacred I leart, Hawaii

St. 10,eldr's, 11110
"dt :I .n St. Louis

Sacred Heart Convent (tree)

76
73

Q

a
7

9.11

3.

1.7
1.0
4.3
2.5
I.1
11.1

2.5
11.5
11.5
10.0'
10.6
10.0
1.0
11.0
10.3
17.1
15.7
17.2
17.0
17.1
16.6
21.1
V1.7
21.0
29.9
211.0
30.5
:10.0
31.0
:t2.5
32.7
30.7
44.0

52.4
53.1
51.0

10

3

3

alakea Soleet School, Hawaii 62.0
a2.0M. Mary's,

SI. Anthony Girls', Maui 1.1 7
St. Anthony Boys , Maul,. ! 115.0

15 Rad over 6 l'ala Kindergarten, Maui 116.0
I I araak uapolio Kindergarten. Maul 11

Total number of
schools.

3

58

Schools having only a ,few pupils per teacher haVe a high cost per
pupil-year for instruction and overhead charges unless the overhead
is abnormally reduced and the teachers poorly paid. Poor pay for
the teaching staff almost always means poor instruction and a narrow,
outlook. So also a small pupil-teacher ratio it disadvantageous for
pupils of normal intellect 'Treason of their losing the inspiration that
comes from working together in reasonably large groups. Such very
small ratios are necessary in the case of defective or subnormal chil-
dren, who in most things must have individual instruction.
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On the other hand, a very large number of pupils per eacher re-'
clucks the cost per pupil-year but necessitates either oversiz I classes
or too many classes per day, or hotly,' which overworks the 'teachers
and prevents the pupils from getting a sufficient individual atter)...
Lion. The recognized standard is 2 to pupils pep' teicher for'
high,- school work and 32 to 30 for elementary work, which makes al
good compromise between the demands for individual attention to
pupils by teachers on the one hand and the conflicting demand for
economy on the other hand.

(1n examining the preceding table with these principles at mind,
it. Will be seem that those 12 schools which have fewer than 10 pupils
per teacher are uneconomical if not extravagant, with no special
rompensating advantage excepting in such possible eases as Avhen
subnormal or defective or erratic children may be uhder special in-
struction. Looking farther down the table we find 12 other sch. ools
with 35 up to 85 pupils per teacher. These schools can not give elli-
cient instruction unless their teachers have great skill and endur-
ance and unless their instruction is prevailingly of the memory and
drill types.

The only way to prevent these extremes without sacrificing other
requirements of good school -administration is to get more teachers-
where the ratio is too large and to get mote pupils or consolidate
schools where it is too small; These conditions should be given consid-
eration by those who are primarily interested in these schools. namely,
the managers of the schools and the parents of bbeir pupils.

One further point should receive attention before leaving this
subject. $tat istiot I norms are sometimes eery misleadingin spe-
cial cases wherein conditions differ essentially from those of the
cases with which they are classed: and it is therefore nectsary to,
know these conditions in order to avoid erroneous interpretations
with -respect to the norm. For example. one elementary schd1 has
GO pupils and l teachers and another has 30 pupils and only 1
teacher. The number of pupils to-a teacher is the same in both.
Are they Iherefore equally efficient? By no means. Assigning that
both undertake to give the same number of subjects its the same
number of grades, the one having two teachers slim/AMR' just
twice as efficient as the other, because tNxo classes can be going
Simultaneously in the former of every One in the bitter through-

' out the sckool day. If there were no necessity for differentiating
classes wiTh ,reference to grades and subjects, the one-room one-
teacher school might conceivably be as efficient as an eight -room
eight-teacher school. Yet all persons familiar with rural schools,
for example; know that in the one-mom rural school in which eight
grades are taught the teacher can give to each grade only one-
eighth of her school day for all the subjects in which she. gives
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instruction in that grade, *liereig -in an eight-room eight-grade
eight-teacher school each teacher can give all her school dny'to one
grade. Each school ,might, have the optimum number for ele-
mentary grades of 30 pupils per teacher and yet. all other things
being equal, the latter is eight times as good as the former and
costs no more per pupil. Such facts as thee must always be borne
in mind when interpreting statistical analyses.

RELATIVELY SMALL NUMBERS ENROLLED IN 111611

The suunnaiy below shows another very significant fact. Only 3
per cent of the public-school pupils and only 14.9 per cent of the
private-school pupils are high-school pupils, and only 4.5 per cent
of all pupils, public or private, are enrolled in the public and private
high schools. The corresponding ratios for the public schools of
seven American cities are as follows:1 Newton. Mass.. 25.1 per cent ;
Brookline, Mass., 23.:) per cent; La Crosse, Wis., 22.9 per cent ; Mont-
clair, N. .1_ 16.4 per cent : Solway, N. .1., 12 per cent: Springfield.
Ill_ 11.7 per cent ; Cleveland. Ohio. 9.7 per cent ; average, 17.6 per
cent: median. ls.1 per cent. Newton and Brookline are wealthy,
high-class residence cities. while Cleveland is a large manufacturing
city with a big proportion of recently arrived foreigners. The aver-
are or median of these cities may be taken as fairly typical of city
conditions over the mainland and gives us a rough norm for com-
parison. Taking is per cent as the norm, we find for the public
high schools and for all high schools combined, both public and pri-
vate, the Territory of Hawaii is far behind, while, for the private high
schools alone, which draw the bulk of their students, both elementary
and high, from the city of Honolulu, the ratio approaches creditably
near to the norm.

For a fair general comparison of this sort we should have the
figures for entire States in the West and South. where, as in the
Territory of Hawaii, population is scattered or where unskilled labor-
ers make up a large proportion of the population.

SII ill iI if I'll of pupil m, nix 1.4-1181,441- of Cinderpnrll ox.

Total
'
soentary.

High
:wool..

Private ,epode alUSAA e of kindergartens 4, oa4 .1,749
Public schools 37,192 1, lei 20,123

Pub& and private exelnsive of . 42,296 2,0135 14,174

Per cent of all private school pupils enrolled In private hlai school. 14.7
Per rent of all public school pupils enrolled In public high schools .... . 3.0
Per cent of all seboot pupils enrelled In all highg neheobt 1.5

Calculated from table on p. 41 of Methods and Standards for Social *ool Sun-pp., by
Dun C. Blies. D. C. Meath & Co., Beaten, 19115.
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The follbwing are some of the ratios for single States and groups
of States in the year 191t. taken from the 1917 report of the United
States Commissioner of Education, page 23. In California. 14.55 per
Xiit of the school population is in the high-m.1104,1 division: in 'Mas-
sachusetts, 12.S per cent ; in Utah, 10.39 per cent; in Nevada, 7.38
per cent ; in Arizona. GAO per cent. For the whole West(. v

it is 11.43 per cent: for the North Atlantic, 9.23 per cent ; for the
North Central, 8.93 per cent; for the South Atlantic, 4.1 :3 per cent:
and for the South entrnl. 4 per cent.

In reference to this ratio of high-scool enrollment, both public
and private, to total school enrollment in 41 schools. Hawaii. with
4.5 per cent, is behind all the North Atlantic and North Central
States; b hind all the Western States excepting New Mexico. with
3.77 pe t behind four of the South Atlantic StatesDelaware,
with 5., er cent : Maryland, with 5.57 per cent ; Virginia. with 5.53
per cent; and West Virginia. with 4.8 per centand behind one of
the South Central States. Texas. with 5.06 per cent. She exceeds all
the remaining Southern States. whose ratio-. ra age from Oklahoma
with 4.44 per cent to South Carolina with 2.55 per cent.

ENt;(4.1.NIENT ()Ntl'ARro IvITH Tt Yr.\ I. IN )11-1..1TIUN.

Another eoinpa be on the basis the ratio existing
between the enrollment in public and private high schools :it'd the
total population.

In the Territory of II Wil i i for every 10,000 persons in the popula-
tion 77 pupils are enrolled in the high schools. On the basis of this
ratio Hawaii ranks with Georgia, New Mexico, Arkansa-,..and Lou-
isiana_ whose ratios are, respectively, 77. 77, 79, and SO.

Only two States rank below herMississippi, with a ratio .of 71.
and South Carolina. with 118. The highest ratios are P-alifornia, 294;
Utah, 280; Iowa, 273; and Massachusetts. '262. The ratio for ,Nevada
is 98: for -Arizona, 139: and for Wyoming, 145. These ratios also
are taken from the table of the Commissioner of Education's report,
1917; page 23.

111611 - SCHOOL C171111IC1-1.131S eltoSEN 111- PUPILS.

Three curriculums are authorized in the public high schools by
the Territorial department of public instruction The college pre-
paratory. the commercial, and the general. These same curriculums
prevail in the private schools with very few and inconsequential
moditientions,..exeepting in the case of the Kamehameha schools,
which are ,primarily vocational and have work which corresponds
to high-school work only in the ninth grade. -
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The purpose of the following table is to show for the larger and
more typical private high schools the relative popularity of the
three curriculums as revealed the choice of the students. Some of
the schools were unwilling to furnish data, so they could not he in-
cluded in this-table. It is believed, however, that the general attitude
toward these curricula in the four schools whose enrollments are
tabulated is fairly typical of that to be found in the others.

Di,dribulion of pupil4 by curriculutn4 and nc.rot in four priratr high 'nitwits.

Name of school.

Punahou :
liov.
1:iil,

Total

Honolulu Military . caderny :
Rocs only

Mills, hoysi
Kawainhao (girls)

Total

Episcopal schools:
boss..

sc. ridrea s Priory (girls),

ToLal

( ;rand total 9 schools ,
0

I' Collrge
prepara-

(Or% .

Coui-
rnercial. general, I

;

Grade IX
until,.

tributed.
Total.

94 ' to 9 0 11398 i 11 31 0 143

192 ; 21 43 0 256

39 0 0 0 31

37 21
:4

7
2

37
10

104'
20

42 20 9 47 124

10 ,
0!

9
0 3a

24
0

43

10 9 33 24 76
_

2,it I 5.0 tai 71 05
;

In Ihaso schools there Is no differentiation of curriculums In Grade IX.

This table shows the distribution of pupils by curriculum and
sexes in the four largest private high schools under Protestant or
undVitominational control. It indicates a very decided preference
for the college preparatory curriculum. The tendency is especially
strong in the first three schools, whose influence toward higher edu-
cation is very pronounced and active. It is higlrly desirable, of
course, that this should be so; but it might be well for all these
schools to consider whether the college preparatory course is the best
for pupils who do not intend to go to college, but who choose it for
other reasons. Perhaps strengthening and vitalizing the other cur-
riculums so as to make them more valuable for general education
would draw into them, both from within and without the schools,
more pupils who are headed directly toward commercial and indus-
trial life, and would give these better training for their life work
than they would get in the preparatory curriculum or by going into
business or industry directly from the elementary schttols. In this
connection the discussions regarding the curriculums in this chapter
and the chapter on the public high schools should be given careful
consideration and study.

101-M6=20-21
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SIZES OF CI A88E4 I N THE PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

A very important item affecting both economy and efficiency in the
administration of a school consists in the sizes of the sections in
which the pupils are grouped for classroom and laboratory work.
The following table shows for each of nine private schools that were
studied somewhat intensively by the survey commission' how many
classes there-were enrolling' each of the numbers of pupils that are
indicated in the first or left-hand volumns. Other things being equal:
that school is both most economical and most efficient which holds
the greatest prop ortimi of its sections to enrollments between 22 and
28 pupils. -Very small sections make the cost of .instnietion higli if
teachers are adequately paid and they do not afford so good oppor-
tunities as medium-sized sections for group cooperation and collec-
tive enthusiasm. Very large sect ions. On the other hand, though they
reduce the cost of instruction, do so at the expense of overloading
the teachers and depriving pupils of a fair share of ihdividnal atten-
tion. The purpose of the table is to .show how these schools stand
with reference to this feature of.administration.
Recitation urctionu or elaicvem for nine priratc Rchoo18. diutributed aceordinp to

number* Of seetiong of cork xize.

CI

75.
15
13
10
4

t A
E

,

.;
0 S 1 5

c.

.
a

a5 1 6. 1

7i-S I i 1

9' 1 1

,
s

.0
i3

a -
.t..i
4
I' .

X -
.-C'O.i.

1.

511A

2

=;:i

iln

S

t3 gi

\
\ 6-10
, II-1'

:16-20
21-25
2f.-3r1
21-35
36-40

Total

1
e !

10 Ir
42 i

,

1

1

5
4

4

22
I I
13

3 ,- 19
11 3i 9

. 10 1 3 7
. 10 1 1 12

10 9 i
2 I 2
1 I 2
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A glance at this table shows that none of these schools have classes
that are too large. Those enrolling from 26 to 41) are all elementary
classes, which, if too largo, can be divided by the teacher into two
sections, to be handled separately, one section studying while the
other recites.

The greet majority of the sections in nearly all,of these schools are
seen to include from 1.5 to 25 pupils each, which is near the optimum
range for high-school work: but less than the optimum range,for
elementary work (i. e., 32-36) when economy as well as efficiency is
considered.

The percentages of very small classes in each case are evidently
much higher than is usual in the public schools. This condition is
the controlling factor in the high cost of instruction per pupil when
adequate salaries are paid, and is a large factor in the total cost per
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pupil when based on all educational expenses. In most cases these
classes are in elective subjects or subjects in the upper years of the
high school. In small high schools some of them can not be avoided.
In other cases it 'is advisable to combine juniors and seniors and give
them each a pair of courses in alternate years. In still other cases,
such as very small, foreign-language classes, it may be best to reduce
the number of languages offered. In vocational classes, where upper-
class pupils are working on the project-problem plan, it is possible
for a single Wither to handle two or411nore sinalt sections in the same
time period, since the instruction is individual, and in lunch of klieir
work the pupils are able to go ahead'independently of one another,
and with only a little attention from the teacher how and then.

PUPILS WN0 }AIL 011 DROP OUT.

The table which follows is to show for the schools investigated what
their practices are with reference to promotions and to bolding ils,
in school. In general a very large percentage of failures and elimi-
nations indicates something radically wrong somewhere in the school
when: itroccurs; and, on the other hand, a school which records 1;io
failuxes or eliminations, looks, on the face of things, too good to be
true. It may be 100 per 'Cent excellent, yet, again, it may be passing
its pupils along without re(' u r ing of them any real effbrt. To know
exactly what then, one the returns and
investigate. A percentage of failures and eliminations ranging be-
tween 10 and 2 is common to good schools and may be considered
normal. Percentages above 20 indicate pathological conditions and
Cali for diagnosis and treatment. Percentages below 10 tuay indi-
cate exveptionally good and wholesome conditions, or may indicate
that the 'school is not exacting good honest' work from the pupils.
There is in almost every school, as'there is almost everywhere else, a
small percentage of individuals who can not or will not do the work
and who must, therefore, fail or be eliminated even after all possible
skill and effort have been used in order to induce them to.apply
themselves to their 'studies.

44, ailarra andfliinationa in ll !wirer school* and departnotadx, 191a-19.

Name or a( lionl. Enrolled. Fromot ed. Fulled.
Dropped
during
you.

Por writ
dropped

plus -Failed.

ronahou Elementary 420 2749 44 14.6
n1111111011 Academy 141:1 132 16 1)
llnnnlnln Military Academy 12 g 117 3 A
31III School 199 1 140 14 45 29.6
Kawalahao Seminary K. i M 12 8 23.3
lillo Boarding Reboot.

91
20 44.0

Kamehameha School for Boys 144 124 10 0 7.0
Kainebameha Boys' School, l'eeparatory 78 : 72 2 .7
Kamehameha School tar Olds Ill 1 94 17 4 107.3
Nlaiinsolu Seminary 73 17 3
Ewa Private '14 14 0 0 0.0
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This table shows a wide variation anurng the 11, prominent private
schools listed with reference to the percentage of losses by failure and
by elimination: This variation ranges from no loss in a small neigh-.
borhood private school to 44 per cent for the IIilo Boarding School.
A percentage of failures and eliminations that runs,higher than from
MIA, 2 per cent of the total number of pupils ustuVly justifies the
inference that all is not well in the school°, and indicates that ap
earnest search for the causes is in order. Are too many spoorly pre-
pared pupils admitted? Are the curricula ill adapted to the pupils'

'needs and interests?. Is the teaching inefficient? Are the teaclmrs
'too drastic in their applictition of standards of promotion?' Do the
kinds of promotion tests that are applied really testjhe knowledge
and skill whieh the school aims to impart or do they test some other
and unrelated thing? These things should be thoroughly inquired
into by the supervisors and teachers of the schools whose Mortality
records are too high. These officials should read carefully the discus-
sions-of this se jest in other parts of this report and in the Memphis
Survey Repot. s, United States Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1919,
No. 50. Part 1, pp. S.1-98, where they will find somewhat extended
discussions of this problem.

TR.% I NTN6 AND EXPF,RTENCI: OF TEACHERS.

Two of thy most rniportant factors in the efficiency of a school are
the extent of training and of experience that its teachers have had.
The purpose of the following table is to show, for comparison, the
weight of these impoliani factors for each of the schools from which
we were able to secure the facts with reliable completeness.

. a
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It is evident from this table that Punahou. Honolulu Military.
Academy, and Mills School make a very good showing on both train-
ing and experience. They insist on college graduation and experi-
ence for all teachers who give instruction in the so-called college
preparatory subjects. The teachers who have not had full college
training are almost exclusively teachers of elementary or vocational
subjects, and nearly all of these have had some normal school or
pedagogical training. Full returns from the teachers of Iolani
School were not obtainable though earneNtly Son!tt. Kamehameha
School for Boys eijaploys vocational teachers on the basis of long
and varied experience and skill in their speial' lines of mechanical
work and on ability to teach these processes. not on the basis of train-
ing in intvanced technical schools or colleges. A vocational, shop
teacher must he a skilled mechanic and he must have teaching ability.
Granted Giese. however, it goes without saying that the more intel-
lectual training and culture he may have the better.

2. PUNAHOU SCHOOL.

riinnhon School, chartered in 1853, under the corporate name of
Oahu College, includes the elementary school, grades 1-6; the junior
academy, grades 7-9; the academy, grades 10-12, the music school,
and the boarding department. The schools. are coeducational, but
the boarding department is for girls only.

The Punahou School dates back to 1841. It was founded by the
missionaries of Oahu station as a boardingand day school for the
children-of the missionaries stationed on the islands in order that
they might educate their children near them instead of sending
them to the Eastern States., With the approval, and support of the
American board, the school" was opened 'on the grounds which it
now occupies, with an_enrollment of 15 boa-Ming pupils and 19 day

0 pupils. Since that time it has grown through gifts and endowments
until it has become a prosperous school with extensive and beautiful
grounds, good buildings, and with a large and efficient personnel
_imbued with a fine spirit of service worthy of its founders and its
traditions. It started as a tuition school and it still charges tuition,
but it gives more than it receives, for the average total cost of its
service per pupil is about double the average amount.pnid by the
pupils for their tuition.

Originally established for the children of educated American
families, it has continued to serve an English-speaking, Anglo-Saxon
constituency, and holds to this constituency by limiting the admis-
sions of applicants of other races to, 10 per cent of its student body.
Being a tuitionischool, its constituency must continue also to be com-
posed largely of those who can afford to pay; but it has a number of
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scholarshtips and half scholarships which are warded atm lay to
such as are judged to'need and deser-t them.

. Because of its endownment and consequent little bnkienee, this
school is in a pciition Which affords- it the opportun tv.to exercise,Aff
large degree of leadership in education in the islands It. is free lo
adopt new educationtil policies and can command resources and sup-
port that Wilt-enable it to try out educational A!.x.i*riments without
waiting for the tardy sanction of the commtinity atL large. Punlhou

;
is responsible only to its trustees :arid to its Patrons who are them-
selves of the educated class 811(1 prevailingly hospitable to progressive
educational ideas. The esidont any 1 trustees appear fully t: realize
that Punahou schools should aim at pothing short of the largest and
most effective educational service within their means and power for 41

the prosperity and welfare of the islands at large, and 4 hat they
should. not be satisfied with the limitett! viewpoint of 'typical
private 4lleg'e-preparatory school. The training of. men and women-.
fOr. broad-minded., .intelligent leadership ill the affairs of t lee islands
loonis large in the vision of these men, as it should.

THE PROVINCE OF ITNAllou.

This being the case, it seems clear to the members of the commis.
sion that Punahou should aim to take an important part in clarifying
and cry§tallizing public opinion on echicatiobal matters and methOds,
and it should do this largely by keeping in close touch on the one
hand with the economic, sociological, and aesthetic needs of the
Territory, and, on the other, with the most progressive. educational
movements on The .mainiam sh6uld from etim to time select, for
-introduction and thorough tryi g-out, such new types of %coursc\s

stud methods of teaching, anti modes of organization as have been
prow it in the most progressive communities in the Statesalway.4
aiming to modify them so far as may be necessary to fit waiian
conditions.

These schools would thus constitute a provingtground for ne'w an.1
valuable ideits in education, demonstrating their permanent -:due
through :lethal improved results obtained with the children it the
classrooms and on the campus. Thus in rendering thebest service
the community it will also serve its own constituency best; and no-

matter how efficiently the public schools may develop on the broad
lines that' an enlightened public Mutational policy should lay dawn
aiati demand for them, this school will always hold an importafit
plice, if only it keeps far enough itradvanee.

The fact that l'unahcm is attrnctiig and holding a large propor-,
tion of those children who are likely within a few years to become,
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the leaders of thought and affairs hereab9ut, throws on the shoulders
of its officers and teachers another great responsibilkty vilege.
it is that of properly trainiw tlrese future leaders, not ely for
themselves and their success individually, but for the economic, social,
civic, intellectual, mind moral service which the advantages afforded
them obligate 'them to render iuthese islands. giving them
through Punahou an expensive education at approximately half its
chst, society at large, no less than their parents, is making an in-
veAment in them on which they should feel obligated to .makei
rencrn in sQrvice. Hence. While thch ideal of leadership in social afff
civic service should he made prolpinent in all the secondary stthools,
whether public or private, it should be inculcated in Punahou with
par'tieiilaa1 ca re. The 1 life of the school should makec for the
spirit of democra('y_ g will toward :14l races conditions of
their fellow ci,tizens. fait )lay, and the desire t do t1 gs of social
wort h. ,

CHARACTERIZATION TH VORK ti t1 SPIRIT.
4

Are the president and faculties of 1 nnahou awake to this great
responsibility ? Are 'they earnestly, intelligently, and sincerely
striving to rise to it ? In all candor and fairness, after visitation
in the classes of very nearly all the teachers, and after numerou's
conferences with the president and the principals,'we have no,hesita-
tion in answering these questions in the affirmative. The school
naturailtir falls short of many of the advanced standards that have
Deer get up by progressive educators; but its shortcomings are such
as are likely to be found in varying degrees and in various phase9
of school work everywhere. iu good schools, while in many aspectS
of its work the school takes rank with the very best.

Tlw pupils of the school are generally good-humore41, courteous,
mutuallyconsiderate, and self-controlled. These, traits they share
with the pupils of all-the schools that the writer has visaed in the
islands, and in fact with the people of the Territory generally.
These are the outstanding traits among all classes, taces,.and condi-
tions, but varying of course with varying degrees of enlightenment.
In the recitations and all the activities the pupils are orderly and
(lignified. On the other hand they seem to take life quite easily,
and most of them do not work very hard. Perhaps this is due
mainly to the tropical climate, which is not conducive to intensive
and continued application. More probably it is because the parents
at home are too /easy and indulgent. rt. It seems likely, howi% 2rthat
considerafile part of it is due to the fact that the teachers generally
are easy markers, grading .the pupils too high, and also that most
of.them do not set a rapid and vigorous pace in the recitation work
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A general tendency to speed up the work, to drill more rapidly, in-
tensively, and effectively on memory and skill work when that is in
order, and to ask problematic or thought questions when thinking
instead of memory is requiredmore liberal use.of visual aids, such k

as pictures, maps, specimens and apparatus; greater attention to
pointing out the practical value of the knoN0edge to be gained from
the lesson ; good humored but invariable insistence on the best work
from each pupil that he individually is capable of doing, together
,with lower marks for mediocre and inferior or unsatisfactory work.
all these means, if used, ought to secure more intensive application
and more generally effective study. The almost universal testimony
Of the teachers in thtse schools and elsewhere in the islands is that the
white children and the Ila waiians will not apply themselves as per-
sistently as the Japanese and Chinese do; and this should give the
former and. their parents food for thought.

CI; RR ICU Ll." M S l'17 RS rED.

With reference t(Pthe curriculum needs of the Punahou pupils the
most striking fact is the large proportion of themwho are definitely
aiming to prepare themselves for entering colleges. Of the seniors
this year 29 out of 41 have registered such intentions, and of the 29
only 6 are deebtful as to what particulair college they wish to attend.
Of the 56. juniors 44 have registered such intention, and 17 are doubt-

aslo their particular choices. The colleges receiving the highest
number of/first choices are Hawaii and California, 12 each, Wellesley
9, Yale 6, Cornell 5. Then follow Harvard, Chicago., and Smith with
3 each, and. Mills and Bryn Mawr with 2 each. The following re-
ceive of* first choice Illinois, Oberlin, Mt. Holyoke, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Wisconsin, Northwestern, Michigan, and
Columbia. -.

Of the 256 pupils in the grades 9 to 12, 192 are pursuing the college
preparatory curriculum, 43 the "general " curriculum and onl.c. 21
the commercial. Mostor those taking the general curriculum are re-
ported to be chooSing their. studies in preparation for certain colleges
so that probably 90 per cent ofall pupils in the four upper years.of
the school are definitely aiming at college.

Probably not all who choose the college preparatory curriculum
actually. go to college. It would make an interesting study to go
back through the records of the past 10 years and find out just what
pereentageihave done so, but it is clearly probable from the facts
presented that a large majority of those enrolled in this curriculum
will go to colleges, and many different colleges at that. Since the
entrance requirements of many of these colleges vary considerably,
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one from another, it is easy to see that the curriculums of the school
must have a large(Iegree of flexikility in order to meet these varying
requirements. -

Turning to the curriculum, page 18 of the 1918-19 Punahou an-
nouncement bulletin, we flnd the following for the college prepara-
tory curriculum:

ReqiiiredEnglish, 4 units; mathematics. 2; history (college prep.), 1;
science, 1; language, 3 of one or 2 of eo'li of two ( Latin, German, or French) ; ,
and 3 furl her units to be chosen from the college preparatory courses offered
la the departments mentioned above. 1

E/crtircOther units sufficient in number to make up a total of 18.

This scheme provides for the necessary flexibility as far as the .

requirements of most colleges are concerned, for. it includes the mini-
mum requirepients made by them in the different subject groups
and allows a range of options and electives that will enable-each
candidate to tnake his adjustments to the maximum requirements of
his chosen college in the various subject groups. --t

Turning to the content outlines of the courses, pages 22-35 of the
announcements, we find that the college courses in all subjects are
in line with the requirements of leading colleges: and. in addition,
that most are distinctly progressive. embodying some of the recent
advances in subject matter and method. For example, in English
IV, of choice of reading courses in the four.types. of literature (novel,
drama. poetry, and short story) is offered, and for the noncollege,
preparatory students in the junior.. and senior year's courses inthe ...

reading of the current magazines. There are also courses inbBible,
oral expression, rhetoricals. dramatics, and public speaking. These
latter courses are good in themselves as electives. but one is moved
to suggest that all of them should, be part and parcel of the regular
four years of English work and that every teacher of English should
be expert enough to teach them well. A tremendous amount of time
is lost in most English elas.ses, some cif which might be thus em-_.
ployed; and these real live employments would result in'motivating
the pupils so strongly that they would do all they do now and thate,
much more.

.

In the Latin course sight reading._ is featured and some selections
from Ovid introduced. This introNction of Latin literature other
than the conventional Caesar, Cicero, and Virgil might well be.ex- .

tended further. In order to get at sight rending of good but easy
Latin literature apart from tho regular grind, the pupils could easily
be incited teriforrharder and go faster.

In modern language the. outline gives the usual college liSt of liter-
.

attire for " reading" and the. usual requitements for prose compo-
litition."- It is further stated that cotiveitation is practiced from the

J. %
. - '''
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first of each year. The latter statenient describes exactly what was
observed .to exist: but "reading" here, as in many schools and col-
leges. is not reading but translation. " Prose composition" is not
writing a theme in (;ermati or French out of the mind. the thoughts
coming in the language in which they are to be expressed. It really
is translatiOn of English sentences into the foreign language. just
as "Latin prose composition" is really nothing but translation from
English into Latin of sentences from a " Latin composition'' text-
book. The practice in conversation is formal and is for the sake of
practice instead of for actual intercommunication of thought in the
language. This results in failure to get the motivation and keen in.
terest in conversation which almost invariably conies where the
natural or conversational method is,used from the first and where
real reading and real composition are actually done.

THE MoDERN LANGUAGE SEQUI:NCI:.

Along the formal lines the modern language teachers of Punahon
are superior teachers. They have poise. strength, personality. and
scholarship, but they are' using dead-language methods in too large
a measure. This may suit sonie colleges. but usually it does not
result in real command and permanent interest in the languages and
literatures under study. To one who has obsktrved modern language
teaching widely it is impossible to escape' the conviction that the
translation method, with incidental formal practiee in conver'sation,
which is in use in most of the public and private high schools of
the islands, is not to be compared with the natural method in which
conversation begins the first day. with constant use in the beginning
of action and pantomime. and is kept tip in all tharwork through
the years. This the language itself becomes at once the only recog-
nized medium of communication as well as the subject of study.
This is the only right way to teach a modern language. Pupils who
learn early to talk and think in the language they are studying work
much harder and more enthusiastically, so that they more than make
up the time taken in acquiring a practical classroom vocabulary.

THE MATHEMATICS SEQUENCE.

The mathematics sequence, pages 41, 25, 26, takes four years-for
the .contefit ordinarily covered in our best high schools in three

---and a half years. "Review for college examinations" is the ex.
planation. With a good junior high-school organization, such as this
school has, the simplest elements of algebra and geometry can be
taught in connection with arithmetic in the seventh and- eighth

. 'grades, and a half year might thus be gained: so that with intensive
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work and the exclusions of nonessentials sufficient command of
algebra. plane and solid geometry, and plane trigonometry also can
be gained and some of the most elementary principles of graphics
and analytic geometry also can be mastered within the three years
of grades 9, lo, and 11. There is too much dawdling and loss of
time in the mathematics sequences in almost4all schools, especially
in the smaller ones. Too mach emphasis is placed on such non-
essentials as addition of long fractions, highest common factor and
lowest common multiple, square and cube root. reduction of complex
fractions, and the like. Not enough rapid, intensive practice is
required in factoring, solving equations, stating and solving concrete
problems, dealing with exponents and radicals, quadratic equations,
and the binomial theorem. These are the things needed in higher
mathematics, and mastery of principles and facility in their use
can best be gained by much rapid and spirited practice with easy
problems rather than by niuch mulling over few but complicated and
difficult ones.

THE IsToRY SEQUENCE.

The history sequence, page '!ti, is excellent as to the spirit of the
scope, content, and method indicated, and in the types of textbooks
used! It shows a three-year sequence, which approximates con-
formity with recommendations of the National
tion committees on social studies in the reports of the national com-
mission for the reorganization of secondary education. ')there is no
provision, however, for community civics in the ninth grade, junior
academy, us recommended by that committee. We recommend the
introduction of this subject, or of civic biology, in the nintlr grade
in place of " general science," which should be pushed down to the
seventh and eighth grade*The civics work outlined for the first
six grades of the elementary school is most excellent if carried out
in the full spirit of the outline, and forms a splendid basis for the
upper work in social studies. It is recommended for careful study
in the curriculum revision activities of the other public and private
schools of the islands.

TTIE SCIENCE SEQUENCE.

The science outline corresponds in a general way to what is being
offered in most of the best mainland high schools, and the quality of
the teaching is very good, but not distinctive in its originality. It
is probably unfavorably influenced in this connection by:college re-
quirements. More projects and problems of a practical nature, and
more attention to the local applications of the biological, chemical,
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and physical principles would add greatly to the pull that the
sciences would exert on the pupils toward the formation of scientific
habits of thought and permanent interests in scientific matters and
pursuits, which should be characteristic of the best brains of these

,Islands.
?..11 TI IE OM 51 ERCIA I. SEQUENCE.

The connnercial outline. pages 27, 28, 29, is stronger in content
than vile public- school outline, but we believe it gives too much time
to bookkeeping, shortlland, and typewriting as such, and not enough
to office practice, the handling of office .appliances, and the content
studies underlying the materials and processes of commerce and
industry. If shorthand and typewriting were begun in the ninth
grade and continued intensively through the tenth, they would be
of advantage for actual use by the pupils in their Nctirli in the upper
grades; and practice would be continued incidentally by requiring
all class notes to be taken in shorthand and transcribed on the type-
writer. This would also tend to keep up speed and form. (mood

courses in commercial geography and commercial law are offered.
science, economics, sociology, and current literature should figure
more largely in the commercial curriculum. The experiment is now
being tried in the 'school of Offering special vocational courses in
commercial work to be taken by graduates or pupils:in the upper
yeiiis of the general curriculum, on the theory that they will get
better training in these after acquiring a good general .secondary
education. 'flits is out of harmony with the views now Ireld by
specialists in education; but experiments carried out sincerely and
consistently are always profitable, when the attitude is open minded.
It will be well to give this matter a thorough test. In order, howeyer,
to decide the question, practical comparison should be made with
results- gained through such a vitalized commercial curriculum as
has been recommended for the public high schools in Chapter VI.

TILE ART COURSES.

The outline for the art courses is rtogressive and intelligent from
the first grade elementary up to and through the six years of the

_,.junior and senior academies. It might be expanded to
thanso as to provide a wider range of projects in design than is 'Out-

lined. Designs in furniture, household decoration, costumes, and
millinery -should be encouraged, and opportunities given in the
manual and domestic arts shops for those who may wish to execute.
these designs. The art departnient should give more attention to
promotion and publicity, and it should offer a course in art apprecia-
tion. It should. open a similar course for the ;Punahou Mothers'
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Club. so as to interest mothers in the aesthetic side of their chil-
dren's education. The school music curriculum, which is also well
planned and 'outlined, should be promoted in the same way.

l'unahou ought to make these departments just as strong and
aggressive all along the line as it possibly can, in order to lead in the
aesthetic development of the community. Provision for the prof-
itable enjoyment of leisure hours by all classes of society, especially
in the lines of music and the representative_ arts, is much needed;
and l'unahou School is a ogical center from which. this 'type of
social development should radiate. This has been recognized by the
administration on the musical side by the organization of a well-
planned music school open to all persons who are interested and
qualified to do the kinds of work that are offered. It has also been
recognized on the historical side, for the kehool is nlaking an organ-
ized effort to collect Hawaiian legends, storie3, and songs and pre-
serve them in proper form.

MANUAI11{TS AND MECIIANICAIIRAVING.

The nianual arts and mechanical drawing department, pages 31,
:32, :13, represents a recent development in the school, which is highly
to be commended on general educational grounds. An intelligent,
first-hand knowledge of the materials, tools, and processes of in-
dustry is so important a part of a modern cultural education that
no school should neglect it.

This department offers an excellent program in drawing and wood-
workwell adapted to the needs of the pupils who attend this school.
The aim is primarily educational and social. but the effect will be
also to promote neMed vocational intelligence on the part of those
who take:this course: for n knowledge of materials, tools, and proe-
eses is of great advantage to all who are preparing for higher edu-
cation, with the ultimate aim of working into higher positions in
industry and commerce.

In this department the project method is being intelligently used,
and the,,jeaching activity seems to be moving satisfactorily in the
right direction, with good results. The proposed extension into
machine shop and metal work in the right direction also. Pro-
motion and publicity among the student body should receive more
attention in this department as well as in those of art and music.
An antidote' is needed for the narrowing tendency of too close limi-
tation of study to the so-called "college preparatory subjects!'
Speed the time when college entrance functionaries shall get their
eyes opened to the educational values of something besides Latin,

. algebra, geometry, and ancient history, and shall get more in touch
with the living, working world and its present problems.
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_THE 1 RIM E EcoNosncs DEnurrm LN T.

The programs of the home economics depytent look somewhat
weak as to statement of content and aims when compared with

ilthose in manual arts and mechanical drawi g. More work, and work
of greater significance should be offered for the girls.. and they
should be led by intelligent publicity methods to appreciate the value
for every girl of practical knowledge in the arts of home making and
home management. No girl is so choice that she can demean herself
by learning to cook and sew and make garments. She should be as
proud of such handiwork as any lacy would -Le who had produced an
artistic piece of furniture or an airplane model that will fly. Even
the most exclusive 'reparatory and finishing schools of the main-
land recognize this, or are yielding tA the pressure_ of sensible par-
ents: for their advertisements in the magazines are featuring their
home economics courses. , "

The courses in domestic science, donestic art, and liousehol.1 man-
ageent in Punahou should. include more content and more practice
than is indicated in the announcement. pp. 29, 30. Personal hygiene,
the care and feeding of children. and first aid in sickness and injury
.should be taught. also the designing.and making of dresses and hats.
The chemistry, physics, sociology, and sanitation of the household
should receive attention: and the instructors, furthermore. should
go out into the community and familiarize the girls with the proper
guarding of the home and public health through the work of the
sanitary anti health agenlies of the city.

FliTSICAL TRA I NI NG.

The principal needs in physical training are games involving run-
ning, jumping. swimming, folk dancing. and the like foi developing
the big muscles of the limbs and trunk. mass. drills for forming
habits of quick. unified and effective 'response to commands. and
games involving skill of hand, eye, and body. such as tennis, baseball,
and fencing. Most or all of these are provided in the programs of
physical training for the girls and in connection with the R. 0.T. C.
course of military instruction for the boys. Both programs are in
line with the best educational principles.

COAC II I NG FOR COLLEGE EXAMINATIONS.

The 'members of the commission believe that "reviews for college.
examinations" should not constitute any part of the curriculum of a '

good sehoollzhether its main function is college preparatory or not.
If " reviewing and coaching" for examinations is to be recognized at
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all, this should be permitted only in quiz-clubs voluntarily organized
outside,the class hours and paid for outside the regular tuition. Pu-
nahou occupies a position of dignity, strength, and independence
which should enable it to put .the ban of disapproval on coaching.
excepting for pupils who have lost time on,aocount of necessary ab-
sence or for such as are manifestly below the average in intelligence.

Some parents prefer to pay for coaching rather than take the
trouble-to do their own part in making their children attend regularly
to their school work. They permit them to contract habits of idle-
ness and loafing, indulging themselves in the assurance that at the
end of the term a coach will be employed and they will be "put
through." Both theoretically and practically the school should set
its lace against all such attitudes and customs.

CURRICULUMS IN THE JUNIOR ACADEMY AX)) ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

The curriculums in the junior academy and the elementary, school
are worked out with unusual care; and the modern principle of par-
ticipation by the teachers in the progressive improvement of the cur-
riculums has been observed. The elementary curriculum, thergh
very good as printed, is tutm undergoing extensive revision in the
}wads of coMmittces of the teachers, led by the principals. All this
makes strongly for good and intelligent instruction. In the revision-,
°Nile elementary curriculum the report of the committee on mini-
noon essentials, of the national society for the study of education,
and the curriculums of the Columbia University schools. (Horace
Mann and Speyer), and Dewey's (" The Schools of To-morrow ")
are being studied. These are among the best sources for progressive
curriculum study. In connection with curriculum revision we
reeommend the use of mortikroject work in all subjects, especially
arithmetic, geography. history and elementary science, the supply
and use of more maps, pictures, charts; specimens and other visual..
aids ifi all subjects, and the introduction of more supplementary read-
ing along geographical, industrial, and vocational lines in all grades.
We also recommend more and better concert work for drill subjects
and better questioning for thOughtWork. We recommend featuring
the socialized recitation in oil grades.

One of the best classroom exercises observed in the mathematics
department was in a class in the junior academy. The teacher had
stimulated the pupils to bring in all the tlanks and other related
papers -lased in the collection ottaxes. These were posted in the rootit.
and copies were also distributed among the pupils, who were discus-
sing the proper methods of filling them out and the many problems
connected therewith in a lively, intelligent, and interested manner.:
Pupils are usually. interested 'aid will work hard on a. at when
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they can see its direct practical application to things that nearly con-

cert) them. This came 'very near meeting the test of a good socialized
recitation, in that_the pupils were not reciting to the teacher so. much

as theyovere discussing- tjic material Nvith one another. .

The geography work, especially in the upper elementary and junior
academy grade", is too iormal and bookish. There should be more
planning of imaginary journeys and more consulting of maps, rail-

road and steamer literature, gazeVers, and reliable books on travel
,in place of some of the formal qu-stion and answer and topical text-
book recitations which now prevail': In literature, all the way
through, more attention should be ..)-iven to instruction and Orin in
silent reading. Wherever oral reacting is required. intelligent prepa-
rati6n should be made for it : and the reader Should understand that
the interest and satisfaction give to his audience is to be the measure 4
of his ii(P.oess.

It is Stiggested that clrefUl study be gi % en by the management of
the junior and senior academies to the curriculum discussion in Chap-

ter. VI of this report snit to the curriculum ( scission in the high-lit
school section of the report on the survey of he Memphis schools.
(Mil., U. S. Ilu. of 4_,dtic., 1919, No. 50,1)t. 2. ('h. II and pt. 4.)

The difficulties of meeting the varied college requirements are rec-
' ognized by the survay connAiL:-,ion, yet we believe' that it may be

possible to make stronger, broader, and more logically balanced cur-

riculums for groups having different aims, thus avoiding some of the
aimlessness of selection that must come from so free a use of the
elective systcm. We holve mo:4 particularly in mind an industrial
curriculum for boys and a curriculum. for girls not expecting to pur-
sue college courses. Such a curriculum for girls :*hould have a central
core of home -economies studies and should permit options between
foreign language on the one hand Anil a major sequence in art %or

music on the other. In this curriculum the college mathematics should
not he required. Mosttirls have no use for it excepting to get into
vlleges that require it. They would get far better mental training
and more useful content out of natural science, civics, sociology, and
economics. with additional opportunit ies to learn shorthand and type-

rwritingnot necessarily to fit themselves for office job-3, butfor,the
pprpose of increasing their personal efficiency. The required nmthe-
matics of the home-economics curriculum should .be. restricted' to
honkhold mut community arithmetic and the simplest elements of
algrelwa aukfoncrete inventional geometry in the junior academy,
with the addition of househola bookeeping and the arithmetic of
dietetics and budget making in the senior academy.

Punahou teachers, while representing a high average of training
and experience, are not free from errors of classroom technic like
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those discussed in Chapter VI, Section IV; and this-Aiscussion is
commended to them and their supervisors for careful study.

?

THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PUNAHOH.

The organization, adminisoation, and supervision of l'unahou
School are carried out with very exceptional educational intelligence,
breadth of vision, open-mindedness, and ellicieruby. Under the presi-
dent are the principals of the four schools, the head of the ',mailbag
department, the librarian, a superintendent of grounds, an engineer,
a medical examiner, and a nurse, For the clerical assistance of the
president and principals there area clerk and three office assistants.
Each executive officer who needs one has an assistant. The president
has furnished us ,1V.H11 an outline of the aims, plans, and policies of
the school. whicS shows careful study of educational problems and
looks well into the future along progressive lines. In the senior
aademy,there is not so much active supervision as is desirable; but
in the junior academy and in the elelueritay school the supervision
is very good indeed.. it includes nearly all the desirable features
outliiied in Chapter"-VI, Section V. some of these were observed
in successful operation.

An excellent feature in the eletnentary school, is a rack for the
teachers, containing the current numbers of the best educational and
literary magazines. Articles from these are frequently discussed in
thcf teachers' meetings, which are held every two weeks. Another
noteworthy feature of the administration is the prominence. given
to plans for moral and civic training, which-are in line with the best
educational theories in this field. These plans apparently are in
operation and are producing good results.

THE BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT OF ruNAitori.

The l'unahou Campus, consisting of over 80 acres of ground, is
situated in the beautiful Mnnoa Valley, at the bav of the mountains
and 80 feet above sea level. There are six buildings Nakaining 442

classrooms, laboratories, two sauditoriums, and a number of special
rooms for various administrative and educational purposes.' The
library occupies a :separate building winch also houses it small Tout
valuable collection of art works and historical relics. In Castle Hull
and Dole Hall are the girls' dormitories and refectdry.

The classrooms are generallywell adapte41 to the purposes for
which they are used; anti most of them are well lighted. There are
a few in which the light is received from the right instead of from
the left as it should be, and there are a number of others from which
the light is cut off at the tops of the windows by the overhanging

10146'1-20-22
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roof or the lanais. Plans for future httildings should avoid this
and should conform to the standard ratios (i.-e...length of window
not less than one-half width of room, and clear glass area not less
than one-fifth of the floor area).

The sketches for future development of the campus and Imildings,
by the architect, give promise of a steady improVement of the plant
from both the ardsticand the educational standpoint's. The athletic
grounds and equipment. including tract \and shimming pool, are
modern and generous. The erection of a gkinnasium is projected for

' the near future.
The equipment in good pictures for the schoolroom walls is the beg

to be found in the islands, and compares favorably with that in the
best schools of the mainland. There are. some rooms, however, that
have no pictures. 'Every schoolroom should have artistic and educa-
tive decorat ions of some sort.

The map equipment. tough better than that in mos of the other
'schools of the islands, is very inadequate. Ft: f bliickhoard
outline maps are needed for the elenentar_ school and the two

.academies; also full sets of physical, political, and historical maps for
all three schools. A liberal assortment of the topographical mnpi-
of the United States Geological Survey and of coast and river charts
is also needed. These can be obtained at nominal expen,,e, and can
ge mounted in the. school. The school has :t few good maps and it

, few of the teachers use them; but maps and other visual aids are used
far too little here as in other schools in the islands

The junior academy has an excellently planned laboratory in gen-
eral science which will easily accommodate 24 pupils at one time.
More can use it in emergencies without serious crowding.

The present science building of the senior :leadenly contains ,ft
demonstration classroom and two laboratory rooms. The accommo-
dations are inadequate, as one laboratory has to be used for both
physics and chemistry. This results in overcrowding and nil sorts of
disadvantages. Physical apparatus should never be kept in or near
a chemical laboratory where the fumes from chemical experiments
are sure to deteriorate ,it 'seriously. The biology room, which is
used tohouse a quite extensive collection of museum specimens.' is tot).
small to he used for the three purposes of a classroom. laboratikY, and
museum. The general equipment for biology though better than that
in most of the schools of the islands.excepting that at McKinley is far
from generous. and needs devekpment. The chemistry equipment is
sufficient for good work. but the chemistry is interfered with hy the
physics and vice versa. Like the biological apparatus the physical
apparatus is fair in amou. exceeding that of any other. secondary
school in the islands. Most of it has been kept in good condition,
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but there is not adequate space for its proper storage and use. More
apparatus.forgaboratory practice, and of the latest design, should be
added.

These needs are fully recognized by the administration of the
school ; and a complete remodeling and extension of the science hall
toget her with the purchase of additional apparatus is planned for
the iunnediate'faure. In working out-these plans; it is recommended
that careful study he made of the references given in Chapter VI.

The equipment for household arts is modern and adequate for
present needs. So is that in mechanical drawing and woodwork:
but if the manual work firows into the popularity which it merits,
its scope and equipment will have to be considerably expanded.

Besides the educational buildings there are on the. campus a resi-
deuce for the president. and six cottages for teachers with families.
Unmarried teacher; are provided with quarters in the boarding de-
partent. The;* icilities are of great,advantage to the school, in
providing satisfactory livitig conditions for the teachers. For the
further advantage of the teachers, the school maintains a rest cot-
tage at Kabala beach, where teachers may spendl their week ends and
vacation when they so desire.

The Punahou library, in respect to housing, operation, the number
and balance of choice of books, is unique in its excellence as a school
library. The only deficiency noted in the books was in the line of
the literature that is rapidly growing up for the promotion of in-
dustrial and vocational intelligence among children and adolescents.
The tendency to develop small departmental reference libraries in
the different schools and departments is to be commended. It makes
for economy of time, and for more frequent use of the books than
would be secured by sending pupils to the central- library for all

Y.!mks.
3. THE HONOLULU MILITARY ACADEMY.

This school was founded by its presidenL Col. Z.f,. Blackman,
in 1911. It is controlled by a board of 10 trustees of jvhich the presi-
dent is a member and presidine, officer ex officio. aft has no endow-
ment, but owns a fine piece of property consisting/of about 1410 acres
of ground and six buildings, and valued at $200,000. It is located
at Kaimuki near Waialae Bay, a mile from the mid of the Wainiae
street-ear line. The buildings stand on high ground overlooking the
ocean.

The school draws its cadets from all points in the islands. The
1918-19 roster shows 64 from Honolulu, 10 from Oahu outside of
Honolulu, 6 from Hawaii. 11 from Mimi, 10 from -Kauai, 1 from.
Molokai, 2 from California. and.1 each from New York State. :Winne-

.
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rota, nil Japan. The military regime as the title of the school in.
dicates is a dominant feature of its organizatiOn. It began at first
with ins ion only in the elementary gmles; but it now offers a

12-grade program Of studies, and it- organized in three divisions, an
elementary school, grades 1-6; a junior academy, grades 7, 8, 9; and
a senior academy. grades 10, 11, 12.

The student body at present consists of 105 tine, alert boys, who
evidently enjoy and appreciate the life and work Of the school.

The eurricului for the first grades is similar to thact which

prevails in most American school systems, but is more restricte9an
is usual in' moA of our larger cities. The theory is outlined in the

announcement bulletin, page 15, as foflow.s:

pitEpk zA To It 1' DEPARTMENT.

GRADES I TO VI.
ESL

The CU rrio,uluni of this dearlinfint Is the standard course which prevails in
the best American schools, and is laid down with the purpose of preparing stu-
dents for thP entranco Ellittienaiiits, of the junior academy, leading up through
the academy proper to the auirement of accredited college-entrance qualifi-
cations.

Throughout the deportment sir( ss is laid upon thoroughly grounding the stu-
dent in the rudiments of (lineation before passing to more advanced brioches
of instruetii)re The pupil in early years, therefore, is required to acquire
a thorough knowledge of spelling, an intelligent grasp of the use of the English
language, fitcility in reading, a practical business handwriting, and a ready
application of t4e elementary rules of arithmetic.

In 'the grades a thordligh grounding is given hi reading, writing, spell-
ingx and in the tables and simple rules of arithmetic. Attention is given to
poetry, elementary English. geography, and simple history. Singing, drawing,
physiology, and nature study are also taught.

A feature of the work of the preparatry department is the daily recitation
required of each student, in all subjects.

Nature study is not treated as a separate subject, except in, the lowest
grades. A nnrmal boy requires such knowledge frqm his own contact Nlith
nattfre and from his own Amend observatbm, experiment and InquirY. A'he

geographies, readers, and other lesson books abound in iuseful information re-
garding malllmals, birds, insects, and natural phenomena.

Throughout the curriculum effort-is made to eliminate extraneous and
unessential matters which have crept into the popular courses of mtudy late
years, often to the &trim* of subjects of apkoval and established im alance.

The survey commission can not agree with the statement' as to
natufre study. We are most emphatically of the opinion that a
strong course in nature study and elementary science should extend
through the grades of every elnientary and junior school, and that
such a course would be most attractive and educative feature in
this one, where it is easy for the boys to, get close to nature in many,

4
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of its most attractive forms. We know' that some boys will observe
and learn of nature without stimulation and direction, but that most
of them will not. Yet all can iearn to do so under the guidance of
a wise and enthusiastic teacher who is a naturalist by taste and edu-

,

cation. Under suet& guidance and instruction they may develop
interest and acquire knowledge and training which will help them
in all their later studies, and will be a source of pleasure. and in-
spiration to them throughout their lives. Very few 'boys acquire
such interest and knowledge without guidance and training.

We also believe that systematic and thorough class instruction in
music and alit throughout the elementary and high-school grades
would add immensely., to the attractiveness and usefulness of the
school work.

More speeding up, more intensiveness, and greater technical effi-

ciency in the classroom teaching would gain the time for these. Also
if the study problems in English, arithmetic, etc., were made to grow
largely out of the conditions and circumstances of the nature and
science work, and ()tit of the commerce and industries of the islande-
life the motivation for study would be stronger and more intensive
work wotild result.

In the seventh and eighth grades, 'union academy, Latin and
French are introdiiced in addition to th usti English, arithmetic,
geography, and United States history. is is line with modern,
thought ; but why not the rudiments of alge and concrete
geometry with the arithmetic, and why not genera ee, manual
training, free-hand drawing and 'design? Tfie ve urpose of a
junior high school organization is to afford opportubity to carry out
an enriched curriculum, with elements to apptal to many pupils of
varied interests and needs, and particularly to appeal to those who
are more easily interested Om studying and doiMg concrete things
than in so much juggling with- abstract symbols. Unless there is
such a curriculum enrichment ana differentiation, and unless the
junior school has its own separate- teaching corps and organization,

memlierf being segregated rdiPt. distinctively from those of the
other schools. a school dos not fall within the accepted conception
'of a junior high school. The junior academy of this school goes only
part of the way toward carrying out this conception.

For grades 9 to 12 the program of studies is restricted to the
traditional college preparatory subjects, with the addition only of
stenography and typewriting and of " general science."

IN REALITY ONLY ONE cyn. mcmum oFFEnED,

The studies of this quite limited program are repeated under three.
headings, giving the appearance, to an undiscerning view, of three
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different curriculums; but just as in the case of the public high-
,

schOol curriculums and those of Punahou already discussed, there is
really only one. Thus any cadet choosing$he " English urricultim
can take by free choice the exact studies that he would take in either
of the other two Ely requirement, or election, exceptling that he may
not take r;reek, which however,, nobody takes anyway, and he may
take stenography and typewriting which nobody is taking at present.

There'is then really only one curriculum as in the cast. of the other
schools, and a narrower one than the others at that. Ilepeatin!r it
under two additional headings with a slight shifting of tire' order of
studies and a diffeient placing of them under the words " required "
and "elective" does not make it any broader. In order to show
clearly that this statement is true, the studies of the 1919-20 an-
nounce-meet bulletin have been real ranged below and tabulated with
reference to their place in the three columns and with
reference to whether they are required or elective. The Roman
numerals refer to the high school grades in which the subject, are tO
be taken. -4

Homotulu Mi./Harp .4 m(len; y CUITiCill 11 1118.
..

preparatory. t;eneral.

i Reqcti uired Elective.
El eve. .do

. .do... Not offered...
. do Fleet ive
.do... ..do........

....do...... ...... . , .-,do
Required.. ...... Required

.do.... .do
Not offerod........ .....do.
....do. Required ".X.-

°tie reljuird XII .
111:111ulirrIA

1.

Not otTcred... .... Not offered

.... :
,

..!
a'

'

('ommercial.Studies.
iCollege

.M

Latin IX,_X,XI_, XII
French IX, X, XII XII A
nreek ,__X I
History X,_nieditval and modem.
History XI, English bi4tory
History:XII, American history and qi vies ..
Review of_pldne geometry and ?el-vowed

algebra, XI.
Solid geometry XII
Plane trigonometry XII
General science

1Chemistry, phySIcs...
Stenography and typo%%riting

Ileeti-e.
1)e.

Not offered.
Elect iv-e.

Do.
Reqiiired. .

Elective.

1)0.
Elective X.
iteqiiired XI.
Elective XI.
Elect ive.

_

CohstantsreAmifed in all three curriculums. Epglish IX, X, XI, XII, algebra tO quadratics IX,
plane geomet ry X, ancient history IX.

Additional sequences and studiesrequired. optional, or elect ive.

As stated in the discussion of the Punahon curriculum, we seri-
ously question the edueatipnal soundness of .giving a half year to the
review of plane geometry. If solid geometry were i)laced here, all
necessary re% iew of plane geometry ought to come incidentally in
the 'preparation and recitation of the lessons in solid geometry. and
a fourth of a semester's time would thus be saved tosspend.on science,
history, econonths, bookkeeping, economic geography, or some other
of the vitalizing and appealing subjects of a modernized secondory
curriculu44.

We can' not. see any sound educational philosoidly be. hind the re-
quirement for all students of a 'SeiiiiiitTn"-eieilt- history.. while Ameri-
can history and civics are matie electNe in two of the curriculums
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anti left to the whim of youthful choice. Is the answer that the
Lvs-will.chocise these inc college! If ,o). why should they be expected
to do 4. If they (lid not choose thrm in preparatory :;clibol? Since
the school is as yet too small to carry out economically a Fiore di-
versified program of studies, our 4iiggestion is that it offer two cur-
riculums---Albstantially the "arts preparatory " and the "scientific
preparatory," the first two of the five thtit are suggested for the
pull icy high schools, in Chapter VI.

We strongly advise the introduction of a progressive sequence of
mechnical-drawing and anul-taining courses. similar in spirit
and method to those ont i in the Pitnahu bulletin, as soon as the
enrollMent anti income of the school become large enough to jus-
tify it.

(.1ZGANIZATI()N AND ANI INTTRATIoN OF THE S4'11044.4.
6

The training;-trn4I exp(tience of the teachers in the military
academv is set f;1*th in a rfxceding tiltle. All the teachers are earn-
esti devoted to the bovs and the school: and in general they Ere
good teahers. Tile teaching of Litin avl history are especially
oririnal and stimnlatintr. Two or three Of the teachers. however, do
not use good English all the time; and these ought to he admonished
to make special effort that ther grammar at least be always correct.
Some of the technical faults mentioned in Chapter VI are more or
less cOtinton among them, and they should be led to take to heart the
suggestinsithere made as tq ways of eliminating these. The super-

of the classronm work needs development ;Iloilo- the lines sug-
gested in Chapter VI.

The organi7,ation and administration and discipline of the school,
are embodirld in the military routines, and are highly efficient. Thev
appear to be excellent in spirit and wjse in t-very detail. . Character
building and the inculcation of fine ideals of courtesy, manhood, and
true worth evident in all the features of the daily routines, and
show- plainly in the habits and covdtict of the cadets. The training
here in habits of promptness, cheerful obedience to regul#rly con-
stituted authority, neatness and. cleanliness of person and quarters,
courtesy, tolerance, fair elay,,and chivalry is one of the very finest
thin!rs seen in the schools of the islands. The-routines provide for
useful mnd interesting employment of every waking minute; and
thAtends to bring back to these boys an ever-present influence against
101 1fl and dawalinif and toward a fixed habit of industry and
efficiency wILich was charactclristic of the New England farm life of
'the early nintleteenth century, but which has nearly vanished from the.
lives of youth to-day.
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ISUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT.

The schoolrooms are well ventilated and attractive, but are 'not.
/ lighted exclusively, from the left. There are had cross-lights and

shadows in many olf them. a condition hich in some cases could be
remedied by turning the seats. la other,, changes in the windows
should be made. The dormitorieS, mess hall. living rooms, club
rooms, armories and auditorium are all Well adapted to their pur-
poses, and the playground facilities are excellent.

The equipment in visual aids, like that of all the secondary schools
in the islands, leaves very much to he desired. The science laboratory
is too small, and only in chemistry does the equipment of apparatus
and supplies approach .the amount arid' Variety needed.

Physical, political, historical, topographical, and blackboard out-
line maps are needed. At least one full set of each should be supplied
and these should be kept in constant use. More should be added later,
according as the need develop:. .1 transit, a level, a plane jable, and
a sextant would addgreatly to the interest and utiIty of the course
in trigonometry. Sp' cc and simple apparatus a rtIrneeded for in-
dividual laboratory w in general science and physiology, both of
which tend to become too bookish and abstract.

These needs are recognized by the management of the school.
Doubtless The needed impnivements will be Made and the deficiencies
remedied in the near future.

4. THE MID-PACIFIC INSTITUTE.

This school was founded by the union of Mills 'School for Boys,
the Japanese Boarding School. -the Methodist Korean Boarding
School', and Kawaialmo Seminary fur Girls. School was
started as a small downtown missionary school in 1S92, by Mr. and
Mrs. Francis IV. Diunon,"who took into their lo air a number of
Chinese boys with the aim of giving them a Christian education.
Kawaiahao Seminary was founded in a similar manner, in 1864,
when Mr. and Mrs. Luther II. Gulick took into their home a number
of. Hawaiian girls. These schools-grew in numbers, interestvand
influence, and they gradually accumulated properties, -endrpvment
funds, and scholarships. In 1907 both Mills and Kawaiahno had
outgrown their quarters, and better sites and buildings had long been
needed for them. Accordingly these two schools and the tweothers
above mentioned were united for economy and efficiency of adminis-
tration. The present valuable site of Go acres near the head of the
Manna Valley was acquired, largely througl.the beneficence of the
Hawaiian Board of Missions: The .building used for. the boys'
school and the joint high school, Wilcox Hall, wfil given by Mr:
ereorgeM. Wilcox, of Kauai; and the girls' building, Atherton Hall,

1_ mil
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was given by Mrs. J. B. Atherton, in memory of her husband. The
-school is controlled by a self-perpetuating board of trustees. whose
election, however, must be approved by the Hawaiian Board of Mis-
sions. It now has an endowment of over $600,000. It has a:t annual
income from boarding and tuition fees of appiaimately $26.000.
It is stated by the president that the fees for board and tuition ($100
for elementary schools and $125 for high school) barely cover the
cost of raw food. All the expense of operating the school, therefore,
is not by income, from the endowment, supplemented by generous
gifts from friends of the institution.

The boys of Mills school are nearly all of Chinese and Japanese
parentage. The girls of Kawaiahao are largely Ile waiian, but many
oriental and Polynesian races and race mixtures are also repre-
sented. The students in Mid-Pacific, especkally the boys,.are dili-
gent students, as is generally characteristic of orientals when they
go to school. The most -of them are in school. because they know
they must depend on their own efforts for a career; and they believe
that an American education will help them to get op. They are a
fine lot of boys, and it. was especially inspiring to liar them at
chapel singing Ameriean patriotic hymns with evident sincerity and
enthusiasm.. The teachers of the school aim to make Christian
Americans out of these boys and young men of oriental parentage
and competent Christian home makers and wagie earners out'of the
girls. There is every reason to believe that they are accomplishing
these purposes in an efficient manner.

'nu: ctunicuLA OF TIIF.

The curriculums are like those already discussed excepting dm
English is given double time, s units being required for graduation
instead of 4, that Bible study is required in each year of each cur-
riculum, and that 20 to 23 units instead of 16 are required for gradua-
tioA. Otherwise the curriculums differ but little from those of the
public high Schools, excepting that in foreign languages only two
years each of Latin and French are offered, and only two years of
foreign language are required for graduation.

The curriculumdismsions of .Chapter VI of this report- and of
the high-school section of the Memphis survey are commended to the
managers of this school for careful study.

It is fundamentally better to. look at the curriculum question from
the point of view of offering to the pupils the opportunity to choose
among several different courses of training rather than to chooSe

_ studies without any definite central aim.
The elementary curriculum of- Kawaiahao includes cooki#g and

sewing. The cooking, however, is such as can be gained by helping
in the cooking and serving of the meals for the girls and teachers.

. .
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This is educative to a degree. but the requiretnents ofregular meals,
to be got exactly on time, for a large number of persons are apt to
conflict with the requirements of education. Also the epe..ialized
practice which makes for efficiency in institutional hoosekeeping does
not "go so far in itself toward-developing. the poWer of initiative and
the ingennity in meeting emergencies that is so necessary to the
mistress M a private home. The institutional work gives training
in the formation of certain efficient habits. and in that sense is good
as far as it goes: but it is not a substitute for regular classroom and
laboratory training in dono:stic science. The sewing rooms though
too small are fairly well equipped: and the work covers the articles
and principles." usually taught in the elementary grades of good
public-school sy4,tems. A- is usual. there was good interest and
industrious application in these classes.

The school is missing a great opportunity in nest working into
its4.ouses in English, arithmetic, and geography many real problems
and project; that grow naturally out of the housekeeping and
sewing work and gardening or are suggested by them. Such Iirob-
lems and projects would furnish real motives for thinking, such
as do not come out of formal questions and abstract, Made-up
examples.

TEACHING EFFIC I ENCY.

The teachers of mid-Pacific are a fine, harmonious body of sincere
men and women. They are full of the missionary spirit, and in
general very well trainei I., It is unfortunate, however, that there
4i Fe no living provisions for married men. One of the urgent needs
of the school is for cottages for men with families. such as Kame-
hameha and Punahou possess. This would help the sclaad to retain
the services of especially useful young men when they become more
mature and wish to marry and establish homes of their own.

The status of the teachers as to training and experience is shown
in a preceding table. It will be seen that they stand well as com-
pared with the teachers of other private schools.

The teaching, like that in the other schools, is open to crittrism
at many points and is worthy of comniendation at others. For
example, in geometry the teacher is not careful to haVe all flaws
in logic corrected by the class: yet in algebra he gives unusually
good attention, to bringing out fundamental principles by classifying
Solutions to problems under different' types. s.

Recitations in history and geography are too bookish. Not ugh
problematic and thought-provoking questions are asked, an there
is almost no use of wall maps andother important kinds of visual
aids.
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ore enthusiasm and

e assignments were
made. This latter is true of nearly all the subjects.

In Latin it was noted that the practice of interlinin, their text-
books with English- equivalents of the Latin words was general
among the students. This is a bad practice. The purpose of study-
ing the Latin lesson is to get a perfect mastery of the Latin author's
thought and then express it in good English. Hence the student
should aim in his preparation to know the story and meaning so
well that he can render it in good English in his own words and
also explain the- Latin construction of any passage on demand.
Being human. he will not do this if he lac allowed to use an interlined
text. The practice of interlining can easily be prevented by using
in the classroom only separate class texts, without notes or vocabu-
lary. These are furnished by all publishers of Latin classics.

The teaching of physiology in Kawaialao was an illustration 'bf
'the extreme of formal question-and-answer, out-of-the-book teaching.
It is a poor method of teaching a subject which fairly bristles with
points of personal and ptIlic interest of the most appealing sort. If
the school has the kind df classroom supervision that it ought to have,
such inetTectivek types Of teaching may be. expecteCo yield place to
project and problem methods in the near future. .

Taking all Oil teaching work in Nall schools into consirieration it
may be said thatl the quality averages well. Most of the elementary

3M:ork was equal i or better than the average of that observed in the
public elements schools, and the high-school work on the average
wits not quite so good as the 'corresponding work in McKinley and
Hilo highNcjiools.

ADM I NI STRATI WE FEATURES.

As to administration, the executive work is well done; but there
is very little in the way of effective supervision of the classroom
teaching. 'This condition, as has already been shown, is not unique
among Hawaiian schools any more than in the States, bat neverthe-
lewit represents a radical defect that should be remedied. Kawaia:
hen particularly would probably fare letter as to effective super-
vision if its principal would assume a more hospitable attitude
toward the modern tendencies in methods that are proving to be so
stimulating to elementary teachers on the mainland.

The school year is 36 weeks in length. The recitation periods in
the high school are 40 minutes gross. It will lie recalled that this is
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below the North Central standard of "40 minutes in the clear." The
high-school girls in Kawaiabao recite in the same classes with the
,high-school boys at Mills.

BUILDINCS AND EQUIPMENT.

The buildings are in ihe Queen Anne or English gable style, the
outer walls being of lava stone (maried on the grounds.:, and the in-
terior of wood. They are well located and make a very imposing and
handsome a pi warance. Half the ground is used for pasturage for
the cows that suplly the school with milk: of the remainder, part
is leased for gardening purposes and the rest is being worked up as
playgrounds and campus.

Wilcox. I Tall. valued at $125.0(X), contains 14 classrooms, parlor,
library, dining room, cookroonts, and dormitory spaik. fur 193 boys.
The larger I toys occupy single rooms and the smaller ones large
dormitories. In the basement are bathrooms, showrs, toilets, land
laundry, two laboratories, three commercial rooms, atol a manual
training shop.

Atherton Hall, valued at $50,000, contains eight classrooms. 50
rooms for the larger girls, and two large dormitories for the small
girls, together with parlor; library, dining room, coukrooms, and
laundry. All pupils and all the teachers live in these buildings.

In both shook the food is good and the honskeeping well con-
ducted.

ThC schoolrooms in both buildings are fairly well lighted, the light
coming from the left in most of the rooms, as it should. Some of the
basement rooms, notably the manual training shop, the commercial
practice room, and the girls' laundity are very inadequately lighted.
The lighting of the basement laboratories is a little' less than fair.
In the typing room the machines Ahouid be turned so the light may
come to the operators from the side and not frOm the rear. The

Operators work with their heads in thei: own light. The chemical
and biological 'laboratories are both too small and there is not ade-
quate storage space for apparatus. 'Were is neither,suflicient nor
suitable space for teaching physics. The physics apparatus is inade-
(Rude in amount and is kept in the chemistry storeroom, where It
must rapidly deteriorate., A separate roont.with suitable tables and
an adequate amount of apparatus is badly needed in order to make

the teaching of this subject effective. The shorthand roon'i should be
rearranged as to seating, so the students may receive the light from
the left. SemitranSpatent adjustable shades should be provided for
all rooms receiving direct sunlight. The plumbing in the Mills
School basement is in a bad state of repair and shoal be overhauled

-or replaced.
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MID- PACIFIC SeHOOL NEEDS.

To sum up, Mid- Pacific' needs a new building for a joint high
school, with adequate unilateral lighting throughout and no basement
classrooms. This building should have spacious and well-equipped
laboratories for physics. themistry, biology, geography. and general
science, cooking, plain sewing, dressmaking, and millinery. There
should be rooms equipped for typewriting, bookkeeping, and office
practice, and' well-appointed she!) rooms for manual'arts and me-
chanical drawing. There shoV also be well-equipped rooms for
freehand drawing and design and for handcraft work for girls.
Like the other schools examined, this school is very inadequatelyisupplied with maps. There Amid l i wo complete sets of large
political wall maps, two sets of Mackin) rd outline maps. one set each
of historical in:q)S (American and Europcan histiiry), And one set of
physical maps. _

If possible, the school should provide a completely equipped cot-
tage in which the girls can live for a period by turns and keep house
together in small groups. They might thus learn private home-
keeping by acthal practice under regular instruction. As they can
not all have set wash trays and electric irons when they go to house-
keeping on their own account, they ought to be provided in this cot-
tage with ordinary tubs and irons arid- with an ordinary cook stove
so that they may become skillful in the use of these.

5. THE EPISCOPAL SCHOOLS.
. .

The Tolani School and St. Andrew's Priory are the two largest of
a group of Episcopal mission schools, situated in various parts of
Honolulu. These two are located in the group of edifices of which
the cathedral is the center. All these schools are under the control
of the Rt. Rev. III B. Restarick, Bishop of Honolulu, who informed
us that there are no boards of control or trustees for the schools, but
that he is wholly responsible for financing and operating them.
His attention, however, is given mainly to the finabeing and to the
direction of the religions instruction. -lie informed us that the
curriculums and the operation and instruction are left entirely to
the respective principals. In both schools the teaching staffs are
constantly changing, Both principals are new this year. They are
sincere and earnest people, but neither one has had the kind of train-
ing and experience that are essential to success' in organizing a
schOol, working out a curriculum, and supervising the teaching an'
cording to acceptl modern standards.

THE 1OLANI SCHOOL.

Mani School. has an earnest and well-disposed body of about 120
'students; die elder ones especially seem earnestly tirous of learn-

1111111r
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ing all they can. They are mostly of Chinese parentage. The school
has all grades from primary through high school. There seems
to be a fine spirit of devotion and good will 'on the, part of teachers
and pupils: Jolt as an educational institution it can not properly
be ranked high.

The Iolani ImilAinp,s are very old and are totally unlit for school
purposes. There is no efficient organization, and the frequent changes
in the teaching staff would- destroy almost any organization th:ii
could be whipped into shape.

There is no established system of keeping the school records: and
important data asked for by the commission could not he found.
One of the memliers of the clergy who was a teacher in the .school
left during the sorvy to assume a ministerial charge. and this
'necessitated a radical shift in the class assignments.

TH E TEACH' NO CHARACTERIZED.

The teaching obsei-ved was nuistly crude; unskilled. and ineffective.
Especially in the middle elementary and lower high school grades
the class management was so poor that there was much noise and
confusion and little or nothing of the instruction was made to 4.
velop to ictllly Or stand out clearly. Volley answers." "hesitation
questions," " inverted-what questkins." and "blank filling questions"
were the rule rather than the exception. Tit some cases the teachers
were not themselves in posttession of a clear understanding of what
they Were trying to teach. In many classes there were serious dis-
turbances.fnun noise coming through the thin board partitions from
other rooms. In most of the rooms the blackboard spare was insuf-

, ficient and the quality of the blackboards very poor. This con-
tributed seriously tothe inefficiency of the instruction.

The following e,xtracts from ,the observer's field notrs will serve
to illustrate some of the types of faulty teaching. which also are
discussed at some length in Chapter VI.

Reeitalion In Englixh.Reltnn dining room. The boyS are picking out .
clauses us subject and predicaie, naming verbs, etc.

Questions: Whoever canoes 18 your what?" And your subject Is ?
And then- your whole clause Is What kind of a word is suffer? Answer.
" a verb." Teacher " yes, a verb, all right."

Part of the assignment for next day was to bring In dye original' sentences In
each of which a clause Is used for the subject. No explanation was given or
discussion entered Into us to why u clause might be more ..r. rule as subject than
a word (21* phrase. No tnotive for the assignment was apparent except that of
meeting the demand of the teacher.

In a really constructive teaching process the boys would have been
led.to analyze an English selection within the range oi their cm-
-prehension and interests in order to find out.what were the uses of the

.
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different words, phrases, and clauses in conveying the thou& of the
writer to the reader clearly, concisely, and forcibly. They would
then have been assigned something to write aboutsoniething in
which they were intei-ested and about which they had same thought
that they would like tt) express. The would then Piave been asked
to analyze these and change them around in various ways until they
had got them into the best possible form for expressing what was in
their minds.- In each paragraph the structure, form, and function of
each important word or group element would be discussed. a'nd trials
would lie made of changing clauses into phraies or 'single words and
vice versa, and of changing order unit arrangement to get the sen-
tence -into the clearest, eoneisest, smoothest, and most forcible form.
This kind of poce.lure would furnish a real motive for grammatical
thought, for it would be made plain that a knowledge of grammatical
relations and of the functions in a sentence of its different gram-

,, matioal elements is necessary in order to achieve either a clvir expres-
sion of one's thoughts or a clear understanding of the thoughts of
snot her.

2. .1 Latin recital ken .Thflre Is much confushin of Vtlir..PS. hiplis allowed tp
interrupt each other. General quest-101k " allSwers" are tote most
common sort. Tlare b, however. n good development by the teacher of the lig417
of the different Inflected form ,,p, ditroyen,ls Iti meaning.

3. A h tactic leston.Prondseuous or "volley tuiffers" prevail. Much noise
and confusion. princlpijs are made to stand out dearly, although some good
Wel:board prrretlee is being given. Teacher often fails to notice .pupils' mita-
takes, :11111 hence they are 1114 wadi to correct these.

1. .t peuruphy recitat Volley' nowers- preeaIJ. Much con flasion.
Explosively memory' work. Little or toditim: math. 111,fir lir Interesting. No
effective.use of wall maps. 4Ir

:1. A -chomistry claimClass held in a shed badly crowded and very poorly
lighted, part of the light coming from, the front, part from leg and .sane from
rear. Students show good interest. Teacher enthuslastie, but badly hum-
pensl by lack of splice utol adequate apparatus and by crowding of class.

It. A history lektoin.Exclusively question and answer, textbook recitation,

4
Very slow and uninteresting.

In this school there is no real coordinating leadership, no system,
and no nnification of nun and effort. Consequently the instruction
must be-relatively ineffective. There are, of course, many students
who will learn much if you tough them how to read and put them
in touch with books; but a school ought to do more titan this.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT..

The building is ettirely unfit for the purposes of a school, especially
such a' large one as this. The light is inadequate or from a wrong di-
rection or both, in nearly all the rooms. The blackboards are very poor
or inadequate in area. Aside from a small. demonstration outfit in

...I
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chemistry, a few articles to be used for demonstration, and a map or .

two, the school las practically no equipmtefit. There was a small
manual-training outfit but it is not now in regular use.

It was stated that 00.000. of 'a large fund that is to be raised by
the Episcopal churches of -the United States has been apportioned
to this school for the erection and equipMent of a building. The
bishop hopes that this will be available within not her year. Such
an up-to-date building as might be erected and equipped for this
amount is certainly badly needed; but it may prove difficult to
reconcile the needs of biith an up-to-date school -building and equip-
ment on the one hand and the needs of an adequate boarding de-
partment on the other. 'Rose who are to be re:f.ponsible, for spending
this amount of money shoithl see to it that the -plans and specifi.
cations are correct and up-to-date in. every detail- of adaptation to
the needs of a good school. This means that someone who knOws
about good schools should have a hand in making the plans. Other-.
wise there is danger that the building will be made to lit in \veil
with the ecclesiasti.cal group as to proportion and appearance, but
thatainany urgent needs of the school will be overlooked or poorly
provided for.

Asnia:w's mon-.

The St. Andrew's Priory is. on the whole, a much more successful
school than Iolani. It has an attractive and comfortable build-
ing of monastic style, harmonizing well in type of architecture
with the church building,s. The dormitories, dining room. and
kitchen are neat and attractive. Most of the schoolrooms are well
lighted and of suitable size, but the school is already overcr9wded.
The plans for the building failed to provide for tiny expansion, yet
the management keeps on admitting more pupils, finding it hard to
refuse those who apply.

The school gives much attention tdright habits of lupe life, good
ideals, and training in English speech. In these it has been remark..
ably successful, according to the testimony of the bishop and the
teachers.

Visitation in the classrooms revealed that the lower primary work
is being "well done, that the English training and the obseriances of
courtesies in all classes and at all tim s are good, that the upper ele-
mentary work is fair and that the hi i.schoOl work is weak.

The equipment for sewifig is fair. There is no cooking laboratory
and no special rooms or equipment for laboratory work in science.

The elementary curriculum is of the strictly traditional type above
the first two' grades .excepting there is opportunity for the girls to
get good instruction in sewing. There is no other handcraft work,
and no noteworthy effort at systematic instruction in drawing, color,
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and design. The highlchbol curriculum has more on paper than .

can he properly taught or than is being taught. It is not built on
modern principles of curriculum making. The kind of curriculum
which would seem to be demanded to fit the needs of the girls in
this school is one in which the home interests and the interests of
the women citizens should form the core. The home economics
curriculum recommended for the public high schools. Chapter VI,,
would serve well as a basis to Work from in constructing a curriculum
for this school. It is reconntended to the principals and teachers
for careful consideration in connection with the work of building a
curriculum that is better suited to the needs of these girls.

REC03111 ENDAM INS.

The survey commission believes and recommends that steps should
be taken at once to have the coptrol and. oversight of these schools
placed in the hands of a board of trustees or a hoard of control, who
shall decide on the educational and fiscal policies to be carried out,
and who shall select if' competent head for the schools. The person
selected should he a schoolman of experience, trained in the profes-
sion of supervising education. He should direct and supervise the
activities of both schools and recommend policies to the board of
trustees for consideration and approval. The salary attached to this
position should be sufficient to attract and hold a competent person,

Nor else no benefit will result.

6. THE HILO BOARDING SCHOOL.

This is one of the oldest sermls in the islands. I t was established
in IS.36 through the efforts of the Rev. D. B. Lyman, who was its
principal until 1874,and -the Rev. Titus i'oan. It ,is recorded that
Gen. Armstrong, who founded Hampton Institute, received much of
his inspiration and many of his practical itleas.of indUstrial educa-
tion front, contact with Dr. Lyman and the Hilo Boarding School.
The fact is noteworthy that elementary tool work tind industrial
training were well started in this school by "Father Lyman" 41/
years before the founding at Boston in 1874 of the first manual-
training school on the mainland.

This ,school served well in the early days in educating leaders .

anntng.the llawaiian race, producing what was most needed among
them, teachers, preachers, and intelligent agriculturists and home-
makers. `kalso served as a feeder for Lahainahma Seminary which
was then a higher school for the training of native preachers and
missionaries. From the first, religious instruction, practical farm,.
ing, and the mechanical skills of the time were dominating elements
of the curriculum, but instruction in the common-school branches waa .
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also given. It has always been predominantly an industrial school,
and the labor of the pupils themselves has been a large factor
building up the plant, developing the farm and maintaining the sal
siitence departinent... There has been a steady development of shop.
work until liow the school approacheS the trade school type.

The enrollment rapidly grew from 8 boys at the .opening to ib
and has stood between that and a hundred ever since. Originally
_entirely Hawaiian. the enrollment has gradually changed so that
tow more than .half the students are of oriental parentage. the
J1 panese. being the most numerous, and the rema inder nearly al) part.
Hawaiian, Hawaiian. and Portuguese. In 1918-19 the geographical
distribiltion of the 83 students was as follows: -Hawaii outside of
Hilo, 'lido, 19: Honolulu. 4: Kauai. 1: Philippine Islands. 1.
The school is thus seen to he serving mainly the large island of
Hawaii, leaving the other islands to Lohirinaluna and Kamehamejia.
the other two important industrial hoarding schools for boys.

TFIE-11( li OF THE

4-
The currica4M.:tts set forth in the 191r-;--19 catalogue is very well

worked oat. and if taught thOroughly and in the spirit in which it
is coneeived shouldproduce very good results. There is a consistent
attempt to build up the academic work in close connection with the
industrial, making the intellectual problems grow out of the occupa-
tions of the farm, the shops. the kitchen, and the 'dairy.. This is
decidedly in the right direction and is to be commended. There is
a " preparatory" class for older boys who do not know English.
whico covers the work of the first three grades in a year. The smaller
boys coming civil English-speaking families make their home at the
school, but attend the neizhboring public, elementary school in Hilo
for the first two-grades.

The regular curriculum begins with the third grade and ends with
the eighth. The academic studies are arithmetic, English. language,
and reading, biography and history,. Biblestudy, geography. tl
elementary physics of the farm and shop,. civics and economics.
hygiene, agriculture. and music. The work includes Carpentry,
joinery, cabinetmaking, wood turning. and polishing. N prominent
feature of the shopwork is the manufacture of novelties front the
native Hawaiian woods for the tourist market. Blacksmithingl
printing, painting, concrete construction, road building, and auto-
mobile repairing are also tawght. One-of the best features of the
manual training work is the home'crafts or "handy man" course, in
which the boys are taught id rotation to do all sorts of handy home
construction. and repair jobs, such as repairing shoes, saddles. and

#4
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harness, house cleaning and cooking, mending clothes, simple elec-
trical repairing and wiring. pipe fitting. setting windoiv glass, care
of horses, vehicles and farm implethents, soldering, soap -making,.
.butchering and tneat entting, caning chairs. and making knots and
'splices. a

.

The learning of these things is of great value from the practical
standpoint alone. but their intellectual..value in giving a firsthand
knovledge of the materials, tools, and processes underlying all our
home and industrial life can scarcely .he Overestimated. It furnishes
a concrt:te bOis of wide experience out of which ideas may arise in
the processes of thinking out intellectual.problems of all sorts, and
it also helps the boys in choosing the kind of shopwork on ivhiehlt;
specialize. What a boon it would be to every modern city boy if
he could have such experience as this. which his great-grandfather
got em the farm. hat whieh he is denied l!y the complex living con-
ditions of to-day! Besides the shonwork a rather comprehensive

. course in elementary mechanical drawing is offered.
It would be well, indeed, for the public- school authorities )

carefully examine these rouses with a view to introducing similar
instruction into the piddle schools. (See ( .h. I.)

Like Kamehamehtt. this school is conducted largely on a military
basis, militarydrill, instruction, andkly routine being made regu-
lar features of the boys'.life in the school. As in the Ilonoltdu
Military Academy. Kamehameha. and in less degree' in Pu
where it Is rather more incidental. this military regimen proves to
be ,.of great assistance in the formation of right habits and ideals.
It is a most important aid in maintaining good discipline and
morale, and instilling loyalty to the school and tlfe Nation. '.

Athletics .is encouraged. a r physical training is op 'linteroc
the direction of an instructor.

.
The extent of the training and experience of the teachers in this

school is shown in the comparative tables in the first section of thiS
chapter. In general, the teachers have not been sofiirtunate in the.
amount of training that they have received as is desirable. If
possible, higher salaries should be paid in order 'that teachers might
have means to supplement their previous education by further study.
The principal has set a very, worthy example Icy his enterprise in
going to the mainland and taking special courses in antontechanics,
repairing. and .other craft work in order that he may teach these
sttjects in the school. Other teachers should be encouraged to do.
likewise. It would be -a Meat advantage to the school if some of
its friends who have ample means and philanthropic ideals *onld
set aside a mini to be used by itin aiding teachers by paid leaves of
absence to be used in this way.
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ItUILOINGS AND EQUIPMENT.

The school posses1110441 acres of cultivated ground and campus
end about 23 acres of pasturage. It also owns water rights which

:dare the means of contributing substantially to its revenues.t-
..,' The main building contains seven classrooms, offices. library, and

study or assembly hall on the first floor; dormitories on the second
floor; and dining hall.. kitchen, and agricultural laberatory in the

ddin gymnasium with a floor TO by 100 feet. a shop building,
4.1baseme . ground story. There are also an additional dormitory

bu
principal's house, and three teadiers' cottages. .

. The carpepter shop has benches and tools for it! pupils to work ',
- at one time and a fair outfit of power took. which, however, are in

rather poor condition from long and -continuous use. The black-
smith shop is well equipped for classes of 10 at a time. The other
shops are more or lesS improvised and poorly equipped, but by dint
of patience and indastry are made to answer their purpose fairly

-. well. Besides the school and shop buildings, there are the dairy
and poi -factory. the cow sheM'and horse bun. a stone crusher, and
the necessarystock and farm implements.

The school classrooms are all.lighted from the left, and the light,
is fair, though She windows have the fault so common in the Terri-
tory of being too Mort- .The auditorium, ivhich is used for a general

' study room, is very badly lighted. So are the shops. and also the
dining room. ...

The horse barn and cow sheds are in a bad state of repair, and the
bernytird and grounds about the building-4 are not kept so clean and

; as sanitary as the should be. Surely in a school of this character no
'more valuable contribution can he made than to develop among the
pupils standards of order, neatness, and cleanliness. The care and
witentjon to these matters observed in the classrooms and the dormi-
tories have notleen projected, as they should be, to the outbuildings
and the grounds adjacent. .

The school.equi ment'fike .that elsewherein the islands, is far below
the minimum of freiency. There is very little in-the way of modern
apparatus for tl teaching of elementary science and agriculture;
and there t re ely any good maiis. 'The school has a gpod-Thomp-
son tefleetose }e, and a carefully classified' and neatly filed collec-

' tion of pictures, gatheiid ftonthll sorts of sources and including a
great a-ariety of subjects. This collection of pictures is. constantly
growing, and is di valuable adjunct to the teaching of geography,
history, literature, ankompositioti..-
- the librarycontai4several thousand volumes, but many of them

. are tntitely. out of (Tate and worse. than uselegi in a school of this
character. -,. Many such books are gixell to Baca& by well-intentioned

- . *-: -t ,.
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people who have not taken the trouble to think what kind of books
are suitable. Certainly no school can use books that no one else
knows what to do with. They only take up space which ought to be
occupied by books of interest and present valuebooks that would
help young people in getting true and up-to-date information abol
the sciences, urfs. 'industry, and culture of to-day.

RECoMMENDATI6NS.

The commission recommends the following' changes, which are
urgently needed :

1. A stenographer-clerk should be employed. as assistant to the
principal alit! vice principal: She S1101141 be competek :ilso to act as
recorder and alumni secretary. _

2. The library should be carefully genre over, and the useless, worn
out, or badly printed books should be disposed of. Modern books of a
rather simple and elementary character, but written by scholars and
authorities, irre needed,- especially books of biography awl history,
elementary science, geography and travel, mechanics, agriculture,
and vocational information.

,-
3, ,Either a new and properly planned and furnished study room

shmild be added to the school plant, or the present auditorium ;Mould
be remodeled and refurnished as follows : Replace the Short wintiw's
that are now in the front or west wall by twa banks of long mul-
lioned windows, equal in area to one-fifth of the floor space, and
reaching from the ceiling to within 4 feet of the floor. Remoye
the stage and also the antiquated double desks. Replace the desks
by tables 6 feet long and 2 feet wide, with two folding camp chairs
`for each table, or by desk-chairs of the Moulthrop type, Chair legs
alrould all be rubber tipped. Chairs should face the north so as to get
the west light from the left. Shorten.all the east winjobws and build

bookcases beneath them. Transfer all tife ieferencel books from
the library to these shelves. Place a long reading table with shaded
drop-lights alongside eases. Equip all windows with buff, semitrans-
parent adjustable shades of the Draper type. Fit up a removable
stage to replace the present fixed stage for entertainments. This?
When' set up; should 1,e'placed at the-north end of the room. Provide
this, room with semi-indirect electric-light fixtures of sufficient pOwer
anal proper' distribution to give ample light for evening study or
reading; and paint .the ceiling a light cream color to facilitate 00-

.fusion of light.
.4. Pruitle for more daylight' in the dinim moth:by use of prism

glass lights to be inserted above the present windows.
5.. The shops should be remodeled to,prbitide better lighting. The

present is pitifully poor. In order to..,temedy this condio..:
-

.
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tion it will IX' necessary tofemoye the adjoinin,r sheds and lean-to-
shops, especially the stone.cruslittr. and rebuild them elsewhere. -Re-

move trees and shrubbery that are too clef:0u to windows. Add 'wire
windows, making the outside walls practically all gla-s. like a

modern shop building. All windowssltould' reach to the ceiliipr.
The stone crusher could be installed al,frng AV.it 11 the feedccutter.

and use the same motor.
. Rehuili 1 or improve the cow- sheds. providinte concrete floors

and proper dr:tmaze. Clean up tin(' drain barnyard an(1
concrete floor. at least near the -6(14-4 aNd ban!.

7, Keep records of feed cn-unicd and milk produced b\- dairy
cv,-s, and build the lierd by selection to the hirliet possile state
of efficiency.

. ,
Negotiate-with the hoard Of ed\tication. and if poqsik w(bk- out

a plan for cooperation eteveen this F.:4(ol and the, School
whereby a machine shop may le installefl at -Hilo boarding scheol.to
which (NA' and pint- tints' -cholar, may admitted. ()Gr thorom211
intengsive trade (oursec in machine shop Work and mechanicml draw-

.
ing for pupils of all ages, who are mature enough to profit by them.
If possible niLfht ci)ur-e, for Youlto. nien who are at work
during the day.

9. Provide more and better apparatus for the teachit of scieure
and agriculture. Much of what is most needed 'offild be- produced
as projects in the 51101=, but some tf it W011 have to be orelat,41.

Provi&h one set each of physical mai ckbonni outline map,.
ayl historical nmp' of sttmnclard nuthonzhip,

7 M.K ERA FHA SCHOOLS.
.4!;4'

These clools were founded and are niairta.ined under the provi-
sions of the will of Bernice Ponalli Ppkhop. an enlightened and be-

.

loved prince,ss of the liawaiian race, who was the lust of the royal line
of Kamehanieha, and who died October 16, 1SR-1. The will provided
for a board of trustees appointol for life. vacancies in the board to
be filled by the court-of jurisdiction in the Territory, to whom, after
having, made :1 few persotial bequests, the testatrix bequeathed all
her estate, real and personal, for ethe erection and maintenAnce of
two 'schools each for boarding and day scholars, one for boys and
one far girls, to be known its the Ickamehatneha Schools.

The trustees are ," provide first and chiefly a good education
in'the common Engish branches, and also instructiodin morals and
in such useful knowledge as may tend to make good and industrious
men and women,Iincl. instruction in the higher branches is "to be sub
sidiary to the fore, iing objects." The board Of trustees, of whom
the Hon. Charles II. Bishop, husband pf the testatrix, was owe, issued

4t b
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the first prospectus of the school under date of Deeembe'r 23. 14045.
Thi, prospectus "sets .forth the plans at sf)me- length, and among
other things it says of the schools :

NVitile they will be conducted with, special reference to :alvantages to
113.4111W t4) liawaiintt by preferen(4% ;is thil Win require, they will nut h'
cxclusively Ilawaiinn. Hilo and Lahainaluna. 1litkawa. and Kawaiahao may
\-,11 be devoted to such sip-elitl work ; but ,the noble-minded Hawaiian chiefte
who endowd the Katnehninpha sof11441s nt no limitations of race or condition
on tier general bequest'. Instruetion will h1 ;ziven only in the English languagv,
till, (1w sh.ois Win .' Opel, to an nu tiOnitlities. Hawaiians must Comete witil
other nationalities in the struggle I'm- initional existence. It is wise to recognize'

'Ibis enofieet but inexorable law of comiwtitifin in human society, "a funda-
ig11" ilial law all physical life. It <is hoped to help the young Dawaiian hold
hi: (iwil from the first in this honorahle rivalry, SO that beocan work out his
own iutur under contlitioti most favorable for his success. To this end some
inoins1rial training is for the majority mom essential than any high degree
fif literary qualifications. The,eourse of study will require several hours of
manual labor every day. the controllint; purp4Pse of the school being to fit theI.
htQs to take hoikl intelligently :Ind hopefully of the work of life.,

The students are almost exclusi vely Hawaiians a n4Part-Hawailims.
The distribution of the pu.pils in tlw various grades of the three
schools is shown in a preceding table. The most striking thing about
the enrollment figures is the small, number of pupils in each gride.
'Flit' number in each of the five tfrades of the boys' preparatory might
be doubled without materially increasing the cost of teaching Old
overhead service. and with very good effect on the enthusiasm of
file group work. The same is true of grades 5, 6, and 9 of the girls'
school. 'The numbers in the boys' school are nearer to the norm.
llowever. tAit three}) upper grades are split up into specialized; VOC41-

t lOnal claws. each with a tery small number of pupils. Hence in
this department aiso,there 'might be a vieR considerable increase
in tile extent of service rendered without a prolx)rtional increase in
thuie expense of teaching ;hid overhead, if the 'Jupiter Of pupils were
doubled. 'The small classes, here are in Nthe vocational work, not the
academic. 1.

1 111 NATURE OF. TILE .WORK OF:FERAL,

Tle curriculum in the boys' school, grades 5 and 6\Rrovides for
manual training, bot otlierwist it is rather 'narrowly conventional
and acadmic. In grades T, 8, and 9 the boy's time is about

. between conventional academic work and shop work tha
intended directly to fit him for a, trade. The shop work consists
of the various phases of carpentry, joinery, and cabinetmaking, gen-
erjil blacksmithing, including horseshoeing and wheelwrighting, ma-
chine shopwork, electric wiring and repair work, plumbing, paint-,
ins, and .agricultdie. _

a
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In a school whose aim is frankly vocational one would expect to
.find that the classroom work in the acadeniic gubjects was Opt in
very . lose touch with the work of the dairy, the gird n, and espe-
cially he shops; and that the problems of English, arithmetic, and
science used in the classrooms as a means of introducing the princi- ,

pies of these studies sould be largely those that grow out of the
shop and other industrial activities in which the boys are daily
engaged. On examining the curriculum, we find some suggestions
as to doing this, tut they have not beeli worked out in detail. mid
illustrative exiimples are not given ; so that the curriculum in its
present form does not go far in helping the teachers to find and use .

such problems.
Observation of Cie work in- the classroom reveals that it is quite

generally of a fiortitab nature, though well (lone for formal work.
The teaching of spoken and written English is being- very \veil

done in all three schools. Judgingio the English which passes cur-
t

rent in the classrooms it is quite successful. ( ;00d topical recitations
are very gentral in both the boys' and girls' schools, especially the
latter, but very little of the teaching was found to be of the types
that are especially effective in developing thinking power through
practice in working projects and problems and discussing pole-
matic questions.

1 i4 the girls' school, for example, we should expect to find in the
arithmetic classes many problems involving costs and proportions of
supplies purchase'd am} used for the table,of,. materials for, dresses,
hats. unileelothes, room furnishiiigs antn3o4mratious and the like; c

but we did tfot find them. There weue,..h.oNyZIver, scene suggestions as

to the 'PI Ake of that sort of thing ialithe curriculum for the girls' school.
Budgets and household aocottntWdo appear as items in the household
arts course : but the general type of procedure in the classrooms leads

. ,

to the inference that these subjects are probalkly treated in a formal
and conventional way, rather than as real projects or, live problem4
of immediate application to personal interests and immediate needs.

Flower and vegetable gardening, vhicken, pigeon, and rabbit rais-
ing and even pig raising, might be practically taught to these girls
so as to be made centers of interest and motivation for more intensive
study, as well as means o(preparation for successful and economical
types of living for prospective housewives. These things also would
be just as practicallor the girls who are preparing to take a normal
kthooPeourse and fit themselves for. teaching in the rural and suburban
publigichools. As community leaders they also would need such
know e and experience. The main boys in the boys' preparatory
department, are taught gardening, and (tach has this own garden to
cultivate; but inptlis school no attemtitrhatii.er is made to use in the

, '., . .
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classrooms problems and projects arising out of the gardening or
manual training work.

VUCATI(N A _VNI) cl.AS'4R(N )M WORK NI:ELATED.

For schools that are frankly vocational, as these schools are, and
ought to be, and that have ample means with which to.) employ such.
teachers as are needed to do the work according (0 the best modern
practice, this lack of coherence and correlation between the vocational
occupations and the schoolroom studies is a condition which ought
not to exist. Itrequires an explanation and the application of what-
ever remedial measures mad' be necessan to. bring about a marked
change. There are three possible causes for this condition :

4 1 'file classroom teachers may be exclu6velty such as have received
academic training' only. They may not have learned that such cor-
relation is necessary in successful vocational education, or knowing it
to be necessary they may not know how to do it.

2. They may not be gettin!, direct; active leadership and construe-
tit e supervision in this new kind of education.

. They may understand the principle of the probler* method in
a general way, and accept it as academically true. but find following
the old and customary habits and routines of teaching so much easier
that they are not hospitably inclined toward methods that are new or
iiijierent, and iPire not interested, in trying them out.

r,04 Our ,observations lead us to conclude that each ofp these causes in
degree lies back of the failure to inake vital connection between

04

ras tlie class work and the industrial work.
In order to improve this condition, the administration will .have

t( require the principals and teachers to stmly the problems and
methods of vocational education, keep up with the development of
theory and practice in it, iind to n4ake such study, individutdly
and in roynd-table imis, a very important part of their
business.

As a result of these studies and digcmsions the curricula of the
three schools should be developing progiessively toward consistent
statement in terms of the problem method. The curricula themselves
should be concise and comparatively brief outlines, but an ex-.

planatory handbook should be worked out to accompany each of
the sequences of courses, telling with specific examples and illus-
trations how the different fundamental principles are tq be taught'
through practice in working out problems and projectei. For the
teacher the aim is to teach general principles through problems and
projects and to abits, inculcate ideals, develop thinking ability,
and impart infilliElion by means of,then4;.but the teacher must.
remember that if the pupil is to work in the mo#,successfql way

S
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he must become pixisessed of a strong and impelling motive: and that
such a motive most often arises out of Me desire to carry out a

project or solve a poblem that appeals to him as being north
while for its own sake. To the pupil therefore tIn completion of

' the project or the solution of the problem is the immediate aim.
and the values of the more Permanently important things that the
teacher has in mind are so little comprehended and so inadequatell
appreciated because of his youth and inexperience that they ;i
incidental. The teacher then must plan projects that "ill maki
an appeal, and that at the same time involve opportunities,for the
practice that i. necessary to the pupils for acquiring the hakits.
skHls, ideals. thinking ability. and information that are part and
Bartel of -a go0,1 industrious citizen- :Ind competent skilled worker.

It seems to the members: of the .!survey commission that there is
too distinct a line of demarcation.bet wen the arallemi and the
vocational work. and between the two types of teachers i:ho :ter
giving the ;mukluk and the vocational instruction. The vocational
teachers understand their special work. and apparently are giving
good instruction in their trade:Processessand skills: lint they ought
to know more about the types of academic work that are appli-.
cable to the kinds of pupils they are training: and they ought to
suggest projects and problems, from their trade and shop tools,
materials, and processes. that will he useful to the academic teachers:
in training the pupils for general intelligence. On the othe.r_Itnd
the academic teachers are good teachers of the convention:1101,1min-
tar grade sort, but several of them are badly beset by the technical
faults that are common among teachers: and mos:t then) are defi-
cient in vocational insight. and in knowledge of the best things that
are going on elsewhere. and even in their own school, in xiwatiiiiia!
education.. !Puce they am not resourceful in hooking up the aca-
demic work vith the vocational in such a manlier as we have in-
dicated.

In order to bring about this desirable change there should be
brought into the schools some teachers who are trained in vocational4
education on the theoretical as Well as the practical side.. There
should at least be fiftt esttch person in the boys' schools and One in
the girls' school. .Sinch teachers would be very useful on their own
acsount, because of their knowledge of both vocational and general
culture studiei; hut they are particularly needed to assist in bring-
ing about through individual conference and round-table discus-
sions a better !knowledge 'of the nature and functions of the basic
cultural studies on the part of the vocational teachers, and a better
knowledge of the vocational work and broader and 'deeper insight
into the social and educational functions of the vocational studies

.-on the part-of the academic teniters.
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With the development of more effectilisupervision it seems pica).
able that the teachers now connected with the school can modify
their methods, and make them iwre truly of for the kind-of
vocational education that the school is aiming to give; but if after
fair trial some of them shotild not prove able to do so, it would be
well to assist them in securing positions in schools where the work
is more academic in aim. In view of the teacher* famine that is
destined to prevail it should bc'easy for them to secure such positions.

( ;Hit AN IZATI oX. ADM IN IsTnATIoN0:1) CosT.

IVamehumeh schools have an elaborate system of administration,
consisting of the president, a chaplain (part time), a principal for
each of the three -chOols..six office secretaries. an alumni secretary,
an accountant and purchasing agent, a bookkeeper, a storekeeper.
three fflatrons, five asfaant niatrons, a physician, a dentist: and three
nurse, The relationships .of these officials are in accordance with
well-established principles of administi;ation; and the orgahizttion.
apparently, works'.smoothly and harmoniously. 11 'er-e. the schools
not 'pending less than their income, the question would probably
acre -as to whether, for only :338 students, it were necessary to have
three principals, five principals' secretaries. and three !muses. If the
school were supported by public taxation, pressure would certainly
be brought either for iv little mote centralization and economy in
the overhead activities, or for assigning more pupils to the care of
the officials in charge.

The table which follows shows the adminisftl'on am super.
vision costs per pupil in each of the three schotir. The cost per
pupil for general administration is computed by finding the sum
of the salaries of the president, graduate st-t!retarY, president's secre-
tary, purchasing agent, chaplain, and storekeeper and dividing it
by 33S, the total enrollment of thsse schools (i, e., $13,1514438.

The cost per pupil for salidies and expenses of principal.'
k computed for each school by summing the amount paid-the
cipal and clerical asistants and dividing by the enrollment of that
school.
. These costs, then, include only salaries of administrative person:
liee and do 'not take account of stationery, 'supplies, and other sery
ice. Also, in the absence of definite information as to how; much.'
of the'time of these officers-is given to the, eductional departments
and how' much to thp boarding depaPtwents;and general busiaas of
the Ichool plant, it ig arbitrarily assud that( half their time is
given to each, so in ,computing for this table the costs for adipinis
tration and supervision of school work one -half the,, task of such
cost is taken in'eaCh case.

p.
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,roxtx of mlorsi!sixtraliun, Nuperrixion, und in.xtrtrction. Kamhanicha School.

Boys'
school.

124,270

Boys' pre-
paratorv.

Girls'
school,

$15,900

.
lkilarles of toneher4
Salaries, general atiounis,t ra I if.a. $13,1rA

SS, 580

Salaries of principals and clerica taut 34,5110 $4,s00 45,310
Enrollment 191 75 112
One-hal f ma. per violl for pri wins 1 and clerleal us,t,tautt ..... . 114.110 . 132.60 4:12.70
Ono-141111(1ot irr pupil for ;renw I udinint,t rat . 414145 110.45 419.45
Totulcast per pupil. rhnol u.huini.truti.at und superco.lon . 511.35 122.05 .44:1.15

044 per pito] for ll, Ino t,. . . 4140.07 1170.40 1112.50
4.111yr-ton a ilea rut i i4;11Tul al j,or :111.11O1,trOt . "it 3194.12 4222.45 11s.2.04

fo cod of nanunkt rat in and super, ision to riot of instruct on 1 : 4.40 1 : 3. 27

Three interesting facts are shown by this table:
1. The costs of wpervision and instruction in all three depart-

ments of the school are high as compared wkli the public schools.
Thus, in 18 cities of ,the United States with populations from 2;.000
to 750,r)00 the average expenditure per pupil for instrectiop was

-$32.30 and the sum of tint averages for superintendence, manage-
ment, and .supervision- was $5.77:lotal. $:18.10.1 Kamehameha costs
average pretty nearly the saine as at Punalcou. where, the per capita

. cost based ma iiistraction alone is reported by theprasident at $.11.1.g'5
while Quit based-on all expenses is :i.'216.40. These figures. however,
are not Tilly corn-parable, because the lamding department_ of Puna-

hou is a relatively small factor in its demands on overhead service,
and nisi) this total may include all operating expenses. such ris light
and janitor. sti'm;ice, Janitor service at Kamehameha is done by the
students cooperatively, and involves no large rash oittlay. .

2. The boys' preparatory department costs more per'capita than
either of the other Acliools: although it ought to be the cileapest. The
reason is to be found in the small number of pupils. If the !omit
ber of pupils were doubled the classes would still not he too large,
and the per capita cost would be cut to one-half. That is, this de;
partment without extra expense for the administration and instruc.
tion might be taking care of 150 pupils instead of 75.

'1:Tbe salaries of the principals in the three schools re graded in
the older, but not- in the, ratio, of knowledge needed and responsi-
bility assumed. The amounts sperAfor clerical assistance seem to
bear no relation whatever to these fundamental factors.. In the
girls' school the amount is more than double the 'eorresponding ex-
penditure for the boys' manual schools and that spent for the same

. purpose in the boy's' preparatory department Is a little less than
double. If two secretaries are necessary iv/ the girls' school; and two
in the school for the small boys, why should only otie.be needled in
the echool for larger boys? And why should much as-.

',From data given In the Cleveland 10510) &hoe IiIngteg.
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sistance be required in taking care of 75 small boys in grades 1 to 5
as in taking care of 112 girls or of 151 boys in grades 5 to 9 ?

Possibilities for greater efficiency should be studied.
The facts that have been mentioned with regard to administration

suggest that some attention should be given to a study of the poksi-
, bilities for greater efficiency in this field. Since the school is not

pressed for funds, there is no object in merely saving the money.
TIle money in fact is intetjded to he spent: but every effort should
hi' made to have it go us jar as possible for actual results in (du-
cat ion:

(le thing seems eertait. The teachers and administrators are
receiving salaries that are more nearly adjusted to the value their
service as related to the present costs of living than are those in
0iost schools: and this is inis reason for the relatively high costs.
Tlie'oter reason is the small enrollment in many of the classes.
There should be no reduction inn salaries. but a careful study ought
to he made of the possibilities of increasing the size of .the- school or
of certain classes, and also of the possibilities of getteng more
effective supervision and educational leadership for the teachers
from those who are responsible forthis function. and are well paid.
for exercisitw it.

It is believed that the principals' are sincerely desirous of giving
just smell service; but in order to siTreed fully in their attempts they
laud to direct their educational studies away frion the traditional
classroom methods and toward a first-hand,study and, understanding
of the vocational work. The problem in which the teachers most
need guidance is that of ho'w to. correlate the classroom work witlIthe
vocational work throngh.the use of pats and problems that arise
out of the vocational activities or are Oggested II them.

hrtunNcs AND EQUIPM ENT. e t

The school plant when first erected and the equipment when first
installed- were considered modern and generous acctirding 'to the
standard of the time;. but all the' units can not be so considered now..
The main ,building of the girls' school is a bad fire risk. It is hard
to see how the dormitories ow. the third floor can Abe regarded as.

'otherwise than dangerous. Also the tower room on the fourth floor,
which is used as an art room, is connected with a fire escape which
letids from a window down the steep-sloping roof to the level of the,
en ves,,where itopens on the platform for the third-floor escape. Not
only would it look fearsome to a bevy of frightened girls, but it is:
also diffiCult to reach, since it starts:at, the sill of a high window to.:
Whit+, no steps are provided.' In the States 'where there are adequate

laws the use for school oredoemitory purposes of loobri- above

e
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the second story, in wooden or nonfireproof buildings. would not be
permitted. 1 the islands the absence of heating plants in the
school buildings somewhat reduces the fire hazards, but the irtesence
of ele tric-light wires, as well known, is one of the chief sources
of fi

A ide from the lire risk the girls' building is homelike :mil the
1 classrooms are well designed as to lighting and spacing. The

main defect lies in the absence of suititble laboratory rooms and
equipment. There is.almost no equipment for laboratory or demon-
stration wotIc in science. The equipment a maps is inadequate.
While there are a- few good maps. there arc many others that arc
either very ior or very much out of hate. As to maps. the same is
true even in greater ileg-ree of the boys' schools. Physical and black--
boa'rd outline mops are especially needed, and when obtained should
be more often used than are the maps now on band.'

The boys manual school has one laboratory which is pretty well
equipped for chemical experimenting;but there is neither sufficient
floor and table space, nor sufficient equipment for physical and I.tio-
logieal experiments.

In the development of the ishinds the biolOgical and physical sci-
ences and geography are playing such a large part. and need to play
so much larger part in the future, that no reasonable expendituve
should be spared for facilities in teaching them .concrefely and with
full means of illustration.

The school shops are fairly well equipped with tools and ma-
chinery, but the shops themselves are far from being well designed,
'thither de they admit Of further expansion. Some of-the machine.
are strictly up to date and motor driven, and this is well :. others are
old and not in the very best of .conilition. It is believed by many
excellent tocational teachers that it is not well to have an equipment
which is too elaborate and extensive, Because if students work only
with such equipthent they do not learn to adapt themselves to con-
ditions tinder which the average shop is conducted. The kind of
mechanic for whom there seems to be the greatest present arid pros-

: pective demand in the islands is the one who can do the job with what-
ever ruaelikery and tools are available: so that the resourcefulness
that must-be 'developed by overcoming difficulties with modest' riuip-
ment is a-re,,a1 asset. However, when machines become so olst as to be'
.incapable of turning oat good work, even :rid' care and ingenuity.
'they should be rebuilt in the shop or discarded.

The dairy is complete, .modern, and supplied with the Lest of
Cattle, but at the present sitetthere can not be grown sufficient forage
for their maintenance. A fine stock of pigs is being raised Oa the
grounds, bit the spaces available for them to run in are not adequate::
for exemplifying the best methods of Stock raising... Rabbit *Sing
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has been introduced as a project for the boys, as an introductory
type of training for the greater responsibilities of a pig raising
project. The agriculturist reperts that i5 per cent of the boys

-undertaking this work carry it through satisfactorily, while '2 per
cent of them fail because of neglect or indolence. ..He seems som.
what diswuraged at this.result, but we believe that for the beginui
of the enterprise this percentage is encouraging; with more experi-
ence in handling the boys od this project it is probable that a much
larger percentage of them can be so trained and moticyated as to stick
to the work and make a success of it.

The libraries in the three schools are extensive and well housed.
The main library in Bishop Hall, the principal building of the boys'
manual school, contains 01e three thousand volumes am I the girls'
library over -a thousand more. The main school library contains a
giro.] many boolt.; which are of doubtful value for the,School and
which might well be disposed of ; but there are many recent additions.
and the usable books are pretty well balanced asto the different fields
of knowledge. .. The greatest needs are for more recent books on
biography. on civics. economics and social problems, on science, on

. geogravhy and travel, and above all for some of the recent suggestive
literature on the processes:. requirements. working conditions, oppor-
tuitieS, and,rewards of the various vocations.

Student participation iu government is developed successfully in
these schools to a very considerable extent. In the boys' schools this
is closely. tied up with the military tntinint# which sesems to be
thoroughly efficient in developing individual initiative, school loyalty,
and sense of responsibility. Much of the oversight and control of the
boys is exercised through authority delegated to student officers, who
seem to.carry their responsibilities well. Much of the discipline is
administered through a students' council.

In all three schools, the manual labor required in connection with
the maintenance and operation of the school, and boarding plants;
and the regular daily program of fixed ditties are featlfires of great
value to the students in the formation of habits pf promptness,
obedience, and industry.

PR4)BLE3IS FACF/f HY THE SCHOOL.

In lOoking toward a consistent and useful educational policy for
the future the trustees of Kameluimelia have before them a puzzling.
probleth with a variety of conflicting tonditiOns. the- most significant.
of which are enumerated below. ,

1. Several of the buildings are not syell adapted to their use43,.Or.
are in such a state of deterioration as to, demand conottint and

,pensive repairs,..so that the rebuilding. and remodeling'of.,the plant'
will soon.beeotne impM'atiN*e.
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2.. The city is rapidly groving up around thi uoperty;,so that the
very desirable seclusion heretofore enjoyed the girls' school will
soon be a thing of the past. From a suburban school formerly well
removed from, the immediate and incessant distractions and tempta-
tions of a rapidly growing tity. these schools are fast becoming city
schools. On this itecgthit they are -19/sing for both girls and boys -
many of the advantagts,that are petifliar to boarding school in 1,f
suburban or open-country location.

:3. The underlying industries of the islands are proba4i.destined
ta be mainly avicultural or tributary to the needs of ,agriculture.
Many who have given much thought to the missiourand purpose of
the school have believed that training in the science and art of agri-,
culture should be one of its most important types of work. The
study of the situation made by the commis leads it to concur with
them in this belief.

4. After numerous. well-cQnsader,d. and rsistent attempts to
develop the present groups for produd.ive agriculture and for labo-
ratory of instruction in agricultmiri methods it seems fail well
proved that these' grounds are, not at all well adapted for there
purposes. o

5. Certainly for. he present, and probably for a long time to come,
the culture of sugar cane and pine:101es on a large scale will be
the main types of agriculture, with cattle. pigs. other live stock
coming forw ard nailer rapidly toward a ,position of importance
among the products of the Territory. In these three mo7it, important
industries very little can be done either for production or instruction
at the present site of the school. ,.

0. As far as the boysare concerned tho school is having the effect
of gathering, them up from all over the islands -and attracting them
toward life in the city. According to President Webs.ter's statistics
about 75.per cent of all the living graduates. and s9 per cent of the
living graduates of the past 10 yeari, no'W reside in Honolulu.

This certainly means that the school as now conducted in its present
;location is training its students into the ways of city life. It is doing
very little to educate them in tastes.and abilities foilPdoing, out on the
land, many kinds of work that need to be done there and Will oom-
mand high wages but which can be done only by fairly intelligent and
technically 'trained worker% . ).

7. Thetcapacities of the,4,114e schools for the accommodation of
hoarding pupils are; respectively, boys', preparatory, 75; gtlis'
112; .bays' school, 150. Each, is filled and has a small waiting list;
but 'in .eaCh the school. enrollment. could be doubled with very few.

additions to the nuMbe'r of schoolrooms or the iitintber of teachers. .,k
VP

If
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THE INCOME OF THE *Aloof,.

S.' The income of the portion of the Bishop estate which has been
set aside for the school has been growing rapidly. and the expenses
have also been increasing, Taut not so fast as the Meow, so that for
several years a surplus has been accumulating. The amount 'of the s.

surplus is reported to be sufficient for the rebuilding and remodeling
necessary to nuslernize the plant.

1). Since the income is greater than the schools can now use to
advantageindeed, the enrollment (loth! la. (budded witluait exmed-
ing the incomeit \mid seem that every effort should be made to
expand to the point of absorbing the annual surplus, reserving only

nairgin fiswemergencies. They would thus be educating a larger
number of youth at a much smaller per capita,cost and on a higher,
level of educational efficiency.

to. In the first prospectus issued by the trustees it was announced,
;e; a part of the educational policy, that the Kamehamella school
would avoid duplieation of the work of the public schools. The stir-

ctaumission believes that this intention to .avoid duplication and
competition for pupils is fundamental, and should be a controlling
factor in shaping the educational policies of the trustees.

We are convinced that the private schools, and especially this one,
night not to be doing exactly the same work as the public schools
are doing, and that they should not compete with the public schools
for students. .

On the other hand, they may very wisely undertake to do many
things that are tqlticationally desirable, but which the piddle schools.
can not do, dui also many things that the public schools ought to be
doing but are not now doing.

1I. For it long time it has been a policy, not published but tacitly
adhered tai not to admit day pupils to ha mehamehit school. The
managers and trustees of O. school seemed to think that the prey- .

(lice of dity scholars would disturb the organization of the boarding'
school, and cause it to lose many of the character - forming features
of it school exclusively for boa o ing Rtipils. The opiniAn seems to
prevail that boarding andslav upil§ do not mix well.

On the othec hand, it may se urged that without increasin its
hoarding aceommOdations the boys' school might admit enough day
scholars to double its enrollment. It might then accommodate 150
additional boys of Honolulu whose parents prefer to maintain them
in their homes, but want them to secure the vocational ttaining which
thia.school offers, andmo part. of .whielt until the inception of that
public trade school during theAcnrefot soboolyeat, has been offered
by the public schools, ate

.-1014ir 20-7-24 -
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THE SCIIOrIE xor NEcEssAnity LIMITED To RACE.

12. In Honolulu it is generally taken for granted that Kame-
hrmeha st1iools were originally intended to be. and always will k,
operated exclusively for the benefit of youth of Hawaiian blood,
The Hawaiians themselves, and especially the alumni of the 'school.
appear to believe that these schools shatuld la, reserved foglie people
of this race.

It is quite natural that this opinion should prevail: and upto date
the school has beenalmost exchisivelv Hawaiian: yet it is not iwces
sarily nor even probably correct ftat all time. The dati,es in Mrs.
Bishop's will and the original prospectus. already quoted, th, not

require such an interpretation. The will merely menthms giving
preference to those of Hawaiian t,10041, presuniaLly in the slist,iim.
tion of laefits to chililren in destitute circumstances ( free
ships).

The prospectilts distinctly enunciates the (104..trine. that no race
shLuld Ike excluded and that rhihlren of other races should he
admitted in order Mat the yoting.Hawaiian may learn in school to
compete successfully with those whose competition they must meet
in later life. As Mr. Bidop was one of the trustees who framed the
prospectus, it must be assumed that his-wife held this view, for he
left no stone unturnol to carry out her desires in omiNtilm with
the school.

The question of adaritting other races to the school has frequent's.
arisen, and in view of that, evidence and the cirettnstances. it seems
fair to conclude that a wise policy should give preference to members
of the Hawaiian race. So long as a sufficient number of Hawaiians
apply to fill the quota and so long as these are all that can and milk)
profit by what the school offers, they should he admitted even to the
exclusion of other races. Supposing, however. that by admitting day
pupils, or otherwise providing for expansion, the school should he
prepared to double or triple its enrollment and that a sufficient nu-
ber of worthy Hawaiian candidates should not he found to fill the
sehool, we believe it would be not only proper but desirable to do as
the Hilo. Boarding School has done. and open the door to all de-
serving and promising candidates.

(1ttuit7.errs -tilsTutuumo Account:VI Ti) occre.vmNs.

13. In considering what trades and occupations the school should
prepare for, the following reVistd statistics from the alumni list are
signiatant: The total number of living male grsiduates'up to and in
linding the class of 191S is I59. Their distribution by occupations
is as follows: Manual trades, 110.: clerical service, f1 :.Government
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service, 39; education, 33; business, 21); agriculture. 28 ; professions,
13; music, ; Army and Navy, 9; unknown, 25.

The total number of living girl graduates is 2; their oc cupa-
tional distribution follows: Housewife or living at home, 104; educa-
tion. 70; nursing,14; clerical work, 9i trade, -1; Army and Navy, 1;
unknown, 12. Of the number 133 are married.

ln both lists students in public and private high schools aro
classed with teachers under education.

These figures are interesting as showing the vocational tendencies
of the graduates. Many who are here classed under clerical are in
Government, municipal or county service, and many who are classed
as in business are in clerical. positions. While 110 or 31 per cent are
engaged in tile,:banical work, 162 or 45 per cent are in clerical. Go-
&lum-tit. business. err educational occupations. and only 2S or 8 per-
cent in agriCulture.

Since the school does not give any special training for clerical posi-
tions amt does give special training in mechanical trades4Mul offers
it in,agrictilture, these sfigureskthow the existence of a real heed for a
continuing s2,,stent of vocational surveys and vocational and educa-
tional guidance, which should be maintained by this school. :Many
graduates are going into minor jobs Of a clerical nature, whert.the op-
portunities .to rise are rare. With the training in mechanics and
agriculture available in the school, with a wide outlook and with
ambit urn aroused by vocational -guidance, probably most of these
could command better wages on the plantations as mechanics and
skilled agricultural workers. They would hare more and letter
opportunities to rise to greater responsibilities and rewards on the

, plantat ions than they could have as clerical workers, where the de-
niaml is already well supplied. This whole subject needs careful
investigation from the standpoints both. of the industries, which
need various kinds of .trained workers, rind the schools; which are
attempting to provide the training. If the trend toward clerical
work and governmental jobs should prove to lie inevitable, then the
school, should offer the best possible traising for such
.posit ions.

.The figures show that the Hawaiian girls have a remarkably strong
tendency to marry early and settle down as home makers. Out of
the total of 220 graduates, 133, or 60 per cent, are married, although
29 per cent of these are listed under occupations other than house-.
keeping.

home making, nursing, and teaching, then, are the lending occu-
pations chosen by the girls, and training for the is prominent in
the aims of instruction as 'stat&1 by the teachers. Whether this
strong tendency to marry early may not result in n large percentage-.
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of ill-considered and unwise matiages, and whether opportunities
for 'training in a larger list of occupations. such as seamstress, (kiss-
maker, milliner, saleswoman, and stenographer. ought to be opened
up and attractively presented to the girls, are questions that should
be carefully looked into.

14. The pulic-school system is beginning to dilvelop along modern
lines. but as.vet its accommodations are inadequate and its types of
training too narrow. In view of the probable development of the
public-school system and the policy of nondupliation to which
Ka mehameha is or 5110111(1 be committed, and in view also of the other
conditions here described. the trustees ha ve found difficulty in coming
to an agreenlent on a consistent educational policy for the future,
and for the past two years the school ii' consequence has not been
making progress.

The tendency has been to neglect repair4 and betterments, to let
the schoolroom equipment run down, and to dr t along without-

making any considerable improvements in curricul ins or methods.
Among the teachers there appears to be a tendenc to settle down

into a kind of easy-going institutional type of living an to be rather
too well satisfied with the status quo.

;The question of a future educational policy is boundup with that of
the locatiort of the school. so that both niu be settled togethir.

e

TIIREE l'OSSIIII.F. R)1.1-1.11IN%.

To the survey commission it seems 'mre important that both ques-
tions be settled without further delay than that they be settled ac-
cording to any particular one of th-0 possible solutions. We can
find only three solutions :

1. Proceed at nice to rebuild on the pre-ent site, and develop as
a city boarding a ehool.

2. Build on the prope Waialae Bay and develop as a suburban
boarding school, or on p mil' of the Bishop estate on Oahu, farther
away from Honolulu, and develop as a rural boarding school.

3. Keep the boys' school where it is, and develop it as a mechanical
trade school, with possibly a business department. Build for and es-
tablish the girls' school and'set up an agricultural, branch school for y.
boys at Waialae or on a suitable tract in rural Oalm.

THE FOIST PLA

If the first-name'd solution he adopted, the boys' school would'imb,-Be-
come a boardiuk and day school with a large number of day pupils,
including orientals up to say 30 or 40 per cent, and offering many
types of vocational training for city boys or for boys frodi outside
Honolulu who have their eyes turned cityward. It would cease to
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offer agriculture as a vocational subject. It would. develop night
courses, part-time day courses, and cooperative shop and store courses.

The girls' school would continue to feature home training, but
would improve and broaden the intellectual training and connect it
up closer with real life interests. It would be a city school, identified
and connected with urban life and activities. It would admit day
pupils and offer office training as well as preparation for normal
school, saltbsmanship, nursing and the needlework trades.

If the schools stay in the city, it seems to the commission that they
must inevitably develop as 'indicated or gradually 'die of dry rot.
With an adequate development of the city arrl rural public schools
the " preparatory school for the younger boys will beeome super-
fluous within a few years and will be discontinued.

Tf the public schools go forward as they should, they will in time
be carryitig on all the types of activity that ,we have indicated; and
the Kamehamella schools will be duplicating their work, unless, as
may happen, the public should shirk the task, and leave it for Kame-
!lamella to carry on. This it is very likely to do unless the trustees
makv it plain that they are only pioneering this field and intend to
retire from it in due time. In Ofe latter case the question of deter-
mining on an educational policy -for the future would still be, un-
solved.

SECOND

If the second. solution be chosen and the schools are established
either at Waialae or on a tract in rural Oahu, a unique type of school
can be developed which will have a distinctive and permanent field
of its own.

With such a large tract of land as will be available one can picture
in his mind's eye a large plantation with flitIlds of cane and pineapples,
with a small, but complete and up-to-date sugar mill, a small cannery
and a technical laboratory, a stock and .dairy farm, a large vegetable
garden, and a garden and nursery for the culture of flowers and orna-
mental shrubs. There will be sufficient land for producing all these
things on a commercial scale and for producing most of the food that
is needed for the' maintenance of tl pupils, teachers, and hired labor.

Here, right on or near the l ation, will be located a boarding
school of a new and unique typea plantation school, both agricul-
tural and mechanical. Here at the plantation industries will be
going forward normally on a production basis under the eyes of the
pupils.

The .school buildings will be of concrete, in the early English or
panish mission style, groped around a quadrangle, with the ad-
ministration building at one end and the chapel at the opposite end.
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On one -flank of the school group and facing the parade ground will
be the barracks group, including the sleeping rooms, study hall,
mess hall and kitchens, the armory, and the gymnasium. On the
other flank will be the shop group, with modern shop buildings and
equipment. and neat' by the school groups Nvill be the athletic IiehL
and playgrounds.

.
Sufficiently removed from the boys' school and the plantation will

be the girls' school group, with a modern dormitory an cottages,
where the girls may learn not only institutional housekeeping- hut
family housekeeping and " light housekeeping" in cottages and
small apartments, for the latter arc the types of housekeeping which
will later come into .their own experience. There will be a gym-
nasium and playground for the girls, and well-equipped labora-
tories for cooking, sewing, dressmaking, millinery, and general
science, and a home laundry where tlu girls will do their own
laundry work and learn by doing all the processes of home launder-
ing and cleaning. There will be a hospital. for the plantation and
schools, where the girls can learn nursing by practical experience in
cooperation or pall-tune courses. There will also a visiting11
nurse atnd social worker, under whom the girls can get ractice in
social and community welfare work.

The school group for the boys will contain laboratories for physic:-;,
chemistry, and general 'science, as well as sufficient number of class
rooms. The center of the administration building will be occupied
by the auctitorium, one wing by the library and reading, l'00111, and

4

the other wing by the administration offices. The basic vocations for
tvhich the school will offer, training are : Agriculture, carpentry,
jdinery. and cabinet making, drafting, blacksmithing, liorseslioeing
and wheelwrightiniL plumbing. general machine-shop work, and the
o)eration, care, and repairing of auto cars, trucks. tractors. and plan-
tation and farm machinery.

Courses in shoe, harness and saddlery repairing, steam laundry
work, concrete work, road building, and other occupations will be
given when sufficient numbers of boys will take them so that they
can be taught with reasonable economy. The general aim of the
school, will be twofold: First, to find out what kinds of jobs are
opening up that offer a useful and hopeful career to young men
with some intelligence and promise; and, second, to attract such
young men into the school and train them for these jobs. The
training, of course, should not be confined to the mere getting of
skill in mechimical processes. The intellectual training will go
forWard- with the hand training and both will be aimed toward
building up through actual practice the skills, habits; information,
and thinking ability that is most needed by' men in the kinds of

I 9
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jobs for which the training is intended. "Consequently, the class-
room work must be based largely on problems and projects that
come up in the shop or plantation work or are suggested by the
information requirements of such work.

The aim will be to make not merely skilled workmen in various
1414 hut skilled Ivokmen With at least some ability to meet
emergencies and new situations while on the jobmeil who are
capal s k'. with experience, of becoming foremen, small contractors,
small-shop proprietors, skilled plantation employees. homeAead or
lrasehold farmers, etc.

Slimy the plantation itself will be carrying 011 or can carry on,
of a commercial basis, practically an the o4111pational a(livities for
1\ hill) thy students will be trained, the .school and the plantation
can provide for night classes, part-time (L classes, and cooperative
apprentice courses of the most e lent sort. The business offices
of the ',imitation will afford oppoi unitirs for similar cooperative

fti

courses in 1p11sit1e..4s education.
The religious and the aesthetic sides of life will not be neglected.

There will *e provision for religious instruction and fiervice and
opportunities for;,iiass and club instruction in literature, music and
art, for both boys and girls

Theres.n-ill he ample chances on the plantation for boys and girls
who have ability to make something of themselves, but are poor and
friendless: to come here and work their .way through. or.-at least to
prove their worth and promise to an extent that will justify award-
ing them free scholarships or part scholarships.

The plantation and school will keep in close touch with the college
of TIawaii and the department of agriculture and will cooperate with
the experts of. these institutions with reference to both production
an(1 educjaion.

In such a school as this, removed from an immediate city environ-
ment and surrounded by and participating in the interesting activi-
ties of a plantation: it would seem that the attraction toward rural
life and occupations would be stronger than the pull toward the city.

THE THIRD PLAN.,

The third plan is in the nature of A compromise or temporary
solution. It would get the girls. away from the city and provide
new, safe, and adequate buildings in place of the dangerous wooden
structure now in use. Tt would also provide for the boys oppor-
tunities for learning agriculture at 'first hand and under conditions
affording a strong pull toward "rural li,re,%.but the num ..1 boys
who would elect to attend the small lifilittch 'school in °. Ware

Er ott

as against the larger school in the city, training for cif trades
0

.44
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would probably be relatively small. ,Also it 'would split the school;
and whatever of efficiency and economy in management and com-
munity of-interests there might be in keeping the schools in close
proximity and running them under one organization would probably
be lost..

Furthermo4re, the development of that part of the school which
remained in the city would he precisely like that described in the
discussion of the first .plan.- 'The time would come ultintat6ly when
the trustees would. have to determine whether to do, in the place of
the public schools, the work which obviously.they should do. or to
compete with them for studenttl in this work in case the public
schools do undertake it or to retire from the field and sell iloplant
to the Public schools.

coN(1.1-sID::1 AND la:( 1) M 1:N1).11'11)N:4.

In view of this analysis the wisest and most farsighted policy for
the trustees would seem to be to adopt the second planth
tation school.

Whether the.boys' manual school moves or stays, one thing deems
to the survey commission to be very importantmore attention sl old
be given to vocational guidance. This vital work skould be taken in
hand by some one who can give it a great deal of study and practical
attention, in.-olving careful study of occupational conditions and op-
portunities in both the cities and in the rural sections of all the
islands. The vocational director should also use his traveling oppor-
tunities to look up promising boys who need just the chance that
Kamehameha can give them and can not get it at homer He should
be active in attracting such boys to the school. Ile should make
known to the people in the various districts the advantages which
liamehameha can offer to their boys and girls.

While's considerable portion of his time should thus be occupied,
Buis main function should be that of a vocational guide pod coordina- -
tor in the school. Individually he .should study the pupils' tastes
and abilities and assist them in their choice of studies and make the
vocational meanings and connections of their studies clear to them.
He should gradually assist them toward a decisiod of their future,
.occupations. He should see to it that the jobs for which they are .
being trained are jobs at which they will havegood chances of get-
ting work and of getting openings for promOtion if they prove them-
selves worthy. He should advise and instruct the (miters as to how
they, in connection with 'their subjects, may help elficlivery in this
work. Finally, he shouldorganize and maintain an employment iiu-
teau for placing new boys and for placing boysalready at work in
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bettor positions when suitable openings occur. For this he would
need to keep a continuing card ale of all undergraduates and of all
graduates in.positionsalso a card file of firms employing boys, and
of the kinds of jobs available in their plants, together with the requi7
site qualifications for each job.

Whether the president and principal can take on these functions
along with those they now have must be left for them to'decide. We
incline strongly toward the opinion that more satisfactory results
irould be obtained by employing one man with special training for
just such a job. Such a specialist would be a great asset to the whole
Territory as well as to Ka mehumeha School.

8. BOARDING SCHOOLS FOR HAWAIIAN GIRLSKOHALA GIRLS'
SCHOOL AND. HAUNAOLL1' SEMINARY.

In the early (lays of their work the missionaries saw. that schools
for.natives were necessary. F rum the first they established such
schools. Very early, too, it ivas seen that hoarding schools were essen-

tial to the proper training of selected youth of both sexes and' many
sprang up in response to the need. More recently, however, a num-,
ber of these schools have been merged-, or discontinued. Thus the
Girls' Seminary at Waihinu was removed to Waiitht. After a time
it was merged in Kaaialiao Seminary, Honolulu, now a part of the
Mid-Pac4c Institute. The Wilcox School at Waioli, Kauai, after a
long period of usefulness was discontinued; as was the, school at Ko-
los, the boys' school at Waialua, and the Bond School for Boys at
Kohala, Hawaii.

The special schools filled a great want prior to the development f

the public-school system. But with the steady growth' of the lat er'
the need for such schools has not seemed as great. Furthermore, the
development of good roads and more rapid means of intercommuni-
cation have operated to turn the flow of students away. from the
smaller and more isoliited schools to those more centrally situated.

Aside from the girls' division of Kamahameha School and of Mid-
Pacific Institute, both in nonolulu, there now remain, distinctively
for girls of the Hawaiian race, coming down from this early period, .
only two hoarding schAs in the islandste Kohut' Girls" School,
Kohala, Hawaii ; and the Maim:min Seminary, Pais, Maui.

'ORGANIZATION AND liORK

TheKnhala Seltool was established in 1874Arby ,Rev. Dr.
Elias Bond, whotiame to the islands if 1841 as a missionary under
the American Board of Foreign Missions. The school remained un-
der Dr. Bond's supervision until 1889, when the property was deeded

in trust to the Hawaiian Evangelical Association, tinder whosefen-
'
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end conNisit now stands, althoughlhe'direct management of the
school is vested in a lautril of managers appointed by the asso-
ciation.

The Mattnaolti :seminary was established in MO by the Rev. B.
.Andrews. The school started with but a handful of Ilawaiian girls
who were taken into Mr. Andrews's how principally for the pur-
pose of giving them a training in home making. The academic
features of the school do not seem to have been emphasized until
about 1861, when the records show that some attempt was made to
teach the Eitglish language. In 1869 the school was destroyed by
fire and seems not to have resumed its work until 1871. From this
time the attendance gratin:illy increased until in 1891 there was an
attendance of 11(1 pupils. the largest condiment in the history of the
school. 'The attendance now is about 8:") pupils.

Both seli ols are beautifully situated on high ground overlooking
tatne-covered lands stretching down to the ocean. The buildings of
both are also set down in tracts of ground of generous size. Both.
too, are supported in large part by the beneficence of two families
the Bond faintly in the case of the'Kohala School and the Baldwin
family in that of Mannaoht. In both the tuition charged .is only

'about $0 per annum pet pupil. part of which can he worked out
if the pupil desirq.- ,,Through. the generosity ,f interested friends
a number of schfIROPships at both schools lutve been provided for
pupils who are top poor tg pay the full tuition.

In both schools regular work is carried on fiom the primary grade
t through the eighth grade. Effort in both schools is made to parallel

the work of the public elementary grades as far as is practicable.
Much more is being done, however, in seving, housekeeping. and
weaving in both schools than the public schools are attempting.
Special attention also is being given to music, and classes in claims
and part singing are (1' each week with goad results, :as the
Ha wa lion gins are I t al music in ns. many having excellent voices:

In short, these schools are attempting to give to deserving girls,
chiefly of the Hawaiian race between the ages of G and 18, a wlude-
.someXhristian home training. together with a practical education
of the character such as to fit them to become housekeepers or wage -
earners in the handicrafts, or for entrance into schools at Honolulti
which prepare teachers for the public schools of the Territory.

The member of the commission who visited these schools was much
impressed with the high type of personality found in the principals.
and faculty members of both schools; in The standards of immacu-
late cleanliness of buildings and grounds and of person insisted
upon; and in the practical and helpful character of the work Ihich
was being given.
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The Maunaolit Seminary is much better appointed in buildings
and equipment than the Kohn la School. ,At the latter school the
buildings are old and not well suited to $,he work. is planned,
-however, that these will soon be replaced 1)y commodious and well-
equipped buildings arranged to meet the modern 'conceptions of
good education:a pra.ct ice.

As these sehools are the last of the group of hoarding schools
itAepoudently supported, which sprang up before the develepinent
of the public-school system, the question naturally arises whether
these. too, Nvill go the way of the others in the face of the rapidly
dcvel.ouing importance awl efficiency of tk public schools. There.
can 14` (10 110(114 that these schools have served and are still serving
a very useful purpose, los because of, their work sores upon scores
of girls from the poor and isolated homes of the islands of Hawaii
and Mani have ken started on lives of usefulness through the train-
ing it 1:0111(1 have been impossible for them to have gotten otherwise.
There is no doubt, either. that through having the girls under their
instruction and supervision for (heir entire time, the teachers can
accomplish lunch more in training the girls to complete living than
can teachers in the public sehools who are in contact with the chil-
dren but a few hours daily. Indeed, it would be asplenctid thing in
many trays if the Territory could'maintain hoarding schools of the
character of these schools where all the children of the islands could
spend all their time. returning to their homes only during vacations.

TII CHM IToltY SYsTEIT Till" ?1.11N1..1X1).

Within five years a movement in the States has sprung up and is
growing rapidly wit kit has much of significance in it for the islands;
that is, providing dormitory and hoarding facilities for public schools
of high-school grade in sparsely settled .regions 14 the country.
More than 150 such plants are now to be found in the United States:
in general the Plan is to have a considerable acreage of ground in
connection with the selteol on which the pupils can wdrk out all or
part of the fees charged. In most cases the amount charged the
pupil is not sufficient to cover the entire cost, the deficit being met
by the §tate or county.

far the plan has not been extended to grades below the-high
school but there is no,inherenit reason why such extenan should'not
be made.- In Ilawaii such a plan would meet not only conditions
of sparse population in many regions but would be particularly
valuable in enabling the Territory Co (10 on a large scale just what
the Kohnla and Mannaolu schools are doing on a small scale. Such
a plan would facilitate greatly the thorough and rapid Americaniza
tion of children of the foreign Ixam
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At anP1-ate, wl ether or not the Territory enters upon such a com-
prehensive plan, t commission can think of no way by which
wealthy persons can e end their money more wisely than in genes%
ously maintaining sucl schools as the Kohn la and Mauna() lu schools
and snaking it possible or the children of deserving people to secure
the excellent training Mt they are giving.

, 9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

I. In the absence of a completely organized system of schools sup.
ported .1,y public taxation, the private schools of the islands have
.constituted an educational and Christianizing force of great value
and influence. They will continue to constitute such a force if they

. succeed always in keeping in the vanguffrd of educational progress.
The public-school system, though it falls far short of what it should
be as to adequate accommodations and facilities for the number of
pupils to be educated, is thoroughly leavened with the progressive
spirit. It is rapidly gaining in its hold on.the interest and loyalty
of the public, and is due for a period of rapid expajasion and inten-
sive internal improvement. To held their position of usefulness the

.private schools must develop consistently progressive programs and
,,policies and carry them out with efficiency and thoroughness.

2. The influence of the small and uneconomical private schools
will gradually become smaller. Such schools will be more successful.
if they limit their instruction to pupils of special classes and ages,
so as to do more homogenous work. For example. they should riot
attempt high-school work, because it is impossible for them to do it
well except at excessive cost. The problem of providing homes and
education for .orphans, dependenk; and subnormal children should
be solved by establishing a centre institution under osblic support
and control and conducted by experts in tW edticatiols.and care of,
such Aitken. -.

-.3. Certain physical conditions in several of the private schools are
faulty to a greater or less degree. t .

. All have.cases of inadequate or improper lighting arrangements,
some of them to a serious extekt, All wooden school-buildings and
dormitories and all buildings whose interior roosts-R.010n is mainly
of wood argglangerous to life and limb because.of Ole risk from fires.
All buildit tlE. having rooms a sve the,sacond floor. occupied aS dormi-
tories or classrooms, should se equipped with automatic sprinklers
and adequate fire escapes. 'Fire drills shod(' be held regularly.
Fire escapes,. extinguishers. electric lighting wires, and automatic
sprinklers should be inspected at frequent intervals. In future,-no
nonfireproof school building or domitories over 'two stories high
should be erected anywhere in the islands. ,
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Several of the private schools arc badly cramped for lack of suffi-
cient room for class -and laboratory. work. If relief be sought by the
erection of temporary or portable buildings, these should be designed
so as to be adequately and properly lighted, from the left only, and
also Properly ventilated. The type of bungalow used in the public
elementary schools and the McKinley High School should not be
used. It is utterly unfit for school- purposes.

4. All, the private schools need more and better laboratory equip
. meat for seiencework,..more maps, and.more liberal supplies of other

visual aids to teaching. With respect these important facilities
the Hawaiian schools do not compare favorably with, the best schools
in the States.

5. The standards for qualifications of teachers on the Ina inland
should be adhered to. These 'ore: For high- school teacher's, grailu-
ation from a standard wllegiate institutionwith at ledst 11 seine4er-,
hours of training in !education ; and 'for elementary teachers gradua-
tioU from a standard\loill.-year high school and at least two years in
a standard normal school or college requiring a four-year high school
conrse for admission.

6. The high-school curricula sir all the private schools need more
or less revision along progressii:e lines as suggested for the public
high schools in Chapter VI of this report.

7. In Most of the schools, closer classroom supervision 1s Jirgently
needed; and especially should better correla m he worked,out,
use of the projectpr9blem types of teachi in the intellectual work
of the vocational schools.

S. These schools should study the possibilities of abolishing many
of their very small classes or of recruiting them up to a better size for
econom.y. .

9. Most of the private schools have some form of pupil partici-
pillion in self-goverdment vhih they art% carrying on with very .

good results. Evolut ion alofg this line should he encouraged. :

- Very few acre making any attempt to use the various forms of
. socialized recitation. We recommend that in all or them 4e-social-
izeil recitation be carefully and gradually introduced u41 tried out.,

We recommend continuance and further development of directed
stmly n grades 7 to 10 in those schools where it is lacing tried out.
We su
tematie
handling

10. We

gest that it be-tried out in the otier schools, sad .that sys-
ttempts be matie"to educate the teachers in the technic of
t.

mmend the introducti n of systematic effort toward
educational. and ocatilal guidance, especially in the vocational
schools. To be successful it.must be under the direction of specially
ttnined experts in this relatively new and very important type of

I
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educational service. All- subjects ill the curriculum should con-
tribute something consciously toward vocational intelligence. An IR-
dustrial and Vocational survey of the Territory by experts in, this field
is urgently needed. The schools need to know more definitely the
occupational opportunities fo'which the rising generation of I la,w
must lie drained it they are to do the best ftir themselves and, the
comma lily

11. We 'recommend the appointment of a competent spvialist Alto
shall serve as stina' adviser wider the jtlirection of the sup erin-
tendent of public instruction and as half-time professor of education
under the direction of 'a college or department of education to k
established in the U,piversity of Hawaii. anti who shall act as 'a
Raison officer or clearing-house agent for the two departments. We
recOnunend that this officer. acting fin' the superintendent of public
instruction, shall visit the private schools as often as may he neces-
sary and practicable for the purpose of reporting on their conditions
and advising them as to their work and plans.

This reeonunendation is made because the private schools, no less
than the public schools, some in greater degree and some in 1j:is. are
in need of expert advice in solving their pri)blems of administration
of personnel, of methods. and of equipment. The private Nhools
in fact as well as in law should be made to come under the general
supervision of the Territorial department of public instruction: and
this supervision could be best tarried on by an expea who should
spend about half of his time visiting the high schools andprivate
schools of the Territory add the oth'er half teaching in the Unlyersity
of Hawaii and the normal school, if it should be affiliated with it.

During' his supervisory semester his chief function should be to
examine into conditions and report to the 'superintendent what he
finds, together with his commendations of what is good and his
suggestions for improving what seems to' be poor. A copy of his
report on each school should it) every ease be sent to the officer
responsible for the conduct of thai school; and he should prepare
an annual 'or biennial report covering the features that are of get -,
end interest. This report should include particularly suggestions
for the correction of faults that are common to many schools and
features of excellence that occur in some schools that it would
be desirable for the other schools to try out with reference to
adoption.. As an adviserhe could do pinch in stimulating teachers
toward professional study and greater zeal in the use off such
modern devices as educational measurements and self-surveys
by schoOls of their own work. As a teacher of education in th'col-
lege. he should 'prove to be of much value to public and private
schools both by training teachers in servici) and by preparing can-
didates for teaching position's.
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Late afternoon, night, and Saturday courses might be giveii for
teachers in lionolulli; and a system-of exchange of teachers lktween
Honolulu anzi other districts might be worked out. so that teachers
who are ready to work for 'advanced degrees in education could.
teach in Honolulu for a year and carry on their studies at the I-ni-t
versity

,of 'Hawaii. Such an arrangeinent would be very beneficial
to all collect-m(1,1)y bringing them into close touch. So that the de-
partment of oldie instruction. the IT»iversity of frawaii. the public
schools, and the private schools, all of which are working toward the
one purpose of pi-timoting the editelitiOnof the children and the wel-
fare (If the island, would have a clearing-house agent 'through whom
each mold keep in touch with all.the others.

fe,



APPENDIX.

CONTENTS OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE SCHOOL TEXT-
BOOKS.

PRIMARY BOOK NO. 1.

This hook is made up of two parts. The first part of it (pages 1
to 1) is essentially a primer, containing words, short phrases, and
illustrations. For example, on the first page the word "hate" or
flag with the illustration of American and Japanese flags is given.
Th6 second page gives four Japanese characters meaning "tako" or
kite, and "koma." or top, with illustrations. The pictures are en-
tir(lv of Japanese conception. The contents of Book I, Part 2,
follow:

1. People.
2. Motootaro. Part I.= ' Peach Boy."
1. Momotaro, Part 2.----(This has been taken from the Japanese Government School

Text-Book. It is a story of a child born from a peach. Once an old man went
up the mountain to get fuel, while his wife, an old woman, went to the'river
for :wiling. While she was washing her clothes, a large peach came floating
down the stream. She took the peach home, and gave it to her husbard. ism
musual thing happened when the old man cut the peach into two. Instead
1 a seed, a large boy came out of it. The child was named Momotaro br Peach
Buy, and the story goes on to tell that he became one of the strongest men in

:Japan.)
4. Sisters.
5. Chickens. IG. S. ILI)
t. Sunrise. (G. S. 11.)
7. The fiver. (G. SI 13.)
S. chrysanthemums. (G. S. B.)
!I. The Moon. (G. S. B.)

10: 0 Harm. (The story of a girl who was very tidy and neat.)
11. A Dog's Greediness. (G. S. B.) (A story found in the Defoe's Tales.)
12. Playing Ball.
13. A Biddle. ((;. S. B.)
14. The Rainbow.
15. Japanese New Year. (G. S. B.).
10. Hide and Seek. (G. S. B.)
17. Do Not Tell a Lie.
18. Papaia and Guave. (A Hawaiian subject.)
19. Mother. .(G. S. B.)
20. Kite Song. (G. S. B.)
21. Sympathy.
22. Goddess Pfle. (A Hawaiian subject.)
23. Goddess Pele. (A Hawaiian subject.)
21. ITanasalta Jijii. (An old man who made the flowers bloom. An old story of an

honeqt man, who was rewarded for honesty.) (G. S. B.)

Government School Text-Boo:.. 370
10146"
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PRIMARY BOOK O. 2.

1. Cherry Blossoms. (0. S. B.)
2. My Home. (0. S. B.)
3. Ninomiya Kinjiro. (A story c.1 a man who always served other people.)
4. The Lark. (0. 5. It.) .

5..1 Riddle. -(0. S. It.)
C. Cows and Horses. (G. S. B.)
.7. The Little Horse. (6. S. Ili
8. The Mango. (.\ Ilawailati subject.)
9. Cornelis. (Story titken from Roman history.)

16. 'lamb°. (G. S. B.)
11. May Day. (A Ilawaiiau subject.
12. Itightand Left. (0. S. D.) fTliis is a story of one of the

greatest generals of tild Japan. Thedc..sson tells that once this genoral placed
all of his euldiers-who had distinguished themselves in the day's huttlo on the
left side, and those who did not perform any act of valor on the right tide. fly
so placing all his followers, the general encouraged men to strive their utmost,
and in every battle tine were victorious.,

13. The Cardinal Points. (Ii. S. It.
D. The Lizard. (A Hawaiian subject.
15. What to take Lc F(110411. !.0. S. I t . IT1). answer given is 'carry your eyes, car,

and mouth.")
16. Washington's Honesty. IS tor y from .1 me y.

17. The Mountain Apple. (01)ia-a 'Hawaiian subject. )
IS. The Frog. (6. S. B.)
19. The Frog and the Spider. tti. S. IS.,
20. Tho Frog's Motifs..
21." Yee, right now!" (6. S. ILA 11.t it a story Ui a girl who always replied to her

moter's request to do anything--.' Yes, right now!" but did not try to do :illy
thing.)

22. The Sal. (0. S. IL)
23. The Salt.
24. The C'rab.
P. The Shell. (0. S. B.)
26.'Urashitna. (0. S. B.) (A Japanese fairy story. Crashima iwtho Jatpaneso Itip

Van Winkle.)
27. Same.
28. Our Plantation. (A Irawahan subject.)
29. Tho View from the Mountain (Punchbowl). (A Ifawaiian subject.)
30. Mount Fuji.
31. Japan's greatest wort in. (Id verse-0. S. B.)
32. Hunting on MoutildlOuji. (G. S. B.)' (It is a story of Minamoto Tadstsune, a

great hero of Japanese history who killed a huge boar by hurdling on its back
frop hisplirse. "The people," the story concludes. "cheered so !stiffly that
even the mountain seemed to erasable down.")

33. The Taro. (A Hawaiian aulafect.)
34. The TenCheeetsu. (The Emperor's birthday.) (4. 8. B.-slight alterations.)
35. The Fingers. (0. S. B.)
36. The Good Children.
37. Playing Store. (0. S. B.) ,

3174 The kilenNitiag Shack. (A Hawaiian subject.)
30. The Proud SUM.. (Bane-Turbo cornetts, horned top-sort hi shell fish.) (G.

. S. B.)
40. The Cereals. (0. S. B.)
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41. The Clock. (6. S. B.)
42. Song of the Clock. (In verse -(;. t4. B.)
43. A Riddle. (G. S. B.)
44. The White Rabbit. (G. S. B.)
45. The White Rabbit and God Okuttioushi. (.\ prehistorical personage.)
46. Sympathy.
47. Sugar. (A Hawaiian subject.)
4g. A Child's Heart. (G. C. 13.)
49. A Mother's Heart. (U. S. B.)
50. Ohinasama-girls' Festival. (G. 5.-
51. Nasuno Yoichi. (G. S. B.) )(A story of a hero in Japanezi,o Iiiitory rho was
52. Nasuno Yoichi. (G. S. B.) adept in t he a =c of how and arrow.)

111.

PRIMARY BOOK NO. 3.

1. The Stone Door of Heaven. (G. 5 It "Amateurasu was very soft hearted
goddess. j.ley younger brother, Sass-tuao-no-mikuto, was a very rough god.
Ife slid man/ mischsievons things. His sister. Arnaterasu-oomikarni (the real
sou godde:till wab always patient with him. One day the god, Susa-noo-no-

, ruikoto, took the skin from a living horse and threw it (the horse) into his sister's
weaving room. The sun goddess was very touch surprised and she hid herself
inside of the Stone Door of Heaven.-" How tertiblel The world which until

.411 now was bright is dark and had people began to do bad things. Many gods
conferred as to how to bring her out and began to dance before the door. At
that time a goddess by the name of Awe-no-uzume-no-mikoM danced an in-
teresting dance which made the gMa laugh awl clap their lianas. Because of
this noise, the sun goddess opened the door a little and when she peered out
Tajikara-no-mikoto, a strong god, took her out by the !rand and led her forth.
It is said that from that time the world vas bright again."

2. The Golden Kits. (6. S. B.).
3. Playing the Boat. (In verse-6. S. B.)
4. Studies of Arai 1lakuseld-a great Confucianist (1710).
5. Ulu. (A Hawaiian subject.)
6. The Travels of Water. (Tilt, story of ill(' drop of rain.)
7. Same. (G. S. B.
R. Kapielani Park. (A Hawaiian subject.)

The Aquarium. (A Hawaiian subject.)
10. Kueanagi-no-tsurtmi. (The Herb-Quelling Sword.) (6. S. B.) (;`Keilto Tenno

is the twelfth Emperor from Jinmu Tenno. Tie commanded Yamato-takeru-
no-mikoto to make an expedition to Western Yezo: Yumato-takeru-no-mikoto
first went to Ise to pray at Jingu (temple of the Sun Goddess). Than he said
farewell to his aunt, Yamato-hime-no-mikoto. At that time she gave Anieno-
murakurno-no-teurugi (a sword). Ott the road Yamato-taketu-no-mikoto Buhr
deed many bad people and when he came to Suruga (a province), the enemy at
that place seemed to surrender. ' In this place there are ninny deer; yeu should
hunt,' the enemy urged him. 'That will be fun,' said Mikoto. and ho walked
into the field. When the enemy saw this they set fire to the four sides of the
field to try to kill Nei. itikoto noticed the enemy's trick, took out the sword
and cut down th, and wonderfully, the wind changed to the direction of
the, enemy and ho escapes1 from the danger. Front this time we call this mead
Kusanagi-no-teurugi."

Ii. The Carp. (G. S. B.) (The practice of flying the paper carp above house ou May
T. the festival of boys in Japan. This custom is very pop ilar in Japan. The
idea is that the boys may become strong and bra;re like the carp gologup the
falls in certain seasou of the year.)
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12. Helping Mother. (G. S. B.)
13. The Boy's Eye Marks.
14. The Pickled Plums. (G. S. B.)
15. Tea and Coffee. (G. S. B.-with slight alteration.) (Coffee's description la

Hawaiian.)
16. An Obedient Girl.
7. Independence Day. (An American subject.)
R. The Surf-riding. (A Hawaiian subject.)

19. The Hawaiian Islands. (A Hawaiian subject.)
20. The Kukui. (A Hawaiian subject.)
21. Post Cards. (G. S. B.)
22. Melons. (G. S. B.)
23. The Bat. (G. S. B.)
24. Story of the Mosquito. (A Hawaiian subject.)
25. Fire.
26. Uyesugi Kensin. (A great historical figure. The lesson deals with ITyssugi's

great respect toward his teacher.)
27. Arbor Day. (A Hawaiian subject.)
28. The Deer's Mirror. (G. S. B.)
29. Himiorigoe-no-sakaotoshi. (0. S. II.) . (It deals with the faInous battle of Heike

and Genji.)
30. Same.
31. Honolulu. (Places of interest; a Hawaiian subject.)
32. The Letter from Honolulu. (A Hawaiian subject.)
33. The Picnic.
34. Tam's Diary.
35. The Strong Child.
36. Battle of Ujikawa. (Taken from Japanese history.)
37. Lei. (A Hawaiian subject.)
38. The Clever Child. (Taken from a Chinese story.)
39. Pineapples. (A Hawaiian subject.)
40. A Good Boy.
41. Textiles.
42. Proverbs. (Japanese.)
43. Jingu Kogo. (The story of the subjugation of Korea by Empress Jingo Tenno,

A. D. 201 to 269.)
44. Human Sympathy. (Verse.)
45. The Bear.
46. The Old Desk.
47. The Harbor.
48. Osaka. (Bridgeport of Japan.)
49. Counting Song. (Verse.)
50. Shotoku Taishi. (The man who established Buddhism as the state religion.)
51. Washington. (An American subject.)

.52. Discovery of fire. (Taken from Hawaiian folklore.)
53. Same.
54. Rice.

PRIMARY BOOK NO. 4.

1. Rustmoki Father and Son. (G. 8. B.) (The story which is singled out as the beat
illustration of Japanese patriotism.)

2. Same.
S. Letter of Inquiry and Answer.
4. One Kind of Bean.
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5.,Hojo, Yasutoki. G. S. B.) (A short sketch of Rojo, who was a firm believer in

G. Brothers.
7. Hanahaho Kiichi.. (G. S. B.) .(The story of famous blind writer.)

Buddhism.)

8. Work with Bands. (G. S. B.). ,
9. Bon and Decoration Day. (Compares the Memorial Service for the dead in Hawaii

a memorial service among the BuddIfits.)
/O. Imperial Japan., (A description of Japanese islands and possessions. It notes

the fact of Jinmu Tenno's accession 2,570 yearSago and the present emperor
as 123d in direct line.)

11. Same.
12. Tokyo, Japan. (It describes the places of interest.)
13. Silk Worms and Tea. (G. S. B.)
14. Porcelain 3411A.1 cq tier. (0. S. B.)
IS. Wife of Yamanouchi. (G. S. B.--story of a wife's thrift.)
16 The Family Crests. (07 S. B.-deals with coats -of -arms of important families in

Japan.)
17. Tenbiubo. (The stick used for carrying baskets.)
18 Dogs. (G. S. B.)
19. Sakinouye-no-Tamurantura. (The story of a giant general; attempts to portray

the valor of the man. Taken from Japanese history.)
20. Water and Body. (0. S. B.)
21. Care of the Body.

, 22' A Letter Concerning Mango, and its answer.
23. Living Things of the Sea. (G. S. B.)
21. Same.
25. Mind in all Things. (Verse.)
26. Story of a Voyage. (G. S. B.)
27. Same.
28 The Ungrateful Soldier. (It is a story of war between the Swedes and Dance. A

wounded Dank offered his canteen to a wounded Swede, who tried to kill hip.
llo spared his life and was rewarded.)

29. A Letter Concerning a Picture and Answer.
30. To Work is People's Duty.
31. The White Sparrow.
32. Same.
33. Kato Kiyomasa. (Story of a great general who invaded Korea. Attempt isnmads

to show Wherein lies the gieatness of a great man.)
34. Florence Nightingale.
35. The Blacksmith.
38. The Japanese Flower Calendar. (Verse.)
37. Matches.
38. Yamada Nagamasa. (A story of a famous general who went to Siam and became

a king of that nation.)
39. One Day. (Verse.)
40. The Forty-seven Ronins. (Taken from Japanese history.)
41. Same.

' 42. The Bird.
43. The Steam& and the Body.
44. Franklin. (An American subject.)
-45. The Tiger and the Cat. (Esop Fable.).
46. Around the World.

I
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47. Same.
48. Hawaii. (Description of the Hawaiian Islands with map.)
49. Washington's Birthday and Mid-Pacific Carnival. (.1 Hawaiian sunject.)
50. Sei_shirnaru. (Taken from Japanese history.)
51. The Owl returns n Favor. (A Hawaiian story:,
52. Same.
53. The Bravo Sailor. (Tlie story o{ a sailor, Miura Torajiro. who was wounded and

killed in the battle of tho Yellow Sea. Another story of patriotism. The
lesson is partly in verse and partly in'prose. Both attempt to show how the
dying sailor thought of his country.)

54. Public Interest.
55. Napoleon.
56. Same. (The lesson emphasites the qualities of, Napoleon the audacity a:.d

courage.)

PRIMARY BOOK NO. 5.

r. Ainaterasu-oi-kami. (Taken trom Japanese history.) ("Kotai Jingu is at 1:ji
Yamada id lee. This is the temple of the Sun Goddess. &The Sun Goddess is
the ancestress of the Imperial House. A long time ago 0-mi-nlikanii (Sun
Goddem) gave to her grandchild, Ninigi-no-mikoto, the land of Japan. 'This
country bust be ruled by my descencialits. Go, Imperial grandsons; thy throne
Itetweeri earth and heaven shall be without end.' she said. Ninigi-no-ndkoto
listened attentively and taking many follou era ho came doe u to this eountry.
This is the beginning of Japanese nistory. At that time the Sun Goddesnave
him the Yainato Mirror, Antenomuntkunimno.tsurugi (the sword already men;
tioned in Book :t, Lesson 9) and Yasakani Jewels, These are called three mend
treasures. They are handed clown to the hereditary emperors aS symbols of
power. The song of Meiji Tenno (died 1910):

From the age el tlodt
The Sacred Treaturca have rOiliCllett
To govern the land of Japan.

Front Ninigi-no-mikoto. during three generations the capitol was in Kyushu.
This is called the Age.of Gods "

2. Jinmu Tenno. (Taken from Japanese History.) (Jinmu Tenno is the fourth
generation after Ninigi-no-mikoto. He is the grandchild. When he was in
llyuga, in the eastern part there were many bad people. Jinmu Tenno subdued
them and he made the people contented. Jinmu Tenno took his brother and
his child and many followers and lived in Hynga. And from this time during
some tens of years they encountered many hardships. One time a strong enemy
made war and his brother was lost, but at last the enemy was subdued and he
acceded to the throne of Yamato-no-kuni, Kashiwam-nomiya. Counting from
the sixth year of Taisho (1917) it was 2,577 years ago that this occurred. Jinmu
Tenno Is called the first emperor, and the present emperor is the one hundred
and twenty-second.")

3. From Honolulu to Yokohama.
4. Three Views of Japan.
5. .The Grand Parents.
6. Sugita Iki. (Again the story of loyalty to master.)
7. The Sailor's Mother. (The letter of a mother to her son on "Takacilthh o" urging,

him not to be afraid of sacrificing his life for the country's sake. It is again the
attempt to arouse ono's sense of loyalty to his country.) .

8. Mother's Day. (Mother's Sunday.)
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9. Chinese Literature and Bur 1db "In Japan at the present tune they have the
kana [Japanese syllabry 1 an the kanji [Chinese characters!. The origin of the
kanji was in China. and gradually come to 1w used in Japan. Of the kana,
kata-kana, arc parts taken from the kanji character. -Chinese writing as well as
Chinese Literature spread. That was 1.t00 years ago, during the reign of Ojin
Tenne, Ojin Tenrro's mother was Jingu liege. After Jingu Kogo had Subdued
the threw Han states (Korea), they gave many things. One year Kudamno-
kuni (one ut the states) brought Chinese books on literature and from that
country can a teacher nanIN1 Wani. Ile taught many prince,. From that
time Chinese writing was used and Chinese: literature was studied in Japan.
Two hundred and sixty years after that time, Buddhism also came front Kudara.
In the beginning there vas a dispute about this doctrine. But gradually it
spread throughout Japan. We learned before how- Shotoku Taisho soaked
fur the spread of Buddhism in Japan.") (Book Lesson 51.)

le., I nventioits of Modern Times. (Watt. Fulton, Stevenson Morse, Bell. Edison,
Marconi.)

II. James Watt.
12. Front Tokyo to Aomori.
13. Nikko. (G. S. B.) (Describes the temples and tombs of shoguns.)
11. Kokugi. -(Describes the national pastimes and gamer of different countries.)
1.. Tenji Tenno and anjiwara Kamatari. (Taken from .Tarranese history.)
16. Head Bro.'s. (Hats, of different nationalities.)
17. The Red and White Balls.

Sightseeing in Hokkaido. (Northern Japan with map. Chaps:. 1.: and 19.)
19. Care of licaith.
20. Nara Period. (Describes very briefly the golden auc of 1:nddllin, and Chinese

Literature in Japan.)
2). W storyXiyomaru. (The story of a fearkes libtriot who frustrated the attempt of

tie priket Dokyo, a paramour oftho Dupree SNtoku, to ascend the throne.
He was banished only to return at the end of the empress' r'ehm.)

22. Visiting the Sick.
23. A Girl's Saving
24. kbeno Nakarnaro and Kibi-no-Makibi. (Two personages in Nara Period who

studied in China. The last named invented the Japanese syllahry.)
25. Gairrency, Weight and Measures.
25. Sights of Japan.
2s. Kanmu Tenno. (Includes the account of two scholars, Snieho and Kukai, who

went to China and studied Buddhism, and their activities in spreading
Buddhistn after their return to Japan.)

K ioto. ( DeFribes the Buddhist temples.) 116
30. Fujiwara. (The Fujiwara family vas most powerful in the Middle Ages.)
31. Chpryo and Kanshin. (Taken from Chinese history.)
32. From Nagoya to Niigata, Japan.
33. Gonji and Heiji. (Describes the account of the Wars of Roses [of Japan].)
34,

5. kISamLotter to a Friend.
N. A Book. ss
37. Rojo Tokimune. (Describes the account of the Mongol invasion of Japan.)
3S. A Winter 'view of Japan.
30. ince of Japan. (G. S. II.)
40. -Revival of Kenbu Period. (Forty years after the Mongolian invasion.)
41. The Dow under the Pine. (Poem.)
42. Era of Yoshino. (Taken from Japanese history.)
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43. Kojima Shoyen. (Describes his loyalty and obedience to the aged mother.)
44. Flowered Matting.
4.1. An Order, and Answer.
4e Ashikaga Period. (Describes the two famous Buddhist temples in Kioto, K in-

kaki* and Ginkakuji.)
47. The Battle of Kawanakajima. (Taken from Japanese history.)
48. A Whaling Vessel.
49. A Brave Girl. (The Story of Grace Darling
50. Captain Cook. (Discovery of Hawaii.)
51. Oda Npbunaga. (First Shogun of Japan.)
52. Toyottinii Hideyoehi. (Account of his rise.)
53. From Nagoya to tiji Yamada.-
54. Gratitude. (The story of wife.)
55. Thanksgiving Day and Harvest Festival. (Comparison between tlie Puritans'

Thanksgiving and early festival in Japan.)
56. Hot Springs.
57. The Great King Kamehameha.
58. Arctic Expeditioris. (Narrates the various expeditions.)
59. Same.
60. Hawaiian CorreeponAce. ( From Hawaii t.o Japan, and from Hawaii to A merit a. )j
61. Stories of the Poet.
92. Courtesy.
63. General Nogi. (In. verse.) (Extolling the heroism and loyalty of the general

to hie country.)
64. General Grant. (Hie life and trip to Japan.)
65. Travels in Yamate.
66. Same.
67. The Potato Kink. (Account of George Shima of California.)
68. Hawaii. (In verse.) (English translation given in the textbook.)

PRIMARY BOOK NO. 6.

1. Imperial Rescript on Education.
21 The Honey Bee.
3. The Division of Labor.
4. The Wind.
5. Osake(Japanese City).
6. Tokugawa Iyeyasu. (The account of the founder of the Tokugawa dynasty ef

Shoguns.)
7. Columbus' Discovery of America.
8. Firing One's Aim in Life.
9. Kobe and Okayama. (Japanese cities.)

10. The Inland Seas. (Description of the sea between Japanese islands.)
11. The Shogun Tokugawa. (The account of the Tokugawa Dynasty.)
'12. Baseball and Football.
13. The Ideal PhysiqUe.
14. The Pacific Coast of the United States.
15. Same. (Description with map.)

4 16. The Paradise of the Pacific. (Hawaii.)
17. The Duty of the Rosters.
18. And Hakuseki. (The account of the famous Confucianist)
19. The Your Seasons.
20. Washington,
21. Famottsilacee of Honolulu.
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22. Ono Year in Honolulu.
23. Travel in Shikoku. (One of the main Japanese Islands.)
25. Same.
'5.5. Three Eccentric Persons of the Kansei 11%101. (Gives account, very briefly, of

Gamo Kunpei, Takayama IlikokutC, and Hayashi Shihei. The lemon
tells that this period for the first time began to see the rise.of nationalism
in Japan. Xunpei traveled the whole nation, urging the people to back
the movement to rebuild the imperial tomb. Takayama, bewailing the
weakness of the imperial power and the tremendous prestige ankpower.of
the. Shoguus, prayed on the Sanjo bridge, Kioto, for the Impefgl House-
hold. Hayashi stilied the conditions of the foreign countries and wrote
a book on the military defense of the nation.)

26. Lincoln.
27. The Home.
25. Making the Camps Beautiful. (Vlanuttion camps.,
29. karnakura. seat of the old Shogun Government.)
30. Seki Takayeri. The aceount of great mathematician.)
31. The Opening of the Nation. (Commodore Perry's Expedition.)
32. Hiroshima and Yamaguchi. (Description of two provinces in Japan, from which

most of the Japa'aiese in Haltii have come to Hawaii.)
33. Japanese Woman. .

34. The Drummer Boy. (A French story.)
35. Suez and Panamit Canals.
36. Time.
37. An Invitation.
35. The Protecting Light House. (Poem.)
39. The Kamen Channel. (The Western entrance to the inland sea.)
40. The Great Reign of Meiji. (Extols the remarkable progress of Japan under the

Emperor Jeiji ((1i.d 1910). The lesson is illustrated with the picture of Meiji
Tenno.)

41. Public and Private Business.
42. Kumamoto and Fukuoka. (Two provinces in Japan. Japanese from tei two

provinces well represented in Hawaii.)
4:1. japanet4e Agriculture.
44. About Forma.

The Music of the Street Corner. (Story of Alexander llotiche.)
46. Kagoshima and Nagasaki. (Description of two cities.)
47. Spinning. (Cotton.industry of Jar.)
45. Cooperative Spirit.
49. 'fho War of Japan and Russia.
So. America and Hawaii. (Very brief account of Hawaii from the coming of the

American misilonaries to the annexation of Hawaii to the United States.)
51. Japan and Hawaii. (Brief account of Hawaii's relationship with Japan.)
52. IlistorY of the Coming of Japanese to the Hawaiian Islands.
53. Pearl Harbor. (Brief description of the naval station.)
54. Cecil Rhoads.
55. About Saghalien. (Description of Japanese possession on that island.)
56. Commerce. a

57. Story of the Declaration of Independence.
58. A Child of the Sea. (Poem) "I am the child ofjhe sea."
59. Prince Takehito on Board the Battleship. (Account of the-early naval training

of Prince Takehito Arksigawa. Prince was educated under Captain ClevehM4
on littlish Battleship "Iron Duke.")
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60. History of the Bank.
61. Tho Merinuira Con ny

business ethic's.) (Not
able Japanese ierchan
and traveled ho whole
this year.)

62. The Mixture i AmeriAri
63. Good Citiz < ship.

xarr.-For c tents or frontutar

APPENDIX.

of New York City. (Account of Baron Nlorimitra's
e: n Ichizaemon Morimurail one of the most remark-

o became a Christian the later part of his life.
c ntry preaching the Gospel. Vle died .beginnit: of

Race. (Account of the American melting pot.)

Grade nooks Xae. t in4 2, ree Chapter III of this repo 1.

JAP ESE HIGH SCHOOL (HONGWANJI BUDDHIST3 TEXT-
BOOKS.

Rev'. d High School Reruler4Edited by Prof. Yaichi Naga. Published. by Ferni.
yenta Ito. Each marked "Approved by the Department of Education.'
Date of Psevisiiretober,1112.

BOOK S.

1. Our Homer. (Description of the home, how built, traditional usages. the family
hearth, the family Buddhist shrine. the family treasures, the sord, etc.,

2. The Early Spring. (In verse.)
3. The Cherry Blossoni. (Description.- *-The Cherry blossom can z.ith pride be

said to be the national (timer of the Japanese." etc.)
P. On the flanks of the Tonegawa. (River Tone. (Descript ion .
5. The Farewell to the Birthplace.
6. From the Country. (A letter -- description of its beauty.)
7. The Social Intercourse.
S. *Spartan Warrior. (The trainiiii of Spartan ottili, extolling the loyalty and

courage of Spartan warrior.)
'J. A Talking Turtle. (A itorean story.
10. The Great,Empire. . (A song extolling the beauty, eremeits.< of tbelamd, spirit

of the people, the unbroken line of Mikado,.ete.)
11. The Captilite ('1 203-Metre 11111 (Battle of Port Artlit ) I description ;.ong .n

nine pages.r
12. Limit. Sakcilla. (.1 story of heroism.,
13. Commander II irose. (In verse: extolling his heroism.)
14. Yttshu Kwan. (rheinuseum in the premises Of Yastikuni Jinsha, Tokyo, which

* exhibits the captured guns, rifles, and other spoils of the Rtivo-Japauese War.)
15. Work Well and Play Well.
16. The Boy Scouts of England.
17. Tho Boyheo4 of Bismarck. (A narrative iMiliam pages.) .

18. The Oriental Jokes: (a) Jamul, (b) China, and .(c)-ludia.
19. The Great Walls.
20. A\ Lotterto a Schoolmate.

-21. the llakone Road. (Description of Woolf. plitecs- dowara, Soun-ji (a
mplel, and the Ifakone pass.) 4 ',

22. Th Vangitords at Ujigawa (River Uji). (The story o e tautens battle.).
23. The nins Retire to Serigakuji (Sengaku Temple). ho rdury of forty -seven

re ins after their revenke4on. Kozukenoen ke.)
24. The turn.to How. (A desertption.)
25. The) n of Four Seasons.
26. A Let r, inviting a friend to swimming, and its answer.

° 5'
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27. Bankoku no Ityomi (Coolness). (A escription.)
28. Amino Iftuihidate. (A description of fairroits Japanese scenery.)
2P A Daily of Rural Life.
30.. The Siberian'', Railroad.
31. Prince Ito's Advice. ("Every man is born with a eatain definite Utak. I do

not urge you to follow my will unwillingly. H that is your innate task, I
would not regret it even if you may become a beggar. If you desire to follow my
will, be above all loyal to our emperor' Japan is a small nation, but with the
emperor as a center wo have devilloped the country internally and externally..
Thays the reason we are enjoying toe y a great prosperity! A Japanese. no
matter whether ho be an official, or mochaut, or an ordinary citizen. should
he loyal to the imperial family. of unbroken lineage, and should realize that
his mission is to share in making Japan an upholder of peace in the Orient.
Next to loyalty, be exceedingly honest, etc. ".

32. Xinomiya Souteku. (Biography of a famous selice.ar.)

BOOK II.

1. My Album.
2. The Joy of Horne.
3. Raisanyo. (A biography.)
4. The Star and the. Flower. (In verse.)
5, Tho Music of Nature.
6, Niira Saburo. (A biography.)
7. The Birds of Possags0:
S. The Wisdom of Monkey.
9. The Rabbit Bunt. (.1 descriltion.)
10. A Letter to a Brothels.
11. Soga Brothers. (A story of filial loyalty.)
12. Sallie.
13.. Yoritomo and Goro. (A story of filial loyalty.)
IL Winter at South Sea.
13. Ounabara (Great Sea). (A song.)
16. The Battle of Dan no CM. (The famous battle between denji and
17. The Visit to Dadaifu.
1S, Queen Victoria.
19. Tho Ruffle ofEgyPt.
20. The Protecting Eyes and Arms of a Natio', (The story of lloratitts;,
.21. The GreatestMan. (Dialogue between a echOol principal and pupils. The

story leads up to a conclusion that the greatest man is one who overcomes
self.)

22. Three Groat Men of the Restoration. (Brief biographies of Generals Salim,
Olcub6,Ind Kite.)

2:3. 'PlicrOld Man's Now Year's Eve.
24. Christmas and New Year. (Description of ('hristiaati at Berlin; celebration

under the Linden.)
25. A 'Zeiler to a friend who mourns ovtrithe death of his death.
20, The Battle of Mukden.
27, Same. 1 *It
S. The Rearguards. (Also a story of the battle of Mu (:den.) .

29. The Way of the Brave. (In verse. Ext1f1s tho heroisePhf the soldier.)
30. The Characteristics of Englishmen.
31. Same.
32. ClIgalcei In°. (Biography of a scholar.)
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BOOK .111.
1. My Birthplace.
2. A Garden of Three Feet Square.
3. The Four Seasons. (In verse.)
4. The Pilgrimage to Saikpko. (A description of places noted r flowers.)
5. The Visit to the Imperial Palace at Kioto
6. The Jinsha (shrines). (A description of famous shrines.)
7. The Butsukalcu "(Buddhist temples). (Description of famous Buddlt templet)
8. A Ship's Route. (In verse.)
9. A Daily on the Steamer.

10. A Letter from Odawara. (Description of the life on that South Sea Island.)
11. The Battle of Japan Sea.
12. The Same.
13. Lient.-Commander Shiraishi. (A eulogy. Lieut.- Commander Shiraishi was in'

command of the third blockade expedition against Port Arthur.)
14. The Feeling at Early Summer.
15. The Village in the Morning. (In verse.)
16. My Boyhood.
17. Kii Dainagon. (Story of a councillor of state, Kii.)
18. -From the Kiyomi Promontory. (A description.)
19. The Story of General Moltke.
20. The Siege of Kumamoto Fort. (An incident of Jeiji Restoration.)
21. A Mirror Does not Reflect the Back.
22. Three Species of Mankind.
23. Yukichi Fukuzawa. (Herald of Western Culture.)
24. The Story of Major Fukushima's exploits iu Siberia.
26. Tho Hike on NfountAsama.
26. The Mongolian Customs. (The customs in Mongolia.)
27. A Letter.
28. The Voice of a Mother.
29. Andrew Carnegie in Boyhood Days. # '30. The Imperial Family and The Citizens. (An essay on the allegiance of Japanese

people to the emperor.)

BOOK IV.
1. My House.
2. The Family Seal. (Depicts some fanioul-family seals.) o.
3. The Customs of the Year's Holidays. (The holiday customs mentioned in this

chapter are mostly Buddhist.)
4. The Joy of Farming.
5. The Song of the Faisner.
6. The Autumn. (A description of the autumn scenery of famous beauty spots)
7. Down the Fujigawa (River Fuji).
8. Tokyo. (A description.)
9. Musashino. (A description of fields and s% oodi.)

10. Shoun Zenahi. (A story of famous Buddhist priest.)
11. The Boyhood of Nobutsuna Mateutaira.
12. The Hawk Hunt. -
13. The Blockade Expedition against Port Arthur. (Story of fieroic deeds.
14. The Naval Heroes.
15. The Fall of Port Arthur. (In verse.)
16. Customs and Manners in Korea.
17. Sketches of Europe and America: The Mist of London, Americans,(Germans,

The Streets of New York City.
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%18. The Moon of the Desert.
1

19. The Joy of Travel.
20. From Kasagi. (A letter.)
21. The Shijonawate. (The reminiscence of old battles.)
22. Takayama Ilikokuro. (The story of a patriot a ho traveled all over Japan dari9g

the rule of the Shogunate to restore the imperial rule.)
23. The Joy of Heaven. (A letter.)
21. Kiyoniori and Yoritomo.
25 Prince Iwakura. (A great figure of the imperial restoration.)
26. Same.
27 Same.
n. Men Most Needed After Death.
29. Patriotism. Part I.
:10. Patriotism. Part TI.

BOOK V.

1. An Evening in Spring. (A description.)
' 2. A Springtime Meditation.

3. A Letter. (Describing the journey front Yechiro to Tokyo.)
4. The Oi River Crossing.
5. Travel, Past and Present. (Describing the modes of travel, the attractions,

dangers, etc.)
6. An Endless Ship's Route (?).
7. Our life is in Your Rand. (Describing the incident of a giteat storm during the

expedition of the men from Kishu.)
A Hero. (A manly youth. In verse.)

9. A Live Man of Live Society: (a) Soul of the Great; (b) Soul of the Child; (c)
Culture--what does it mean? (d) The final Moment: (e) The Source of pi,-
namic'Power.

10. The Parting at Sakurai. (The story of Kusunoki, father and son. A story of
filial loyalty and loyalty to the Lord.)

11. Gamo Kunpei and Ozawa Roan. (A story of two patriot scholars who beautified
the sepulchre of emperors.)

12. A Letter.-. (Describing the famous Buddhist teruple, Shuzenji.)
13. A Song.pf the Summer.
It. climbing the Nitkin San (Mount Fuji).
15. rhidaina. (A story of a great Buddhist priest.)
lc. The Chuzenji Lake. (A description' of the lake in the premises of hulfous Bud-

dhist temple.)
17. The Relation 'betWeen the Atmosphere And the Appearance of the Plant. (An

easay..)
la. The Love of Nate. (An essay which leads up to the conclusion that the essen-

tial characteristic of Japanese people is the love of nature, admiration of nature,
and intimacy with nature.)

19. The Preservation of Natural Scenery. (An essay.)
20. Irosokawa Yusai and Ohta Dokan. (Story of two scholars.)
21. Toyotousi Taiko.. (The sketch of great dictator.)
1. Kingo, The Councillor.
23. Characteristics of the Korean People.

Up the Yangtee River. (Description of a great Chinese river.)
25: The Cocoanut. (In verse.)

ougimoto Kujuro. (A story of a youth who committed "hara-kiri': when coin
mended to do so, and lived up to the natee of his family.)

%
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27. The Forty-seven Honing' Plan of Revenge. (A story of men who snerifTe4 their
lit-es for the master.)

SelV1 fell).* The secret of success is self-help.)
29. Niehiron-Jonin. (A story of a grett Buddhist priest.)
30. To Every Young Man. (The gist of the egg/ is: "Japan of preiCeiji era teas

Japan of Japan.' . But Japan after the restoration became 'Japan of the Orien '
Now it is 'Japan of the World.' Japan is now undergoing u fierce co Ion

ithin and without. She is fuce to face with two alternatit se or all.
Per us living in this age of great national revolution,ue shou 1111:R3 onwnd
in spite of the hardships and shortcomings, and should become active in the
world's arena. Strengthen your body, rouse your spirit. cultit'ate yotir
doin, and nourish your Inner, etc.")

31. 1.aug,uge and Patriotisio. (The man who truly loves his country vcnritcs
the language of his country. The characteristic of the people of a great maim
is the sincere levy c,f the language of one's country, and no other's. The p.seple
of such :t nation wont! plaid it and would reform it, and with it would snit.
produce mx.r1 and loyal citizens. The example of Germany is an exe:-11!.1:t
on,. A people of any country should not forget two things: the language
the history of their country. That should be the irime duty Of el or
Jai anew..')

BOOK VI.

I. Ilagi (Flower Lespede:ta bicolor!. (Au essay %tali veises
2. The Moon of lour Sasor,2 (A dew-1;141011 with ernes.)
3. Agriculture in Japan. (A treatise.)
4. The Protectini Woods (A description of the woods of Ise.)
5. The 'ountry and the Great Man. (An essay. It tries to bring home the fact

that a great man has always conk oat of the eountry.distriet. A good eriample.
the lemon tells ns, is Biamarek.)

6. Glimpse or Prince Ito. (it) Prince Ito end I:oho Dnishi, a great Buddhist pries:
Princo Ito looked up to this great priest as sit. ideal. (b) The Mandl:Irian
Tour. (Prince Ito's itnpressionsin %ems.)

7. General Nogi. (In terse. kIxtoks his greatness.)
8. Admiral Togo's Farewell speech to the Grand Fleet.
9. Henda Shigeji. (The story of a faithful follower of Tokugawa Shogun v. ho ris" cd

even his life to sw.e the life of his master.) .

10. The Allegolies of India: Destiny ana Week: The Owl and the Raven: and The
Sparrow and the Falcon.

11. The Moon, Save, and Flower. IA description.)
12. Japanese verses. (Inspiration.)
13. The Letter of Otaka Geer/ to his Mother.
14. An Old Scholar. (An essay-.)
15. Watanabe Sadaahizu (Watanabe Kasen). (Sketch of a great artist.)
1C. The Jar of Nanking. (The story of a man who from his greedinete was got able

to take his hand out of the jar.)
17. An Advice to a Pupil.
18. An Evening of thu New Yeit:.
19. The Sea on New Year. (In letter and verse.)
20. .1it Evergreen Tree.
21. Hannibal, Part I. .

,22. Same, Part II.
23. The Tribute to Saigo Takamori. (A great ,figure of early Meiji period. By

Prince Aritomo Ysongista.)
24. The 8h iroyama. -.( In verse. al/Prima is the Waterlootif Seigo Takamori.)
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25. The Hearing of Plea behind the Screen. (A story of a famous judge, Ok.-Iye-
chizen-no-knmi.)

26. The Merchant of Venice. (The trial scene.)
27. SaniK.
2!... The Morality and -The Law.
!i7 Ss me.

Taira no Shigemori. (The story of a great personality who was faithful to his
father and country.) .

1. Ancestor Worship. (The lesson teaches that a true Japanese should always
respect his forefathers. The greatnece of Shindiu Buddhism is that it has
taught the people to respect their forefathers, while it has inculcated the
power of faith and the future life, etc.)

BOOK Vlifir

1. Kyoto. (A description of the Al capitol.)
2. The Evening in Spring. (In verae.)
3. The Sunshine in SF* and the Autumn Color.
4. The Beautiful Soul. (In vele.)
5. The Battle of Okehazama. (The battle betweeb Imagawa 1-o,:himoto and Oda

N naga.)
. 6. The Central Plains of Empire. (A description of the hirthplaees of famous his-

torical figures.
7. The Rain. (An esay.)
!.z. The Lake. (Its N.ariety.)
9. 1-p the Ricer Uozu. (A description.)
10. The Student of Summer.
11. Oku no llosomiciii. (A collection of essays.)
12. The Last Moment of Basho. (A groat poet.)
13. Ilasho, The Great poet.
11. Alas, Professor Fujioka. (A tribute by Prof. Yaihhi Raga.)
15. An Acquaintance.
16. liesushita Sonjuku. (A sketch of a great zeholar, Pestalozzi of Japan.)
'17. I'm, Will of Shoin.'(A great scholar. who was imprisoned and killed for studying

the Western cultiire.)
18. Pestalozzi. (A sketch.)
19. The Flight to Kumano.
20. The Duty of Subject. (The duty of a subject should be above everything else

loyalty to the lord and the sacrifice of his own life for the sake of the master.)
21. The Bushido. (The ways of the knight: skill in arms; loyalty to the lord;

willingness to sacrifice one's fife; and purity.)
22: The Sword of Japan. (The sword is the symbol of courage and might of the

knight (samurai).' As Mahomet said, "The sword is the key to Heaven and
Hell." These words well reflect the thought of Japanese people, etc.) .

23. The Red Cross. (Sketch of its movement from the inception.)
24. The Proverb. (A treatise.)
25. The People of Prehistoric Japan.
26. The National Aspiration, Part 1,
27. Same, Part II.
28. To be a Groat Nation: (a) To value education; (I)) to respect industry and labor;

. (c) to value science; (d) te value arts and literature; (e) tQ vahtegood habits and
customs; (f) to valuC rights; (g) to develop commerce; (h) to maintain army
and navy; (i) to cultivate public spirit.
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BOOK VIII.

1. The Farewell on the Banks of Nagara. (A famous historical incident.)
2. Tho Will of Taiko. (Great dictator, Toyotomi.)
3. Naoye Yamashiro no kami. (A story of a great knight.)
4. The Decision and Judgment.
5. Kiyomori Nyudo. (A story of a historical figure.)
6. The Target of Fan. (A story,of a great warrior, Nasuno Yoichi.3
7. The Great Billows of Onaruto.
S. The Fishermen's Village.
9. The Sea in Japanese Literature, Part I.

10. Same, Part II.
11. The Water and Fire. (In verse.)
12. The Famine.
13. Lotze's iew of Humanity.
14. A Letter to a Cplleague.
15. The Potted Plant. (A lyrical play.)
16. Same.
17. The Plum.
18. The Exile of Kauko. (A great historical figure.)
19. The Death and Eternal Life.
20. The Poems of Emperor Meiji.

aio21. YoseBuson. (A poet.)
22. The Drudgery of Writing. (An essay.)
23. Japanese Poems (Ncent).
24. Self-control.
25. The Birthplace, Part I.

II.
27. Characteristics of the Japanese: (a) Sentimental, sensitive; (b) willingness to sac-

rifice one's iife for country; (c) receptive; (d) not venturesome.
28. The Mission of Japan. ("Japan stands in a position of an interpreter of oriental

civilization to the occident and of occidental civilization to the Orient.")

BOOK IX.

1. Hagoromo (Angelic Clothes). (A famous Japanese lyrical play.)
2. No. (Traditional dance of Japan.)
S. The Four Seasons.
4. Tachibana Shoran's Home.
5. The Pyramids.
6. Jinmu Tenno (Emperor) and Godaigo Tenno (Emperor Godaigo). (In verse.)
7. The Funeral of the Emperor Meiji. (From Tokyo Asahi Shinbun; a nowapapet

report.)
8. The Constitution. (A treatise.)
9. Prince Ito and the Constitution. (An essay.)

10. Saigo Takamori. (An essay.)
11. The Morning View of Mount Fuji. (A'description.)
12. The Prose Poem on Mount Fuji. (An essay.)
13. On Suruga Highway. (A description.)
14. The Moonlight Enjoyment. (A description.)
15. The Furin (bell that rings in the wind) and Mallet.
18. The Wrestling.
17. Japanese Poems. (Verses.)
18. Rikaiga Shims. (A place of exile of Shunknn.)
19. The Country of Greed.

a
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20. Kinzei Hachiro Tametomo. (A great warrior who was veryekillfull with the bow
and arrow.)

21. The Promise with Chrysanthemum. (The story of Hasebe Samon.)
22. Saigyo Hoshi, (Story of a great Buddhist priest who was noted for Japanese

poems.)
23. Four Saints of the World. Part I.
24. Same. Part 11. (Budd lea; Confucius; Socrates; Christ.)
21. The Manly Youths.

Th Text-Book on Middle Ikeool Moral Precepts. Edited by Profs. Tsubouchl
Yuzo and Mori Shinichiro. Published by Sansei Po Book Company, Tokyo,
Japan. "Approved by the Department of Education," March 4, 1912. (Each
took is prefaced with two Imperial rescripts; the first of October 30, 1890,
and the second of October 13. 1908.)

BOOK 1.

.1. Do that which you think is right and do not that which yon think is wrong.
2. Weak will, source of all evils.

tine can not be a true man by not being independent.
4. Patience is the first step in moldit a character.
5. To follow that which deserves to be followed is the way of a manly persoft.
G. Act that which is told quickly, readily and sincerely.
7. tying is a cowardive.
S. To be 'vest is to be fearless.
9. Falsehood is liable to be exaggerated.
10. Overcome impatience and greediness.
11. Play well and work well.
12. There is a way if there is an ambition.
13. Venturesome (Columbus -an example).
14. Think well before you do it.
15.. Do not forget self- control.
16. Selfishness is the worst evil.
17. Do unto others as you would they should do to you; or do not do the things to

others which you would not they should do to yourself.
1S. Filial piety is the beginning of all actions.
19. Foremost duty is to relieve the parents.
20. Same.
21. Be careful the start.
22. Bear the huraens of others.

BOOK H.

1. The habit is a secondary nature.
2. The habit of overcoming the wicked habit is the best.
3. Day after day, month after month, and year after year press onward toward

which is good:
4. Do not hesitate to correct excess.
5. Stubbornness and stu inese are like muddy water and medicinal spring.
6. The breaking of a p mime is a bit of lie.
7. Do *hat you have a ye promised. -
A. Do not wash blood with blood. (Meaning, do not retaliate.)
9. Return the wickedness with good.

10. One who %mows not his shame does not do the things whfch he knows.
10140-20-----26

that
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11. One without courage is not a man.
12. Learn the spirit of Ilushido (ways of the knight).
13. A boy who risked his life as a secret messenger.
14. One who is careless of little things can not succeed-can not do a big thing.
I. Virtues of Napoleon-independent, patient, courageous, sturdy, careful of little

things, and self-confident.
16. Virtues and weaknesses of Napoleon. Virtues: Studied every-glint; minutely;

concentrated on one thirv:r-or task; keenness. Weaknesses: Selfishness; placed
personal interests above everything else.. ..

17. ilenevolence of John
18. A man can not live alone.
19. Same.
20. Be like a man, be a man worth living.
21. Reputation or wealth is not true goal of life.
22. Japan is like one big family.

BOOK III.

1. Morality.
2. Sincerity, self - control( loyalty, and tenderne-s.
3. Filial piety.
4. Kyttlyei Kameda. (Story of a man who was exceedin loyal to his parents.1
5. Brotherliness.
6. Moderation.
7. Courtesy.
6. Public spirit.
9. Friendship.

10. Charity.
11. Self-dependence.
12. Perfect mind and body.
13. Training of mind and holy.
11. Self-support.
17). Gond. heart and wicked heart.
16. Temptation.
17 Conscience.
18. Reading.
19. Same.
20. Worship of ancestors nod patriotism.

BOOK IV.

1. The Imperial Reseript of Bosliin (189)
2 Same. .
3. Same. (In one of these chapters mention is made of the Five Articles promul-

gated March 14, 1868. The Five Articles are sometimes called "The Charter
Oath of 1868." (a) An assembly widely convoked shall be established, and all
measures of government shall be decided by public opinion. (b) All classes,
high and low, shall unite in vigorously carrying out the plan of government.
(c) All the people shall be given [the opportunity] to satisfy their legitimate

. desires. (d) All absurd usages shall be abandoned, and justice and righteous-
ness shall regulate all actions. (e) Knowledge shall bo 'Ought for throughout

. the world, so that the foundation of the empire shall be atreagthened4
PART If. The Nation and Imperial House.

4. The throne and Imperial house.
6. The nation.
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6. The national constitution.
7. The subject. Part I.
B. Thesubject. Part II.

PART III. noire.
9. Home.

10. Ancestors.
11. Filial relationship Part I.
12. Filial relationship Part II.
13. Husband and wife.
14. Brothers and sisters.
15. Relatives.
16..Servauts.
17. Home and cultivation of virtues.

BOOK V.
PART T. Life.

1. Spirit of cooperation.
2. Social order.
3 Cuitoms and manners.
4. Public welfare.
5. 0!upatit'ins.
G. Property.
7. Reputation r.f fame.
S. Ili:Maenad duties.
9. Same.
10. Character.

Pau II. International Relations.
11. The faithful attitude toward foreigner..
12. Courtesy toward foreigners.

PA.RT III. The Characteristic Morality of Our Country (Jaian).
13. The.origin of our national morality.
19. Filial piety and loyalty to lord, one and same.
15. Worship of ancestors.
IQ Patriotism and public duty.

THE TEXTBOOKS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES (INDEPENDENT
SCHOOLS).

The Independent Schools do not use theatextbooks of Moral Precepts like Bong-
wanji or other Buddhist Schools. Them is a great difference between the textbooks
used by Hongwanji or other Buddhist Temple Schools and those weed by the lade-
pMent Schools. Even the cantents show this marked -difference.
The Taisho National Language Book. Edited by Koichi Hoshina. Published by

Ikuyeishoin, Tokyo, Japan. "Approved by the Departmest of Education,"
December 26, 1915. (Like Buddhist Temple Schools' Textbooks. this set of
readers is also made up of a collection of essays, treatises, extracts from history.,
isovels, etc.)

BOOK I.

1. The Spring of n Thousand Miles. (Description of Kioto, theLold capital, and its
vicinity.) .

2. Same. Fart II.
3. Spring. (Poem.)
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4. The Flowery Temple.. (The-celebration of Buddha's birthday.)
5. The "Tastes of the -Ear." (The mask of the fields; the song of the fall.)
6. From the Deck. (A letter to a friend, describing the experiences of a long journey

from Japan to Marseilles, France.)
7. The Trip on the Rhine. (A description.)
S. Alexander the Great. (A taief sketch.)
9. The Horse Rate. (Japanese army.)

10. Five Months in Paris.
11. A Lighthouse Keeper. (A French story.)
12. Itto Sen money for one candle). (A story of a groUTS of students under

Yoshida.Shoin.) ' /-

13. The Heroic Samurai (warrior) of Chohan.
14. A Kindness Unforgotten. (A story of Masanori Fukuehima, a carrior under

Hideyoehi Toyotomi, a great general.)
15. Yamada Nagamasa. (A story of a hero who went to Siam at the behest of the

Siamese King, and later became King of Siam.)
16. The Summer of Formosa. (Description of Formosan life.)
17. A Summer Ebening. (A poem.)
18. A Firefly. (An essay.)
19. Mount Fuji. Part I.
20. Mount Fuji. Part II.
21. Five Funny Stories: Thalee, La Fontaine, Th, First Reason, A Mohammedan

Priest and his Adherents, Saved by Wit.
22. The Essay of Tokutomi Roka. (Description of the seashore of Sagami.)
23. The Boyhood of Bismarck. Part I.
24.' Same. Part II.
25. The Flight from Berlin. Part I.
26. Same. Part II. (The incident narrated here is that which occurred just before

the Great War. The writer tells of the good treatment received from Germans.)
27. The Wise Lord of I (The story of Matsutaira Nobuteuna.)
28. The Training of th eart. (The story of Masumune, the great forger of the sword.)
29. Penguin. (An incident of Shackleton.)
30. The Priest at Moonlight Night. (A story of Misoya Nibei.)
31. The Bell of the Village Temple. (In verse.)
32. Admiral Togo. (A sketch.)

BOOK H.

1. Poems of the Emperor Meiji.
2. Emperor Meiji as a Poet. Part I.
3. Same. Part II.
4. The Progress of Tokyo.
5. The Restoration of Yedo Jo (Tokyo Fortress). Part I.
6. Same. Part II.
7. Gokendo. (Shrine of Prince Ito.)
8. Commander Hiroee. (In verse. Extols the heroism and sacrifice of life for fellow

men.)
9. The Training of Courage or Coolness.

10. The Arctic Explorations. Part I.
11. Same. Part II.
12. A Letter to Parents from Kiau Chau, China.
13. The Triumphal Entry into Riau Chau, Shantung.
14. Same.
15. View from the Summit of Mount lliei, Kieto.
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16. Tales of Ninomiya.
17. See Thyself Fir St.
IS. Three ways of Living. (Three kinds of life.)
10. The Snow of Koshiji. Part-I.
20. Same. Part II.
21. The Assault of Gishi (47 'Ronins or retainers). (A story of 47 loyal retaint3rs who

revenged the death of their master.)
22. Same.
23. Same.
21. The Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln.
25. The Story of Matsudaira Sadanobu.
20. The Letter to Father.
27. The Trio across the Red Sea.
2s. A Night at Dunkirk.
20. Same.
30. The Water Mill. (In verse.)
31. Ino Chukei's Study in tis Old Age.'
32. Same.

BOOK III.

1. Unebi Tama. (The account of the visit to Unebi Yams, the tomb of tlfe Em
Jinmu.)

2. The Four Seasons. (In verse.)
3. ,Zslal&eo no seki. (From Japanese history.)
1. From the Tales of Soga. (The story of brothers who avenged the death of th

father.)
Experiences from Reading.

G. lishiono misaki ( Urhio Headland). (A description.)
7. The. Cruise of " Beagle." (An experience of Prof. ITenslow, of Cambridge, wi

Captain Fitzroy.)
S. The Life ComOtit ion. (Theory of Survival of the VteeL)
!I. The Writings of Ohta Kinjo. (Extract.)

10. The Dikes o(Tenryli River.
I I. Impressions of Korea.
12 Same.
13. The Mountain of Aeht Provinces (Great Central Rapge of Korea) . (In verse.
11. The Sapporo Ya (Sapporo Agricultural College).
15. Eton School.
10., The National Cha acteristics of England, France, and Germany.
17. City of Venice. .

18. ShokusaAin and Bon Lantern. (Story of Ohta Nanbun and a lantern dealer.)
19. Our Household Economy.
20. Date Masamune's Return.
21. Yegawa Tanan. (Story of Yegawa Tarozaemon.)
22. A Merchant with the Spirit of a Samurai.
23. Joy.
21. Interest in Learning.
25. Extract from Meirin Songs. (Japanese poems.)
26. From Formosa. (A letter of General Nogi.)
27. The Battle of Trafalgar.
28. Same.

4
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BOOK IV.

1. The Bravery of our Nation.
2. Be a Man who would ho yaluell after Death.
3. Tho Music of Shiroyama.
4. The Will of Saigo Nanshu.
5. 'wlquf Comment on Japanese verso.
6. The Autumn Night.
7.. Across tho Alps, Part I.
8. Same, Part II. (Tho story of Hannibal.)
9. The Senjo ga Ham. (Description of a famous plain.)

10. Lake Leman, Geneva.
.N11. Tho Wealth of our Home.

12, Oishi Yoshio. (A sketch of a famous warrior who was the leader of 47 Ronins cr
loyal retainers.)

13. The End of the Year. (An essay.)
14. Satsuma no Kami Nakatoshi's Catch of a Badger.
15. A Comic Poem (Japanc.el.
16. The Wound of a little Snake.
17. The Boyhood of the Saint of Om i. (The E tory of his (lovotion to his mother.)
18. From Vladivostok. (.? letter.)
19 The Customs and Manners of Russia, Part I.
20. $ame, Part H.
21. General Nogi. iin verve. \
22. Constantinople
23. Iwakura Ufn. (Sketc of I walsura Tomnini.)
240Same, Part IT.
25. Same, Part III.
26. The Letter of the Lord of Mito on the Child's Education
27. The Decline of Shogunate (Feudal Government).
28. Same.

BOOK V.'

1. The Moon, Snow, and Flower, Part I.
2. Same, Part If. (Essay).
3. An Evening Stroll in Spring.
4. To Mother. (A letter of Sakuma Shoran, a LIM0113 scholar, describing the corn iog

of white men at Crap.)
5. Sugita Iki. (A famous warrior under the Lord. of Iyo.)
6. A Wild (loose. (A poem.)
7. Sado ga Sliima. (A description of an island.)
8. From Yechigo to Tokyo. (A descriptive letter.)
9. Oda Nobunaga. (An essay, Sketeh of a fammts statesnian-gerieral.)

10. Toyotomi Hideyoshi. (A sketch of another statesman-general.)
11. The Bushido. (The way of Samurai or knight.)
12. Tho Manly Man, or Hero. (In verse.)
13. Tho Olympic Games.
14. The Museum of Fine Arts at the
15. The Four Great Bridges of New York City.
16. Gamo Gonpei and 07.awa Roan. (Story of a patriot and his benefactor. Game,

the patriot, traveled every Cover of Japan and carried on a campaign to beautify
the tombs of the emperors. Otawa Roan took Game into his home and looked
after him. Both are noted as scholaitin Japanese history.)
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17. The Four Seasons. (The eollei(on of Japanese vertex.)
ls. View of Onaruto, Part I.
19. Same, Part II.
;:o. Same, Part I II. (Description of a famous Japanese Whirlpool.)
21. Nichiren ,Ionin. (A sketch of a famous Btohlhist prieqt.)
2.1. 'Fite Mongolian Invasion, Part I.
2:1. Svme. Part II. (The exploits of IloioTokimilan.)
21. The interview of Fkishima ea Hata. (Au historical incident front the Tales of

yosliioaine.)
..2%. The Wild Goose. ( From the Tales of Sega ltrothont.)

'qleye, the I lermit.

4

HboiE VI.

I. Tlie IMpa ri-so n of Flower,.
Beftre and After Snowfall.

.t. The Moon of Laim Dotci Lake).
I. The Coast of Italy.

( ; rea trier . (Japanese verses.
5. Watanabe Ka.,an. (Secret of his success.)

Samurai (I' night), Farmer, Craftamati and Merchant.
s. PrinccIto. (A tribute.)
'I. The Remarkable Scenery of
10. Travel. (In verse.)
11. Miura Peninsula. (A. description.)
12. The "Parting" Letter., (A letter of Ohla (iem...0 to his. mother.)
13. Shushansui and Ando Shoat). Pattl
1!. Same. Part II. (The stay of a famous teacher ran! pupil )

Sohn. (A Chinese emperor's faithful follower. A sous -)
Ili. 'rho Imperial Sepulcher at Shiratuune.
i7. 'Fatuetonio in Exile.
IS. Sakakibara Yilliiimumt. Part
1!t.:= a;t,e. Part II.
20. The Priest of Ninnaji.
21. The Vicinity of Saga.
22. (enrol (t. (In verse--colleetion.)

i tsur.ezulia. (A farce.)
21. The Tale (.4 William Tell.
25.. Saute. ( Drama .)
25. The Result of War. (An essay. In this essay the writer says: ' The thing Mikis

is most beautiful, most noble. and best of huniatt being is that xhieh has apsung
out of the scar. Of Japanese spirit, that which is most beautiful and noble ie
not Illiddhisui or Confucianism. It is the spriti cf Bushi or Knighthood. IC
is the spirit born out of the battle. This noble spirit is not the product of the
tea(hinit of China or India.")

BOOK VII.
I. 0,ir Nation.
' Hitachi Obi. .(Esatty on the Old Japanese song.)
.1. An Evening in Spring. (In verse.)
1. The Eau)", of Matouo Baaho.
5. A Scarcciow.
5. Climbing the Taiatn. (Chinese mountain.)
7. The council of War. (Of Tatnetomo.)
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S. The Night Assault of Shirokawa Den.
0. The Glimpse of Emersoow

10. A Letter to Sister. Part I.
11. Same. Part II. (Letter of Yoshida Shoin.)
12. The Snow of Ono.
13. P.ihaku, the Poet. (4'hinese poet.)
14. The Extract from Dojo Taes or Chronicles.
1:).`The Proverbs. (An raspy.)
16. Scott, the Poet.
17. The Poet's Statue. (In verse./
18. Collection of Songs.
19. A Lotter of Amemori Hoshu.
20. Extract from Satomi lfatauken Den of Takizawa Basin-The 'Pekin° gawa.
21. Same. 1
22. The Imperial Sepuher at Ohara. (An essay.)
23. Taira Shingemori. Part I. (An essay.)
21. Same. Part II.

Arai Hakuseki and Motoori Nobunaga. .;Sketch of two famous scholars.)

BOOK VIII.

1. Characteristics of the Japanese.
2. The Fall of Aim Fortress.
3. Same.
4. collection of Songs.
5. *gyo, the Musiriap
6. Same. (Sketch of a fatuoas Buddhist priest musician.)
7. "By Making the Child a Priest." (Prom the Tales of Yoshida Kenko, a famous

Buddhist priest.)
S. A Letter to a Brother. (By a certain Buddhist Priest.)
9. Speech of Anthony. (From Julius (Aver.)

10. The Tower of 1.0049 (An ussay of,Nataume Sneeki.)
11. The Wandering. (In verse.)
12. Mitsuyori'llvdience with the Euiperior.
13. Dan no Ur... (The Battle of Ileike and Genji
14. Same.
15. The Assault of Oishi, or Loyal Retainers. (In letter form.)
16. The Four Seasons. (From Yoshida Kenko's Tsureture (sum.)
17. The Flight to Kuwaiti) of Prince Daito.
18. Prince Hironari's Hawk Hunt.
19. The Extracts from ,;hinYo Wakaahu. (Japanese poems.)
20. The Potted.Plant. Part I.
21. Same.
22. Yost Buson. the Poet.
23. Japanese Songs.
24. The Tartars' Invasions.
25. Grecian Civilization.

BOOK IE.

1. The Essentials of National Constitution.
2. Yamaga Soko and General Nogi.
3. The Restoration of Kenmu. Part I.
4. Same. Part U.
b. Japanese Sow

. a

*
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G. inspiration. (By Tokutonf) Soho.)
7. t-ame.
ft. The Keeper of Niishima.
6. f:ame.

10. The Imperial Sepitlehor at Mano. (Of Emperior Shitoku.)
II. Same.
12. The Four Saints of the World.
1'.t. Same.
H. Tsukint mayo no noryb. (The Moonlight Enjoyment.)
15. Raisanyo. (A famous scholar.5

Same.
17. The Song of Hirano Kunicu'ui.

F7Inst'sIPessitnism.
19. From Weimar. (Ski vhes of Goethe and Schiller.)
20. Musicians of Manyo Era-.

t1ojo fo.m. (In verse. Incident from Chinese history.)
Mensitid. Chinese Philosopher.

2:L Same. I

BOOK X.
I

I. F.uipero (First Empetor ) r
2. Same. I

a. Li fe's Greatest Happening.
1. Some.
5. Same.
6. The ColleetioLi of Songs.
7 The Meditation of Autumn..
S. t'onfucianikn.
9. Oyomei '03 Greatest Resolution.
111. Moon, the Reflection of Earth...
11. Moon and Flower.

The Spirit Imperishable. (By Tagore.)
}3. A taka no Seki. Part 1.
14. Same. Part II.
15 Same.
M. Mount Hatkone. (A description.)
I'. The Exile of Sugawara.
1$. Extract from Ifeike Monogatari. (Tales of Heike.) .

Kikaiga Shims. (From the Tales of Heike.)
21. Opinion on Educational System. (In letter forms)*
21. The Great Walls. (I verse.) .

22. Sofia Brothers.
23. Same. (Brothers who took revenge for their death and disgrace
21. Extracts from Japanese History.
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13-14; public high ,,thous., 214-217, 249.

Entrance requirements. Vol versity of I la
wail, 284-285.

. Episcopal Chords. schools, 40, 343 -347.
EXIIIII111/111011g, eosin/hi: fur cooed.), punt.

holt School, :128-329; lothlic elementary
schools. 18.8-189.

Expenditures. College of Hawaii, 291: Per
pupil enrolied in louldiuoelieols, 44 ; pub-
lie schools of il000lido. 99-102.

Failures and elholoatiens. private schools,
317-318.

Federal aid to educanuo, University of ila
i I. 287 -288.

Federal tiovernment. relation to l'ulvursity
of Hawaii. 206.-207.

Fit pinon. SehilOt .1111.11111111.11t

Foreignlanguage schools, 4'2-44, 107- 1 43;
enrollment. ten and religious con.
'merlons. stalls-ties, 112 ; influence, coni
Jnouts by American teachers. 125 -134;
plan proposed by the u. lllll 139 -,
113 ; proposed legislation, 184-143.

Foreign languages. public high schools,
258-.259.

Free kindergarten and rhIldren's Ali A /Ms,
elation. activities, 47. 74-75.

5:,ography, public eletueotary schoola. 200-
201.

Germans. Imralgration. 12 ; intermarriage
with other ',tees. 26.

Girls. Hawaiian, laortling schools. 371-377.
Grammar. EntIsh. public elemen to ry

schools, 197-199.
Group principal plan uuf 'supervision. Island

of Maul, 76-77.
Handwriting. public elementary schools,

193-195.
Hawaii, College of. ere College of Hawaii.
Hawaii, University of. Nee University of

Hawaii.
Ha walla n Inimigra Hon Society, organized.

11.

Hawaiians. achool condiment, 13.
Higashi brands of liongwanji sect. 112.
High schools, Japanese 11 fongwatiji Bud-

dhist), textbooks. 388-397 : Japanese (In.
dependent tort books 397-403.

High schools, private. egrollinent, :113-314.
see also High schools, public and private ;
Japanese high 'schools.

High schools (public), 212-255: course of
study, 222 -231 ; enrollment, 214 -218 ;
equipment and building,', 251-255; facili-
ties inadequate, 212-218; Island of Maul.
05-60; library facilities, 250-251: mak-
ing them acceasibleto the people, 63-04:
organization, administration, and super-
vision, 245-2509 Vutilae of system, 250-
203 ; plohlem cif Americonizalion, 21 7-
219 : immils, 215-217; 'supervision, 68;
teachers, 231-245.

High schools, piddle and private, graduate
attending college, 263-264 ; student,' p
poring for college, 201-263.

Higher education, expenditures for Stale
supporteuVinstitutione. 288-289: Hawaii,
2(14-294: per capita receipts of State
sultosurted insi Pot ions. 2,19-290.

11110 Boarding School, history and actin)
t 347-352.

Hilo. Public High School. enrollment. 2111;
inadequacy of equipment. 233-254.

history, Instruction, pailic high echook,
250; Punahou School. 325.

History and civics. public elementary
so lads, 201-202.

Home economies, ,ourse ei study In publk
schools. 225. 227-2i8 instruction,

Punahou School. 32s.
I lonu;stealls 1 1590 - 1 9110. distrihute'd by

nittlonalities, 31.
Hongwanji sect. activities, I11 -112; cows

of studs. for .Inpinese high schools. 117.
see also Textbooks.

Honolulu. expnditores for public ...hook,
99-102; tax rate and property voluatios,
102-103; tan roe, comparui wills that
of other cltios.

Honolulu Ad. Club, recommendations ill
go ruling foreigu in twang,. schools. I30-
1 37.

Honolulu Chamber of and sehool
situation. 135-130.

Honolulu Military- Academy. organization
and .cavities, 333 -3:ts

Hygiene. Instruction, public .lemeniary
school's, 202.

linamura. work. Ill.
Immigration, early attempts to assist, 9-10.
Industrial curriculum, public high schools,

225. 227.
luterntarrying of nice.. 25-29.
Iolani School, activities, 313-340,
Japanese. activity of Buddhist sects, 110-

112 ; eitizenship, method of releasing
children from. 23-25; derision regarding
citizenship, 2:1 -25: ulisiribution Record-
ing to occupations. 17-18 educational
associations. 114 -115: ends/lotion of ac
tIvity among. 18: AmmlarntIon, 10: high
schools, Ilongwanji Buddhists, course of
study, 117; intermarriage with other
races. 27; momentum. 1 7: " picture
brides," 28: political control of islands
18-20; school enrollment. -13 ; school or-
ganization, support. sod administration,
113-115; texthool n, 116-125. 379-388,
397-493; work of Christianizing, 107.

Japanese Educational Association, revision
of textbook), for Jnpanese schools, 110.

Joao meet, activities. 110.
Junior. and senior high schools, organlia

Hon, 66-37.
Junior high schools, Hawaii-and Oahu, 641;

Island of Kauai, 64-n5.
Xamehaineha III, and population of Pit.

cairn Island, 10.
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Natural endowment of races compared,
37-38.

Naturalization, Asiatics, 23.
Nature study, instruetion, public elemen-

tary schools, 203-204.
Nevada. University of. See University of

Nevada.
Nielpiren sect, activities. 110.
Normal school, graduates, 103-1 organ".

zatIon and administration, 7S -:15: pro-
grams of the students, 87-04; recom-
mondations of the comtillasion. 94-95.

Northern Europe. Immigration. 11-12 6!".."
Norwegians, ins nigra Hon. 11-12.
Oakland, ('ally., method of appointing super.

Intendent of schools, 59.
Ocr0P01lonal Wed!, and op .rt unities, 29-

80.
Pan Pacific Statea. aer University of

I lawall, 501-.502.
Physical education, public elementary

schools. 204 ;' public high ...boob,. 23°-
231 ; Punahou School, 328.

" Picture brides." 28,
Pitcairn Island. unsucessful attempt to

bring popuintion to Ilawall, 10.
Plantatiou and milling activities, 32-84.
Playgrounds, 38, 191-192
Pol.) nesiane, Immigration, 10; enroll-

ment, 13.
Population. tvitsus of 1590. 12: haracter oC

present, 12-13. ,
Porto Ricans. school enrollment. 13.
Portuguese. Immigration, 11 ; intermarriage

with other rams, 2:5-20: school enroll-
mnt. 13.

Primnry education, influence of kindergar-
ten, 72.

Principals. public., high schools, functiont,
245-246.

PrIvitie sehoola..activities, 40-17. 200-2611
l'ODOUNIMIN 11 Ild recommendations. 374-
377 ; general 'conditions and activities,
300-377; list. 11 1111 statistka. 308-300: su-
pervision. 08-70.

Professors Isalnriett I. In 90 State colleges
and nuiveraitles, 270: University of Ha-
waii. 277-278.

Profeasors, training, exprienee. and publi.
cations. University of Hawaii, 274-276,

Program. normal school,
l'r ann. effect of kindergarten training,

72- 73.
ProntotIone and failures, chile high

schools, 219-221.
Plibile schools, inadequately supported,

44-45: relation to Island. needs, 34-38.
ace also Mel schools.'

Monahan School, organisation and Work,
319-333.

Pupil activities, growing of coffee on West
ila wail, 45.

Pupils. distribution by curriculums aptl
sexes In four private high schools. an;
pubiletrigh schools; grouped according to
ability In English, 248-247.

Races in Hawall, mixture, 9-14.

Kam. !:ameba 4V, and Polynesian peoples, 10.
1..e1,anieit s400ls, foundation and ac-

,,, it ie.:. 352-371.
K:ami. 1-Mad of, Junior high schools recom-

,.. I 'led. 64-05.
Public High School, distribution of

pip 11% Erode, and deseent, 218.
;.:$1.1011, activItb- , 47-0; Dna Illia

: :I rld hOok. primiples, 70-75.
io Girls' School, organization and

,.0,, :471-372.
1:arts. intertinirrlage with other races,

_c school enrollment. 13.
mlltIons. 32-414.

1...1..nnalm.:1 Trude School, 11.11110,..,
phut for reorganization. 98.

L.., I'. K.. oh AIWA IC:I 11i7.11 01,11 work,
112 14:;

1..o;;;;..ge grIl 11111181.. 1001 ruc11.10, public
.!. n eloot, - ('boll'. 197-19,

1.0 to ms. st ho..I enrollment.? 13.
rescoches h. 1,'11cge of Howell.

1,00-3, I. politic high school. 250-251.
Oa ondit Ions, McKinley Public

5, hoot, .52.
M.,' 21 li Va liglian. study of Inter

e.' crying of races, 25-27.
31 Kinky Pul.lic High School. Honolulu.

ours", of tudy. enrollment,
210 Imniequacy of equipment, .'253 -25 -e.
255 : 250; lighting Amolitions.
252.

Monual arts, In- !ruction, Punshou School.
327.

Manual arts nod household arts, fouryear
high school syuctices, 230

Ma I lioniwt les, I ustrth t ton, public high
M.014 2:s. l'unahou School. 324-325.

Nioul ',NIA of, group principal pion of
npervilen. 76-77: high 1:01001. 05..60
welfote nctivttiec, 52-53.

Maui Ald Associotion, activiths.
Maul Public II fah School, distril.ution of

pupils iy grades and descent, 218.
Nloultaolu Seminary. urga IliZA lion and

work, 372-373.
M. mph instruction in science and

onture study. 2113-204 ; study of teach-
sahirks, 170-177. 178.

Methods of teaching, piddle high sehools.
234,2441; specialists noAlled. 77-78.

Michigan, inflitence of kindergarten on repo.
tition, 73.

Mid Pnelfle lust Bute, orgunizatIon and lie
tIvIt ics...318- 3-13.

Military 'eduention. Nre Honolulu Military
Aiittlemy ; 11110 Boarding School.

Milling activities, 32 - :44.
Modern languages, Instruction, Puttahon

School, 324.
Music, instruction, public elementary

schools, 202-208; Importance of stmly,
230.

National Education Association. on relation
between superintendent and a board of
cflucation,. 50-57.



Reading. literature,and story work. lastruc-
(Ion. public elementary. schools. 195-197.

Religion, sills and detiontina tbons, t is
tics, 112.

Repenters. iiinnenr of kindergarten. 73.
IL. port On llaanil, chief teatimes. L.
Roman Catholic Church. Reboots. 4n.
Itoyn I .1lann .11'rieult oral Soviet y, early

littempts to assist indultdatIon, 11 -10.
st. Andrew's Priory ..netIvIties. 340-147.
School attendance. sec Attendance.

tottli,et. rcuttimendation,, 1;3.
School tensus. value of annual. G2-53.
School mintuissloners, and the sheriff's

sehtot day. lengthened one [Noire& 311.
S. hind enrollment sr Enrollment.
school finance,. dismission. 00L100. '
Sehosel handicaps. public elementary schools.

186-16s..
Sehool orgimisation. 54-1t6.
ftcbool system. function. 4-5.
School loxes. sec Taxation.
Scholdbonses. puildlogs.
Scionee. public lementary schools. 203-

704 iodine high schools. 275. 7:,.41. 239
Putmhou School, 325-32C.

MitrlIT's office. and the school
I ts. 00 63.

Shlngon soet.IftictItittes. 110.
Rohtl situation, complex condition, :tet
Bode sect, activities. 110.
Spanish. hitormarriag with other tone,.

21 :: mehool enrollment. 13.
Spelling. Instinct-Ion, mblio elementary

schools. 200.
Sugar industry. 29-a0: research work In

Colleao of flawitii.
Superintendent' of schools. duties. 54- 57 :

rogation to Isstrd of school eommission.
rn. 56-57.

Supervision. group principal plan...eie
memory schools on Island of Maul .

77: inadequate. 41-42: public high
soh, ohs. 245-250.

Supervisors. and board of school enittinis
sioneik 00. -

fturv^y commission': personnel, 7.
Taxation. Honolulu, rote tompared with

that of other cities. 104-106 : rote and
property raluatlon of city and county ..f
Honolulu. 102-1011: unique ',from In
Territory. 103-104.

Teachers, aaignment of grades to, and bf
'midis per room, public .elementary
schools, 151-1f&; certlficatiiitt, public ele-
mentary schools. 162-10.1: cottages, 41:
distribution by age, piddle elementary
schools, 149-150; dlstrilnillon by racial
descent, public elementary schools. 144-
147 ; distribution by sex, public denten-

eonlMbo

39-40. 15 -157: living expenses. public
elemental. seltools. 174-1711: ninny
poorly qualthen. 41: In:slime., puhlls :le
mon I al-y , , 1 Is. 1111;103: public .1,..
memory schools. 144-180: professional
lending. public elemettutry ::.'loans. Iiiii-
161 ; promotion and ruling. lentil', rt.,
nintno-y schools. 16 :. -1611.

Teachers bureau. rem:untended. 244-247
Traders wind's, .11: panes, la ilinta ge

schools. 114 : 31mphts. Tenn., 17.4-177.
17s ; I:orme I r...ilol. S1 -,42 : pill II- el
memory seineols, 171- 174.177-17S; me,
lie high' schools. 240-214. Ner frbr., Pr-
fessors' sal..ries.

T:::, hors' (Raining. mil ate schools 31`,-
319 : public elententnry schoodse. 152 .l.
117-15R. inn-105; moot,. high .hii,k.
23IP4I34. sl:r nA.. Professi,rs.

Tearivi rig load. L'ilichslt y of lito.witi,. -..e;s
270: University of Nevada, 270.

Teaching methods, pudic litA sehimts. :::il
240.

Territorial boa rot of selmod mum im.iom rs.
See Hoard of adorn! commissioners

Territorial &pa rUaent. of int1110 111$11.1.
fiCM. Illiancing 99-1(16.

Territorial Normal School. graduates. 11:::-
tan : work. 7S-417:.

Territorial sehools. eon -manic features.
6-7.

Textbooks. Japanese Inn range. 1 in 12:'..
370-3117 : ive lllll tnettandome. 210 -211.

Transporting Joupds to school at public el
Wise, (17-6s.

United States, immigration, 10-11.
University of UM wall. tonnerting the train

log of Island teachers With:1,95 ; Ionic
from r1.11PIll I and Territorial mantes,.
257- 7/48 : Internal administration. 2711
271: new neptirtment* proposed. 211
281: oresulzatlon and teeth-Hies, 250
305; service to eommunity. Ills 3111.
summary of recommendn I Mot, 303 -3115 :
teaching Intel of faculty. 278-270 : train
Ing, experience. and publientions of tits.

. ulty members. 274-276. Per also College
of unwell.

Tniersity of Nevada, teaching lend. 2111.
Vnnelmn. 11.40'.. decision regnroling ettizett.

ship of Japanese, 0.
Vocational Ad industrial education, (Mille

elementary schools, 211 --207.
Waitaki, Jottatese Girls Home. netivities,

5?. -

Welfare workOsinnd of Maul. 52-53. .

West ILawall, transporting pupils to school
nt public expense, 06.

-Writing. "plan." reprint 'elution recent'. .

niended. 187. %2
'Young bfen's Chrfegitin Asimeintion, netirl.

tory schoole, 147-149 ; 81611116ml. 170-171 : Iles, 4R-50
Inadequate supervision, 41-42; lnortabll- Voting R'umen's e.ltristlan Aswociation, se,14 or force, 8841; leu%ib serrIv. 51-12.
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